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Abstract

"Hindu-Buddhist philosophy was at the hean of Nazism." writes Dave Hunt, a
prolific conservative Christian anticult writer and speaker. Hunt continues that "it was the

Aryan God of Hinduism who willed Hitler upon the world" (Hunt 1983:143. 1 52). The
author of over twenty books, as well as the editor of a rnonthly anticult newsletter. Hunt's
targets range from Hinduism and Buddhism to Roman Catholicism, secular psychology.
and the instrumental spintualities of t h e New Açe. In his exposition of their alleged
malevolence, Hunt is a superb propagandist for fùndamentalist Chnstianity in its never
endinç battle against those it considers a threat to the faith. While he refers to himself as

an "apologist" and "cult expert," a careful examination of his work reveals not so rnuch
apology or expertise as propaganda-a

systematic manipulation of information which is

designed to shape the behaviour of a specific audience in a particular fashion.

This work addresses three main questions: ( i What social construction of
knowledge (following the work of Berger and Luckmam, and Mannheim) underpins the
kind of propaganda represented by Christian anticult apologetics? (3) What propaçanda
mode1 derives frorn this underpinning? And (c) how is this propagmda manifest in such
apologetics, especially the work of Dave Hunt?
This use of a sociology of knowledge with propaganda theory presents an analysis

of a major genre of Christian literature which is substantially different fiom any which has

been attempted before. However, because both elements are applicable to any oqanized

matripulatic111of information, the analysis is not limited either to the work of Dave Hunt in

particular or to religious material in general. Embedded within a sociology of knowledge,
the propaçanda mode1 may be applied to other rnovements and material in order to
investigate their propagandistic content-specifically

where and how the manipulation

occurs, how crucial the manipulation is to the cogency of the argument, how it supports or
othenvise impacts the social construction of reality of the target audience, and.
understanding these, how seriously one should take the argument.
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Chapter One
"Are Hindus ReaUy Nazis?":
An Introduction to the Problem

1.1 Information in the Service of Ideology: The Generrl Research Area

At first glance, the question of whether Hindus are really Nazis appears both
loaded and absurd. Indeed, it is not dissimilar to the welCknown logical fdacy which asks
"Are you stiii beating your wife?"' How could anyone credence not 0

4 the implications

in the answer, but even the question itself?In this instance, in fact, it seems that merely to
enter into the debate is to devalue the entire Hindu religious tradition. But, there are
indeed those whose work makes precisely this connection and raises precisely this
question. Constance Cumbey (see below, pp.342-SI),* Dave Hunt, and Caryl Matriscima,'
i

Gray defines the fallacy thus: "A loaded question is one that embodies a questionable
a~~umption,
and if we answer the question we indicate agreement wiîh that asswnption" (1991:69; cf.
1991:69-70).

%hile more NFumspat in hcr açiual mention of Hinduisn, Cumbcy idcntina the New Age
movement as (a) hding its mots in the theosophicai tradition of Alice Bailey (1880-1949), an English
occultist and writtr who promotcd s patpourri of Western and Easttrn mysticism, including H.P.
Blavatdy's theory of a sevenlstage racial trajectory, one of which is the "Axyann (c£ Blavatsky [1888]
1998); and fi) quite explicitly leading the world dom the path to the Fourth Wch. The doctrine of
Aryanism is an integral part of the New Age," she writes, "as well as of Nazism, and other forms of
antisemitism and racismn (Cumky 1983:103). FurLbct on, she continues: "The cosmology and
cosmogony of Nazism and the New Ag- are identical. Both Nazism and the New Age Movément arc

for example, are Christian anticult apologists whose writings declare that Hinduism
contributed to the rise of National Socialism in post-Weimar Germany. Indeed, as wiil be
explored further in this work, Dave Hunt builds a carefully stmctured argument that it was
Hinduism which was directiy responsible for the advent of Nazism and for the atrocities
which occurred in its narne. Forging a tenuous comection between (a) the Aryan tribes
which swept d o m into the Indian sub-continent bringing with them the nescence of
Hinduism, (ô) the fascination of certain people and groups in early twentieth-cenhiry

Germany with a collection of ideas constellating around Theosophy, and (c) the use of the

Hakenkreuz, the swastika, by the Nazis as their central ideological symbol Hunt states
bluntly: "[It] was the Aryan God of Hinduism who willed Hitler upon the world"
(1983: 152).

Statements and questions which appear equally absurd regularly populate the work

of various other Christian writers as well. Texe Marrs, a former U.S. Air Force officer
who is now a full-tirne researcher and writer, wonders why it is that Christians in the

programs for expediting the 'paui' to 'transcendenîal consciousness,*for the transformation of the masses
through initiation into the 'mysteries.' Occult teachings and Pagan practices were injected into the
mainstrram of a nation during Hitler's reign" (Cumbey 1983:110). Following an encomium of the allegd
correlations between Nazism and the New Age, Cumbey concludes: uNazismwas a syntheSis of ocdtism
and gnosticism, based on The Secret Docirine and a synthesis of the old 'MysteryTeachings' and Eastern
religions" (Cumbey 1983:117).
'~n her book, Go& of the New Age, which locatcs Hiuduism as the major haor in rise of the
New Age, Matrisciana Mtes: "&th Dave Hunt, in Peace, Prosprify, and the Coming HoIoc4US1, aad
Constancc Cwnôey in The Hidden Drmgers of the Rainbow have donc thorough and exhaustive m h ,
parallehg New Age with Nazi philosophy. Their books deseme carefiil attention . . . A dixiple of
Blavatsky's 'Secret Doctrint' and a stuclent of Hinchiism, Hitler used bypnotic powers and manipulateclan
entire nation to surrender its c0Uective mind to him. Aryanism, a belief in a super-race, is a fOUIlCbtiona1
teaching of Hinduism's castt system. And it was Hitlcr's twistcd ratio& for the destruction ofsix
million Jews and additional millions of gypsies,-C
and other 'impure' racial strains . ..Hitler
took the symbol of the swastika as bis own,. To
the
Hindu,
it
is a very f h d h r symbol of-.
It can be
.
seen today in many indian temples" (Matnsciana 1985:216-7).

United States are, allegedly, seven tirnes more likely to be audited by the Intemal Revenue

SeMce, and is this phenornenon part of a government plan eventualiy to eradicate
Christians as the ody viable opposition to the establishment of a totalitarian regime in

Nonh Amenca (Marrs 1W8a; see below, pp. 35 1-5)p Similarly, does "the New Age
movernent"-a

loose mélange of instrumental spiritualities, syncretistic religious tradition,

and January 22, 1999psychological and parapsychological insight-really

represent an

organised threat both to Christianity and to modern culture, as evangelical acadernic
Douglas R. Groothuis believes?' (See below, pp.330-42.)
While it feels that, at some level, to engage arguments such as these is to credence
their validity beyond that which is reasonable, mt to engage them avoids the depth of
analysis necessary to understand them as fully as possible. Because, apart from the

answers to these individual inquiries, however interesthg they rnight be, there are more
fundamental questions which obtain. That is, what manner of worldview would begin to

'Mam writes: "DoCs the iRS intentionally discriminate agaim Bible-believing cburcbes and
ministries the agency believes to be conservative or politidly inoorrect? The evidence is mounting that
this is the casen(199th:1). "Evcr since the Ciinton administration took office," he continues, Wic IRS has
been attacking churches, g m p s , and ministries beLieved to k idedogical enemies of l&-wiag extnmism.
Churchcs or groups that expose the New Worid Order or teach the Bblicai vicw about a One World
Government ansing in the last days are especially at risic. The current IRS examination of @'own]
Living Tmth Ministria' 'Philosophy and Vicwpoints' is instnictin. Evcn though this mînisüy is Strictiy
nonpartisan and endorses no political candidates of cmy politicai Party, we were targeted for m o n
and,1bclieve, destruction by the IRS"(Marrs 1 9 9 8 1~;unlcss othcmbe noted, ail quoted empbascs arc in
the original). In anmer to his onginai question, Mans concfudes: "Actually, 1 already krow the answer,
and so do you. The IRS's campaign is not directed at Texe Marrs, LMng Truth Ministries, or Biblebeliewing churches. The IRS has decided to fight against Gad And that, dear fnends, is a very very
foolish thing to dow(199ûa:2).
armored Christian is ready for encMmten with the enemy,f,writes Gmothuis, "and there
wül k encuunters any t h e the gospel is bmught to kar on a Satanic stronghold such as the New Agc
movernent. Many involved in the New Age may not believe in Satan or niay not coIlSCiody ewbctspifit
guides or may bave no overtiy ili intentions, but inasmuch as thq rejcct the gospei of Christ fm a
counterfeit gospel îhey are of theic 'hther the devil'" (1988:41).
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account for concepts such as these in the first place? What is the particular ideological
formation which would cause questions of this nature to be asked? How would a
researcher go about investigating, identifjmg, and describing such a worldview? What part
do beliefs such as the ongoing economic persecution of Christians, or the threat
represented by spiritual beliefs distinctly different than Christiaaity? Are they simply
generated fiom the worldview of which they are a part, or do they provide some rnanner

of reciprucd support for it? These questions are among those which infom the generai
research area of this dissertation: how an ideology develops, how it may be described with

some level of accuracy and facility, and how Uiformation is put to use in its service.
Part One deals with the theoretical and methodologicai groundings on which the

work is based and according to which it proceeds-that

is, a sociology of knowledge and

propaganda theory. Part Two applies that theory and method to a particular body of
material-namely,

Christian anticult apologetics in general, a few examples of which are

noted above, and the work of Dave Hunt, a prolific anticult apologist, in more daail.
1.1.1 A Sociology of Knowledp

From the standpoint of a sociology of knowledge, whether one credences the
validity of the concems raiseci by the anticult apologists, or agrees with the interpretation

of social, cultural, and religious phenomena made in the context of their apologetic, is less

important than the fa& that they believe in the validity of these analyses and that this belief
has the power to actualise behaviour on their part in the world. In their classic study, The
Social Construction of Reality, Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmam argue that ' s e
sociology of knowledge must concem itseifwith whatever passes for 'knowledge' in a

society, regardless of the ultimate validity or invalidity (by whatever critena) of such
bknowledge"' (1 967: 15). Because belief in the validity of something has the power to
bnng about behaviour related to that thing-e.g., belief in the validity of the verdict of a
mediaeval Church tribunal had the power to bring about the death of the accused,

regardless of whether or not he or she was actually a witch or a heretic-Berger

and

Luckmann "contend that the sociology of knowIedge lis concemed with the mak'ysis of the
socid construction of reality' (1 967:15).

Building on the foundation laid by Karl Mannheim, as well as Berger and

Luckrnann, Chapters Two and Three explore some of the principles goveming the
construction of reality in a given society. One of the fundamental premises of the
sociology of knowledge, and of this investigation, is that reality-as-it-is-perceived-to-beis
not inevitably congruent with reality-as-it-is; it may well be, but it is not necessarily so.
However, because individuals and groups do not operate outside the constrahts of reality-

as-it-is-perceived-to-be,it is this which govems existentid behaviour. Thus, the concem is
to describe the subjective construction of reality rather than the objectiw, to understand as

much as one is able the various units of knowledge, clusters of belid; and filters for
information around which particular groups are constituted, through the lenses of which

individuals and groups interpret the world about them, and accordhg to the precepts of
which they make choices to act in that world. Behaviour is predicated on the perception of
reality, not necessady the acniracy of that perception.
Often, those behavioural choices are motivated by the presence of a partîcuiar

problem of practical Me.Something in the world-as-it-is has impinged upon the world-as-
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it-is-perceived-to-be and challenged an aspect of the latter's vaiidity or essentiality. The
fact, for example, that there are large numbers of people who exist quite happily outside
the subjective construction of reality inhabited by fundarnentalist Christians, and appear to
suffer no il1 effects as a result of that, presents a challenge to the essential validity of the
Christian worldview. This is the problem of "one world arnong many," "a world versus the
world," and it is a problem of practical life which must be resolved if the integrity of one's
own worldview is to be maintained. Chapter Three discusses the legitimation and
maintenance of worldviews in the face of such problems of practical life.
In the context of a society bounded, for exarnple, by the mediaeval Christian
church, as Berger and Luckmann note: "He who has the bigger stick has the better chance
of imposing his definitions of reality" (1967: 127). In a modem, pluralistic society,
however, "bigger stick" options are often not available, and primary groups must rely
more on particular conceptual machinery to reinforce and repair the worldview they

inhabit and in which they participate. There are a number of these conceptual machineries
available, but the one which wiU be considered most carefully here builds on Berger and
Luckrnann's therapeutic model.
Stated as a thesis, then, an investigation by means of a suciolog~of knowiedge
yields a set of cognitive barnrimy markers on the basis of which a particularprimaty

group is constituted and by means of which it may be differentiated fiom otha primary
groups; it describes the subjective comtnrction of reuiity inhabited by the primary group

and accordhg to the principles of which the primary g m p actualises behaviour in the

world. From these cognitive boundary markers are derived prom'mate ~hresholdsof
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instabzlity, cognitive "borders" dong which challenges to the subjective construction of
reality occur.These proximate thresholds are breached or impinged by pro6lems of
practical Iife wwhich, in tum, require the operation of certain conceptud machineries of

u~~iverse-mainteiiance
to obviate, integrate, or nihilate the problem. These machineries
function to maintain and repair the integrity and validity of the subjective construction of
reaiity in the face of the problems encountered. The therqueutic model which is discussed

in Chapters Three and Six is one means by which this universe-maintenance and repair
may be effected.
1.1.2 Propaganda Theory and Model

Crucial to the maintenance and repair of a particular subjective construction of
r d t y in the face of challenges to its validity and essentiality is the management of

idormation concerning both the worldview and problem. Especially if the problem is one

of a competing worldview, unless one's own worldview can be demonstrated superior to
the cornpetitor, there would be no compelling reason for an adherent to rernain within the

incumbent domain. If, as in the case of Christian fbdamentalism, the incumbent
worldview is held to be absolute, exclusive, and insuperable, any hadequacies which might
threaten its absoluteness, any analogs or parallels calling into question its exclusive nature,

or any circumstances which challenge its claim to insuperability aeed to be met with a
model of information management which renders the hadequacies Uiert, the analogs and
parallels fictitious or unredistic, and the circunstances incapable of demonstrating the
worldview invalid. At each stage in this process, the coroUary effkct of this is the

maintenance and reinforcement of the incumbent woridview.
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Propaganh is one way of describing the process by which information is
manipulated towards a specific end; it is both a theory and a set of particular mechanisms,

which together have the capacity to serve the purpose of therapeutic rdty-maintenance.
Leading towards a discussion of propaganda as a mediator of this reaiity-maintenance,
Chapters Four through Six consider both the theory and the method of propaganda as it
has been employed in the twentieth century.

Since one factor which some researchers believe has led to a decline in propaganda
studies in ment decades is the difficulty of arriving at a generally accepted definition of

p r o p a g h , Chapter Four is dedicated to a discussion of this problem and the generation
of a practicable definition. Following a bnef survey of sorne of the different solutions
which have been offered, including misperceptive solutions, a dennition of propaganda
which can be organised propositionally will be offered. Articulating the attributes of

propaganda, this is the definition which will infonn its application as a facilitator of
universe-maintenance in the context of Christian anticult apologetics.

Taking this definition as its foundation, Chapter Five surveys some of the correlate
mechanisms by which propaganda is &ed

out. While they cannot categorically identify

propaganda with the same facility as definitionai attributes, these basic principles of
application and methods of information manipulation do provide correlative references for
the rnanner in which propaganda is employed in a given circumstance.ARCS is the
acronym suggested here for the fiamework of these basic principles. niat is, predicated on

the proposition that propaganda has a spe&c target audience, motivation of that audience
occurs most successfidly when the manipulation of information preseats a message which
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is aflnitive, repetiiive, consistent, and simple. The specific mechanisms by which this is
accomplished include, for exarnple, satanisation, appeals to authonty and to the masses,

and fallacious Iogic. Chapter Five concludes with a discussion of some of these correlates

as they are found in Christian anticult apologetics-eg., apostate testimony, antipathetic
language, the repetition of conventionai pieties, and false or incomplete witness.
Chapter Six takes the theory and method of propaganda and considers how it
might be used to effect redity-maintenance dong the lines of the tripartite therapeutic
mode1 discussed in Chapter Three. First, U. S. media coverage of the 1991 Persian Gulf
War is used as an example of information manipulated in such a way as to legitimate the
hygienics of a particular worldview and social project. Second, question-and-answer

colurnns fiom various writers within fundamentalist Christianity serve to illustrate how
propaganda can function as a determiner of deviance and a m a u r e of pathology. Thkd,
the role of propaganda as an instrument of therapeutic nihilation is discussed in the context

of Christian anticult apologetics.

Two finai aspects of propaganda are addressed in this chapter: (a) the &ects of
propaganda, and 0)the diierence between propaganda and persuasion. The former
hcludes consideration of the question of the ethicai neutrality of propaganda. Many
theorists maintain that propaganda is ethicaiîy neutral and that its ethical content is a
bction only of the ends towards which it is used. Rather than accept this, it will be

argued that the fact of propaganda cannot be separateci for the objective, and that the

ethical content of the objective is situationally specific; the ethical value of the propaganda
will depend on who is asked, and what effect that propaganda had on them. As well,
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because propaganda involves a manipulation of information, there are certain aspects of

social discourse which are surrendered when propaganda is employed. Findy, some
researchers simply equate propaganda with persuasion, believing that there is no situation
in which persuasion is attempted which does not employ a certain manipulation of
idormation. Three arguments will be made to demonstrate that, while propaganda and
persuasion may resemble each other at times, there are certain hndamental differences
which distinguish one from the other.
1.13 The Choice for Propaganda

The contention could be made that, in light of the decline of propaganda study, use
of it here is rather like polishing up an old rock when there are new and better rocks
available. Three reasons, however, argue for the choice of propaganda theory and method

in this context: descriptive accuracy, a broad range of appeai, and facility of integration
with a sociology of knowledge.

First, while propaganda analysis may be a method which has been supplanteci in

some regards, this displacement does not demonstrate that its analytic facility has been
exhausted. If. for example, the major problem in its application was that a definition of the

concept could not be agreed upon, perhaps what is necessary is fkther work towards such
a definition, one which is practicable, demonstrable, and testable. Indeeâ, when
understood as the ordered manipulation of idormation which is aimed at a s p d c group
for a specific purpose, propaganda as a concept quite accurately describes much of what
occurs in different arenas of public discourse. It certainly describes much of what occurs in

the domain of Christian anticult apologetics.
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That there are different levels of public discourse involved in this phenomenon is
clear as well. Christian anticult apologists do not write for themselves, sharing their
insights only among a closed circle of like-minded professionals. Their work is p~cipally
produced for a non-professional primary group whose members share a particular
subjective construction of reaiity. This work is dso both disseminated in the public arena

and demands from that primary group action in the public arena. On occasion, the target
audience is expanded further when the input of anticult apologists is requested by different

media in the wake of crises such as the People's Temple in Jonestown, the Branch
Davidians in Waco, or the Heaven's Gate "Away Team" in Rancho Santa Fe.

Because of the emotional potency of the termptopganda, it is wnceivable that
an analysis of a religious phenomenon such as anticult apologetics by means of a

propaganda rnodel has the capacity to generate a certain measure of public interest and
discussion. And it seems that this is one aspect of the responsibility scholars bear as
mernbers of a particular society. in an interview recorded the year before he died, Michel

Foucault was asked, "For a philosopher to have made the pages of T h e magazineyas you

did in Novernber 198 1 is an indication of a certain popular stanis. How do you feel about
this?'@ggins 1988:16). Foucault's answer is instructive.

When newsmen ask me for information about my work 1 consider that I
have to accept. You see, we are paid by society, by the taxpayers
[Laughter]to work. And r d y 1think that most of us try to do our work
the best we can. 1think it is quite normai that this work, as far as it is
possible, is presented and made accessible to everybody. Naturally, a part
of our work cannot be accessible to anybody because it is too difEcult. The
institution which I belong to in France ( I don't belong to the university but
to the CoUège de France) obliges its members to rnake public lectures,
open to anyone who wants to attend, in which we have to explain ouf

work. We are both researchers and people who have to explain publicly our
research. 1 think there is in this very old institution-it dates iiom the 16&
century-something very interesting. The deep rneaning is, I believe, very
important. When a newsman cornes and asks for information about my
work I try to provide it in the clearest way 1 can. (Foucault, in Riggins
1988:16)
Finally, while there are certainly good cases to be made for the use of such analytic
methods as rhetorical theory, reader response criticism, and content or discourse analysis,

these lack the overall facility offered by propaganda theory to locate the phenornenon in
the larger theoretical context of worldview maintenance and enforcement. In fact, t they
could serve as usefùl tools for critical analysis within the larger theoretical domain of
propaganda. That is, when employed for the maintenance and repaû of a particular
worldview, the targetted manipulation of information includes the use of rhetonc; it relies

on a certain pattern of reader response; and it bounds the limits of both content and
dismrse in terms of the information it presents and the ends towards which it works. It is
propaganda, however, which can integrate these methods of analysis into a coherent
framework of manipuiated discourse.
1.2 Christian Anticult Apologetics: The Specific Research Area

Taking the theoretical and methodological groundhgs established in Part One,Part

Two applies them to a particular body of work-lhristian anticult apologetics-in an
effort to describe and to understand (a)the subjective construction of reality which

idorms the work, and (b) how the systematic manipulation of information supports the
worldview so describeci and either integrates or nihiiates data or phenornena which

threaten the worldview's integrity. In Apologetics in the New Age, David Clark and
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Norman Geisler lament that ''Christian apologists have been caught unaware. Christians
have become successful in defending their faith against Epicurean atheism, but they are
relatively defenseless in the face of Stoic pantheisrn. For this reason, Christian apologists
must tum their attention in a new direction by developing new arguments for this new

age" (1990: 12). Writing similarly of the need to have a workable apologetic in the face of
the New Age, John Newport concludes his book, nie New Age Moientent a d the

Biblical Worldview, by declaring: "Evangelical Christianity cannot embrace the New Age
worldview. But it can and must establish contact with those who have turned to the New
Age movement in their search for spiritual meaning. Their religious needs can be satisfied

oniy by biblical religion" (1998:607).
While there is some arnbiguity of temiinology given that Clark, Geisler, and
Newport speak of the "New Age" as opposed to specific "cuits" which may or may not be
regularly included as part of the "New Age," Newport's cornments illustrate some of the
basic principles at work in Christian anticult apologetics. Fust, there is a conûict of
worldviews; the worldview presented by the New Age (however that is described by the

particular writer) is perceived to be fundammtally incompatible with and therefore a
problem of practical He for those who adhere to a Christian worldview. Second, the latter
worldview is held to be unique, exclusive, and insuperable. Predicated on a belief in divine
revelation, it presents its subjective construction of reality-as-it-is-perceived-to-beas the
only one which is essentially congruent with objective reality-as-it-is. Third, there is a
mandate to convert those *&O i î h & t competing worldviews. Communication rnust be

established with adherents of these cornpethg worldviews, and information manageci in

such a way as to effect the migration of those adherents from the worldview they inhabit
into that of the Christian. How this subjective construction of reality is established and
rationalised, how the problems of practicai life represented by competing worldviews
arise, and how information is managed and manipulated in an effort to effect the
integration or nihilation of the competing worldview and the concomitant maintmance and
reinforcement of the incumbent worldview is the subject of Chapters Seven through
Twelve.

Chapter Seven begins with a description of the subjective construction of reality
inhabited by the anticult apologists. The boundary markers which constitute this
worldview include a set of doctrines by which Christian fundarnentalism has histoncally

and traditionally been identified. Anchored by belief in an inerrant, infallible, and
insuperable Script~re,~
these are the well-known "five fundamentais": the ontological deity
of Christ, his virgin birth, substitutionary death, and Unminent retum. Following a
discussion of the fiindamentals, consideration will be given to the larger context of
fundamentalist cosmology-that

is, a perenniai dualisndduelism which e>rists between God

and Satan. Derived fiom the interpretation of an inerrant Scripture, this dualism/duelism
contends that everythmg which happens in the universe is part of a divinely ordained

Ht~lsgeschichte,a salvation history in which the New Age, the various cults and sects, and

a growing cultural secularisation aii play a role in the advent of the eschator Each

'hthe context of Christian sxipture, inerruncy speab to the past; the bibticaî writings arc
believed to be inerrant in al1 that they have descri'bed and telated Infallibili&, on the 0th haad, qdcs
to the p m m t and iht fuNc.That is, bccause of Scripnire's Wmincy, it provides an inraiiiale guide both
for action in the present and plans for tbe fiinire. Insuperubiliîy &lares that there are no other scriptures
or sources of dMne revelation which have or will surpass the Bible.
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component of the fundamentalist subjective constmction of reality serves a purpose in the
reification of this cosmology.
Once the cognitive geography of Christian fùndarnentalism has been surveyed,

attention passes to one manifestation of that geography-the work of the modem anticult
apologists. Three of these apologists are considered in Chapter Seven: Jan Karel van

Baalen, Walter Martin, and Ed Decker. Van Baalen was a Christian Reformed pastor and
the author of the first modem encyclopaedic treatment of cults as a problem of practical
life. This problem was to be rernedied by effecting the conversion of the adherent-

the

cuit to refonned Protestant Christianity. While he is less well known than some other
apologists, his book, The Chaos oflults, went through four editions and over twenty
printings between 1938 and 1960. Walter Martin, on the other hand, is arguably the most
recognisable nme in modem North Arnerican anticult apologetics. His major work, The
Kingdom of the Cults, has also been revised four times, and is still used as a textbook in

courses on cults and new religious movements which x e offered at various evangelical
and fundamentalist bible schools and seminaries. Finally, Ed Decker is best known for his
anti-Mormon books and films, particularly The G d M&rs. A professional ex-Mormon,
he is the founder of Saints Aiive in Jesuq an apologetics and exit miaistry aimed at Latterday Saints and memben of the Masonic Lodge.

Chapter Eight continues the survey of Christian anticult apologetics. Among
others, this chapter considers in some detail the work of Bob Larson, Douglas Groothuis,
Constance Cumbey, and Texe M m .These partidar individuals were chosen (a)because

of the proMcacy oftheir work ancilor the effect thek work has had on subsequent writers
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in the field. and @) because they illustrate the broad range of persons who choose to
become involved in anticult apologetics.
Based in Denver, Colorado, Bob Larson is a radio and television evangelist, a

workshop speaker, and a self-styled exorcist whose passion in ministry is for the
cusmological duel between God and Satan. Douglas R. Groothuis is a graduate of the
University of Oregon and, before going to Denver Seminary as an assistant professor of
philosophy of religion and ethics, was involved for many years in various campus
ministries. While less sensational than Larson'q Groothuis' work is no less clear about the
strict divisions that separate the Christian worldview from al1 others. Constance Cumbey is

a Detroit-area lawyer and the author of Hidden Dangers of the hinbaw, one of the first

books to situate the New Age as a problem of practical life with which Christians must
deal, and one which has set the tone for many of the different works which have followed.

As noted above, Texe Marrs, arguably the furthest nght of the Christian anticult

apologists, is a retired U.S.Air Force officer who specialises in the vast webs of

conspiracy which are graduaüy being woven about bible-believing Christians. Each of
these individuals will be discussed in order to highlight his or her perception of the

problern of practical Me, and according to the particular contributions each d e s to the

field of anticult apologetics.
1.2.1 Dave Hunt and The Bereaa CaU

Following this necessarily brief survey of the anticult genre, Chapters Nine through
Twelve explore the work of Dave Hunt in considerably more detail. The fïrst two chepters

detail the subjective construction of reality Hunt inhabits and which he is concerneci to
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maintain, defend, and propagate. Then, the problem of practical life as it is perceived by
Hunt is detailed, followed by a survey of his work since 1980, when his est tmly

successfbl publication came with The Ci& Equiosiort.
Across the body of his work, similar themes and interpretative patterns obtain.
From the revival of Islarnic fundamentalism under the Ayatollah Khomeini ("Islam is very
similar to Mormonism, which is spreading rapidly around the world" [Hunt 198051) to an
alleged increase in general psychic ability ("Such u n c m y powers were rare only a few
years ago.Today they are becoming commonplace" [Hunt l980:7]); fiom the "explosive

growth" of "Neopaganism and other forms of occultism" (Hunt l98O:g) to an alieged
equivalence of "various occultic devices and techniques such as the 1 Ching, tarot cards,
ouija boards, sstrology, dowsing rads' hypnosis, biofeedback, psycheâeiic h g s , yoga,
and other forms of Eastern mysticism (such as TM)" (Hunt 198O:g); fiom an uncritical

acceptance of the scientific method ("Through blindly following the latest discoveries of
science, the entire world could be swept up in a psycho-spirihial deception that will
compel hurnanity to follow the Antichnst" munt 1980:151) to the danger inberent in the
exclusive claims made by religious cults ("'One
of the marks of a cuit is the belief that it
alone has the tmth and that there is no salvation outside the group" [Hunt 1980:18]), dl of
Hunt's writings tend towards a conclusion which has not deviated in the two decades that
separate The Cuit Exposion and his latest work Ocmit I m ' o n . "Could there be a

common source of inspiration for most, ifnot all, cultsccult beliefs and experiences?'' he
mks. "Could there even be a common purpose? Such a possibdity inevitably confiants any
hvestigator of the cuit-occuit explosion. At first the thought seems too sensationai, too

preposterous-and

one reacts with skepticism. But the deeper one digs, the more

evidence there is of a single Mastennind at work" (Hunt 1980:19).
Chapter Nine continues with a discussion of the target audience for whom Hunt is
writing, and a consideration of his view on the inerrancy of Scripture. Chapter Ten flls in
more of Hunt's subjective construction of reality, addressing the virgin birth, the deity,

substitutionary atonement, and the imminent second corning of Christ. Besides the primary
cognitive boundary markers by which the worldview of the fundamentalist Christian is
def'ined, this chapter also deals with certain secondary characteristics of North Arnerican
Christian fundamentalism as they impact particular social phenornena and appear in Dave
Hunt's work. These are: anti-communism, anti-homosexuality, and anti-evolutionism.
Throughout the discussion, specific note will be made of the ways in which information is
manipulated in order to suppon and maintain the worldview he inhabits.
Once Hunt's subjective construction of reality has been described, Chapters Eleven
and Tweive d l explore the particular correlative mechanisms of propaganda in his work,

the specifks of information manipulation as they are employed in the seMce of his
worldview. This raises the issue of critique and argument as opposed to simple
observation and description. In God 's Own Scientists: Creationiists in a Seculm World,
Christopher Toumey employs Mannheim's sociology of kwwledge in an effort to
understand modem creationism-an

aspect of Christian fùndamentalsm-and those who

adhere to it. He writes in his introduction that "the spirit of this work is not to denounce
the creationists' claims for having departed from scientiflc noms, but to see what th&

beliefs mean in the context of their lives" (Toumey 1994:10). While the intent is not to
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denounce. the research in this dissertation does depart from Toumey's somewhat more
observational stance. Because there is t h e concern not only to describe the worldview
which underpins the propaganda employed in support of the worldview, but also to
investigate the particular manner in which information is manipulated to effect that
support, it becomes necessary to follow arguments through in order to point out either
subtle or gross manipulations. As will be argued in Chapter Six, the propaganda process is
one which is fùndamentally unethical, and the investigation of a panicular body of work
along these lines requires that such manipulation of information as exists be detailed.
Unfortunately. citing overburdened scheduling. Dave Hunt was not able to meet
requests for an interview. While an opponunity to learn more of Hunt's background, to
clanfy certain issues of interpretation. and to ask whether his views have changed over the

years would have been valuable, it is actually not essential to this investigation. Because
propaganda theory deals with information which is purposefùlly disserninated, it is Hunt's
published works which provide the source material for analysis. Indeed, a review of his

work across two decades reveals that most of his published views have changed little if at
dl. A letter from his executive assistant. Maurine Kish, replying to the last request for an
interview, concludes: "Nevertheless, Dave has read your email and had nothing hnher to
add to what I wrote you last time. . . The 'background matenal and funher thoughts on
Christian apologetics' is al1 available in superabundant quantities through what Dave has
published, and as he must ofien point out, he doesn't have time to say it al1 again in a
restricted time slot or in a personal letter" (Kish 1998b).

In addition, Hunt himself believes that the need to speak with a writer directiy is

unnecessary, obviated by the writer's pt-imary responsibility to clarity and precision upon
publication. In the first issue of Tne Berean C d newsletter (February 1986), in answer to

a question about the manner in which he and coauthor T.A. (ThomasAloysius) McMahon

took evangelical Christianity to task in their book, me Seduetion of Chriwanity, Hunt
wrote:
It is not necessary to talk with a Miter or speaker in order to be accurate
and fair. It is a rather weak excuse to say that some writerfieader redy
didn't mean what he said. Then he should have said what he meant.
Unfortunately, there are thousands and, in the case of some, millions who
have read a d o r heard and taken it at face value, as any reasonable person
would. Words have meaning and it is assumed that the normal meaning
applies. Even if one of these teachers has changed his beliefs, we must still
deal with what has been published for the sake of those who have been
affected by it. If a person has changed his beliefs, then he ought to publish
just as widely in tape and book forrn of any false or misleading teaching he
has given in the past rather than make a private explanation to me. (Hunt
1986a:2)'
1.3 Topical Importance of the Resurch

Degpite the fact that the swastika is a religious symbol of Hinduism, despite the

faa that a race known as the Q a n s did descend into the Indian sub-continent and begin
what evolved into Hinduism, despite the fact that there were Indians who supported the
aims and ideals of the Nazi movement (cf Goodrick-Clarke 1998), none of these lead to

the conclusions drawn by Hunt, Cumbey, and Matrisciana that Hinduism is the nascence of

'One nadr a rimilar incident, aithough with a veq dinerent tcaa,in James Miller's biography
of Michel Foucault. Foucault had a !luchution for tbc French critic and thinktr, Maurice Blanchot,
whom, in addition to ptiilosopher Georges Sataiile, he would quote at evety opportunity (Eriin 1991:58).
Miller writes: "Foucaultfound Blanchot's mystique inesisuble.'At that the, 1drertmt of being Bhchot,'
he confideci to one friend years later. A close student of Blanchot's criticai theories, he also snidied his
rhetoric, using thc âeviœ of 'intcrviewing' himself in his book Rcrymond Rowel and ala,at the end of
The Archeology of bowledge. In a touching homage to the fgcelessauthor, he even tiinied down an
invitation to meet Blanchot over dinner, remarking to Daniel Defert that he k m v the wriûng-and bad
no need to know the writef (Miller 1993:82).
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Nazisrn. Yet. how many of those who read and are infiuenced by these writers will see
through the multiple manipulations of information which are required to render mch an
equation? Because it presents a simple answer to a very complex question-i.e.,

one account for the nse of a phenornenon such as Nazism-how

how does

many will simply accept

the interpretations offered by the anticult apologists as valid? That Dave Hunt has sold
over three million copies of his various books and daims a newsletter subscription list of
over fifty thousand suggests that there is quite a number who are willing to credence his
views enough to purchase his books, pamphlets, and tapes.

The fallacious equation of Hinduism with Nazism notwithstanding, rnany of the
phenomena about which the Christian anticult apologists write and against which they
contend are occumng in the modern world; of that there can be no doubt. In North
Amenca, there is heightened interest in Eastern religious traditions, spirituaiity, and
meditative techniques. Absent now the ofien lethal physical consequences and social

opprobrium which accompanied their presence in the past, the rediscovery (and, in some
instances, the reinvention) of Neopagan beliefs and practices is increasing. More and more
materiai is available each year on a varîety of phenomena fiom psychic techniques and

UFO contact experiences to the use of psychic techniques to explore and augment UFO
contact experiences, îrom the integration of science and mysticism to the abunchnt

availability of "divination devices" ranging fkom the ancient (the I Chmg)to the new age

( h e r Child Curds).' New reiigious expression-whether formed around the "space
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One Company lists 191 different divination decks and kits which they either xnanifiichireor
distriiute. See <http://www.global-perspectives.~~m/divination(tarot/'index,html~.

brothers" and their message of universal peace, JZ Knight's channelled messages from the
Atlantean warrior Rarntha, or apocalyptic interpretations of Christian Scripture-is
constantly erupting. Thus, the question is not whether these phenornena exist, but what
they mean in the context of social evolution. 1s the interpretation lent to thern by the

anticult apologists an accurate one? Do they represent the eschatological "great delusion"
which Hunt and others perceive in them?
"1 believe there is an evil intelligence behind cults (including UFO cults), the New

Age Movement, and much of what we cal1 modem spirituality" writes William Alnor, a

fùndamentalist pastor and director of Eastern Christian Outreach, IXIC.~
Alnor continues:
However, I have found that rnany people are not willing to accept that
there is a definite demonic agenda behind many contemporary religious
strands. I believe that one of the biggest deceptions of al1 is the inability to
discern the intelligence behind evil. 1have shown that there is an intelligent
evil behind the UFO cults that also pemeates New Age occultism. It is
most concerned with blocking what God has said in his Word and voiding
what the true Christ did on the cross two thousand years ago . . . UFO
cults and the current obsession with the unseen and the reaim of space are
not of God. They are evil and demonic in every language and in every
culture. (Aînor 1998:152)
Again, whether in Ahor's case reality-as-it-is-peraived a w a t e l y accords with

reality-as-it-is is not the issue; it is upon the perception of that reality that Ahor, the target
audience for his anticult ministry, and arguably the members of his church congregation
will base their behaviour. Indeed, it was this perceived reality which Alnor offered to the

media in the wake of the Rancho Santa Fe suicides.1° The problem is that ail cults are not

'Sec also ~ h t t p : l f ~ . d t l i n k . c o m / ~ .
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Alnor writes: "Because1wrote abait the gaip ihat kcpme the H m ' s Gete cuit in my 1992
book UFOs in the NouAge, 1bave made a number of media appearaaces to try to explain the evmt The
answas to why ü happened are part of the fidamental human coidition-th conflict between good a d

the same, regardless of superficial sirnilarities. Death by suicide, for example, is one of the
very few things which the Heaven's Gate "Away Team" had in common with those who

died in Jonestown. Guyana, and even that sirnilarity is tenuous at best. It is important,
then, that the ability to recognise why a particular commentator interprets a given set of
data the way he or she does, to identm the ideological interests which are being served by
that interpretation, and to ask the questions necessary to rnove beyond the interpretation
to a p a t e r degree of understanding be fostered. It is, as Noam Chomsky puts it, a "means
of intellechial self-defense.""

While this dissertation will not be able to answer many of the specific questions
raised about pariicular events and phenomena, it does provide some insight into the way in
which these events and phenomena are interpreted by a segment of the North Amencan
population. As well, it provides an interpretative fiamework which may be applied to
other social groups and movements as they react to the problems of practical Me with
which they are presented.
1.4 Research Restrictions and Premises

The research in this dissertation is quite broad in its theoretical and methodological

evil itseK 1believe it is important for people to be inocuhted against reiigiousdeccpttion, which began in
the Garden of Eden and since thcn hw desemyed many" (1998:16). For fûrther discussions of the way in
which information is rnanageû in the wake of a reiigious crisis or the senia of religious interests, see the
various essays collected in Kintz and LeSage 1998; Wright 1995.
da or example," says Cho-,
in conversation with NPR interviewer, David BsAomiaq "when
we read the productions of the propaganda system in the Soviet Union or Nazi Germany, we have no
pmblem at aii in dissociating lies h m mithand recognizing the distortions and perversions that are ured
to protect the institutions h m the tnith. There's no reason why we shouidn't bt able to take the same
stance toward owselves" (Chomsky 1988522). This stance, a mixture of native intelligence, common
sense, and a willingness to look beyond that which is presented as tnitb,is wbat Chomsky refm to as
"inteilechial selfaefknse."
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implications, yet seeks to be relatively narrow in the particular application of that theory
and method. Thus, there are a number of things which this research will not attempt to do.

While t here is a survey of Christian anticult material covering some of the "major"
and "min~r"prophets of the genre, no atternpt will be made to provide an exhaustive

review of those currently operating in the field. Given the sheer amount of material which
this would comprise in Nonh Amenca alone, such an undertaking would far exceed the
scope allowed for in a single dissertation. Similady, other than rninor iliustrative references

where they are appropriate for the contextual location of modem material, this proje* wül
not survey Christian antipathetic movements or writing (whet her anticult, wunterdenorninational, or counter-cultural) prior to the latter haif of the twentieth century, nor
beyond the boundarîes of North Arnerica. This is not meant to be an historical survey of
Christian antipathy. However interesting such a project might be, it would arguably run to
several volumes. Therefore, the publication of Jan Karel van Baalen's me C h o s of cuits
(1 938, 1956, 1960) and Walter Martin's me Kinghm of the Cuits (1 965, 1977, 1985,

1997) will be taken as a temporal badine for the rise of modem Christian anticult

apoiogetics.
There are at least two problems inherent in any investigation which seeks to make

a critical evaluation and interpretation of another's work: induction and eisegesis. The
fonner, rreasoning which proceeds fiom the isolated partiailar to the ubiquitous and

universal is analogous to what Hugo Meyneli has pointed out in conversation as the
Lonerganian notion ofcontmversialism. That is, one takes the first evidence by which

one's subject can be dernonstrated a knave and a fool and then fashons one's entire
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critique fiom that single point (Meynell i 996). David Hackett Fischer c d s this thefdacy

of the heonelyfact. l2 Eisegesis, on the other hand, interprets a given text (or corpus)
according to predetermined understandings which are then read into the rnaterial under
consideration.
In tems of a propaganda model informed by a sociology of knowledge and applied

to Christian anticult apologetics, certain questions obtain by which the initial validity and
the ongoing viability of the model rnay be tested, and by wbich the issue of eisegesis may
be addressed. 1s the rnodel's definition of propaganda accurate and reasonable? Is the

definition practicable and demonarable? That is, can its attributes be tested in the context

of a particular body of rnaterial? Are the constituents of the model as they have been
compiled-i.e., the correlates of the model-consistent with the definition? When the

model is actually applied to the material in question, are these constituents present? Are
they prevaient? Are they predominant? What would happen if they were absent or deleteci?
That is to say, are they integral enough to the substance of the argument that their removal
would resdt in the coiiapse of that argument? In ternis of the last question,this would

seem to follow logidy. If these constjtuents-both attributive and correlative-are
fundamentaito the application of the propaganda model, and if a given body of material
contains them to the degree that the argument in the rnaterial would ceme to exkt in any
coherent form were they removed, then a conclusion that the material is propagandistic
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Fiiher writes: "Thefaflacy of the lonelyfact is the logid extension cf a snall sample, which
deserves to receive spcdal condemnation. It may be M n e d as a statisticai geoeralization h m a siagie
casen (1970:109). Against this fdacy, Fischer concludes, the "onlydefime is research in dcpth"
(1970: 109).

would be well supported.

The problem of inductive interpretation is met in much the same way.If the
constituents of propaganda are present, prevaient, and predominant throughout an entire
book, or across an entire corpus, it may be argued that the fdacy of controversialism has
aiso successfully been avoided.

1.5 Contributions to Knowleâge

There are those, N e Conway and Siegelman ([1982] 1984), who have simply
dismissed fùndamentalist Christian material (whether doctrinal, theological, ethical,
political, or apologetic) as propaganda. However. no one has yet demonstrated how (or
even f i it is propaganda. As yet, no one has brought propaganda theory and a method of
propaganda analysis to bear on this particular material, and asked specifically what makes
it propaganda, and how it fùnctions propagandistically in the context of a fundamentalist
Christian worldview.

Following on the topical importance of the investigation, there are three specinc
areas in which this research makes an original contribution to knowledge. (a)Wtthin the
context of the social sciences, it continues and extends the development of propaganda
theory (and attendant anaiytic methodologies). (3) Use of this theory and method presents

an analysis of Christian anticuit apologetic which is substantially ciiffernit tiom that which

has been attempted bdore. And (c) because the theory and method are resaicted neither
to one religious tradition (or one component of that tradition) nor, indeed, to a religious
tradition at dl, this research provides a theoretical and methodologicaî £rsmework within

which other movements and material-both reiigious and non-religious-rnay be

investigated for their propagandistic content.
Ail of the above locates the research within an interdisciplinary context. In his

introduction to Derek de Kerckhove's book, T h Skjn ofCul~tm,Christopher Dewdney
wntes of de Kerckhove's "deeply held convictions that, increasingly, our most original and
important discovenes will be made in the realm of interdisciplinary studies" (Dewdney
1995:xxii).While minor variations will always be present, there appear to be two major
paths by which knowledge may be significantly advanced: (a) the application of wellestablished methodoloçies within the frarnework of proven theory to an entirely new area
of study; and (ô) the articulation of a new (or revised) theory and the development of a
new (or revised) methodology which may then be used to investigate well-established
material. Arguably, the nature of interdisciplinary study pushes one in the latter direction.

and it is with thîs understanding that the present work was undertaken.
1.6 Some Issues of Terminology

This research deals with what are, arguably, some of the most contentious
concepts in the field of religious studies. In popular discourse, use of the word crtlr, and to
some degree even its more neutral but no less problematic cognate new religiot~s

movemenf,evokes significant emotion. Media images of the Branch Davidian compound
in Waco, Texas, engulfeci in flames is married to file footage of the bodies found in the
People's Temple commune at Jonestown, Guyana;newspaper and newsmagazine stills of
the bodies (the "containers") of the Heaven's Gate Away Team, lying peacefully on their
beds in Rancho Santa Fe, are employed as background material in sidebars and sound-

bites about the apocalypticism of the Concemed Christians. While, in the accompanying

reports, al1 are labelled "cults," the limitations of newsmedia concision prevent the depth
of analysis necessary to explain and darie the signifiant differences between the groups.
As a result, any group which is thus labelled is suspect by rhetoncal association ifnot

achial beliefs or behaviour. l3 It is necessary, therefore, in any research which deals with

these phenornena to set out clearly and distinctly which ternis are being used, how they are
being defined, and why these particular terms have been chosen over others.

Besides the term c d , there are also difficulties with the clear identification of and
differentiation between anticult and countercult movements. M a t are the differences
between them and why would a researcher elect to use one term over the other to describe
a particular person, group, or phenomenon? In the following two sub-sections, bief
consideration will be given to the range of options available to the researcher, and reasons
aven why specific terminological choices were made here.
1.6.1 Cult venus Ncw Religious Movement

Throughout this dissertation, terminology will follow that of the particular writer
under discussion. That is, if an antidt apologist calls a certain group, organisation, or
phenomenon a cuit, then for purposes of clarity that is how the group wül be described.
Since, almost exclusively, the Christian anticult apologists understand these groups as

"ailts" and not "sects7' or "new reiigious movernents,"this simplifies the issue somewhat
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As University of Viiginia sociologist JefFrey K.Hadden notes, the "conceptcirit carries a beavy
burden of cultumi prejudice in public discourse, and the concept sect is only a îittîe lcss pejorative . . . So
unpleasant is the meaning of the concept cuit that no group or member of that group acccpts this
deSignation without protest. Similady, fcw people feel unperturbeûwhen the religious organization with
[which] they are affitiated is idedeci as a sectn (<http://itc.cti.Virginia.edu(-jkh8x/SOCZS7/
cultsect.hbnl>, electronic document). N.b.: While al1 URLs were -te
and active at the time of
writing, due to the fhid nature of the Intemet some may have chaoged or disappeared.

and avoids needless confùsion. That said, however, since debate on this topic has been

ongoing in scholarly circles for decades, it seems that a brief excursus on the problem of
defining "cult" is in order.
A good example of the problem at hand is provideci by psychologist Margaret

Singer, the author of Cults in Our Midst and a prominent figure in the secular anticult
rnovement." While she prefers to use the phrase "cultic relationships," Singer defines a
cult according to three intenelated sets of critena: "1. The ongin of the group and the role
of the leader. 2. The power structure, or relationship between the leader (or leaders) and
the followers. 3. The use of a coordinated program of persuasion (which is called thought
reform, or, more commonly, brainwashing)" (Singer, with Lalich 1995:7). Expanding on
her first critenon, the role of the leader, she declares: "Cult leaders typically have the
following characteristicq" adding: "Cuit leaders are seYqpinteri; persuasive porsons
who cf&

to have a special mission in Ive or to h m p c i a l knowledge . . . Cult leaders

tend to k determined and domirteenng and me ofln described as chan'mwtic . . . Cult
leaders center veneration on themselves" (Singer, with Lalich 1995:8). Second, explainhg
the relationship between leaders and followers, she writes: "Cultsme mthovi~raianin

structure . . . Cul&appear to be innovative cmd exclusive . . . Cults tend to have a h b l e
set of ethics" (Singer, with Lalich 1995:9). Finally, under a "coordinated program of
persuasion," she contends: “Cuits tend to be iotaIiisric, or ali-encornpwng, lin
' 4 ~ ~ r d i ntogCharlotte AUen's esay in Lingua Fmco. Singer and UC-Berkeley sociologist
Richard Of& %egan hiring themselves out as e-xpertwitnesses on behalf of former cult members and
their parents in rcvcrai lawsuiîs bmght againsi religïous cuits and Jtctilar therapy organizations, Wre
Lifespring. TTestifying to the reaiity of 'Ecercivc persuasion,' the two roàal scientists managed to snag a
large @on of the expert-witness business in brainwashing c8ses" ( A h19985). On aspects of the "cuit
wars," see also Bromley 1998;Richardson 1998;Zablocki 1997,1998a,1998b.

conirofihg their ntembers ' behavior und also ideologicaffytotalistic, exhibitzng zedotry
md extremism in their worlcrliew . . . Cui~s
tend to retpire members tu undergo O major

disraption or change in ive-style" (Singer, wit h Lalich 1995:10).

The fwidamental problem with Singer's cnteria is that, while certain groups rnay
exhibit these charactenstics, the criteria themselves do not provide for positive
identification of al1 groups. That is, they may correctly idente particular groups as clearly
falling under the definition "cult," but fail to idente others by virtue of the ambiguity built
into the model. Conversely, they may incorrectly identify groups as "cultic" simply
because they dispiay some of these charactenstics, but display them as part of an entirely

dEerent social context." Indeed, inte~ewedfor an article on cults in a homemaker's
weekly magazine, Singer warned that "anyone could be in a cult without knowing it.
'They're not al1 religious,' she says. 'People forget that we have psychology cuits, flying
saucer cults, martial arts cults and political cults"' (Hoshowsky 199855).

Because the criteria Singer uses confuse cornelares (charactenstics or phenomena
which may be present in a particular group) with attributes (characteristics or phenomena
which are alwayspresent in a particular group), they offer no stability of definition; they
present what Stark and Bainbridge have caiied the "un-ideal type" (cf 1985:19-20). Often,
for example, businesses appear to have a double set of ethics, one for management and

nI' this ~ g a r âthe
, example of a militaty organisation W<e the United Siam Marines COto
miad. ft couid be argwd that Marine Corps leaâership tends to be determinecl and domineeriog; the Corps
is authontarian in its organisationai structure; marine trainuig "[tends] io be totalistic, or ailencompassing, in controllhg their memben' behavior and also ideologically totalistic, exhi'biting zeaioüy
and extremism in their worldview"; and, those who join the Marines also "undergoa major disrupion or
change in life-style." Wodd hlfïlihg these aiteria to the extent îbat they do qualify îhe Maiins as a nilt
undér Singer's criteria?

another for line employees. Does this mean that businesses constitute a cult? Or, what if
the leader of a particular group does not "center veneration" on him- or herself, does not
demonstrate a double set of ethics across the organisation, but does require a major Mestyle change on the part of potential adherentd Should such a group be considered a cult
or not?I6
Sirnilar problems obtain in other attempts at definition. Robert Ellwood, in
Religious and Spiritual Groups in Modem America, defines a "cult" as "a group derived

fiom the experience of one or a few individuals who are able to enter (or are fascinateci by
the possibility of entering) a superior, ecstatic state of consciousness in which contact and
rapport with al1 reaches of a non-historiai and impersonal universe are possible with the
help of intemediaries" (Ellwood 1973 5 ) .Once again, for similar rasons as Singer,
Ellwood's definition is less than helpfùl. Timothy Miller's contribution is moderately more
helpful in some respects, but less so in others. In his introduction to America's Altemu?ive

Religions, he writes that a "'cult' is a small, intense religious group whose ties to

mainstrearn religion and culture tend to be less pronound, one that oflen espouses a
belief system not rooted in Christianity or Judaism and often under the personal direction
of a single charismatic leader" (Miller 1995:1). Miller's definition actually tends towards
both that offered by Stark and Bainbndge (see below) and that favoured by Christian
'%romley, Hadden,and Hamniond, for example, point out that the People's Temple was not
considend a cult uutil afler the suicides of 18 November 1978. From this, and in the context of "the
scholatly stuây of new reiigious movements," they Wnte: "Science, including social science, is woefiilly
miswiderstd ifits goal is thought to be prediction. It is txue that prediction, &rivai fmm thcoretid
principles, permits the most saingent test of those p ~ c i p l e sThe
. prediction is made, thne passes, and
events then occur that confirm, disconfirm,or suggest revision of the principles. But thrioughout this
process, understanding the theoretical principles is the goal. Not prediction, then, but UndCrstandingis
what scientific work is ail aboutn (Bromley, Haddeo, and Hammond 1987:211-2).
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anticult apologists.

Of the latter, according to Richard Abanes, founder and director of the Religious
Information Center, "the most common mark of a theological cult" is an erroneous c l a h
to compatibility with Christianity (1998: 10). In support of this, he cites "leading experts in
this particular area of religion" (Abanes 1998:IO), al1 of whom are Christian anticult
apologists and each of whom identifies a cult as a religious group which deviates in sorne
way fkom what the anticultist believes to be bbbiblicalChnstianity." "For the Christian,"
writes evangelical sociologist Ronald Enroth, ''the most significant component of a
definition of cult is theological in nature . . . A theological definition of cult must be based
on a standard of Christian orthodoxy" (1983 :15). James Sire, another evangelical writer, is
even more precise. For Sire, a cult is "any religious movernent that is organizatiodiy

distinct and has doctrines a d o r practices that contradict those of the ScriptUres as
interpreted by traditional Christianity as represented by the major Catholic and Protestant
denominations, and as expressed in such statements as the Apostles' Creed" (1980:2O).
Due to their use of one religious system to measure the validity of another, al1 of these fail
to meet the rigour necessary for a se~ceable
definition.
Because the word cult is loaded with negative co~otationsand a concrete
definitionhas eluded general acceptance, many scholars have opted either partidly or
entirely for something less value-ridden, often new religious movements. There are a

numbs of very good discussions of both the career trajcctory these defhitions have
enjoyed and the reasons given by Merent researchers for the preference of one over the
other. On this, see, for example, Dawson 1998:13-40;Hexbsm and Poewe 1986:7;

l997:27-37; Saliba 199Sb:1-3 1; Stark and Bainbridge 1985:19-37; 1987:12 1-278; Wilson
198 1 . Unfortunately, despite the reasons offered for it-rnost

understanding of the word-this

commonly the pejorative

shift from cul! to new reiigous movement lacks the

One of the most succinct
precision offered by a well-formulated definition of d.
discussions of the reasons for this has been presented by Jefiey K. Hadden.
As an analytical tooi, 'new religious movements' has not proven to be
nearly as robust as the concepts 'cuit' and 'sect.' Putting aside for a

moment the question of whether the concepts 'cult' and 'sect' are critical
for the advancement of science, 1am not convinced, that 'new religious
movements' achieves the goals that those who introduced it had in mind.
1. It doesn't communicate profoundly important information that is carried
by the separate concepts.
2. Its introduction invited a proliferation of additional concepts: 'new
religions,' 'contemporary new religions7' 'novel religions,' etc., without
adding anything to the conceptual clarity. The development of science is
not served when every scholar behaves as an entrepreneur with his or her
own prefened terms.
3. The use of the concept 'new religious movements' in public discourse is
problematic for the simple reason that it has not gained currency. Speaking
bluntly from personal experience, when 1use the concept 'new religious
movements,' the large major@ of people 1 encounter don? know what I'm
talking about. 1 am invariably queried as to what 1 mean. And, at some
point in the course of my explmation, the inquirer udailingiy responds,
'oh, you mean you study cults!' (Hadden Chttp://cti. itc.virginia.edd
-j kh8x/soc257 / d t sect .htmi>' electronic document)
Arguably the most usefbl contibutions to the debate over nrlr versus new
religious movement, contributions which have relied on attributive propositions that may

be operationalised in a research conte* are those made by Rodnry Stark and William
Sims Bainbridge in The Future of Religion (1985) and especiaily A Xheory of Religion
(1987;esp. 121-278). They write that the ''terms church, sect, and mit need to be dehed

afresh, to become unarnbiguous concepts i d e n w g clear phenornena of great

sociologicai interest" (Stark and Bainbridge 1987:124). In the course of their work, they
arrived at "the by now standard sense" (Zablocki 1998a:246 n.6)" of the concept.

Def 5 8
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A cult movement is a deviant religious organization with
novel beliefs and practices.
Devimce is departure from the noms of culture in such a
way as to incur the imposition of extraordinary costs from
t hose who maintain the culture.
(Stark and Bainbridge 1987:124; cf 1997:103-28)"

Stark and Bainbndge conclude that "[three] degrees of organization (or lack of
organization) characterize cults" (1985 :26). The least organised is the midience nrll,
whose members "ofien do not gather physically but consume cuit doctrines entirely
through magazines, books, newspapers, radio, and television" (Stark and Bainbridge
1985:26). To this could now be added the Intemet. The next organisational level is that of

the client cult, whose rnembers participate to the degree that they receive certain spirihuil,
therapeutic, or rniraculous services from the group or organisation (cf Stark and

Bainbridge 1985:28-9). The most highly organised of the three is the cult movement,
which "are full-fledged religious organizations that attempt to satisfy al1 the religious
needs of converts" (Stark and Bainbridge 1985:29) and which exkt in a high degree of
tension (i. e., deviance) with the sunounding cuiture.
At the conclusion of The Sociology of Religims Movements, pnor to an

interesthg interpretation of the Stur Wms cycle, William Bainbridge states that "religion

"stark and Bainbridge's ddinition also provida the basis for the enüy "Cuitn in M g
Hexham's Concise Dictionary of Religion (1993a39).
1
%or cornparison, Stark and Bainbridge dcnne chtrrch as waconventional religious
organization," and sect as "a deviant religious organîzationwith traditional beli& and pliàCticesn
(1987: 124). In contmst with a cuit, these exist in dynamics of either low or moderate cuitmi tendoril

will constantly renew itself through religious movements, indefinitely into the far-distant
future" (1997:395). If the study of these constantly renewing religious movements is
deemed to be of importance, then clear and practicable tems of reference are critical to
the research enterprise. To this point, the work of Stark and Bainbridge in defining and
operationalising church, sect, and cult present the most useful options available.
1.6.2 Anticult versus Countercult

Are those who contend against cults mticuit or countercdt? Both find their way

into discussions of the phenornenon, and wMe both have an essentid accuracy, there are
some subtler differences which may be used to distinguish between them. JeBey Hadden's
mode1 of anticult and countercult makes this distinction dong planes separating the seailar

and the religious. That is, antimlt refers to secular agencies which fonned onginally from
parent groups, &ends, and CO-workersof persons who had joined a group considered a
cult, and "proclaims science and rational thought as the foundation of its endeavors7'
(Hadden <http://cti. itwirginia. edd-jhk8x/soc257/lts. h t , electronic document).l9
Either for personal rasons or for r w n s of human rights (i.e., they were opposed to
"brainwashing" or the various human rights abuses of which cults are regularly accuseci),
these groups were against a particular cult or "destmctive" cults in general, and their main
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See a h , for example, Barker 1982;Bromley and Shupe 1981, 1987; BromIey and Richardson
1983; Hexham and Poewe 1997; Richardson 1980; Shupe and Bromley 1980, 1981,1994; Shupc,
Bromley, and Oliver 1984.On the other hand, in the glcssary to New Religious Movements: A Perspective
for Understanding Society, Eileen B e r uses "antidt" to describe both secular and religious opposition
groups. "The term anticult movement covers numemus gmps and individuah constituîing a backlashto
the new religious movements (generidy referreâ to as 'cuits') which swept across North America snd

Europe in the 1970s. The membership of the mavernent consists largely of reiatives of cotlVeRS ta the new
religions, but there are also stroag compomts of ex-cultists, 'concerned persons,' and aâherents of more
establishi religious movements @articuiariy Evangclical Christians who are anxious to expo8e
thealogical mt as well as the allegedly harmful aspects of the cuits)" (Buker 1982:333).

purpose was to effect the removal or to facilitate the exit of the person from the cult.
What the former member did in terms of their religious affiliation Mer their exit fkom the
group, assuming that they did not re-enter, was less important than the exit that they
made.

C o w e r d , on the other band, descnbes Christian organisations whose mandate
is to "counter" the influence of the cults in both religious and secular society. As Hadden
notes, they "find legitimacy for their cause in the belief that they alone express fidelity to
the faith. In the United States, at least, the counter-cultists are members of Christian sects.
Whüe they alone possess 'true' or 'correct' belief, the minions of heresy seem to be
everywhere. The counter-cultists' cause is to reciaim the souk of those who have deserted
the faith for some false belief" (<http://cti.itc.virginia.edu/-jhk8x/~0~257/~~lt~ecf.
htmP,
electronic document). This is an excellent description of the Christian anticult apologists
with which this particular research deals.
While no division is going to satisfy every researcher, and there are arguments to
be made for distinctions which exist dong any of the possible planes of definition, it seems
that a good case can be made on the basis of Dave Hunt's writings to reverse Hadden's
description. And this reversal has less to do with the way Christla' mticult apologists refer
to themselvesmthan it does with the worldMew migration which they are concerneci to

effm That is, as Hadden notes, their "cause is to reclaim the souls of those who have
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Although, Ui the introduction to Qe Mormon Dilemma, Hunt's sametirne collaborator Ed
Decker descn'bes himseIf as the "heaâ of one of the leading ami-Mormon organizations, Saints Aliven
(IWO: 11; see below, pp.3 11-8). On the 0 t h had, the "Apologia Report" an electronic apologetics
rtsoutct, while it ddcs se& the Cnéct the same worldvicw migration, docs d e r to tbe confèrcaccs it
spofwrs as ucountercult"(<bûp:llwww.g~lcoanet/apologial>,electronic document).

deserted the faith for some false belief" The difference resides in the particular stress laid
by the apologists on "anti."

When Hunt, for example, refers to the "antichrist," he is very carefûi to point out
that the prophetic meaning of the word not only denotes someone in opposition to the

Christ,but someone who will be a replacementfor the Christ as well. The Antichrist's
opposition to is, in fact, a function of his repIacementrfor the tnie Christ. The fkst
sentence in Global Peace und the Rise of Antichnst reads: "Somewhere, at this very
moment, on planet Earth, the Antichnst is almost certainly alive-biding

his time, awaiting

his cue" (Hunt 1W O b :5). Hunt continues:

Antichrist! The media has so conditioned Our minds that the very word
conjures up the image of a sinister man who exudes evil from every pore
. . . While the Greek prefix "anti" generally means "against" or "opposed
to," it can also mean "in the place of' or "a substitute for." The Antichrist
will embody both meanings. He will oppose Christ while pretending to be
Christ. (Hunt 1990b:6)
Hunt repeats identical arguments in How Close Are We? (1993a: 185) and A Womm Rides
the Beusr (1994hA4-5).His contention is that if the Antichnst came in brimstone and

smoke, homs, pitchfork, and skulls filleci with blood, very few would follow him *@y.
He must, therefore, appear as an angei of light, as a peacemaker and a bringer of
prosperity. In the replacement of Christ with Antichrist, he must effect a migration of
aüegiancefiom wherever that allegiance is located to himseK21Because ofthis concem
21

This understanding of replacement, for example, also informs bis beiief that the Roman
Cathoiic Church wiiî play (indeed, is playmg now) a pivotai role in the risc of îhc Antichrist. In the
context of his anti-catholicism, he expands his equivaience to include what he understands to be the Latin
cquivalent of mtt The Latin equivaient af the Greek 'anti' is 'vidy' h m which comes %car.' Thus
%car of Christ*literaily means Antichrist. Although the Roman Catholic popes have d e d themseives
vicar of Christ for cenîuries, they were nat the first to & so, but inhcrited tbat titie h m Constantioe (sat
belm). His friture counterpart, the coming world nila over the revived Roman Empire, will be the
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for worldview migration and replacement-fiom the cuit to fundamentalist Christianityit seems appropriate to label Christian apologists m r i d and secular agencies cmntercuït.

In the context of Christian groups, this usage fùifills both aspects of the word mti as it is
used by Hunt-being

against something, and seeking the replacement of that thing. In

anticult apologetics, there is a concem not only for the worldview exited, but the
worldview into which one enters. It would not be acceptable to the Christian anticult
apologist, for exarnple, for an adherent to leave the Children of God/Love Farnily and
immediately take refuge vows as a Zen Buddhist. A successful exit and migration is ody
negotiated when the adherent enters into the subjective construction of reality represented
by the anticult apologist. Put dxerently, a successfÙi negotiation has been achieved when
the opposing worldview has been replaced by the apologist's worldview.
This is the case even with intemecine differences, in confiicts between the various

sub-universes of meaning which exist within the same overarching worldview. Hunt, for

example, while he admits that beliefin the Rapture of the particular pre-denniaiisrn to
which he adheres is not a nectssary condition of salvation-it is going to happen whether
one believes in it or not-he

does make every effort to convert people to the sub-universe

which he inhabits. That is, he seeks to replace their beliefs in a pre-milienniaUrnidtribulation Rapture (or whatever other combination they adhere to) with his own predenniavpre-tribulation interpretati~n.~

Antichrist . . . Constantine caîied himseif i&mius Christi, Vicar of Cbtist. He meant that hc was "another
Christ" acting in the place of Christ. Whcn translatai into Greek, howcver, as wc bave seen, Hcmius
Christi literally means Antichrist." (Hunt 1994h345,46;see also 1WOb: 108-9)
%addcn a h pims out the fa* of intrareligious rivairy. "IntereStingiy," h write, uQne his
desipatioas, "the counttt-cuitists ate ofkn harsher on 'waywardness' within their fàïth tradition than

1.7 Summary

While their arguments and rhetoric are very often polemical, Christian anticult

wders clearly identiS, themselves as "apologists." Taking as their biblical mandate Jude's

admonition to "contend for the faith which was once delivered unto the saints" (Jude 3)'
they operate "apologetics rninistries" and conduct "apologetics research."* This has

become a specialised branch of Christian apologetics, ail1 offerhg reasoned arguments in
defense of the faith, but making them in the face of what are perceived as pluralistic
challenges to that faith. Problems of practical life have arisen which require an apologetic
therapy if the integrity of the Christian worldview is to be maintained. In this, in the
context of reality-maintenance for those who aiready share their worldview, they are very

they are of groups outside of their tradition. For example, one counterdt web site that 1recently
reviewed devoted hventy one pages to a critique of the 'Promise Keepers,' a sectarian parachurch
mwement created by former university of Colorado football coach, Bill McCarthy. By contrast, Eckankar*
a non-Christian and thoroughly controversial cult of the 1970s, received a scant hvo pages" (Hadden
<http://cti.itc.virginia.edu/-jkh8x/ soc257/cultsect. htmb, electronic document).
the Internet, see,for example, 'Alpha and Ornega MinûYian:"Looking for Solid Chhptian
Information on Troubhg Apoiogetic Topics? Have You Encountered the Clairns of Roman Catholic
Apologists? Need Help Wiuiessing to Mormons or Jehovah's Witnesses? Wondering About Translational
Issues in the Bible? This Page is for YOU!"(<http://www.aomin.org!index,html>,
electronic document);
The Apologh Report: "It's next to impossl'ble to kecp up with the massive growth of information on cults,
the occult, new religious movements, world religions, spiritual trends in modem culture, and general
apologetics . . .Apologia Report s u d z e s and reviews hundreds of merizines_joumals, and news
publications to identify the most valuable tesourcesto aid Christians as they encouter cornpethg tnith
claims and seek to wiscly re~pond"(<http://~.gospel~~m.net/a~logra/mainpgeslARintro.htmi~,
electmnic document); "Christian Apologetics & Research Ministry": "Christian Doctrine, the Bîble,
Mormons (Latterday Saints, LDS), Jehcrvab's Witnesses, the Way, olber cul& evolution, the New Age,
and much more are examined on this apologetics site" (<http://www.carm.org/>, eiectronic document);
the Watchman Fellowship @art of the "EvangelicaiMinistries to New Religions" organisation): "Our
mission with this site is to present a reaw accesslileChristian response to cdts and new rcligious
movemeats. You are just a click away h m hundreds of apologetics articles fiom The Watchman
Expasifor, [and] our Index of Cults and Religions with wer 1200 noss-linled entnesn (<bttp://www.
watchman.o@fames.htm>, electronic document). Acmrding to their awn website, the Evangelicai
Ministries to New Religions was foundtd in 1982 as "a consortium of Christians in North Amcrica,
seeking to help people distiaguish authentic from in-authentic Chtistianity and strengshen evangelicaî
Christian mbîstrîes to new religionists and cultistsn(~http~/www.cmnr.orglABOUTUTEMNRhtm~,
electronic document).
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clear that the migrationfromthe worldview inhabited by the adherent is a major portion of

their mission. Unlike secular countercult agencies, which are concemeci with "countering"
the effects of the cuit in the adherent's life and returning the adherent to his or her farnily
(whether the family has a particular religious adherence or not), the Christian anticult
apologists-like Dave Hunt, Constance Cumbey,Texe M m ,Douglas Groothuiq and

Bob Larson-seek to oppose the subjective construction of reality inhabited by the
adherent and replace it with that of evangelical or fiindamentalist Christianity.

PART ONE
Groundings: Sociology of Knowledge and Propaganda Theory

Chapter Two

A Sociology of Knowledge: Problems of Practicrl Life
Convictions are more dangeracs emnties of rr~ththan lies.
Friedrich Nietzsche

2.1 Introduction

Wrinen in 1888,the last sane year of his life, but not published und 1895,
Nietzsche's thoughts on the nature of conviction f l l the final brief chapters of me AntiChrist (cf Nietzsche [ 18951 1990:1 78-94;Kaufmann 1974:354-6 1). "Every conviction

has its history," he wrote, "its prelimuiary forms, its tentative sbapeq its blunders: it
becomes a conviction afler not being one for a long tirne, after k d & being one for an
even longer time7' (Nietzsche [1895] 1990:185). That is to say, the convictions on the

basis ofwhich individuals manifest their behaviour in the world, constellate in social

groups, and resolve the problems which competing convictions presenf develop over
t h e . They do not corne into existence M y grown; they evidence certain patterns of

ontogeny and atrophy. Once developed and whiie in development, they underpin the

mawer in which individual relationships evolve and decay; in which collectives decide the

criteria of entry and prevention fiom entry, of confonnity and deviance; and in which
institutions arise, act, and f d into min, replaced by institutions built on difEerent
convictions. However, Nietzsche continued, "[convictions] are prisons7'([1895]
1990:184), prisons because they funaion with the power of revealed tmth-whether

that

tmth is in any sense "true" or n ~ t . ~ '

In his exploration of the nature of convictions, Nietzsche presaged the work of the
sociologist of knowledge. That is, what are the different convictions possible and avaiiable

to a particular group at a particular time in a particular place? How do those possibilities
cluster together, fomiing alliances and oppositions? And, of ali those which are available,
which ones are chosen by particular groups as definers of identity and determiners of

behaviour? And why?
The purpose of this chapter is not to reprise the history of a sociology of
knowledge, but to Uivestigate some of the key concepts by which such a sociology is
constructeci. Building on the work of Karl Mannheim, Peter Berger, and Thomas
Luckmann, the goal here is to begin the development of a conceptuai mode1 by which the

boundaries of a particular group might be identified, and the dynamics of problemperception and problem-remlution addressed. In this, discussion will centre around (a) the
problem of practical life as the first task of a sociology of knowledge; 7(1) the delineation
of primary groups through the identification of fundamental cognitive boundary markers
2'For example, conâemning various of the convictions upon which Oennan histonography had
been built in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Nietzsche wrote: "'This is our conviction: we
ccnféss it kfort?aü the world, we live and die for it-reopect evaythiag that bas convictions!'-1 have
heard this land of thing men fiom the iips of anti-Semites. On the auitrary, gentlemen! An anti-Semite is
cenainly not msde more deant ôy the faa tbat he iies on principle .. ." (118951 l99O: 186; ellipsis in
original).

for those groups; and (c) the fiinction of proximate thresholds of instability as indicators of
the presence of problems of practical life. While other exarnples will obtain in the
discussion, the primary focus will be on aspects of Christian fundamentalism as they relate
to the construction aiid maintenance of worldviews primary groups, and reidorcement
processes.
2.2 The First Task: The Problem of Practical Life

One of the most basic propositions in Karl Mannheim's articulation of the problem
of a sociology of knowledge is that before a theory is elaborated to account for a specinc
ideation, that ideation must have in some way presented itseifas a problem in real Me.
"Nothing can becorne a problem intellectually," Mannheim wrote, "if it has not becorne a
problem of practical Me bef~rehand"~
(Mannheim [1925] l9S2b:139."
Similarly, Paul
Kecskemeti notes in his introduction to this volume of Mannheim's essays that "the task of
the sociology of knowledge is to ascertain the correlation between the philosophical,
inteiiectual 'standpoints' on the one hand, and concrete social 'currents' on the other"
(Kecskemeti 1952:19). That is to Say, the existent WeItc171scIscnnrn~'of a givm individuai

Yn ldoology md Utopia, Mannheim wmte tbat "an increashg n m k r of connete cases meLes
it evident that (a) every formulation of a problem is made possiile only by a previous actual human
expcrience which involves such a problem; (b) in selecîion h m the multipiicity of data thcre is involveci
an act of wili on the part of the hower, anâ (c) forces arising out of living experience are significant in
the direction which the trcatment of the problem foiiows" (1936:268). These t k conditions inform both
the sociology of knowledge utlderpinniag Christian anticult apologetics and fiamethe mamer in which
îhose apologetics cffect reality-maintcniinccof the fundamcntaîist Christian wor1dview.
'bniis cssay (1952b)was originslly written in 1925, in response to Max Scheler's Pmblun of a
Sociology of kinowledge (1924).
n " world-view
~
(of an era, a giwp, etc.) is a stmtumüy hked set of experiential contextures
which makes up the mmmon footing upon which a multipiicity of individuals together leam h m life and
enter into it . . . A world-view, then, is by no means a quantity which can be known in itselfand on its
own, but rather somethiag which can oniy be formulated in parti& m o n & so to SPS&, r e f d g
to parti& problems" (Mannheim [1922] l982:g1,92).

or community (assuming, for the moment, that this community is a "concrete group" [cf
Mannheim [1927] 1952c:288-901, i.e., one with a shared symbolic universe defined by

cornmody held and understood cognitive boundary markers) is presented with an
experience, a situation, a theory, or a thought which challenges in some way the essential
vaiidity of that Weftanschmng.This chailenge, then, presents a problem of practical We
which must be either resolved or elirninated if the We~tanschauungas fimed is to

continue with the integrity necessary to actualise behaviour in the adherent group. In order
to corne to an understanding of how certain social groups dealt with problems of practical
Iife and, perhaps more imponantly, why they chose to deal with thern in one way as
opposed to another, Mannheim believed that the first task of the sociologist of knowledge
was to identify the various antagonistic Wehschaungen operant in a given sociohistorical moment. "What categories," he wrote, "what systematic conceptions, are used
by the different groups at a given stage in accounting for one and the sarne fact uncovered

in the course of practical operations? And what are the tensions that aise in the attempt to
fit these new facts into those categories and systematic conceptions?' (Mannheim [1925]

l9S2b:147).

The current work, for example, explores the systematic conception within certain
streams of Christian fbndarnentalism which accounts for and reacts to the rise in North

America of religious expressions different than Christianity.28As will be dernonstrateci, this
his foreword to the Dictionas, of Cuh, SCCS,
Religions und the Occuit (Matber and Kcbois
1993), Ronald Emth writes: "Once upon a time it was pussile to descn'bt North American rtligious
institutions in tenns of that sacreû canopy we o h refer to as the Judco-Cbristiantradition. With ftw
exceptions,a cornnion worlctview Unitedpeople who,despite denominational ciifferences, found they d d
agree on a whole ciuster of values and wre ôelief's .. .Today, alï that bas changeci dramaticaiîy. In an
increasimgly pludistic Society, it is not unusual for inâividuaîs to aflihtc with sccts and cuits that have

systernatic conception includes, arnong other aspects, a generalising fiamework by which
the problem is identified, specific causes through which the problem manifests symptoms

in society, and proposed strategies according to which the problem is resolved.
The constituents of these Weitanschauungen,however, these different "systernatic
conceptions," are necessarily a limited set, given that it is a fhdarnental prinaple of
Mannheim's sociology of knowledge that not all modes of thought are available and
operant in every era (Mannheim 1936:6)." M a t , then, asks the sociologist of knowledge,
are the modes which are a~ailable?~

littlc dîndy to do with Protestantism, CathoIicism, or Judaism" (Enroth 1993:vii). Enroth continues that
"[one] of the challenges of religious pluralism is that the Christian community must place increased
emphasis on the development of discernment skills"; and he concludes: "Although this book will serve a
variety of purposes, its preeminent objective is to equip Christian believers with the material they will
need in the continuing struggie against 'pcincipalitiesand powers' and in the battle wer amflicting tmth
claims" (Emth 1993~ïi).
&Any given [generationai] location, then, excludes a large number of possiile moâes of
thought, experience, feeling, and action, and restricts the range of self-expression open to the individuals
to certain circumscribed possibüities" (Mannheim [1927] 1952c:291).
?n the context of Christianity, it should k pointcd out tbat other Christian strcams have reacted
veq differently to the issues r a i d by religious pludism. Various maidine Protestant churches have
actively exploreci various native or indigcnous spirituahtics or spiritual rrvivalist movcmcnts such as the
recent interest in Celtic spirihiality (cf., for example, De Waal 1991; Rotu 1994). Some Ebman CathoLics
have sought to expand their spiritual experience through syncretistic blending of Cbristianity and
Hinduism, Chnstianity and Buddhism, or Christianity and T a o h . Dom Bede Griffiths, an English
Bencdictine, left for India in 1955 "'to seek the other haif of my soul'" ( T a d a l e 19%:7) and in 1968
%as asked to take charge of Saccichanda Ashram," a Benedictine monastery "somewhatopen to
dialogue with Hinduism" (Teasdale 19%:5). Under Griffiths' leadership, Sacci*
Ashram "bas
becorne both Christianand Hindy but in a very profound sense that defies either description or anaIysisn
(Teasâale 19939)- Thomas Hand, a Jesuit h m California, Thomas Merion, until his dcnth in 1%8 a
Trappist m m Kentucky,William Johnston, a Jesuit recently retired h m Sophia University in Jagan, and
Elaine MacInnes, a Canadian nun in the Order of Our Lady's Missionaries, ail sought the other half of
theu souk in Zen (cf. Barnmg, et al, ad.;Johnson 1979; Lee and Hand 1990; Merton 1965,1967,1968,
1975). In a letter to D.T.Suniki,for example, Merton m t e : "1 will not be so foolish as to pretend to you
that 1understand Zen, Ta be frank, I hardly understand Christianity . . . T i e a b time, as 1read your
pages, something in me says, 'That's itl' Don't ask me what. 1have no &sire to explain it to anyùoây or
justifL it to anyboây, or to analyze it for tnyself. 1bave my own way to wa&, and for some reason or other
Zen is right in the miââîe of it wherever 1 go . . . i f 1 could not breathe Zen 1would probably die of
spirihial asphyxbtion. But 1still donTtknow what it is. No matter. 1don? know what the air is either"
(Merton 1985).

Upon reflection, however, it appears that Mannheim's "first task" is actuaily

secondary to one other-imrnediately so, but secondary nonetheless. (Indeed at different
points in his writing, Mannheim hirnself refined and refomulated what he believed was the
first task of a sociology of kn~wledge.)~'
Following fiom his concept of the problem of
practical life, it seems that the first question one asks according to a sociology of
knowledge is: "What is the problem of practical life to which a particular Wellartschanrng
is responding with a particular answer?" From this first question are then deived t

h

others: (a) " M a t are the modes of thought available for resolution of the problem?")
"How is the particular problem acnially addressed or the answer aniculated by the group
under consideration? 1s the problem resolved integrated or obviated? One possible
response, for example, is what Mannheim called "the 'unmasking' function" of thought
which arose as a result of Enlightenment rationalism and "the self-liquidation of medieval
religious consciousness" (Mannheim [1925] M 2 b : 139). "This is a tum of thought,"
Mannheim believed, "which does not seek to refùte, negate, or cd into doubt certain
ideas, but rather to disintegrme them, and that in such a way that the whole world outlook

of a social stratum becomes disintegrated at the same the" (Mannheim [1925]
G

1MZb: 140). Finally, (c) "What is the underpinning sociology of thought which allows for

(indeed, encourages) the chosen response option? What is the ideological topography
which determines how a particular concrete group will respond to a particular problem of

"In 1925, when he wrote The Problem of a Sodology of Knowledge," Mannhdm klicvcd that
the "fitst task, then, will be to findout whether there is a correlation between the inteilactual standpoints
seen in immanence and the social currents (social standpoints). The finding of this correlation is the nrst
task specific to the sociology of knowledge'' (Mannheim [1925] 1952b:182;cf. [1925] l952b:189).

practical Me? How does a particular mode of resolution affect that ideological
topography? Does it reinforce it? Alter it in some fashion? Reify it? Ossi& it? The answers
to these questions wiU depend on two additional vectors: (a) the nature of the problem of

practical life, and the seriousness with which it is taken by the concrete group as a threat
to its symbolic universe and (6) the elasticity of that symbolic universe in ternis of its
ability to absorb and integrate problematic concepts into the subjective reality which is
actualised on the buis of its precepts.
Since the earliest articulations of religious belief and experience, one problem of
practical life faced by religious groups and cornrnunities has been the presence of other
religious groups,'' the beliefs a d o r the behaviour of which challenge in some
fundamental way the exclusive religious claims of the first group. Religious claims made
by the competing group impugn those claims of the incumbent group by which their
ideological topography is uniquely defined and bounded. At this point, it bears mentioning
that this problem refers to the actual presence of competing reügious communities or
groups, rather than simply competing ideas or theologies. This is so for two rasons: (a) a
theology, i n d ~ dan ideation of any kind, cannot exist without at least one individuai to

give it concrete, social form, and to manifest it as a problem of practical Ne. Mannheim

32Whenthe Hebrew people entercd Canaan in the poa-Mosaic period of thir history, for
example, they displaceû not only tribal p u p s (e.g., the Canaanitcs, Hittites, Hivites, PcrizZitcs,
Girgashites, Amorites, and Jebusites; cf. JO& 3 :10, 24: 11; Neh. 9:8) but religious groups as well. The
people of h l were wmmanded by Yahwch to "make no pact with the inbaôitantsof tbc country which
you are about to enter, or they wiîi prove a snare in your community. You will tear dom their altars,
snash their cultic stoncs and cut d o m their sacred poles" (Ex 34: 13-4). Treat them iikc th&" Moses
reiterates ta the people on bebalf of theit Gad, "tear down their alîars, smash their standing-stones, cut
âown their SaCrrd poles, and bum their idois'' (Deut. 75). On the "sacredpoles," the d e r i m of the
Canaanite peoples see Christ 1987:73%1; SjM and Mor 1991:269; Stone 1976:1734.
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pointed out that "in so far as the world does becurne a problem it does not do so as an
object detached from the subject but rather as it impinges on the subject's experience"

(Mannheim 1936:49). This is a fundamental premise of a sociology of knowledge.
Similarly, Berger and Luckman write that "[all] sociaily meaningful definitions of reality

mua be objectivated by social processes" (Berger and Luckman 1966:145). An idea
without existential form (even assuming that such were possible) would present no threat
precisely because there is no social manifestation in which a problem may be presented in
practical life; there is no existentid impingement on one's subjective reality; there is no
actualised friction between competing groups. This existential form, while it fiinctions at
the level of objectivity in society, is manifest out ofa subjectrive reality. For example, once
pulled, a trigger can never be unpulled. There was, however, a particular maMer in which
data had been appropriateci, reality perceived, and a worldview wnstmcted which btought

an individual to the point of pulling the trigger at that tirne and in that place. Subjectivity
preceded objectivity, but objectivity presented the problem of practid Me.

In addition to an idea in existential form, it appears that (b) there also is principle
ofproximity in operation with respect to the action of impingement. That is, thae is a
precept of distance, a p r o h a t e threshold beyond which a particular ideation, no matter
what social fom it takes, is not perceived as a threat, does not prexnt itself as a problem

in pradcal We, and, therefore, does not provoke a response. This concept will be deait
with in greater detail below.
2.3 Subjective Rdity: Reality as Perception of R d i t y

While the world is mediateci to the subjest in certain definable ways,ultimately that

world is perceived in a manner which is unique to the subject. As a consequence of this,
the subject's behaviour is manifest from perception, and not necessarily reality. Perception

may accord with things as they are, but this need not be the case." A simple example is
certain cases of redgreen colour blindness. If a person sees the colour %à" as green and,
conseguently, does nothing when asked to "go to the red car" or "pick up the red book,"
that person's perception of the unavailability of either of those objects is a fiindon of their
reaiity; for them, there is neither red car nor red book present. This particular subjective
reaiity, constructed on the basis of redlgreen misperception, is the reality on which this
person bases her actions in society. The objective physicd existence of the items ("rd
car," "red book," "red light") is unquestioned, insofar as light reflected fiom them to the
perceiving eye excites the retina in the approhate wavelength range of 740-620
nanometres (i .e., the "red" range). However, subjectively, for the example individual, t hey
are not "red" precisely because she bases her actions on the perception (and the
consequent constnicted reality) that they are green. This is, in fact, the reason t r a c lights

are always ordered in a specific, unalterable sequence.

By itself, perhaps, considered in isolation, a given unit of knowledge might mean
'3Bankier offers a cogent historical example of this p m a g in operation. Commenthg on the
"radicaiizeû policy towards the Jews in 1938" (Bankier 19%:63), he notes: "Evcn the Papal ewjciicai of
March 1937 touched on the Jewish question ody indirectiy, through the menations it expresscd about
race hatred, racial rites as a new form of idolatry, and the war against the Old Tatamm and Jcwish
mmponents of Christianity. However, it hardïy makes any dflerellce whether or not this was the objective
reality.What matters is Hitler's subjective perception of it-what he thought was happening and wbaî
meaning he assigneci to this reaiity. In his thinking, consenative and clericai opposition to Nazism was
aimed at undermining the natutal political orâer and therefore naturaiiy stemmed h m an adoption of
Jewisfi modes of thinking" (Bankier 19%:63). On different perspectives on the rehtiooship beîween the
NSDAP and the churches in Gemmy, see, for exampl- Bergen 19%; Conway 1%8; Forstman 1992;
Lutzer 1995; the text of the papal cncyclicai, "Mit Brennender Sorgew ("On the Church and the German
Reich"), issued by Pius XI on 14 March 1937, is archiveci at <h~://listscrv.american,WCatholiJchm~
papal/pius.xi/p 11brenn.txt>.

their primas, source in the Bible. While not al1 streams of Christian tradition accord the
Bible the same authority," nor locate the rnanner in which their faith is lived out wirhin the
same interpretation of the biblical message,38Christian thought from the &est

church

declareci to be his blood, and explained as the new oblation of the New Testament. This oblation the
Church receives fiom the Apostles and throughout the whole world she offers it to Gcui, who supplies as
our nourishment the first Fniits of his gifts in the New Testament" (Irenaeus, in Bettenson 1%9:95).
hile ii is the central document of the Chnnian Church, it is very oRen precisely these
ciifferences in interpretation and assignation of nomic value which present problems of practid Me
within the Christian community. Arguing against the fiuidamentalist doctrine of the inemcy of
Scriphirt, for e.uample, James Barr writcs that "it is thefirndamentalist whofals~jiesthe inspiration of
scripture. As we have seen, the idea of the inspiration of scripture is only a minor note within scriphire
itself: to make it into something central is to fds@ the balance of biblical teaching . . .The &ci is that the
Bible is not an absolutely inerrant book* (Barr 1984:124). Evangelical scholar Donald Bloesch places
himself outsiâe the stridy inerrantist camp when he states: "The Bible is not in and of itself infhiiible or
absolutely normative" (Bloesch l985:65). Harold Lindsell, a former editor of Christianiîy Todqy,
acknowledges chat of "al1 the doctrines connected with the Christian faith, none is more important than
the one that has to do with the bais of our religious knowledge" (Lindsell 1976:17), that is, the question
of the errancy or inerrancy of the Bible. Linûsell contends that to abandon belief in the inerrancy of
Scripture "will lead to disaster d o m the road. It will result in the l o s of missi0na.1~
ouseach; it will
quench m i s s i o q passion; it will lu11 congregations to sleep and undermine th& belief in the fiiIl-orbed
tmth of the Bible; it wi11 produce spiritual sloth and decay; and it will finally lead to apostasy. No one
should forget that the clearest example of this is the Unitarian Universalist denomination of which rmre
will be said later. [Le., Lindsell 1976: 1433 In tuming away fiom Trinitarianism, this group of people
tumed away h m the clear teaching of the Bible. Underlying their departure fiam orthodoxy was their
disbelief in the infallibility of Scripture . . .This group is utterly and completely aapostate. No other
conclusion is possiblen (Lindsell 1976:254).
' b n t debates over the quarion of whelbrr hornosexuality shoulâ, in and of itself. prcsent a
barrîer to ordination within The United Church of Canada constellated largely muad the wmic value the
Bible ought to play in the life of a mainstream, liberal Protestant denomination. As Michael Riordan
notes: "Debate on The Issue has caused a good many United Church Bibles to be dusted off and rtexamineci. Some people acknowledge wilüngly that they interpret the Bible, bringing to it thcir own
experience of faith and the world around them. Some are ambivalent; they appear to acwpt parts of it as
God's infhiliile word, other parts as subject to interpretation. And some claim that they simply t a k
what 's thete, word for word, and Live by it" (Riordan l990:255). In its 1980 stattmcnt on human
sexuality, In God's Image, the United Churcb said that "(because] the Bible is the deposit of a Living
religious tradition it is itself the record of an ongoing hermeneutical process. Scripture builds u p n ,
reinterprets, and even corrects scripture. Jesus did so with astonishing M o m " (Division ofMission in
Canada 198û:lJ).Some of th= who were opposed to the document took a very different view of the
normative value of Scripturc. The ptcamblt to "In G d ' s Image... Male and Fcmale: An Anatygs of the
United Chmh of Canada General Councii Study Report on Human Sexuality..." [sic],a disenthg
interpretation of Zn God's Image, states: "The charter of tbc Chwch is Ho@ Scripttue . . .This applics to
both the Old and New Testaments, and it is not witbin the cornpetence of mortal men, individually or
collectively, to either add to or sDbaacth m the clear commaodmcntr dHoiy Scriptm. The Study
Report mut, therefoh, fhiiwitbin the clear teaching of Holy Scripture orbe M d unacceptable to
Chiistian men and women" (Ptingie l98O:Z). Since thosc who wmte In G d ' s Zmage did mt coafonn O
hermeneutical principles considered acceptable to the writers of the response document, In Gad'sImage

fathers and mothers to the modem exponents of movements as disparate as Southem
and Creation Spiritualitya rely on the Bible as the wellspnng
Baptist fundarnentali~rn~~

fiom which theology, liturgy, and doctrine flow.
Intemecine denominational politics notwithstanding, within the p d e w of
Christian fbndamentalism, it is the Bible, understood as the only Word of God, "absolutely

itself was "held unacceptable." Four years later, though, Sexual Orientation and Eligibiliiy for the Order
oJMinishy, a report more specifidy centred on homosexuality, stated: "Since a certain biblical text was
written in a particular historical setting, Christians need to discover what that text meant in the writer's
worlâ, and what that tex! now means for us who live in a world both radically different, yet similar . . .
nùs appmach cleariy dats the interpretation of scriptun and understanding of its authorityW(Division
of Ministry, Personnel, and Education 1984:10; cf. Division of Ministry, Personnel, and Education
1988:29-36). As a result of these study documents, as well as the "Membership, Ministry, and Human
Sexuaiity" statement which was accepted at the 32* General Council in 1988, and which declared that a
person's sexual orientation is not a barrier to Ml memkrship in the United Church and that al1 full
members are "eligible to be considerd for ordered minisüyn ("Membership, Ministry, and Human
Sexuality": A New Statemnt ofThe United Church of Canada by ihe 32* Gmeral Council), the church
embarked on another sNdy to understand precisely what role Scripture does play in the Me of that
denomination. This study resulted in a document entitled The Authority and lntetpretation of Scripfure:A
Stufement of ï7te Uniîed Church of Cmtoda, which was accepted by the 34"' General C o d in 1992.
This statement declared that the authority of Scripture was found "in the interrelationship of the
individual and the community; in the interrelationship of past and present with a share vision of the
future;in the stniggle to understand God's word for us toc& in the act of engaging, which con!hns or
denies that authority: in the convictiok tiberation, and transformation that it brings to our personal and
community livesn (Theology and Faith Cornmittee 1992:25).
"~ccordin~
to Toumey, "Southem Baptim aon only two maxims, namely, that the Bible is
the word of Goci, and that every Baptist has a solemn ptrsonal rrsponsibility to study the Bble dirrctly"
(Toumey 1994:60). Toumey quotes an article fiom the Christian Century ( 1 4 July 1981:6%) to the effect
that: "'Yeu know you'rc at a Southcm Baptist Convention . . .one pastor says T h e Bible is the
authoritative and tnistworthy word of God" and another pastor says "the Bble is the i n e m t and
W b l e worci of Gad," and that means the two of hem arc on opposite sides of the thcological and
political fence'" (Toumey1994:60; on the Southern Baptist Comntion, see Ammerman 1990; Lindsell
1976:89-105). This particular dynamc will be explonxi M e r below.
'Ocoinedby former Dominican (now Episcopllisn; cf. Fox 19%:5-14) priest, Matthew Fox,
"Creaiion Spiriaialiry" is contrasted against "Fall/Redemption Spiriniality," that is, a spirituai path which
celebrates the essential goodness of creation, d u e s the gifts brought to the spintuai table ôy traditions
other than Chtistianity, and locates its central ethos in "orignal blessing" rather than "original sin" (cf.
Fox 1981; 1983:3 16-9; 1991:7-26). In "TOward a Family Tree of Creation-Centeted Spirituality," Fox
notes that "[included] as primary data for mation thcology wouid bc the work of the Yahwist (1) author"
(1983:307), "lesus' parables and espedaîly those of the kingdom/queendomof GUd as found in ail the
gospels" (1983:307), and a "signifïcant amount of Paul including Romlins 8" (1983:307). "In short," Fox
concludes, "the entire Bible, H e b m Bible and New Testament, ought to be reread with the four paths and
twcnty-sk themes of cfcation spirituality posing the questions" (1983:307; cf. 307-15).

infallible, without error in dl matters pertaining to faith and practice" (Falweli 1980:54),
which begins the delineation of the boundaries of reality and provides the cipher by which

the mysteries not only of creation and redemption, but also of humankind's place within
that interplay might be apprehended. For the Bible-believer," it both defines and imposes a

cosmology which admits of no cornpetition. Indeed, as a function of disparate subjective
realities, the world looks very different to a Bible-believing Christian than it does, for
exarnple, to an agnostic. As Mannheim pointed out, however, these "different intellect4
currents do not proceed in splendid isolation, but mutualiy affect and enrich one another,

and y& do not merge into one common system but try to account for the totality of the
discovered facts, each starting fiom dEerent general axioms" (Mannheim [1925]
1952b:148). Within the broad mach of Christianity, for exarnple, the fact that Christian

fùndamentalism does not exist "in splendid isolation" fiom liberal Protestantism is
preckely the point et which one very often finds the problem of practical life." It is these
"~ollowin~
T o m (1994: 12). it may be weU to remember that uthe term/vnd~ncntaltstshould
be used with caution for two m n s . First, wbile thcre are certain prominent eyctptions (cg., Jerry
Falwell), those who are called by this word often do not use it themselves. Instead, they descrii
themselves as 'Bible-believing Christians'." However, wMe Toumey chooses to ignore the stlfaennition
he hasjust inücxiuced, preferring to aitemate "conservativeChristian" with "firndamentalistn(an
aiternation which is disîinctiy problematic for it appears to cloud the issw of dennition raîher than clarrfj.
it), there are many who claim "fiindamentalistnas a legitimate anâ usefui term of both identincation and
self-identification (cf.Ammerman 1987:34; 1990:76-9; D o l k 1973:263-89; FalweU, Dodson, and
Hindson 1981; Marsden 1980:195). On the use of "fiindamentalist" as a pejorative, see Reeû 1996b:5345.
42whiltThe United Church of Canada bas had a charismatic reform movemcat sincc the eariy
1960s-The United Church Renewal Fellowship (cf. United Church R u i d Fellowship 1984+anâ a
theological reform maternent since 1974-Chmh Alive (which publishes Theologfcal Dlgest & Outlook
and sponsors yearly conferences on current issues in the United Chur&>-Mmediateiy pnor to and
immediately following the acceptanaof the "Membership, Ministry, and Hwnan Swuatitf statcmnit in
1988, two more refom-minded Mes emerged. Formed in 1988 as a voiœ in opposition to the direction
in which the church was mwing with its release of the Semcal Orientation, L#Jestyles, and MInjstry report
(cf. DWon of Mmsüy, Perso~ei.,and Education 1988), the Community of Concern wiîhin the United
Church ofCanada was incorporated as a mon permanent body shortiy afkr the G e n d Council decision
in August of that year. The Community of Conœrn uaderstandsits mandate to be the gened
guardianship of orthodoxy within the United Cburch, and publislus the quarterly Concem mwsleeücr. In

"difFerent generaf axioms" which provide the cognitive substrucnire on which the
superstructural subjective reality is built and out of adherence to which behaviour is
achialised. Issues of practical Me can become problematic when the "dif5erent general
axioms" according to which worldviews are generated corne into conflict over the
appropriate resolution of those issues." When one group (or more) asserts that lheir
resolution of the problem is the on& resolution possible, the problem of b'totaiisation"
occurs.
2.3.1 The Problem of Totalisation

These "general axioms" (i.e., "cognitive boundary markers") fiinction iike the

starting points in a map-reading exercise. Tearns A and B must both reach the target X.
addition to the Community of Concern, to provide an wnbrella organisation for congregations who want
no part of the decisions made by the Church or the directions taken, the National AIllrmce of Covenanting
Congregarionswas formed in 1991. Al1 of these groups view the increasing 11'beralisation of the church as
the problem of practid life which they have been d e d specifically to oppose.
example of this another in which cornpethg intexpretation of biblical authority bas
played a significant d e , concems the place of women in the hierarchy and polity of the Christian Church.
While the United Church of Canada,for instance, ordained the Rev. Lydia Gxuchy in 1936, the Roman
Cathoiic Church has yet to a h t to a semuiary its first female candidate for ordination. in the Church of
England, the 1992 General Synod deciàon to &ow the ordination of women bas caused trrmndous
upheavai in that communion^ A Roman Catholic commentator notes: "For many Anglicans, the eleventh
day of the eleventh month aUs memorics of present as well as past conflicts: la&îucday [i.e., 1 1
November 19971 was the hfth anniversary of the General Synod's vote in fhvour of women priests. By
common consent the decision presaged the biggest upheaval in the Church of England sincc thc
Reformation, prompting 300 clergymen to resign their or&n in protest at what they saw as a nricturingof
the apostolic ministry . . .Ovcr 850 parishm w& permitted to &lare themselvcs n q o ueas for women
priests and authorisation was given for the appointment of provincial episcupal Msitors ('flying bishops')
to provide wersight for disenters who consider themselves 'out of communion* with thtir diocesan
hierarchiesn(Shortt 1997). On the issue of women's authority in the chuch, in a qwstion-and-answer
colwnn in hU monthiy newsletter, nie Bencm Cali, Dave Hunt was aîkcd: 4'vc notiocd that you bave
appeared as speaker at conferencesdong with women speakers. Doesn't this go agaha the biblical
injunction that women are not ta teach men?" (Hunt 1998k3). Hunt answers: "We beiicve that the Bible
opposes women as pastors. A woman is not to teach or to usurp authority over men. We have spoken at
several confm~~ces
where a woman bas a b spakea However, the womn have w t pnsenkâ doctriaal
teaching or taken authority over men who were present . ..It is cornmon at many confincnccsfor women
to coduct a workshop, for example*to present faaualinformation,d we bave f o d tbcm to k very
-nt
in doing so. In our opinîoa, this seems to k outsiâe what is prohibiteci in G u i ' s Word" (Hunt
1998i:3).
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Each team has an identical set of endpoint coordinates, but diametrically opposed starting

coordinates. Thus, for example, the shortest route for Team A (A-bX) is due east; the
shortest route B-tX is due West. If A-rX requires the team to cross a nigged chah of
mountains and B+X involves the fording of several nvers and the negotiation of a large
swamp, then, at the end of the exercise, while both tearns may compme their experiences,
in very few ways will they be comparabie. Those who recognise that their adherence to a

particular subjective reality is based on their perception of the experiences which
determine the nature of that reality will also recognise that the expenences of the other
tearn in no way invalidate their own expenence; their worldview recognises the fiw
inherent in the integration of new data. However, the problem of totalisation obtains when
one team or the other accepts their expenence (and thus the worldview it generates) as
monolithic. This may lead them to formulate their subjective r d t y as absolute, to define
the "general axioms" on which it is based (and those axioms which are then derivative
fiom them) as universal, and to require the imposition of this partiailm perception of "the
way things are" as valid for al1 people negotiating that particular terrain. In this example,
the general axiom is the starting point (e.g., "A"); the derivative axiom is the direction
required to find the target; the specific validating experience for the denvative axiom,
then, becomes: ifyou crossed "Y' mountains, you foîîowed the correct path.
The particular problem in totaiisation is not the path chosen to reach the target, but
the imposition of that path as the on& way to reach the target. In this rather simple
example, there is an easy way to ver@ the fàcticity of the assertion:start fkom B and see if
one reaches X A statement such as the exclusive c h m e r of the route A+X is easiiy

tested and falsified. How does the exclusive nature of truth claims fùnction, though, in the
context of more subjective data, data which inform and, ultimately, help to conanict a
subjective reality out of adherence to which men and women live their lives?"
In a statement similar to Falwell's above (see p p . 5 3 4 anticult writer and

Christian conspiracy theorist4' Texe Mans writes: "The essential Christian belief [is] that
the Bible is the inspired, infa/fible,inerrant, and fiteral Word of G d ,given to man

through God and undefiled by nature of ifs divine authonhip" (Mans 199056;cf Kintz
l997:257-63).That this belief has the potential to actualise behaviour is evident in Mms'
working definition of "cuit": "A cuit is a body or organized group of activisrs or believers
who huve imdved lhemselves in a qirittcal or social muverneni in opposr'tioon fo the c h u

and direct Wwd of G d " ( M m l990:S9."Though they often dfler widely in the tenor
Mannheim noted: "The data as such, howevcr, are not the primary factor pPoduang a
groupthis fiinction belongs to a far p a t e r extent to those formative forces which shape the data and
give them character and direction . . . Fundamental integrative attitudes and formative principles are allimportant also in the hancihg d o m of every tradition, M y because they aione can biad groups togcther,
secondly. and, what is perhaps even more important. th- alone are really capable of trecorning the bssis
of contiming practice" ((1 9271 lg%c:3OS).
" m e sconspiracy theoristn is puhaps the M e r known deagnation, in Consprocy: H m the
paranoid st'ejZourishes and where if comesj?om, Daniel Pipes introduces a new, somewhat ambivalent
term-conspiracism.According to Pipes, "[conspiracist] theories have a way of growing on a person, to
the point that they become a way of seeing Me itseif. This is conspiracism, the paranoid-@le, or the
hidden-hand mentaliiy. Conspiracism tesembles other 'isms' in defining an outlook that cm become an
all-encompassingconcemw(Pipes 1997:22; cf. also Mackay [18411 1995). For an exceUcnt acanmt of the
"paranoid-style"and the manner in which it aEects those who are even peripheraiiy exposed to it, sct
Dyer 1997. According to the terms of Pipes's definition, many of the Christian anticult apologists (e.g,
Hunt, Marrs, Rhodes, Enroth, Cumbey) qualify as conspiracists. This will k dealt with more M y in Part
Two below.
'6in TEX^ M m Book of New Age C 'anci Religions, Marrs Mam one hhuiidnd and 0% groups
and individuais, all of which he clfall under his âehition of "cuit? Of Buddhism, he writes tbat the
Buddha " f b t e d the religious teachiags which came to be known as Buâdhîsm as a violent protest
againfit Hinduism" (Mans 1990:149). "In 1959," he notes, %hm the Unitarian Church merged with the
Univcrsalist Chuch to fonn the Unitarian-UniversaiisfAssociation, it becam a case of the blind ladhg
the blind into the ditchn (Mans 1990:327). "Seth,- the spirit channelld ôy Jane R6berts,URamtha,nthe
33,000 year~ldwarrior cbanntlled by f .Z. Knight, and "Lazark," "an entity which Chrisrians easiiy
recognize as a &monn(Mars 1990:234), rub dôows with the Dalai Lama C'one of the premier spiritual

of their pronouncements, it is fiom this generai axiom about the nature of the Bible that
believers such as Falwell and Marrs derive a number of propositions which together
comprise the complex of beliefs known as Christian fundamentalism. There is an
objectivity claimed for this general axiom-a

totalisation-t hat refuses to recognise its

essentially subjective nature. It is, as transpersonal psychologist Ken Wiber notes, not
unlike a conversation which proceeds: "'What is the most sacred and authontative book
ever written in the world?' 'The Bible.' 'Howdo you know?' 'It says so in the Bible."' To
which, Wilber adds somewhat sarcastically, "This may sound odd, but that is not my faullr
(Wilber 1993:2l)." What follows from Wilber's observation is that, also following the
thought of E.D.Hinch (1 967), there is no verification which could authenticate the
complex of religious claims which proceed from a general axiom such as Falwell's and
Marrs'. Fundamentalism, insofar as it adverts to Biblical inerrancy, infallibility, and
insuperabüity, alrnost by definition passes into solipsism precisely because it "assumes that
the text represents a perspicuous meaning simply because it represents an unalterable
sequence of words" (Hirsch 1967:235-6). There is no validating facticity;any possible
validation is intemal, a function of personal adherence to the particular cornplex of
generalised axioms and denved propositions. It may be contextualised socially; it may be
leaders of the New Age"

1990:l75]), the Jehovah's Witnesses ("defhitely a New Age cult* [Mam
1990:226]), and witchnaft ("[one] of the faitest growing religious mavements in the world today"
1990:204)). Of witchcraft, Mam writes: 'My estimate is that there are today in the United States some
two million pemm practicing a variety of forms of witchcraft and earth religion. In addition, millions
more involvcd in pmmoting environmentalismoften UIlWittingly cmbrace witchcraft doctrines a d
practicesn (199O:2WS).
Miiiar faShion, fundamentalist pasior and antidt apologist Robert Mory challenges the
daims of Muslims to exclusive dMne revelation. "Mushu 'TheQuran is without cnor.' Non-Muslim:
'Why is this tnie?' Muslim: 'Because îhe Quran says W.' Non-Musiirn: 'But why is the Qwan tnie?'
Musiim: 'The Quran is without emr'" (Morey 1992: 130- 1).

given communal, sacramental fom; but authentication is an interna1 process, an ineffable

expenence of "profound truth" (cf Crombie 1971:24-6; Hick 1971:S3-71;MeyneU
1994:42-7)" Because the components of the doctrinal complex are not extemally

verfiable, but must be accepted on faith, they are, as Hirsch notes, "simply . . . the
interpreter's own mwiing, exhibiting the cornotations and emphases which he himsaf
imposes" (Hirsch 1967:236). They constitute reality as it is perceived to be, that is, a
subjective redity. They have, as Mannheim wrote, taken flight into a supra-temporal
"

logic and assert that truth as such is unsullied and has neither a plurality of fonns nor any
comection with unconscious motivations" (Mannheim 1936:42).
The implications of this for the analysis of religious claims in a pluralistic context

are significant. If the substructure of an event is the thoughts and perceptions that people
have about the event, and the superstructure is the way in which these thoughts and
perceptions actualise in the world, then, as Tamotsu ShibotaN notes, 'khat a person does
''This is simiiar to one of the mosc important validatory euperiences among members of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints-that is, "havinga testimony," sometimes known as the
"bwning in the bosom." This intemal resonance is considereâ by Mormons to be adequate evidewœ of
divine sanction for e.xperiences ranging h m the veracity of LDS doctrine and ecclesiology to the
authenticity of Mormon scriptutes (Le., î l e Book ofMonnon, The Pervl of Great Price, and the Doctrine
and Covenants) and paradptures (e.g., The Book oflbraham). A couvert to Mormonism h m the
United Church of Canada remembers: "The LDS missionaries who came ta my home challengeci me to
pray about the tmth of Mormonisrn and that God would reveal it CO me. And when 1did 1 felt a burning in
rny h m tbat it was the tnte church. I've been a member ever since" (Lockhart 1991). A convert who
dtscn'bes lÛmscifprior to his conversion as a ''Born Again Chnstiann sbtts: "1 started reading the Book
ofMormon to get a better understanding of what Jason was telling me in our discussions. Everyday,
before 1 read h m the Book of Mormon, 1would pray and ask God to show me if these wotds I rad were
not tme, and if there [sic] were tnie to give me a sign of some sort.As 1read more and more h m the
scriptures 1 started developing some very strong feelings deep in my ~ (BirçhIGentles
'
'
1990). He
concludes: "1 have gaineci a testimoay of the gospel. 1believe this is the true church of Jesus Christ"
(Birch-Gentles 19W).Another convert h m the United C h w h declares: 4 bave a s t ~ ~ n
testimouy
g
of di
Church doctrinen (Bauer 1990). And an English c o m writes: "1 proceeded to enquire ifthe things
which 1 had ûeen taught and the scriptures I had read h m the Book of Mormon were correct . . .This
t h a warm and peacefiil f e h g came over me. In moments 1fdt that burning in the ôoam sumion
and 1icnew thai whaî I had prayed for had been a spiritual co-tion
of the îruth" ( O g h 1990).

rests largely upon his definition of the situation"; "one's perspective is an outline scheme
which, ninning ahead of experience, defines and guides it" (Shibotani 1962:130). Whether
the substructure enjoys facticity or not is largely irrelevant; the perception of facticity has
the potentid to actualise the superstructure. That is to Say, the belief that the Bible is the
inerrant, infallible, insuperable Word of God (with ail the doctrinal agglomerations which
proceed fiom that belief) is enough to actualise behaviour in adherent groups and
individuals. The resurgence of Christian fundamentalism in North America with its various
actualised social behaviours (cf., for example, Bates 1993; Conway and Siegelxnan 1984;

DeMar and Leithart 1988; Dyer 1997; North 1984; Kintz 1997; Martin 1996; R d 1996%
1996b; Watson 1997) demonstrates this quite ~ l e a r l y . ~ ~

2.4 Cognitive Boundary Marken: The Stmcturing of Belief

What is the process by which we distinguish one thing from another? Obviously,
there are culturaliy accepted identifiers by which one thing is determined not to be
another. For example, a chair is identified as "a seat with a back on which one person sitq
typidy having four legs and otten having a r m ~ . "While
~ ~ a person may also sit on an
automobile fender, a beach, or a telephone pole, because these things do not conforni to
the culturally accepted identifiers for "chair," very few people would be iikely to confiise

4%

This was originally a Christiancountiy,' says m n JO] Gounauci [anactMst for d o r d
segregation of "inappropriate" reading material in the public hirary system of Fairfax Countty, Virginia].
'There is no doubt that the founding bthers were serious religious men. They knew you couldn't have
governent without morality. But that has ali gone by the waysiâe . . .Peap1e aren't dohg anything more
ihan defcnding their homes and their fimilies,' sayJ Gounaud 'That's why it's wrking. But we have to
maintain our humility; we can't forget we're under God's authont.. And we have to offer solutions O th
problems we see'" (Wilson 199925).
%tri&
Hanlu, ed,Collins Dictiontuy of the English Lrmguoge (Loldon and Glrsgûw:
William Collins Sons & Ca.Ltd, 1979)' S.V. "chair."
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them with a chair. Culturally accepted identifiers, however, often function as attributes,
operating in hierarchically arranged sets: the more identifiers or attributes there are
present, the more precisely the identification of a particular object may be made. For
exarnple, while the culturally accepted identifiers for "chair" noted above describe a
ceriain class of objects, there are further refinements within that class by which different
types of chairs can be described. Louis Quatorze chairs, for exarnple, belong to the period
of Louis XIV ( 1638- 17 15), and are decorated in a baroque style "characterked by
massive forms and heavy ornamentati~n."~'
Louis Seize chairs, on the other hand, whiie
confonning in al1 other respects to the same cuiturally accepted identifiers, dif5er (and may
be distinguished) tiom Louis Quatorze by the graceful, elegant omarnentation associated
with "the late French rococo and early neoclassi~ism."'~

For the most part, these culturally accepted identifiers work very well with
existentid objects. Louis Quatorze furniture is distinguished from Louis Seize; American
Robins are rarely confused with Arctic Puffins; and those who order sushi will hardly, if

ever, be sened fish-and-chips. How, though, does one apply this principle to the more
subjective aspects of existence, the cognitive phenornena by which Our worldviews are

constructed and out of which construction behaviour is actualisecl? How does one map, as
it were, the identitiers by which concrete groups are formed in society? One method is to
detennine which identifiers separate one group nom another. Just as there are dturally

accepteci identifiers which distiaguish chairs fiom automobile fenders, and certain types of

"collins Dictionary of the English Language, S.V. "Louis Quaîom."
n~ollinsDictionary of the EhgIish Language, sv. louis Seize."

chairs fiom certain other types, there are identifiers which sirnilarly distinguish one
concrete group fiom another, and fûrther distinguish sub-groups within a larger parent
grouP.
These identifiers are cognitive boir~ubymarkers, a complex of speciiïc,
identifiable ideations to which individuals or groups intentionally adhere, and which can
help determine the subjective topography inhabited by t hose part icular individuals or
groups. These marken are cognitive in that they derive fiom a mental act or process by
which assent is given to certain elements of knowledge. In the context of prirnary groups,
these markers are often doctrinafand diagnostzc, in that they not only delineate the
boundaries by which an adherent locates his or her inclusion in the primary group, they
also identiQ the bases on which exclusion of others from the group is determinedu These

cognitive boundary markers fiarne the symbolic universe (cf. Berger and Luckman
1966:1 10-46) which the adherent primary group inhabits and fiom within which it is

"For example, in white supremacist goups-whether organised amund religious motils such as
the Church of Jesus Christ-Aryan Nations (cf. Abanes 19%:1674; Barkun 1997:68-70, 11 1-2; Dets
19%: 12-3) or the Christian Identity movement (cf. Abanes f 9%:15448; Barkun 1997; Dees lg%:ll-29;
Z e s W 1986), or secuîar principles such as the White Aqan Resistancc (cf. Ridgcway 1995:169-76) or
the White Patriot Party (cf. Ridgeway 1995:99403+0ne of the fundamental boundafy markers to which
members are expected to give assent is the intierent superiority of the Caucasian race and (to varyiag
degrees) the need for sepration fÎom non-Caucasian peoples. This belief serves as a doctrinal gatekeeper
"thin the primaxy group, as weli as a diagncdc tool for the identification of deviance h m that p u p
nom. Same groups propose the physical establishment of the primary p u p through the geograpical
relocation of Merent racial &roups. While not draAed by the former Grand Wizatd of the Ku Klux Klan,
a suggested division apptared in the December 19û4 issue of David Duke's NAA WP N m s (a print organ
of M e ' s Natiod Association for the Actwuicemeat of White People). According to this p h ,
Washington, Oregon, Montaaa, Wyoming,and Idaho, d e d by some the "White Bastion," wodd be the
enclave inhabited by whites. The Hawaiiatl lslands would become "East Mangolia," home for all those of
Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, or othcr Oriental âescent. "Atta Californiamwould house documcnîcd
Mexican-Americans, while "New Afncan is occupid by Afncan-Amcricam. Florida wouid beume "New
Cuba," Long Island and Manhattan "WestIsraei," and "Minorian would be nserved for "Pwrto Ricans,
southem I(alians, Greeks, immigrants h m the e8Stern and southeni regions of the Meditemmm, aad
. . le minorities'" (Ridgeway 1995:168-9).
other 'm

realised on an ongoing basis.
Put differently, as the primary group exists across generations, the oral, written,
and ritual transmission of these cognitive boundary markers become reified as a symboiic

universe. This syrnbolic universe, in tum, actualises as the organising fiamework by which
membership in the primary group is determined and maintained. Once the particular
cognitive boundary markers are set and the symbolic universe reified, the preservation of
this universe (and thus the prirnary group) is entrusted to what Berger and Luckman cal1

"conceptual machineries of universe-maintenance." Of these, and there are many which
"appear historicaily in innumerable modifications and combinations" (Berger and Lucbnan
1966:1 3 0 one
~ ~which offers a viable pathway for analysis of the symbolic universe

predicated upon the kind of exclusive religious claims encountered in religious
findamentalism is the "therapeutic." The machinery of universe-maintenance in general
and this particular maintenance mode1 will be examined more Mly below.
2.4.1 Establishment of the Primary Group

Cognitive boundary rnarkers, the manner in which they cohere as a syrnbolic
universe and delineate membership in a primary group, and the characteristics of the

Y&rger and Luckman sîate îhat "[aiil legitimations, h m the simplest pre-theoretical
legitimations of discrete institutionaiized meanings to the cosmic establishments of symbolic universes,
may, in nini,be d e s c r i as machineries of universe-maintenancen(1966: 123). They note, however, that
some of the most "conspicuoustypes of conceptuai machineriesn are: "mythology, îheology, philosophy
and sciencen(1966: 127). Of these, they write, "mytho10gy represents the most archaic form of universemaintenancen;it is "a conception of reality that posits the ongoiag penetration of the worid of everyday
experience by sacred forces" (l966:12%).Thcology is distinguisbedfrom mythology "simpIy in t e m of
its pater d e p of theoreticai systematization . . . Mythologicai thought operates within the continuity
bawctn the human world and the world of the gods. Theologicai thought serves to mediatc beiween thcsc
two worlds, preciseiy because their original continuity now appears broken" (Berger a d Ludanan
1%6: 129). That is, there has ariscn a problem of practicai iife which has caîîed the tsscntiality of the
worldview into question.
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particular process by which that symbolic universe is maintained offer two specific benefits
for understanding these primary groups: (a)they describe a particular group (i.e., identifjt
the particular cognitive boundaxy markers which define it as a primary group) and so
provide something of a recognition pattern for similar groups; and (b) fiom the standpoint

of a sociology of knowledge, they begin to explan the manner in which a particular group
exists in terms of the group's own interna1 logic (i.e.,its symbolic universe, the subjective

reality constructed from that universe, and the conceptual machinery employed to keep
both universe and reality intact). Put dzerently, according to Mannheim, "[the] first thing
that suikes one on considering any particular generation unit [Le., concrete, or prUnary
group] is the great similarity in the data making up the consciousness of its members.
Mental data are of sociological importance not only because of their actual content, but
also because they cause the individuals sharing them to f o n one group-they

have a

socializing effect" (Mannheim 1952c:304).
2.4.2 PreTheoretical and Theoreticai Constructions of R d i t y

These cognitive boundary markets, then, whatever their specific content rnay be,
are the individuai indices of howledge that establish the boudaries by which inclusion in
andor exclusion fiom a particular collectivity is determinecl. This knowledge can be either
theoretical (Le., knowledge which is worked out in a coherent, systematic fashion through

an intentionai process of investigation, reflection, and re-exBrnination) or pre-theoretid

(i-e.,knowledge which is held in cornmon by members of the group or institution, but
which is apprehended apart fiom any systematic integration of thaî knowledge into a

coherent theoretical fiamework). For example, a pre-theoretical statement & a m fiom the

ideational complex of Chnstianity is: "Jesus died for my sins." A slightly more
sophisticated version rnight read: "Jesus died to pay the price for my sins." Neither of
these claims in order for them both to comprise part of the group's cognitive boundary
structure and to actualise particular behaviour on the basis of social interaction dong that
boundary, need adduce any more complex statement of the substitutionary theory of
atonement. They arepre-theoretical; that is, one need not work out a carefully articulated,
theoreticafly coherent argument for the vicarious suffering and substitutionary death of an
ontologically divine Christ in order for one to daim with fidl confidence: " J e u died for
my sins." It should be noted here that the dividing line between theoretical and pre-

theoretical statements need not be hard and fast. They are, rather, end-points on a
continuum bounded at one end by a fully integrated, coherent rationale, and a simple
adherence with little or no intentional reflection at the other?

While, according to Mannheim, "it cannot be gainsaid that religious experience,
even though its mainspnngs be of an irrational character, often finds expression through
the most elaborate theoretical exercises" (Mannheim 1WaAO), Berger and Luckman
note that "institutional meanings tend to become simplifieci in transmission, so that the

given collection of institutional 'forrnulae' [i .e., cognitive boundary markers] can be

5sInmany of his books, but most plainly in The God Who Is There (l%ûb), Escape F m Reoson
( 1 %8a), and He Is There and He Is Not Silent (1972), Francis A. S c M é r (1912-1984) opposed the pretheoretid apprehensionof the Christian Eaith and argueû for a rational Chnstianity based on clear and
unambigmus propositions. "In t h setting" he wrote in Escape From Reason, Wse Biôle sets forth its
own statement of what the Bible itself is. It presents itself as Goci's communicationof propositional tmth,
written in verbalized fona, to those who are made in God's image . . .Christiariity is a system which is
composed of a set of ideas which can k discussedn (SchaeEer [1%8a] 1982:267,268). In an appendix to
me God Who 1s There, on the future of evangelicalism, he m t e , "1. The full dactrinal position of
historie Christianiîy must be clearly rnaintained 2. Every honest question must be given an hoanswer. It is unbiblical for anyone to say, 'Just believe*"(Schaaer [1%8b] 1982:189).

readily learned and mernorized by successive generations" (1966:87-8).Indeed they

continue, it is the "'formula' character of institutional meaning that ensures their
memorability" (Berger and Luckmann 1966:88). It seems, then, that, according to a
sociology of knowledge, a proposition for the analysis of generationally extended
cognitive boundary markers could be stated: "The relationship between theoretical and
pre-theoretical knowledge is conditionally inverse." That is to say, as theoretical
knowledge increases in complexity, pre-theoretical knowledge decreases in complexity.
For example, in the "Editor's Note7' in a recent issue of Fellowship Magazine, the
central pnnt organ of theologically conservative groups within the United Church of
Canada, the editor writes: "Myfirst response to be part of a Vision TV debate was easy:

'No!' Unconvinced, the caller explained the challenging question: '1s Jesus the only way to
God?' 'You have the wrong person,' 1 explained. '1 hate arguing and 1 don7tknow the
theology to defend my perspective"' (Reid 1997:3).For the editor, the pre-theoretical
statement, "Jesus is the only way to God," is infinitely preferable to the inteliectual rigour
required for a coherent, integrated, theoretical articulation of: a pre- and post-lapsarian
cosmology7the incarnation of an ontologically divine Christ whose vicarious dering
effected a substitutionary satisfaction for sin, and whose death and resurrection heaied the
breach that had existed between Creator and created since the Fd.It is simply easier to

adven to pre-theoreticai "recipe knowledge"" than to more fiiliy articulateci theoreticai
knowledge. As weli, adversicn to pre-theoretical statements of belief exposes one's

I$ager and Luckman define "raipeknowledge" as "the sum total of 'what emybody knows'
about a social world, an assemblage of ma-.
mords, proverbial nuggets of wkdom, values anâ beliek,
myths and so forth" (1966:83).
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cognitive boundary structure to less risk. If there is less data open to challenge, there are
fewer opportunities presented for a flaw in one's argument to be exploited. Whether
formulated and articulated theoreticaüy or pre-theoretically, though, in the context of a
sociology of knowledge, t hese cognitive boundary markers are the components by which
the cornmunity as an institution is defined.
Pre-theoretical knowledge in particular, according to Berger and Luclonan,
operates both cognitively (e.g., "A equals B") and nonnatively (e.g., "A shmld equal B";
1966:131). As an example, the primary boundary marker for Christian fùndamentalism is,

cognitively: "The Bible is the only Word of God-inerrant,

infallible, and insuperable";

and, normatively: "It is righi thai the Bible is the only Word of God-inerrant,

Uifallible,

and insuperable." In this way,the world is interpreted for the adherent not only in tenns of
how it is perceived to look, but also as an index of how it should look. The latter dynamic

is an important component in the therapeutic modei of universe-maintenance.
2.4.3 Exclusive Religious Claims

Exclusive religious claims, the cognitive boundary markers unique to a particuiar
tradition, provide a map to the topography of that tradition. They outline the immovable
boundary markers by which the cognitive limits of that particular primary group are tked.
One's position in the primary group is determineci by one's stance in relation to these
markers. They establish the limits within which membership in a particdar wmmunity may
legitimately be claimed, and beyond which it rnay not. They fùnction as the doctrinal fence
within which the adherent community resides, and outside of whose boundaries the

cognitive maps of the cornmunity read, "Here be monsters." Boundary markers such as

these have been used in various ways throughout Christian history, and, indeed,
throughout the history of human interaction in group and sub-group units.
For example, the prefatory articles to the Athanasian Creed (f 5 1-2)"read:
'Whoever wiil be saved: before al1 things it is necessary that he hold the Catholic Faith:
Which Faith except every one do keep whole and undefiied: without doubt he shall perish
everlastingly" (Schaff 1996b:66). The third article begins with the words, "And the
Catholic Faith is this . . ." (Schaff 1996b:66).The first two articles establish (a)t k t there
are specific boundary markers which determine certain doctrinal perimeters for the faith;

and (b) that there is a penalty for removing oneself beyond those penmeters; the third
article begins the precise definition of what constitutes those boundary markers. The first
two say thar they are, the thkd and following whar they are. The explicit presence (as well

as the description) of these cognitive boundary markers is mentioned twice more in the
body of the credal text, at $29, "Furthemore it is necessary to everlasting salvation . . .

1,

(Schaff 1996b:68)and the concluding article (544), "This is the Catholic Faith:which
except a man believe faithfuliy [ t d y and fïrrnly], he can not be saved" (Schan 1996b:70).

As an exercise in the particular finction of cognitive boundary markers, it is

""~ccordingto tbc meâieval legenâ," wrote Philip Schanin bis disnisàon of th
"Athanasius composeci it during his exile in Rome, and off& it to Pope Juiius as his adCssion of fAithn
(Schaff[l93 11 1996~35n.2). However,"[it] fiirnishes," he conttinued, "oneof the most rtmarkable
examples of the extraodinary ifluence which works of unknown or douôtfui authorship have excrtedn
(SchaE[193 1) 1996c:35). Krieg agrees, stating that the Athanasian Creed is incorrectly attn'buted to the
Alexandrian bishop aud apologist. The Athanasian Creed "probably originated in southern Fr-,
perhaps at the abbey of Lérins, aftcr the Council of Constantinople(381) and More the Courrcil of
Chalcedon (45 1). Originally written in Latin, it was likely formulateci by
of Lérins (6a.450),
Caesarius of Arles (6542), or someone close to one of uiemn(Krieg 199%:106).Wbatever its authorship,
aamrding to S C W the creed "isa riemarkably clear and ptacist summary of the &cüinal dbcisions of the
hrst four acumenicai Councils ( h mAD. 325 to AD. 451), and the Augustiaiarr speculations on the
Trinity and the Incarnationn(il93 11 1996c:37).

interesting to compare the statements in this creed with those of two other creeds wellknown in Church liturgy and catechesis: the Nicenesxand the Apostles' Creeds.'' While
the basic cot~tentof the cognitive boundary markers in the Athanasian Creed does not
differ substantially from that found in either of the other two, the explicit presence of these
markers as determiners of communal exclusion or inclusion does. Both the Nicene and the
Apostles' Creeds speak of a certain content of belief "1 believe in

..

." (CE Schaff 1996a.

1 996d).The Athanasian Creed, on the other hand. fixes the boundary of content by

dedaring, "This you must believe . . . ." As cognitive boundaiy markers. the articles of the
Athanasian Creed are pre-theoretical (as. indeed. are the Nicene and Apostles' Creeds);
t hey function almost mythologically in that t hey present the "1ea.st necessity for theoretical

universe-maintenance beyond the actual positing of the universe in question as an
objective reality" (Berger and Luckman 1966:1 28; emphasis added) They simply state the
'bri@na1ly formulatcd at the ccumenical Council of Nicaea in 325 CE. this crced was issued in
part "to end the controversy that was created by Arianisrn" (Keaty 1995b:Y IG; cf. Schaff [ 19311 1996c:249). A Libyan presbyter. Arius taught a fom of subordination in the Godhead. which declared that the Goâ
the Son was noi cosqua1 with the God the Father; rather. the Son was created by the Father. For Arius.
"the primaxy characteristic of God is to be 'unbegotten' . . . He reasoned that if both the Fathcr and the
Son are said to be unbegotten then it must be said that iwo separate gods exist" (Keaty 1995a:92). Gregg
and Groh note that in "Arian usage. the term 'Father' signifies a relationship which God has to the Son
not an attribute which he has in himself. This is attested by the are with which Arius distinguishes
between God and Father. God only receives the name Father. he argues. upon the creation of the Son.
'Sonship' is. in effect, a determining factor in the concept of divine 'fatherhood' (Gregg and Groh
1981:83;on the Anan alternative, see also Brown 1988:10544; Gondlez 1987 1:261-90: R Williams
1987). The ecumeriical council answered the challenge with the concept of homoousios. which is Greek
for "of one substance" as opposed to homoiousros. "of similar substance" which is "sometimescalled
semi-h a n " (Brown 1988:119). According to Brown, "Orthodoxy. however, was persuaded that
everything that is important depends on excluding the iota, on confessing Christ as of the same substance
as the Father, not as of like substance" ( 1988: 108). Towards the end of his life, it appears as though Arius
read a modified confession of faith before the Emperor Constantine, and the ordcr was given that the
"penitent heresiarch" be restored to communion with the ecumenical church (cf. R Williams 19%7:80).
59~hristian
legend alleges that the Apostles*Creed is the produd of the apodes themselva.
Krieg points out that this view has been dismisseci since the fifteenth century, but notes that "the creed's
basic theological formulations date back to the first decades of the Chutch (Krieg 1995a:71,75: cf.
S c ~ [ I 9 3 1996c:14-23).
1~

content of the faith; they do not legitimate it; they make no attempt to "prove" its validity.
indeed, because of their pre-theoretical nature, they fùlfiil only one aspect of what Berger
and Luckman define as "legitimation." According to them, "[legitimation] as a process is

best described as a 'second-order' objectivation of meaning. Legitimation produces new
meanings that serve to integrate the meanings aiready aîtached to disparate institutional
processes. The fùnction of legitimation is to make objective& uvaiIable and subjectiveeiy
plausible the 'firstsrder' objectivationst hat have been institutionalized" (1966: 1 10;

emphasis added). The various articles of the Creeds make objectively available the
cognitive content of the Christian faith; they are recorded there for al1 to see and provide
the guidelines for faith behaviour in the world. With the advent of the Athanasian Creed,
however, this content is no longer something which is simply worked out in the
transmission and generational advance of an institution (if, indeed, it ever was). Through
the process of development it has becorne not only descriptive but normative; it has been
reified, if not in fact justified. The credal statement has rendered objectzwly maiIable, if
not necessarily subjeciiMypZausibJe, not only what one does beüeve if one is a Christian,
but what one must believe. Indeed, it is arguably at the level of subjective plausibiity that
most transmission of howledge within given faith communities breaks dom. The more

complex the theoretical structure, the greater the potential that a flaw will be found."

60nie search for the historical Jesus, h m Aibert Schweitzer to the Jesus Semimu, represents one
example of the mamer in which wmplex theoretical namewOrks can ôe Wenged. "Christianity as we
know it," writes Robert Funk, "did not originate with Jesus of Nazareth. Jems was not the first Christiann
(Funk 19%:3 1). The qwst of the historiai Jesus," he continues, "is an effort to emancipate the Galilcan
sage h m the tangle of Christian overlay tha! &mues, to some extcnt, who Jesus was and what he said,
to distinguish the religion of Jesus h m the religion about Jesusn (Funk 19%:3 1). The Feilows of the
Jesus Seminar begin k i r introduction to The Five GospeIs with a brief sketch of the havuds which may
accompany the threatening of a worlctview. "In the aftermath of the controversy over Darwin's TIie mgin

Over time. such transmissions, almost by default, reven to pre-theoretical
statements of claim. As they are articulated, for exarnple, in the Athanasian Creed, there is
no subjective plausibility adduced to the articles which serve as cognitive boundary
markers; there is only their objective availabiiity. The coercive power of the Creed is
precisely that-coercive ("Believe this because ifyou don't, you'll go to heü"), not
persuasive ("Believe this because it makes more sense to believe it than n~t").~'
The
Creed, then, fulfills only one-haif of the stmcture of legitimation defined by Berger and
Luckman.
While generational transmission may proceed pre-theoretically, the initial
establishment of a symbolic universe "presupposes theoretical refiection"(l3erger and
Luckrnan 1966:122); that is, at some point in time or over some span of tirne, someone or
some collective has consciously, subjectively reflected on both expenence and primary
knowledge, and integrated that reflection into a coherent f k m e w ~ r kThe
. ~ ~coherence is

of Species (published in 1859)and the ensuing Scopes 'monkey' triai in 1925,Amencan bibiid
scholarship retreated into the closet. The fimhmentalist mentality generated a cihate of inquisition that
made hoaest schoiarly judgments dangerou. Numerous biblical scholars were subjected to htresy trials
and suffered the loss of academic posts" (Funk,Hoover, and The Jesus ScmUiar 1993:1).
"1x1 Is Chrislimiîy T i ? , Hugo Myneil presents an argument for the vemcity of the Christian
faith based on this very premise. In the introduction, he writes: "What 1 shall try to show is that the
Christian has g d reason for believing what she charactcristidy bcücvts. While some people object to
Lhis procedure on principle, 1 bave never understa their objections. If anyone does not maintah that her
own beiiefS are rationaily defensiite, she is dishonest ïfshe thinks that îhey are not only rationally
Menaile, but of some importance and value, she will be bïameworthy if she does not try to show their
ceasonableness and value to others" (Meynell 1994:1). For Meynell, "the most cogeat reason for believhg
in the existence of a God is the opemess of the unMme to investigation by the human min#' (1994:3).
6
ZThe location of klief within a cobaent schema bas been an onping work in the Chcisiian
Church since its inception. Fmm the early Greek and Latin Fathers of the Church-e.g., Inaaeus(ca.
130-200); TtrtuUian (ca. 160-225);Origttl (ca. 185-254); Augustine (354-43O)-through
the MiMe
Ages-e.g., Gregory the Great (ca. 540-604); Anselm of Canterbury (ca. 1033-1 109); Thomas Aquinas
(ai. 1225-1274); Martin Luther (1483-1546); John Cahrin (1509-1564)-to
the modern and postmodcm
peri0d-e-g., Karl Barth (18861968); Paul T i c h (1886-1963); Emii % m e r(1 88%1966)-many
ha= sought to organise Christian theology into a systematic hmework. From Roman Catbolic to

intemal and particular to the adherent collectivity. That is, it need not maintain any
appearance either of coherence or plausibility to outsider^."^ However, while the
establishment of the symbolic universe is necessarily a theoretical enterprise, the
apprehension and acceptance of that universe in the life and generational advance of the
collectivity need not be. "[Everybody]," write Berger and Luchan, "may 'inhabit' that
universe in a taken-for-granted attitude" (Berger and Lucianan 1966:122). Al1 of which is
to say that, while the establishment of a symbolic universe is a ~heoreticdoperation, its
apprehension by the majority of succeeding generations within the collectivity is likely to
be pre-theoretical.
2.5 Proximate Thresholds of Instability

In Battlegrmnd: One Mother 's Crtl.de, the Religious Righi, md the Stnrggle for

Our Schools, Stephen Bates (1993) chronicles the 1983- 1984 battle waged in Hawkins
County, Tennessee, against certain school textbooks whose content challenged the
accepted symboüc univene of Christian fundamentalism. One of the principal protagonists
in the case was Vicki Frost, a Hawkins County housewife who, according to Bates,

Onhodox to Protestant, h m monastic to community-bascd, few, i f a q , S ~ I C of
~ Christian
~S
tradition
la& this organising tenâency.
%e March 1997 rihial mass suicide of thYty-nine membcrs of the uHeaven's Gate" UFO gmup
in Rancho Santa Fe, California, clcarly illustrittes this point. While m a q oôservers wonderai what could
have led these men and women to take their own hes,the internai coherence or plausiiility of the
gmup's worldview dowed them to do so with considerable care and intentionality. On the Heaven's Gate
group, see, for example, Alnor 1998; Balch 1995; Chua-Euan 1997; Gleick 1997; Larson 1997b:1-23. Of
this ment, Texe Mam writes: "The 39 men and women found dead in a mass suicide at a lwury estate in
Rancho Santa Fe, California, in Mmh were only the nrst victims of many more to corne. That is my
evaluation after assessing the grim situation now facing us caused by the public's umahiy h c h t i o n
with antichrist LJFOreligious cuits" (Mam 1997e:1). The Qy the suicides were disoovered in Calilornia,
Bob Larson changeci the topic of his radio broadcast to "Higher Source Suicide'' (Larson 1997b:3). "By
show iime," he remembers, "1 was Rady to reveaiwhat tbc secuiar media had ignorai-the diabolical heil
that was hidüen behind the SOlCaUed Heaven's Gate!'' (1997b:3).
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"worked tirelessly to insulate her farnily from everything contrary to Scripture" (Bates

1993: 17). A devoted fan of religious radio broadcasting, Frost was sensitised to issues

which might threaten her subjective reality through, among other things, "an eight-part
lecture about secular hurnanism, telepathy, and the one-world government" (Bates
1993:19) given by Christian conspiracy theorist, Constance Cumbey. Helping her daughter

with her homework one evening, Frost becarne alarmed by what she perceived to be
depictions of mental telepathy and ESP in the child's school reader. "Based on what Frost
had learned fkom [her fiend, Jennie] Wilson, Cumbey,and the broadcast preachers, this

new textbook, Riders on the Emrh, seemed to be proselytizing ungodliness. Afier
instructing Rebecca to stop working on the questions, Frost humedly phoned Wilson. 'It's
here, Jennie, ' she reported. 'Humanism in Hawkins County"' (Bates 1993:9).While aware
of issues such as these prior to this event, not until she discovered "secular humanism" at
her own dining room table had it crossed the p r o h a t e threshold of her own subjective
reality. Only then did it present a problem of practical Me.
2.5.1 YIdioqncnticVariations": Sub-universes of neaniag

In his explanation of the socio-religious background of this conflict, which
background was the institutionalisation of a certain body of transmitted recipe knowledge

in a s m d rural county in the southern United States, Bates notes that "[to] reügious

conservatives, anything that cunflicted with Scripture was, perforce, wrong" (Bates
1993:44).That "idiosyncratic variations" (Berger and Luckman 1966:124) can exist

within subjective realities which are shared on a larger level is demonstrateci in the

Merences of opinion maintaineci by members of the opposing sides in the Hawkins

County dispute." Participants on both sides held themselves to be "Bible-believing

Chnstians"; they inhabited, as it were, different sub-universes of rneaning located within
Their opposition to one
the same overall framework of the Christian symbolic ~niverse.~'
another over the use of the Holt textbooks, based as it was on one group's particular
interpretation of those texts threw the legitimation (and, thus, the stability) of the entire
subjective reality into question. For some, the proximate threshold of their wodd had been
breached; for others, it had not.
At least in the beginning, in Hawkins County this was not a situation in which
"church people" were in opposition to "non-church people," believers against nonbelievers. It was a situation in which the vast majority of participants would clearly locate
themselves within the sarne symbolic univers~onservative(some would say
"fùndamentalist") Christianity. It was, however, what Mannheim defined as a "situation"
in the sociological sense. That is a "situation is constituted as such when it is defined in the
same way for the members of the group. It may be tme or false when one group calls

another heretics, and as such stniggles against them, but it is only through this definition
that the struggle is a social situation" (Mannheim l936:21). Tension within the system in

Hawkins Counîy was caused by diEering interpretations and opposing perceptions of how

%rger and Luckman also point out that the "piuralisticcornpetition between suô-universeJ of
meaning is one of the most important problems for an empirical sociology of knowledge of contcmporary
society" (1966:223 11.55).
6s
On this, Berger and Luckman write: "Like al1 social edifïces of rneaning, the subuniverses
must be 'carried' by a particular collecîivity, that is, by the group that ongoingly produces the meanings in
question and within which these meanings have objective reaiiîy. Conflicî or cornpetition may ex&
between such graups . .. Such social wnflicts are readiiy transtated
contlicts between rivai schools of
thoughî, each seeking to establish itseifand to diScredit ifnot Liquidate the cornpetitive body of
knowledge" (Berger and Luckmann l%6:103).

those interpretations should affect the life of the collectivity. While common cognitive
boundary markers may have been in place for al1 panicipants, the manner in which those
boundary markers should effect a normative fùnction in the community was under dispute.
Thus, in addition to staking out particular groundfor the institution (and its symbolic
universe) agaimt ali that is perceived to threaten it, participants in the conflict also staked
out particular ground w i t h i ~that institution.
2.5.2 Threshold Breach: The Problem of Practical Life

Why did Vicki Frost, lennie Wilson, and the rest of the protagonists in the Scopes

II trial" not become involved in the battle against "secular humanism" in the schools until

such "secular humanisrn" was perceived to be a problem in practical life in Hawkins
County? Or, why did those evangelical Chnstians who responded to Dave Hunt and T.A.
McMahon's m e Seduc~ionof C'hri33~i~r~iîy
( 1985) not do so until the two ardent anticult
wnters had challenged the legitimacy of h z r particular Christian experience and
expression (cf DeMar and Leithart 1988; Reid, et al 1986; Wise, et al. 1986)? These
questions form the arena in which proximate thresholds of instability function.

In The Seduction o/Christiattity, among other things," Hunt and McMahon iook

66~ccording
to Baies. the legal battle to ban certain school textbooks in Hawkins County, which
eventually went to the Sixth U.S.Circuit Court (Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, and Michigan) as iCIozert v.
Hawkins Counfy Board of Education. was labelled "Scopes 11" by the media; cf. Bates l993:23316l. In
popular mythology, the original Scopes trial (1925)-in
which a young school teacher named John Scopes
was tried for violating the Butler Act, which, passed eatlier that same year, forbade the teaching of
evolution in state-funded schools-was a battle between the backward mentality of southem Christian
fiuidamenialism and the progressive forces of Daminian rationdism. For a very Merent interpretation,
especially in tight of the theatrical revisionism of the play and the film, Inherit rhe CC'ind. cf. Goetz 1997;
Iannone 1997: Tierney 1979:352-73.
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this book, Hunt and McMahon also criticise what they cal1 ?xienusm'.: .*Whilepmfessing
atheism, scientific materialists could be considered polytheists. Their gods are spawned by alleged
evolutionary processes and natural forces. with whom they h o p (or fear) to make contact someday

a number of prominent evangelical leaders to task for dleged apostasy and located that
apostasy within an eschatologkai fhnework. Essentially, the apostasy which t h q
perceived in the modem evangelical church was viewed as one of the necessary
prerequisites for the second coining of Christ."
A year later, many of these leaders responded to the problem of practical Iüe

presented by Hunt and McMahon, among them Paul (now David) Yonggi Cho, Kathryn

Kuhlman, Dennis and Rita B e ~ e t t and
, Robert Wise. Also published in 1986 was
Sechdion??A Biblicd Respone, by proponents of the "positive confession" (also known

as the Prospenty Gospel) movement (Reid, et al 1986). In his "Critique of 'me Seduction
of Christimity'," lead author Thomas F. Reid writes: "The Seduction of Christianity is a
book that 1 personally believe is doing more to divide the Body of Christ than any other

through the space program, and men aspire to becomc like them" (198993; ct 92-8). nPcy quite c~ricctly
point out that "(evenl Christians have accepte&'Freud's theory of the ~11conscious
(Hunt and McMahon
1985:186). However, they àeclare that this acceptance is "inspite of the fact that the Bible teaches that
ptesent moral choices rather than past traumas determine our -nt
condition and actions.Nor does the
Bible offetanything even vaguely related to buried ot rep&
emotions or mernofies" (Hunt and
McMahon 198%186). One of the directions currently under exploration by both philosoph of
consciousnessand quantum physicists is the notion that the universe W o n s "holographidy,"and that
consciousness plays a f;ar greater role in the manifestation of reality than the Enlightenment mode1 of
scientific evaluation would &nœ
(cf.,for example, Bohm 1980; Grof 1985; Grof, with Bennetî 1993;
Talbot 1991; mber 1982, 1984). Hunt and McMahon condemn these investigations as wcll, writiag that
"this basic occult belief that mind m t e s its own reality (and the practices it leads to) are the essence of
the new phyncs and the new transpenonal psychology. These iâeas are urpressed in popuiar fom in the
New Age movement, known dso as the Holistic, Human Potential, or Consciousness Movemcntsn
(1985:10%).
% n t and McMahon write: fI' it strutted or dancecl d o m chwch aisla in its authentic psiOt
and feathers as the antibiblical teligion it is, paganism would be promptly rejectedby Christians. But
wben dcessed in a business suit, clerid coüar, or robe and introduceû to the congreption as the lattst
innovation in theology, psychology, medicine, business success,and self-impmment techniques for
developing human potential, seductive sorœry is warmly embraceâ as a true fnend and supporter of
Christianitf' (Huntand McMahon 1985:34).However, they are qui& to point out thai The Seducrion of
Chrisfiuni&"ici not a hairsplittîng theologicai -se,
but a handbooCE for spintual survival. Numerous
prophecics, including those from Jesus Himself; warn that the worldwidc spintual dcccptionjust pnor to
His return will be so seductive that is will 'mislead, if passi'ble, even the elect' (Mattbew 24:24)" @ n t
and McMahon 198535).
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But, what is the principloor is there a principle-by which such a proxirnate
threshold may be detennined? 1s it the relative rigidity of the particular ideological
topography? The number and placement of exclusive cognitive boundary markers by
which that topography is defined? The relative potential for an encounter with a possibly
disconfirming worldview? Some aggregate of al1 three? These questions lead quite
logically, it seems, to the conclusion that the social articulation of competing religious
daims has to have crossed the proximate threshold (however that is detemillied) in order
for that articulation to be perceived as a problem in practical me, and for it to be dealt
with as such. That is, if there is no encounter with a competing worldview, or such
worldviews as are encountered do not challenge either the validity or the perceived
supenority of one's own worldview, then there is no instability established to which a
particular machinery of universe-maintenance rnight be called to respond. There is simply
not enough of a problem of practical life to warrant proactive reality-maintenance.
In some cases, perhaps as a component in al1 cases but more significant in some
than in others, physical location and proximity are factors in the perception of a problern.
That is, "secular humanism" does not appear to have been a problem for Vicki Frost and
her friends as long as it was either not perceived or its location was thought to be iimited
to places like Chicago or New York or Los Angeles. It was oniy when Frost's own

children were "forceci"to use the particular Henry Holt reader which sparked the
controversy that her own proximate heshold had been breached." Put differently, until

?or support in her fight against the Henry Holt readers, Frost turned to Me1 and N o m Gabler,
a staunchiy fiiridametalist couple h m Longview, Texas, who have madc a powcrfulcottage industry out
of reviewing school textbooks in the battle against secular humanisn, the teaching of evolution wiîhut

competing Welianschaiungen "brush up" against one another, until their proxirnity
generates friction between the adherent individuals or groups, there is no problem; simply,
they are out of sight and out of rnind. On the other hand when the social reality of
differing Weitmchauungen corne into contact, fiction can and often does develop. In the
1956 and 1960 editions of 7he Chaos of Cuits, for example, Jan Karel van Baalen wrote

that "1 have found it necessary to add but one more cult-where

is the end?-narnely,

Swedenborgianism, perhaps because in Edmonton, Alberta, where 1 lived fiom 1950 to
1955, much house-to-house canvassing was done during my stay" (van Baalen 1956:14,
1960:12). Had van Baalen not himself expenenced the house-to-house canvass of the

Swedenborgians would he have felt the need to include them in his cultic encomium?
What is it, then, about a threshold breach, an impingement upon one's own
subjective reaiity, which constitutes it as a threat? This will be considered in the following
chapter.
2.6 Summay

Problems of practical life present themselves in myriad ways every day. Some are

equal time devoted to creationism, and "valuesweducatioa Bates writes: "According to Jerry Falwerl Me1
and N o m Gabler (pronounced Gq-bler) are dedicated Christians working 'to improve the textbooks in
America's schools.' According to the anticensorship orPani;r;ition People for the Amencan Way, they are
'professioaaI censors*with 'a plan to contra1 the min& of the nation's youîh.' According to
EncycfopaediaBritannica, they are among 'the most infiuentîai voices in Amencan educatioa" (Bates
1993:Z).Faiwell himseif wriîes: "The Gablen ate lMng pmf that ordinary parents, w i t h a
specializtd education or a background of public hvolvcmcnî, can be a potent force in public educationn
(Falwell, Dobson, and Hindson 198 1:199). Martin notes that "[since] 1%2, the Gablers have been
subjecting every book under consideration Cby any of Texas' eleven hundred public school districts] to a
painstaking line-by-line examination, ferreting out what they regard as unsound or harmfui matcrial and
preparhg 'bills of partidan* (lists of abjections) and reviews that somctimes m ta huadrcds of pages.
In some years, their objections have been instrumental in getting more than balf of the books under
considerationstnckcn from the Texas listn(Martin 19%: 121). On the Gablers, see Bates 1993:25%, 12930,2234; Diamond 1990:86; Martin 19%:l20-4,135-7; Numbers 1992:238-40.
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merely annoyances; others threaten the very nature of the subjective construction of reality
to which one adheres and out of which one's life is lived. As shown above, it is ofien
possible to identify the boundaries according to which certain prirnary groups are fonned
and according to which specific problems of practical life are conceptualised for those
groups. While these cognitive markers are neither clearly defined nor definable for every
possible group, and while many of those who join particular groups may adhere to only a
portion of the markers by which the groups as a whole is defined, the conceptual mode1
does provide the rudimentary tools to differentiate between groups based on their

adherence or non-adherence to certain of these markers. As shown, beiief in the inerrancy,
infallibility, and insuperability of the Bible is one example of a defining and delimiting
cognitive boundary rnarker. Whet her t hey are passed on pre-t heoretically or t heoretically.
they have the power to establish the primas, group, to establish the "we" which contends

against the "they."
While the annoyances may be shmgged off, the more serious problems breach the
proximate threshold of instability established by the boundary markers in a manner which
often requires proactive maintenance of the inhabited worldview. That which is
represented by the "they" threatens the stability, the legitimacy, and the plausible
inevitability of the "we," and requires the ongoing legitimation and reinforcement of the
subjective construction of reality to which the "we" adhere.

Chapter Three

Conceptual Machinery: The Legitimatioa and Maintenance of Worldviews
It should be obvious that, under these circumstances, religion will be
primmily co11~ervutive
in characier. If will seek io maintain whaI social
situctures exist rather than to innovate or produce new structures.
-Peter L. Berger3.1 Introduction

The "circumstances"to which Berger refea above (1961 52) are those which exist

in a society that recognises the essentially optional nature of social behaviour, the fact that
a range of alternatives is available from which the inhabitants of that society rnay choose
for any number of reasons. In tems of livelihood, for example, one can choose to eam a
living honestly ("a solid citizen") or dishonestly ("a criminai"); that there are socidy

defhed and enforced boundaries between the two does not change the fact that each
individual has available the choice to behave as one or the other. There are a wide variety

of automobiles fiom which one may choose, their prices contingent on the relative scarcity
of the desired automobile in that particular location. In any situation of pluralisn+
whether religious, politicai, ethicai, or cultural-the number of choices avaiiable to the

inhabitant muhiplies. As choice multiplies, the potentid for discord increases as choices
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corne into conflict. There are a variety of rnechanisms-e.g., the law, social or class
pressures, the generationai transmission of values-which

seek to mitigate the effects of

this conflict. If one buys a non-Amencan car in the rnidst of a Pennsylvania steel town, for

example, there may be some social pressure exerted to produce conformity and support
U.S. cornmodities. On the other hand, should one acquire the car illegally4omestic or

not- an entirely dif5erent set of mitigating mechanisms would corne into operation.
Religion is one of the mechanisms by which social order is encouraged, and in
many instances enforced. For Berger, the religious ideal as it relates to the multiplicity of

available cbices would be "some sort of social harmony, the dimensions of which are
already given in the sram quo'' (196152). Religion is, as he points out, essentidy
conservative in nature. In ternis of religion, ongoing hannony both within one's subjective
construction of reality and in the interaction between that subjective construction and the
world beyond is the goal of worldview legitimation, maintenance, and repair. Building on
the concepts explored in the last chapter vis-à-vis the subjective construction of
worldviews and the problems encountered when the worldview defined by that
construction is threatened, this chapter will addnss the issue of one worldview among

many.How does one particular worldview exist in the presence of alternative, often
mutudy exclusive worldviews? What are the means by which worldviews me maintainecl

in the face ofthe challenges to their legitimacy which are inherent in situations of
pluraiity? What are some of the mechanisrns by which they are reinforad ad legitimated?

And, when threatened, what possible responses are avdable to resolve the problems of
practical Me by which the subjective construction of r d t y is wnfionted? From these
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questions will be derived a mode1 of reality-maintenance based on (a) a characterisation of
the "world as it should be," (b) a means by which deviance from this n o m is identified and
evaluated, and (c) the ability to respond in such a way that the contending worldview is
obviated, integrated, or Nhilated.
3.2 The Legitimation of Worldview

Berger and Luckmann note that "[subjective] reality is . . . always dependent upon
specific plausibility structures" (1 966: 174); that is. specific reinforcing cognitive and social
frameworks are required which confimi for the individual or group the essential
correctness of the subjective reality which they inhabit, their "basic stnicture of everyday
life" ( 1966:169). Of these plausibility structures. which are shared and reinforced by

participants who have a common subjective reality as defined by generally accepted
boundary markers, they identify cotiversatiot~as the most prevalent and rnost important.
In the case of Vicki Frost (as well as the other members of the group opposed to the Holt

readers in Hawkins County), her fnends, neighbours, and fellow group memben both

afirm and confin her identity as a person inhabiting a particular symbolic universe
(Christian fundamentalism) in a particular subjective reality (Christian fundamentalism as
an objectively tme and uniquely legitimate religious vehicle) facing a particular problem of
practical life (Christian fundamentalism in opposition to the encroachrnent of secular
humanisrn). "A11 who empioy the same language are reality-maintainhg others," write
Berger and Luckmann (1 966: 173). That is, al1 who speak of the sarne subjective reality
using the same language both confirm for participants the validity of that reality and
disconfirm the validity of competing realities.

In the normal course of affairs, fellow inhabitants of a particular subjective reality

act as passive mediators of legitimation for that reality. As long as the proximate threshold
of that subjective reality is not compromised, and those different passive mediators of
reinforcement continue to fùnction adequately, the maintenance of the worldview is pro

forma. Except, perhaps, for the spiritual titillation it afForded," apart fkom problems of

practical life (like the Henry Holt readers) which impinged the proximate threshold of her
world, for Vicki Frost there was no need either to explore or to question beyond the
limiteci horizons of her subjective reality." Indeed, as Dave Hunt notes at one point, "[the]
only reason for becoming familiar with other religions and other religious writings would
be in order to show those who follow these false systems wherein the error Les and

thereby rescue them" (Hunt 1996a:68).
3.2.1

The Extension of Prosimate Thresholds
However, the subjective reality inhabited by Frost (and Hunt) requires for the

maintenance of its plausibility an ongoing experience of the world which confirms that

particular view of reality. When events or experiences aise that challenge the apparent

'%mbt mails, for example, "herearly flirtation with the occuit." "'When I was a teenager, we'd
have slumber parties,' she says, 'and we would light a cancüe and pretend we were calling people badc
from the dead. Or somane might try to hypnotize socneont:. We'd la@ and jdre and have firn . . .When
1 was nineteen or hventy, 1discemed tbat this was evil, and 1 repented of itn (Frost, in Bates 1993:17).

"As pan of the insulation pmcas k u g h which sh sought to pmtect h a children and herseif
h m influences she considered detrimental, Frost "told her chiidsen tbat Santa Claus and the Easter
Bunny don't exisî, because 'Jesus should be the center of our attention.' The childrcn codd Listen to
gospel and easy listenhg, ôut never rock. Tbey could see movies o d y at the Christian Cinema in
Kingsport. They could watch sports, Little House on the Prairie, and ïhe Price is Right, but not cartoons
or 9tcc1ms.Even Sesame Street was off-limits after Bert reckïessly d e d E d e a h l . 'The ScriptUrCs say
that if you cal1 a man a fooi without cause,' Frost explains, 'you're in danger.' By contradicihg Scripture,
such progfam~would confuse ber children. 'Confiision is never acceptable,' she stresses. 'You teach the
child mth'"(Bates 1993:17).
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validity (and, therefore, the inevitability and legitimacy) of that subjective reality, passive
reinforcement is no longer sufficient, and reality-maintenance must take on a more
proactive form. While the presence of the Henry Holt readers in Hawkins County schools
was a disconfinnation of Vicki Frost's pre-theoretical subjective reality, one to which she

felt she had to respond, the detection of any spintual, religious, or secular influence which

in any way challenges Dave Hunt's more theoretically grounded symbolic universe is a
sirnilar disconfirmation of the subjective reality which he inhabits. His response-over
twenty books, several videos, speaking engagements, and a monthly newsletter-is,
perhaps, different in degree fiom Frost's, but not so very different in k h i ; both have been
presented with similar problems of practical life. While each attacks a different specific
target. both attack from within similar subjective redities. While each finds that subjective
reality threatened by different specific opponents, both seek to overcome the
disconfimidon of that threat and reestabiish the plausibility, inevitabiiity, and legitimacy
of s i d a r Weitunschauungen. Frost's battle against the Hawkins County Board of
Education is no different than Hunt's against "cuits" (e.g., Decker and Hunt 1984, 1994;
Hunt l98O), the New Age (e.g., Hunt 1983;Hunt and McMahon 1988), secular hurnanism
and secular psychology (e.g., Hunt 1986%t 9 8 8 , 1990b,L993b), or the Roman Catholic

Church (Hunt 1990b, 1990~.1992% 1994~).
Their proximate thresholds are dEerent, but the question is r a i d whether or not
this might be a fùnction of the difference in reality-maintenance required by individuals or

groups based on the level of pre-theoreticai or theoretid cognition at which they operate.

The more one leans toward a pre-theoreticai construction of subjective reaiity, the more

closely one's proximate threshold of instability is established; converseiy, the more
theoretically grounded one's universe becomes, the more one's proximate threshold
expands to meet challenges not imrnediate to the pre-theoretical. While Dave Hunt f d s
into the more theoretical category, Vicki Frost inhabits the pre-theoretical. For example,
according to Bates, she "believes that any aduit who doesn't accept Jesus will go to hell,
that God created the earth in six days, that a giant fish swallowed Jonah, and that the Bible
is absolutely, literally, wholly tme" (Bates 1993: 16-7). Of course, this is not, in and of
itself, evidence of only (or even principally) a pre-theoretical articulation of one's
subjective reality (cf.Krabbendam 1990:63-87). However, other comments by Frost lend
support to the impression that it is. "'We were one of their owq' says Frost, r e f e h g to
the school board members, 'If you sat down and asked them, Do you believe in Creation?

They'd say, Yes,sir, 1 believe the Bible's the Word of God" (Frost, quoted in Bates
1993:38).

Hunt, on the other hand, has predicated bis work on an elaborately articulated

theoretical substructure which will be explored more fùlly in later chapters. Where Frost
might say "1 believe the Bible's the Word of Gad'" Hunt careîuiiy explains bow and why
this must be so (cf Hunt lW6a:Sg- 110, 145-72). According to one Intemet website, in a

statement with which Hunt would presurnably not disagree, 'Pave munt] has been a
faithfiil servant of the Lord warning God's people of doctrinal error and heresy for rnany

n T h e first point [-inKrabbendam's ubiblicaî thcology"]is that God reveaied himself in îime and
space. His self-dixlosurein word and deed is truîy historical. The Fiooâ, the d
i of Abrabam, the
legislation on Mt.Sinai, the promise to David, Ionah in the fsh, the birth of Christ, tht remmcîion of
CbnR the outpuuring of the Spirit, ami so fonh, are spacetime mats that really todr placen
(Krabbenûam 1990:67).

y e a d n His proximate threshold extends considerably further than Frost's. Where Vicki
Frost's concem was to protect her children and her community from influences she
believed harmfbl, Dave Hunt's is to warn both those who share his subjective reality as
well as those who inhabit competing subjective realities (see below, pp.379-81, on Hunt's

target audiences).
Both Frost and Hunt confiont what they consider heresy, whether specific to a
certain situation, or as a general component of the world in which they are called to live.
"Historically," note Berger and Luckmann, "the problem of heresy has often been the first
impetus for the systematic theoretical conceptualization of symboüc universes"
(1966:125)." To this it should be added that such "systematic theoretical

conceptualization'' is an ongoing process which both defends the subjective reality so
conceptuaiized and enables its continued social realisation. Demonstrating what Berger

73<~ttp:/~.dircniment.org/berean.
hm>. electronic document. Two other authors opining

that the coming world leader (Le., the Anîichrist) "wili either be an dien or boast of alien comectionsn
(Misder and Eastman 1997:276)declare that "a number of prominent Bible teahers-Hal
Lindsey and
Dave Hunt as examples-have publicly stated" this view (1997:276; cf. 199733 16).

' h e question of whether heresy precedes orthodoq or vice versa is one of long debate among
chmh historiam. In Orthodoxy and Heresy in Euriiest Christimify,Walter Bauer descn'bed "the
ecclesiasticai positionn which was in place by the second œntury; %hem there is heresy, orthdoxy must
have preceded" ([1934] 1971:zari-v).In support of this, Bauer quotes Origen, who "puts it like this: 'AU
heretics are at first kiievers; then later they sweme fiom the d e of faith'" (Origen, in Baw [1934]
1971:rcriii;d.George 1995:xi-xix). Whilc Brown acbowlcdgts tbat orthoâoxy, "ina seme, owes its very
existencen to heresy' foilowing Bawr's description of the "ecclesiasticai position," he is also clear that
"[hcresy] .. .presuppases orthab@ ( B m 1988:4). la both casa, h
e
m is seen e i k as a deviation
h m a nom already estabLished, or as an explicit forcewhich emuraged the social and ecclesiasticai
articulation of an implicit n o m Lüdemann, on the other han& writing of îhc "multiplicityof
'Chrktianities' in the nrst two centuriesn(1995: 1l), states that when used to descri'be the early period in
Christian history, "'ortbodoxy' then simply means the claim to possess the right Mth, which denies it to
ohers who deviate and even accuses them of heresy" (1995:11). "Secondly," he coatinlir?s.acknowledging
once again the work of Bauer, "bcyondquestion, in some areas what was later called hcresy prr#dcd
'orthadoxy'" (LCdemann 1995:11). On the Bauer thesis of early Christian ongins, sec also Robiawn

198û.

and Luckmann cal1 "the economy of reality-maintenance" (1966: l7O), both Hunt and
Frost deal with what they consider a threat to their symbolic universe; yet, each has a
different proximate threshold based on their relative attachment to theoretically versus
pre-theoreticaily grounded subjective realities.
3.2.2 The Role of Wgnificant Others" in Reality-Maintenance

In the context of reality-maintenance, Berger and Luckmann distinguish between
"significant others" and a hierarchy of lesser influences, a "chorus" of other voices (cf.
Berger and Luckmw 1966:170-4), the relative order of which is based on the affinitive
proximity to the individual or group whose reality is being maintained and the specific
aspect of subjective reality their presence in the hierarchy serves to confirm. However,
while the position of many in the hierarchy is fixed, there are figures who, dependent on

which aspect of the subjective reality requires confirmation, c m change positions in the
hierarchy. Indeed, in this instance, it is even possible for those who might fonn a part of
the "chorus" in any number of other contexts to move into the position of a "significant

other," to move into the role of "authority" or "expert" if the particular aspect of
subjective reality is important enough to warrant t his level of ongoing confirmation.

In the area of the fundamentaiist Christian's subjective universe which cornes
under discomtion through the presence of competing religious groups and beiiefb, this

is one purpose Hunt and other anticult apologists serve; they are "sigdicant others" in the
ongoing maintenance of those aspects of the subjective reality which are negatively

impacted by the existence of groups which threaten the plausibility, inevitabiilty, and
legitimacy of the subjective reality. They bction as negotiators of the "conceptual

machinery of universe-maintenance" (cf Berger and Luckmann 1966:122-34)." In doing

so, the work of Christian anticult apologists like Dave Hunt both confins the subjective
reality and propgates the need for ongoing confirmation. It confins through the
presentation of arguments for the supenority of their worldview over others which are
accepteci as reasonable by their constituency." It propogates the need for this
confirmation by continualiy raising into awareness issues which, until then,

may not have

presented the constituency with problems of p r a d c a i life." Once raised, however, these

7s~n
their introduction to thcir Handbook of Todoy 's Religions, for example, which is a mmbincd
edition of Understanding the Cults, Understanding the Occult, Understanding Non-Christian Religions,
and Understanding Secular Religions, McDowell and Stewart m e r the question: "Why this book?"
"Frequently," they write, "we are challenged by people of other religious beliefs when we affirm the
uniqueness and finality of the Christian faith . . . This book demonstrates that Christianity is not
compatible with cults, the occult, non-Chtisiian religions, or secular religions" (McDowell and Stewart
1983:9). "Thisvolume," they continue, "is intended to be a general reference work for those who are
interested in knowing what various groups believe and why those beliefs are not compati'ble with biblical
Christianity" (McDowell and Stewart 1983:9). In Hard Case Witnesing, former Mormon and now
evangelical pastor, James Spencer, points out that "[hard] cases are not easily won to Christn (1991:21). A
"hard case," amrding to Spencer, is anyone over eigfiteen who is not by that time a Christian (cf.
1991:34-8). To convert these "hard cases," Spencer advocates "confriontational evangelism," whîch he
desm'bes as a particular fonn of apologeticsand for which Christians must be s p d y equipped.
"Equipping is both spiritual and intellectual. It is necessary to understand how the devil has poisoned
those he has marked for destruction, to know the antidote for the poison and to know how to administer
the antidote" (Spencer 1991:2 1-2).
'%nthe introduction to Apofogeticr in the New Age: A Christian Critique of Pmthefsm, for
example, Clark and Geisler state: "Wehope to demonstrate that there are good muons why Christians
choose not to accept pantheism. Christians resist pantheistic ideas not just because they an not Christian,
but because they are not rationally convincing or plausiilen (1990: 13). SimiIarly, in Christian
Apulogetics, Geisler writes that "we han argued two things thus fhr, one explicitly and the othtr
implicitly. First, we have argued that every major nonîheistic world view may be internaüy noncontradictory, but tbat they are, nonetheless, samehm sclfdefating and mse. Second, by implication,
this would mean that theism, the only remaining noncontradictory view, would be true by the process of
elimination. In this naalcbapter of Part Two [i.e.,Theistic Apologcticsn] wc hop to show that there are
good positive reasons for believing tbat theism is tnie on independent gmunds. We will present an
argument for ihe existence of the theistic God of the Bible on what appears to be undeniable pnmises"
(Geisler 1976:237).
nFor example, in a recent mialetter, Texe Mans warns "Continueâ Vigilance N
m as the

U.S.g o v e r n t debates a bill which would tstablish "the dictatorial ODce of Religioics Persecuttofi
Monitoring (ORP!"(Mam l998b:1). Accordhg to Marrs, "ORPM's mandate ostensiily is to iden@
and punish groups and nations that discriminate against thcir citizens bascd on rcligious convîciions. If
ORPM became law, Israel would likely have immediateiy been branded a persecu!or of Jewish Christians

issues require some form of resolution.7Y
While it is unlikely that every member of a
panicular constituency would require the same level of resolution-some residents of
Hawkins County saw nothing wrong with the Holt readers, sorne wanted alternative
materials made available. while others demanded their complete removal from the school

cumculum-reality-maintenance

of some kind is required to integrate the problem.

"In order to maintain subjective reality effectively, the conversational apparaius
must be continuai and consistent. Disruptions of continuity or consistency ipsofacto posit
a threat to the subjective reality in question" (Berger and Luckmann 1966: 174). This
notion of "conversational apparatus" can be understood far more broadly than it is by
Berger and Luckrnann, who use the phrase rather denotatively. If conversation is
understood as the situationally located interchange of ideas or information, then it need
not be restricted to a simple spoken event. There are other levels at which conversation

can take place, among them the liturgical, ritua!, or academic. Berger and Luckmann's

who might then dcmand that ORPM apply econornic sanctions against the Israelis" (Marrs IY98b:1).
While Marrs presents a reasonable précis of the proposed organisation, the possibility of sanctions against
Israel nohvithstanding. his belief is that "the real intent of ORPM's framers was never to protcct
Chrinians. ORPM is to be a globallyco~eciedlaw enforcement agency, headed by a Religious Czar. that
will brand and punish as criminals those Christians who preach that Jesus Christ and the Holy Bible are
exclusively the Tmth. ORPM is designed to be an oppressor of tme Christianity" (Marrs 1998b: 1-2).
Whatever validity M m ' daims have. the issue of the proposed ORPM has been r a i d into the
consciousness of his targct audience. Similarly, in Confionting ihe New Rge, Grooihuis points out that the
"presence of the New Age Movement in so many areas of life should deeply challenge Christians to
develop a thoroughly Christian mind able to discern the differences behveen counterfeit and reality"
(Groothuis 1988:173). Since his audience may not be aware of what specific phenornena conaitute
counterfeits opposed to Christianity, in this chapter Groothuis examines issues of "Self-Esteemand the
Christian" ( 1988:lX-80), "Visualization and Imagination" ( 1988:180-5), "Imagination and Fantasy"
(1988: 185-7), "Biofeedback Therapy" (1988: 187-90), and "Music for a New Age" (1988: 190-6). Once
again, these may not have been perceived as problems of practical life until so labelled by Groothuis.
''AS Mannheim noied, '*it must k admitted that afler one class has discovered sorne sociologial
or historical fact (which lay in its line of vision bg viriue of its specific position). al1 other groups, no
rnatter what their interests are, a n equally take such fact into account-nay. must somehow incorporate
such fact into their systern of world interpretation" (il9251 1952b:147).

central point of continuance and consistency is well taken, however, and is reflected, for
example, in the nature of effective propaganda. As will be demonstrated below, effective
propaganda (which is one mediator of precisely the kind of universe-maintenance under
discussion) requires repetition and consistemy,Two other requirements are ajînity and
simplicity,
3.2.3 Discrepancies: A World Venus The World

In the cases of both Vicki Frost and Dave Hunt, the problem of praaicai Me is the

sarne: the existentid presence of competing religious and secular systems of belief which
encroach upon and disconfirrn the subjective reality to which both Frost and Hunt give
assent and within which both reside. Unleu resolved, integrated, or eliminated, tliis
encroachment and disconfirmation can have a detrimental effect on the reality-maintenance
either can bring to b e d 9Frost chose to seek the physical elimination of the disconfirming
reality. She wanted the Holt readers banned fiom Hawkins County public schools, and,
when it bewne clear that that would not occur, she sought to have them removed fiom
her chiidrens' sphere of experience. Her children were to be provided with alternative
reading material acceptable to her and her husband. Either course effected the removal of
the disconhmation beyond the proximate threshold of her subjective reality. I d d y , Hunt

rrïhis nced for rcaiity-maintenancecould k interprctcd as an inâicator of the dative phcngth or
weakness of a particular worldview. That is, the greater the need for reality-maintenance, the weaLer the
worlâview. As Berger notes: "The l e s fïrm the plausiiility structure becomes, the more acrrte wiil k the
need for world-mabtaining legitimations. Typically, thedore, the development of complex legitinilitions
takes place in situations in which plausiiility structures are threaîened in onc way or amthcf (Berger
1%7:41). H o w ~ r whcther
,
this is occcssarily and exclusiveïy the sas ir opai to question. Evcry
subjective comtmction of fesiiity, simpiy by virtue dits subjectivity, begs the question "But whaî if1 am
m n g ? Whpt ifare right?" Thus, every masmiction rcquiirJat some point a Fcitaia de- of
maintenance. IndccQ as Berger stateâ at the very kgioniag of bis chapter on "Religionanâ WorldMaintenancen:"Al1 socially constnictedworlds are inherently pcecariousn (1%7:29).

(and similar anti-heretics since the dawn of competing religious consciousness) wants the

same thing: the elimination of the disconfirming influences. His method, however, given
the more theoretically grounded and articulated nature of his beliefs, seeks that elimination
through a constant engagement of the twin vectors of reality-confirmation and realitydisconfirmation. Or, rather, ongoing confirmation of the validity of his subjective reality
(and, by extension, the subjective realities of those for whom he acts as an authoritative
"significant other") is effected thmugh the ongoing, proactive disconfirmation of the
validity of competing subjective realities. At its most basic level, the contlia exemplifieci in
Frost's battle against the Hawkins County Board of Education over their choice of reading
material which she found to be objectionable on religious grounds and Hunt's ongoing
crusade against any and al1 religious and secular expressions which he perceives as
discordant with his particular formulation of Christianity (which, for Hunt, represents both
the world as it exists and as it was meant to exist objectively) is the sarne: it is the battle

between a world and the world. The very presence of alternative worldviews, which, at
the existentid level, represent the potential for alternative world choices, forces those who
inhabit what they believe to be the world (i.e., the on& legirimate world) to wnfkont the
fact that theirs is simply one world choice among rnany?

%csmi'bing the "restivcnessn that aîcompanies th diocovery of aita~tive
worldvitws,
Mannheim wrote: "The breakdown of îhe objective Mew of the worlâ, of which the guaraotct in the
Middle Ages was the Chuch, was reflecîed even in the simplesi min&. What the phiiosophers fou@ out
among ihemselves in a rationai termhology was experiencedby the masses in the h m of nligiaus
canflict. When msny chwches took the place of one doctrinal system guaranteed by revelation with the
aid of which cvtrything essentiai in an agtarian-static world could be cxplained-whcn many small sccts
amse where there bad fonnerly been a world religion, the mindlr of simple men were seized by tensions
similar to those which the intektuais experienced on the philogophicai leml in terms of the am&emc
of numerous theories of teality and of knowledgew(Maanbeim 1936:34).
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"A society in which discrepant worlds are generally available on a market basis,"

write Berger and Luckmann, "entails specific constellations of subjective reality and
identity. There will be an increasingly general consciousness of the relativity of ail worlds,
including one's own, which is now subjectively apprehended as ' a world', rather than 'the
world "' (1966: 192). The increasingly widespread nature of this "general wnsciousness"
does not mean that the relativity which it discloses is accepted easily or without challenge.
Quite the opposite. It can produce a cnsis of reality, a crisis which requires specific
maintenance and repair procedures if the subjective universe is to survive in an intact and
recognisable fom. "In crisis situations the procedures [of reality-maintenance] are
essentially the sarne as in routine maintenance, except that the reality conhnations have
to be explicit and intensive'' (Berger and Luckmann 1966:175). In terms of the history of

religions, Frost and Hunt stand at the present end of an ongoing continuum in which
people of faith have tried to establish their world as the world. As always, the presence of
alternative worlds effects a profound crisis for those whose world is the only world
possible and legitimate."

''The âiaiectic of proselytism-whether defioed, for example, as "negative apologeticsn
(Groothuis 1988:67) or "confrontationai a9ngelism"(Spencer 1991:34-8)-and conversion-the
migration ôetween plausibility structures, whether those structures appear plausiile to an extcrnal
observer or not-is one way in which this crisis seeks tesolution. As will be explored more Wy below,
much of îhe material produced for Christiansby anîicult apoiogists detaiis specific metbods by which
those who inhabit a Subjective universe different h m that of the Christian may k cowertui. An a m p l e
of this is Robert Morey's n e Islamic Invasion: Confionringthe World'sFasrest Gnnving Religion
(1992). In Chapter Ten,"A Scientinc Examination of the Qum," Morey provides his readcrs with stepby-step instruction for refûting thc claims of Muslims that the Qu'ran reptcsents divine revclation (cf.
1992:129-58). On the dynamics of reiigious conversion, see Bainbridge 1997:54-8; Berger 1%7:50-1;
Berger and Luckmann 1966:17641; Rarnbo 1993; Stark and Bainbridge 1987: 195-202.

3.2.4 The Self-Evident Worldview

In The Sacred Canopy, Berger asks what the most efficacious mode of religious
legitimation would look like. His answer is a mode of legitimation which is so deeply
embedded in the object (Le., the symbolic universe) of its legitimation that the object

appears to those who inhabit it as a subjective reality to be self-evident. "Let the
institutionai order be so interpreted as to hide, as much as possible, its cotistn~cied
character," he writes ( l967:33). More specifically, "[let people] believe t hat, in acting out
the institutional programs that have been imposed upon them, they are but realizing the
deepest aspirations of their own being and putting themselves in hamiony with the
fundamental order of the universe" (Berger 1967:33).

This is precisely the position from which Christian anticult writers function in the
apologetic process of universe-maintenance. Quite explicitly, the specific universe they are
defending, while it may be cognitively apprehended, is for them ontological in nature.
They are not engaged in apologetics for the defense of a world perceived and consbucied
fiom the diaiectic of human cognition and social imperative, but one created and reveafed

as a result of Divinefial.'' As Berger points out: "Religion legitimates social institutions
'%ince God is the Lord and ûwner of the entire created universe." writes Groothuis,
"Christianity covers the whole of life . . . The creation is an interrelated whole orchestrated by the plan
and power of God" (1986:169). Similarly, responâing to the question, "1s theistic evolution a biblical
concept?" apologist Ron Rhodes declares: "No, 1 don't think so . . . There are a number of serious
problerns with the doctrine of theistic evolution. For one thing, it must make a complete allegory out of
Genesis 1:1-2:1, for which there is no warrant. Certaidy the suggestion that humanity is derived from a
nonhuman ancestor caruiot be reconciied with the explicit staternent of man's creation in Genesis 2:7.
Man did not evolve but rather was created h m the dust of the ground" (L997:155). James Sire's second
proposition on the nahm of Christian theism is that "God created the cosmos ex nihilo" (1997:26).
Wanting to avoid any implication of pantheism, however, Sire continues that "it is important to
understand that God did not make the universe out of himself. Rather, God spoke it into existence. It came
into king by his word: 'Let there be Light'; and there was light"' (Sire 1997:26). On creationism, see
Numbers 1992;Toumey 1994.
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by bestowing upon them an ultimately ontological status, that is, by Iocuting them within a

sacred and cosmic frame of reference" (1 967:33).
3.2.5 The "Unmasking Function"
As noted bnefly above, while he differentiates "the 'unmasking' of a lie as such"

fiom "the sociological 'unmasking' of an ideology" (Mannheim 1952b:140), for Karl
Mannheim one of the major factors that allowed for the development of a sociology of
knowledge was the Enlightenment contribution of a "phenornenon that one may cal1 the
'unmasking tum of mind'" (Mannheim 1952b:140). Predicated on thinking which is
calculated to challenge the legitimacy of whole systerns, whether theological, political, or
economic, "[this] is a turn of rnind which does not seek to refùte, negate, or cal1 into
doubt certain ideas, but rather to dis»tegrate the- and that in such s way that the whole
world outlook of a social stratwn becomes disintegrated at the same tirne" (Mannheim
1952b:140). While Mannheim locates the general development of this "unmasking"
concept in the Eniightenrnent, it has made appearances far earlier than that. In Heretics:
The Other Side o j w Christiunity, Lüdemann writes: "In the second book [of the

Lyonine bishop's five-volume Unmasking and Refitation of the Gnosis FaisefySo
CuIIedj Irenaeus sets himself the alln 'of refiiting their whoie system by means of

lengthened treatment' (Preface 2)" (Ludemann 1995:15; cf. Eirsebius 1993:186). In his
dispute with the Gnosticfi, Irenaeus did not set out to âisprove certain points of Werence
between Christianity and Gnosticism, but to âisintegrate, to "refute" the latter's entire
construction of reality.

This rationaiist b ' u ~ k i n g 'is' dso the process used by evangelical apologist

Douglas R. Groothuis in his writings against the aggregate of spiritualities, spiritual
instmmentalities, and new religious movements known collectively as ""theNew Age" (cf.

Brown 1997; Chandler 1988; Faber 1996; Ferguson 1980; Gray 1991;Hanegraaff 1996;
Heelas 1996; Marron 1989; Steyn 1994; Woodhouse 1996; York 1995). In Unmasking
the New Age, Groothuis critiques the New Age for its apparent inability to "adequately

anchor the world view in objective reaiity" (Groothuis 1986:163). He points out, quite
correctly in many cases, that for those involved in the New Age, "[the] idea of an
objective revelation fiom a higher, divine authority is replaced by the search within"
(Groothuis 1986:l63), a distinction sirnilar to that made by Heelas (cf 1996:18-20 on
"SeWspÛituality"). Of his own worldview ("the Christian world view"; cf. Groothuis

1986:165-60), which, following the thought of Christian reconsmictionist Gary or th,*
he ternis "cosrnic persondisrn" (1986: 166), Groothuis writes that, "[along] with being

hoiistic, Christianity is also objective, providing a standard beyond and above the created
world by which to evduate dl of We. Truth is not based on subjective expenence but on
God's revelation of himself in the Bible and through Christ" (Groothuis 1986:170; cf.

Groothuis 1988:74). Quite apart from his senous misuse of the term "objective"-Le.,

"in

standard philosophical usage, how things actuaiiy are, in contrast with their mere

a3

As noted below @p. 115-6), Christian Reanstniction is a movement within conservathe
Christiaaity which sœks to prcparc the world for the second coming of Christ ihraugh the institution of
biblical statuts as the basis on which al1 Society is founded. Gary No& one of the mwement's principal
and most prolific theoreticiaas, is the (estrangeü) son-in-law of the movtment's putative leader, Rousas
John Rushdoony. Of k m , Barkun wrïtes: "These sodied 'Raonshuctionists' are part of the dominion
theology mowment that urges the reconstnictionof society on Christian lines prior to the Second Coming.
The Recxiwtnictionists, including such figures as Rousas John Rushckmny, David Cbillton, and Gary
DeMar, consider biôlical law binding and wish to see Amencan iaw recast in bibïical tcrmsn(Barhm
1997:208-9;cf. Ammerman 199l:49-S4; Boyer 1992:303-4;DeMar and Leithart 1988; ïamaccone
1993:348-9; Moore 1993:62-3; North 1984, 1990; Reed l9%:26 1-2).
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appearance" (Audi 1995:677)~-what Groothuis fails to recognise is that the faith with
which one invests divine revelation in order even to cal1 it objective is itsdf subjective,

open to interpretation, and liable to the dialectical exigencies of Weitartschauung.It is,
following a sociology of knowledge, no more than a different subjective construction of
reality to which one gives assem and within which one chooses to reside. In none of his
books does Groothuis recognise this fundamental inconsistency of his position, which is
precisely the inconsistency developed by Berger in his investigation of the most efficacious
mode of religious legitimation.
While it is theoreticaüy possible that the subjective world one constnicts based on
perception, cognition, and social dialectic does, indeed, correspond accurately (perhaps,
even, exactly) to the world as it in fact is, what is certain is that our actions in the world as
it is will be predicated upon Our understanding of the world as we perceive it to be.
Neither the former possibility nor the latter certainty in any way guarantee that the world

as we subjectively perceive and existentially inhabit it possesses this objective bicity. For
example, every year, thousands of motorists act on the perception that 'the light was

green"; yet, every year, at least several hundred of them leam through subsequent damage

to property and person that their perception did not, in fa*, accord with reality.
3.2.6 Negative Apologetics

In each of his books, Groothuis assumes that, unless one's subjective reality is built

? d e r , and partidarly germane to the argument h m the point of view of a wQology of
knowlcdge, "[appearanct] bas to do with how things secm to a particuiar pcrceiver or group ofpcmivcn.
[Objective teality] is sometimes said to be two-way-independent ofappearance" (Audi 1995:677). For
"appearanct," fobwing a sociology of lrnowledge, one might d y substituîe "subjective constniction of
reality."

on a particular Christian foundation," it is ipsofacto fdse, and the demonstration of that

falsity is simplyproJoma. For example, in Confonnring the New Age, Groothuis d e s :
Negative apologetics present reasorzr againsi non-Christ ian perspectives. It
assumes that . . . if non-Christian world views are largely based on fdse
ideas, the weakness of those world Mews can be highlighted through
argumentation . . . Any world view not based on the truth of God's
revelation in the Bible will prove itselffaulty at key points . . . Negative
apologetics says, 'Your perspective doesn't make sense; and it doesn't fit
the facts. Therefore, you shouldn't believe it. ' (Groothuis l988:67; cf.
Groothuis l M : 2 1-40)?

His consideration of how these differences in worldview will affect people in the long term
is equally unarnbiguous: "Those who embrace Chnst as Savior will live forever with him;
those who continue to rebel against God [i.e., those who do not "embrace Christ as
Savior"] will suffer eternal punishment" (Groothuis 1988:98). In this unequivocal manner
he demonstrates very clearly Berger's thesis.
In another example, one charged with conspiracism, shnplistic reductionism, and
questionable scholarship, Ron Rhodesa7echoes much of (iroothuis' subjective reality.
''we can say "particuiar Christianitf' b u s e Gmothuis, as do many other fûndameatalist
apologists, rejects any expression of Christianity different from his own. For example, "Christians should
be carefiil when considering Christian mystid writings . . . ," writes Groothuis. "Some Christian mysrics
are, in k t , lauded by the New Age. These are, by and large, those mystics who show dihi@with
pmtheistic monism" (Gmothuis 19%: 171; cf. Groothuis l988:78).For an excellent discussion of the
ongins of this trend to discount any understanding of Christianity which does not accord with one's own,
see Liideman 1995.
%mothuis &monstrates very clcarly what Bagcr and Ludmiann point out: The thrat to th
social definitions of reality is neutraiized by assigning an infenor ontological status, and thereby a not-tobe-taken-seriously cognitive status, to all dennitions existing outside the symbofic universen (1%6:132).
nRhodes, now a ireelance apologist (cf. <http:llapologh.org>;<http:I/homc.cacthhkntt/

-mnxhodes>), has a Doctor of Theology degree fiom the fundamentalist Dallas Tkologicai Serninary (cf.
Harding 1994:62,65-7; Numbtrs 1992:210).Until 1995, hc was CO-hostofthe Christian Rescarch
Institute's "Biôle A m r Man" program and assocjate editor of the ChrfsHmResearch Journal. The biasketch issucd by Rhodes's publisher States tbat he '
k rccognizcd as an expert on cuits, th occuit, the New
Age movement, world religions, aberrant Christian movements, generai apologetig and bîblicai and
-tic
tkology" (Harvest House Riblishers, nd,"Bio-Sketch: Ron Rhdes). Harvest House &es nat
eiaborate by whom Rhodes is so recognised.
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Writing on the purpose of apologetics, Rhodes states: "Through the use of apologetics we

cm provide well-reasoned evidences to the nonbeliever as to why he ought to choose
Christianity rather than any other religion. Apologetics c m be used to show the unbeliever
that dl the other options in the smorgasbord of world religions me not reafly options a~
ail, since they are false" (Rhodes 1994:230). If one reverses the clausal order of the last
sentence, placing "since they are fdse" in proper penodicity, it becomes clear that
apologetics serve to reinforce or confirm a falsity in world religions to which Rhodes has
already given assent. In ternis of a Bergerian sociology of knowledge, the worldview

which Rhodes inhabit+fundamentalist, dispensationalist Christianity-has been
externalised, objectified, and intemalised. That is to say his subjective construction of
reality has been offered into the world apart from pure ideation; as a result of this, it has
demonstrated "a reality which confiants its original producers as a facticity extenial to and
other than themselves" (Berger 1967:4); and it has been reappropnated as a motivator of
consciousness and action. It now has a legitimating quality quite apart fiom any
constructed aspect of its subjective reality; it has, in fact, a nomic ontology.
As a third example, in Lisren, Amerzca!, prominent Amencan fùndamentaüst Jerry

Falwell posits that anyone who actuaiiy sits d o m to r a d the Bible openly and honestly
could not but be led to the conclusion that it is the inerrant Word of God. "A thorough
study of the Bible,'' he writes, "wili show that it is indeed the inerrant Word of the iiving

God. The Bible is absolutely infailible, without error in ail rnatters pertaioing to nUth and

practice, as well as in areas such as geography, sciences, history, etc" (Falwell 198054).
That is to say, the human articulation of particuiar reiigious experiences, recordeci in both

oral and written form, socially constructed and transmitted across generations, interpreted
according to the particular henneneutic processes operant and available in each of those
generations (cf Mannheim l952a:U; 195213:147, 176-90; 1952c:288-92) is elevated
above the level of construction and subjectivity to that of revelation and ontology.
Located thus, it is, for al1 intents and purposes, rendered immune to question and
investigation. It is, quite sirnply, what is.

One possible consequence of challenges to this ontology is the invitation to nihility.
Challenging the established nornos of the subjective reality could encourage its dissolution
into anomy." "When the socially defined reality has corne to be identified with the ultimate
reality of the universe, then its denial takes on the quality of evil as well as madness"
(Berger 1967:39). So stated, then, Groothuis, Rhodes, Falwell, indeed al1 those who have
garrisoned Christian territory against a variexi hoa of invaders are not simply defènders of

8 8 good
~
example of this is the argument which is o f h made in Wour of biblical înenancy that
if one cannot Lnist the entire Bible, tfien one c m o t tnrst any of il. Writing of the place occupied by Israei
in world and prophetic aEairs, Hunt declarts that "either tht Bible is truc and a spccific land was given to
the Jews by G d to be theh forever, or else thete is no God and the idea that the land of Israel was
promiscd to the Jews is a myth" (Hunt 1995a:22). This belid is baseci on the maadable reliability of&
Biôie. "ifW s promises to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob regarding the land are not truc," Hunî continues,
"then the Bible is not tme in aqthhg clse it says. One must either acœpt or rejcct the whole packagen
(1995a:ZS). in their introduction to Cuit Watch,John Ankedxrg and John Weldon write: "The Bible
alone provides the infailible standard by which ideas and practiœs can bejudgeâ. Because Christianity
alone is based on G d ' s Word, it stands unique among all the world's religions and philosophies. And if
chnstianity is tnic to Scriphlre, it can speak authontatively to any situation because it Onas God's mind
on the subject. Indeed, the only reason the Biôle has absdoiute [sic) authority is because the Bible really is
G d ' s revelation to man" (Ankerberg and Weldon 199 1:ix). While not as explicitly stated as Hunî, the
implication here is the same. Eveo the great Presbyterian theologian B.B. Wadïeïd made similRt
declarations. ln an article for t&e Princeton Review (April 188l), Warneid wmte: "'A ptaved enrrr in
Scrîpture coniradicts not only our doctrine, but the Scripture claims and, lhercfore, its inspiration in
making those claims'" (Warfield, quoted in Sandeen 1970:126). Henry Morris, of the ïnstiîute for
Creation Research, writes similsriy: "Either the Bible is whoUy reliable on every suôject with which it
deais, or it is not the Word of God. The man who thiaks he can wirinow the wheat h m the chaff in
Scriptm, passingjudgmcnt on which portions he will and will not bciievc, actuaîly is claimingdivine
wisdorn for himseif, becoming his own authoity, his own Worci" (Mo& [1974] 19%:237-8).
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a particular view of the world; they often perceive themselves, quite explicitly, as warriors
in the battle of light against darkness."

On a rnilder note than many, Falwell writes: "[if] a person is not a Christian, he is
inherently a failure because he has rejected that one third of his being that must be
satisfied-the

human spirit" (Falwell 1980:53). Raising the stakes somewhat, Groothuis

points out the "need to remember that the Christian witness to the New Ager is a spiritual
offensive into enemy temtory" (Groothuis 1988:68; cf. l988:3 5-46).Finaily, Rhodes
writes that "[if] Christians do not act, the cul& will. The war is on-and you as a Christian

will be either a soldier in the Mdst ofthe contlict or a casualty on the sidelines. Which will
it be?"odes

1994:219)."

m~ ment fiuidraising letter h m Bob Larson is headlined: "Do You Want Me In The M ' s
Face?" (Lanon 1998~:1). Further in the letter. in a passage worth quoting in full, Larson recalls a
conversation with "a DaStor who is al1 too typical of some in the pulpit" (199&:3). "'Ycs, I've heard of
you,' he said as he started the conversation. 'You'ce the guy who's out there on the edge of spintual
wadare. You're alwavs in someme's fa%! 1prefer a gen&r, more pastoral appmch I ~ i c kun the ~ i e c a
after people like you.' 1was hurt. I wanted to respond forcefully in clefense, but out of respect for his
position as a pastor, 1 didn't. He's partially right. 1am on the edge where few people want to bel 1am in
people's faces. warning hem about sin and Satan. But N t mer is dead wrong about who picks up the
picces! I'm the one. with Gad's hcl~.who ~idcsUD the ~iecesof shattcrtd lives tbat sa m m in tht
ministrv won't touch! 1pi& up the pieces of people who have been battered and bruised by demom ard
brhg them to Jesus for deliverance! 1 won? apologizc for that On the contrary, 1 am committed to
reaching those whom many Christians have ignored. But king on the edge isn't a place that
people
want to be, and 1 must o h stand alone. There aren't many friends like you who an willing to be thcre
with men (Lama 199&:34).

+or a very interesthg disasion of the language and popularity of the "spirituaiwarfàren
metaphor in modem conservathe Protestantism, see Lewis 1996. See also Hunt 1989; Pcretti 1986, 1989.
In this same vein, Bob Larsen invites listeners to commit $20.00 pet month andjoin his "S.W.A.T.
(Spiritual Warfiut Action Training)team. S.W.A.T.mcmbcrs rcceivc a monthly lape h m me idking
about important spiritual war6ue issuesn (Lanon 19976:4). In the prevîous month's hindraiaiog letter,
Larson adds as a postscnpt, "In a~~reciation
for vour pift of $37 or more, 1want to send you the most
incredlile taoe of rai se music I've ever heard. It features ten contempotary worsbip tunes on the theme
'Songs of Warfhz and Battîe.' In addition, I'U also send a bonus casset& cntitld 'Unfomeüable
E x o ~ (Larson
"
1997c:4).

3.2.7 General Consciousness: The Problem of Alternative Worlds

Statements like this help to answer a question which &ses occasionaliy in the
analysis of universe-maintenance: Why go on? Why perpetuate the constant flow of
books, tracts, audio and video cassettes, newsletters, and, now, electronic idormatiow

ail of which are elements of the "conversation" Berger and Luckrnann posit as essential to
universe-maintenance (1966: 172-4, 178-9)? Why?Because "[men] forget," writes Berger
simply (1 967:40). Or, framed in tems of one of the principles of successful propaganda:
repeliio est mater studiorum. "Repetition is the mother of learning." The symbolic

universe, the subjective reality, the constructed world which individuals and groups inhabit
perceptually, cognitively, and existentially is precarious; any number of experiences,
events, and ideas appear daily on one' s cognitive horizon to threaten the subjective
plausibility, the perceived inevitability, and ultimate legitimacy of that world. For some, it
may be the discovery of a particular fossil series, which discoveiy threatens the worldview
inhabited by those who hold to any number of variant Creation scenarios (cf. Numbers
1992; Tourney 1994). For otherq the discovery of certain scrolls nearly two miliennia old

jeopardise a subjective reality which has been predicated on a particuiar understanding of
the uniqueness of a particular re~elation.~'
These are but examples of cognitive threats,

dissonant occurrences which contribute to the general consciousness that the world one
inhabits is, in fact, neither definitely plausible, nor necessarily inevitable, wr uniquely
9
'
~ a question
~
gabout the threat r a i d by the hcdiscovay of the Dead Ses kmîk to the
veracity and reliability of the Bible, Hunt respunds, ceferring to the Isaiah Scrolî: "So in 1000 years of
copying the text had ken prrseMd without uiy reai or sig,nifïcant change. Th fâct is that the â k m r y
of the Isahh mlî in the Qumran cave prOMded bard Mdence tbat we have in our W today the Old
Testament as it was in the original documentsn (1996a6û). On the Dead Sa Scroiis, sec, for aramplc,
Charlesworth 1992; Shanks 1992.

legitimate.

This "general consciousness," then, is the problem of practical life which, for those
who inhabit an exclusivist worldview, one which will not admit the validity of cornpetition,
places serious pressure on their own particular brand of ' ' e x h ~ecclesim nulla salus."
This problem is a tangible threat to the plausibility, inevitability, and legitirnacy of both the
subjective reality and, by extension, the ongoing identity-reaiisation of the individual or
group. As a threat, it requires response, which is the second level of this articulation of a

sociology of knowledge: How is this threat met?

The mechanisms by which threats to one's subjective reality are met Berger and
Luckmm cal1 "conceptual machineries of universe-maintenance," those particular
apologetic and conservatoty processes which are utilised to ensure the healthy

maintenance and ongoing preservation of a specific symbolic universe. The conceptual
machinery of universe-maintenance is charged not ody with the ongoing legitimation of
that universe, but also with the demonstration of it's inherent superiority over other
universes (i.e.,other subjective realities) which might rise to challenge it. "The alternative
universe presented by the other society," they write, fiarning only slightly differently the
"Us" versus "Them" dynamic of primary group theory, "must be met with the best

possible reasons for the superiority of one's own"(Berger and Luckmann 1966:126)?
hdeed, this pradication and presentment of supenority is necessary because the

"appearance of an alternative symboiic universe poses a tbreat because its very existence
demonstrates empiricalîy that one's own universe is less than inevitable" (Berger and
92
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primary group thcoq, çce Cooley [1909] 1%2; Shils and Janowiz 1948.

Luckmann 1966:126). This is precisely the dynamic which obtains in the realisation of a
primary group which is based on the reification of exclusive religious daims which cohere

in a symbolic universe of a particular type.

Naturally, t hen, when those who inhabit a symbolic universe of this type are
presented with an alternative symbolic universe, the inhabitants of which seem to be
getting dong just fine, there is cause for alarm. The very existence of one challenges at

both functional and ontological levels the legitimacy, the inevitability, the ultimacy of the
other. For Bible-believers such as Jerry Falwell, Doug Groothuis, Dave Hunt, Gary North,
Ron Rhodes, and Texe Marrs, the mere thought that there is an alternative symbolic
universe which people inhabit quite happily, and in which they do not accept the
legitirnacy of the exclusive religious claims that predicate the very existence of the
Christian fundamentalist symbolic universe, is enough to actualise the formation of both
political and religious groups such Moral Majority (Falwell)," the Berean C d (Hunt),"
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Citîng a "recent national poUWwhich "indicatedthat eight million Arnerican evangelids are
not cegistered to vote," Ierry Falwell wrote in Listen, America!, the rnanifesto and sbtement of pwpose of
Moral Majority, bat he was "convincedthat this is one of the major Sas of the church today" (1980:226).
Under "Information," he continues that the "Mord Majority, Inc., was f o d to acQuaint Americans
evcrywhere with the üagic decüne in out nation's morals and to provide leadership in cstablishing an
effective d i t i o n or m o d y active citizens who are (a) prolif'e, @) profamiS, (c) promoral, and (d) proAmcrican" (Falwcll 1980:227). Martin adds that, in keepiig with the dispensationalist prcmillennialism
to which Falwell and many memben of Moral Majority abliucd, "[similar] lists often aâdcd 'pro-Inael'"
( M m 19%:201).Incurporatodin Junt 1979, Moral Majonty took as its mandate: (a) to register as mmy
of those eight million evangelicals as they could; (a) to in/m them about "what is going on bebiod their
backs in Washington and in state legislaturcs acroa the anmtrf' (Fdwcil 19%0:227);d (c) to mobilise
that moral majority dong certain political Lines. Among others, these hvoîved "lobôying intense& in
Congress to defcat Ieft-wing, social-weW büls that will M e r cmdc au picnous bcsdom* and
of
"heiping the moral majority in local communities to fight poniography, homosmdity,the
hnorality in r h a d tatbodrP,aad otha issues fbcing each and evey one dus" ( F a l d 1980227).
Moral Majority was disbanded in January 19&, when "FaiweU ôoldiy annouaced the crcation d a ncw
plitical a m to k namd the Likrty Feûeration" (Hadden and Shupe 1988:172). On Moral Upjority, see
b o n d 1990:60-70; FalweU1980; Haddcn and Shupe 1988:163-232 mm; Martin 19%: 191-237.

the Institute for Christian Economics

the Apologia Report (Poll and Ethodes),%

and Living T ~ t Ministries
h
( ~ a r r s ) .Indeed,
~
Falwell continues, "[the] disintegration of

Our social order can be easily explained. Men and women are disobeying the clear
instructions God gave in His word" (Falwell 198054; cf Rhodes 1994:39-52).*
Likewise, for men and women in Hawkins County iike Vicki Frost,* the tact that
there exists literature which challenges the legitimacy, ultimacy, and hevitability of their

own symbolic universe is enough for them to demand the removal of such literature from
9%ounded by Gary North and locatcd in Tyler, Texas, the Institute for Christian Ecooomics is
one of "several 'think tanks' that promote nconstnictionist distinctivesn (DeMar and Leithart l988:3 1).
On North and the phenornenon of "Chriaian Raonstniction" (some reconstructionists duy îhat, since it
has neither central organisation nor cencral authority, Christian Reconstruction cannot legitirnately be
called a movement [cf.DeMar and Leithart l988:3O- 13).

%~ccord.in~
to their website, "[it'r] aext to impossible to kecp up with the massive growrh of
information on cul& the occult, new religîous movements, world religions, spiritual trends in modern
culture, and general apologetics. That's why Apologia Report, an online nscarçh j o d edited by Rich
Poll, updates you weekly via e-mail on the latest murces available so that you can stay current in your
areas of expertise" (<http:llwww.gospcl~~m.net/apologia/mainpgcs/ARIntro.
h t m l elccbonic
document). In addition to "AR&& a fiee-access, moderated Intemet e-niail discussion of apologetics
reso~~'~~~(<http://~~~.gospeI~0m.ne1/apoIogia~mainpageslAbo~tARtalk.
h t m l electranic document),
uApologiaReport summarizes and reviews hunâreds of magazines, journais, and news publications to
idend@ the most valuable murces to aid Christians as t h y enmunter competing huth claims and seek
to wisely respond Apologia Repori places sumaries and source information in the han& of Christian
leaders worldwide to enhance the impact of their ministries"(<http://www.gospelcom.net/apologial
rnainpages/ARintro.html>, electtonic document).
* ' ~ aTexe Mans and Living Truth Minisuies, scc belm, pp.35 1.4.

" ~ c c o r d i nCO
~ RboQ *biblial illiteracy in America bas reached epidemic levels . . .The
bibiical illiteracy of this nation is truîy abysmal. And worse, tbc religious p d c that emcrges of the
typical Amerîcan Christian-at least in tenns of biblical k n o w l e d g ~ inathing
s
les îhan fiightening"
(1994:42, 43; cf. 1994:39-52). in Backwmd, Chrisfiun Sldiers?, Gary North mites: "Welive in a culture
built by Christians, h m the days of Constantine to the days of America's Founding Fathers, almost ail of
whom were members in g d standing in Bible-beli-g
chmhes. But we have vcry littlc to say in
today's world. Where can we point to and say, 'There's where we're dominant'? In the uuiversities?
Hardy; they are aü controlledby people who believe that the God of the Bible is irrelcvant in the
classroom, except to be ridiculed. In civil governent7 Where are the Bible..based laws? Where are men
able to get eIected by campaigning as Biôle-believing, Bible-following students of rightaxmess?" (North
1984:394).

?or another example of Chriraan respanse to what was considenxi inappropriate reading
material in public xhoals, see the 1969 case of Alice Moore, of Kanawha Co-,
West \ruginia, in
Martin 19%:I 17-29; and Moffeît 1988.

the domain of influence afFected by their universe. As Berger and Luckmm write:
"Specific procedures of universe maintenance b m m e necessary when the syrnbolic
universe has become aproblem. As long as this is not the case, the symbolic universe is
self-maintaining, that is, self-Iegitirnating by the sheer facticity of its objective existence in

the society in question" (Berger and Luckmann 1966:123).
3.3 uConceptuai Machineries": Rcdity-Maiaienance and Rcpair

"[The] need for therapeutic mechanisms increases in proportion to the stnicturdy
given potentiality for unsuccessfùl socialization," write Berger and Luckmann (1 966:188).
As noted above, they cal1 these therapeutic mechanisms "conceptual machineries of

universe-maintenance." Such mechanisms are required whenever a social structure evolves

in which choice is possible with respect to inhabitance in a particular subjective reality and
identity location within the larger fhmework of that reality. This choice, by implication,
also locates the individual outside of other subjective realities. In clarifying which universe

one does inhabit, one also declares which universe (or universes) one does not.'("'If every
person understood and participated in reaiity in precisely the same way,then the need for
reality-maintenance would hardly arise. Everyone, no matter what their age, sex, or
position in society, would inhabit the world according to the same set of subjective

'%e order in which thir pmass occurs is not a mncrete principle in p r h a q group seiG
identification. Consider the experience of some who live in situationsofextreme religious minority. In
Cardston, Alberia, for example, where the prcdominruict of Lattcrday Saints in aii aspects of comunity
life is overwhelming, after noahai identification, people who are not members of the Mormon Church
very ofien choose as their primary s e I f ' p t i o n , 'Tmnot a Mormon." Thaî is, thch primary lcvel of
group identification is negative. It would be an interestîng study in the context of reiigious minority to
invcstigatc whahcr this mode of scif'-idcntincati~nobtains in o t k r cornmunitics with simirar
demographics. Put dinerently, as an example, would a Canadian Living in the United States seîf-identiQ
f h t as "a Canadian'' or "not an Amencan"? What conditionswould need to obtain such tha! the first level
of one's ~e~identification
details that which one is not?
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"givens"; indeed, t hose "givens," those units of knowledge, data, and experience
according to one's perception of which the world is h e d , would assume an ontological
monolithicity simply because there are no significant dserences of opinion or
interpretation offered to challenge the essential nature of the perception. But, as
Mannheim, as well as Berger and Luckrnann point out, this is not the case. "Incipient
counter-definitions ofreality and identity," write the latter, "are present as soon as any
such individuals congregate in socidy durable groups" (Berger and Luckmann 1966:185).

in this context, by "such individualsy'Berger and Luckmann mean 'iuisuccessfùily
socialireci individuals," individuals marginaliseci by social predefinition; they offer as

exarnples "the cripple, the bastard, the idiot, and so on" (Berger and Luckrnann
1966:185). However, the presence of counter-dehitions of reaiity and identity are hardly

lirnited to those whose marginalisation has resdted in such unsuccessfil socialisation.

Indeed, it is the very presence of successfùîly socialiseci, fully functioning counterdefinitions which generate the need for ongoing reality-maintenance. In ternis of religion,
it is one thing to inhabit a subjective reality in which everyone unlike oneselfis

automatically relegated to some son of morally and reiigiously delusional wasteland (cf.,
for example, Hunt's comrnents on the state of India ailegedly as a result of Hinduism
[Hunt 198O:24,33; 1983:129-541 and below), and the bbeveryone"so relegated is M y
aware of that fact. In a society, for example, such as sixteenth- and seventeenth-centwy

Spain, which was structured and govemed both politically and reiigiously according to a
Roman Cathoiic declaration of extra ecclesimn nulla suitls, and within which the positive
and negative consequences of one's religious choice were clear to a& reality-maintenance

at the individual level appears far less criticai. Since, at the level of the general population,
reality-maintenance at the hands of papal inquisitors was carried out with a certain
stringency, kriowing the likely penalty for an accusation of heresy, who would willingly
choose to inhabit a subjective universe substantially difFerent fiom that ordained by God
and the State?lolIt is quite another matter, however, to be confronteci with a counterdefinition of redity and identity which is inhabited quite happily by another person, from
which inhabitance that person seems to suffer no discemable lack as a human being, and
because of which he or she draws no necessary opprobrium fiom society.
This dissonance becomes even more pronounced when the person inhabits a
counter-definition the cognitive boundary markers (and resultant subjective reality) of
which are in diametric opposition to one's own. "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live,"
says the scripture (Ex.22: 18). By the Middle Ages the Church had deterrnined that the

crucial reason for this censure was that a witch had made a pact with the devil (cf.

Midelfon 1972:10-29).But, what happens if one happens to ïive in a culture where, not
only are witches suffered to live, but they are also fne to open bookshops,

'" publish

newsletter~,'~~
magazine^,'^ and web~ites,'~~
gather together for theù rituals,lQand apply
'''A sîmilar argument is offered by mernôers of the gay and lesbian community in response to the
belief that homosexuality is a lifestyle "choice."Who, some ask, would knowingly choose a lifestyle
which had the very mal pdttntial to osbacisc them h m family and fier&, subjcct thtm ta
marginaüsation in terms of employment and oftea housing, and expose thcm to the t h a i of physical
violence, even death, as a result of th& scxuality? (Brown1989)
l o 2 ~ . gCrm
,
b e n Corner, a Witch shop operated by Laurie Cabot at 125 Fhsex Street, Salem,
Massachusetts; a h New Age Books and Crystais, 142 IO* SM NW,Calgary,Afkrta
The Wiccm, *'the Quarteriy journal of the Pagan Federation" (Crawley 1994:264); C i d e
Nehvork News, a newsletter published by C i d e Farm, "a legaily-recognizeâ Sbamanic Wiccan Chtuch"
(Crowley 1994:259; cf. Onon 199%133); and Sacred Circle, a newsletter specialising in Baitic paganism,
published in Etobicoke, Ontario (Hopman and Bond 19%:39O).
'%g, n e Green Egg,a p p a g a n magazine published by the Chmh of AU Worlds; Hecute 's
h m ,Canada's longest nuinllig pagan magazine; Keliria: A Journal of Druidism and Celtic Mugic,

for state recognition as a legitimate religion?'" It is precisely this tension which generates
the need for a therapeutic maintenance of one's own reaiity. As Berger and Luckrnann

write: "The question 'Who am I?' becomes possible simply because two confiicting
answers are socially available" (1 966: 186). Put daerently, an answer to the question

"Who am I?" is required precisely because more than one answer is possible. Further,
when the socially available and viable answers multiply from a duaiity (e.g., "Christian"

versus "non-Christian") to a plurality (Le.,b'Christian"as rnerely one possibility among
many), the need for reality- and identity-maintenance in the face of disconfirmation
becomes even more urgent.
3.3.1 The Therapeutic Model: Nihilaiion and Integntion

Bearing in mind Mannheim's dictum that not al1 cognitive processes are available
and optional in every age, Berger and Luckmann cite a few examples of possible
conceptual machineries of universe-maintenanc~'bmythology,theology, philosophy and

pubtished in Minneapolis, Minnesota; Magical Blend, a slick monthly given to more commemal
advertisinglarticle ratios; and Szgewomm, a quarterlyjournal exploring Werent aspects of Goddess
spirituality, published in San Francisco. in the fesources d o n of their book, Hop111811and Bond list well
aver one hundred newsletters,jounials, and magazines published by the Neopagan community (cf.
Hopman and b n d 1996:386-9 1).
<hnp://www.well.com/user/phirdrd(Wi~Uany.hani~,the 'Wictan & Faerie
Grimoire of Francesca De Grandis-a potpourri of spells,rituals, articles, links, amounœments and other
usefiil magical sundnes"; or <http;/~.r~~laiming~org/cauldronlk.e1~0mehtml~,
the website ofthe
Reclaimin collective in San Francisco.
The Wïccm Chur& o/C'mc~d.,"a network of Wigmups which &ers Oaining,
information and seasonal celebrations" (Crawley 1994:264); Pagm Spirit Gatherings, which are
organised by Selena Fox of Circle Fana in Wisconsin (cf. Hopman and Bond 1996:235-48; Orion
1995:1284); and Witchcmp,"a week-long intensive that includcs tranœwork, heaiing, dnimmin&
dancing, chanthg storytclling, guided visualuation and enwork," organi& and taught by the
Reclaiming collective in various locations around Europe and Norih America (<http://www.reciaiming.
org/cauldton/witchcamP/we1~0me.h~~,
electronic document).
107
E.g.,see below, p.536 n.546, on the Müitary Pagan Network. ûn living as a Neopagan, see,
for examplc, Adler 1986;Cabot 1994,1997;Clifton 19%; C m I q 1994,1996;De Grandis 1998;
Hopman and Bond 19%; Luhrmann 1989; Mamn 1989; Orion 1995; Starhawk 1987,1989.
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science" ( 1966: 127)-noting

that "the types of conceptual machinery appear historically in

innumerable modifications and cornbinations" (1966: 130). They reserve two other options
for further discussion: therapy and nihilation (1966:130-4).

In their fomulation of the problem, therapy and nihilation firnction as opposites.

"Therapy uses a conceptual machinery to keep everyone within the universe in question.
Nihilation, in its tum, uses a simiiar machinery to liquidate conceptually everything outside

the same universe" (Berger and Luckmann 1966:132). As fu as it goes, this appears
correct; it could, however, go much fùrther. Following from Mannheim's insights into the

"unmasking" mentality (which hardly ended *th the modem and pomodem eras of
thought), therapy and nihiiation operate-or can be understood as operathg-not

as

opposites, but as aspects of the same machinery of universe-maintenanceand repair.

Nihilation, in fact, especially in the case of a monolithic subjective reality, is one means by

which a therapeutic mode1 of reality-maintenance rnight redise its objective. Berger and
Luckmann agree that the component of nihilation "entails r'in a theological fhne of
reference"] the transition from heresiology to apologetics" (1966: 133). Their approach to

a therapeutic conceptual machinery "requires a body of knowledge that includes a theory
of deviance, a diagnostic apparatus, and a conceptual system for the 'cure of souls'"
(Berger and Luckmann 1966:13 1). Thus,in their formulation, the goai of therapy is

always to rmrn the individual to the collective, to restore the deviant to the folds of
orthodoxy.

3.3.2 Components o f Worldvim Maintenance
It seems¶though, especialiy when applied to the larga subjective reality articulateci

11 1

in much of modem Christian anticult material, that the therapeutic mode1 need not operate
solely at the level of the individual, and could (indeed, does) include nihilation as a primary
therapeutic instrument. Because, on whose behalf is the therapy operational-the
individual who inhabits a particular subjective reality, or the particular subjective reality
the individual inhabits? The answer to this will in large measure determine the rnanner in
which one understands the operation of the reality-maintenance machinery. If the therapy
operates directly on behalf of the individual, and ody indirectly on behalf of the subjective
reality maintained, then Berger and Luckmann's formulation seems adequate. Therapy

returns one to a healthy inhabitance of one's subjective reaiity. If, however, the therapy is
directiy operational on behalfof the subjective reality-that

is, it is the essential nature of

the reality which the therapy is charged primarily to keep intact and not the individual's
relationship with or inhabitance w i t h that reality-then

the Nhilation of disconnrming

realities becomes a mode, an instrument of that therapeutic machinery.

Does the therapeutic machinery, then, operate to maintain the individual within a
patticular subjective d i t y , or to maintain the legitimacy of a particular subjective reality

of which the individual can comfortably rernain a part? While Berger and Luclanann's
formulation of the problem suggests only the former, because of the self-reinforcing nature
ofworldviews, the answer is both. In order for the therapy to work to keep an individual
within a partidar subjective reality, there must have been some initiative-either

cognïtively, or cognitively and actudy-on the part of that person to lave the subjective
reality, to distance himself nom it, and so disconfirm its validity for the rest of the

inhabitants.lo8This distancing process need not take place in any physical way;it could be

as simple as voicing a question which is disconfirming for the worldview. For example,

asking the question, "1s Jesus God?'can be discontiming for religious believers who hold
that doctrine as a basic tenet of faith. Their response, to prove in some way that Jesus is
God, is often a therapeutic attempt both to retum the questioner to orthodoxy and to
reatnrm the validity of their worldview.'"

To retum to the example of the papal Inquisition, no matter how brutal the
methods employed, the intention was to the end therapeutic: to return the individual to the

folds of orthodoxy, which, even as the sentence was passed to convey the accused to the
pyre or banish them from the cornmunity, required the renunciation of heresy.''' The
Understanding Religious Conversion, Lewis Rambo explores among othen the twin
dynamics of crisis and quest as they impact the migration one makes betwetn rcligious worldvicws. He
points out that "[two] basic types of crisis are important to the conversion process: crises that cail into
question one's fiindamentai orientation to Me, and crises that in and of themselves are rather miid but are
the proverbial straw that breaks the camel's backn (Rambo 1993:46). In the context of that migration,
certain "availabilities"exist which influenœ the path the conversion trajectory will take. He cites
"stnicturaI availability" C'the freedom of a person or persons to m m fiom prwious emotional,
i n t e i i d , and religious institutions, commitments, and obligations into ncw opttons" [1993:60]);
"emotionalavailability"(the limitations on conversion imposed by "Cpreviously]existing andor profound
attachments" [1993:61]);''intellectuai avaiiability" (that is, the "cognitiveftamcwork of a movtment or
option must be somewhat compatible with a person's previous orientationor there wiii be no attraction. It
is rare for someone to be converted to an option that embraces an intcllectuai framcworis raûically
different fiom the person's previous viewpoint" [l993:61)); and "religious availability" (like inîellectual
availability, "a person's religious beliefb, practim, and life-style are ta some âegree mrnpati'ble with the
new option" [ 1993:62]).
'%n example of this dyaamic cm k seen in the interplay klweai those who samh for the
historical Jesus as opposed lo the doctrinal Christ, and chose who se& to a&rm a traditional
understanding of the historical Jesus as the doctrinal Christ. A modern example of this is the ongoing
debate between the scholars of the Jesus Seminar (cf., for e . p l e , Crossan 1991, 1994 1995;Fuuk 19%;
Funk,Hoover, and The Jesus Seminar 1993)and scholars such as Luke Timothy Johnson (cf. Johnson
19%).
ll%e most famw (or hfàmous) manual used in the prosecution of heretics durhg the
Inquisition was the MaIIeus MaieJcmm, litcrally, tht "Hammcr of Witches," written by two Dominican
friars, Heinrich Kramer and Jacob Sprenger and first publisbed in 1486. D W into ihne parts, the 1st
contains several sections on the precise marner in whicb sentences are to be handed dom to a vaciety of
defendants (cf. Siimmers [1928]1971:24&75). During the sentendtg of "one who hath Confessed to
Hehsy but is Rehpsed, Abeit now Penitentn(Summers [1928]1971:254), the I ~ t o rwould
s
say to the

rejection of the disconfirming worldview. and the (re-)acceptance of the socially approved
worldview were the twin vectors of therapeutic reality-maintenance of this type. This
particular therapeutic model, however, is most effective in conditions of monolithic reality
construction, that is, conditions in which a socially monolithic subjective reality obtains. In
conditions of social pluralism, maintenance of the particular subjective reality to which one
adheres depends on the ongoing presentation of that worldview as the one which is most
congnient with objective reality. And this presentation often requires the nihilation of the
validity of competing worldviews.
As noted above, nihilation is a tactic ofien employed by Groothuis. While it is

hardly self-evidently true, his works reflect a belief that if the worldview of another is
invalidated, his worldview is, as a consequence, validated. What is really shaken by a
disconfirmation of one's subjective reality is one's ûith in the veracity of that reality as an
accurate reflection of objective reality. Subjective reality is maintained as a state which,
when coupled with an indiYidual's adherence to and inhabitance in that state, presents a
view of the world in which one's perceptions of reality accord with reality. The

accuseci: But since it has corne to the knowledge of Us and of many honest Catholic men that, by the
inspiration of Divine grace, you have once more returned to the bosorn of the Church and to the üuth of
the faith, detesting the doresaid errors and heresies and with crue orthodo.xy unfeigned believing the
Cathotic faiih, we have admitted you to receive the Chwch's Sacraments of Penance and the Holy
Euchrist at your humble request" (Sumrnen Cl9281 1971:256). On the other hand, to "one who hath
Confesseci to Heresy but is Impenitent, although not Relapseâ," the Inquisitors read: "But since it is the
chief desire of our hearts to plant the Holy Cabolic Faith in the hearts of our people, and to eradicate the
pest of heresy, we have used diverse and various suitable methods, botfi by ourseIves and by others, to
persuade you to renounce your said e m r s and heresies in which you have stood, were standing, and even
now defiantly and obstinately stand with stubborn heari" (Summers [19281 1971:257). Since the accused
had "refused and yet refuse to abjure the said heresies. choosing rather the death of your sou1 in hell and
of your body in this world than to renounce the said heresies and return to the bosom of the Church and
cleanse your soul," "theChurch can do no more for you. having done al1 that was possible" (Summers
[ 19281 197 1:257). On the repression of heresy during the Middle Ages, sec aIso, for esample, Guazzo
[ 16081 1988; Kietkhefer 1976, 1979; MideKort 1972; Trevor-Roper 1969: Walker 198 1.
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maintenance of this state is the task of a therapeutic model which includes nihilation as a
component of therapy. Apologists such as Hunt and Groothuis do not defend their
subjective reality simply because they believe that it keeps them or anyone else within a
fbndarnentalist Christian worldview, but because they believe that theirs is the only
subjective reality which is completely congruent with objective reality.
It seems, though, especially when applied to the larger subjective reality as it is

constructed in a concrete group and articulated in much of modem Christian amicult
material, that the therapeutic model, including nihilation, need not operate solely at the
level of the individual; it could (indeed, does) function as a broader program of realitymaintenance. Aithough the first could be seen as implicit in their model, there are actually
three aspects to a therapeutic machinery of universe-maintenance rather than Berger's and
Luckmann' s two (Le., pathology and therapy). They are: (a)an at least i n t e d y coherent

theoretical framework into which those events which require maintenance rnay be
integrated; (b) a methodology by which the events may be properly identifid and
accurately interpreted in the context of the orthodoxy determined by (a); and (c) some

procecidure by which the event can be satisfactorily integrateâ into the subjective reality.
With each successive integration, the subjective reality gains in reification and perceived

objective ~uperiority.'~~
Foiiowing the medical tenninology irnpiied by the therapeutic

model these elements are: a hygienzcs (a basic perception of systemic health, which

1 1 1 Berger
~
and hckmam note: "Omraiiy sptalriag, in situations whm

tberr is ampetition
between di&rent realty-defîning agencies, ail sorts of secondary-group nlatioaships with the cornpetitors
may k tolerateâ, as long as there are nniily established primary-group relatioiiPbipwithin which one
reality is ongohgly reathinneû agaiast the cornpetitors" (1966:172).
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includes the variable indicators of non-health); a patho!ogy (which includes the diagnostic
tools necessary (a)to identiQ events of non-health [deviance] correctly, and (b), since
nihilation may not be the most effiive instrumentality in ail cases, to indicate which
therapy is appropnate to resolve the identified deviance); and a therquy (or. rather, a range
of therapies the choice of which is dependent on the nature and seventy of the diagnosed
deviance; a method by which the non-health event is rendered either healthy or inert, either
of which would maintain the vigour of the system itseü). It should be noted that these

elements tiinction interdependently and dialecticaiiy; there is not a hard and fast Msion
between them.
3.3.2.1 Hygienics: The Nomic Vision

The hygienics of any symboüc universe, or any subjective reality on which
behaviour in the world is based, is the nomic vision "the world as it should be." In the fully
successful actualisation of a particular subjective reality, there is an exact correspondence
between that subjective interpretation of reality and an objective observation of reality as it
is. It is this hygienics of the universe-maintenance machinery which provides the template
of health against which incidents of non-hdth are measund. As with subjective reality,
hygienics can be apprehended (and actualised) either pre-theoretically or theordcally,
either simply or elaborately.

An example of an elaborately constnicted and articuiated hygienics (one, however,
which operates fîom a very simple basic premise) is Dominion Theology, or Christian
Reconstnictionism. "Christian Reconstructionism," writes sociologist Anson Shupe,
"represents a wing of the Christian right that militantly believes conservative (Protestant)

Christians cm transform North Amencan society (and ultimately the world) acwrding to
biblical principles found in the books of the Pentateuch and thereby create the basis for
Christ's millemial kingdom on earth" (Shupe 1997:195). Put differently, in a manner more
closely aligned with the hygienics aspect of the therapeutic mode1 of universemaintenance, Reconstructionist leader Gary North writes that "the Bible presents mankind
with a God-mandated set of social, economic. and educationai, political, and legal
p ~ c i p l e that
s God expects His people to use as permanent blueprints for the total
reconstniction of every society on earth" (North 1990:3; cf. Ammerman 1991:49-54;
DeMar and Leithart 1988:24-37). Just as the blueprints for a particular building indicate
where foundation, Qoorjoists, walls, and rafters should (indeed, nusi go), they dso
spece where they may not go.

In the particular fonns of Christian fùndamentalism disaissed here, the hygenics.
the orthodoxy of the symbolic universe, is provided by the set of partidar cognitive
boundary markers which define the primary groupthat is to Say, the five fun da mental^^^^

which find their principal orientation and predication in the exclusive religious claim, 'The

lL20fthese fùndamentals, Stephen Bates writes: "In 1895, the Niagara Bible Conference listed
the fi= essential principlcs of Cluistianity.One, scripturai incffancy7appiîcd to the Bible. The othen all
concemed Jesus: the virgin birth and divinity; 'suûstitutionary atonement,' by which the cndkion
atoned for the sins of others; the bodily resunection;and the future return to earth. To conseNatWes*this
list and similar ones separated the tnie believers fiom hereticsn(Bates 1993:44). Some, though, like
Dollar (1973) dispute this description of "fùndamentali~ts,~
dismissing the fm of the "scxalled fivc
fundamentaisnas tenets to which any orthodox Christian could give assent. For Doiiar, following bibiid
intrrancy, the more important point was the position ofthe belicvc~with respect to diffcrcllt
eschatoIogical interpretations of biblid prophecy (DOW1973: 1756). Specificaüy, would the Church be
rapwcd More the Great Tnîation and the Miilennium @re-trib. pre-miIl), âuring the Tributation but
before the Millennium (midaii, pre-mill), after the Tribulation (posi.tri). or not at aU? Fdwell, on the
other band, disagrees. He writes that "it is more correct to iimït the aennition of doctriaal
Fundamento the essential hindamntais that have been at the hem of the moMmnt for nearly a
century now" (Falweil, Dobson, and Hindson 19%19).
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Bible is the only Word of God."In the context of the Hawkins County dispute, Vicki
Frost demonstrates this componem. "[She] believes that any adult who doesn't accept

Jesus will go to hell, that God created the earth in six days, that a giant fish swdowed
Jonah, and that the Bible is absolutely, literally, wholly true" (Bates 1993:16-7). This,
then, is part of the symbolic universe "inhabitecl" by Frost and her coileagues, a reflection
of the hygienics of her world-view. In any group, the hygienics of the subjective reality is
deterrnined by proper alignment with the cohering cognitive boundary markers by which
the identity of the group is detemiined. In terms of a therapeutic mode], these markers
fùnction dong two vectors: (a)they define and identie the cognitive topography
according to which the group is constituted, and @), while subjective in essence, thqr
fùnction objectively wit hin the group by providing the standards againsi which deviance
can be measured.
3.3.2.2 Pathology and Therapy: Diagnoss and Treatment

When someone or something challenges the hygienics of a partidar subjeciive
reality, the pothology and diagnostics of the universe-maintenance machinery begin to

operate. In the context of a sociology of knowleâge, pathology is the process by which

specinc deviances from the particular subjective reality are identified and according to
which identification appropriate therapy is enacted. If the hygenics of universe-

maintenance provide the template against which the determination is made whether
something is wrong, the pthoIogy of universe-maintenance diagnoses precisely whsd is
wrong.
What remallis, then, is for the therapeutic mode1of universe-maintenance to treat

the event in such a way that the adherent symbolic universe is legitimated and maintained.
As noted above, some incidences of deviance will require nihilation as an instrument of

therapy if the plausibility of the subjective reaiity is to be maintained, others wili not. The
latter, for exarnple, may assume a shared subjective reality tiom which specific incidences

of deviance have been noted; these conform more closely to Berger's and LucLmann's
formulation of the problem. The former move beyond Berger's and Luckmm's

conception and begin to account for larger subjective realities, those inhabiteci by
collectivities as opposed to individuals. At this level, whatever machinery of universemaintenance is employed, it is faced with the task of engaging and integrating not deviance

fiom a shared subjective reality, but the ofien greater problem of divergent, competing
subjective realities. Here, the subjective reaiity often enters the redm of ideology, bat is,
according to Berger, "a set of ideas serving the vested interests of a particulsr social group

. . . [which] cornrnonly involves a distorted view of reality" (Berger 196 1:53; cf.
Mannheim 1936:5~-71~'~).
In this section, two examples-one in which nihilation is not
required, and one in which it is-will

serve to illustrate the manner in which pathology and

therapy operate in the context of universe-maintenance.
3.3*2.2.1 Thenpeutic Intcgration
As an example of an incidence of therapeutic universe-maintenance in which

Mation is nol required, consider the "holy war" (Numbers 1992:289)waged in the
'l30n "idedogy," Schutze proposes tbat %e view idealog). as a pat&mof beiiefs shand with
otber individuals andlor a gmup, which an heid to k highiy devant to the gmup Md indMdual which
are apabie of gtncrating high cornmitment, and which pm to justiry and gcntratc the putintlar value%
norms, attitudes and behavior of a group and its members" (Schutze 1973:1154). This avoids the
negativism of Berger's dennition (and, to a large degree, Mannheim's) and comes ctaser to a valueneutral description of a particular phenonmon.
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Southem Baptist Convention during the past few decades over the issue of bibiicai
herrancy (cf. Ammerman 1990; Falwell, Dobson, and Hindson 1981: 138-9; Lindsell

-

1W6:91 104; Toumey l994:60-62).In the sarne manner as the protagonists in the

Hawkins County dispute, al1 participants in the Southem Baptist Convention conflict

operate from comrnonly understood tiames of reference; that is to say, a sirnilar subjective
reality obtains for both parties, the major cognitive boundaries of which would not be
seriously questioned by either side. The fundamental authority of Scripture (the most basic
prernise), as well as the unique divinity of Jesus, his substitutionary atonernent for sin, and
the need for personal regeneration in every person (derivative premises) are cognitive
boundary markers rewgnised and accepted by al1 members of the SBC.Both sides in the
disputtwho, in their quea for the convention presidency, came to be known as
bcfbndamentalists''and "moderates7'-located themselves within the same symbolic
universe: conservative Baptist Christianity. Yet,both sides accused the other of
iiiegitimately appropriating the symbolism of that universe for their own ends (cf.
Ammerman 1990:7% 126). Briefly stated, the inerrantist position holds to the inerrancy,

infailibility, and insuperability of the Bible; the moderate position, on the other han4 while
it wodd support the normative value of the Bible in matters offaith and üfe, contends that
"[ultimate] cornmitment . . . should be to a person, Jesus Christ, not to a book . . . They

spoke of the fundamentakt view of the Bible as 'bibliolatry"' (Anuneman 1990:W).
However, when he was h t e ~ e w e dby Bill Moyers, Paul Pressler, a leader in the
inerrantist faction within Southem Baptist politicq "insisteci that the fight was about one
thing and one thing only-beliefs about the Bible" (Ammerman 1990: 80).

When asked what constituted a true faith, [a messenger to the 1986
convention] began with the inspiration of the Bible, included belief in Christ
and concluded with the belief that 'the Word of God is inerrant.' Vixtually
dl the self-identified fundarnentalists we surveyed would have agreed; 95
percent said that the most important criterion for choosing SBC leaders
was their 'doctrinal soundness.' Being doctrinally correct meant, for the
denomination' s right wing, believing the Bible. (Ammeman 1990:80)
This dispute, which at many levels is the ongoing stniggle for power and control in

one of the largest Protestant denominations in North Ameriql'' has as its presenting issue
disparate understandings of what, precisely, "the findamental authority of Scripture"

means. Two camps, both of which define their identity as Baptists according to that
puticular belief, dispute the nomic weight that beiief should wield in the cornrnunity and
the manner in which that nomos should regulate behaviour. Insofar as the "holy war"

within the SBC is about the Bible, the important point is that neither side in the dispute

requires a complete worldview shift on the part of the other for a resolution to be reached.
Neither requires the complete dissolution of the other's subjective reality in order for their

own reality to be maintaineci and validated. While it has split the denomination, and
generated heartache and conflict, at its core, this dispute is a family fight, sheep fiom the
same fold who have gone astray. Which particular sheep have strayed, of course, depends

entirely on who one asks. While they disagree strongly over the exact nature of Scriphue

and the precise nomic value it has in society, neither group would question the essential
Christianity of the other. Therapy-e-g., one side convincing the other that their own

position with respect to Scnpnire is the correct one-is a matter ofrestoration of the

il4

Ammerman notes that in 1986, the Southeni Baptist Convention claimed 14.6 million

members (199052).

individual deviant (or deviant collective) to the onhodox reality, not nihilation of an entire
reality which had been labelled "deviant."

3.3.2.2.2 Therapeutic Nihüation
Conversely, an example of the requirement for nihilation in the senrice of realitymaintenance is the fundamentaikt Christian response to the perceived incursion of
competing religious systems-e.g., Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, Neopaganism-in

an

increasingly pluralistic conte*. Because there is oflen no shared fold to which deviant

sheep rnight be retumed, such an incursion requires the nihilation of the competing
~orldview."~
This nihilation has the potential to promote and entrench within the group
for whom it is therapeutic an "us-them" dichotomy, a "primary group" mentaüty. The
nihilation of the worldview inhabited by the "othe?' validates the one inhabited by the

pnmary group for whom therapy is effected.
In his analysis of social cohesion and combat effectiveness of the Wehrmacht on

the Eastern front during 1941- 1943, miiitary historian Orner Bartov u i h t e l y rejects the
primary group theory as an explanation. His thoughts on the primary group itself,
however, are worthy of note, and he does agree that "the idea of attacbment to an ideal
'primary goup,' composed of a certain category of human beings, clearly does have a
11'nie

Question iî raired whether, in offéring cornpeting subjective realities, a situation of

pluralîsm presents the oppomcnity for deviance in the same way as the dispute among the Soinbern
Baptinr. A Buddhist who has never considemi ihseif a Chnaian can hardly k consicid a dcviant
fiom Christianity, homer chat Christianity is framcd. Likewist, in tenns of fundamcntalistChristianity,
a Jewish mwert to Hiaduism, wbile arguably a dMuit h m Judaism, is bvdly a candidate for a
therapeutic realignment of worldview back to Chnstianity. Sh was not a Chririian in the fmt piace;
thedore, again ody in the loosai poasile tenus couid a Christian worldview be something h m which
she éculd k coiisidered deviant. Sincc then is no cornmon frsm ofrcférence, no harai ~ j e d v c
reality, mch an altemation of subjective nalities Qe., conversion) wouid m@re a nihilation d one
worIdview in order for its replacement by another ta be &ected.

powerful integrating potential" (Bartov 1992:6). Bartov continues:

This kind of 'primary group' . . . is very much the product not merely of
social ties, but of ideological intemalization, whereby humanity is divided
into opposing groups of 'us' and 'them.' Indeed, the sense of identification
with one group, and the abhorrence of the other, are in both cases [the
G e m non-military public and the Wehrmacht] dependent on an
abstraction; personal familiarity may only weaken the individual's
cornmitment by revealing the less than ideal aspects of his own side, and
the human face of his opponents . . . . (Bartov 1992:6)
Among other things, prhary group theory lends support to the premise that, in the
mediation of reality-maintenance, the mechanisms of propaganda act on existing
prejudice(s) of the target audience, rather than introducing new ones into that audience.
These mechanisms work to reinforce a subjective reaiity already in place. Bartov
concludes:

This kind of [dichotomising] categorization . . . does not necessitate any
profound understanding of whatever world-view one believes oneself to be
fighting or worklng for. Instead, it c d s for intemaiizing only those e s p a s
of the regime's ideology based on previously prevalent prejudices, and
most needed to legitirnize one's suffering, elevate one's status, and
denigrate one's enernies, be they real or irnaginary. (Bmov lW2:6)

In ternis of the primary grouping of the anticult target audience, the elements of
Bartov's last sentence are readily apparent. Rhodes's discussions of other religious
groups, for example, is almost uniformly couched in the language of legitimised d h g
of a particular primary group: Le., when the 'Tounding fathers" of the United States wrote
the constitution, they never meant for the fieedom of religion to be extended beyond the
parameters of puritan Chri~tianity.~'~
Such extension, in âict, is responsible for the current

"%n a midrash on thejauny one might take thugh the late eighîeenth-œnîuy United States,
Rhodes comments on "a sermon by the b o u s Congregationalistpmher, Ezra Stiles. This
sermon-titfed 'The United States Elevated to Glory and Honor'-prophesied that in due course k
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degradation of society-what

Rhodes calls "the 'culting' of America." The constituency of

the primary group, the target audience for whom Rhodes is writing, is determineci by the
response of the readers to Rhodes' cal1 for action. That is, are they "concemeci
Christians," as the cover of his book says they should be if they pay attention to the

"shocking implications" which he will explain? Will the reader "be a soldier in the midst of
the confüct or a casualty on the sidelines" (Rhodes l994:219)?
The denigration of "the enemyy'is clear fkom the language used by the anticultists;

disease, infestation, and invasion metaphors al1 both articulate and aggravate the antipathy

with which "the enemy" is regarded. This emotional, ofken violent language, language
which is so value-laden that it becornes difficult for the reader to separate the flow of the
argument f?om the tenor of the rhetoric, contributes therapeutically to the nihüaiion of the
competing worldview. Words like "idtrated" (Hinduism; Rhodes 1994:2l), "penettate"
@asnm; one of Rhodes's favourites), and ''invasion" (Islam; Rhodes 1994:22-3) abound.

He finishes his first chapter with an antipathetic disease metaphor, fùrther distancing the
unhealthy or dangerous "them" from the wholesome "us": "Ofcourse, thm are no skuIiand-crossbones POISON warning labels stamped on the cults-labels iike those found on
botties containing deadly elements. Tragically, though, innumerable people in the United
States are drinking down spiritual cyanide by the megadose and are completely obtivious
to the faa that they are bringing about their own doom" (Rhodes 1994:26).
nation would 'embasom aU the religious seas and denominations in Christendom'" (Rhodes 1994:s).
While Rhodes acknowledges that "religious freedom is cherishedby every Amcrican," h concldes that
when "Ezra Stilcs prcachcd his fimous sennon in 1783, littlt did he know that cytntuaiiy the United
States would embosom not just all the rerigiùns sects and denominations of Christendom, but a vast
kingdom of the cults as well. Toâay, the dîs have reached an epidemic lm1 in the United States''
(Rhdes 19943).
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What therapeutic universe-maintenance offen the adherent is an intelligible answer
to the problems of practical life which have impinged the boundaries of the subjective
reality within which he or she lives. However incoherent, irrational, or simply immoral
many of the variants of reality-maintenance may appear to those who do not share the
worldview on which they are based and which they are charged to protect, to those who
do inhabit that reality, such mechanisms appear eminently coherent, rationai, and moral.
As Mannheim noted, "once they have become actual, dl works of the mind display an

intelligible, meaningful structure" (Mannheim 1W2b: 166). it is this structure which the
therapeutic machinery of reality-maintenance engages to protect and sustain.
3.4 Summary

Vicki Frost did not ask to have her subjective construction of reaiity threatened by
the presence of the Henry Holt readers in her childrens' school. When it was, however, a
proactive need to maintain the legitimacy of her own worldview (and to protect the
legitimacy of the worldviews inhabited by her children) in the face of this challenge

asseried itself. Ifthe threat represented by the texts was neither integrated nor nihilateci,
then the validity of the worldview framed by her pre-theoretical understanding of
îùndarnentalist Christianity was in jeopardy. She was required then, by virtue of the

intrusion into general consciousness both of cornpeting worldviews and of the various
problems of pmcticai life which accornpany them, to &ect some sort of therapeutic
reinforcernent of her own subjective construction of reality.

The situation for anticuit apologists such as Dave Hunt is similar. While his

worldview is h e d much more theoreticdiy, the problems of practicaî üté are no less

real. In fact, the boundaries of his proximate threshold of instability are extended even
fùrther in that he reacts to phenornena where Vicki Frost may not.
Frost's pre-theoretical apprehension of fwidamentalist Christianity, supported and
encouraged by the input of significant others such as Jennie Wilson, Constance Curnbey,
and Beverley ~aHaye,"'provided both the hygienics of her worldview and the diagnosis
by which the deviance represented by the Holt readers was identified. Even though she

was unsuccessfÙ1 in her court battle, the battle itself proved therapeutic in that the
worldview out of which the battle began was reinforcd and strengthened. "She says of
the textbook controversy," writes Bates in conclusion, '"God was merciful to wake me up

out ofmy sleep. Now I'm more discerning of everythmg. Everything! What 1 see, what 1
hear, I'm more disceming-discemhg the good and the e d , discerning the right and the
wrong. And 1pray that God not stop. 1 waw to know truth. 1 seek God's truth'" (Frost, in
Bates 1993:324). Dave Hunt, on the other hand in that he acts as a significant other and
operates f?om a such more theoretical tier, must provide for others as well as himseîfthe
hygienics, the pathology, and the therapeutic realignrnent or nihilation required by the
lL7wire
of fundamcnial Baptist and Moral Majority ar-foundcr Tim LaHaye, Bcvcrly L a m
ciaims that her lobby organisation, Concemed Women for America, has more "members than the
National Organkation for Womcn and othcr feminist groupsn (Bates 1993:100; Martin suggests that
CWA's membership and budget is 'Yarlarger than NOW's" @Mariin19%:1641). Of LaHaye and her
organisation, Bates writcs: "Along with opposing the ERA, Conccrnd Womcn for Amcriai îakcs fairly
standard right and fàr-right positions on social, economic, and defense issues. It opposes abortion,
comparable worth legislation, state 10tteries,pornography, violence ami nilgarity on tclevision and in
comic books, gay rights, and the nucfear h a e . It supports voluntary school prayer, teaching creationism
in biology classes, educational vouchers, mandatory HN tcsting for marriage licen~cs,
and fidl îùnding
for the Strategic Defensc Initiative. CWA keeps members apprised of the latest antilChristianplots too,
such as the Satan wonhipers who suppasedly murder day-carechiidrenn(Bates 1993:103). W h LaHaye
heard about the Hawkins Codispute, she threw the weight of CWA behind Frost anâ ber fnends,
nling a federal civil nghts action on behalfof the parents apposed to the Holt ma&=. On Beverly
LaHaye, see Bates 1993:100-5, 117-8; Kintz 1997:l7-9,27-39; for information, commentaries, and poky
papers h m CWA, see <http://www.cwfîorg>,electronic âocument.

impingement of a problem of practical life.

Chapter Four

UEmpbasisiogthe One Right:"
Dcfining Propapnda

Propganda could nof succeed withour ihe compliciîy of huth. facts and
irIfomation, and the appearance ofa cornmitment to these.
-Stanley B. Cunningham-

4.1 Introduction

Pope Gregory XV occupied the See of Peter from 9 February 1621 until8 Juiy
1623,a little less t han eighteen months. Whiie neither The Oxford Dictionary of the
Christian Chrch nor The H ~ r C o f l l iEncyclopedia
s
of Catholicisnz see fit to accord

his bief reign an entq of its own,Gregory was responsible for changes within the Roman
Catholic Church which are still in effect neady four centuries later. It was he who decreeâ
that papal elections should be decided by secret ballot, perhaps to rnitigate the politicai
intrigue and coliegial pressure which had accompanied that process for centunes (McBrien
1995:1030). In addition to Phiiip Neri and Francis Xavier, he canoniseci both Teresa of
~vila,the first woman Doctor of the Church, and Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the

Society of Jesus ( McBrien 1995:1030). On 6 June 1622, however, reacting to the newly

discovered non-Christian populations of the Americas, he promulgated the bu11
imcmtabi~is
Divinae, and with that founded the Sacra Congregatio de PropgOnda Fide,

the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith.'" In this act, he bequeathed to
the world both the word and the concept propagcrnh.
This chapter and the next begin the exploration of the concept and mechanics of
propaganda-what

it is and, perhaps more importantly, what it is not; what it can and

cannot do; the various means by which it carries out its task; and, f i d y , what is required
in order for it to be successful. In this chapter, beginning with a bnef consideration of the
decline in propaganda studies in recent decades, the crucial problem of definition will be
considered. What, exactly, is propaganda? Does it encornpass every exchange or
dissemination of information, as Jacques Ellul suggested? 1s there a common denominator

in the myriad of definitions which have been offered in the last century to which one can
anchor a single serviceable, operational definition? A kief survey of several solutions to
the problem, f?om the end of World War One-including

Harold Lasswell, Edward

Bemays, the Institute for Propaganda Analysis, and Adolf Hitler-to

the close of the Cold

War, wül be foliowed by an exegesis of the definition which wiu inform this work. From
this definition, six propositional attributes d be derived as a way of testhg the moda in

the context of Christian anticult apologetics.

11%
1%7, Pope Paul VI ordcred ihc name of this assembiy changed to tbc Sacra Congregatio
pro Gentium Evangelizalione, the Sacred Congregation for the Evangelizationof -les.
ûf the origîd
congregatio, which was estabLished in the last decades of the Catholic Countet-Refonnation,Pratfrsuiis
and Asonson write: "At the tirne, the Roman Catholic Church was engageci in mostiy unsitccessfiil hoiy
wars to recstablish the fhith by force of a m . Pope Gregory rtalized that this was a losing &ort and
estabiished the papal Prapagandaas a means of coordinating efforts to bring men and women to the
'voluntary' acceptance of church docüinesn (199 l:9).

4.2 The Decline o f Propaganda Study

As with so many other disciplines within the so-called "soit sciences," the

successfùl application of any analytic process which uses propaganda theory as part of its

conceptual framework is contingent from the outset on the definition ofpropagQndCI
which informs the rnodel.l19 In this field, the problem of definition is one of plethora rather
than dearth. in one footnote to his lengthy discussion of the phenomenon, Leonard Doob
writes that "[it] would be too tedious to reproduce the hundred odd definitions whicb the
writer has at his disposal" (Doob 193973 n.4).More than forty years later, Thomas
Steinfatt notes that, despite the flurry of interest in the workings of propaganda from the

end of World War One through to the early 1950s, the term has fallen into disuse,
appedng on the scholarly horizon since then only sporadicdly and unsystematically. "One
reason," alleges Steirifatt, "and probably the major one for the demise of the tem was the
diiculty in reaching agreement arnong scholars on a usefbl definition of the terni; useful in
that the phenomenon being defined was capable of being studied, and of being
distinguished fiom other similar ternis" (Steinfatt 1979:157). Here, Steinfatt correctly

identifies the critical aspect of any definition. As an example of the dficulty, Stein£àtt
"%or example, wbile îhey adouiwleâge tbat "[not] al1 pmiaaon is propaganda," Anthoay
Praikanis and Elliot Aronson alignpropganda very close@with pemudon (1992:9). "The word
propaganda," they write, "has since evolved to mean mass 'suggestion' or influence thnnigh the
manipulation of symbols and the psychology of the individual. Propaganda is the communication d a
point of vicw with the uitimatc goal of having the iccipiaî of the appwi a>mc to 'wluatarily'athis
position as if it were his or her own" (PraLanis and Aconson 1992:9). Rather than an unhelpful
syncrctism of the two concepts, Peter Kencz, on the otha hanQ kiieves tbat "we must abandon the hope
of findinga dennition of propaganda that would be precise, m e r ail acts of propaganda and only
pmpgaab, and bc usablc regardles of time and space. Insîeaà, we must accept thc broadcsl possible
Minition: Ptopaganda is nothing more tbsn the attempt io uaiimiit social and phticai vaiues in the hop
of a£€ectingpeople's thinking, emotions, and thereby behavior" (Kenez 1985:4). Rather like Jacques
Ellui's concept of"tota1 propaganda," Kenez's contniuîion is unhelpfiil in that it is so b r a i as to dense
nothing.

asks, "How did propgando differ from persuasion or fiom education . . . ?"
(1 979: 157).'*O SteinfBn's comment notwithstanding, though, communications theonst Ted

Smith III writes that whatever reasons are given "to account for the decline of scholarly
interest in propaganda analysis, one thing seems c h : It cannot be attributed to any

decline in the incidence of propaganda itself' (Smith l989:68).12'
A modem conservative commentator on the phenornenon, Smith offers three main

reasons for what he perceives as the recent decline in propaganda studies. The f h t

"involves a shifi in political orientations" (Smith l989:73).By this, Smith means a
prominent movement to the left in "the 'dominant culture' of the Arnerican inteilectud and

artistic elite" ( 1989:73). "One result," of this shiA, Smith continues, "is that faculties in the
humanities and social sciences at the more prestigious senior coiieges and universities now
tend to be ovenvhelmingly liberal or 'radical' in their political views" (1989:73).
Accordhg to Smith, this "shift" is also apparent in the journalkt c ~ m r n u n i t ySmith
.~~

12%atkanis and Aronsw note the subjective nature of the way in which terminology is applied.
"In practice," they write, "whether a person regards a particuiar course of instruction as educationai or
propagandistic depcnds, to a large extent, on his or hcr valuesn (Pratkanis and Ammn 1992:216). "The
point," they continue, "isthat the bias of communication is often in 'the eye of the beholâer.' Wbat is
labeled as pmpaganda and wbat is Iabeled as education depend on one's own propaganda puposes." As
an example of this, they urge the reader to "consi&r the topic of sex &cation in îhe schools as viewed by
a member of the Moral Uajority on the one hand and by the editor of PIayboy magazine on the othcr
handn (Pratkatiis and Arofwn l992:217).
121~erence
Moran, in "Ropagamiaas Pseudocommunication,"ecbaes Smith's evaiuatioa
"Whatevereise propaganda bas ken in the past," he Mtcs, "in its current manifestation it h clcariy the
child of modern technology, the iilegitimate and unwanted o f f s p ~ of
g m a s Society and mas media of
awmunication. The simple lia and persona1 deceptions of the part bear as üttle relation to modem,
largesaïe propaganda as the bow anâ armw do to nuclear missiief (Moran 1979:181).
'%mong jounialists too," writes Smith,'ni~ystypically show self-dcscni iikralc
outnumbering coasewatives by ratios of three to one or more, and a 1979-80 sniby of 238 national
joUIIiilists faiad that of those who nported voting, 81 to 94 percent gave th& support to the more Iiaaal
Democtatic candidate in each of the four preceding presidemial elections"(Smith 1989:73-4). Smith
betieves tbat "the dominant culture is gencnîiy leftist in outlook"(1989:74).

believes that "fascism was Wtually eradicated with the defeat of the Axis powers in 1945,
while international socialism flourished" ( 1989:74).
While one might question the validity of Smith's historical analysis,lu it is the
premise on which he bases his theory. With the demise of fascism on the geopolitical
horizon, "new examples of what had traditionaiiy been defined as propaganda came

primarily from Marxist sources, and the study of propaganda necessarily acquired an
anticommunist bent" (Smith 1989:74). When, in the 19609, the cultural shift to the lefi
took place, "interest in analyzing contemporaq propaganda quite understandably
declined" (Smith 1989:74). Unfortunately, Smith treats this analysis as though it were a
conventional piety, a worldview shared by dl. He does not, for example, demonstrate that

the ''virtual eradication" of fascism actually occurred following World War Two.Nor does
he elaborate on why a shiA towards the political lefi "quite understandably" led to a
reluctance on the part of the intelligentsia to analyse propaganda. His intimation is clear,
though: lefi-leaning popular c u b e was unwilling to investigate those disseminations of
information which might challenge the legitimacy of the worldview to which it adhered.

"The second reason for the neglect of traditional propaganda may stem fiom the

Chomsky and Hennan 1979. in the introduction, they write: 'With the spread aid huge
dimensions of the empire of Third World fascism, camplete with death squaâs, torture and repression, the
gap ktween f k t [i.e., "that the Unitcd States bas organizeû unda its spomrship a
d protection and
coloniai system of client states niled mainry be tenor (1979:ix)l and belicf [Le., that the United States is
dedicated to furthering the cause of democracy and human righîs (1979:ix)l bas become a yawaing chasm.
The ideological institutions-the press, schools and universities-thus @ce a challenge. It is, one might
have thought, a formidable ta& to bransmute increasing numbers of fascist thugs into respsctablc'lcadas'
worthy of our subsidics and activc support. Equaiiy serious is the pmblcm of dcpicting the United States
itself as fit to judge and assess the human nghts record of other states, in this contex! dspoasorship of an
intemational mrifia.a d iminediateiy after its prolonged and bnital asault on the peaam SOCictics of
indachlliaw(Choand Herman 1979:~).

simple fact that it is so cornmon and, at least to knowledgeable observers, so obvious"
(Smith 1989:74). Here he criticises the intelligentsia and the media for its aiieged
obsession with the "'deeper,' hidden (and ofien contrary) levels of significance" in current
events in clear spite of "the obvious or 'surface' rneanings" (Smith 1989:74). He agah
offers no evidence that this is, in fact, the case; he merely repeats it as a phenornenon
which has been raised "to the position of dominant inteilectual values" (Smith 1989:75).

"Applied to the study of propaganda," he writes, offering an exarnple notable for its own
propagandistic reductionism, "this means there is linle intellectual interest in showing, Say.
that the U.S. position in a dispute is almost certainly true while that of the USSR is almost

certainly a lie" (Smith 1989:74-5). While he does not name them explicitly, he does
cnticise intellectuals such as Noam Chomsky and Edward Henan for their analysis of
propaganda machinery in the United States. While the validity of his own analysis is held
to be self-evident, the investigations of those who would argue for an "Amencan position
[which] cm be construed as false" must needs rely on "some novel standard of veracity"
(Smith 1989:75; cf. 1989:76-9).

The third factor Smith considers "a direct outgrowth of the other two. It involves
the adoption of cultural relativism as the guiding philosophy of the dominant culture"
(1989%).

This, though, appears to be Linle more than Smith's reaction to postrnodern

thought in the modem intellectual climate.'21
lasmith writes: "It is difficuit to exaggerate the extent to wbich this viewpointthe b& of SOcalled 'posbn0de.m'thought-has corne to permeate near1y al1 lm& of Amerîcan inki!ectuaî discourse.
Arnong academics in particuiar, relativisîicjudgments arr pronound with an air of unanswmihtt
hnality, as ifthe whole of human thoughî and experience allowed no other possi'ble conclusion"
(1989:tS). Whik it is conceivable that thcy would find few o h things on which to agree, radical
feminist writer Camille Pagb does connu with Smith in his perception of the endemic nakm of

4.3 Misperceptions of Propaganda

While there are different colloquial understandings abroad in society about what
constitutes propaganda, most of these fall under the umbrella of two genenc categories.
First, there is the understanding that propaganda is, by defhition, something which is
untrue; propaganda is quite simply a lie.IU And, there are cases-most
acknowledgement Adolf Hitler made of the "Big Lie"-in

notably the

which this is accurate. That iq

foilowing what he believed to be the sterling example of "the Jews and their Man&
fighting organization" (Hitler [1925] 1971:23 1-2; cf. Welch 1993:10-12). Hitler accepted
that in terms of propaganda it was ofien easier to induce people to believe a "big üe" than

However, in many other instances. (indeed, perhaps in most instances of
propaganda theory when applied to Christian anticult material), propaganda is l e s ofien
the invention of outright fdsehoods than it is the careful management of tmths and
tniths towards a particular end. As communications scholar Stanley Cunningham notes,
"[dthough] propaganda is conventionally and stereotypically equated with falsehoods and
lies modern propaganda behaves with far greater restraint and sophistication"

(Cunningham 1989: 152). Rather than lies and altogether spurious disiafomtion,

'"

postmodernism in American acadcmia; on this, Paglia 1992.
'%c~ean nota thab in "generaiEnglish usage, 'propagmda is a pejorative term, dércing to
campaigns of Lies or tmtmîhs, though the word is not always used that way" (MacLean 1981:147).
'&In this thy ptocecdedon the souad principle that the magnitude of a lie dways contains a
certain factor of cfedl'bility, sinœ the great masses of îhe people in the very bottom of tbeir bcarts tend to
k compteci rathcr tban consciousiy and purposciy Nil, and tbat, thcidore, in the primitive simplicity of
their min& they mon e a d y fall a victim to a big tie than to a tittle one, since they themseb lie in little
thgr, but wouid k asbamed of lies that were tw big" (Hitler [1925] 1971:23 1).
'27~orexample, h the case of Met prapaganda, Roy Godson notes tht what iiscd to k caîieâ
Udisirrformation"was h m the 1980s on k n m as "active measures" (Godson 1989~99).Godson writes:
-

propaganda (especiaily in the particular genre under discussion here) is better understood
as communication which is organised and manipulated in such a way as to motivate the
target audience in a particular direction, both philosophically and achially.12' Deceit, then,
is not the objective of propaganda, although it is one of the rnany tools by which

propaganda's real objectives are achieved.
A particularly good illustration of this distinction, one which relates to the above

example of Hitler's "Big Lie," is found in the electronic archives of the Institute for
Historical Review, an Amencan organisation dedicated to Holocaust revisionism.

'" There,

in a miscellaneous article entitled "Hitler and the 'Big Lie'," JoumI for HHislicuï Review
associate editor Greg Raven writes that "It has been repeated so ofien that M

y no one

"Forgeries are the most tangible, obvious form of disidormation, but they are only a subsct-and
instnunent-of this larger category of actions deliberately intended to spread false or misleadhg
information for plitical purposes. A major objective of Soviet disinfomtion is discrediâing the United
States. Such operations need not, but often do, employ forgeries. For c.xample, forgeries have been used as
part of recurrent Soviet accusationscoweyed in overt propaganda organs that the CIA routinely carries
out assassinations and was involved in the killing of Oiaf Palme and Indira Gandhi, among others"
(Godson 1989: 107).
''*citing the leaming mode1 of persuasion developed by Car1 Hovland and hic ~~Ueagues,
Pratkanis and Aronson &de the process associated with persuasion (in whicb they chsis@ propaganda)
into four sîages: "1. The message must uttract the recipients attention . . .2. The arguments in the
message must be understood and comprehended . . . 3 . m e recipient must l e m the arguments contained
in the message and corne to accept them as me . . . 4 . We act on this learned knowledge cmd beliefs when
there is an incentive to do so* (Pratkmk and Aronson 1992:23). This is similar to what Hazan calls the
"absorption screen" in ihc propaganda proces (cf. Hazan 1976: 19-2 1).
'%n the Inr*itute for Hisiorid Roriew and its f o u - W ' i
David M a d e n (&a Lewis
Brandon) and Willis Carto, founder of the vinilentiy anti-semitic Likrty Lobby-see Barkun 1997:221,
226; Churchill 19%; Diamond 1990; Mink 1985; <http://www.netmeg.mt(faci/history/bo1ocaust/'ihr/
O 1.h W > , electronic document. Diamond also links Carto with the F m @ Christian B-g
Network through Maureen Salaman, the host of one of the more popular programs produced by FCBN
and syndicated to other networks, incluâing the Trinity Bmadamhg Network Of SnlnmRn_ Diamond
writes that she "isknown nationally as a veteran activist in W ' i Carto's LILoWy" and that in 1984
she "campaigned as the Vice-Residential d & t e on the date of Carto's fhctîous electoral fiont, the
Populist Party'' (Diamond 1990:27). Fnsh faces on the horizon of the Arnereligious right-e.g.,
Ralph Reed-üy to distance themselves h m the "stereotypidy paranoiâ, c o n s p i r a c y ~ fcahires
g
of
the old Popuiist movementn in which Reed naaies the Li'berty Lobby (Reeâ 19%:209).

bothers to challenge it: Adolf Hitler created and used the 'Big Lie,' one of his many evil
techniques" (Raven 1997). Raven then quotes the relevant portion of Mein K m p f

(referred to above) and concludes from it: "Clearly, Hitler is not advocating the use of the
'Big Lie,' and, far corn creating it, he is in fact ascxibing the 'Big Lie' technique to the
Jews and Marxists. The 'Big Lie' technique is Hitler's in the sarne fashion that Halley's

cornet is Halley's-not

because either man was the inventor, but rather because he was the

discovere?' (Raven 1997).
As far as it goes, Raven's textual analysis is correct: Hitler did m
f claim to have

invented the "Big Lie" technique and he did amibute its use to "the Jews and their Marxkt
fighting organization." Insofar as they are drawn from Hitler's own writings, these are
accurate statements; they could not be considered lies on Raven's pari. However, their

essential accuracy notwithstanding, they actually provide the basis for a straw man
argument which is then used by Raven to support his case for Hitler's essential innocence

in the area of any propaganda creation and dissernination.lNWhile there may in fact be a
colloquial association between Hitler and the "Big Lie," Raven offers no data to support

his own contention that the masses today accuse der Führer of creating the technique.
I 3 * ~ tmany points in Mein K m p f , Hitier spoke of his admiration for the propaganda employcd
by Gennany's enexnies during the First World War (e.g., [1925] 1971:181-7).As weQ the book is filled
with his own thoughts on the manner in which propaganda shouid be employai in the prosecution of
one's objective ("Thefirst task of propaganda is to win people/or mbsetpent orgonization"; [1925]
1971583); the target audience one sccks to mach ("AU pmpaganda must k popular and its intektual
level must be adjusteci to the most limited intelligence among those it is addressed to"; (19251 1971:180);
and the means of pcosecution which must be borne in mind by the pmpaganâist (". . ody a f i the
simplest ideas are repeated thousands of times will the masses f h U y remember themn; (19251 1971:185).
Of his tenure as "dinctorof the party's prqmganda," Hitler wrott: "1 took much pains, not only to pnparc
the sail for the fûture grtatness of the movement, but by an extremeiy radical conception in this work 1
also stme to bring it about that the party shouid &tain or@ the best material. For t i more
~ radical anci
infiammatory my propaganda was, the more this fiightened weaklings and hesitant characters and
prevented them from penetrating îhe primary core of out otganization"([1925] 197l:586).

.

Second. there is the belief that propaganda is simply the word one uses to label in
some pejorative and dismissive marner disseminations of information of which one
disapproves. In Holy Terror, for example. which is subtitled The Fuhentallisl W m on

Arnerica 's Freedoms in Religion, Pditics, and Our Private Liws, joumaiists Flo Conway
and J i Siegelman define "propaganda" thus:
When communication [which they see as relationai, 'a genuine exchange of
idonnation'] becomes wvert, when it is designed to mislead, distort, or
deceive. when it sets out to subvert reason and individual decision-making
in favor of suggestion and other fonns of indirect control, then the
wonderful process we have been talking about becomes something else
again. It becomes propagandr. (Conway and Siegelman [19821 l984:XO;
cf. [ 19821 l984:3 19-42)
Implicit here is the question of whether those whom Conway and Siegelman accuse of
disseminating propaganda, of misleading, distorting, and subverting reason, themselves
believe that this is what they are doing. This is a critical question in propaganda analysis.

Conway and Siegelman go on to say that "[with] the rise of Holy Terror [Le., the
fundamentaikt Christian war on the rights and fieedoms of al1 Americans], propaganda has

corne home in its most potent form" (Conway and Siegelman [1982] 1984:320).
4.4 The Problem of Definition

While one might question the tenor of theû own rhetoric, this bnef example
illustrates one of the axioms of this research: the use of propaganda thwry in analysis is

Cnticaliy dependent on the definition ofpropagcatdR which informs the analytic model.

Definition, however, presents unique difficulties of its own. As Yale psychologist and

propaganda theorist Leonard Doob (ô. 1909) writes: 'To propose a definition of a word is
both a simple and a complicated task. It is simple because the author of a definition is

faced with the theoretical possibility of formulating any definition which suits his taste or

purpose" (Doob l935:71). For example, in his introduction to the Penguin Classics edition
of Marx and Engels' The Communist Manifsto, historian A.J.P.Taylor noted a
propensity for self-serving definition on the pari of Karl Marx.Taylor writes that "Man<
wanted socidism to win and rigged the dialectic to ensure that it should . . . He decided
beforehand what he wanted to discover and sure enough discovered it" (Taylor [1967]
1985:10).13'Other illustrations of this particular dyMmic will become clear when

discussion is undertaken of the definition of cuit and occuit as they are understood and
applied in the field of Christian anticult apologetics.
Although a simple task in some respects, Doob continues that the proposal of a
definition is also complicated in that meanings cannot be selected merely at rmdom; they
mu*, in some manner, conform to the "more or less specific nuances" society has agreed

upon and attached to the specific words under discussion (Doob 1935:71). Here he is
presaging the Wittgensteinian concept that the meaning of a word is always and only
embedded in its use in popular discourse."' However,while it is usehl (and correct in a
I3'paul Johnson maLes a similar obsavation in InteIIectrrcils, calling Marx an ucschatological
writer"(198855). "The point is that Marx's concept of a Doomsday, whetber in its lurid poetic version or
its eventuai economic one, is an artistic not a scientific vision. It was always in Marx's mind, and as a
political wnarnist he worked backwards h m it, seekuig the evidence that ma& it incvitable, rather than
forward to it, from objectively examined da@" (Johnson 198856).
' 3 2 ~ ~ r k ih
n gm the initial premis that "Evay word has a meaning. This meanhg is coneîated
with the word. It is the object for which it standsn (WitrgeflStein 1958:2e, 81; ab.r e f i i arê tô the
Basil Blackweil German-English edition), Wittgensteinelaborated his concept of "language-~~IIKS"
as a
means to understand the relationships between words, those objects, actions, or phenornena to which the
words refer, and the generation of meaning in the interplay of those rcîationships. At §43, he wrote: "For
a large class of case+though not for all-in which we ernpIoy the world 'meaning' it can be detiwd
thus: the m&g
ofa word is its use in the languagem(Wittgenstein 1958:20c, 843). Earlicr in his
explication, he points out that there is no essential prejirdice in the meaning attached to a patticular word
as it cornes to be used in language. In assigning meaning, a word qua word is only a set ofmtdinatc
souuds which the ianguage group in qustion bas agreed correlate to a particular object, action, or

somewhat superficial fashion), this binary tension in definition does not appear to address
the ability of linguistics to "rescue," as it were, specific terms from their popular

embedding, to recover a particular use of language which may be considered more
accurate and, possibly, more meaningful.

Starhawk, for example, a Wiccan lecturer and writer, believes that it is precisely
this process of recovery which will allow for positive use of the word "witch" in modem
culture. "The word 'Witch' carries so many negative connotations that many people
wonder why we use the word at dl," she writes in The S'irai Dance. "Yet to reclaim the

word 'Witch' is to reclaim our right, as women, to be powerful" (Starhawk 1989:22).
Building on the etymology of witch, which she takes to be f?om the Anglo-saxon wicce,
that is, to bend or to shape, to "be a Witch is to identiQ with nine million v i h of
bigotry and hatred and to take responsibility for shaping a world in which prejudicp clairns
no more victims" (Starhawk 1989:22)."~Part of Starhawk's task, as she sees it, is to

reverse the effects of several centuries of propaganda around the word witch, to recover
and rehabiiitate its use in popular discourse, and in that recovery reciaim a legitirnate place
phenornenon; this Wittgenstein calted this "the ostensive teaching of words" (1958:4e, 96).
13"~inemillion" is îhc largest numbcr associated with the outbreaks of witchhunting in the
Middle Ages and the early Enlightenment period. It is not based on any historical Qta-e.g., trial records
or transcripts-and nnds its origins in the pronouncement of Matilda J d y n Gage (1826-1898), a
d ü a g î s t and early feminist writer who, white she alludes to "historicalrecords" appears simply to have
invented the number for her book Woman, Church curd State ([1893]1972:247). Sinœ tbcn, howwtr, it
bas bezn repeated by those who would reclaim use of the word 'kitch," notabiy Mary Daly ([1978]
1990:183% 216-22),and the National F i Board of Canada films, Goddess Remembered and The
Butning Times (sec Read 1989,1990). Daiy declares that Gage's "a-mazing bookn Uamtainsa I
d and
revoiutionary chapter on w i t c h ~ ([1978)
"
l99O:216;cf. Gage [1893]l972:217-94);the NFB
productions simply repeat the number in the manner of a comntionai piety. While it is v i r t d y
Uapossi'ble to be entireiy accurate, accordhg to more reputable researchers, thosew h have relied on court
documents and available demographic data, the n&r
ofmen and women killed during the great
European witch hunts falls between 40,000 and 60,000, although only 15,000 have betn autbeaticaied
through trial and execution records. See, for example, Briggs 19%:8; Leva& 1995;Milfort 1972.

for her religious tradition. Indeed, one of the Neopagan groups with which Starhawk is

most intimately involved is called the "Reclaiming C~llective."'~
Similady, as noted in Chapter One, University of Virginia sociologist JeBey K.
Hadden wants to retain and in that retention redeem for scholarly purposes use of the
words cuir and sect. "The concept cuit carries a heavy burden of cultural prejudice in

public discourse," he writes in the on-line notes for an introductory sociology of religion

~1ass.l~~
However, despite the fact that "there is such a gaping chasm between popular
usage and the language of social scientific inquiry,"'" Hadden offers severai reasons why

the term should not only not be abandoned, but ought to be rehabilitated for the unique
contribution it makes to discourse about new religious movements. While there
are occasions where "new religious movements" is a better phrase to describe a particular
phenornenon, Hadden is adamant that it lacks the precision of the cult-sect binary and adds
nothing to the "conceptuai clarity" with which these phenomena are approached. In fact,
Hadden believes that "[iq scholars abandon the use of the concepts sect and ait,they
capitulate to the anti-cultists and counter-c~ltists."~~

In terms o f p r o p g h , Doob believes that any definition mua satis@ two
demands. "It must stress the social fùnction of propaganda. And it must give some
'"Reclaiming b a community of women and men working to uni@ spirit and poliiics. Our
vision is moted in the religion and magic of the W d e Immanent Life Force. We sa our work as
teaching and making magic-the art of empowering ourseives and each other. In our classes, workshops,
and public rituals, we train our voices, bodies, energy, intuition, and minds. We use the skills we leam to
deepen our streagth, both as incüviduals and as community, to voiœ our concenis about the worid in
which we h,and bring to birth a vision of a new culture'' (~http~/~ww.nclaiming.or~~
cfactronic
domment).

indication of the psychological process involved" @oob 193572). That is, it must not
only answer the basic "what" of propaganda, but must also tend towards an answer for the
' ' ~ h ~ . "Whde
' ~ ~ this offers some inspiration, it does not address issues of demonstrabiiity.

That is, Doob's criteria for a definition provide no avenue by which any definition offered
might then be operationalised and tested for falsifiability.[j9
4.5 Various Solutions to the Problem: The Wars and Between

Both during and afler the Fust World War, a great deal of attention was paid to
the use of propaganda-whether

successfùl propaganda or not-as

an active weapon in

the arena of human w d i c t . In 19 17, the editors of the Dai& Erpress raliied patriotic
support in Great Britain through the publication of 77truughGeman Spectacies: An
account of the Huns as fhey are; pictured by themselves in their own presî (1 9 1 7 ) .

Thruugh Germun Specracies was a collection of Genan newspaper extracts which were

translated and reprinted each week as a column in the British newspaper. In the foreword,

a classic bit of propagandistic diversion, the editors assure their readers that the columns
are "faithfùl translations of extracts f+om the German newspapers" (IhroughGennon
S ' r a d e s 1917:~).These reprints quickly became one of the mst popular fatures of the

13%
is vcry similar to B e r r d Lonergan's distinction kfwana nomiiuil Aefinition and an
explanatory definition. As Lonergan points out, "there is a difierence bctween nominal and explanatory
definitions Nominal debitions merely teil us about the correct usage of names. Explanatory definitions
also include something m e r that, were it not included in the dennition, would haw to bc added as a
postulate" (Lonergan 1958:11; d.1958:743) He aiso notes that there is a great "difféfencc k w e e n
tcpeating a definition,as a parrot might, and uaering it intclügcntly" (1958:7; cf. hnergan 1990:45-7),
that is, uttering it as Lhough one undersbnds completely that of which one speaks.
' 3 9 better
~
cnahema is foud in Stark and Bainbridge, who write: uDenniti~nsare sîaîments that
iink the axioms and propositions [i.e., the muaurr of theory] to the empirid world . . .'Ihmugh
Aennitions we can operationalisethe statements that have been deduœd, and thence test the W r y or its

partsn (1987:26).

paper.

In the introductory chapter, however, entitled "A Study in Psychology," they do

admit that "the oniy deviation that has been permitted is in the case of those records of
German crime in which the details printed with such gusto in the German newspapers are

of too homble and obscene a character to be republished in a civilized countq" (ZRrmgh
Ge-

Spectacfes 1917:3). In addition to the text, each column carries a headline,

presumably that which accompanied it in the original Gennan press. For example: "A Boil

and Ulcer" r a d s one ("The Englishman, indeed, is not to be classed among human beings.
He is rather a boil, an ulcer, on the body of mankind"-Hambrrrger Nachrichen [nrmgh

G e m m Spectacles 1917:7]); "Gin-Sodden Louts" begins another ("Their battalions of
football-kicking louts are melting away before the fire of Germen artillery"-Posener
Tagebhtt [7hrough Geman Spectacles 19171221);"Nation of Sots" heads a third C'A
fiightfùl spectacle truly. Men and women simply fling themselves on the alcohoi"Berliner Post [ïhrough Gennun Spectacles 19 17:3 11). 14'
"One of the mechanimis employeâ in propaganâa is the specific bounding of d a t e , the
limitation of discussion such that oniy the propagandist's viewpoint is heard in a hourable manner. The
foreword to Through Germun Spectacles, whether aware of this or not, concludes: "From thtsc extracts
and comments, which aggregate upwards of a million words, a repfe~eatativeseleetion bas been made in
order to illustrate those cxtraordinary phases of the Germa character which have causal Gmnany to be
regarded, as one of her most prominent newspapers complained pathetically a few weeks ago, as 'the
Pariah among the Nations'" (ThroughG e m Spectacles 191 7 ~ ) .
"'~eitherwere the Gemuuis averse to the generalising tendencies of pmpiganda Oat example
had to do with the Baralong affair-an August 19 15 engagement between a British Q-ship (decay ship)
and the German submarine, U-27,during which the British crew murâercd German swlivors both in thc
water and abaard a mule fieighter on which they bad sought refiige (cf. Williams 1987:22-6). The story
might never have corne to Light if not for the outrage expressed by the American muleteers who w i t n d
the atrocity and reportecl it to their authorities upon renirning to the United States. Howe~er*according to
Williams, the atrocity became a generalisation for al1 British: "A Gmnan wrote of the BmafongafW
that 'since the officers wac not expeiîcd h m the naval offiœr corps, but dccoratcd by the King of
England with highest bonours, it must see in these murderers a mirror image ofthe whole Engiish
nation'" (Wiliiams 1987:24-5). Accordhg to an inteniet website dedicated to the Unterseeboote,the UBoats, 'Kptlt. Bemâ Wegener was in WWI commander of U-27.He sank an 10 patroîs 29 ships for a total
of 29,402 tom. He dicd on 19 Aug, 1913, when his 11-27 was sunk by gunfjrc h m British U-boat-trap
Baralong. The crew of Buralong killed 10 sumivon of U-27
Baralong-incident)"(<bttpYhibOat.net/

One of the great feats of anti-German propaganda in the First World War was the
campaign launched to raise public awareness and outrage over the execution of a British
nurse, Edith Cavell, in 1915. As the German army advanceci through Belgium, where
Cavell was administering a Red Cross hospital, she helped several British troops who were
cut off by the Geman offensive reach dety in neutral Holand. A few weeks later, a
collaborator betrayed her to the Germans. Tned on a capital crime under the German
articles of war, she was executed by firing squad on 12 October 1915. Aiiied press
generated a tremendous outcry over the Gennan action, fiuther isolating any foreign
sympathy which rnight have existeci for Gerrnany. Lasswell noted, though, that "[shorily]

&er the Allies had created a tremendous uproar about the execution of Nurse Cavell, the
French executed two German nurses under substantialiy the same circurnst~ces~'
(Lasswell [ 19271 1971:32). Sanders and Taylor add to this that, in 1917, the Gennans

proved "incapable of exploiting efféctively the death of Mata Hari, executeâ as a spy by
the French" (Sanders and Taylor 1982:145). As well, the Gennans failed to counter Aüied

propaganda that the 1915 subrnarine attack on the Lusitania was entirely unwarranted
(see below, p. 144 n. 145).

flotillasl"lflo.htrn>,electronic document). Caiied Il-boat-jialle, or U-boat-tram the Qlships wefe the
British aaswer to the submarine thrcat. "Becauseof its load of wobden caskets, wood or cork, it vcry
neariy was unsinkable. The idea was to lure the U - h t to atîack the Q-Ship with its deck gun at close
range as torpedoes wodd not sink the vesseIn (<hîîp://uboattnet/history/wwi/part3
.htm>, clectmnic
document). This page continues: "A particuiarly nasty incident took placc on 19th August 1915: SM 1127
(Kptlt. Wegener) was sunk by the QShip HMSBwalong (LieutenantGodhy Herbert RN). Herbert,
enraged about Germans in general and U h t warfhe in particular, ordered that ail German survivors,
among hem the commander of SM U 27, shouid be executed on the spot Aithough the British Admiraity
tried to kctp this ment as a secret, news spreaâ out to Germany and the inFarnous 'Bardong' incident-a
war crime which was never pn>secuîed-had its share in promoting crueity at d (<http9Iuboat.net/
historyhmQmt3.htm>, electronic document),

Writing Mezn Kantpf fiom Landsberg Prison in the early 19204 Hitler believed
that a major factor in the defeat of Germany by the Mies was the latter's greater
understanding of and facility in the use of war propaganda. Contrasting them with
Germany, Hitler concluded that "the war propaganda of the English and the Amencans
was psychologically sound" ([ 19251 1971: 18 1). German war propaganda, on the other

hand, "offered an unparalleled example of an 'enlightenrnent' service working in reverse"
(Hitler [ 19251 1971 :183). Welch, however, maintains that this represented less original
thinking on Hitler's part than it did "a reflection of the prevailing nationalist daims that

Allied propaganda was responsible for the collapse of the Gerrnan empire in 1918" (Welch
1993:1 1). Welch concludes, in fact, that the evidence does not support the National

Socialist understanding, and "in many respects German propaganda during the First Wodd

War was more advanced than the British (Welch 1993: 11). '"
Whether German propaganda was more or less effective than Allied during World

War One is still a question which is open to debate. Indeeà, the manner in which British

propaganda operated daring the Great War came under scnitiny not long d e r the contlict
ended, and by a man who very iikely supported its use d u ~ the
g war. In 1928, Arthur
Ponsonby, a Liberal Member of Parliament in Bntain, published Falsehd in Wmtime.In

the introduction, he noted: "In the many tributes to the success of British propaganda fiom

German Generals and the German Press, there is no evidence that our staternents were
142~elch
writes: "Ln 1925, when Meln Kampf was nnt pubiisheâ, Hitkr's tboughts on war
propaganda were largcly a rdeaion of the prevailing nationaiist claims that Ailid pfopaganda was
responsible for the coiiapse of the German empire in 191%. . . Hitler's account &the Gcrman débkle in
1918 and the Mureof German couter-propaganda throughout the war became the 'officiai' üuth and
was subsequently repeatedby the younger generation of National Socialists and by right-wing poiiticians
in generd'' (Welch 1993:11).

always stnctly truthfuï' (Ponsonby [1928] 1980: 17). Among others, Ponsonby reviewed
the evidence for the propaganda campaigns behind: the assignation of sole responsibility

for World War One to Gennany;'" Grace Hume, the "mutilated nurse";lu and the sinking
of the Lusikmiu (17 April 1915). 14' Ponsonby's book contains sections on "Faked
Photographs" ([1928] 1980:135-9), "The Doctoring of Otncial Papers" ([1928]
1980:l4O-5), and "Other Lies" ([1928] 1980: 152-60).

In similar fashion to Greg Raven's use of an isolated quote from Mein Kmpf to
substantiate a particular position about Hitler's use of propaganda, Falsehuod in Warhme,
long out-of-print, was reissued by the Institute for Histoncal Review in 1980 and pressed
into s e ~ c as
e "evidence" in that organisation's neverending quest to deny the reality of

143"~he
accusation against the enemy of sole responsibility foc Ibe war," wmte Pomnby, "is
common form in every nation and in every war . . . It is a necessary falsehood based on a momentary
biased opinion of one side in a dispute, and it becornes the indispensable basis of al1 subsequent
propaganda" ([1928] 19%0:57). Ponsonby quotes a number of politicai and media examples of this
"necessary hisehood," among them the man responsible for British war propaganda, Lord Northcliffe.
"'The whole situation of the Allies in regard to Germany is governeâ by the fàct that Gennaay was
responsible for the war,' and again. 'The Allies m u t never tire of insisting that they wete the victims of a
dehirate aggression'" (Northcliffe, quoted in Ponsonby [1928J 19%0:58;cf. also Sanders and Taylor
1982).
1

%ly in the war, a story was cîrcuiatedabout a nurse, Grace Hume,who %as th viftim of
homble cruelty at the hands of Genaan soldiers. Her breasts were cut off and she dicd in great agony"
(Ponsonby [1928] 1980:67). A month later, it came to iight that the atrocity was a hoax perpetrated by
Gmce Hume's younger sister, Kate, who had Bbricated a letter fiom her sister supposcdly writttn
moments More the atrocity took place (cf. Ponsonby [1928] 1980: 67-70).
"%.de he admits tbat the "whole mithwith ~ g a r dto the sinking of the Lusitania will proùably
never be cleami upn ([1928] 1980: 121), Ponsonby considcrs the cssc~1tialvalidity of four points of
contention: (a) whether the Lusitunia was armeci and (&J whether sbe was transporthg Carradiaa troops.
Either of these would make her a legitimate m i l i t target, but both were found to be umbtantiated
However, there were a h the questions of (c) whether she was cransporthg munitions, and, fiom a
propagaada point of view, (4 wbether the Germans bad a national rnedal stnick to commtmorate the
sinking. The former was substantiated, which cast some doubts on the of&iaî Aüied version of (a) and
(b), in that it was adrnitted that the Lusitunia canied 5,400 cases of rifle ammunition and some shrapnel
shells. On the other band, there was found to be no exidence that the Germaris had in a q way honomû
uf the
the af&û with a mdal. "The propaganda value of the meâal was great, as Lord Newton
Foreign ûfiïcc News Departmcnt] admitted The impression it creatcd was absolutcly and iotenîionslly
false'' (Ponsonby [1928] 1980:125).

the Holocaust. The publisher's foreword begins: "There is no doubt that this tiny book

represents one of the most important archive documents in any libraiy, or bibliography, of
Historical Revisionism" (Foreword to Ponsonby 119281 l980:6). In bold type, they
continue: "For, if the lin of World War One could al1 be admittcd to and wtittea
about in 1928-a

mere ten yean after the war ended-why

is it tbat no ruch

admissions have been made these 35 yean after tbe end of the Second World War?"
(Fonvard to Ponsonby [1928] 1980:6). A little fbrther on, they answer their own question.
"Thenfore, it would appear that only when the power of Zionism and its contrd

over our media, bas b e n curtaüed, will the tmth about the 6Holouust' p i n
cumncy" (Forward to Ponsonby [1928] 1980:8).

In 1927, nascent political scientist Harold Lasswell (1902- 1978) wrote in his

doctoral dissertation (later published as Propag&

Technique in Wwld W m I ) that :

Propagmk refen solely to the control of opinion by sigdicant symbols,
or, to speak more concretely and less accurately, by stories, nunours,
reports, pictures and other f o m of social communication. Propaganda is
concerned with the management of opinions and attitudes by the direct
manipulation of social suggestion rather than by altering other conditions in
the environment or in the organism. (Lasswell [1927] 1971:9)
Hïs working definition changed little throughout his caner. "For purposes of the most

general analysis of politics," he wrote in 1939, while wllaborating with Dorothy
Blumenstock on an analysis of world revolutionary propaganda, Vropgan& m y be
defined as the control of attitudes by the mmipJatratron
of symbols (symbols are words,
and word substitutes Ore pictures and geshires)" (Lasswell and Blumenstock 1939:9). Ln

these works, Lasswell began the process of codifyllig for analytical purposes the
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symbology of propaganda, which contributed to the foundation on which modem
propaganda theory is based. While no one symbolic codification is either exhaustive or dlinclusive, these different codifications offer the researcher a variety of avenues by which
propaganda may be explored.
4.5.1 Harold Lasswell and The Use of Symbols

In ternis of slogans, for example, symbols may be identiiïed in three basic ways:
"symbols of demand"; "symbols of identification"; and "symbols of fact" (cf, for example,
Lasswell and Blumenstock 1939:103-5). "Symbols of demand are symbols of preference
or determination for certain events to take place" (Lasswell and Blumenstock 1939:103).
As an example of this, they cite Communist party slogans in the 1930s: "Vote for the

Communist Party1*(November 4, 1934); "Demonstrate against war!" (Augwt 1, 1932);
"Let us organize to postpone wu!" (August 1, 1934; Lasswell and Blurnenstock

1939:109, 110). Each of these contains a goal (the election victory of the Communist
Party; the success of a particular antiwar campaign), as weU as a demand that and a
method by which this goal is to be achieved ("Vote . . ."; "Demonstrate . . ."; "Let us
o r g e . . .").

Syrnbols of identification distinguish between competing syrnbol patterns; they
invoke an identification, either positive or negative, with one symbolic construction of

reality arnong rnany. Demands may be made in the name of many different groups: some
revolutions have been in the narne of classes ( k e the proletariat); others in the name of
nations7'(LassweU and Blumenstock 1939:104). W e not quoted by Lessweii, weîlknown examples of identification symbology are: 'Better dead than Red," and "My
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country right or wrong!" The important point to notice here, which was brought out only
tangentially by Lasswell, is that the very act of identification with creates its reverse
corollary: an identification against. The act of pnmary grouping groups out as well as in.
Lasswell and Blumenstock did note, however, that "one plain purpose of revolutionary
propaganda is to arouse hostile attitudes toward the symbols of the established order,
symbols of hostile (negative) preference must play a prominent part" (1939: 106). In the
current discourse, one could easily substitute "anticult" for "revolutionary" and "cult" (or
one of its apologetic synonyms) for "established order." They continued: "But another
purpose of revolutionary propaganda is to organize love and esteem with reference to
certain substitute symbols . . . and practices . . ." (Lasswell and Blumenstock 1939:106).
Again, in the current context, this would be the symboüc identification of the "good

Christians" against the "evii cultists."
Syrnbols of fact are those which, according to Lasswell and Blumenstock, refer
"objects other than persons or groups, or sentences which assert something about events

without affïrming preference, and without being symbols of identification" (1939: 104).
The least wrnpelling of Lassweli's categories, this particular species of symbol trades on

the belief that facts are not subject to bias, that they are not influenced by prejudice, and
that they may not be manipulated in the service of one cause over another.

An exdient example of the falacy of this view is found in Schulze and GuXoyle7s
discussion of the controversial "Amendment 2" to the Colorado state constitution, a 1992
amendment which lllnited "the civü rights of lesbians, male homosexuals, and bismals"
(Schultze and Guilfoyle 1998:327). Their discussion focusses on "the 'cornmonserise' hate

discourse" (1 998:327) as it was employed by "Colorado for Family Values (CFV),"a
nonprofit coalition based in Colorado Springs . . . established in order to oppose the
inclusion of sexual orientation in antidiscrimination legislation throughout the state"

(Schulze and Guilfoyle 1998:329).
While accusing gays of being antireligious, CFV studiously avoids using
religious doctrine in support of its anti-gay position. It carefully
disarticulates its politics from its religion- on the surface: 'Amendment 2
doesn't hinge on religion or morality.' CFV does not use a single bibücai
quotation in it's entire eight-page tabloid. This reticence, along with its
extensive use of statistics and the language of the social sciences, maintains
the illusion of a nonideological position. (Schulze and Guilfoyle 1998:333)
Opponents of Amendment 2 charged groups like CFV with homophobia and
"hatred of gays" (Schulze and Guilfoyle 1998:334). "CFV says it has 'spoken out against

hatred all along. Facts don't hate; they just are' . . . CFV clairns 'we would be greatly
distressed to see Colorado's "gay" citizens victimized by any son of abuse. (Note: we do
not regard the citing of authentic documented medical information about homosemal
behavior as "abuse.")"' (Schulze and Guilfoyle 1998:334). Schulze and Guilloyle argue
that facts are never just facts, and that they cannot be divorceci fiom the social situation in

which they are found or useci.'" One example is the adage that "picturesdo not lie."

In the CFV television campaign ads, these statistical truth claims are
accompanied by documentary images. Three of CFV's ads depend upon
home-video fwtage of a gay pride parade taken from TIe Gay Agen&.
The ads give the impression of an almost accidental caphiring of images by
an objective carnera that is simply observing the real. The camera work

"%or example, if one fin& a butcher M e lying in the
there wiü be a cettain r i g n i f i m
anached to that situation. Perbaps it bas hillen out of a shopping bag, perhaps out d a ôox ofcuilay
c h e d by th woman one passed in the haU earlier that monhg and who has moveû into the apartment
next door. ûn the other hanâ, an entirely düïérent tigninc811ccwouid k attached O the very same butfher
M e Zone were to corne home and fïnd it f i d y embedded in one's own front door.

connotes live, on-the-spot reporting of presumably unstaged events. This
footage draws upon images of a pubiic spectacle produced by
homosexuals; it is ostensibly a record of the way in which homosexuals
present themselves to the world and a record that CFV cm Say it did not
have a hand in engineering. The documentary video camera siimply 'reflects
the reality' of homosexuality on parade. Of course, through the careful
seleaion of particular images and deliberate editing, music, and voice-over
narration, CFV has a great ded to do with the construction of
homosexuality displayed in these ads, but it is able to hide behind the
'truth' of video documentation. (Schulte and Guilfioyle 1998:334)'"
Access to a readily available symbology is one of the major predicates of
propaganda theory. That is, the propagandist relies on his or her knowledge and use of
pretheoretical prejudices which are already embedded in the symbolic universe of the
target audience in order to eflect the desired behaviour. L a s d l and Blumenstock wrote
that "[propagandists] must keep certain symbols constant as a means ofstabilihg
attitudes. At the same time, they must vary symbols as a means of reinforcing key
symbols, of adapting thernselves to the shifting composition of the focus of attention, and

of enlarghg the attention group" (1939: 107). In the context of Christian antidt
apologetic propaganda, this amounts to a stable use of symbols which promoie the version

of Christianity espoused by the particular apologist/antidtist and attack those groups
which an deemed in opposition to it. What changes, Le., what effects the variation in
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Wnting on the couventions of a reaiist theory of cincma, Linda WiUiams notes:"At its most
e.xtreme tbis theory states that cinema does not represent objects, it re-presents them. Pbtography,
espccially motion photography, is not a conventionai iconography ihat simpiy hscmblcs the world; it is
the world by virtue of the automatic registration of the object h m the world onto phtographic
emulsions" (1989:184). Williams also cites nIm theorist Andrt Bazin in this regard: T h e oôjdvc nature
of photography confers on it a quality of crediiility absent h m aU otber pichue-making . . . .The
photographic image is the object iW,the object &ed h m the conditions of t h e and space which
govem it" (Bazin, quoted in Williams 1989:184). in the example of the CFV videos, "the conditions of
time and spacen which govemed the nuiking of the photographic image were that the images recorded
were neither the totality of the Gay Pndt march, nor the totality of homosexualjty;yet they were
repretmted IS though they were.

symbology, is the specific target under attack. For example, in the 1960s and 1970s, it was
the "cults" and the perceived danger they represent t o Christianity (and. by implication,
modem society);"' in the 1980s and 1 %)Os, while the attack o n the cults has not
significantly diminished, a new variation o f the symbology has been added in the form of
attacks o n the phenomena o f the "New ~ g e . " ' ' ~
4.5.2 Edward L. Bernays and the "Torches o f Freedom"

A year afier Lasswell published Propagatida Techtiiqice i i i World Wur I, Edward

L. Bemays ( 189 1- 1995). widely recognised as the "father of the public relations industry."
wrote that "[modem] propaganda is a consistent, enduring effort t o create o r shape events

to influence the relations of the public to an enterprise, idea o r group" (Bernays [1928]
197225). According to Noam Chomsky, Bemays was "the leading figure in this system of

business propaganda," and that, for Bemays, this "'engineering of consent'150[constituted]
the essence o f democracy" (Chomsky l987:M).15'
148

See, for example. Boa 1977; Enroth 1377; Frccd 1980; Martin 1755, 1965, 1377. Mariin. itilli
Passantino 1980: Petersen 1975; Streiker 1978. These wvorks are concemed only with what they consider
cults; none mention the New Age at all.
149
See, for e.xample, Boa (1977] 1990; Chandler 1988; Groothuis 1986, 1988, 1990; Hunt 1983;
Hunt and McMahon 1988; Mans 1987. 1989, 1990, 1992; W. Mam 1989; Martin 1997. In the revised
edition of his book, now titled Cults. World Religions and the Occult (1990), Boa ad& a chapter on the
New Age movement. A simitar addition was made to the latest edition (1997) of Martin's Kingdom o/the

Cults.

i 5 0 ~the
n "engineering of consent." Walter Lippmann, to whom the phrase is attribut& wrote:
"That the manufacture of consent is capable of great refinements no one, I think, denies. The process by
which public opinions arise is certainly no l e s intricate than it has appeared in these piges. and the
opportunities for manipulation open to anyone who understands the process plain enougli . . . Within the
Iifè of the generation now in control of afFairs, persuasion has become a seLfconsciousart and a regular
organ of popular goverment. None of us begins to understand the consequences, but it is no daring
prophecy to say that the knowledge of how to create consent wiîl alter every politicai calculation and
modifl every political premise. Under the impact of propaganda, not necessarily in the sinister rneaning of
the word alone, the old constants of our thinking have become variables" (Lippmann [ 19221 1965:158).
151~ichael
Spmule notes that Bemays believed that nprofusionalismcould serve as a tnined
guardian of a d e m m c y infiuenced by pmpaganda. He presented the ethical persuader as occupying a

Sigmund Freud's nephew, Bemays was hired by the Amencan Tobacco Company
to implement a propaganda campaign designed to encourage more women to smoke. In
1928, George Washington Hill, the president of the ATC, realised that a huge part of the

market for his Lucky Strike cigarettes was untapped because there was a cultural
prejudice against women smoking in public. This prejudice had achieved the status of a
taboo, and it was Bernays' task was to find a way to remove or to circumvent this taboo.
His tactic has become legendary in the public relations cornmunity. According to Russell
Jacoby,
Bemays twned to A.A. Brili, an early American psychoanalyst, and leamed
that smoking represented subliminated oral eroticism, symbolizing for
women emancipation, even 'torches of freedom.' Bemays, employing this
discovery, enlisted women to smoke in the 1929 Easter parade on Fifth
Avenue. 'Our parade of ten young women,' he trumpeted, 'lighting
"torches of fieedom" on Fifth Avenue on Easter Sunday as a protest
against women's inequality caused a national stir.' (Jamby 1987:38).18
However, when Bemays, a Ne-long non-smoker, learned in the early 1960s of the
negative effects of smoking, especially the drarnatic increase in the incidence of lung

cancer among smokers and the targetting of a younger and younger market by the tobacco
companies, he became a fierce anti-smoking advouite and lobbied through the 1970s to

cruciai middle ground between the put lic and the special pleader, that is, the client of professional public
relations. Descriiing public relations as an art of a d i g the ciient's vicw to that of thc public, and the
public's to the client, Bemayys characterizeâmodem persuasion as a two-way stmt in which the intmsts
of borh the client and the public were seIVCdn (Sproule 1989:13). There wcrc others, howcver, who wcre
not so optimistic. "b]a public debate with Beniays on the question of 'Does Propaganda Meoace
Democracy?' Ferdinand LUllCibtrg took issue with Bemays' contcnttion that 'werybody in Amcrica is ficc
to use propaganda.' Lundberg asserted that propaganûa could never be 'freely' circulateci, because the
propaganda of ideas now requueû the vast resources available to saciai eiites, groups that had shown th&
ability to act contrary to the pubiic intereStn(Sproule 1989:14).
ln
For more oa Bemays, set the Museun of Public Relations website, which off&, among
othen, "Edward L.Beniays: A -,"
at ~http:lhvww~pmuseum.~~m/home.html~~
Also Bcrnays
1965; Ewen 19%:3-17, 159.73; Tye 1998.

have tobacco advertising banned fiom radio and television.'"
4.5.3 Adolf Hitier

At the sarne time as Lasswell and Bemays began their analyses of propaganda, on

the other side of the Atlantic Adolf Hitler claimed that the function of propaganda was "to
emphasize the one right which it has set out to argue for" ([1925] 1971:182). Toward the
end of Mein KmpX he offered his own definition of the phenomenon: " P r o p g i tries
tuforce a doctrine on the whole people . . . Propg&

Rom the standpoiril of an idea and mukes t

works on the genedpublic

h r i p fw the victory of

t h idea . . ."

(Hitler [ 19251 1971:582). Closely following Hitler's principles, Joseph Goebbels, the Nazi
Minister of Propaganda fiom 1933-45, described propaganda as "a carefùlly built up
erection of statements, which whether tnie or false can be made to undermine quite rigidly
held ideas and to construct new ones that will take their place" (Goebbels, in Jowett and
O'Do~ell1986:138). However, as Jowen and O'Do~ellnote, for Goebbels
"propaganda had no hdamental method, only purposethe conquest of the masses"
(Jowett and O'Donnell 1986:15 5). Hitler, on the other hand, spent two chapters of Mein

K m p f detding the theory behind successfbl propaganda, and some of methods by which

propaganda was to be carried out (cf Hitler [ 19251 1971:176-90.579-96).

lS3~ohn
Stauber and Shddon Rampton write: "PR legend Edward Beniays, who designed the
'torches of hirty' para& that made smoking socially acceptable for Amencan womm, later said ifhe'd
known of the dangers of tobacco he wodd have rehiped the account. 'When the prafcssion of public
dations was first outîined,' Bemays statu& 'it was emisoned as other professioi~~
functional: cbat is, as
an art applied to a science, in this case sociaï science, and in which the primaiy motivation was the public
intaest and not pctuniary motivation . . . . No reputable public tclations organization wodd tcday acapt
a cigarette account, since their c a n c e r d g e&cts have been provai'" (Stauber and Rampton
1995:32). Stauber and Rampton note, howevcr, that in "1994, an informai airvcy of 38 PR h m mciûed
that only nine would âecline a contract to represent the tobacco industry" (1995:32).

4.5.4 Leonard Doob

In his own definition of the term, Leonard Doob attempts to distinguish between

intentional and unintentional propaganda. The former, he says, is "a systematic attempt by
an interested individziai (or individuas) io control the attitudes ojgroups of individuas
~ h r a g hthe use of suggestion & consepentiy, to control their actions" @oob
1935:89);the latter is defined, rather loosely, as "the control of the attiftrds4

comequently, the actions of grmps of individuas thrmgh the use of suggestiod' W o b
I93S:W).The difference between the two apparently hinges on the inclusion of

"systematic"and"interested" in Doob's definition of intentional propaganda. Does this
indicate, then, that unintentional propaganda is "unsystematic" or that its dissemination is
brought about by "uninterested individuals"? While Doob's nominal definition of

propaganda is not unhelpful, his attempt at an explanatory distinction between intentional
and unintentional does not add anything in the way o f clarity.

By 1948, Doob had revisited much of his earlier thinking in light of the Second
World War and amended his definition somewhat. In Public Opinion andPropagandla, he
writes: "Propagandacan be d e d the attenipr to Mect the personalties md to conirol

the behnvior of individuais ttowad en& considered utscientific or of dmbifu2 value in a
sociey at amcultu

time" (Doob l948:DiO). Unfortunately, this refined definition is not

any more helpfiil than the one he offered thirteen years before, obscued at it is by
proximity to the overt use of propaganda by the Nazis and the post-war revdations
surfacing about the horror of the Third Reich. It supposes that the only ends to which

propaganda might be airned are those which are 'iuisaentifi~'~
or of "doubttiil value."

4.5.5 The Institute for Propaganda Analysis

In the fa11 of 1937, at the behest of a Boston mercantilist, Edward A. Filene, the
Institute for Propaganda Analysis was begun. Filene, who donated an initial $10,000 to the

project and later established a trust cailed the Good Wil Fund to ensure its continuation,
believed that "education for democracy meant helping people to leam how to tiink for
themselves rather than telling them what to think" (Lee and Lee 1979:118). In 1939,
writing for the Institute, Alfred McClung Lee and Elizabeth Briant Lee concluded that:
"As generally understood, p r o p a g h is opinion expressede the purpose of

infuencing actions of sndividuals or groups. Another less than helpfbl contribution to the

problem. More fomally, the Institute for Propaganda Analysis itself has defined
propaganda as "expression of opinion or action by individuals or groups deiiberately

designed to influence opinions or actions of other individuals or groups with reference to
predetermined ends"' (Lee and Lee [1939] 1972:15).
During the penod of its operation, the Institute for Propaganda Analysis "issued 56

PropgOllLi4 Anabsis bulletins (mostly monthly, some special issues), The Croup
Leader's Guide to Propgamb Analysis, three bound volumes of its bulletins, and a series
of 'Decide for Yourself packets of contrasting propaganda materiais on a variety of
subjects" (Leeand Lee 1979:1 19). However, despite the fact that Filene made every

attempt to see the finest minds in America recniited for bis Institute, and despite the trust
which had been set up following Fiene's death in late 1937, the Institute for Propaganda
Anaiysis lasted ody until9 January 1942. As it turned out, the Institute had brought its

analysis too close to home. When inauendous attacks on its work and motives began to

surface before the House Cornmittee on Un-Amencan Activities in early 1941, the

Institute's financial backers (those who had been given control of Filene's Good WilI
Fund) were reluctant to continue support and the Institute was c l o ~ e d . ' ~
4.5.6 A. J. MacKenzie

A contemporary of the Lees and of the Institute for Propaganda Analysis, A.J.

MacKenzie wrote about propaganda fkom a British perspective."' Trying to avoid Doob's
imprecise distinction between intentional and unintentional, he defined propaganda as "cm
attempt, either unconsciously or as a pmt of a systematic campign by an individuai or

poup holding certain beliefs or &ring

certain en&,

10 influence others to adopt

identical attitudes" (Mackenzie 1938:35). For MacKenzie, whether a panicular individual

or group h o w s or believes they are disseminating propaganda in order for t to be
considered propaganda was a moot point. "Democracy," which MacKenzie held as an
ideai concept and which he contrasted with t~talitarianism,'~
'5s precluded by its very

nature fiom having recourse to al1 the propagandistic weapons so readily wielded by the
totalitarian State" (MacKenzie 1938:356-7). Democracy was the ideal state toward which
'%hile the Imtitute for Pmpaganda Analysis c1osed in 1942. there is stiH an lntenut website
devoted to it; see <http://carmenartsci.washington.edu/propaganda/home.hba~,
elecîrunic document.
'5%lacKenzie believed that Britain had a special responsi'bility both in world I m h h i p and in
the responsiile use of propaganda. "It is for this country to give the democracies a lead, not with any
provocative or bellicose intent, but with a geauine desire to place her power at the service of civilisation.
British propaganda has thdore a two-fold tasic. It bas to cIear away misunderstandings about British
capabilitiesand jmiicy, and then it has to persuade the world of the nœû to aileviate lcgitimate grîevanccs
which certain Powers profcss" (MacKenPe 1938:363).
'%ore fidly on thk, MacKenzie wrote: "The propagada of a dictatorship is bamd by no
restrictions," MacKenPe wmte, "it is, as its chief exporienis have nanlrly admitteû, completely amoral.
Democracy. however, is precludeû by its very nature h m having tecourse to aiî the propapdkt ~e8pons
so readily wielded by the totalitarian S u . It must not, on peril of self-annihilation,attempt to regiment
the mincis of its citizens by crushing out di hostile propaganda. It iç compeiled even to permit the
aâvocacy of intolerance by those who cake aâvantage of toleration to tncnmpass its ruin" (MacKcnzit
1938:356-7).

al1 others should tend. And, since MacKenzie's encomium of the mechanisms of
propaganda (see below) includes the maxim that propaganda "shorrldc o ~ ~ t oali t Ieast
~
a
keri~elof mth" ( 1938:56) and that "an element of truth guards against the deadly

boomerang of an exposed falsehood" ( 193837). there appears no good reason that
propaganda should not be a weapon in the war, not only for the defeat of totalitananisrn,
but the promotion of democracy as well. This requisite "kemel of tmth" is another aspect
of propaganda theory which will have critical significance in the consideration of Christian
anticult material.
4.6 Various Solutions to the Problem: Post World War Two

Following the Second World War, communications researchers, politicians and
govemrnent oflicials, as well as public relations firms, realised that propaganda was not
simply a weapon of war; it was also a tool for control of the rnass population, a

mechanism by which their cornpliance with particular policies could be managed and their
alignment with positions considered "appropriate" ensured. As MacDonald points out: "In
the United States, for example, an effective advertking agency is now mandatory for any
political campaign" (1989:29-30).'" Following the Second World War, the focus of
propaganda shified from beating the enemy to what Sproule identifies as "quantifying the
success of the persuaders" (1989: 16). More finnly than ever, propaganda was brought
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MacDonald aiso writes: "In the so-called 'Free WorId' (a rnanipulative, self-congratulatory
term originated by those in the anticomrnunist West to denigrate their cornpetition behind the East
European 'Iron Curtain' and the East Asian 'Barnboo Curtain'), an aspirant for political ofiœ citing
statistics-whether accurate or not-to support his own candidacy is a propagandist. A clergyman
e.xhorting the heavens to cast out Satan and reorient government toward Christian moral goals is
propagandizing. Propaganda is in children's TV cartoons where muscular superheroes battle intergalactic
oppressors in the name of a commonly understood definition of 'justice'" (MacDonald 1989:21).
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fiom the s e ~ c of
e the people in a time of war to the seMce of governent and business

in the management of people. "During the postwar years," Sproule continues,

"communications researchen touted their focus on measurable persuasive effe* as
providing reliable knowledge that could serve the needs of the nation's policymakers"
(1989:16).
4.6.1 Totai Propaganda: Jacques Ellul

Nearly thirty years after A.J. MaciCemie, social and political philosopher Jaques

Ellul (1 9 12- 1994) attempted to rewrite the script for propaganda analysis when he stated
quite bluntly that, "[in] reality, to distinguish exactly between propaganda and information
is impossible" (Eliul 1965:1 12). In subtle contrast to Goebbels, Ellul deîined propaganda
as "aset of meth& employed by an otganized grmp t h t wants to bring about the active

or passive porticipntion in ils actions by a aass of indrvidiraIs . . ." (1 965 :61). This
definition, however, was ovemdden by Ellul's belief in the necessary totality of
propaganda, and closer evaluation reveals that it is not entirely serviceable. Three points

specifically argue against it.
First, when something is defineci as everything, it can be argued that it is equally
defined as nothing; there are no distinctives, no cultural identifien by which consciousness

and behaviour can navigate between one t b g and the next. One wonders, for example,

ho w an informational sign such as "Calgary 25," indicating that it is approximately
twenty-five kilometres &om that point to the centre of Calgary, could be construed rn

propaganda.

Second, as Steinfatt points out, Eilui d e h d propaganda 'hot in tenns of

independent properties of some category labeled 'propaganda' but in tenns of properties
of categories other than propaganda" (Steinfatt 1979:166) and then Ellul used unqualified

statements to support those properties he had named.'" For example, Ellul wrote that
"[propaganda] must be total. The propagandist must utilize al1 the technical means at his
disposal-the

press, radio, TV, movies, posters, meetings, door-to-door canvasshg.

Modem propaganda must utilize all of these media" (1 965:g). The problem here lies in
EUul's use of the word must. Does it follow, then, that a dissemination of information

which, for whatever reason, omits one or more of these media cannot be considered
propaganda? If an anticult apologist, for example, issues a bi-monthly newsletter and a

book every two or three years, but does not appear on television, could he or she be
considered a propagandist? According to EUul, no. "There is no propaganda as long as

one makes use, in sporadic fashion and at random, of a newspaper article here, a poster or
a radio program there, organises a few meetings and lectures, writes a few slogans on
waüs; that is not propaganda" (EUul 1965:9). For Elld, propaganda is either total or it is

not propaganda; there is no via media which might be accounted for on the grounds of

unequal access to al1 the machinery of media, the unavailability of necessary fûnding, or
the lack of personnel coMnitted enough to the particular cause to go dwr-to-dwr with

%einfatt's basic problem is that Ellul has not d&ed the pmblem of piopgauda in a way
wbich lets any but him determine what is and what is not pmpganda He has defined it accordhg to
rapidly shifting correlates, the content of which he controis, rather tban independent setnibutes wbicb any
observer or rcsearchcr may engage. Stcin!àtt writes that "1 am not rail&sure what would qualifj.as
propaganda ifwe proceed literally h m this d i s d o n of the mxesity of total propaganda. And this
suggests the second problem with UnqllSLilfiedstatements. Since Little or nothing in p s t experience fits the
unqualifiai Aefinition of propaganda, and since we feel that Ellui must be îaiking about some actual
instances rathcr than an idcalizcd conception with no actual counttrpart in ob6crvablt ctality,EUul
becornes the only authority who can interpret the definition and tell us which instances belong to the
category and which do not" (Steinfaît 1979: 167).
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one's message. Propaganda, then, becornes the province of those who already possess the
enormous resources required to access the totality of media. As Steinfatt writes, these
criteria "nmow the scope of propaganda to the point that it is an essentially uninteresthg
and perhaps totally empty class of phenomena" ( 1979:166).

This prefaces the third point: Ellul's use of unqualified statements to define
propaganda renders his definition unfalsifiable and locates him as the sole gatekeeper as to
what is and what is not propaganda (cf Steinfatt 1979:166-7).Because the definition is

unfalsifiable, the t heory w hich constructs from it cannot be tested, refuted, or improved.

Steinfatt concludes: "My basic objection to Ellul's work, especially to his section on the

effectiveness of propaganda, is that he feels fiee to pick and choose those examples which
he believes suppon his Mews and to reject those which do not, apparently on no b a i s
other than his personal whims" (1 979: 168).

4.6.2 Further Solutions to the Problem

Most modem interpretations revert to some form of definition which avoids Eilul's
totalisation theory of propaganda. Nicholas Bumett, for example, interprets the concept
very simply: "Propa,gan& will be defined as discourse in the s e ~ c of
e ideology"

(1 989:127;cf. Sad l994:244).Eleanour MacLean suggests that "Propaganda is
information and opinions (especiaiiy prejudiced ones) that are spread to influence people

in favour of or against some doctrine or idea" (1981:147).
Oarth Jowett and Victoria O ' D o ~ e i"define
i
propaganda as the deliberate d
systematic attenpt to s h p e perceptions, maniplate cognitions, a d andct behavior to

achieve a repme thûtfurkrs the &sired intent of the propgandjst" (Jowett and

O'Donnell 1989:53; cf Jowett and O'Donnell 1986:16). However, following E l l ~ l ,they
'~~
distinguish between white, gray, and black propaganda.
"White propaganda" is that in which the source "is identified correctly and [which]
comrnunicates accurate information" (Jowett and O7Domelll989:M). An example of this
would be a govement-sponsored public celebration of a national holiday, the intent of
which is to promote the superiority of one's own society over another or over al1 others.

Neither the sponsonhip nor the purpose of the event have been hidden fkom the target
audience. Through the emotional reinforcement of a particular prirnary group structure,
"[white] propaganda attempts to build credibility with the audience" (Jowett and
O7Domeii198955). "Gray propaganda is ofien used to embarrass an enemy or
competitor" (Jowett and O7Donne11989:55). As an example, they cite The Voice of
America's derogation of the Soviet Union after the latter's invasion of Mgharustaa.

Finally, "[block]propaganda is when a fake source is given and ües, fabrications, and
deeeptions are spread by the propagandist" (Jowett and O'Donnell 198956). WMe usehl
in some respects, what is problematic about this tripartite, gray-scale approach to the
question of propaganda definition (and, by extension, analysis), is that the use of each of
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We must also distinguish," m t e Eflul, "between covert propaganda and onrt propaganda
The former tends to hide its aims, iâenîity, signinc8nœ, and source. The pcoplc are not awah that
somane is trying to influence thcm, and do not feel they are being pushed in a certain direction. This is
often called 'black propaganda.' It also makes use of mystery and silence. The other fünQ 'white
propaganâa,' is open and abmboad There is a Ministry of Propa&anda; one ndmits that propaganda is
king made; iîs source is kmwq its aims and intentions are identifid The public kmws that an attempt
is behg made to infiuenu it" (Ellul 1%5: 15). Howtver, EUul M s to consider tbt possiiility tbat a rargct
audience daes not mgnise that "someone is trying to influence themn or ihat "they are king pushed in a
certain direction"b u s e the information used to inauence them and the direction in which they are
king pushed so accords with their own kli& and khaviour tbat they do not recognise the influence
process as propa&anda,This l d s to a dictum in propaganda analysk that the propagada of which ouc
must be most wary is the propaganda with which one is most likeïy to a m .
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these is rarely so clear-cut that one is not inextricably mixed with another. Once again,
they fùnction as correlates which may be present in sorne degree, or which may not be
present at dl. The definition has no attributive rigour which will clearly idente the
phenomenon.
4.7 Motivation: The Common Denominator

The one cornmon aspect of al1 these definitiontancl perhaps the most usehl one

in which to ground any definition-is

that propaganda is a carefully organised

dissemination of information which is designed to motivate a particular target audience in
a direction congnient with the intentions of the propagandist. Motivation of the audience,
then, becomes one of the defining attributes of propaganda. From this understanding, the
anaiyst cm then ask several questions: Who is the target audience and what are ths, being
motivated to do? How is that motivation effected? That is, what mechanisms and
techniques are used to effect motivation? And, in retrospect, how successful was the
motivation in terms of the propaganda objective, and why? These questions follow quite
closely similar questions vis-à-vis a sociology of knowledge and the particular social

construction of reaiity operant in the target audience. That is, motivated participation
ofken reifies the primary group structure, and the mechanisms of motivation effect rdtydiagnostics and maintenance.
4.8 The Definition of Ptopaganda

Bearing in rnind the historiai use of the word and drawing on d o u s aspas of
its development, the definition ofpropgQIIiCjawhich has been anived at for this work, and

fiom which the particular mode1 of propaganda attributes and correlates wilî be developed,

reads as follows:
Propagad is O systematic, ideologically driven, actiondenied
manipufution and dissemim~ionof informationl intendedfor a speczjk
target uudience. and intended to injluence the beliefs and the behaviotcr of
t h audience in a manner conunmt with the aims of the propgandist.

This definition may be broken d o m into what Stark and Bainbridge label as the
"attributes" of propaganda; the various rnechanisrns by which propaganda is actualised
towards and within a target audience form the "correlates" of the phenornenon."
4.8.1 Systematic

Propaganda is systematic in that it has a specific objective and the mechanisms of
propaganda are employed in some consistent fashion to achieve that objective. The
uniform presence of at least some of these mechanisms distinguishes propaganda from
other forrns of communication. Specific content aside, the systematic nature of
propaganda demands that these rnechanisms be (a)regularly present in the material under
investigation; (ô) essentiai to the cogency of the arguments made in the material; and (c)
unifody employed in support of the propagandist's objective. Put differently, one might
question whether a particular dissemination of information which used only one of the
1600neof the pmblcms with whiçh sociologisîs of religion have had to deai is that of adequate
dennitions for the Merent nligious phenomeoa one might encounter, adequate in the stnse that the
dennition is nanow enough to inclu& the thing defurcd and exclu& all which are not that thing, and
broad enough not to display itself as an empty category. Stark and Bainbridge approach this problem in
The Fuîure of Religion (1985) anciA Theory ofReligion (1987). In the former, thq.write: "Foiiwhg
Weber,sociologists often use correlates in theh definition of concepts. But it is artributes, not coffelates,
that belong in a definition. Consider the most minimal use of a definition: to permit clear idaitincation of
cases as belonging or not belonging to the dehaed class. Because correlates are not aiways prcscnt and
often may not be present, their use as definhg featms ofien leads to misslassification. Worse yet, when
many correlates are involveci (as Weber advised they shouîd be), the result is a jumble d mixed types tbat
cannot be ordered and thus canuot yield measurement . . . When attriiutcs arc the basis of Minition
(because they are always present in thc phenomena to be classineci) and when enough attn'butcshave bcen
utilized to limit the class in the desired faShion, no ambiguity tesults, for then the concept forms an
underlying unidimensional axis of variation"(Stark and Bainbridge 1985:20).
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mechanisms which help identify propaganda really constitutes propaganda. The use of one

glittenng generaiity could easily be explained another way, not the least of which a simple
rnistake on the part of the writer. One anecdotal atrocity or a single andotal miracle

might add to the tenor of the information presented, but be in no way essential to the
rigour of the argument. While avoiding Ellul's requirement for total propaganda as the
on& propaganda, it is clear that a single use of any of the mechanisms hardly establishes a
pattern of consistent or uniform use, and could again be explained by other means. AS

such, the first proposition derived from the definition is:

4.8.2 Ideological

Propaganda is ideologycalZy driven; it is a dissemination of information employed

in the s e ~ c of
e those particular cognitive boundary markers by which one's perception of
the world is organised and accordmg to which one's behaviour in the world is actualised.
Berger and Luckrnann note that "ideology" is a term with littie utility in a monopolistic

social structure. It comes to have usefùi meaning when attached to the notion of power
exchange and cornpetition-a

situation of social pluralism. Ideology becomes one more

factor in the resolution of problems of practicai Me. They write that "[when] a partidar
definition of reality cornes to be attached to a concrete power interest, it may be d e d an
ideology" (Berger and Lucltmana 1967:141).

In the case of fundamentalist Christian antinilt apologetics, this ideology is (a)
bounded by a rather inflexible, exclusive definition of what it means to be a "Christian,"

place in the history of human religious development and the spectrwn of world religious
thought and practice;16' and fc) it is driven both to convert others to that partidar vision
of Christianity, as well as to de-convert those who have chosen aitemative religious

Marxists have taken control, they have s u p p r s d the church. They have outlawed the Bible forbidden
the instruction of the young in religious values, and persecuted believers. Coxnxnunists are always enemies
of Christianity . . .there is no way a Christian cm serve Jesus Christ and Karl Marxn (Robertson
1984:194). Falwell concurs with this assessrnent (cf. 1980:71-92). However, for a very different
interpretation, see Miranda 1974, 1980, 1981.In Cornrnunisrn in the Bible, for example, Mexican
liberation theologian José Miran& writes that, while it is certainly understandable for a Christian to daim
to be anti-Wst, "for a Christian to claim to be anticommunist is quite a different matter, and without a
doubt constitutes the greatest scandai of our century" (1981:1). He continues îhat thete "is no clcarcr
demonstration of the brainwashing to which the establishment keeps us subject than the offiddy
promulgated conception of Christianity as anticommunist" (198 1:2).
16'1n response to the question, "Are îhe heathen really lost?" Ron Rhodes answers quite
unequivocally. T e s n (1997:175). He continues, "Sdptwe makes it very plain: 'Salvation is found in no
one else, for there is no other name under heaven given to men by which we must be savcd' (Acts 4: 12).
'The Bible says, 'There is one God and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Je-' (1
Timothy 25). ûther religions do not lead to God" (Rhodes 1997:176). On the issue of universai saivation,
Rhodes responds that "the Scriptures speak of two categories of people (the wed and the unsaved) and
two poss1'ble destinies (heaven for the saved, hell for the unsaved). And each nspectivc person ends up in
one of these places based upon whether or not he or she plaœd saving faith in Christ during his or her
time on earth (Acts 16:3 1)" (1997: 179). Hunt concurs: "Christianity teaches that there are Wo
destinations and that each person has the freedom to choose one of the two: heaven or hell. That Jesus
Christ is the only way to heaven can easiiy be pmedn (1996a:287)."None of the world's religions,"he
continues, "(Christianity is not a rcligion but a relationship rvith God through Christ) offers a rightcous
basis for God to forgive sins and to we1cume the sinner into His presence. Neither Buddha, Confiicius,
Z o w e r , Mohammed,nor any other founder of a religion even claimed to pay the penalty for the sins of
the world. They couldn't even pay for their own sins and are thus still in their gravesn (Hunt 1996a:288).
1
%ou&
m l y stated as explicitly as "we must convert ali those who belong to religions
different than ours," the dynamics of conversion (see below, pp.432-7) are implicit in al1 anticult
apologetics; indeed, conversion and deconversion are their raison d'être. "A Christian leader once said,"
explains Rhodes, "'Every heart with Christ is a missioaary-, every hart without Christ is a mission field'"
(l997:215). Rhodes' mentor, Walter Martin, declared: "Cult Evangelism-Mission Field on Your
Doorstep" (Martui 1997:443). Alarmed at the gnrwth of non-traditional religions in North
Amenca-whether new rciigious movemts, sectarian movements within estaôlisheâ orthodoxies,or
world religions gainhg currency in the reii~iousmarketplace-Martin wroe tbat "the non-Christian cult
systems in America have gmwn tremendously in the last one hundred yearsn (19971448). For Martin, the
"only way to o f k t this is by a r e m to positiveChristian evangeiism on the fiercely personai basis of
door-toldoor and neighbor-to-ncighbor Cnort whenenr the opportwiity prcdcnts iW. Bu! ovcr aed
beyond this,it is time that the c h w h of Jesus Christ begins to consider the d t s themdvs as a mission
f i e l b a mission field on the doorstep of the church whmver she cxists in the worlâ, both at home and
abroad" (Martin 1997:448). FoUowing some general techniques which his readers can use when
evangcLising, Martin conclucies that the "evangelization of cultisis is the task of the Christian chwch of
which each Christian is a member, a part of the body of Christ. Until this is recognbd, and Chrisihm

Thus the second proposition by which propaganda is defined States:
-

-

P2 Propagmida is driven by ideology.

From this proposition, in the context of fundarnentalist Christian anticult
apologetics funaionhg as propaganda, are denved three fùrther propositions.
P3(a) Thefundamentaiist deJnition of a
"Chri~lim"is exciusive and inflexible.

1

P3(b) In the f u r h e n t a l i s t defiition.
Christianiîy ocnrpies the supreme place
mong world religions.

1

-

P3(c) In ihefundamentuIist definition, me
Christimity seeh bath the conversion and
the deconversion of those who choose
attemative re[igious expression.

I

4.8.3 Action-orientecl

Propaganda is action-orienîed in that its goal is the motivation of the target

audience towards an objective determined by and consonant with the propagmdist's
ideological position. The orientation could be something as nebulous and tiimply stated as

"Ein Volk,ein Reich, ein Führer," a slogan used by the Nazis to rally support for Hitler as
the herald of the new Germany (cf,for example, Welch 1993 : Plate 15). Or, it could be

are urged anci encouraged by th& pastos and leaders to forsake the portals of Holiywood and the domain
of thc grrat god, Television, for door--to-door publishing of îhe Good News of W s iove in Jesus Christ
for a lost world, the evangelization of cuiüsîs will continue to be one of tbe great trageâies of the Christian
church in out
(Martin 1997:457).
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derived fiom a more complex cognitive process. Atrocity stories, for example, facilitate
motivation, but they do it through a more subtle psychological process of separation and
primary group cohesion. "We are not like those awful (fill-in-the-blank)," implies the
atrocity tale, "therefore, it is our duty to defeat them."Atrocity tales motivate support for
a primary group which is seen in opposition to the perpetrators of the atrocity (see below
on "satanisation," pp. 188-92 below). And, as has been s h o w above, the essential validity

of the atrocity (including the rnanner in which actual events, Iike the execution of Edith
Cavell, are portrayed) is less important than the motivation it actualises in the target

audience. Thus, the next proposition is generated:

4.8.4 Propaganda is Manipulative

Propaganda is information which is mmiplated in a marner consonant with the
aims of the propagandist. Again, this is not to say that propaganda is untme, not

necessady. Bearing in mind MacKenne' s aâmonition about the boomerang &ect of a lie

uncuvered, factual data is often an essential part of the propaganda process. How those
data are hmeâ, bounded, presented, and emphasised, though, wüi determine in large

measure the reaction of the target audience to them. It is the mechanisms of propaganda
(see below, Chspter Five) which effect this manipulation. That the Lusitania was

torpedoed by a Gemiaa U-boat off the wast of Ireland in 1915 is a fact of history; it is not
open to debate. in motivating public outrage au4 therdort, support for the war, however,

the propaganda mechanisms employed at the time used that fa*, but careWy avoided
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others which might have mitigated in sorne way public reaction to the sinking. Such
selective disclosure and discriminate emphasis rnotivated the Allied public to "Avenge the
Limitania!" Likewise, the fact is that a racial and linguistic group called the Aryans did

sweep d o m into the Indian subcontinent about 1600 B.C.E.,
bringing with them both the
Vedic language (the early f o n of Sanskrit) and the religious mythos which was later
recorded in it (the Vedas; cf Warder 1980:18-20, 22-24). It is also a fact that this invasion

led to the nse of Brahmanism as a major Stream in the Hindu religious tradition. To
conclude fiom these data, however, as Dave Hunt does, that "it was the @an God of
Hinduism who willed Hitler upon the worlâ" (Hunt 1983:152) is a propagandistic
manipulation of the basic data (further on this, see below, pp.543-50).

The fifth proposition in the definition reads:

4.8.5 Target-specific

Propaganda is aimed at a pcific turget audience. Or, put more pdailar1y7in

seeking to effect motivation, it is aimed at the established prejudices-both implicit and
explicit-of a specific target audience. While his definition rnay lack somewhat overall,

Ellul did note correctly that the study of propaganda theory and the analysis of
propagmda success has established that "a prejudice or stereotype is hardly ever changed

by propaganda" (EUul 1965:33). This is a criticai point becaux it speaks not ody to the

choice of mechanisms by which given propaganda is disseminateû, but also some of the

reams why such mechanisms succeed or faii. A better way to understand the mechanisms
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of propaganda, then, is not that they effect the change or the replacement of prejudices in

a target audience, but rather that they manipulate and, indeed, reifj those prejudices which
already exist and can be made to serve the objectives of the propagandist. Ellul continues:
"We can conclude nom a large body of expenence that the propagandist camot go

contrary to what is in an individual; he cannot create just any psychological mechanism or
obtain just any decision or action" (Ellul 196533). This seems to follow logically fiom the
dynamics of the social constmction of reality, the iùnction of cognitive boundary markers,

and the operation of proximate thresholds of instability. For example, Ka particular
phenornenon does not present itself as a problem of practical life as determined by these
three aspects of worldview operation, how successfùl would a propaganda program
designed to motivate behaviour and impact that phenornenon in some way be likely to be?
Propaganda works on the existing beliefs, myths, symbol sets, and prejudices
which are already in place in the target audience, manipulating these towards whatever
objective the propagandist has defined. As EUui noted, the propagandist "must know the

sentiments and opinions, the current tendencies and the stereotypes among the public he is
trying to reech" (EUd l965:33). This is the sixth proposition.

P6 Propaganata has a qecific target
audience.

I

4.8.6 Objeetivcspceific

Findy, propaganda has an objective. Whatever it is, there is something wbich the
propagandist wants his or her target audience to believe and to do. The specific objectives

are innumerable: Buy a particular brand of soap because it gets clothes 30% brighter (30%
brighter than what?); boycott the businesses of a certain ethnic or racial group on the

grounds that this group is singularly responsible for al1 the problems of a given society
("Die Juden sind rrnser UnglücK'-''The

Iews are Our rni~fortune");~~'
petition the local

govemment to ban certain garnbling devices because they have been deemed harmfil by a
particular group of people (''Calgaians for Democratic Choice," an anti-Video Lottery

Terminal group in Calgary, Alberta, 1998-which name implies that those Calgarians in
favour of VLTs are somehow in opposition to democratic choice. This assertion of
implicit moral ascendancy establishes another pnmary group to which people can belong).
Despite the multiplicity of possibilities, the fact of an objective for propaganda remains
constant. Thus, the final proposition reads:

P7 Propagancifrhar an objective.

16'singular causes for complex social situationsand pmblems of practical life are very o h a
component of propapanda. As Hitler wrote in Mein KampI; the "purpose of propaganda is not to produce
. interesthg divertissements for blasé young gentlemen, but to convinœ the masses. The masses, ~OWCVCT,
are slow-moving, and they always require an interval of time before they are prepared to notice anything
at dl, a i i bey will ultimately remember only the simplest ideas repeated a thousand times mer" (il9251
197 1:185). Radical feminist philosopher Mary Daly, for example, locates ail social ills within the puMevu
of patriarchy. At the beginning of a volume of mernoirs, she wrîtes that she is "intcnselyaware of the
sûugglc to stay on my True Course, dtspite undeminhgby demons of distraction that hanalseemed to pull me off course. These 1evennially Disçovered and Named as agents and institutionsof
patnarchy, whose intent was to keep mo-aadindeed all lMng bc-hg-within the stranglchold ofthe
foreground, that is, fatherland" @aly 1992:1). The "foregroundn Daly Adines as a "'maleenttrad and
monodirectional arena where fabrication, oôjectiîication, and alicnation takc piaœn (1992:ln). Ekwhere,
in a passage reminiscent of Tertuîlîan's "On the Appiuel of Women" (cf. TTertullian, in Nulle l%8:317),
Ddy concludes: "PhaUic lust, violent and selfiindulgent, levels aü life, disnembcnng spirit/matter,
attempting snnihitatio~Its r&ed culturai proôucts, h m the sadistic poniography of the Marquis de
Sade to the sadamasochistic theology of Kat1 Bartb, are on a continuum: thcy are e s s d d l y the same.
This lust is pure in the seme tbat it is characterizedby unmittigatedmalevolence. It is pure in the sense
that it is ontologicatly e d , having as its end the brakin@re.g of femde be-ing" (Daiy 1984:2; cf. also

Da@

1973, [1978] 1990, 1992).
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4.9 Summary

Whle it will, almost inevitably, prove itself less than completely satisfactory, it
does appear that a definition of propaganda which will operationdy differentiate itself

from other forms of communication is possible. By examining a particular dissemination of

information according to the attributive propositions of this definition, a researcher is
better able to judge not only whether a propaganda program is at work, but also the
rnanner in which that program is actuaiised. 1s it weighted, for example, toward the
acceptance of a particular ideology? Or, rather, is the ideology taken for granted and the
motivation located in the behaviour demanded of adherents to that ideology? How

successfùl was a parîicular propaganda program, and why? Was it too sporadic? Too far

removed fiom the subjective construction of reality Ulhabited by the target audience? Did
it demand behaviour of the target audience which that audience found objectionable, no

matter how favourably disposed they may have been toward the uitimate objective sought
by the propagandist? Was its manipulation of information unconvincing? Too transparent?
Too opaque? By providing a consistent fiarnework in which they may be asked, these are

some of the questions which an adequate working definition of the concept of propaganda
helps to answer.

Chapter Five
"The Magic of a Phrase":
The Principles and Mechanisms of Propaganda

Technical progress has v m t b increased the power of the propagdist
and assured him of innumerable disguises. His campdign tnay be open
and bla~ant,with the objective ofptlveriising the opposition; or he mqy
operate silentiy, like a thiejin the night, mmlding the pattern of a
people 's mind by nîbtle suggestion.

A . J. MacKenPe+

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter generated a definition of propaganda according to which a
researcher could identify whether a propaganda program is at work in a particular

situation. This definition provides the "What" of propaganda, as it were. The current
chapter builds on that definition to explore the "how" of propaganda, the instrumentality
by which the manipulation of information is effied. In this case, there are two dynamics
at work-principles upon which successful propaganda is coastructed and mechanisms

which are employed by the propagandist to execute the demands of those principles. Put

differently, whereas the definition conceptualised in Chapter Four provided the attributes

of propaganda, this chapter examines certain correlates of the phenornenon.
Once the basic principles have been established and some of the correlative

mechanisms surveyed (an exhaustive examination of propaganda techniques is beyond the
scope of this work), these mechanisms will be re-framed in the context of Christian
anticult apologetics. Manipulation of information is central to the therapeutic maintenance

of the worldview inhabited by anticult apologists, and the seven correlates surveyed give
some indication of the means by which such manipulation is accomplished.
5.2 Tbe Principlcs of Propaganda

Following many of the aspects inherent in a sociology of knowledge, A.J.

MacKenzie, "at the risk of imposing an artificial simplicity on to what is a most wmplex
subject," noted that there are "seven rnaxims, which may be termed the seven secrets of

propaganda success" (MacKenzie l938:N). These maxims are: repetition; colour; a
kernel of truth; sloganeenng; a specific objective; the concealment of motive; and timllrg.
5.2.1 Repetition

While it neeâ not be total in the sense required by Ellul, the "Prst essential in

propagQndQis repetition" (Mackenzie 193850). As Berger points out, people forget
easily and m u a be constantly reminded of that which is important.'" Hitler echoed this in

Mein Kmpf: "The receptivity of the great masses is very limited," he wrote, "their
intemgence is smaii, but their power of forgming is enormous. In wnsequence of these
'%Men forget. They mut, therefore9be reminded over and over again. Indeed, it may be argwd
that one of the oldest and most important prerequisites for the establishmentof culture is the institution of
such 'remhien,' the temi'blenessof which for many centuries is perf~ecîlylogical in view of the
' f o r g ~ e s sthat
' they were designed to combat. Religious ritual bas k n a cnicial instnuncnt af this
proœss of 'remhding.' Again and again it 'maices present' to th= who participatc in it the firndanrental
reality-definitionsand their appropriate legitimations'' (Berger 1%7:40).

facts, al1 effective propaganda must be Iimited io a very few points and must harp on these

in slogans until the last member of the public understands what you want him to
understand by your slogan" (Hitler [ 19251 1971 :180-1).
For exarnple, in the weeks immediately following the iraqi invasion of Kuwait, an
"eyewitness," claiming to be a nurse in a Kuwaiti hospital, came before the U.S.Congress
with a hommng story of three hundred Kuwaiti babies who had been unceremoniously

dumped out of their incubators by Iraqi soldiers so that the machines could be smt back to
medical facilities in Iraq. While no substantiation for this story was sought beyond that
offered by the "witness," it played a prominent role in many of the speeches made by
President Bush and was repeated over and over by both media and political figures as
Operation Desert Shield was implemented (Rowse 1992).'" In remarks made at an
October 1990 Republican Party campaign rally in New Hampshire, for exarnple, Bush
proclaimed: "Kids in incubators thrown out so that the machinery, the incubators
themselves, could be shipped to Baghdad. And that's what we're dealing with. We're
dealing with Hitler revisited, a totalitarianism and a brutality that is naked and

unprecedented in modem times. And that mua not stand. We cannot talk about
1

%wg
Wnting in the Columbia Journalisn Review, notes that the testimony of the
"eyewitness"was filnid for d a release by Hill and ffiowlton, the public dations h rcspollza'blc for
the pioy. "in addition to helpiog to cast and direct the hearing, tfetK sent its own camera cnw and
produceci its own film, which was promptiy sent out as a vide0 news reIease, or VNR, to Mcdialinlr. a f h n
that m
e
ssome 700 TV stations throughout the country,Portions of the VNR féaturing Nayirah's
testimony were used on the October 10 NBC Nightiy News and evenhaaiiy reached a total audience of 35
rnillioa-sllfncient to win it fourth place on the top tcn list of VNR succcsscs in 1990 (set "The VNR Top
Ten, CIR,March, 1991/ Aprii, 1991)" (Rowse 1992). Accordhg to FAR (Fairness and Accuracy in
Rcporting, a media watchdog organisation), "[after] the end of Iraqi occupation, the New York Times
(UZW1) off& this twoIsclltenœ fctraction, buried fivesixths of the way through an artide: 'Somc of
the atracities which had bcen feported, such as the killing of infants in the main hospitals shortly a h the
invasion, are untme or have been exaggerateû, Kuwaitis said Hospital officiais, for iastaace, said tbat
stories circulated about the kiilingof 3OO children were incorrectn(FAIR 1991).

compromise when you have that kind of behavior going on this very rnin~te.""~
As it tumed out, the alleged witness was not a nurse at dl, but a Meen-year old

member of the Kuwaiti royal house, the Al-Sabah family. The Al-Sabahs escaped Kuwait
ahead of the invading Iraqis and reiocated their financial empire to the Sheraton Al-Hada
Hotel in Tiaf, Saudi Arabia (O Tuathail 1992). From this base of operations, they founded
and financed the "Citizens for a Free Kuwait" organisation, which quickly began to lobby
for U.S. military intervention in the region. In the maiden issue of The N m Citizen, a
j o u d published by the Citizens for Media Literacy group, editor Waily Bowen reflected

on the effect of repetition of the story. "Last January," he wrote, "variousnews
media-fiom

The New York Times to CBS' '60 Minutes'-reported

that an October,

1990 story that heiped sway Arnerican public opinion toward going to war may have been

planted by the Kuwaiti governrnent with the help of a top Washington public relations fmn

run by Craig Fuller, a former top aide to George Bush" (Bowen 1992). Bowen continueci:
The Hill & Knowiton firm received $8 million 6om the Kuwaiti
govemment for a PR campaign to generate public support for U. S. military
intervention in the Persian Gulf The star witness in the carnpaign was a
15-year old girl named Nayirah, who t d l y told a Congressional hearing
that Iraqi soldiers 'took the incubators and left the children to die on the
cold floor.' The story was repeated by President Bush and other members
of Congress in support of the war, but Hill & Knowlton's involvement was
not disclosed. Nor was it revealed that Nayirah, whose last name [AlSabah] was withheld for security reasons at the t h e , is the daughter of
Kuwait's ambassador to the United States.
Subsequent investigations by human rights groups and wws
organizations have b e n unable to substantiate the aliegeû atrocity. The
New York-based Middle East Watch spent l8 days visiting Kuwaiti
hospitals and interviewhg dozens of doctors and nurses. They found no

"oGeorge Bush 23 Oaober 1990, quoted in ~http://~.ssdl.tam~edu(bushliBrary/paptrs/1990/
901O230 1.htmi>, electronic document.

evidence that Iraqi soldiers took babies fiom incubators. Yet the U.S.
media, apparently without the means to detect the lie, disserninated the
propaganda-if that's what it was-to the American public. With the U.S.
Congress consenting to war by only a slim matgin, the incubator story may
have been the decisive factor in sending the United States to war. (Bowen
1992)

In a 1996 advertisement parody of Hill & Knowlton, Adbusters, the "Journal of the
Mental Environment," reprinted a video snapshot of Nayirah Al-Sabah t e s t m g before
the U.S. Congress. The text of the parody rads, in part: "President Bush mentioned our
incubator story many times in sub-sequent [sic] speeches. So did US Senaton in debates
over the GulfCrisis. Eventually, they approved a war resolution by a rnargin of five votes.

The rest is hi~tory."~"Indeed, six years a f k the war ended, and despite the fact that it
had been clearly demonstrated fdse, Bush was still reiterating the atrocity tale both in

speeches and in response to questions about the decision to go to war.'"
5.2.2 Colour

This example provides an excellent introduction to Mackenzie's next dicnim: "The
s e c d essentiuI of soudpropagat& is cdour" ( 1938:52). niat is, the comptent

propagandist "does not try to force his arguments upon the pubüc; but endeavours to

Iflu

We starteci America's favorite war." Adbusters: Journal of the Mental Eiivimnment, Spring
19%:50. For other analyses of the Nayirah Al-Sabah incident, see MacArthur I992:S4&6û; Stauber and
Rampton 1995:172-4. On media anci the Gulf War, see the essays collectai in Denton 1993.

den or example, ai 'Air Force FFïY," a twoday symposium on intemationai airpower held in
Las Vegas, Nevada, in April1997, Bush responded to questions about the use offorce in the Gulf Crisis
by recalling a amversation he had had with Episcopai Bishop Edmond Browning. W,"he said, "have
you read the Amesty International report tbat talks about the raping of these 13 year old girls who rindet
that wonderfiil culture bave their lives ruined forever. Have you d about when they are taking the
babies out of the incubators to carry off the incubator?"(George Bush, < h û p Y / w w w . ~ o ~
hsh.htmi>, electronic document). Despite the fact tbat Hill & Knowlton orchestrated the tentiniony of a
non-existent atrocity, Bush repeated the story as though it was a thct of the war and then linlcad it with
Amacsty International.
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influence them by reports that arouse sympathy for his own cause or antagonism towards
his opponents" (Mackenzie 193852). As noted, the repetition of the incubator atrocity
story so intlarned the passions of those who repeated it and those who heard it that Bowen
wonders if it was not the deciding factor in a U.S. decision to go to war which passed
through the Congress with the slirnmest margin of victory in the history of the House.
5.2.3 A Kemel of Truth

"The third major principle of propganab,',"aaccording to Macke-

"1s that it

shmîd contain a! least a kentel ojhuth" (193856).That the incubator atrocity story
contains that necessary "kemel" is evident: on 2 August 1990, the m e d forces of

Saddam Hussein did invade the principaiity of Kuwait for the purpose of mexation. This
fiagrnent of tmth was enough to generate the propaganda content which followed. By 13
August, only eleven days later, Newsweek had already declared Hussein "Baghdad's Bully"

and asked the headline question, "Can He Be Stopped?" (Nèwsweek,13 August 1990,
front cover). The following week, under a silhouette photograph of a jet fighter-bomber,
the U.S. was "Drawing the Line" (Navsweek,20 August 1990, fkont cover). A week after
that, colurnns of fiesh-faced U.S. Marines marched across the newsrnagazine's cover,

asking the question "WiU It Be War?" (Newsweek, 27 August 1990, front cover). By 3
Septembzr, the situation in the Gulf was no longer simply a crisis; 8ccording to Newweek,
it was a "Horror Show" (Newsweek, 3 Septernber 1990, fiont cover). And, by the time W
& Knowlton had the incubator atrocity story in place and Nayirah Al-Sabah, daughta of

the Kuwaiti arnbassador to the U.S. and member of the Kuwaiti royal house, ready to
deliver it, the onguial kemel of tnith had already been buied beneath multiple layers of

willingness to believe the very worst about Saddarn Hussein.
5.2.4 Sloganetring

Drawing on "the magic of a phrase," Mackenzie noted that the 'Ymrthprinciple of
propagcntdu is that it should be built round a slogan" ( 1938:6 1). This slogan need not

necessarily be of the conventional variety-e.g., "Ban the Bomb!"; "Avenge the
Lusitania!"; or "Just Do It !" (Nikej a s long as the phrase catches the target audience's

attention and provides them with an easily repeated, easiIy articulated ponrait of the issue

at hand. Continuing the example of propaganda as a facilitator of support for U.S.military
intervention in the Persian Gulf. what better phrase than the plaintive cry of N a m AlSabah: "They left the children to die on the cold floor"? Through constant repdtion, the

mere use of the word "incubators" in Persian Gulf discourse sewed the purpose of the
propagandists. True or not, it becme indistinguishable fiom a vision of horror supported
by mainstream media in the U.S.For a discussion of non-U.S.television wverage7

Swanson and Smith 1993.
5.2.5 Objectivcspeciîic

It would have done iittle good for those in favour of a miiitary intewention in the
Persian Gulf ta focw their attention on convincing the population of Tibet that the fëte of
world democracy (such as it is, and not to mention their strategic petroleum interests)

rested on their response to the invasion of Kuwait by Saddam Hussein. However7despite
the facts that Kuwait was not a democracy in the first instance but a principality d e d by

the house of Alosabah, and that until literally days before the invasion, Hussein was a

highly-favoured military client of the U. S.,17' convincing the U. S. government and
population that a military intervention was in defence of democracy becarne the specinc
objective of the Citizens for a Free Kuwait. This is Mackenzie's fifth axiom: ''prupagancila

. . . should be directed towards a p c r f i c objective" (1938:64). In the context of the Gulf
Contlict, the question was virtually always framed in an effort to enunciate war as the only
viable option. Thus, Neweek ran covers headlined: "Will It Be War?" (Newsweek, 27
August 1990, front cover); "Are 300,000 Troops Enough?' (Newsweek,5 November

1990, front cover); "The Path to War" (which was subtitled "'We'll Win, But Why

Rush?"'; Newsweek, 2 1 January 1991, fiont cover).
In another part of the theatre, though, a very different propaganda campaign was

undenvay, this one with a very different objective.
Econornic sanctions against Iraq were imposed on August 6, 1990, by the
United Nations and it was on this date that two or more PSYOPS
(Psychological Warfare Operations) Battalions of the US A m y were
actively commissioned for wartime duty. Propaganda teams at Fort Bragg,
NC, USA, specialising in the Middle East were ins~uctedto compose
suitable leailets of a strategic kind, which would include Sde Conduct
Passes with both coercive and threatening texts. (Auckland 1992)
Exact figures are unclear, but the U.S. Psychologicai Warfare Operations units dropped as

many as thirty million ledets into Iraqi-held temtory in southem Kuwait. They included
surrender passes, fake banknotes, and overt threats (e.g., graphic descriptions of the BLU82 "Daisy Cutter" bomb, which, acwrding to the leafiets, had "more power then 20 Scud
lnQuoting Nov York Times writa T h o m Friedman, Chomsky points out: *'&fO~tM.Hussein
invadedKuwait,' Friedman writts, 'he was a piuar of the gulfbIiiance ofand stafus quo ptcferrod
by Washington,' emplaying his 'iron nst' with our a p p d and g e m s assistance. He made a hise
mave on August 2, 1990,'but as soon as Mr.Hussein was forced back into his sheii, Washington felt that
he was us& again . . . That is why Mr.Bush never ntpported the Kurdish and Sbi'ite rebellionsagainst
Mr.Hussein, or for that matter any dcmocracy mwement in Iraq*" (Chomsky 1993a:954).
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missiles" [Auckland 19921). Designed to attract the attention of Iraqi soldiers, the
banknotes were printed on one side with an authentic facsirnile of an Iraqi 25-dinar note.
On the reverse, however, was a caricature of Saddarn Hussein and a message in Arabic
that money in Iraq was worthless because 0fU.N. econornic sanctions and the fieezing of

Iraqi assets overseas. The purpose behind descriptions of the carnage possible if BLU-82s
were deployed is obvious. Indeed, the objective in this entire aspect of the propaganda

campaign is clear; those in control of psychological warfare operations wanted to
demoralise the Iraqi front line troops as the deadline for the prosecution of a ground WU
neared.
5.2.6 Timing and Concdment of Motive
Mackenzie's sixth and seventh principles of propaganda success are, respectively,

"conceaImentof motive" (1938:68) and "timing" (1938:75). Whiie the former may or may
not be in place in a particular propaganda carnpaign, the latter is, of course, cnicial. A
propaganda program designed to bolster support for a rnilitary intervention in the Petsian
Gulf would not have been successfùl if various agencies-litizens for a Free Kuwaiî,
& Knowlton, and the government of the United States, for examplthad not been able to

disseminate the manipulated information in a timely fashon. The window of opportunity
was, in fact, quite narrow. As long as Saddarn Hussein was the U.S. proxy in the Iran-Iraq
w u , the timing was considered inexpedient; there was no strategic purpose to be served

by a propaganda campaign. Evm when Iraq becarne only the second country in modem

history to attack a U.S. warship and kiii Arnerican sailors with whom they were not at

war, the timing was not considered right.'" Only when, as Chomsky puts it, Hussein

committed the "one crime for which [he] cannot be forgiven: he disobeyed orden on
August 2" (1 997:34), that is, he invaded Kuwait, was the timing deemed expedient. Then,
the manipulation of information began. While the propaganda carnpaign could not begin
before that (there was deemed to be no need), neither could the U.S. let the Iraqi invasion
of Kuwait pass for even a few days before interest in the situation would have to have
been regained. The propaganda need was to strike whiie the iron was hot. Awther factor

in the timing of propaganda was the fact that the use of Nayirah Ai-Sabah-that

she had

been given her text for the U.S. Congress and then had been coached on her
perfonnance-could likely not be hidden forever. Thus, the ma-

of propaganda t h h g

demanded that the best use of the situation be made before the tnith was unwvered.
5.2.1 The ARCS Principle

Reducing Mackenzie's dicta somewhat, it is apparent that effkctive propaganda,
regardless of its target audience or acticulated objective, is founded upon four basic
principles. If any one of these p ~ c i p l e is
s not in place, the effkctiveness of the
propaganda program, which could be stated as the relative congruence between
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On 17 May 1987,Iraqi warplanes faunched two French-& Exocet antiship misdes at a
Pcrry-class guided missile frigate, tbe U.S.S. Stark (FFG-3 l), while she was on paûui in îhc Ptrsian Gulf.
The atîack killed thirty-seven crew members. The hqis maintahxi that the Sturk was f h l on
accidentaüy, and no action was taken against Iraq. The only other simiiar incident involveci an attack by
Israeli motor torpedo boats and jet aircraft on the intelligencegathering ship, the U.S.S. Liberty. Shortly
aftcr dawn on 8 Iunc 1967, whk on patrol off the coast of Gaza monitoring dcvtlopmcnts in the Six-Day
War, the Liber@ ( A G T ' ) was reconnoitred by Israeli ahraft. At about 1400, a coordinated attack
began which lasted seventy-five mimites. Later, the Israelis claimecl (and maintain to this day) that the
Libew was mistaken for the aging Egyptian horse carrier, El Quseir, a vesse1 only forty percent the
tonnage of the Liberty and of s i g n i n d y Werent configuration (cf. Fishcl 1995). Tbirty-fm c m v
members were killed and 171 wou11ded in the Liberty incident.

articulated objectives and target audience behaviour, is impaired. These four
principles-Aflnity,

Reperition, Consistency, and SSimpIicit)*-provide four fiuther

propositions to assist in the analysis of propaganda. It seems that a suitable acronyrn for
them is ARCS.
5.3.1 Aff'iaity

First, in order to be effective, the propaganda program must resonate with the
target audience in an annitive nwvter. It must access basic prejudices (and these may be
either positive or negative) which are either already constituent in the audience's
worldview or at least latent in the subjective construction of reality which informs that
worldview. Aninitive propaganda reinforces the cohesiveness of the primary group
towards which it is directed; and it manipulates information in order to confirm that which

the target audience either knows to be true or desires to be true. A propaganda program
designed, for example, to wnvince Christian fundarnentalists such as Texe Marrs,
Constance Cumbey, or Dave Hunt of the desirabiüty of a syncretistic world religion based
on an aggregate of the common elements found in aii religions would be doomed to
fdure. On the other hand, a primary group whose cognitive boundary markers already
included a predisposition to separate the world into dualistic influences of good and
ed-the

opposing forces of God against the amies of Satan-would

be more easily

convinced of the reality of anyrhing which wuld be constmed as a part of Satan's plan.

P8 PropgCntCjLl presents a memge which
is @nitive with prejudces extunt in the
Iwget audience.

I

5.3.2 Repetition

Second, a successfùl propaganda program must resonate with the target audience
on a repeated b a i s . As Hitler noted, "the most brilliant propagandist technique wiU yield
no success unless one Fundamental principle is borne in rnind constantly and with
unfiagging attention. It mu* confine itself to a few points and repeat them over and ovei'
([ 19251 1971:184). Here, the Nazi dictator was quite correct. No propagandist should

expect results with a single bumper sticker, a lone poster, one thirty-second radio spot.

Repetition is one of the foundations upon which belief is built.
Many of the anticult apologists, for example, reiterate tirelessly the "fact" that any

phenornena which they consider to be occultic is produced by dernons. In a fundraising
letter to his rninistry constituents, Bob Larson writes:
Why does America need to see exorcism in action? To answer that
question, just look around you. What is happening? Sex scandals in the

White House. Teenagers having babies at a prom and dumping them in the
toilet. A mother throwing her 18-month-old babv out of a s~eedinfi
car
because she didn't want it any more. Newspaper accounts of teenage
vampire cults murdering an entire familv. Kids killina kids in school.
(Larson 1998a:Z).

That horrific events of this nature happen is not the issue, nor is it the question which
Larson addresses. To think othenjvise is to miss the point of the propaganda. "There's only
one explanation for these horrible happenings" he continues. "Danons are doina!"

(Larson 1998a:2).

In part of his answer to a woman's question about whether or not she should be
concemeci that her husband's goffig fiiends are tqhg to irnprove their game through
techniques which could involve "visualisation,"Dave Hunt responds: "Bccauseoccult
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techniques are pnmarily inducements that seek to validate an antibiblical view of reality,
they are sornetimes empowered by demons (2 Thess. 2:9) in order to deceive and win
converts" ("Q&A" 19 9 4 ~ 4 ) .
Ron Rhodes addresses the question "1s it possible that UFO citings [sic] are
actudly demonically caused?" (Rhodes 1997:315). Ignoring the obvious fhct that almost

anything, however improbable, cm be considered possible (e.g., however unlikely, it is
posib2e that the moon is made of green cheese), Rhodes answers quite unequivocally,

"Yes.""1 think a case can be made that those UFOs that remain truiy unidentioabltand
especially those that make 'contact,' or communkate messages to hurnan beings-are
rooted in the work of Satan" (Rhodes 1997:316). His reason for this? "First, the messages
communicated by the alleged extraterrestrials consistently go against biblical Christianity"
(Rhodes 1997:316; cf Rhodes 1998:162-3).He continues: "Experts who have long
investigated UFOs-both

Christian and non-Christian-have noted the strong similarity

between the UFO expenence and typical manifestations of dernonwn" (Rhodes
1997:316). What a "typical manifestation of demonism" rnight be notwithstanding, Rhodes
cites only one source in support of his clah that "experts" have associated UFO

phenornena with demons-John Keel author of CIFOs: Opration Trojan Horse ([1970]
1996). Rhodes draws from Keel the conclusion that UFOs are demonic in ongin, and

ignores the correlative conclusion that, given the worldview of the tirne, UFO Msitations

have in the past been mistaken for demonic manifestations (cf., for example, Vallee 1969,
1988).

The next proposition, though, reads:

P9 Propgmda empIoys repetition in the
communication of ils memge.

I

5.3.3 Consirtency

Third, the propaganda program must be reasonably consistent in message content
(i.e., it must offer the same &nitive message on a repeated basis). Shce the propagandist
is acting in the capacity of an authontative, significant other for the target audience, he or

she must be carefùl not to introduce confusion into the manipulation of information.
Follow-ing the examples above, David Wimbish, according to Rhodes a "Christian

UFO investigator" (Rhodes 1997:3 15; cf. Rhodes 1998:122). offers the sarne message in
answer to the problem of practicai life presented by the UFO phmornenon. "ALmost

inevitably, a deep interest in UFOs l a d s to involvement in occultic practices, and this is
especially true of those who have expehced 'contact"' (Whbish 1990:185). Dependhg

on one's definition of "occultic practices" and how one determines "involvement,"
Wimbish' s statement could be technicaiiy valid. It is, however, somewhat tautological

since the debate is framed such that anyone who experiences contact is by definition
Ulvolved in the occult. Radio exorcist Bob Larson offers a similar judgement. '9
conclude," he writes in CIFOs mtd the AIien Agen& "that evii aiiens, fden angelic
beings, are clearly orchestrating a social and spiritual mindset. The imgularity, y&
periodicity, of their contact with humans keeps earthliags off balances*(Larson
1997b:168).

Thus, the next proposition States:

P 1O Propaganda etnploys consistency in
the framing of issues.

1

5.3.4 Simplicity

Fourth, the most effective propaganda programs employ simple, pre-theoretical
disseminations of information. "[Propaganda] must follow a simple iine," wrote Adolf
Hitler ([1925] 1971:18 1). In the case of the above examples, little andysis is offered to
support the contentions made that a l i e n ~any
r other aspect of occult phenornena-are
either demonic entities or demonidy generated. They are simply assumed to be so on the
basis of this aspect of a fùndarnentalist Christian worldview. Sirnilarly, in his account of
the prosecution of Sun Myung Moon for tax evasion, joumaiist Carlton Sherwood notes
the hysteria surrounding new religious movements in the late 1970s and d y 1980s:
In early 1981, the horror of m a s suicide at Jonestown, Guyana, in 1979
was still very fresh in the rninds of many Americans. The thought of making
children strangle on poisoned Kool Aid did have a way of provoking
viscerd emotions about cults. ~umenbaum"' knew m a t people wodd
reduce it al1 to a simple, but reverse, syllogism. People's Temple was a
cult. The Temple was evil. All cults therefore were ail. Including the
Unification Church and its un-Amencan leader, the Reverend Sun Myung
Moon (Shenuood 1991:115).
In Mein K m p f , Hitler once again point4 out the sarne requirement. "AU

propaganda must be popular," he wrote, "and its intellectual level mua be adjusted to the

'"Assistant U.S.anomey Martin Flumenbaum worked for îhe m e n t of Justice in the
Southeru District of New York, this office was "the most publicized regional arm of the U.S. Justice
Department, a place which had spawned more than its share of crimebuster prima donnas and chatllatansw
(Sherwood 1991:104; cf. 103-26). Flumenbaum chose to found his own litigational career on the
prosecution of Sun Myung Moon
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most limited intelligence among those it is addressed to. Consequently, the greater the
mass it is intended to reach, the lower its purely intellectual level will have to bel' (Hitler
[1925] 1971:180). Therefore, the fourth proposition of the ARCS principle is generated:

P 1 1 Propaganda empioys a simpitifd
m i y s i s of the probiem and of p r d e m resdution,

I

5.4 BasicTools: The Correlatcs of Propagaoda

One of the crucial components of a successful propaganda campaign is the
negative description of any alternatives to the specific action or idea which the
propagandist is promoting. If, for example, the pmpagandist wants to encourage the use
of birth control (or a specific kind of birth control) among the target audience, then the
alternatives to that course of action must be placed, either implicitly or explicitly, in a
negative light. If birth control is not used, for example, then the birth rate wiU nse and
with it the effects of poverty on families whose resources are increasingly strained by the

burden of added children.
In another example, Novsweek's first cover a e r the hplementatioa of Desert
Shield headlined Saddam Hussein as "Baghdad's Buliy," but the first question it asked
those who even casually glanced at the cover was, "Can He Be Stopped?" (Newsweek, 13
August 1990, fiont cuver). The implication is that ifsomething is not done to stop him,

Saddam Hussein will not stop on his own; Kuwait will be only the beginning of his
aggression. Three months later, during the buildup to Desert Storm, the headliae asked,
"Are 300,000 Troops Enough?' (Newsweek,5 November 1990, fiont mm). Raised as a

question, the implication is that this level of military presence is insufficient to deter
furiher aggression on Hussein's part. The altemativô-less military involvement-is not
presented as a viable option.
5.4.1 Satanisation
A presentation of Saddam Hussein such as this is a part of the propaganda process

which Lasswell defined as "satanisatioq" the process by which the alternative idea or

course of action, the enemy, the other contender for the attention of the target audience is
rendered in a negative light. "'When the public believes that the enemy began the War and

blocks a permanent, profitable and godly peace, the propagandist has achieved his
purpose" (Lasswell [ 19271 1971:77;cf 77- 101). Selection of information to be passed on
to the target audience,'" the manner in which that information is fiarned and
c~ntextualised,~~
and the choice of rhetoric employed to articulate the information"' ail
176~ome
Dawson pmvides an excellent example of this dynamic in his briefansideration of one
1994. The medium in this case is
"ABC'Spopular and award-winning news commentary program 'Nightline'" (Dawson 199%:1) "Over îhe
next half hou . . . We are infoned, with few direct ceferences to the actuai beliefs and practiccs of the
Solar Temple, that the group is like al1 other 'destructive' and 'apocalyptic' cults. In passing, one of the
'experts' makes specinc reference to two other new religious movements, the Unincation Church of
Reverend Sun Myuog Moon and John-Roger's MSIA (pronouncd Messiah). Curiously though, neîther
group has ever ken assxiated with either violence or suicidew(Dawson 199%:1-21. Dawson concludcs:
"By the end of the interview, those viewîng the program had probably had the prejudices that m a
Canadians and Americaus harbour against 'cults' confirmed. These phjudices have been reinforceci by the
sheer reiteration of the pejorative observations and charges favouredby the media for the last twenty
ycars. Little mi insight bas ksn obtaincd into the cllcumstancts 1g
to the Solar Temple tragady or
the nature of cult activity inconternporary Western Society" (Dawson 1998:2).
ln~lliotMiiier. the editor-in-chiefof the Chrisiian Research I a n i ~ e ' sChristiun Research
Journal, bas a regular colwnn on "EffectiveEvangeIisxn." In a column entitled "Discussingthe Bible with
New Agers," he illustratts the &éct fiaming and conttxtualisation can han.Firsî, the ismit is raiscd in
the cantext of a column on evangeiisation-thc proctss by which one pcrson seeks to convert anothcr to
his or her subjective Teality. Second, he carefiilly fiames the manner in which those "New Agers" with
whom one might want to discuss the Bble cm be expected to react. "New Agers, on tht otber hanci [Le.,
ihose for whom the Bible is not the authoritative Wod of Gad],not only disregard the Bîble's claim to bc
uniqucly inspircd by God-they donTtevcn show it the respect a q piax of litcratutt cksmcs: to bt
unâerstood objectively, on its own tenns" (E. Miller 1994:9). He continues that Christians "should point
aspect of media coverage folIowing the Solar Temple murder-suicides in

contribute t o the dynamic of satanisation. One goal of satanisation is t o ensure that the
target audience realises that the "enemy is inherently perfidious," and that the "enemy
conducts a lying propaganda" (Lasswell [ 1927) 197 1 :79). Furthemore, the "enemy is
atrociously cruel and degenerate in his conduct o f the War" (Lasswell il9271 1971:8 1).
Despite the fact that Lasswell was analysing propaganda frorn World War One. the

relevance of his description o f the satanking process for an analysis o f Christian anticult
propaganda is clear.

In UFOs and the Afien Ageudu, for example. Bob Larson recounts his appearance

on the Oprah television talk show (he gives no date) opposite Laurie Cabot, the selfproclaimed "official witch" of Salem, Massachusetts (cf. Cabot 1997; Guiley 1989:47-9)
and Whitley Stneber, a novelist and alleged alien abductee (cf Strieber 1987. 1988, 1998).
"Cabot," writes Larson, "looked like a witch, with dyed coal black hair and a long,
flowing black dress and cape. Her eyes were plastered with mascara. On her eyelids she
had painted strange black designs that spilled upward into her eyebrows" (Larson
1 997b: 1 53). Setting the obvious question of whether this is really what a witch looks like

out to such New Agers chat they, too, are guilty of the 'sin' of exclusivism. But while we exclude othet
vicws by forthrightly denying them, they do so by dishonestly a£fïrrning (i.e., redefining) them" (E. Miller
19949). Miller ptejudices his readership by writing of "New Agers" as though that phrase defined a
coherent, identifiable group, and then framing his remrks such that these "New Agers" are presented as
disr sspecifirl and dishonest.

"%n 'The Pope, the Devil, and the Masonic Loâge," Texe Mam writes that 'Satan worship
apparently has mushroorned in recent years as Catholic cardinals, bisiiops, and priests have joined the
Masonic Lodge in record numbers" (Mans1997412).He continues: "We must remember, however, that
Satanism is not only practiced by Catholic clergy. This wickedness is found in some of today's Methodist
and Chansmatic churches . . . Meanwhile, mernbers of the Masonic Lodge, including pastors and
denominational leaders, continue to dorninate the Southem Baptist Convention. Contrary to what some
mi@ believe, the devil is not a 'Catholic.' Indeed, he is remarkably tolerant of al/ false religion, and he is
known to be pleasingly nondenominational in his approach to religion. Satan is proud to be an ecumenical
king. -Any faith but Jesus and His word, the King lames Bible,' is the devil's han* motto" (Mam
19974:3).
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aside,'" Larson's description of Cabot herself is not inaccurate. Strieber, on the other
hand, in conservative gray suit and with his "cropped hair, pallid complexion, and austere
glasses . . . looked like a serious accountant instead of a bestselling author" (Larson
1997b: 154). Similarly, while one might wonder jus? what constitutes "austere" in the
realm of eyewear and precisely what distinyishes the look of a "bestselling authof' from
that of, Say, a rather successful electncian, Larson's purpose in both descriptions is plain.
It begins the process of satanisation; it separates those against whom he will contend from
himself and from those who will identiS, with him as a significant other. He, by
implication, has not dyed his hair. nor is he afflicted with pallid skin.
According to Larson, "Cabot presented her usual defense of witchcraft"
( 1997b:154). However, increasinç the gap between himself and his opponents, when it

was Larson's tum to speak, he "immediately condemned witchcrafi as the work of the
devil, clearly denounced in the Bible as an abomination to G o d (1997b:154). Stneber
leaped to Cabot's defense and "ganged up" on Larson in an effort to "exonerate
witchcraft" ( 199% 154). When Oprah Winfkey intempted the volatile interchange
between her guests, Larson felt "like it was not just two, but three against one"
(1997b: 155). Larron's account of what happened during a commercial break is worih

quoting at length for the insight it provides into the ongoing process of separation, the
satanisation of those with whom he was in conflict.
Oprah went to a quick break. At that moment, whatever decorum Cabot
and Strieber had maintained while the cameras were on was lost. The

or interviews and pinures of many different Neopagans see Guiley 1989: Hoprnan and Bond
1996; Orion 1995.

phony smiles disappeared instantly. Both launched into a verbal attack on
me.
Laune Cabot leaned forward in her chair and fixed her intense, dark eyes
on me. She waved her hands furiously. Her long, ratted hair flew in every
direction as she launched into a tirade. 'Your bigoted, right-wing brand of
fùndamentalism is what bumed my ancestors at the stake . . . It's people
Iike you who are the real danger to America. The hate you dish out makes
people persecute me just because I'm a witch!' (Larson 1997b:155-6)
However accurate Larson's rendition of the incident is, his portraya1 of it here
serves to further distance those against whom he is propagandising 60m the primary
group with whom he is associated.'" Cabot's hair is no longer simply "dyed mal black," it
is "ratted." She does not speak rationaily, faithfuily, as it is implied Larson does; she
"tirades" and "waves her hands fùriously" (perhaps casting a speii?). And she is not alone.
Whitley Strieber picked up where Cabot Ieft off Strieber's eyes dilated and
the veins on his neck stood out. Beads of perspiration fo&
on his brow.
He screamed at me, 'How dare you attack Laurie and me. Your (expletive
deleted) bigotry is what's reaily evil. 1 know that witchcraft is good, and
you have no right to say it's satanic.'
Unlike many other opponents of Christianity [Strieber is a devout
Roman Catholic] whom 1 have debated, Strieber could not tolerate any
departure fiom his Mewpoint. His rigid body and fiinching cuuntenance
reveaied his utter need for control. Now he became so animated that Oprah
headed toward the stage to intervene in what looked Lke an exchange that
might corne to blows. Just as Stneber got out of his chair and started
toward me, the television floor director signal& the retwn fiom the
commercial break.
. . . Strieber calmed down somewhat but continueci to glare at me
out of the corner of his eye whenever he sensed 1 was looking his way.
What came fiom his lips and his spirit, was beyond human indignation.
(Larson 199%: 156)

1

"ORcsponding to a question h m the audience at a sminar presented in C a l m , Larsen
displayed similar dichotomising tendencies through the use of "poiined weli" arguments. When asked
about the alleged mutilation of Nicholas Schreck, the son-in-law of Anton LaVey, the faundet of the
Church of Satan (193û- 1997; who, accdrding to Larsen, died as a remît of a Satanic cune placcd on him
b~ bis estranged dau@@r, Zeena), Larsen replied that Schreck ciaims he lost bis l& ear in a mugging.
"Beiieve who you mi,"
Larson shrugged "He's a Satanist" (1998b).

For those familiar with Larson's other writings, especially his prolific fundraising
letters, the behaviours of Cabot and Stneber would be clearly identifiable. Christians' eyes
do not dilate and veins do not stand out on their necks; they do not scream at innocent
people, nor require that expletives be deieted, nor threaten to visit physical violence upon
them; their bodies do not go ngid and they do not exhibit a "flinching countenance."
Demons, on the other hand, display just these characteristics in abundance."' Thus, the
process of satanisation continues. Again, however accurate Larson's narration of this
event, his own purpose for being on the television show in the fim place is clear. "1
wanted everyone to know that Strieber was an unashamed advocate of the demonic
supematural," he concludes, adding that Stneber "had some strange ideas about
extraterrestnals" (1 99%: 157).
5.4.2 Tools o f the Institute for Propaginda Anaîysis

For the Drs. Lee (Elizabeth Briant and M e d McClung), propaganda analysis is
' ' ' ~ a ~ n In
' s fhr iVlm of S a r ~is woven Lhrough with acauots of his numerou fonûonhtioa~
with the dtmonic. While spaking oncc "ina strict fundamentalist Baptist church" (Larson 1996c:47), "1
caught a flash of the dernonic look in Eric's eyes, and found it a s m g e contrast ta his reticent demeanor.
Eric was slightiy built and seemed to lack self"onfï&nœ. The demon's gaze was belligettnt and spitdiil.
The change was so complete, no actor could have mimicked such a radical pemnaiity transformation.
With Eric in a trance, the evil spirit dcfiantly conhnteû me with a loathing 1 have seldom scen, evm in
the case of outright satanists" (Larsan 1996e:47). A ciiffereut tirne, speaking in "a rurai Canadian
community known t
m
tfor its wheat crops and auth-solidprairie values" (1996e:53), Larson was
wnfronted by another demon. "1 looked up [Zrom prayerl to see chairs nying in every direction. The
chtter as they hit the floor was like a string of firecrackers going aff. Some people panickeâ a d tan for
the d m . I focused on the cause of the distwbnce. A teenager was shouting obsccnititiesand racing
around throwing chairs. He lunged at one of the cernent walh and tried to d e it, ciawing at the mammy
with his fingernaiisn(Lanon 1996~54).Later that evening, Larson cast the demons of Disobtdienct and
Ride out of "Randy"(1996e56-62). "The most humilipting fonn of physicaî abuse," writes Larsen, "is
king spat upon. More than once I've been drenched in the course of an exorcise Take for example the
case of a woman named SUSUI, who was a lesbian When her demon manifested, he expressad his batreû
taward my m a n h d by spittuig. It happenecl so many timcs 1fhaî.iy got a iowcl, hung it around my wck,
and continuousiy wiped the spitue h m my face. When Susan perioâicaliy came out of the trance and saw
the humiliation I had gone through . . . she was deeply touched. The fâct that 1was willing to Ju&r
personal embarrassrnent and revulsion on her behalf was a key to her fieedornW( ' n1 9 % 1%).
~
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too oflen reduced to a repetition of the need to implement seven specific analytical tools
which were identified and articulated by the Institute for Propaganda Analysis during its
four-year history. These devices are: "name calling, glittering generalities, transfer,
testirnonies, plain folks, card stacking, and band wagon" (Lee and Lee 1979:122; cf. Lee
and Lee [ 19381 lW2:22-108). Name calling, a different way to describe satankation
"-@hg

an idea a bad label-is

used to make us reject and condemn the idea without

examiring the evidence" (Lee and Lee [19381 1972:23). A "glittering generality,"
according to the Lees, operates in precisely the opposite fashion to name calhg. Rather

than encourage a target audience to reject an idea, this tool "is used to make us accept and
approve the thing without examining the evidence" ([1938] 1972:23). ''Tramfer" is what
is known as the fdlacy of appeal to authority (argumentum ad veremndim). As Gray
notes, "[there] is nothing wrong with doing this as long as the person rdemed to is
actually an authority on the subject at hand" (Gray 199157). In ternis of motivation,
transfer can operate in two different ways; an appeal to authority may be made to render a
particulai-idea acceptable or unacceptable. "Testimonial" functions the same way as an
appeal to authority, and there is little to distinguish the two in the Lees' model. In the
model outlined below, "testimonial" fits more closely with the use of andotal atrocities
and anecdotai miracles to influence a target audience than with the appeal to "signifiant
others," that is, authorities. "PlainFolh is the method by which a speaker attempts to
convince his audience that he and his ideas are good because they are 'of the people,' the
'plain foiks"' (Lee and L a [1938] 1972:24). This is similar to the "band wagon" approach
to propaganda, the mgumenhcnr adpopuhm, or appeal to the masses. Everyone is doing a
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certain thing-tuming

on Jews, believing UFOs are demonically produced, eating lamb

because 10,000 wolves can't be wrong-so the members of the target audience, to
maintain their place in the primary group, must do likewise. Finally, the use and abuse of
statistics, "the selection and use of facts or fdsehoods, illustrations or distractions, and
logid or illogical statements in order to give the best or worst possible case for an idea,
program, person, or product" the Lees identified as "card staclong" ([1938] 1972:24).In

5.4.3 Critique of the IPA modd
Steinfatt critiques the Lees' model, citing in it three major flaws. "First, the
categories are not mutuaily exclusive and tend to produce low reliability fiom different
raters. Second, the categories are not exhaustive, so that 'tricksynot falling in the seven
categories are often forced into them, fùrther reducing reliability. Third, it is difficult to
distinguish each of these 'tricks' fiom similar instances that are normally regarded as
legitimate" (Steinfatt 1979:163). Ultimately, he concludes that "the work of Lee and Lee
rads more like a political harangue than a dispassionate analysis of propaganda" (Steinfatt

1979:163)' and that it "contains more in the way of counterpropaganda than in andysis of
propaganda" (Steinfatt 1979:164).

The problem with Steidatt's aitique is that it is too narrow, demanding precision

in an enterprise fraught with imprecision, arguing for black-and-white categones in a
cognitive environment painted in multiple shades of gray. Indeed, his is something ofan

exercise in propaganda itseK He offers no evidence that the lack of muhial exclusivity
between categories reduces the reliabili~of propaganda analysis carried out by Mereut
-

-

%n the use and abus of statistia, see Huff [lSW] 1982.

@)

analysts; he merely States it as a given. To require "exhaustive categories," a complete
taxonomy of the various methods by which idormation may be manipulated towards a
particular end, is to render the entire work of propaganda analysis virtudy impossible.'u
5.5 Propaganda Comlates in Christian AntKult Apologetics

In the context of Christian anticult apologetics, the correlative mechanisms of

propaganda serve to support the cognitive boundary markers of conservative Christian@
and the subjective reality they o ~ t l i n e .If' ~the constructive aitributes help delineate the
subjective constniction of reality, the instrumental correlates provide the s p d c
manipulations by which that construction is maintained and reinf'orced. W e hardly an
exhaustive list (and, following the nature of correlates, recognising their u

d presence in

the material but not necessarily their corntunt or repisite presence), seven such
'9n ternis of the techniques of propganQ Smith bas systematised his own set of
characterinia, which hr! has IabeUed îhe "Four irrational Mehodr."Thy are: falsehoods, omissiolls,
distortions, and suggaüons. 'Falsehoods," for example, are those claimr which "conflict with verthbfe
fans" (Smith 1989:85). While he recogniacs the myriad forms this charaderistic can take, Smith &cts
his discussion to (hrce: the "Big Lie"; historiai reconstruction; and symbolic fiction. H i s i o r i d
reconstruction is fairly self-explanatory;it involves the reiaterpretation of hist0ric.dfa& or evmts to
SCM the idcological purpose to which one is coinminai. A symboiic fiction, on the othcr haad, is "an
untnith e n d o d by some supposedly disinteted and rrspenable party" (Smith 1989:87). "An
omission,"writes Smith of his second irrational me"is inational and pmpagmdistic when the
rnissing information is both available to the message source (shodd he take the sort to look for it) and
highly damaging to bis daims" (1989:87). "A distortion,"on ch other hanci, "occurs whcn a message
source draws an invalid or unjustihsble srniclusion h m the evidence he presenîs" (Smith 1989:88).
Accorduig to Smith,chis is the largest of his categories, including such distortions as: multiple 8sscrtio11~
and multiple standards; e m of statistid inference; and billacies of limited alternatives and of
Uaposs1'bleartainty. F i l y , suggestions "comprise the fburth major catcgory of imrtional tshniqucsn
(Smith 198990). These include: naxnecauing and aamedmpping; allusions wbich the targd audience is
wt
imiteû to accept as fa* apposition (i.e.,ULlSUbStantiated correlations between daîa which
w r e d by evidena); and asymmetric iiennitions. Wbile Smith's encorniuni oftechniqiiesis lucid rmd
clearly-s&teb it is not signifïcanîiy Mcrcnt than systtmatisations of pmpagaida which have prraded i t
'Blwhiie they will k comidered in much -ter deiaiî in Part Tm,thac coaUnrtivc aîîdïibuca
are: (a) use of the Bible as the exclusive authority against which aü otber canons of judgement, whether
cmpirical or thconticai, arc mwred; 0)a set of cognitive baiadary maricm (both dcrivtd h m and
including (a) above) which is constituent of fuodamentalist Christian âogmatics; and cornmitment to a
worldvicw frameâ by a dualistiJduclistic conflict ktwccn light and d a good and cvil, Ood and Satan.
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correlative mechanisms will be examined here. They are: (a) sophistic logic; (b)
conventional pieties; (c) specific bounding of debate; (d) false or incomplete witness; (e)
apostate testimony; fi antipathetic language; and

questionable scholarship. AU are

employed to manipulate information in such a way that: the worldview inhabited by the
target audience is framed in a certain way relative to problems of practical Me; the
identified problems are located somewhere dong a spectrum of deviant severity and
concomitant risk to the primary group; and appropriate mesures are taken either to
integrate or to nihilate the offending worldviews.
5.5.1 Sophistic logic
Standard correlative tools of the propagandist, specious reasoning and fdlacious
logic are ofien used to persuade the target audience of the validity of the propagandist's
argument or proclamation; they constitute the instruments of information manipulation.

While a multitude of individual logical fallacies are also present (e.g., hasty
generaiizations, straw man arguments, false dichotomies, poisoned wefl arguments, and

appeals both to ignorance and to authority), in the wntext of anticult apologetic material
this particular element ofien takes the f o n of inductive reasoning pursued beyond al1
plausibüity. An assertion (A) is made about a certain aspect of whatever topic is under

discussion, but no proof is offered for the validity of that assertion; them the former
assertion (A) is of?èred as proof of a different assertion (B), which is held then to be
demonstrably consequent fiom (A). Sweeping claims are made with linle or no evidence
to substantiate hem, and "fact" becomes iittle more than a fùnction of an hypothesis ORrepeated. A tenuous comection is eithar discovered or forged between individual pieces of

data and the argument proceeds to the next level based on the c o ~ e c t i o nmade rather
t han the data presented.

For example, in me Culi Explosion, Dave Hunt writes that "[in] his seduaion of
Eve, as it is portrayed in Genesis 3, Satan appeared to her in the form of a snake"
(1 980:109). The identification of the Edenic serpent with the personification of evii which

came to be known as Satan is a Christian retrojection which finds no basis in the Genesis
text itself, but has been iderred and entrenched through centuries of Christian
interpretation (cf Canis [ 19001 1996; Pagels 1988, 1995). Though no substantiation is
offered, Hunt's subjective construction of reality, bounded as it is by biblical
authoritarianism on one side and dualism/duelisrn of good and evil on another, ignores the

fact that this is an inference; he simply States that the Edenic serpent was Satan. "Why a
snake?" he asks a little further on, "No doubt Satan identifies with the sneaky, craft nature
of serpents'' (Hunt 1980:113). Are snakes craftier or sneakier than any other creature,

especially humankind? While Hunt offers no herpetological data to support his claim, it is

holistic
precisely this daim that he w i U use at one point to condemn to attack ~induism;'~'
rnedi~ine;"~
and the revival of Goddess-worship in North America and Europe.'"
'""snake c h e r s , maLe images in temples, and snake worship are not ail ihat ide*
Hinduism with the Eden serpent" (Hunt 1980:114). To bis, Hunt adds that, "[in] the Bhagavad-Gîta,
Lord Krishna calls himself the 'Prince of the demons'-Satann (lgûû:114). In k t , the Bhagmad-Gita
statts that, of Lord Krishna, "the demons are a h i d and flee hcrc and tbere' whilt the @cet
bciags offer
You their respec$ul homage" (Prabhupada 1972:184). This is one example of Hunt's Eabrication of &ta.

'% Ths Cult Explosion, Hunt writes: "in Roman mythology, AeScuLapius was a god af
medicine. His symbol was a W w i t h a Sbalre coileci about it, m
g the legend bat he had rccchcd a
healing herb (drug) from a serpent's mouth. The conncction to the Genesis story and t
k paversion of it
to bonor the Lies that came from the serpent's mouth as lifegMng tnith for humanity are mmimkaôie"
(1980:118).
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T h e close association between goddesses a
d tbe serpent that has persisted in pagan religions
argues forciily that the Gencsis account of Eve's temptation is historiai" (Hunt l980:121).
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The histoncity of the Edenic events and the absolute identification of the Edenic
serpent with the Christian Satan provide the predicates fiom which other conclusions
"obviously" follow. Hunt concludes the construction of his argument based on the
historical identification of Satan with the Edenic serpent: "Based on the evidence of a
single intelligence directing them al1 and a comrnon foundation comprised of Satan's four
primary lies, the cults (both religious and secular) appear to be the vehicle for preserving
and communicating Satan's world view and for rallying Eve's descendants behind the
Antichnst for one final assault upon God (Hunt 1980:240).
The point is that there has been no "evidence" presented at dl. Inference,
interpretation, and conjecture predicated on one's subjective construction of reality, to be
sure, but Hunt has actually presented nothing which would warrant this sweeping
conclusion outside the requirement of his subjective construction of reality for it to be
tme.
5.5.2 Repetition of Conventional Pieties

Closely linked to sophistry in the manipulation of information is the repetition of
conwntionalpieties-assertions for which Little or no justification will be asked of the
author by the readership because the author is simply repeating an understanding which is

already held in cornmon by that readership. The preceding consideration of the Edenic
serpent is one example. Another is: "The message of the Bible is consistent hom Genesis
to Revelation" (Hunt 1980:128). Consistent with what? Consistent according to wbat
interpretative schema? And, what message is it that is consistent? Despite the questions
which are r a i d by this assertion, no more discussion is necessary because the primary

cognitive boundary marker for fundamentalist Christianity already acknowledges the
unassailable truth of that statement."' While the content of specific conventional pieties

will Vary fkom constituency to constituency, the lack of required substantiation is
consistent; the conventional piety is already embedded as an integral component in the
social construction of reality s h e d by the target audience. By repeating them, in fact,
anticult apologists act as "significant others" in the ongoing retrenchment of these beliefs.
In the introductory chapter of his AIien G&

on Americm Turf, which is entitled

"The Invisible Crisis," former executive editor of Christimity Today Teny Muck writes
that "[by] their very nature, cults are not a threat to the long-term health of the major

religions" (1990: 19). As far as it goes, and despite the fact that many of the ariticult
apologists would take issue with it,lmthis is a reasonably accurate statement (cf. Barker
188

In an undated book (however, on the evidence of a gift inscription in the author's cm,
evidently written befon 1908). m u r P i e ~ (1837-19
n
1 l),a leading dispensationalist t h h k in the
early fundamcntaiist mavernent (cf. Marsden l98O:SS-7;Sandeen 1970:143-4),wrote: "The Unity or
consistency of the Bible is a grand argument in its favor . . . The various books of the Bible are entirely in
agreement. There is diversity in unity and unity in diversity: 'e pluribus unum.' As in a sterco~oope,t
k
two pictures sometimes will not corne togeîher, but as we continue to look, and the eye rests on some
particular point, one vicw is seen; so in the Word of God The more wc study it, the more its unity aad
harmony appear" (Pierson n.d: 147-8).In one of his contributions to The Fundamentals, he writes
similarly:"The Unity of the Bible is the unity of one organic wholc. The dccaloguc dcmartds the Samon
on the Mount Isaiah's prophecy makes nec&sary the narrative of the Evangelisir Daniel fi& into the
Rcvelation as bone fits wcketW(Pierson [lg171 19%: 1 10).

'=Le., the pmtilem of practical lifé prrsnted by the cults is tbat thcy an p&ly
a that, not to
"major religions," but to t h major religion-Christianity. in 1955,Walter Martin m t e : T h e Christian
Church to&y must face up to the fâct that unless unifid action is taken against the tnmendous upsurge of
in the next
cultism in both the United States and numemus foreign mission fields, the Chwch
dcaidt, be fighting for its apologctic lifk a g a an enemy whose growth is dirrctly proportional 80 the
Church's Mure to educate its members to the insidicius doctrines of the cuits" (1955:109). While s
k
includes the other two Abnimic religions in ber asssment of the threat reprcsented by tbe New Age
(which includes many of the "cults"), Constance Cumbey writes, for example, that the "danger to Jcws,
Christians, and even orthodox Moslems h m ibis New Age moyement should not k udcmihated. The
Mcwement is working qui* and eflïciently to execute its scheme to take contrai of the world for
'Maitreya,' not SOISUbtly, calling it 'The Plan' . . .They have ma& flat statcments in writing îhaî
plan to outlaw the present religious practices and qmbols of orthodox Jews and Christians . .. The
Mavernent has heatened violence and even extermination of Jews, Christians, and Modems fiiitinn to

1981; Bromley and Shupe 1981; Martin 198 1; Stark 1987; Wilson 1987).lW However,

Muck continues with what is taken to be a conventional piety among evangelical
Christians: "-even if they are a major threat to individual young people7*(1 990: 19). What

makes this a conventional piety is the fact that in none of the Christian antiailt literature is
the basic accuracy of this part of the statement ever questioned. It is shply accepted as an
axiom: cults are dangerous to young persons. While a more accurate way of phrasing it

might be that some alternative religious expressions are dangerous for some young people,
the sweeping manner in which Muck phrases his concem implies a fact already taken for

granted in the worldview inhabited by his target audience.

In America: The Sorcerer 's New Apprentice, Dave Hunt and CO-author,T.A.
McMahon (president and executive director of The Berean Cal1 mlliistry, also a COfounder of Ex-Catholics for Christ), make one more contribution to the ü n of "faest
growing cults." "Arnong the religious groups pursuing occultic powers is Santeria," they

write. "It is one of the fastest growing witchcraft cults in Arnerica, with an estiaated 100

coopcrate with 'Maitrcya' and the New Worid Religion" (Cumbty 1983:68,69). And, Tacc Mam writcs:
"Texe Marrs Book of New Age Cui& aud Religions breaks through the hazy fog and cl& of false
teachings and doctrines spread today by cults and new retigious groups dedicated to the werthrow of
traditional Christian tenets. Shining a spotlight on the hiclden, inner workings of these groups, this book
shows ciearlyjust how powerfùl and seductive, yet unholy and cruel, are their goals and ptacticcs*
( 1990:xiii).
1

%or example, in the conclusion to Strange Go&: nit Great Americm Cult Saare. Bmmley
anci Shupe write: "The strident opposition of the estabiished Christian churches to the ncw religious

movements is a misleadhg indicator of the real threat posed by the latter. Some new religions have
cballcngtd orthodox Christian doctrines; howcver, it is more likcly that on balance thc new religions have
strengthenedChristian sotidarity ji.e., the problem prcsented by the NRMs bas forced a thcrapcutic
reinforcement of worldview] . . .The new religions have played an important, positive role ia the lives of
many young ad&. For example, one group fiom which several new religions recruitedheavily and
successfiilly was the drug subculturc. Many dropouts fiom collvc~~tional
socicty who tun#d to h g s
eventuaily found that the dmg subculture did not offer them a viable lifestyle alternative. The new
religions prwided a bridge back to more conventional lives" (Bromley and Shupe 1981:208).

million adherents worldwide" (Hunt and McMahon 1988:90). They offer no data to
support their claims-either that Santeria is among the fastest growing "witchcrafl cult" or
that there are "100 million adherents worldwide." However, perhaps as some species of
evidence, they continue that "[while] most of its practitioners would deny any involvement
in human sacrifices, that side of Santena was depicted in The Believers, one of the most
homfjhg feature films to corne out of Hollywood in 1987" (Hunt and McMahon

1988:gO).'91 Despite the fact that they acknowledge their exarnple as a Hollywood film,

there is no evidence offered beyond this to substantiate their claim. But, because the
notion of human and animal sacrifice in the context of exotic blood cults is one easily
accepted by their world~iew,'~~
no such substantiation is required.
5.5.3 Specific Bounding of Debate

This particuiar mechanism is also known as thefaIIacy of limited altemtives, that
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On Santeria, sec,for example, <http://www.iac.net/-moonweb/Santeri~OC.html~,
efectmnic

document.

or

example, Bob LaMn writes tbat women W a h they were iaductcd [into satanic d t s j to
becorne baby breeders, to conceive babies for sacrifice without birth or death records" (1989b:122) Larson
continues: "Some cult watchers and police agree that a large number of missing children art victims of
human sacrince cults. According to the few sunivors, children are aôducted and suôjected to the
terifjing inLimidation of dmgs and brainwashing More being sacrincedm(l989b:125). Of -teria,
which he confiates with VOOdoo, Lamn notes: "VOOdoo may be parîiaiiy accountable for the AIDS
outbreak in Haiti. Because voodoo priests use udaver components in various potions and powders and
because human blood is used in sactiticial worship, some AIDS experts believe the disease bas been
spread by contact wiîh these contaminateâ remains. It seems to be the reason why AIDS is so cornmon in
Haiti but not on other Caribbeau islandsn(1989a:462). Judith Spencer's account of satanic ntual abuse
begins with a portrayal of the rituai sacrifice of one pre-pubescent girl by i~llother-The woman spdrc a
fourth the," she writes. "'We offer this innocent bload for The Great One.' The child lifted the sue,
the rituai dagger, and drwe it downward with 6 c i e n t force to pierce the chest of the child who lay in
front of her, killing in one stroktn (Spencer 1995:1 1; cf. 1995:1-12).In rcsponse to the quie natufal
question, "If this is so prevaient, where are the bodies?" Larson concludes: "Some are bunied in
axernonial f k s , and the asha scattcred. Satanists may infiltrate a crematorium staff and use the ovens
unnoticeci. Garbage disposal sites, abandoned mine shafts, and remote lakes serve as dumping places.
Other bodies are eaten by acids or grounâ up in ûemating rnachincry" (19%e:%). For critical analyses of
these daims, see Nathan and Snedecker 1995; Richardson,Best, and Bromley 1991pussim.

is, the presentation of a set of possibilities as though they are the only response options
available to the target audience. Because those who would propagandise for any purpose
must main control of the conceptual boundaries within which the debate is fiameci, only

information or questions which are in the interest of the propagandist and the service of

his or her purpose are allowable in the discursive arena. For example, a conventional piety
common to Christian anticult apologetics and aimed at the World Unification Church is
that "Moonies brainwash helpless kids."'" Here, the dissemination of information is
usually restricted to how this brainwashing is effected, where it most ofien takes place, and
whaf can be done to prevent it or to counter it once it has happened. Thus is the debate

bounded. The more findamental question, the question on which ail of the prsceding must

be based-Le.,

whefher brainwashing of this type actually occurs at dl-is

never

addressed. In fact, sociologist Eileen Barker demonstrates quite clearly that
"brainwashing"

'" is hardly a factor at al1 in Unification Church remitment processes,

hile he attempts to differentiate "brainW8shingWh m "mind control," Steven Hassan, an exMoonie and, according to îhe front m e r of bis book, "America's Leading Exit -Counselor," writes:
"Whcn 1 was a Moonic recniitcr, we also used psychological pressure to convincc r n h to tum ovct al1
their personal poçsessions and wealih to the church. Members are subjected to worksbops Lhat thorouw
indoctrinate them in chwch belids, and typically iindergo a conversion expcrience in which thy
surrender to the group. As a result, they becorne totaily dependent upon the group for financial and
emotional support, and lose the ability ta act mdependenîiy of it. Un&r these conditions, membcrs arc
required to work long hours; exist on little sleep; eat boringjunk food sometimes for weeks on end; and
endure innumerable bardships for the sake of their 'spirinial growth' . . .1 know these things are truc. 1
was a leader in the Moon cult" (Hassan 1990:6,7).
'%mp1oying a Eaaology of knowledge approach to the issue of brainwashing, Richarâson and
Kilbourn note: "Certain concepts (e.g., brainwashing or mental illness) iike certain activitits (eg.,
incatceration in prison or in a mental hospitai) function to diow powerfiil groups in society (Le., mental
health professionais, politicai, miliîary or business intcrrsts, etc.) to label ucgativeiy and this inaucncc or
control actMties of those individuals or groups they perceive to be threaîening theù parti&
interestsi or
the statu quo. The braiwvashing label W o n s &ectively in bounâacy nuiinteruincc W o n to Adiae
acceptable and unacceptable behaviors, and to cut the datiant individual off fiom his/her social group(s).
Moremer, it becornes an effective meam to âelegitimate legitimatc dcmands and to mi.crittnaure the origin
of new values and ideas to a paîhologid state or conditionn(Richardson and Kilbaurn 1983:44). S œ also

which processes she describes as only marginally successful at best (cf Barker 198 1,
1984). Her conclusions indicate that people join the Unification Church for a variety of

reasons, not the least of which because they are looking for an "ideal" famiy environment.
However, because they lie outside the propagandist's disseminative intent, this question
and data such as that gathered by Barker are excluded fkom the universe of discourse.

Most often in Christian anticult apologetics, the bounding of debate locates the
limitation of choices between Christianity and the competing worldview.'91 In answer to
the question "Are the heathen really lost?" Rhodes replies unequivocally, "Yes"
(1 997: 175). "Other religions do not lead to God," he continues. "The one sin for which

God judged the people of Israel more severely than any other was that of participating in

heathen religions. Again and again the Bible implies and states that God hates, despises,

and utterly rejects anything associated with heathen religions and practices" (Rhodes
1997:176). In this way,the hygienics of the fundamentalist worldview is upheld, and the

choice represented (and, presumably, made by the reader) therapeutically reinfiorces the
essential correctness of that worldview. The possibility that both subjective constructions

8eckford 1983; DcMaria 1978; Pilarzyk 1983; Rambo 1993; Testa 1978; on the discourses of power as
they relate to such issues as mentai health, penology, and sexuality, see Foucault 1965, 1975, 1978.
l9-e
he acknowledges the "gcaaic fkhcy*of assuming that 'properties imputed to one
notorious "cult" neœssady apply to othcr uncanventional or controversial gmups,'" and admits that it "is
true h m a strictly academic penpective that the label cult may 0verSmplify a complcx phenornon and
tend to obscure important &Terences among cultic groups," Ronald Emth nerertheless continiics tbat
"the Christian observer must always fecognize the basic pattern of evii and false teacbing which is an
unmistakable theme in all p u p s dcparttog from W s rtvealed tnith" (19%3:24).In descri'bing "The
Pian" which he believes Satan intends to implement through the New Age movement, Mam writes: T o u
shouid know, if you are a Christian-a b i b l i d Christian who belicvcs in the inspirai Word d(;od-rhat
p u are a primary tcvget of The Plan. in fact, the only thing that stands between Satan and the successhil
hplementationof this homale, lawlcss Plan for humanity is you and W o n s of otha determincd
Christians thnnughout the world. This is why the nibveraon and eonquest of Christianity is tbe mimher
one priority for those involved in carrying out The Plan" (Mam 1987:ix).
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of reality-the Christian and the challenger-are

inaccurate is simply bounded out of the

debate.
5.5.4 Fdse o r hconplete Witntss
False or incomplete witness ranges across a spectrum bounded at one end by an
unequivocal lie consciously told, at the other end by an inaccurate description of a person,
group, or event, a description based on ideologically managed tmths and partial truths.
The former is not merely a diflerence of opinion on a particular topic; it is not about
contending positions in an agreed-upon and accepted universe of discourse. It is a lie, a
fabrication. Selective omission, on the other hand, data systematically diaorteci for a
specific purpose, is but one quality of the other pole. This is the correlative mechanism of
propaganda to which the Lees gave the name "Card Stacking," which "involvesthe
selection and use of facts or falsehoods, illustrations or distractions, and logical or ülogical
statements to give the best or the worst possible case for an idea, program, person or

product" (Lee and Lee [1939] 1972:95).

To retum briefly to the example of Santena given above (pp.200-l), a review of
the film cited by Hunt and McMahon provides a good example of the spectnim of fdse
witness and the manipulation of idormation it supports. They are quite correct that, in
1987, John Schlesinger direct4 a film called 7he Believers. They are also correct that the

Afio-Caribbean religion of Santeria played a not insignificant role in the plot. Hunt and

McMahon daim, however, that Santeria is the religious tradition responsiôle for the ntuai
murders pomayed in the film and around which the centrai narrative is buih. In frct, the

film charaaers who are portrayed as authorities on Santeria go to great lmgths to point
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out in the narrative that it is not Santeria which is being practiced in the ritual murders;
rather, it is brujeria, "bad magic." "Oscar." the santero (pnest), exclairns that Santeria "is
a force for good, not a blood cult," and the sacrifices which are the main element of the

plot are "an outrage" (Schlesinger 1987). Oscar continues that the talisman which was
found at one of the murder sites has nothing to do with Santena; it belongs to "a god of
destruction and pestilence" (Schlesinger 1987). Whether the depiction of Santeria in the

film is accurate or not is not the issue. The issue is that Hunt and McMahon falsified their
description of its depiction in theflm in order to cast as dark a light as possible on it.
How many of their target audience, though. would be willing to rent the video in order to

ensure the accuracy of their description? Acting as significant others, it is more likely that
the word of Hunt and McMahon would simply be accepted as valid. even when it is quite
demonstrably fdse.
Falsification of information in the service of ideology, pecuniary or political
interest, or the often rough terrain of interpersonal relationships is hardly limited to
Christian anticult apologists. It is, however, one mechanism within that particular context
by which opposing worldviews are either integrated or nihilated, and by which the

particular worldview of the apologist is reinforced.

5.5.5 Apostate Testimoay
Ofien, the use of apostate testhony-including
miracles-is

anecdotal atrocities and anecdotal

c o ~ e c t e dboth literally and conceptually to the construction and maintenance

of the conspiracy theory which frequently informs the anticult propagandist's worldview.
Anecdotal atrocities are presented as substantiation for daims of abuse and coercion
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within groups which are considered cults; anecdotal miracles are offered as proof of God's
blessing on the anticultist's campaign. The role of the anecdote-whether atrocious or
miraculous-is

to provide the target audience with the illusion of "expert testimony"

and/or the evidence of divine blessing. Both serve to validate the claims to legitimacy
made by the anticult propagandist, to reinforce his or her particultu worldview. Very

often, fùndraising appeals and monthly ministry newsletters provide excellent examples of
this aspect of propaganda instrumentality.

In an undated newsletter from the early days of his anticult rninistry to members of
the Masonic Lodge, Ed Decker writes that in "the book, 'The God Makers', 1 spent a
great deal of time in detailing the parailels and the occultic origins of each group [i.e.,

Mormonism and Freemasonry]" (Decker n.d.: 1; cf Ivins 1934). However, as Decker
relates, hi3 efforts were not received well. "The Masons do not want the story told," he
continues. "1 am still recovering from a poisoning in Scotland when 1 was there to do a
TV special on Masonry. Praise God, 1 did suMve that attempt and go forth without f d '

@ecker n.d.:1). This is a combined anecdote-both atrocity and miracle. Whiie he does
not say '"TheMasonic Lodge poisoned me," his rhetoric clearly Unplies this. Whatmr the

reality of the situation, Decker attributes the atrocity to the Masonic Lodge; and the

reader is given no fbrther infionnation than this. However, the fact that he "SUrYiYed the
attempt" is offered as divine blessing on his work against Freemasonry.
For Decker, though, the mundane is as much a place for miracles as the

extniordinary. In the editorial dot for his March 1991 b n t s AINe in Jesus Novsleuer,he
writes:

We were so thankfùl to see the Febniary Newsletter go out on tirne! Our
computer had been down for 9 out of 11 weeks and it seemed like
eveiything that could go wrong, went thatmay! We codd not even
acknowledge the @fisto the ministry and things were going from bad to
worse.
1 spent the whole day crying out to God and then came into work and
anointed everything with oil-every door, window, desk, piece of
equipment and person. 1 anointed the computer, the monitors, the printers
and even the modem with oil and prayed for its healing.
A few moments later, I heard the printers begin to clack away, printing out
the shipping tickets that had been hung up there for days! Praise God for
His miracles. 1 still have to wonder why it took me so long to apply the
authonty 1 had as a believer, even in the sinple things. (Decker 199 1:1).

The editorial message concludes with an appeal for funds from ministry supporters.

Fundraising appeals from Campus Crusade for Christ,an evangelistic organisation
begun by Bill and Vonette Bright in 1951 for the purpose of fùlfilling the Great
Commission recorded in Matthew 28: 18-20 (cf Zoba 1997),IMare invariably a mixture of
atrocity and miracle, al1 of which are purely anecdotal in nature. While Campus Crusade

for Christ operates a wide variety of ministries, intensive fundraising has recently gone into

'%In 1956, Bright wmte the booklet "Have You Heard of the Four Spirituai Laws," which sime
its inception has ben one of the mainstays of Campus Crusah for Christ's aiangelistic machinery. Bright
refers to the booklet as a "positive,204nute presentation of the claims of Christ: who he is, why hc
came, and how one can know him personaliy'' (Bright, quoted in Zoba 1997:22).In simple, cartoon
format, the tract summarises Christian fùnâamentaîist theology: "Just as there are physical laws that
govern the physicai universe, so are there spiritual laws which govem your relationshipwiîh CM," reads
the Campus Crusade for Christ wcbsite page dedicated COthe Four Spintual Laws (<http://www.
cnisade.org/fourlaws/>, electronic document). The iaws,unchanged since Bright f k t wrote them in 1956,
are: "(1) God LOVES you, and offcrs a wonderfiil PLAN for your lifê. (2) Man is SINFUL and
SEPARATED h m God. Thedore, he cannot know and experience Gad's love and plan for his Me. (3)
Jesus Christ is G d ' s ONLY provision for Man's sin. Through Him you can know and expcrience God's
lwe and plan for your Me. (4) We must individuaily RECEIVE Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord; then we
can know and experience God's lwe and plan for out Lives." Following an explaation of the laws, the
person with whom the Campus Crusade worker is speaking is invited to pray the "Sinner'sRayer": "Lord
Jesus, 1need you Th& You for ciying on the cross for my sias.1 open the door of my Me and receive
You as my Savior and Lord. Thank You for forgiving my sins and givîng me etcrnai lifc. Take antrol of
the throne of my Me. Make me the kind of person You want me to be" (Xhttpd. . .Efourla~,electronic
document).

what is known as the "ESUS Film Translation Project," a cinematic retelling of Luke's
story of Jesus. Envisioning JESUS as an evangelistic tool, Campus Crusade for Christ

purchased al1 rights to the film shortly after its cornpletion and has dubbed it into over fifty
langages with another foriy projected before the tum of the millenni~rn.'~
W e
considerable financial backing is required to keep the project gokg the efforts to raise
those funds often fa11 very neatly into the category of propaganda.
For example, a 1995 letter began: "Dear fiend in Christ, Never before have we
seen the doors so open to reach millions of Muslims for Christ. The reports are
compelling. The evidence of the Holy Spirit's moving is wonderfùlly powemil" (Kehler
1995:1). There are a few paragraphs about the success wrought by the film, folîowed by
one or two "personal accounts." "A fanatical [umamed] Muslirn w o m had spent four

years in prison for her political activities," rads one. "While there, Jews appeared to her

in her cell. She is now on Campus Crusade for Christ staff, totally sold out to reaching her

Muslim people for her Savior" (Kehler 1995:1-2). This particular letter closes on a sombre
note, one which emphasises the atrocious nature of the anecdotes and reinfiorces the
boundaries of the primary group to which both the sender and the recipient belong. The
postscript reads: "IMPORTANT:Please. for securitv reasons this letter should not bq
posted ~ubliclvor shared with unbeiievers. Thank vou for vour understanding" (Kehler
'"1t is unclear what, precisely, Campus Crusade for Christ t
w dont wiih th nIm in tamr of
translation. Acçording to theu website, The JESUS Füm Translation Pmject, Canada, became involved
in helping the US Jesus Film Project with that process in 1991. Presently we have completed
approximately 50 lipsync recordings and are working on about 40 othen. 'ESUS' is now the most
widely translateci nIm in the history of motion pictures, currcntîy availablc in 425 languagcs and dialectsn
(~http:l~.~~~ade.org/ministnes/ministties.html~,
electronic document). Does tbis mean that ninety
language groups are planned? Ninety prinîs of the film? A rquest for clarification on this went
unamwered.

1995:4)."' As is so freguently the case (fundraising appeals from Larson, Decker, and

Mans are similar), none of the anecdotes in Campus Crusade for Christ hdraising
appeals is verifiable in any way. lm

OAen, flavoured with gratitude for having finally seen the light, whole volumes
have been written which amount to litîle more than extended atrocity narratives. Th214

Years a Wutch Tower Slave, for exarnple, chronicles W.J. Schnell's üfe in and subsequent
exit f?om the Jehovah' s Witnesses (Schnell 1956).2m
ûfthese accounts, though, one of the most weli-known (and notorious) is entitled

in good nineteenth-century fashion: Awful Disclosures of Maria Mo&, as Exhibited in a
N m t v e of her Sufferings &ring Her Resi&nce of Five Yems as a Novice md TWO
Years as a Bluck Nun in the Hotel Dieu Nunnery. at Montreai, Ont (Monk [1836]
1876).~'' Awful Disclosures purpons to tell the story of the novitiate and tmncated
19'0n 30 April 1996, less than six monihs later, Campus Crusade for Christ,Canada, sent nit a
virtually identical letter, this one marked across the top in a red banner: "VERY IMPORTANT
LETER." There were oaly two alterations. h one paragraph. the wod "Algerian"was changed to rcad
"one North Mcan countryn; and the underiined admonition not to circulate the letter lest unbelievers
rcad it was delcted. AU othcr tcxt was unchanged.

l9'~ampusC w d e for Christ was contacted for verincation information on the anecdotes
contained in their fuIldraising rnaîerial. No response was forthcoming.
m% the closing cbapter, SchneU offm this waming: "Men have worshipped sticks a d s t o p
have wonhipped idols and fire, have worshipped elements, have worshipped by rituais, by eating and
drinking; but it nmained for the Watch Tower Society to devist a new type ofworship, a worship %y
buying and selling' as you read in Revelation 13:10-18. And this worship i s ' k m a t i c , and ptIiCtjced
only by khovah's Witnesses. It is id01 wonhip of the worst Liad It lads diinto the Abyss" (Schndl
1956:206).

"'

~ r i a i sand Persecutiom of Miss Edith O 'Goman,othcnuise Sister Teresa & Chantal, of St.
Joseph's Convent, Hudson City. MJ. (O'Gorman 1871) tells a similar story. In her preface, O'Gonnan
wcites: "In laying this book before the public, I am guided by mth. 1do not make a single statement
which can be reîuted. 1give names, &tes, and facts, chailcnging contradiction My objcct is p~rely
charitable. 1wish to enlightcn the bhd, âeluded, and superstitious Caîholics with rcfercw;t to the ~ T S
of their religion, and the unnatural discipline, and petnicicm Muence of the conventtual life, and also to
muse the lukewarm, indifferent and unsuspecting among Protestants whosc daughters may be atteQdaats
of some couvent s c b l , where they are king enticed h m them thn,ugh the intrigues and cunning of

professed religious career of a wornan known to the reader only as Maria Monk.
According to her story, among other atrocities at the Hotel Dieu Convent, monks and

nuns regularly engaged in orgiastic activity and the children bom of these unions were
killed and buned in cellar graves. In fact, Maria Monk (1 816-1 849) was a young woman
whose promiscuity and periodic mental derangement eventually brought her to an asylum
for prostitutes which was administered by the Roman Catholic Church. Dischargeci in
1834 when it was discovered that she was pregnant, she formed an alliance with a virulent

anti-Catholic, Rev. William K. Hoyt. Hoyt took Maria to New York and together they
produced what became one of the moa popular pieces of fiction in the nineteenth century:
the A wful Disciosures ofMaria Monk.
Benefiting fiom the rising tide of anti-Catholic bigotry in the country, fiom
the appetite whmed by such works as Rebecca Reed's Six Months in a
Conwnt, published a short time earlier, and fiom a latent taste for
pomography in a reading audience otherwise deprived of it, Awful
Disciosures became a sensational best-seller. A flood of denunciations and
repudiations from respectable sources, Catholic and Protestant m e , was
met by a greater flood of anti-Catholic replies, and sales mounteâ. More
than 300,000 copies were soid by the tirne of the Civil War, and the book
continued to be reprllited into the 20th century?
Literary farne, however, was not to follow Maria. Imprisoned for picking the pocket of a
customer in the Phüadelphia borde10 where she was living, Maria âied in the almshouse

on Blackwell's Island Ui 1 8 4 9 . ~

Jesuits and Sisters of Charity, who are adepb in beguiling unstable hearts through the empty, t h e d a
and alluring ceremonies of a religion which bas a peculiat charm for children and weak minds, and for aU
who live according to the se-not
the spirit" (O'hrman 1871:üi-iv).

"~ o n r e nin Americm History by EncycIopedia Brittmica 1998: <http:/hm,mc~~cb.com(w~men/

articles/MonknkMaria.html>,electronic daunent. See also Downey 19%.
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Ex-nuns like Maria Monk, Rebecca Reed, and Edith O'Gorman were not the only
contributon of atrocity Stones in the plethora of anti-Catholic propaganda which peaked
in the Nneteenth centuiy, but which is seeing a resurgence in the latter part of the
twentieth (cf, for example, Blakeney 191 1; Hunt 1990, 1994; White 1990). In 1904, "expriest Bernard Fresenborg" published Thirty Years in Heu, or From Dwkness to Lighi.
the title page of which rads: "Who for thirty long years tread the slippery and deceitful
path of abhorrent Catholicism, but who to-day stands at the Vatican's door, with the torch
of Protestant wisdom, and denounces Popery with a tongue livid with the power of a
living God (Fresenborg 1904:3). The invocation continues: "Like a Meteor From Gd's
Throne,

This great book has stirred America fiom center to cirnimference. About 400

Lave Pages, And each page a stinging rebuke to Roman Catholicism" (Fresenborg

lgO4:3).
More than anything, atrocity narratives and miracle stories reinforce the

boundaries of the primary group. The easier it is to believe the worst about that which
challenges one's subjective construction of reality, the easier it is to dismiss the challenge,
or to Nhilate with poisoned well arguments based one's perception. "Believe who you
want, he's a Satanist," says Bob Larson (see p. 191 n. 180). It is not the case that atrocities

never happen; they do. It is not the case that some do not occur in the context of religious

belief and religious comrnunity, this is also tnie. The question on which the manipulation
of information tums, however, is verification of particular instances-whether atrocious or
miraculous-which are employed in the framework of a propagmda program designed to
&est

particular behaviours in chosen target audiences relative to the group(s) about

which the atrocities are related.
5.5.6 Antipathetic language

There are different modes of linguistic antipathy, but ali share a comrnon purpose
within the correlative machinery of propaganda. They add to the case made by the
propagandist in his or her manipulation of information; they serve the purpose for which
the propaganda is in place. One mode of antipathy is emotional, ofien violent Ianguage
which is so value-laden that it becomes difficult for the target audience (whether a reader
or a hearer) to separate the flow of the argument from the tenor of the rhetoric. Another
type is what might be called the "weasel-word"-for

example, "X seems to be . . . ," "X

is very possibly . . . ," "X is lik& to . . . ,""X could very well be . . . ." This deftness of
rhetoric never quite commits to a position, yet leaves the audience with the distinct
impression that a position has been taken.
As noted in Chapter Three above, Ron Rhodes uses antipathetic language of both

types with cavalier abandon (cf. pp. 122-3). He writes about "the cancer of cultism"

(Rhodes 1W4:218); he asserts that "beiievers are to engage in an intense cmd vigorois

struggle to defend Christianity-'the

faith7-against intrusive cultic challengers"

(1994:221). According to Rhodes, while "Hinduism has innltrated the United States"
(1994:21), Islam has "invadecl" (1994:22-3). There is "a deluge of cuitic and occult

poups vyhg for the Amexican mainstream,"and "a cuhic and occultic penetration of
America's businesses, health facilities, and public schools" (Rhodes l994:218). In a

passage worth quoting at Iength, Rhodes raises the level of his rhetonc.
The winds of change are rapidly esdating toward hwricane force on the

religious landscape in America today, and the implications should send
chiils down the spine of every concemed Christian. The reality is, however,
that many Christians are indifferent- not oniy regarding the counterfeit
religions sweeping across Our land, but also regarding the church.
As the ominous dark clouds continue to gather on the horizon, many
Christians go memly about their way, utterly oblivious to the danger that
lies al1 about them. (Rhodes 1994:27)
"It was a dark and stormy Nght . . ." is, in essence, what Rhodes writes. Once
again, though, there is more implied here than simply spinal chüls and vague

fùndamentalist angst. Supported by the tenor of the rhetonc is an eîhical irnperative which

calls into question the integrity and sincerity of Christians who are not caught in the web
of concem and paranoia which Rhodes spins about them. Antipathetic laquage reinforces
the satanisation of the worldview or group to which one is opposed and which has
presented itself as a problem of practical life. In the context of the dualism/duelism of
worldviews, it also serves to reinforce once again the boudaries of the primary group to
which the target audienc*i.e.,

evangelicaVfundamentalist Christians-belongs.

5.5.7 Questionable Scholanbip

Often in the propaganda of anticult apologists there are few, if any, prllnary

sources cited to substantiate daims made about the groups, practices, or individuals under
The target readership is expected to accept the apologist's word that any
inve~tigation.~

2%ere are, however, some anticuit apologists who do maLe use of primary source materiais in
their consideration of différent groups. While it would be impossiileto evaluate the use these particuiar
apologists make ofprimary materials without a casefui miss-referencing of the originaîs, that they are
used is a signincant Mpmment over secondary source citation h m other anticult matenial in that it
becornes easier for the& use of material to be evaluated. For exampie, in his cbapter on the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Abanes employs 127 endnotes (1998: 185-224),whüe A t b b e f g anâ
Weldon supply 2 12 (1991a:9-52). in Abanes, onîy 21/127 (16.53%) indiate that thq, are to other tban
pNnary sources. In Ankerberg and Weldoq 72/2 12 (33.%%) are to other tban primary LDS soutces.
While the incidenceof it may bc substantially les, none of thest authors is compIetdy rernoved from
citing secon~ u aasrpiimary. Abaocs. for example, puotes an cxtenmtc passage h m Fawn

assenions made are accurate and verifiable. On the other hand, anticult apologists oAen
create the illusion of scholarship through the copious use of the particular tools of
scholarship. Some apologists provide scores of endnotes for each chapter. For example, in
ïl>e Ctdting o/Arnerica, Rhodes averages six footnotes per page of text, low perhaps by
some acadernic standards, but quite high when one considers the popular audience for
which his book is written. While this mass of endnotes (which in the books produced by
Rhodes' publishers, Harvest House Publishers, are in a font half the sire of the textual
typeface) may create the image of scholarship, their relative value is not apparent until a
detailed content analysis is cmied out. Other times, while hardly unique to Christian
anticult apologetics, analysis reveals the propagandist's propensity either to substantiate
ciaims in one work with similar daims From another work he or she has produced, or to
Brodie's No Man Knows My Histov: The Lfe of Joseph Snrrrh ([ 1945 1 1971) and introduces the passage
as k i n g from Brodie's work. The purpose of the quotation is to demonstrate that. in addition to k i n g
polygarnous, "Smith and his followers also very militani. 1n fact, Smith raised a pnvate army" (Abanes
1998: 197). His source, howwer, is not Brodie herseif, but an anti-Mormon work by Jerald and Sandra
Tanner entitledMonnonism: Shadow or Realiy? (Cf. Abanes 1998:298 n.29). In both Abanes and the
Tanners. there are ellipses added to the quotation from Brodie. In the anticult apologctic matcrial, the t c
reads: "Few visitors to Nauvoo [an early Mormon settlementl . . . had any idea of the potentialities of the
Mormon movement. But many of them were troubled by the unmistakable m i l i q atmosphere that
pervaded the city . . . " (Abanes 1998:197). While the first ellipsis is of littie consequence, in t e m of the
perception of early Mormonism which Abanes (and the T a ~ e r sis) concerned to present, the second is
significant. Following "the unmistakable rnilitary atmosphere that pervaded the city" Brodie wrote:
"Every village in the state had its militia group. which paradeci on muster days in a carelessly impromptu
fashion and made a beeline for the tavern when the dusty rnarching was over" (Brodie [1945] 1971:270).
The impression given by the ellipsis, though, is that the militarisation of Nawoo at the han& of Joseph
Smith and his followers was unique in the observers' experience and reflected concern over the Mormons
alone; the sentence which Abanes and the Tanners ornitted from Brodie mitigates that sense considerably.
As well, Ankerberg and Weldon are not entirely free from this subtle form of misdirection. "In
any discussion with a Mormon," they write, "the following redefinition of biblicaUChristian terms must be
kept in mind. Although Mormons themselves may be ignorant of some of the definitions citcd below, the-v
represent m e Mormon teaching as proven by an evaluaiion of standard Mormon theological worksl0"

(Ankerberg and Weldon 199La: 18; emphasis added; endnote in originai). The endnote (40) reads: T h e
bibliography in Tanner and Tanner, The Changing World of hIormonim, is representative" (Ankerberg
and Weldon 1991a:348 11.40). In point of fact. the definitions which Ankerberg and Weldon proceed to
supply do not rely on "standard Mormon theofogical works," but on the presentation and analysis of those
works in the books of lerald and Sandra Tanner. fellow anti-Mormons.
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corroborate them with references to material produced by other anticult apologists-a

"quoting circle," as it were.'05 However, it is extremely rare for these secondary references

to be acknowledged in the text as such; the target audience is lefl with the impression that
the apologist is working from primary source material." Ofken, this is also true of
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A content analysis of the endnotes in Ron Rhodes' The Culring ofhrerica (1994). for
examplc. reveals that his scholarship is often littlc more than a "quoting circle" drawn from likc-minded
apologists. The Culting of.-interica employs 926 endnotes to substantiatc the data and support the
argument which Rhodes makes that cults. the occult. and the New Age (including such manifestations of
each as occur in the contest of UFOs;cf. Rhodes 1998) constitutes a clear and present danger not only to
Christianity. but to North Amcrican socicty as a whole. Of these endnotcs. only 29 1(31.43'?/0)refcr to
sources outsidc the evangclical or fundamentalkt publishing world. 497 (53.67%) refer e.upticitly to
evangelical or fundamcntalist Christian sources; and 138 (14.90%) rcfercncc secondary citations which
arc quoted by Rhodes as though they were pnmaq. but are in fact drawn from evangelical or
hdarnentalist sources. A similar pattern obtains in Rlien Obsession (Rhodes 1998). "According to the
testimony of many LJFO enthusiasts." he \Mites, "UFOs can in a merc rnattcr of seconds accelerate to
speeds of several thousand miles per hour. and rnakc 90degree turns in midair" (Rhodes 1998:9). Hs
reference citation for this information. hoivever. is to the 1983 edition of Bob Larson's Larson '.Y Book of
Cirlts. Indeed, Rhodes' version is a barely paraphrased reiteration of what Larson wrote. The original
reads: "In just a few seconds they can accelerate from a standing position to speeds clocked at several
thousands of miles per hour, and thcn make a 90degree turn in miciair (Larson 1989a:430: on similar
occurrences in Larson's o~vnwork, see below. pp.326-9). Sirnilarly. dealing with the question of whether
UFOs are mentioned in the Bible. Rhodes wites: "It has been suggested by a Presbyterian minister. who is
quite open to the possibility of UFOs in the Bible, that the parting of the Red Sea was actually brought
about by the exhaust of UFO spacecrafts. Moses nceded help because the Egyptians were pursuing them.
So Moses quickly contacted the aliens with his radio transmiiter (the ark of the covenant), and the aliens
blew open a path through the Red Sea by the exhaust of the ships" (Rhodes 1998:72). Two things are of
panicular note here. First, Rhodes appears to forget that the Ark of the Covenant was consuucted in the
Sinaitic wildcrness, in conjunction with the building of the Tabernacle (cf. Ex.25-3 1) and not pnor to the
Exodus (cf. Ex. 37: 1-9;Hancock 1992). And, second, his refefence. which is to John Saliba's article in
lames Lewis' collection The Go& Haye Landed (cf. Saliba 1995), takes rather e.utreme license with the
original source. Saliba is refening to the work of Barry Downing, a Board member of the Fund for UFO
Research (whose website identifies him as a "theologîst . . . specialhng in the relation behveen naturai
science and Christian theology" [<http://~ww.fllfor.or8/~Worg.
hîm#ôoard>,electronic document1).
While accurate, there is no indication in the Saliba essay that Downing is a Presbyterian minister. Nor
does Saliba der at al1 to UFO exhaust or radio communicationsb e w n Moses and aliens via the Ark of
the Covenant. The two sentences from which Rhodes has drawn his reference rad: "Many incidences
recorded during the Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt provide excellent examples of multiple witness
sightings. The parting of the Red Sea is said to have been caused by unidenlifred flying objects" (Saliba
1995:32-33). While Rhodes has obviously taken liberties with Saiiba's material, his reference to Saiiba
suggests a legitimate citation. On the Downing hypothesis, see Downing (19681 1997.

'+or example, Rhodes writes that "according to the canonized version of joseph Smith's
account of his first vision (in which he allegedly beheld God the Father and Jesus Christ), Smith repens
what he was told in response to his inquiry regarding which chwch he shouid joinw(1994W2); Rhodes
ihen proceeds to double-indent the quotation from "the canonized version of Joseph Smith's account*
While the text suggesls that Rhodes is citing original material, he is not. His reference is to a one-page

Douglas Groothuis.
While he gives the impression that he is working frorn primary sources, when one
checks one finds that his references are frequently to secondary anticult material. In
Unmmkrng the Nou Age, for example, Groothuis quotes as though they were primary
sources idormation about est and nie Nexf Khofe Emrh Catafogue. Claiming to
dernonstrate both the pantheism of est, and the relationship between its founder, Werner

Erhard, and Swarni Muktananda, Groothuis writes: "Swarni Muktananda-a
influence on Werner Erhard, the founder of est and Forum-pulls

great

no pantheistic punches

when he says: 'Kneel to your own seK Honor and worship your own being. God dweiis
within you as You!"'(Groothuis 1984:2 1). While this is not inconsistent with what Swami

Muktananda might have said, that is not the point. A check of the source citation reveais
that Groothuis is not, in fact, quoting Muktananda; he is quoting Dave Hunt's Ilw Cult

Explosion (cf. Hunt 1980:106). A fbther check of the source material in The Cul?
Erpfosion reveds that Hunt's use of the quote is completely unattested. Thus, an
unfounded secondary source fiom Hunt is presented by Groothuis as though it were
primary source material. A similar misdirection occurs with Groothuis' use of a quotation
ostensibly from The Next mole b t h Catdogue. He quotes the editor, Stewart Brand,

article on Mormanism written by Robert Bowman and pubiished in the Christian Reseurch Jwnral
during the time Rhodes served as its associate editor (Rhodes 1994:239 n.61). Simüarly, Rtrodes antends
that "[regsrding] the Unification Church's attempt at legitimacy in America, an article in Christirni0
Todq commente4 'The most-publicized Iegitimation tactic is probably the Mamie professional
conferences. Most are organited under the auspices of the church's New Ecumcnical Research
Association (New ERA). The Moonies have cowened with evangelicals, scientists, lawyers, and
jounialists" (1994: 112). insofiu as "the Unification Church's attempt at legitimaq in Amerid' goes,
Rhodes is not incorrect. Howcvcr, hc is not quoting Chri~n'mify
Todq, as lis prose Icads the rcaâcr to
believe. He is, in fac!, citing the quotarion h m Ruîh Tucker's Another Gospel fluckcr 1989:264; cf.
Rhodes l994:241 n.7 7);Tuckcr's derence is to a 1982 article in Chrisrfani@Todqy.

who wnites "in the introduction to the popular The Next mole Emth Catalogue . . . 'We

are as Gods and might as well get good at it"' (Groothuis 1984:22). Groothuis' reference,
however, is not to n e Nexr Whole firth Catalogue; this tirne it is to Hunt's Peace,
Prosperity, and the Coming Holocasst (1 983:82). Once again, though, Hunt provides no
reference citation and does not mention Brand at dl. In both instances, Groothuis is
probably correct in his assessrnent of the basic Uifonnation; however, the duplicitous

manner in which he presents secondary source matenal as primary casts doubt on his
credibility as a researcher, as one who can speak as a "significant other" in the
maintenance of subjective reality .
Sometimes, sources are simply used as instrumental devices by which the
manipulation of information is effected through selective omission andor emphasis.
When Rhodes considen "The lnvasion of Islam," evidence of this manipulation is
found in the list ofUfacts"which he marshals in support of his case. "Accordhg to
magazines like The and Newsweek," he writes, "there are now over four million Muslirns
in Nonh Amerka.%Some estimates place the figure much higher-in

the seven- to eight-

million range" (Rhodes l994:22; endnote in Rhodes). While Rhodes cites "magazines üke
Time and Newsweek," he never actuaiiy says that they are Time and Newsweek. He does,
however, endnote his data. What the reader who checks that endnote (one of eighty-four

in a thirteen-page chapter) will discover is that Rhodes is not quoting a prllnary source.

His information cornes fiom Robert Morey, another conservative Christian anticult
apologist (cf. Morey 19927). Morey's anti-Muslim book, The Islmnc I&on:
Confonting the World'sF a e s t Gruwing Religion, is also published by Rhodes'

publisher, Harvest House. When the original text in Morey is checked, one finds that, not
only does Rhodes misquote Morey, but he does so in manner which uses the information

for exactly the opposite purpose Morey intended. While Rhodes uses the figures as
evidence of what he perceives as the rapid encroachrnent-"the invasion"-of Islam on
North A m e n q Morey is, in fact, responding to what he considers the extravagrnt daims

of the Islamic community about the total number of Muslims in the U.S.'"' Mormver,
Morey's data was offered originaiiy in the context of radio talk-show debate with a

member of the Islamic cornrnunity and finds no origin in "magazines like Time and

Nousweek.." In terms of propaganda, the issue is not whether the specific content of the
data is accurate, but rather the manner in which the data has been manipulated in order to
support of the propagandist's ideological position.

Another variety of rhetorical misdirection involves a vague appeal to a rnass of
evidence the sheer size of which prevents inclusion in the work."Though there are m y
other cultic groups, movements, and world religions we wuld examine," Rhodes writes,
"the above sampling is sufficient to üiustrate how thoroughly the cults have penmted
mainstream America" (1994:25-6). For Rhodes, though, the "SuffiCient sampling" is a

%orey Wntes: "OnFebruay 22, 1991 , I was on a radio talc Jhow with a repnsentative of the
Islamic Information Center of America. During the program he ciaimed that there were over 2 billion
Muslims in the world and ovcr 10 million in the United States. When 1asked him for somc kind of
written documentation for these numbers, he did not provide W .When 1 pointed out that the
encyclopedias, almanacs, newspapers, and such magazines as Time and Newsweek, etc. Cstimatc tbat the=
are ody between 3 and 4 million Muslims in the U.S.,and not 10 million as he ciaimed, the Muslim
representative respoaded by claiming that al1 the aewspapers, encyclopcdias, a h m a a . maetc.
were wroag! We wili stick to the standard retircnce works until the Muslims can corne up witb some kind
of hard documentation ta the contraq" (Morey 1992:7). Morey provides a refcrence citation at this point,
but it is not for any of the "newspapers,encyclopedias, ahmacs, maetc."; it mereiy repeats when
and where he was on the radio program.
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twelve-page chapter which purports to cover the Momons (1.5 pages), the Jehovah's
Witnesses (1 page), the New Age Movement ("Cosmic Cancer Eroding the West"
[Rhodes 1994:171; 3.5 pages), Hinduism (< I page), and Islam (1 .S pages). Of course,
because this is offered as a conventional piety (Le., that "cults" have penetratd
mainstream Amenca), for many of Rhodes' target audience he wili have provided a
sufficient sample. It leads well, though, into a final aspect of this correlative instnunent of
anticult propaganda-the

deceptive &tabuse.

Here, the propagandist uses several citations tiom a single source, yeî the
rhetoricai presentation of the data is such that the citations appear to have been drawn
fiom a wide varîety of swrces. In this way, the impression is rendered of a much broader

database than is actually the case.

"The statistics I've been able to compile regarding the family unit in America are
highly disturbing," Rhodes writes, "as we will see in a moment" (199454). What Rhodes
does not tell his reader-but

leaves him or her to discem fiom the welter of endnotes-is

that nfty percent of the reference citations he WUuse for the "statistics I've been &le to
compile" (i.e., 27/55) are to two sources: George Bama,a conservative Christian

marketing researcher (6.Bama 1993), and Russell Chandler, a conservative Christian
futurist and former religion reporter for the Los Angeles Tirnes (cf. Chandler 1988, 1992).

In a one-and-a-haif page section entitled 'The Nouveau Family," there are three
endnotes; all three are referend to one book in the Barna corpus ( B m 1993). Yet,ail

three are introduced in the text as though they were picked fiom a much broader

collection of data. The first datum is simply a broad-bmsh definition of what Rhodes calls
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"the nouveau farnily," that is, not Mom-Dad-two kids-two cars-television set-and-optional
sheepdog. Although uncited in the text, his source is Bama, The Future of the Amerium
Family (Rhodes 199455). His next datum is introduced: "As one critic put it . . ."

(Rhodes 1994:5 9 , and the third, ". . . some research indicates that . . ." (Rhodes
199455). What the research indicates, in ternis of a propaganda mode], is once again less
relevant than the use Rhodes makes of it. What is relevant is the fact that the source for
the preliminary definition, the "one cntic," and the "some research" is one person-Bania;

it is one book-The Future of the American Fami&; indeed, al1 three data corne fkom a
single page within Barna's book. Yet,the impression given by the manner in which

Rhodes has constnicted his text is that (a) he is the one who has actually compiled the
data, and (3) that this data has been drawn fiom a much wider variety of sources than
simpiy one page in one book. Close examination of his documentation throughout reveals,

however, that his research is fiequently based on this narrowest possible fonn of statistical
special pleading (cf, for example, Rhodes 1994:41, 54-7, 84-5, 119).
5.6 Summay

In both the principles of propaganda and the mechanisms by which it is actualised,
the cornmon denominator is the manipulation of information towards a particuiar end. As
noted above, though, the ways in which information can be rnanipulated are many and
varied. Successful analysis of propaganda depends, then, not only on a familiarity with the

processes employed in manipulation, but also the abiity to discem where manipulation is
occurring, what sort of manipulation is being employed, and, very ofien, what an
alternative explanation for the 6%facts" presented might be in order to determine the degree

to which information has been rnanipulated. The catalogue of possible techniques is
considerably larger than can be covered here. For exarnple, while this chapter has only
considered a few of the logical fhllacies which may be employed instrumentaüy in
propaganda, Gray discusses thirty in his book on the New Age (Gray 1991), and then
cautions his readers that "we should not think of them as a complete list. Some logic

books describe over 100 fallacies, and even they do not pretend to be exhaustive"
(199 153). He concludes that is "seems unlikely that there wuld ever be a complete list of

the errors we can make when reasoning" (Gray 199 1:53).
A similar caveat could be applied to the study of propaganda. As many ways as

there are to manipulate information-fiom

the outright fabrication of events (Nayirah Al-

Sabah and the Kuwaiti incubator incident) to the gentle massage of imagery in the service

of one's own point of ~ i e wfrom
, ~ the
~ ~constant repetition of phrases and ideas with
20%"hem e r art for Muck'r book Alien Go& on Anrericm Twf(1990) is instnictivc in this
regard. The main title and the subtitle-iiow world religions are wangelizingyour neighborhood-fhme
a painting which takes up jusî mer haif the amilable cmer spce. It is an iilustration by Tm Jonkc, and
shows a portion of a Street in what one might imagine as quintessential suburban tract housing in the U.S.
The houses are similar, but for colour and incidental hm;the yards are the same size and shape, each
obviously well cared for, trees and shrubs line the boulevard; and h m a house three down in the
painting's perspective hangs an American flag. Centred in the foreground is a bal& barefbot man in a
saffron robe pushing a lawnmower. White the subtitle refers to "world religions," the man in the painting
looks like no one so much as a devotee of Hase Krishna. The message is subtle, but obvios: these
religions are on
turf," out suburban heartlanâ, and th& chosen mcthod of "evanglization"is to
convince you that they present no threat-they mow their lathey h e peacefidly in our
neighborhoods, preswnabiy they pay their taxes, etc. This fiamhg continues in the first chapcr, cntitkd
"The Invisille Crisis" (Mucklg!IO:13-20).Muck cites the efforts on bebalf of Hindus in Amra, k i s ,
to build a temple, and writes: "The people of Aurora-mostiy typicai middle Ameri-jakü,
citing
possiile violations of city building reguïations. Eveetually the indians won theh right to buiid, but only
after a protracteci, sometimes heateû battle in city m\1I1Cil hearing. Such stories an so rare as to sound
exotic. But they will probably not stay so rare. WorId religions have centreci in the cities, but what is wban
today may become suburban tomom.
for example, how Chinese restaurants, once found only in
wban Chinatmns, have become a slandard feature of suburbia. The spreaâ of world reügions will not stay
f o m r in the Qty" (Muck 1990:13-6). b t c d just a fm miles wcst of grcater Chicago, A m had a
population of 5 1,422 accordhg to the 1990 US.govenunent census. There are a number of reügious
buildings in town; with the exception of the Hindu Temple d e s c n i by Muck and the Tcmplc B'Nai

.
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which one's target audience will resonateZwto the employment of statistics offered with

neither reference nor context, but used in support of one's argument and obje~tive~'~-this
is the number of ways in which target audiences can be motivated towards the goal of the

propagandist.

Israel synagogue, al1 are Christian (see <http://www.aocn.auroraedu(locaY'~ndexhtml~,
electronic
document).

%.g, Yïhere is an unparaüeled mysticai mnspiracy W e n i n g tday's world.. Godr of the
New Agen (Matrisciana 1985: h n t cuver).
2'%.g., Those who oppose homosaaiality are denounced as bigoîs. Yct the raw statistics donc
shouid caw anyone to oppose it. The national outcry against this deadly habit ought to be Ear greater tban
against tobacco. The median age of death for niarried heterosexual men is m
y
i twice that of
homoselcuals:75 compareû with 39. Only 1 percent of homosexuais Live kyood the age of 65. The
average age of death for married women is 79 compared with 45 for lesbians. HomOSexualS are 87 times
more likeiy to commit suicide and 23 times more likefy to die h m haut attacks. Based on the fàcts, it is
reprehensi'ble for anyone to emurage the practice of homosexuaiity!" (Hunt 1998f330).

Chapter Six
Repairing the Worid:
Propaganda in the Conceptual Machiney of Universe-Maintenance
Obviously there me inmrmerablefaise gods andfahe religions, and the
Bible denmnces every one of these because they seduce mankindfrom
knowing and obeying the one irue Gad
-Dave Hunt-

6.1 Introduction

The rnechanism by which Dave Hunt reinforces the worldview which he inhabits

(and in suppori of which he functions as a significant other for a great number of persons)
is not located in his statement "there are many false gods and fdse religions"; nor is it in

his declaration that "the Bible denounces every one" of them. It is hidden in that little
word, "obviously"; it is located in the implication of Christianity's inherent superiority
over al1 other religious expression-and

the implied superiority of those who inhabit the

Christian worldview. In point of fa*, though, his statement is not "obvious" at ail. Thus, it

becomes the task of his apologetic to manipulate the dissemination of information such
that it appears "obviously" to be the case.

Whereas Chapter Four dealt with the definition of propaganda, and Chapter Five
the tools used to actualise it in a particular propaganda program, this chapter d l examine
some of the objectives towards which propaganda may be tumed, particularly in the
domain of subjective reality-maintenance and repair. As has been pointed out in Chapter
Two, because they are the products of perception, interpretation, vested interest, and the

generational transmission of accepted values, worldviews are inherently unstable. There is,
very ofien, no more empirical evidence for the superiority of one worldview over another
than the common illusion that such a superiority exists. Thus, the ongoing maintenance of
this worldview-whatever

it i s - a s well as its repair in the face of such problems of

practical life as arise to threaten it, just as ofien require specific manipulations of
information in order to be effective.
Using examples from the media coverage of the GulfWu,this chapter will explore
ways in which the manipulation of information provides an hygienic portrait for the
inhabitants of a panicular subjective construction of reality-in

this case, Nonh Arnericans

(primarily U.S. citizens) faced witb the possibility of a war in the Persian GulE211
Foliowing this, question-and-answer sections t?om Dave Hunt's rninistry newsletter and
the writings of Pat Robertson will demonstrate how information manipulation plays a role

21'III 1980, the fint year of the Reagan Adminisûation, politicil satirist G.B.Trudeau p u b W
a cartoon in his Doonesbury series which was eerily porteatous of evcnts fM yem lam. Two of the main
cbaracters, Zonker and Mike, have been told they must go to the post office to register for the d d "Why
am f doing this?" Zonker asks, gazing woefuiiy at the card he has just fïiied out. "Now they've got me for
We." "Thank you, sir," says a hceless clerk as she reaches to take the cad. "X'U be the first one cailcd up.
1know it," Zonker moans. "Excuse me," intempts the clerk. "You forgot to answer the question on the
back." "Oh.Sorry," Zonker irplies, reading the carri, " ~ c a l l errpon
d by p u r country, wouIdyou be
willing to give pur Ife to protect the interests of US.oil cornpunies?" "OIL c~mpanies?"demands the
outraged Zonker. "It's onîy hypothetid,"the cIerk responds. "We're just brying to gct a btad countw
(Trudeau 1984:14).
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in identifjwg problems of practical life. Finally, using examples of worldview Nhilation

drawn from the work of other anticult apologists manipulation of information as a
mediator of therapy will be examined.

Beyond this, there remain two areas which require some exploration-what

the

effects of propaganda on a target audience are, which includes discussion of the issue of
the ethical neutrality of propaganda, and what differentiates propaganda tiom persuasion.
These will be considered in the latter portion of the chapter.
6.2 Propaganda in the Machiney of Univene-Maintenance

"Propaganda arise," writes Leonard Doob, 'khenever and wherever there is
conflict within society" @oob 1935:77). That is to say, whenever and wherever a problem
of practical life draws the diEering interests of various groups into conflict, propaganda

plays a role in the resolution of the conflict. Doob continues: "Competing groups attempt
either to secure adherents fiom arnong the ranks of neutrals or of enemies, or to
strengthen themselves through the use of propaganda" (1935:77). Thus, propagmda plays

a critical role in the maintenance of the subjective reality to which the members of a
particular primary group give adherence. In tum, and sometimes imerdepmdently, the
propaganda process serves each of the three components of universe maintenance outiined

in Chapter Two: hygienics, diagnostics and pathology, and therapy. There do not exist
rigorous boundarîes between these componaits; they are organidy interdependent
insofi as they support the ongoing validity and reaüsation of the woridview to which they

are dedicated. Despite the Deed for a linear descriptive structure, the same manipulation of

inf'orxnation may simultaneously support more than one aspect of the maintenance process.

6.2.1 Propaganda as Legitimator of Hygienics

There are any number of purposes for which information can be manipulated, any

number of causes in the service of which information can be organised, managed, and
disseminated. Managed information serves specific causes ("Buy new improved Tide for
35% whiter whites!") as well as general ("Communism is defeated!"). While the specific

purposes are myriad, one of the key general purposes for which information is organised
and manipulated is the ongoing support of prirnary group identity. And, although there
may be significant diEerences in the specific boundary markers which establish the

contours of a given primaty group-Tide users in general versus those who stiii Wear
clothes which are 35% dingier; and capitalists who, d e r the downfdl of cornmunism,
perceive themselves as the obvious winners in the global battle of worldviewS--because
subjective realities are inherently unstable when they exist in a situation of plurality, the
need for a selective management of information to sustain that primary group identity
remains constant. In this capacity, propaganda serves as a supporter, and thereby a
legitimator of a particular hygienics of worldview, a particular ideal state of subjective
reality. In this capacity, it maintains and reidorces the particular cognitive boundary

markers according to which a particular primary group is forneci.
6.2.1.1

U.S Media and the Gulf War
An example of this is some of the U.S. media propaganda around Desert Shield

and Desert Storm. Between Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait on 2 August 1990, the
implementation of Desert Shield on 6 August, the prosecution of Desert Storm on 16

Jmuq 1991, and the official end of the Gulf War on 3 March 1991, Newsweek devoted

fourteen out of a possible thirty-two magazine covers to stories about the conflict in the

Gulf The numbers, however, are less important than the manner in which the information
on those covers was framed. Visually, such debate as there may have been about the range
of options which preceded or CO-existedwith the prosecution of either Desert Shield or
Desert Storm was bounded in that any other options besides war with Iraq-e.g., the

esdation and continuation of economic sanctions, or diplornatic efforts at resolution
brokered through countnes friendly to Iraq-simply

did not exist."' In the different

headlines, the word "sanction," for example, appears nowhere on the covers devoted to
the contlia, and "diplomacy" appears just once (Newsweek,10 December 1990, front

cover). In the latter instance, quoting George Bush, who said, "This will not be another
Vietnam," that cover headline read: "A Deadline for Diplomacy And a Plan for AU-Out
War." That is, there is a defined end to diplornacy and a definite program for arrned

codict; al1 other options have been obviated2l3"War," on the other hand, appears
prominently in eleven of those thirteen Newsweek c~vers.~"
*12writingof the henneneutic a& in which television news merage of the Gulf conflict had
been porirayed by CNN and ABC-i.e., the enigrna, suspension of the enigma, and resolution of the
enigma (cf. Dobkin 1993: 110)-Dobkin
notes that "[given] identifiable movement toward military action,
negotiations were framed as outside the logic of the enigma" (1993:112). That is, the tnigma was not
"Will the U.S. go to war with Iraq?" but "By bow much will the U.S. win when they go to war with Iraq?"
(Cf. Dobkin 1993:113).
*'3Dobkin conciudes similarly. Te1evisim mmasts provideci an interpr*iveframcwock
through reporter packages that privileged militaxy intervention and focused on war strategis. Before the
tint Alüed strikes, television news had established a stnictural h u e that fit the emerging needs of the
Pentagon and White House" (1993:120).
*'"w~I
It Be War?" for exampie, is cenacd in large font wer a pbotograph of y m g Amaican
soldiers in their celebrated "chocohtechipsn camoufîage depianingat wbat appears to be a make&ft
airstrip in the desert. "War" is the largest, most prominent word on the m e r (Newsweek,27 August
1990, fiont cover). Two months later, the cover presents what appcars to be a
T h e Gulf Crisis:
The Cast Againsi War/The Case For War: How Will Bush Dccidc" (Newsweek,29 Octobcr 1990, fiont
cover). VlSuaUy,The Case Against Wai' is blacka-white, cerüreûudemeathThe Gulf Crisis" and a
stylised dove-and=olive-bmh;The Case For War" is whitea-black, surmounting "HowWill Bush

Even though war had not been officially declared before the beginning of Desert
Storm, less than one month after the implementation of Desert Shield Newsweek

headlined its cover: "Horror Show: Saddarn's Prisoners of War" (Newsweek, 3 September
1990, front cover). Two weeks prior to that, a painting of Hussein had graced the cover

with the headline: "Baghdad's Bully" (Newsweek, 13 August 1990, fiont cover). Few
people reading, perhaps, recognised that, while h e lived in Baghdad, Saddam Hussein had
for a much longer period of time been the U.S.3bully in their proxy war against Iran, a
stabilising influence in the turbulent

To admit this into the discussion, however,

would not have helped reinforce the Amencan construction of reality that theirs was the
task of defence against an aggressor. In the context of the Persian Gulf,the U.S.

Decide?" and a stylisecl jet fightcr-bomkr. Three ttiings arc of note about this configuration. (a) Though
the font size for the word "war" in each is identical, 'The Case For War" stands out in the reader's mind
b u s e it is printed in a manner designed to stand out; t b t is, white-on-bladc impresses itseff more on a
readership accustomed to blacka-white. fi) The part of the headline, "How Wili Bush Decide" is located
direçtly beneath "The Case For War," visuaiiy idenûfjing that choiœ with the choice of the Residcnt.
And (c) readers identifjl most strongly with that which they read or hear last-hem the power of the iast
word in a debate. "The Case Against War" could just as easily have been positioned as the last part of the
headline seen by the reader, but it is not. it muid also as easüy have kaframed as the case for or against
peace. The last impression the reader-especially the qui& scan of the cover as might occur in a groccry
store checkout line-is "The Case For War" in whiteaMack, large font type. Aftet the btpinning of
Desert Storm, "war" featured even more prominently: T h e Path to War" (uaderneath a photograph of aa
F-14 Tomcat fighter-bomber,Newsweek, 2 1 January 1991, &ont covct); "Amcrica at War" (wer a profde
shot of an American pilot gMag a thumbs-up prior to takemff; Newsweek, 28 January 1991, front cover);
"The New Science of War" (undemeath a nie photograph of the F417A Stcalth fightcr, Nmsweek, 18
Febniaty 1991, h n t mer,according to the cover, this issue alsa inciuâeâ a "Pullout Poster. Weapons of
Waf').

*15C?f&is, MacArthur writes: "&fore the seizure dKuwait, the Iraqi dictator was regardcd by
many poiiticians and jounialists as merely another unpleasant Third World strongman for whom the US.
foreign-policyestablishment had a necessuy flinity. From 1980 to 1988, Hussein had shod&red the
burden of killing about 150,000 Iranians,in addition to at least thirteen thousaad of bis own citjzens,
including several thousand unarmcd Kurdish civiiians, and in the pmœss won the admiration and s u p p t
of elements of three successive U.S.Administrations. Whilc it might overstate the case to suggat that in
19ûû the Carter Administration encouraged Hussein to attack Khomeini's Shiite legions, one can d c i y
say tbat no one in the carte^ camp seemed to object very Ioudly" (MacArthur 1992:374). On the special
reküioasbip which existed between the U.S. aod Iraq pnor to 2 August 1990, see also: Cbomdg
1993~:89,269-70;
Prince 1993.

construction of reality located Saddam Hussein (and, by implication, al1 Iraqis) outside the
Democratic nations simply
primary group bounded by vague notions of "derno~racy."~~~

do not invade other sovereign countries-South

Vietnam, Grenada, and Panama

notwithstanding (cf Wheaton 1992). Newsweek's 7 January 1991 wver carried a
simplified-colour portrait of Saddam Hussein, with the headline: "More Than Just a

Madman" (Newsweek,7 January 199 1, front cover). The simplifiai block planes of the
photograph had been rendered in four colours: white accents, black background blending
into both shadow and Hussein's distinctive moustache, al1 other facial features rendered in
bilious yellow and green tones*" Rather unsubtly, the notion is reinforced in the target
audience that Hussein is at the very least a madman (the question is lefi open as to what

more he is), that there is a fundamental difference between Iraqis and Amencans, and,
therefore, that the Iraqis constitute the non-self, the other which is opposed to the primary
group made up of the target audience.
Whether the maintenance and reinforcement of a particular subjective construction

of reality is intended to mobilise public support for a foreign war (6.Prince 1993:246-7),
216Dobkindso notes the "questn narrative in the framing of teltvision merage ofthe Guif
conflict. In this context, "[while] Bush and bis troops clearly constituted the h e m of the narrative, the
Iraqi citizens were depicteâ as complicit followers of an evil, brutai enemy dictator. Television ncws
characterizationsof the Iraqi people dehumaajzed and distanced them from Anaencan viewersn (Dobkh
1993:117). CNN news fwtage of ïraqi citizcns allegeûiy demonstrathg in support of Saddam Hussein is

one example of this particular distancing aspect.
217
Similarly, Rince writes: T h e demonizationof Saddam Hussein in public discoursc was of the
m m extreme kind. George Bush proclaimeci . . . that Saddam Hussein was an expression of the 'da*
side of human nanite' .. . He went on to announce tbat 'Thetemile crimes and tomrcs cornmittecl by
Saddam's henchmen against the hocent people of Kuwait are an affront to nuinkindanâ a chaiienge to
the needom of ail' . . .One of the most vivid metaphon for expressing the demonization of Saddam
Hussein was, of course, the Hitler analogy. Several commentatorsproclallncd that (SaAdnm was the Hitler
ofthe 1990s . . . AM. Rosenthal . . . whiie not employing the Hitler analogy,joined the general chorus in
calling an '4
dreamer of death' and his hemhmen 'the unholy Icillers of the Middle East'" (Prince
1993:246,247).
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demonstrate the superionty of one's religious tradition over that of another (or all others),

or merely ensure consumer brand loyalty (e.g., "l'd rather push a Chevy than drive a
Ford"),218manipulation of information c m play a strategic role in this process. Tbrough
satanisation, bounded frames of narrative and debate, and the repetition that the particular
primary group addressed represents what is true, what is right, or what is proper in the

given situation, a hygienics of reality as it should be is impressed upon the target audience.
6.2.2 Propaganda as Deteminer of Pathology

Just as the careful manipulation of information can function as a legitimator of a
particular social construction of reality, so too can it operate diagnostically as the
determiner of deviant pathology. R e d that p~hofogyis that component of the machinery

of universe-maintenance which is responsibie for the identification of threats to one's
worldview in the forrn of deviance fkom the subjective reality adhered to by the primary
group. It is, as it were, the operating mechanism of the proximate threshold of instability.

Once a problem of practical life appears, the diagnostic function of pathology takes over
to determine (a)whether the amal perception of a problem is accurate (it may not be),

and 0,
ifit is accurate, what is the most appropriate response-avoidance, integration, or
nihilation. It is not outside the realm of possibility that what rnay appear initiaily as a

problem of practicai life is found upon reflection or the advice of significant others to be

merely misperception. On the other band, what a person or group may not experience as a
problem per se can bezome one when the iduence of significant others demonstrates in
218

A popular bumper sticker, often seen on pi*
EN&, it is aiso available in the reverse
sentiment. A similar bumper sticker reads: *My two houfite hockq, tcams arc the Calgary Flatnes and
who's ever playing Edmonton!"

some way the deviance of the phenomenon and the threat represented by it.
6.2.2.1 Question Period

One of the tangible ways in which this particular aspect of propaganda bctions is
through questions asked of significant others about different phenornena. Letters to the
editors of the various magazines and newsletters which act as mediators of information for
the primary group to which the querent belongs are one example. These letters often
broach questions which address specific issues of practical life encountered by the querent.
1s this issue a problem? 1s the phenomenon 1have observeci something about which 1

should be concemed? The authority-editor, anticult apologist, whoever-is

then asked

to respond, reinforcing his or her role as significant other.
Most issues of The Berean C d ,Dave Hunt's moahly newsletter, indude a

column entitled simply "Q&A." Readers write in with questions, rnany of which raise the
problems of practical life so injurious to well-fortned subjective realities. One writes that a

"high percentage of Southem Baptist laymen and pastors belong to the Masonic Lodge.

This could be a major issue at the annual meeting of the Southem Baptist Convention June
9-1 1. 1s there a conflict between Masonry and Christianity?'' (Hunt 1992c:3).This is a
good example of the diagnostic facility of apologetic propaganda. This is the issue, the
querent asks. 1s it a problem? In this instance, Hunt's response, his reply as the signifïcant
other to whom the querent has addressed the question, is unequivocal: "Masonry is an

anti-Christian reiigious cult . . . m m y ] ,as its own documents reveal, cornes from
pagan religions and occultisrn and involves the Mason in oaths and rituals that are a
blasphemy against the God of the Bible and are opposed to the gospel of Jesus Christ"

(Hunt 1WZc:3).

The kemel of truth here is that there are oaths involved in the d8erent degrees to
which one might aspire in the Masonic Lodge; there are rituals which accornpany
attainment of these degrees; there is an aura of syncretism about the organisation which

may give some Christians pause. Whether or not the Lodge finds its roots in "pagan
whether or not it is a "blasphemy against the God of the Bible"
religions and occultis~n,"~'~
and "opposed to the gospel of Jesus Christ'"M are, however, matters of speculation and

*'%ter Wilmshurst ( 1867-1 939), a p s t Grandmaster, appean to a g m with Hunt's
assessment. Wilmshurst writes that ^in its original design and practiœ Christianity was intended to serve
as a system of initiation upon a catholic or universal scale, and to take over, super& and ampw ail that
previousiy was taught, in a less e&cacious way and to a more resîricted public, in the AnCient Mysteries.
It is not possible here to enter upon the extremely interesthg questions involved in the transition for preChristian to Christian religion, or to explain why and how the Christian Mysteries are the efûorescence of
the eartier ones and transcend them" (Wilmshurst [1927] 1980:206). Albert Mackey, on the other hand,
among other titles "the general grand high priest of the Generai Grand Chapter of the United Statesn
(Introduction to Mackey [la8 11 1996:xii), writes: "1s modem Freemasonry a lineal and uninterrupted
successor of the ancient Mysteries, the succession king transmitted through the Mithraic initiations
which existed in the 5'" and 6" centuries; or is the fact of the analogies between the two systems to be
attn'buted to a coincidence of a natural process of human thought, cornmon to all min& and showhg its
development in symbolic forms? For myseîf"1can o d y arrive at what 1think is a logical conclusion; that
is both the Mysteries and Frcemasonry have taught the same lessons by the same method of instniCtion,
this has arisen not fmn a succession of organizations . . . but rather h m those usuai and n
a
W
coincidences of human thought which arc to be found in cnry agc and among ail people" (Macky
[1881] 19%: 197-8). Among many others, Mackey also considers the historid relationship ôctween
Freemasonry and: Dniidism ([l8811 19%: 199-2l6), the Crusades ([l881] N%:2 17-234) and the socaîîed "ScottishTemplars" ([l88 11 19%:255-266; cf. Bradley and ThieLmann-Bean 1988:8l-l12), the
royal House of Stuart ([l88 1j 1996:267%5), the Rosicnicians (il88 1) 19%:329-59), and the Gnostics
([Ma 1) l9%:37 1431). For m m çonspiracist histories of Freemasonry, see Baigent and U g h 1989;
Koight 1983; Knight and Lomas 1997% 199%; Short 1989. For an anti-Masonic trcatment, sce
Schnoebelen and Spencer 1987.
2l"whiic not e g specincaliy to rcipond to modem anti-Masons, Wilmshmt doa mggest a
reason why Freemasonry could be construed as "opposeci to the g-1
of Jesus Christ." He writes: "By a
tait and quite unwarranted convention the members of the Cr& avoid mention in theh Lodges of the
Chridan Mastcr and coahnc k i r SCtipturai teadings and referenccs almost cxclusiveiy to the Old
Testament, the motive king no doubt due to a desire to obsem the injunction as to tcn.aining h m
religious discussion and to prevent offense on the part afbrethren who may not be of the Christian fâïthn
( W i i h u r s t [1927] 19%0:207).Wilmshurst continues, howftrcr, that the "motiveis an entireiy misguîûed
one and is negated by the fact that the 'greater iight' upon which every member is obligatcâ, and to which
his canitst attention is rccommc~lâcd
h m the moment of his admission to the Ordtr, is not oniy the Old
Testament, but the volume of the Sacred Law in its entirety" ([1927] 1980:207).

Another concemed reader asks: "Why is the Bible silent about mental ihess
except for speaking of demon-possessed persons? Could you address this subject?' (Hunt
1994d:4). Once again, Hunt responds definitively. "The Bible does deal 4 t h madness or

insanity . . . ,but insanity is not a mental illness" (Hunt 1994d:4). He then circumscribes

debate on the subject through the presentation of limited alternatives. "Either the Holy
Spirit was ignorant of a class of mentuf sickness that has only lately, through godless
humanists, been uncovered; or what we are being told today by Christian psychologists
isn't true" (Hunt 19944:4). For Hunt, what he calls insanity is not a question of mental

health, but spiritual well-being. "If Christian psychology has sornething vital to offer," he
continues, "then we are confronted with some crucial questions. How did Christians get
along without psychology for 1,900 years? Why would God leave His people in such
desperate ignorance; and why would He use such godless people as Freud, Jung, et ai. as
the channels of this 'new tnith'?" (Hunt 1994b:4).Any discussion of the issue is bounded

along the lines determined by Hunt. IfGod had wanted us to know about psychology, why
is it not in the Bible? This rhetorical strategy also puts the querent in the position of having
to redefine allegiance to what Hunt feels is the "bibücal worldview" by her acceptance of
Hunt's answer to the question. If the querent accepts the validity-or even the possibility
of the validity-of psychologid insight into the human condition, she has located herseif
P 1 ~ o ra c o i i d o n of esays on tbc value dF~ctmasoiuy,sll writîcn by CEstians and cditcd by
a retired United Church of Canada minister, see Collett 1990. A series of anti-Mamnicarticles written by
fiindamentaikt Christian Ed Decker (founder of Saiots Aiive in Jesus., sec below, pp.3 11-8), iacluding
"Freemasoxuy: 1s it Satan's Doar to America?" and "Proclamation to the Christian Chutches Regarding
the Participation of Christians in Freemasonry,", is archived <htipJ/www.Sairitsalivt.d

fteemasonry. html>.
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outside the Christian primary group as defined by the significant other to whom she has

looked for an answer to her question. According to the cognitive boundary markers of his
worldview, the Bible daims to offer "al1 that we need 'for life and godhess' (Hunt

1994b:4);to go against it is to go against God. Thus, funaionhg as a significant other,
Hunt has h e d both issues as clear faith choices-for

God or against God. "If we have

any confidence in God and His Word," he concludes, "then the answers are obvious"

(Hunt 1994d:4). In both the above cases, the problem of practical life has been diagnosed

as genuine.

One rather unique attempt to reinforce worldview according to the questions
raised by the constituency of the primary group is Pat Robertson's A m e r s to 200 of
Life 's Most Probing Questions (1 984). That is, if you could ask one question of Go4
what would it be? According to Robertson, "That was something that we at the Christian
Broadcasting Network (CBN)wanted to find out. To help us, we turneci to the Gallup

poli organization" (1984: 15). Through a survey of Meen hundred people, Gallup
determineci for Robertson what the ten most common questions men and women in the

United States would ask God ifthey were given the opportunity. Robertson thea used
these questions as the basis for a series of television prognms on CBN called "Don't h k

Me, Ask God." On the programs, which were hosted by Robertson and dramatised by a
variety of "celebrities" (Robertson 1984:1s

) , the
~ anmers were providecl to the

audience. In answering these questions, Robertson and the stafat CBN assuned the role

m T h i s varied gmup of "œlebritics"inciudpd, among ohers, Gcaeral W i Westmortland,
the former commiinâer of MACV, the Military AssWme Command, Vietaam; Mothcr Teresa; fiiairist
Alvin Tofûer, Anita Gillette; and cornediaas Ruth Buzzi and Steve Auen Sec Robertson 1994:1%

of the ultimate "significant other"4od. Following the success of the program,
Robertson released the book version, adding one hundred and ninety fùrther questions; he
does not say where these questions originated.
The ten questions derived from the Gallup pol1 are rather general and read as one
might expect: "Why is there sufferhg in the world?" (#1); "Why is there evü in the

world?' (#3); and "Will there ever be lasting peace?" (#4). Despite some precariously
tautological introductory remarks about the ~ i b l eRobertson
,~
irnrnediately fiames his
answers to the questions in ternis of the fùndamentalist Christian subjective reality which

he inhabits dong with his broadcast connituents. "The first thing to be said about
suffering," he writes, "is that most of it cornes about because of the activities of a
powefil supematural being called Satan, or the devil" (Robertson 1984:19). He responds
similarly to the question about the existence of e d . "Evil is a result of two major forces:

the first force is a being named Sdan. There is a spiritual being who is the enemy of
mankind . . . The second source of evil is the human hem'' (Robertson 1984:26). Ln this
instance, the existence of evil and sdering are the problems of practical We and, although
there is no empirical data to support the veracity of Robertson's statement about the
existence of Satan, the conventionally pious nature of his answer would not require any.

( R d 1 that the original answers were not available in public bookstores, but oniy to the
v i e h g constituency of Robertson's "The 700 C l ~ b . " The
) ~ Christian fùndamentalist

WRobertson writes in hic introduction: "We will look (o the Bible for the atuwar to these
questions because the BMe is the authoritative Word of Gad. And because the Bible is the Word of ûod,
we know that what it says is always true. This is bkey to answering ail of the questions" (1984: 16).
224
On the viewing constituency of the The 700 Club," see Haciden and Shupe 1988:153-9.

audience for whom the majority of his material is produced is already biased to believe in
the reality of an extemal, personal evil-a

devil (cf, for example, Lindsey 1972). The

diagnostic function is thus served by identifjing and reinforcing the essential correctness

of that preexisting tenet of belief
Other more particular examples of suffenng Robertson blames on the victim, once
again reinforcing both the subjective worldview of the target audience and the sociopolitical agenda of the Christian Right in the United States."' "There are other forms of
suffering that men bring one themselves." he continues. "Consider, for example, such
diseases as genital herpes, syphilis, gonorrhea, and AIDS. These al1 result from a
conscious lifestyle that is opposed to God's Word and breaks God's laws" (Robertson
1 9 8 4 : ~ 2 ) .Robertson
'~~
is refemng to homosexuality and the belief among some

fundamentalist Christians that the epidemic nse of sexually transmitted diseases is clear
evidence of God's judgment upon gay men and lesbians. Later in the book, in the chapter
225

Mile man? of these are hardly unique io consexvative Christianity in the U.S.. in The
Funtlantenralist Phenamenon Falwell. Dobson, and Hindson list as specific concerns of the reiigious right:

the sanctity of human life, humanism and sex education in the public school system. pornography, and
homosexiity ("Moral Issuesw; 1981:187-205); the dignity of the family, racial injustice, and world
hunger ("Social Issues"; 1981:205-8); aruficial insemination, selective breeâing, genetic engineering, and
euthanasia ("Ethical Issues"; 198 1:2O8- 12); national defense, the Communist threat. and the State of
Israel ("Political Issues"; 1981:2 12-6). For various perspectives on the religious right in the US.,and its
impact on or agenda for the politid landscape, see also, for example, DeMar and Leithart 1988;
Diamond 1990; Fackre 1982; FaIwell 1980; Haiven 1984; Kintz 1997; Martin 1996; North 1984. 1990;
Reed 1996a, (19941 1996b; Robertson 1991; Watson 1997.
L2%nterestingly,Ralph Reed, former executive director of Robertson's Christian Coalition, writa
in Active Faith that, whiie he is adamantly opposed to homosemiaiity in any form and believes lhat the
Christian Right "mut never retreat from our pcincipled defense of the traditional, marriage-based family
as the foudation of our society" ([19941 1996:264), "[calling] gays 'penrerts* or announcing that AIDS is
'God's judgment' on the gay comrnunity are just a few examples of rhetoric which is inconsistent with Our
Christian cal1 to mercy" (Red [19911 19961264).Reed's cal1 for civility produced predictable criticism
from b
oa the right and the lefi. The former accused him of having abandoned the very principles for
which he claimeâ to stand as the executive director of the Christian Coalition, while the latter questioned
Reed's sincerity given the obvious distance between his position and Robertson's (cf Diamond 1990:1014;Martin l996:238-57; Watson 1997:79-80).

entitled ''Christian Life and Practice." Robertson addresses the question directly: "What
does the Bible Say about homosexuality?'( 1984:174). He concludes his brief

consideration, which is no more than a paraphrased quilting of the few biblicai passages
which are interpreted as being anti-h~rnosexual,"~
declaring: "From a biblical standpoint,
the rise of homosexuality is a sign that a society is in the last stages of decay" (Robertson
1984:174). Coincident with the production of Robertson's book, which a p p d prior to

the development in 1985 of a viable screening process by which the presence of the HIV

could be detected in a particular blood supply, the issue of quarantine for those affliaed
with AIDS was much discussed among the Christian Right. "Jerry Falweil asserted that
quarantining people with AIDS was no more unreasonable than quarantining cows with
brucelosis," writes sociologist William Martin,"but acknowledged that such a measure
was not likely to be taken, since 'homosemals constitute a potent voting bloc and wws

do not"' (Martin 1996:243)?
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I.e., Leviticus 18:22,20:13; Romans 1:22-27; 1 Cor. 6:9-10.For alternative interpretations of
these passages, see Boswell 1980:esp.91-117;McNeill 1988:esp.36-66; Scanzoni and Moiienkott 1978
passim.
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In The Homosexual Challenge: A Christian Response to an Age of &mal PoliIfcs,United
Church minister Donald Faris consistently confises the manifestation of behuviour and thc nature of
orientation, and repeats much of the conunon wisdom of the religious right as it relatts to issues of
homoscxuality-Le., that it is a chostn lifcstyle as opposed to a biological givtn; that the proportion of the
population which is gay or lesbian is substantially less tban is repofied by the homosexuai communi~,
that the rate of paedophilia among gay men is substantially pater tban among hetemexual men and tbat
it forms an integral part of gay sexuality. Under "Homosexualityand the Law," he writm: Must
Chridians, Jews, Muslims and Zoroastrians, whose deeply held belief systm declare that homosexual
behaviour is immoral, be forced by alleged 'human ri@&' iaws to have their children îaught the belief
systems of the homosexual lobby or of other similar lobbies that may follow in its wake? Why shouid they
be compdted to s u p p t with their taxes a public school systcm whost coundors wiU Mer teenagers, if
confused about theù sexual idcntity, to gay and lesbian organîzationsfor btlp? These are proposals which
arc being prepareâ right now, if they are not afready law in yourjurisûiction. if hoxnosexuai lobby groups
an politically active and parent groups are politically inactive, we may reasonabîy expcct laws aâîbis kind
to becomc generaln (Faris 1993:s 1). For a different perspectivt, writtcn from the point of+ of a gay
Anglican pnest, see Ferry 1993.

In answer to the question about the possibility of world peace, Robertson again
responds within the strictly delimited confines of the subjective reality he is diagnosing.
"Absolutely!" he enthuses, "We will have lasting peace on earth when the Prince of Peace
returns" (Robertson 1984:27). Robertson is very clear that there is nothing humanity can
do to effect world peace. An insular nationdist who believes that the United States federal

government is in collusion with the United Nations to bring about the New World
0rderV2"Robertson continues that "[there] is no way that a United Nations, a League of
Nations, peace treaties, disarmament t reaties, or any other human instrument cari bring
about peace" (Robertson l984:28)."O
It may be that Freemasonry is a direct descendant of pagan religious traditions and

has dedicated itself to the destruction of Christianity. It may be that the New World Order
has taken a page fiom Freemasonry and has similar plans for Christians around the world.
There is, however, very little ernpirical evidence to support either contention. Both rely on
the manipulation of information according to prejudices extant in the target audiences in

'?n his book, The New World Order, Robertson writes: *A single thread runs frorn the White
House to the State Department to the Council on Foreign Relations to the Trilateral Commission to secret
societies to extrerne New Agers. There must be a new world order. ft must eliminate national sovereigncy.
There m u t be world govenunent, a world police force, world courts, world banking and m n q , and a
world dite in charge of it dl. To some there must be a complete redistribution of wealth; to others there
must be an elimination of Christianity; to some extrerne New Agers there must be the deaths of two to
three billion people in the Third World by the end of this decade" (Robertson 1991:6).
UOr,
Imagine," writes Robertson in The New Vorld Order, in a passage that could have been taken
from any of the indoctrinary literature of the American anti-government ancüor rnilitia mwements (cf.
Abanes 1996:78-81; Dees W 6 : 81-2; Dyer 1997) "that you, a citizen of the United States, are assesed a
tax on your incorne to pay for a project in Africa that you totally disagree with. Since you are 'rich,' the
representatives of the United Nations h m the poor countries wili now have a c h h on your assets. The
levy initially would be on the United States government, which would pass it on to you in the form of
higher taxes. One day it might be a United Nations levy on you directly . . . If the United Nations wanteâ
to
the wealth of America, it would be free to do so by popuiar vote. By then we would have no
choice but to acquiesce, because Amenca wodd have been disaxmed and the United Nations would
conuol dl the weapons" (Robertson 199 1:206-7).
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order to find validity. Through this manipulation, various phenornena are pathologised into
problems of practical life which must, in turn, be addressed therapeutically if the
worldview of the target audience is to remain intact.
6.2.3 Propaganda as Mediator of Therapy

The task of propaganda as a mediator of therapy in the process of universe-

maintenance is the restoration of equilibrium to a particulas worldview in the face of a
problem of practical life. It mua help repair the breach in the social construction of reality
which is threatened by the problem. In the context of propaganda, the integration or
nihilation of information which transgresses the cognitive boundaries of a particular
worldview is effected not orûy by manipulation of the offending information (Le., which
presents the problem of practical iife), but by the concomitant manipulation of the
worldview into which the offending information is being integrated or in the face of which
its nihilation occurs. Ifthe fundamental purpose of propaganda is to motivate the target
audience in a certain direction, then the particular motivation rquired will detennine the

manner in which the information is manipulated.
If the problem of practicai life is the invasion of another country by a third country
(e.g., the invasion of Kuwait by Iras), and the purpose of the propaganda campa@ is to

secure support for a military intervention in that situation, then the specific manipulation

of information has to support that objective. The protrayal of Saddam Hussein as a rival to
Hitler,u' the fabrication of the Nayirah Al-Sabah "incubator" incident (see above, pp. 174231

On the satanisation of Sadâam Hussein through a cornparison to Hitler, and the program
aimeci at m a ô i i g the U.S.govwnment and the Amencan people to prosecute a war agaiust hm,
MacArthur writes: "Noneof this couid have occurred without the media's overwheIming credulity and

7). and the constant media references to a rnilitary build-up and eventual war instead of a

negotiated peaceZ2served this purpose extremely well.
When it functions as a mediator of therapy, the task of propaganda is two-fold: it
must (a)reinforce the subjective reality inhabited by the target audience, and (bl either

integrate or nihilate the offending information in the context of that reinforcing structure.
Together, these two dynamics act to strengthen the cohesiveness of the piimary group

through reinforcement of the essential correctness of the cognitive boundary markers to
which they adhere and by which theu primary group is defined. One way integration
effects this therapeutic reinforcement is through a demonstration that the offending
information does not senously threaten the integrity of the adherents' worldview; with
adjustment, the problem of practical üfe is reframed and absorbed-integrated-into

the

worldview. Nihilation demonstrates the utter failure of a cornpetkg worldview against the
supenonty of that to which the primary group adheres.
6.2.3. 1 Nihilation in Christian Anticult Apologeticr

A prominent sub-genre within Christian anticult apologetics is meterial aimed
wilhgness to repeat again and again the Hitier SLIliilogy. Bush had accused Hussein's troopsof
'outrageas acts of barbarism that even Adolf Hitler never commîtted,' and reporters were unwilling to
challenge the obvious speciousnessof the cornparison" (MacArthur 1992:70). in a fwotc, MacArthur
continues that "Presiûent Bush never said that Saddam Hussein was 'worse than Hiticr.' This was a
nempBper paraphrase of Bush's aforementioned quote h m a speech dclivcred on Novcmber 8,1990.
Thereafter, 'worse tban Hitîer' was attrihted directiy to Bush" (1992:70n).
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Denton, for example, believes that, in many ways, the media semed to rcidome public winion
about the war as opposai to provide information about thc fidl range of options."In the kginning," he
writes, "repoztersgenerally approached tbe conflict h m an antiwar perspective. The tom and nature of
the questionhg were hostile, refîecting govemmental distrust and predictions of great casuaities. When it
became clear that the public supporteci the war effort, the coverage shifted 'hm trcatiag the war as a
political policy toward Ûeating it as a k h i of national ceiebmtioe4ke a moon shot or somcthing' . . .
Indeed, of the 2,855 minutes of network merage of the G u l f h m August 8,1990, when troops w m
commitîed to the region, until Jan3,1991, oniy 29 minutes &ait with public appositionto the
military build up" (Denton l993:31; see also Dobkin 1993; MacArthur 1992; Swanson and Smith 1993).

specificdly at the Nhilation of competing worldviews when adherents of these worldviews
interact with Christians or vice versa. For example, Concordia Publishing House hm
released several small booklets in what they cal1 "The Response Series," Uicluding issues

on "how to respond to" the Masonic Lodge, the Jehovah's Witnesses, the Mormons, the
Occuh, Eastern Religions, Satanism, and the New Age Movement. Accordhg to Erwin

Kolb,then Executive Secretary of the Board of Evangelism for the Lutheran
Church-Missouri

Synod, "[this] series of booklets serves as a response to the need

expressed by members of The Lutheran Church-Missouri

Synod assembled in national

convention at Anaheim, Calif, July 1975, for specialized literature to assist in the
'evangelization of persons who belong to anti-Christian sects and cults"' (Kolb, in

Rongstad 19775). Considerably less prejudiciai than much of the fùndamentalist d w l t
material, each booklet provides an overview of the group under consideration and
suggestions on ways in which their views may be contrasteci with "biblicd Chri~tianity."~
Along similar lines, James Bjomstad, "the founder and executive director of The
Institute for Contemporary Christianity in Oakland, New Jersey" (Bjomstad 1979: back
cover), has written Counterfes At Ymr Door: He@from Gad's Wordfor tulking with
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While less prejudicial overalt, the booklets do mntain examples of manipulation of
information. For example, in "How to Wibiess to the Lodge," James Rongstad notes: " M .lodge
members contend that their lodge Me in no way interfem with their church W i n fhct, they Say, it helps
them. When a lodge xnember thinks tbis, it usually means that he refws to admit then is a conflict in the
teachings of the lodge and Christianity" (1977:28). WC
this d d be the case, it is hdîy dcmonstrable
that it is "&y"
the case; the Mge member w i t .whom one is speaiUng could as easily have resohred
what appcars to the observcr to be a conflict and thereby arrived at a mtistacrory syncrctisa A smrrllct
point, though not unimportant h m a subliminal standpoint-Rongsîad always uses the upper case for
"Christianity"and ncvcr uses it for the "ldgenor "lodgtry." Ln another releasc, Herbat Kmi's edition on
the khovah's Witnesses, spaoe is largely given over to bicolumnar comparisons between Witness
literature and ~cripture~
and the Bible. Ln the section on witnessing, h0wevett he offbrs these words of
advice: "If Jehovah's Wibresses insist on talking, ask questions and seek clanfication This puts them on
the defensive, where they have been taught to keep you" (Kem 1977:35).

Jehovah S Witnessesand Monnom.

Your doorbell rings. You answer it, finding two people suppüed with a
magazine called Awake or Watchtower and a prepared speech. They want
you to accept their literature. How are you going to respond?
Before you can respond, you need to know something about the religious
movements and beliefs these people represent. There is a counterfeit at
your door. That means there is an opportunity at your door. (BjoRlSfad
197958)

From here, Bjomstad provides prepared answers to meet the "prepared speeches" of the
group encountered.*

Robert Morey has written a similar book, How to Anwer a Jehovah 's Witnesr,
which is sub-t it led on the cover: How tu succem$i~Iiyt a h the initiative when they corne to

your d'or. Rat her than prepared speeches, however, Morey's book contains, among other
things, reproductions of Witness literature with appropriate passages underlined. The

book is divided into thee sections: "A manual on h m to use these muteriais when
wifnessing to cl Jehovah 's Witness" (Morey 1980:7,9-26); "A wiînessing noteb w k whkh

contains the proof thar The Watchtower is afuise prophet' (Morey 1 !%O?,

27-90); and

-

"An Rlrhrctive Bible study workbook on the &ity of Christ" (Morey 1980:7.9 1 106).
Together, these constitute a cornplete therapeutic package whereby the worldvim of the
oEedng religion can be nihilated and that of the Christian validated. In his instructions on

+or example, under "Projects anâ Proof&," Bjornsîad aiggests: "Make a iist of passages the
Jehmh's Witnesses rnight use to try to get you to dcny the &ity of Jesus Christ. Ladr up each passage
and write a response to the Jehanh's Witness interpretation. (Be sure to use materiais found in the fïrst
section of this book, as weU as in other sources.)" (1979:75). He also proYides an hygieaics agabut which
the pathology encountered might be meastued. in order to âetaî the counterfeiî, writes Bjornstad, "[WH
must fïrst becorne familiar with the genuine. The nrst section presents the genuiae, the biblicai
ung
of the person and work of Jesus Christ The four areas we wiU focus on are His dei@,His
humanity, His death and saving sacrifice, aad His resurrection. These are the areas to keep in mind in
evaluatingaU religious mawnents, as they wiU be the areas in wbicb the counterfut can be &cctaîw
(Bjomstad 1979:11-2).

how to use the "witnessing workbook," Morey writes that the "first step is to undermine

the reliability of the New World Translation in the mind of a Witness" (1 980:19). Ifthe

Witness falls back on traditional Watchtower arguments, Morey instructs his readers:
"First, remind him that he is repeating something he leamed from a fdse prophet"
(1980:19). Morey's next suggestion is very interesting.

Secondly, if he must have an answer to John 14:B;Col 1:15, etc., tell him.
'Write down any verses you are concemed about and then AFTER we
finish the workbook we will examine them.' The main thing is not to get
sidetracked into debating over Watchtower texts when he hasn't even had
a chance to hear the arguments for the deity of Christ. Once he works
through the notebook, he wül not be so arrogant; rather, he should be more
submissive in spirit. (Morey 1980:19)
That is to say, the Christian should specifically bound the debate such that only bis or her
point of view is allowed into the discussion; he or she shouid nihilate the Witness's
worldview without allowing the oppominity for the Witness to r e s p ~ n d . ~ '
Some of the most interesting examples of this sub-genre to appear in recent years
are booklets sirnilar to those released by Concordia. Collected in a series called the

Zomkrvan Gicide to Cuits and Religious Muvements, these booklets follow a Thomist
pattern of position description, argument, and refutation. Many of the anticult apologists

%Iorey writa for example: "Section4 is the climax of the notebook Haw the Witness rrad
out loud the material in this section. Be loving but 6nn.Constantîy p h him onyour side against that
'eM1 prophet,' îhe Watchtower. TeU him ovcr and over again that the Watchtower is a talst prophet. Point
to the Scripturc as king the oniy real digious authority. T d e r his allcgiana from the Watchtower to
îhe Bible. The average Witness has been so brainwashed by the Watchtower into beheving that al1 other
religious organizations an of Satan tbat he will be tempted to f e 'If the Watchtowct is a fiilse prophet,
there is nowhere else to tuni.' But you must emphasize the Bible as the place to which he should tuni. If
the Witness sccms ready, challenge him to rahink tbc question of wbo Christ is. He bas never nally
studied the Bble to answer this question. He has used Watchtower literature to snidy the issue. lf he
agrws 10 study the &ity ofchrist h m the BMe with an open minâ, thcn givc him the workbookw(Mo19ûû: 18-9). By " m e r reaily studied the Bible," Morey meam that the Witness bas aot anived at the
" c o ~ answer
"
to the question of Christ's deity.

discussed in this work are represented. Ron Rhodes, for example, has written this edition

on the New Age Movement; Bob and Gretchen Passantino on Satanism; Robert Bowman
on the Jehovah's Witnesses. Each major section of the discussion is divided into several

parts. For example, in Craig Hawkins booklet on Goddess Worship, Witchcrafr and Neo-

Pugmim (1998), under "The Doctrine of God" one finds: "A. Four Primmy Neo-Pugm

Positions on God Briefi Stated' (Hawkins 1 998:41); "B. Arguments Used by NeoPagans to St~pportTheir Positions on Gai' ( 1 998:4 1 -3); "C.Refitafion of Argu»oen&
Used by Neo-Pugam to Sicpport Their Positions on Gd' ( 1998:43-6); and "D.
Arguments used IO Prove the Biblical Doctrine of G

d (1 998:46-8).

Two things are of note here, beside the rather systematic approach to worldview
nihilation and validation, one positive, the other questionable. First, Hawkins is very good
about quoting Neopagan sources when disceniing and describing their beliefs. He cites,
arnong others, Adler (1 986), Jones and Matthews (1 990), and Starhawk (1987, 1989).
Second, though, his refùtative arguments oflen fa11 into the trap of interpretative
circula&ydescribed by Ken Wilber; indeed, they provide exemplary iiiustrations of this
f ' a c y w His critiques are ofken little more than lists of biblicai citations which one
-or example, the final section on "Refûtation of Arguments Used by Neo-Pagans to Support
Their Positions on Revelation" is eatitled T h e Bblical Position on DivinationwHawkins writes: "a.
Divination (as well as s p i r i t h . .. ) and those who p d c e it are cxprcssly con*
in the Bble . . .
b. Since dMnation is not permissible, afortiori it is not a legitimate source of revelation, but only of
deception. c. In the spirit of Deutteronomy 13:1 4 , we are to reject al1 real or imagined revelations,
whether originating through divination or othenvise, that conttadicts the teachings of the Biblen (Hawkins
1998:34). Again, while this may be an accurate interpretation of passages h m Christian Scripture, it
hardly provides an afirtion' argument for the preeminence of Christian revelation. Under "Argmerds
Used to Prwe the Biblical Doctrine of Revelaîion," Hawkins ôegins: "1. God's definitive revelation to us
is in the incarnation of Jesus Christ, the second person of the trinitty (Heb.1: 1-3). 2. The Bible is a true
and authoritative revelation . .. 3 . The Bible is su£Eicientrevelation . .-4. Since the zwelations ofpaganism violate or contradictthe Bible, they are not aut"(Hawkins 1998:354). The two cUipscs in the
preyious quotation enclose groups of Bible verses offercd by Hawkins as p d of his propositions.
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assumes the reader will use to prove the invalidity of the Neopagan worldview. However,
unless one accepts the vaiidity of the Bible as an authority capable of rendering this khd of
universe-maintenance, Hawkins' lists are useleu. Sirnilarly circular is his list of Biblical
texts which "prove the Biblical doctrine of God."

In answer to the question, "Why this series?" Zondervan editors write: This is an
age when countless groups and movements, old and new, mark the religious landscape in
Our culture, leaving many people confuseci or uncertain in their search for spirihial truth

and meaning. Because you may not have the tirne or opportunity to research these
movements fùlly, these books provide essential and reliable information and insights"
(Hawkins 1998: back cover). That is to say, because you rnay not have the resources to
nihilate offending worldviews yourself, we will provide you with the necessary
information.

When the integnty (and, by implication, the inevitability) ofone's own subjective
construction of reality has been threatened by the appearance of a cornpethg worldview,

the problem very ofien requires a therapeutic manipulation of information in order to
reinforce the worldview in which one participates. While his pdcular example pertains to
the cornpetition between Chnstianity and Islam in the Middle Ages, a point made by Peter
Berger is pertinent to this discussion. In the context of reality-maintenance, the purpose of
such therapeutic manipulation is "to produce legitimations which [Widicate] one's owa
world against the opposing one (and which, typically, also [icludes] an 'explanation' of
the other world in terms of one's own)" (1967:U). That is, the offending worldview cm
ody be successfully integrated or nihilated in the context of the inaimbmt worldview if

the former somehow "makes sense" in the context of the latter.
6.3 The Effeets of Propaganda

Between the world wars, Edward Bemays was staunch in his defence of
propaganda as an ethically neutral force in society; for him, it was sirnply a means to an
end which could be employed for either good or evLu7 With Bemays, AI. Mackenzie

also believed that many who have tried to understand the theory and practice of
propaganda have, in fact, either intentionally or unintentionally skewed public opinion of
it. They have, as it were, propagandised propaganda. "They ignored the bancfuct thal
propag-

is ethically neutral," Mackenzie wrote in 1938 (3 5). Nearly haif-a-~entury

later, David Welch agrees with Mackenzie. Director of the Centre for the Study of
Propaganda at the University of Kent at Canterbury,238Welch nghtly points out that

"many writers on the abject see propaganda as essentially appeasing the irrational
instincts of man" (1 993:5). However, he continues that preoccupation with this beiief
"ignores the basic fact that propaganda is ethically neutral-it

may be used for good or

b a c (Welch 1993:5). Stated this baldly, however, puts the case for the neutrality of
propaganda rather too s0mply.It treats the phenornenon of propaganda as though it were a
single entity, rather than an aggregate of coordinate phenornena.

f h t paragnph in Bemays' classic, Propagunda, reads: 'The couscious and intelligent
manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important element in dmamüic
society. Those who manipulate this unseen mecbanism of society constitutean imisiile goveraiaent
whicb is the true niliag power of our country"([1928] 1972:9). Elscwhcrc, Btraays notai that
"Pmpaganda is the executive a m of the invisi'ble gavemment* ([1928] 1972:20). in tcrms of the uses to
wbich propaganda mi& be put, Bernays recognised that "the w o d 'propaganda' carcies to many mirurs
an unpleasant connotation. Yet whether, in any instance, propaganda is good or baâ &pends upon the
&t of the cause urged,and the corrcctness of the information pubLished" ([1928] 1972:20).
" ~ e e ~h~p~/~fdne.uLc.ac.uk/history/p~nt.
h W , electtonicd~cumetlt.
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6.3.1 The Ethical Neutrality of Propaganda

While the case for the ethical neutrality of propaganda may be a valid one, several
theoretical issues arise fiom this perception, and each should be addressed in any analysis
of a propaganda model. In this, a number of components present themselves for
consideration: (a) thefact of propaganda prior to the articulation of a particular objective;
@) the objective articulated which a given propaganda program wül endeavour to redise;
(c) the mechanims by which that propaganda will be enacted and âisseminated; and (d)

the actualised e e c t s of the propaganda program, both direct (i.e., effects which are
overtly consonant with the objective) and indirect (Le., side effêcts, or fallout effects
which are not directly related to the objective). Isolated thus, it is possible to explore the
ethical character of each component.
6.3.1.1 The Fact of Propaganda

(a) On the surface, it appears that the merefact of propaganda may be neutral;
indeed, this is the only level at which propaganda can approach neutrality. That is to say,
only at this juncture, prior to the articulation of a particular objective and precisely
because no objective has been stated, does the possibility exist that propaganda wuld be

an ethically detached conception. in reality, though, thefact of propaganda cannot be
separated fiom the objective of a particular propaganda program; for without the latter,
the former finds no form. It is simply an ideation with no social reality. In the first

instance, then, it is the objective of propaganda which gives rise to thefact ofpropaganda.
6.3.1.2 The Articulated Objective

(b) Arg~ably,prior to articulation of the objective the possibüity exists that
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propaganda is neutral. This possibiiity is extended only slightly if Welch's definition of
neutrality-that

propaganda "may be used for good or bad-is

accepted. As far as it

goes, this is accurate; a given propaganda program could be used to motivate a target
audience in directions which are considered either sociaîly positive or socially negative,
either culturally desirable or culturally undesirable. Asked differently?then, is it the case
that propaganda is "positive" when it is employed for "positive" ends, and "negative" only
when it is used for "negative" ends? As pointed out by Ted Smith, this raises the notinsignificant issue of moral relativity in public discourse, as well as such relativity's impact
on the social construction of good and evil. Considered in this light, it becomes clear that,
rather than strictly neutral, the ethical nature of a particular propaganda program (i.e., one
which is attached to specific objective) is context-sensitive. What could be considered an
overtly positive propaganda program in one context would be thought rnanifestly negative
in another.
For exarnple, whüe a propaganda program the objective of which is to promote
birth control might be seen as positive in regions where the birth rate has obvious
deleterious effects on the population, the dissemination of that same propaganda program

in other areas could be greeted very dierently. There may even be dissirnilar reactions
within the same target audience in the same region. A propaganda program desigaed to
raise the rate of binh control might be considered by one sector of the target audence
objectionable on religious &rounds,yet laudable by another sector for reasons of public

health and social welI-being."
In a different context, propaganda which is designed to encourage and effect
redistribution of wealth through a modified taxation structure and the implementation of
nompunitive banking practices could be seen as overtly positive by one target audiencethe poor, those who stand to benefit from such changes-and
another-the

as overtly negative by

nch, those who could be dispossessed of theù wealth should such practices

be implemented. The same propaganda which one country rnight commend as right or
necessary for social stability might be vilified by another country or collection of countries

as an homfic repression of basic human rights.

Y9~ccoiding
to its website the "Information Project For M c a , Inc. was foundeû in 1990 by
profasional journalists h m the U.S. and m r a l M c a n nations for the purpose of wnducthg m
h
into matters of intemational relations as they affect the people of Africa and persons of African descent al1
over the world" (<http://www.africa2000.com/MDX~indx.
htm>, electronic document). Spccialisuig in
issues of demography and population control, their Internet site archives numerous articles relating to the
manipulation of information in the s o d l e d Third World with respect to "popuhtion contml" and 'Yamily
planning." One nich paper quotes Frank Notestein, "the iïrst head of the ü N ' s Population CommisSion,"
and notes that his "concerusglobal population grawth wcxe not e x p d in temu of the hardships that
high birîhrates would cause developing nations, but raîhcr with an cye toward the pending demographic
marginalization of the industrialized world" (~http:l/~.afica2000.~0m(RNDW~ll1~ti0~1~.htm~,
electronic document). In a paper delivered in 1944, Notestein recommended "the use of widespread
propaganda to build a new set of vaiues chat fàvor small families and the cccniitment of a political
leadership Chat will 'acquire new values rapidiy and serve as a m d u m for tbeir diffusion' among the
general publicn (<http:// . . ./RNDX/unationshtm>, electronic document). Another paper quotes Princeton
population researcher ELisha Renne with regards to Nigerian attiîdes to the Western efforts at papulation
modification and control in that country: "Underlyingthe perception that development and population
growih arc separate issues is the belief that chiidren are a God-given blessing and that promation is an
important part of Islamic marriage ('Abd al 'Ati, 1982). For some northern Nigerians, the idea of
calculating births is anathema, and this view deriva less from
than h m a fotm of humility. Ont
acœdes to the wili of God, as one Islamic teacher from Zaria City explaincd and ont shouiâ not try and
supercade it" (~http://www.africa2000.comlIMiX/~0~rccOS.hbn~,
clcctronic document; h f c r c ~ citation
x
in original). According to the OBLice of Population Research at PrincetonUniversity,"ElishaRenne
conducted fieldwork on abortion and reproductive health in Zaria, northern Nigeria Dunag this research
period, she worked with medical doctors at Ahmadu Bello University Teaching Hospital in conâucting
interviews of women from a predominady Hausa Muslim secundary schwl in Zaria on aborlion, on
reproductive health knowledge, and on marriage. These inteMews are part of a study investigating
mcthods for estimating abortion among secoaQry school students in a northem Nigaian town"
(<http://opr.princeton.edUlresearchl health.html>, electronic document).

~~

David Bankier, in his study of public response to Nazi antisernitic propaganda
(1 996), has noted that the prewar response (which, in this instance, includes the manifold

actualisation of that propaganda in tems of pogroms and persecution) was mixed2"
Those who were in favour of the party's dictates supported such measures and
mechanisms. The response of those who were not in support of the NSDAP ranged from
mild support through indifference to abhorrence at the violence perpetrated by the Nazis.
What is clear from Bankier's research, though, is that the resistance to the propaganda and
the actualisation of its objectives in the persecution of the Jews was not because the target
audiences were not anti~emitic.~"
This is a crucial distinction, one which cannot be
overernphasised in tems of the influence of propaganda on the operant prejudices of the

target audience. If this distinction is not remgnised, resistance to Nazi propaganda and
revulsion towards Nazi actualisation of propaganda objectives could easily be interpreted

as prosemitism on the part of a German population which had simply been beaten into
2a~arahGordon cornes to a nmikr conclusion. Shc ariies: "Hisîoxiaas stud)ing gcneral lads of
anti-Semitism from 1933 to 1945 point out several attitudes among the public: active agreement and
support for Nazi persecution, inclifference,acquiescence, and conver&or ovcrt oppositionn(1984: 166).
These attitudes shifted across the Nazi trajectory from leadership in Germany following the collapsc ofthe
Weimar Repubiic, through the fkst official pef~ecutionsfollowing the implementation of the Nuremberg
Law in 1935 and Krisîallnacht in 1938, COthe wholesale deprtation during the war years. "Overall,"
writes Gordon, "between 1935 and 1938 it appears that anti-Semitic measures and propagada reçeived
increased support, certainly more than betwcen 1933 and 1935" (l9W:171). "Duringthe war a marked
worsening of attitudes towards Jews became apparent," she continues. "More 1939 almost no reports on
public opinion indicated a genuine desire for forced deportation or physical attacks on Jcws; after 1939
this was not the case. Several reports indicated support for draconian measUres a@mt Jews, including
forad depomtion"(Gordon l98MO7;cf. l9%4:165-209).
241Despitethe fact thaî, foiîowing the Uaplementation of the boycott caqaigns by the SA, many
Gennans wntinued to shop in stores owned by Jews, Bankier writes: "We should not conclude, however,
that refiaining h m participation in the antisexnitic wmpaign onginatd in, or was identical with,
principled opposition to the persecution of Jews. We rarely find rejection &Nazi antisemitism on ethicai
p~ciples,or indignation based on humanitarian values. Moreover, expressionsof solidarity with the
persecuted Jews are quite exceptional . . .Many of those objecting had good ceasous to worry. They were
alanned that the violence initiated by party activistswodd spmd to those Germans &picteci as targets in
the sucging tide of propagandan(Bankier 19%:74,76).

submission by the SA, the Gestapo, the SD,or other constituents of the Nazi terror
machine.242
Bankier notes that, during the years 1933-1938, public reaction to Nati
persecution of the Jews was not unequivocal. Such opposition as there was, though, was
based more on an abhorrence of the bnitality with which that persecution was carried out,
than it was on the principles under which the violence was enacted. It was the open
savagery to which the people objected, the ends by which the NSDAP's ends were
realised, not the ends themselves. "Foreign] observers," Bankier writes, "nghtly
perceived that, while al1 these acts [of public cnticisrn] indicated opposition to the Nazis

and their methods, they did not necessarily imply feelings infavotr of !he Jéw" @ankier
1996:69). Indeed, he continues, "it was not the fact that Jews were being viaimiteci that

upset the public but the brutal and wlgar nature of the persecution" (Bankier 1996:75).
He concludes his discussion of the 1935 Nuremberg Lawq which under the Reich

242~iliam
Sheridan Ailen notes that '[very] early in the Nazi era an event octinrcd in Thafbmg
which &ectively f h d pmpaganda and temr. This was the boycott of the Jews,April 1 to 4, 1933"
(1%5:209); this resulted in what Aîlen calls "the atomization of society." In Tbalbur& the wprobl~m
d
Jew-as-piah . . . was not simply one of the Nazis attcmpting to impose a qstcm of v o n upon an
inert mas. The Jews themselves exacerbatedthe situation by withdrawîng into themschrcs while the 0 t h
Thalbugers, even if they might be opposed to the perçecution of the Jews, abetted the gstem by their own
efforts at self-protection"(Men 1%5:212). men continues: "Some townspeople went out of their way to
talk to Jews or to buy in Jewish shops, especially the Saçiaiists. But to counterbalaacc tbis thme were SA
men to mutter insuits at them when they passed by Street corners, and yct 0 t h SA mtn wbo bought
heavily at Jewish stores, ninning up bus which they never paiâ, rornetimes perbaps kEsusc the bills were
never tendered" (Men 1%5:2 13).
The SA was the Sturmubteilungen, the stom troopers or Browashirts whicb f o d the first
wave &Nazi persemion in the eariy and middle 1930s. The Gestapo was thc Geheime Staarspoiizei, the
Secret State polia. wbiîe SD stood for Sicherheirrdienst, the security scMa dtk SS (Sch~1ZiStaffe1,
lit.
"protection squadw),the elite paramilitary organisation which providai, ammg other things, Hitla's
personal bodyguarâ, and at least r o m of those respomile for the day-today management of the
concentration and extermination camps.On the SA, the SD,and the SS, sec AUen 1%5: passim; BanLia
19%:7-9,2935,5940; Gordon 19% passim; Granil 1988:9-27,15460, 179-82; Reitliiiger 1957:
-m.

Citizenship Law deprived Gemans of Jewish blood their right to citizenship, and under
the Law for the Protection of Blood and Honour forbid both the intermarriage of Jews and
non-Jewish Gemans, as well as the employment by Jews of German citizens as servants:

"To sum up, the vast majority of the population approved of the Nuremberg Laws because
they identified with the racialist policy and because a permanent framework of
discrimination had been created that would end the reign of terror and set precise limits to
antisemitic activities" (Bankier 1996:27).~~)
Thus, operating as a -ion

of prejudice

already present in a society, propaganda which is seen as positive in one contexi and soda1
situation would be (and was) understood as abominable in another.
At the conclusion of his anaiysis, Bankier writes that "[the] aim of propaganda is
to mobilize the public to the highest pitch of consent" (Bankier 1996:146). It is not the
case that Nazi propaganda failed in its attempt to tum a basically pro-semitic or even

sernitically-neutral population against the Jews. While there may have been individual

exceptions, Nazi antisemitic propaganda connectecl with a national antisemitism which
ranged across a spectnim bounded by disinterest in the &te of the Jews at one end and the

rabid fanaticism of the SA at the other. If Nazi propagandafdled in anything, gays
Bankier, it did so because it could not insulate an essentially antisemitic population from

the mental and emotional consequences of the actualisation of their beliefs.
People chose to turn a deaf ear to antisemitic preaching in order to bury
their unpleasant a w a m s s of the extermination. They made a conscious
decision to withdraw kom it, suppress it and make it taboo, in the beliet:

**or otha analyses of puMic opinion unda Nazîsm, and the puùlic rcspunse to Nazi
proPaganda, see Allen 1%5 esp. 192-2 11; Bartov 1992; Goidbagtn 1996; Gordon 1984 esp. 148-210;
Grami 1988; Hoffman 19%; Welch 1993.

whether conscious or not, that they could absolve themselves of collective
guilt by dissociating themselves from the social consensus that had
sanctioned so horrible a crime. (Badcier 1996:146).
It seems, then, that the daim to ethical neutrality is not as straightfonvard as some
would have it appear. The fact of propaganda is impiicitly tied to the articulation of an
objective for that propaganda. And both are inherently connecteci to, defined by, and
operate as a function of the needs, aspirations, and desires of the target audience. It could
be stated as a proposition that, with regards to the fact of propaganda and the articulation
of a propaganda objective, propaganda is considered positive by those who are afEected
positively by it, and negative by those who are affected negatively. Thus:

P 12 Propagis consideredposi~ive&y
those who are positively impaced &ytir, and
negative by those who are impaced
negativeiy.

I

In fact, the former may not even perceive the information disseminateci as
propaganh at aii, but merely as a clear statement of the way things are or ought to be?

The latter group, on the other hand, could use the word in the pejorative sense that

MacLean suggests and Welch seeks to avoid. That is, the word p r o p g h , when applied

to a given dissemination of information, by its very application reduces the seriousness

244

As Welch points out, supportiog one of the eariier pmpositioos of pmpaganda h r y (P8
Propaganda presents a message which js aflnirive wirh prejudices extant in the tmget ttudience): Y'here
is a widely heid k W tbat propaganda implies nothing l e s than the art of pérsuasion, which serves O*
to change attitudes and ideas. This is undoubtedly one of its aimJ, but &en a limitcd and subordinate one.
More often, pmpaganda U concemed with reidorcing oDsting nads and beliefs, to shrpen nad focus
themn (19935).

with which the information ought to be taken.24s
6.3.1.3 Propaganda Techniques
(c) Even were one to gant for the sake of discussion that propaganda as a concept

prior to articulation is rnorally neutrai, or that one's judgment of neutrality once an
objective has been articulateci cm be suspended, would it follow that the mechisms of
propaganda, the techniques by which that organisation and dissemination of information is
carried out could then lay daim to the same ethical neutrality? 1s the moral nature of a
particular organisation and dissemination of information determined by the end(s) for
which those mechanisms are employed? Put simply, do the ends, as long as one agrees

with them, justi& the means?
As discussed above, in his definition of the techniques of propaganda Smith lists

falsehoods, omissions, distortions, and suggestions (in which he includes name-caüing,
name-dropping, and slander). The ethical quality of these semis obvious. Sirnilarly,
following Iowett and O'Donnell, as a fùnction of communication, full disdosure, openness
to falsifiability,and a wihgness to modify one's worldview in the face of wntradictory
evidence constitute the process of persuasion (see below, pp.259-68). When these tactors

are conspicuously absent in a particular deployment of propaganda, the ethical nature of
24

?bis is the sense in which Noam Cho-

often uses the tmm. For example, in Chronicfes cf
national interest' and so on art m m tenus of
propaganda. One shouldn't take hem seriody for a moment They are designed, very oAen mllsciousiy,
in ordcr to ûy to bl& thought and understanding"(Chomsky 1992:3). Pratkanis and Arormn sddresr
the question as well. "How,then," Ihy a&, "do words gain theh power, k i r ability to infiueace and
gersuade? Bridy put, the way an objecî is descri'bed and the manner in which a course of action is
presented direct our thoughts and channe1our cognitive respollses conceming the communication
Tbmugh the Labels we use to &scribe and oôject or an evcnt, we an define ü in suçh a way that the
recipient of our message accepts our definitionof the situation and is thus pre-persuaûed m n kfonwe
seriously begin to argue" (Prahnis and Aronson 1992:44).
Dissent, ht notes that "[tcnnsl ükt 'kworld' and 'the

the propagandistic methodology is open to question?
6.3.1.4 The Eflects of Propaganda

(d) What about the ethical nature of the effects of the propaganda program, both

24

6~samplcsof this can bc readily found in the modem public relations industry. simply in the
names chosen by PR fim as front organizations to represent their clients' interests. Stauber and
Rampton wnte: "Deceptive PR has become so cynical that sometimes it staggers belief. To fight former
Attorney General Ed Meese's Pornography Commission, Playboy and Penthouse magazines had Gray &
Company PR create a front gfoup called 'Americans for Constitutional Freedorn.' to 'assist in countering
the idea that those who opposed the commission's efforts were motivated only by financial self-interest' or
werc 'somchow '"pro-pornography."' To defèat environmenralists, PR firms havc crcatcd grccn-sounding
front groups nich as 'The Global Climate Coalition' and the 'British Columbia Forest Alliance"' (Stauber
and Rampton 1995: 11). In 1994, the tobacco giant. Philip Moms, contracted with the Dolphin Group. "to
set up a front group called 'Californians for Statewide Smoking Restrictions" (Stauber and Rampton
1995:31). The purpose of the group was to gaiher enough signatures for a referendurn ballot on
Proposition 188. "which the Dolphin Group promoted with billboards reading 'Yes on 188-Tough
Statewide Smoking Restrictions-The Right Choice"' (Stauber and Rampton 199531). "In reality.
Proposition 188 was a pro-tobacco referendum which. if passeci, would have undermined 270 existing
local anti-smoking ordinances in California cities. as wcll as the state's new statewide smoke-free
workplace law. Anti-smoking groups chargcd that many of the people who signed petitions in favor of the
referendum were led to believe that they were supponing a measure to protect non-smokers and youih"
(Stauber and Rampton 1995:3 1). The "American Council on Science and Health offers another e.uample.
Headed by Dr. Elizabeth Whelan, to whorn Stauber and Rampton refer as "a prominent antienvironmentalist," the ACSH is "funded largely by the chernical industry" ( 1995:9). According to their
own website, the ACSH "is a unique voice, backed by mainstream science, defending the achievements
and benefits of responsible technology within America's free-enterprise system . . . ACSH has a welldeserved reputalion for k i n g ahead of the curve on important health policy issues. For esample. when
misguidai activists clairned in 1989 that American children were k i n g poisoned by Alar on apples,
ACSH was among the first to point out that Alar posed no health risk to the American public"
(<http://acsh.org~abou1/indexxhtml>,
electronic document). In addition to Whelan and a very impressivc
list of scientists and medical professionals, the ACSH's Board of Directors includes representatives from
Ketchum Public Relations and the Lyons tavey Nickel SwiA advertking agency (the theme graphic for
whose website is: "We Change Perceptions" [<http://www.Ilns.com>, electronic document]). With the
respect to its funding base, "ACSH receives financial support fiom about 300 different sources, including
foundations, trade associations, corporations and individuals. Its funding list is higNy diversified
(<http://acsh.or~about/index.
htmi>, electronic document). ACSH has also pubtished Facts Versus F e a ~
A Review oJthe Greatest Unfounded Health Scares ofRecent Times, of which it writes: "This report
shows just how the American public has been manipulateci repeatedly by certain segments of the media, by
a handfirl of scientists outside the scientific mainstream, and by a larger coterie of activists and
government regulators, ail of whom have ftightened the public over hypothetical risks" (<http:l/acsh.orgl
publications/reports/faclsfear~.html~,
electronic document; the firll document is available in PDF and is
archived at <http://www.acsh.org/classics/index. htmP). Among the twenty-five "health scares"discussed
are the chernical waste seepage at Love Canal. New York,and the nuciear reactor accident at Three Mile
Island Pennsylvania, of which the report concludes: "The principal effect seems to have been on mental
health" (Lieberman and Kwon 1998125).On the ACSH, see Kurtz 1990: Stauber and Rampton 1995: 18990.

direct and indirect'?As above, the moral quality of the direct effects of a particular

propaganda program is a fundon of the prejudices extant in that target audience within

which behaviour according to the program is actuaiised and the outcome of the actualised
behaviour in society. That seerns clear. What is less clear, and fu more interesting fiom
the perspective of propaganda anaiysis, is the nature and moral quality of the indirect
effects.
The bounding of debate, the selective presentation and suppression of idormation,
arguably effects arnong other things a disconnection of target audience discmrse.

Because the group is not in possession of al1 the relevant data (or as much of the relevant
data as possible), full discussion of the issue and an effective range of decision-rnaking
around it are obscured. Quite simply, the target audience has been prevented by the
propagandist fiom attending adequately to al1 the relevant data required for an Uiformed
decision. For example, the question, "Are Jews actually responsible for our misfortunes as

a nation?' is a question which might reasonably have been asked in Nazi Gennany. Since
hard data supporting the assertion that they were was rarely if ever suppüeû, though, how
could the citizenry be expected to corne to idonned de ci si on^?^'
247~.g.,Texe Marrs writes in a special edition of his ministry newsletter, UFIclshpointhas
received astonishing widence of an incrcdlile, new 'Beast 666 Universai Human Control S y s t ~ 'a
OBCiciayl cailed L CI.C.1D.,this grotesque system of univerd slavery & e e n as you read îhh-khg
implemented by f a m l and international intelligence and police agenciesn (Mam lg%b:1) Complete
with a graphic organisation chart allegediy 'publûhd in me N m O&er, an amhoritativcj o d for
wcotics !aw enforcement officemm(Marrs 19%b:2), Marrs guides his readers through ibc ferrifLing
system he Falls "the Beast,n and offm a Ml-length book Ç12 Chillùig and Authoritatnit Chapters") on
thc L.(I.C.I..D.systcm. Hc d o a not, however, r e v d what the "astonishingcMdcnan is that k har
received, where the eviâence came h m , or how his readership could investigate tbe eviâence for
themsclves. Houem, for a numbcr of WWW LinLs to biomtric pita of various sorts, iaîludllig Tcxc
Mans',see ~h~p:llwww.disinfo.com/pcop/
aew~rdrlprop~nmrdr~biometna~hbnl~.
Marrs begins
anotber kad article in Flashpoint:"ïsn't it amazing how much favorable publisity the meûia havc bcapeû
on the unabomber killer, Ted Kacymki? He's the murdemu environmental wacko who sent bombs

As well, this selective management of information results, almost ipsofacto, in a
compeIIed abdifation of social responsibiiity. Because the target audience is neither

required nor encouraged to engage in the full range of debate around a given topic, there
occurs a sedarion of concern over issues in which the target audience is either directly
involved or indirectly implicated. In many ways,the ideological management of a society
(however large or small the society) represents the "dumbing" of that society, the gradual
erosion of the target audience's fbndamental ability to make rational judgements based on
a reasonable range of data and options. This is particularly important when the target
audience so identifies with the propaganda that the dissemination of it ceases to be
regarded as propaganda at ail; in this case, the audience has corne to believe that the
particular ideological management of idonnation with which it has been presented

acîually represents that broader range of data and options.
Once again among other things, the use of simplifieû conventional pieties to
describe complex situations and phenornena effects a devaluation of popuIÙr hguage.
Men CO-optedin the s e ~ c of
e ideology, phrases such as "Judeo-Christian values"

(versus some other system of values),*'' "fieedom fighter" (as opposed to "tem~rist"),~~~

through the mail, kühg those whom his twisted mind suspecteci of despuiling ' o u Mother Earth*"
(Mans 199&). To support tbis, Mam has rcproduced mers h m The and US.News and WorldReport.
The former headlines, "Octyssey of a Mad Genius," the latter Twisted Genius." Mans replies: "Mad and
twisted we can agree wiîh-but genius?" (1998~).Marrs, hgivcs no h r k r aontext to the cover
stoaies in Time and US.News, he simply employs their headlines as a vebicle to demonstrate what he
perceives as the l&-wing orientation of media in the U.S.,and the fiirther evidenœ this provides of uie
New World Order agenda operant in the highest levels of the Amcrican govcrnmcnt.
%.g.,
under mir Aims and Objectives: the fimt cntry by thc Alkria Fedefaîion of Womn
United for Families," a fiindamentaikt lobby group simiiar to Beverly LsHsyc's Concerncû Women for
America, reads: "Toprovide a vehiclefor women who definci the rlghts of the unbom who recognize the
fmily as the basic unit of society, and who recognize Judeo-Christiun ethics" (AFWUF 19905). A 1995
profile of the AFWUF viceprcsident, Hermina Dykxhoom, notes: Whe 5000-member maiement is besed

and "cult" (instead of NRM, non-traditional religion, etc.) quickly lose their meaning
outside the ideological framework in which they have been placed; apart from their ability
to help define the ideological position of the propagandist, they come to have üttle or no
value in popular disco~rse.~'That is, Judeo-Christian values come to be equated with
conservative Christian morality and ethics; we support freedom fighters and combat
terrorists; cults are dangerous because they are cults (i.e., if they were not dangerous, they
would not be cults). With respect to this, Chomsky has noted that propaganda is a system
whereby social reality is obscured or distorted for a specific purpose (1992:93)?'

on Judeo-Christian principles and is devoted to promoting the traditional M y 4 mom, a dad and
kids-and opposes anything it feels undermines that. Gay rights, s
a education in school, abortion,
w
e
W for single moms-al1 are intolerable" (Alberts 1995:Al).
244nthe preface to Pirutes and Emperors, Chomsky relates the story h m which the book draws
its title and h m which metaphor the investigation of who and what determines the nature of a "terrorist"
pmceeds. "St. Augustine tells the story of a pirate captured by Alexander the Great. 'How dare you molest
the sea?' asked Alexander. 'Hmdare you molest the whole world?' the pirate replied 'Because 1do it
with a linle ship only, 1 am called a thief; yoy doing it with a great navy, are called an emperor'"
(Chomsky 1987b39). On the use of the "terrorist-freedom fighter" binary in Latin American discourse, as
well as its correlatives (e.g., "democfs~cy-Communism"),see Chomsky 1987c; Cohen and Mitcheu 1988;
Jonas. McCaughan. and Martinez 1984: Nelson-Pallmeyer 1989. 1997.
U%storian Michael KaUn points to similar losses of popular meaning. "Domocruffclost much
of its value after years of duty for near1y cvery political force on carth-hm North Korea (the Dernomatic
Peoples' Republic) to the Nicaraguan Contras (the Democratic Force) . . . Sociufism pointai to a cr#d
that had never shed its alien provenance (and, with the end of the Cold War, also lost its power to
provoke). Even consewatism-so recently transformecl into a synoaym for one version of change h m
below-was, thanks to the failure of Reaganomics, gradualîy rietuniing to its familiar perch among the
staid and wcll bom" (Kazin 1995:271).
his consiâeration of methodologid issues as t h q impact whet ht calhi "Ibc Ropganda
Madel," Cho*
writes: T h e shdy of paind examples reveals a consistent pattern of radically
dichotornous trratment, in the predicted direction. In the aise of enemy aimes, we h â outrage;
allegaiions bved on the W e s t evidence, often simply invented, and uncorrecti'ble, even wben concede
to k fabrication; careful f i i t e ~ of
g testimony to exclude contrary evidena whiie ailowing wbat may bc
usRiI; reliance on officialU.S.sources, unless they pmviâe the wrong picture, in wbich case thy an
avoided (Cambodia undu Pol Pot is a case! in point); vivid daail; insstence that the crimes originate at
the highest leve1 ofphmîng, even in the absence of evidcnce or crediile argument;rid sr> on. W&rc the
luau of respom'bilityis at home, we flld precisely the opposite: dence or apologctics;avoidance of
personal ttstimorry and spaific d a ; world-weary wisdom about the complexities of history and foreign
dhms thpt we do not unde~~aft~wing
of fonir to th lowest l d of planning or udsmdable
error in confii9ng Circumstances; and othu f o m of evasion" (Chomsky 1989: 137).

However, while the CO-optedconventional pieties may help identiS, the operant ideology,
they do little to reveal the larger social reality on which the ideology either impinges or
seeks to impinge.
The mechanisms of propaganda, because they are the enablers of motivation,

further entrench within the target audience such primary group behaviour as is already
present. Operating on extant prejudice, the rnechanisms of Nazi propaganda, for example,
simply concretised such conceptual boundaries as already existed between Jews and nonJews in Germany. This concretisation actualised in the enactment of the Nuremberg Laws

in 1935, the forced repatriation in 1938 of Polish-born Jews to ~ o l a n dpersecutions
,~~
such as Kristahacht (9 November 1938),25%nd, ultimately, permanent deportation to the
concentration camps and the implementation of the "Final Solution."
6.4 The Difference Between Propaganda and Persuasion

In sirnilar manner to Ellul's confiation of propaganda and information, there are
those who make little distinction betweenpropag&

and persuasion. For example, using

2 5 2 ~this,
f historian David Imîng notes: "MerHitler's occupation of Austria the Poüsh
govenunent had feareâ that he would repatriate the thousands of Polish Jews from Vienna, and in March
Warsaw had speedily enacted a Law of Expatriation design4 ta deprive thesc J m s of th& native Polish
citizenship. The Munich agreement had panicked Warsaw into the fiuther W g that after ûctober 3 1 no
expatriate Poles would be allowed back into their country without a special entry visa. The last days of
October thur saw frenzied scenes at the border. W e Polish hntier officiais slept, u~lscheduledtrains
loaded with Jews under Gestapo guard wcre quietly shunted across the liat. From Hawver donc, 484
polish Jews were 'repatriated' in this demeaning mamer" (IMng 1990:146).
253
Ostensiily, Kristaiinacht was an act of cetributionfor the murder in Paris of a German
Embeiry official, Ernd vom Rath, by Herschel Gryrr~zpaaa yaung German-bom Jewish d g e e . Sarah
Gordon writa that '[during] Kricaitnachr over two hundred syoagoguc~werc bumeû, revcnîy-nvC
huidrcd businases were dcstmyed, nioetyae Jews were murdered, and twenty-six t h a s a d Iews were
arresîed Most of these were subsequently sent to concentration campsbut released within a few months.
This violence was committed by the SA, SS, and Hitla Youîh. Goering, Gocbklq Hcydrich, and 0 t h
high officials then determineci tbat Jews shodd pay a W o n marks to anrcr damage to insuredpmpaiy
destmyed by Nazi rowdiesw(Gordon L984:123-4; cf. Goldhagen 19%:99-103; lrving 19%): 147-8; W e h
1992:189-93).
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Marc Antony's speech over the dead Julius Caesar as his illustration (Mius Caescu Act 3,

Scene 2), Jeremy Hawthom argues that persuasion is, by definition, propagandistic, both
in terms of technique and in terms of the "wider social, politicai, and moral" contexts out

of which it operates (cf Hawthom l987:vii). With respect to technique, the "oc?of
persuasion involves deceit" and the "persuaderdiscluims the possession of any rhetoricai

ability" (Hawthom 1987 xi); further, the "persuader starts by usserthg cornmm grmd

with his listeners" (Hawthorn 1987:viii), that is, he or she identifies with the tarpt

audience as primary group. The persuader "worksas mich in tenns of hints d
implicdons (LF of direct statements," "appeds to his Iisleners ' emotions," ''makes use of

verbal ar well as non-verbal technique," "seeks ahvays to encacrage intepre fation,"and
ensures that "an opetion

grarping b defined anddenigralti" (Hawthom 1987:viii-ix).

The basic problem with Hawthom's analysis is that it suffers from the sarne
inadequacy identified by Steinfatt in his critique of Ellul. While he may be technically

correct that al1 of these elements could fom the basis of the particular attempt at
persuasion which he elucidates, he is wrong in his assertion that they form the defining
attributes of the wider category of persuasion. They are more c o r r d y located as some of
the operationai correlates of propaganda. In Hawthom's critique, because of the lack of
precision his mistaking of correlates for attributes presents, propaganda and persuasion
becorne one and the sarne; there is no way to make a discemable dEerence between them.

And, if this is the case, then one Mght legitimately ask what Hawthom would cail

techniques of argument ("persuasion") which proceed differentfy than he has outîined. It
appears that, very often, in the same waypornogrup?yis o h the laôd applied to that

constituent of erotica of which one disapprove~,~~
propgQItCifiis merely that component
of persumion the objective of which one disapproves.
6.4.1 Steinfatt's Contribution: Faisifiability

Steinfatt notes that, in the history of propaganda analysis, the distinction between

propaganda and persuasion has often been as unclear as that which Hawthorn
demonstrates. He argues, however, that the defining difference between the two is an ethic

of disclosure which is supported by the comrnunity in which a particular dissemination of
information is active and the content of which is open to fdsifiability by members of that

community (cf. Steinfatt 1979:161-3). That is, while persuasion may be open to a critical
analysis of the evidence used in the argument, propaganda is not. The possibility exists
that the components of an argument used to persuade someone of something could be
demonstrated to be either false or irrelevant; thus, the attempt at persuasion would faii.
This reciprocal engagement of the material is essentiaily denied the target audience by the

propagandist.
For example, in a discussio~Smith rnight try to persuade Jones that Saddam

Hussein is a world-class abuser of human rights and, therefore, the related actions of

-Part of the anti-pom attempt to control the debate," wriia Wendy McElroy, "has kcntbc
forceâ distinction they've drawn between pomgraphy and erotica. BasiWy, pomgraphy is m?
erotica is healthy. What d
y constiMes emtica is never cleariy exptessed. It is merely &scn'bed as Mtaîbmhg, while pornography is decried as degrading" (1995:48). Avedon Carol points out that the
"distinction in c b dincrence does play an important role in the stigmatization of popular softcore
materials in contrast to the ciassîcr 'erotica' that is l e s often the targct of makm anti-pomography
campaigns. In addition, 'erotica' is expected to have higher production val-t
is, to have been
produceci at greater expense-and to bc ltss frank about its intentions and content. Or,as a ltsb'mmme
told me on the train to btiand: 'Emtic&-that's pomography where people drink wine afterwards'"
(Carol 1994:26). On this distinction, sec also Assiter and Carol 1993:Zog; Kaite 199s:11-2; Kcndrick
1987:243-5.
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Desert Shield and Desert Storm were fully justified. Quite tme, Jones replies, quite tme.
However, quoting Noam Chomsky, Jones continues that "you have to bear in mind that
the villainy is totally irrelevant. He wes as much a villain before August 2, 1990. His worst

crimes by fiir are during the period when he was a highly admired ally who was being
strongly supported by the United States" (Chomsky 1997:34). Oh, responds Smith, I was
not aware of that. A shifi has taken place in the dynamic of persuasion by Wtue of the fact
that reciprocal communication has demonstrated one of the predicates on which the
persuasive argument was based to be irrelevant.
While Steidatt's distinction between propaganda and persuasion which is based on

falsifiability is accurate, it could go fùnher. That is, it does not appear to take into explicit
account the particular motivations which led to a particular propaganda program and to
the choice of methodology by which that program was carrieci out.
6.4.2 Jowett and O'Donnell's Contribution: lnteractivity

Jowett and O'Domeii provide what is arguably the most useful distinction,
defining propaganda îurther as "a unique subset of communication that incorporates
characteristics of both information and persuasion" (198959). "Propaganda is a f o m of
COrnmunication t hat

is different fiom persuasion because it attempts to achieve a response

that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist. Persuasion is interactive and attempts
to sati* the needs of both persuader and persuadee" (Jowett and O'Donneli 1986:13).
Informative commu~cation,
according to Jowett and O'Domeii, has the "purpose of
sharing, explairiing, or instructing," and "promotes understanding between sender and
receiver" (198959). Informative communication can be considend aeutral in that the

"subject matter . . . has attained the privileged status of being beyond dispute" (Jowett and

O' Donne11 1989: 59). That the city centre of Calgary is approximately twenty-five
kilometres from a particular posted sign dong a particular route is hardly open to dispute;
one could question whether one wants to proceed to the city centre, but not the
geographical distance one must travel dong that particular route in order to get there.
Whenever the content or the interpretation of data are open to dispute, though, in Jowm

and O'Donnell's mode1 this has passed beyond the boundaries of simple information
sharing.*"
What Iowett and O'Domeil label "persuasive communication" is that which
"attempts to get the receiver to accept or adopt a new response in a voluntary fashion"
(198959). Persuasion is a "transactional process" (cf Jowett and O'Donnell 1986:24-5)

which depends for its success on the interaction between the persuader and the persuadee,

as well as the possibility that neither will corne away from the exchange completely the
' 5 5 ~ lthen
e are anain segments of society which regard a particular ment as orl, hcre arc
o k n those who dispute its validity an& thus, locate the disasion beyond the bounûariesof information
sharing. An example of this is the 1979 case btought by Me1 Metmclsttin a@mt the fnstitutcfor
Mermelstein, an Auschwitz survivor, tesponded to an offer by the MR to award
Historical MW.
$50,000 "Co anyone who could provide pmf of homitidal gassings of Jews at Auschwitzn (O'Kecfi
1997). The suit was settled in July 1985, and Mermelstein was awaded the original $50,000 offered by
the M R as weii as an additional $40,000 for pain and dering. Of more importance than the money,
perhaps, was thejudgement of the court rendered on the originai issue: Is there ewidence 10 support daims
of Nazi gassings d u ~ the
g Holocaust? Amrding to Shsimrish, the Jcwish Intemet Consortium
(<http://www.shamash.com~),
the judge's niling nad: "WHEREAS, on ûctober 9, 1981, the parties in
dispute in the litigation fiied cross-motions for summaryjuâgment resulting in the court, pcr the
Honorable Thomas T.Johnson, takingjudicial notiœ as foîlows: 'Under Evidence Code Section 452(h),
this court does take judicial notice of the Eda that Jews were gassed to death at the Auschwitz
Concentration Camp in Poland during the summer of 1944' and 'It just simply is a fact that nills within
the dennition of Evidence Code Section 452(h). It is not reasonably subject COdispute. And it is capable of
immediate and accurate deterxninationby reson to sources of reasonably indispuîaôle accuracy. It is
simply a hct'" ( ~ h t t p : l ~ . ~ ~ ~ m n i o l o c a d d c n i a Y m e r v s M R .clectronic
t x t > , âocumcnt). Of
interest as weiI is the fàct that WiUis Carto and the Li'berty Lobby (see above,p. 134 a.129) were namcd as
defkndants in the lawsuit bmught by Menneistein. Despite the juâicial notiœ of the fact that Jews were
gaseû at Auschwitz-Birkenau, thtre is siill an active industry invoived in thc &niai ofthese m t s .
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same. It is "a reciprocal process in which both parties are dependent upon one another. It

is a situation of interactive dependency" (Jowett and O'Do~eli1986:25). As they put it, a
"positive response fkom the persuadee might be, '1 never thought of it that way, but 1 do

now' or '1 never did that before, but now 1 intend to"' (Jowett and O ' D o ~ e î i198959). It

is important to note that "[mutual] reciprocity, persuader sensitivity to the persuadet's
needs, and voluntary compliance by the persuadee are the essential charactenstics of the
persuasion process that differentiate it from the propaganda process" (Jowett and
O'Donnell 1989:59,6 1).
A more complete way to understand the difference is a combination of the

distinguishing features pointed out by Jowett and O'Donnell md the ethics of disclosure
and falsifiability noted above. While propaganda as a form of communication operates as a
subset of persuasion, the reverse is not necessarily true. Propaganda always seeks to
persuade the target audience, while persuasion-or the attempt to persuade-does not
always fùnction propagandistically. The difference is Iocated in this potential for

reciprocity, the potential for information interchange as opposed to information

dissemination. While persuasion has the capacity to operate bidirectionally or
multiduectionaiiy, propaganda is monodirectional-from the propagandist to the target
audience. On the other hand, in a bidirectional interchange-a potentially persuasive
encounter-the

possibüity exists that each participant w i l alter the position from which

they began. The propagandist is not essentiaily interested in feedback which might

challenge the vaiidity of either the data or objective.2M

This is, in fact, the only aspect of his work which rnight argue against Dave Hunt
as a propagandist. While he may express occasional interest in having erron pointed out
to himq2'' and the question-and-answer column in me Berean Cufldeals regularly with

challenges to his interpretation both of the Bible and of current ~ e n t sany
, ~information

U61t is also helphil to distinguish ktween propaganda and "brainwashing* the definitional
elusiveness of the latter term notwithslanding. The process of "brainwashing," as it is developed, for
e.uample, in Brornley's reply to Zablocki, is described as '"persuasive influences so overwhelming that
they actually restructure core beliefs and world-view and profoundly modifL one's self-conception'"
(Bromley 1998:254). Following this definition the differenœ should be apparent. Propaganda operates on
the basis prejudices, beliefs, and symbol sets which are already established in the target audience.
"Brainwashing" seeks to alter those aspects of worldview in some fundamentai way in order to effect a
reaffiliation with a dflerent worldview. On this, see, for example, Bromley and Richardson 1983; Sargent
1957; Singer, with Lalich 1995; Zablocki 1997, 1998a, 1998b.
2'7~.g.,T o the pastor of a large W
est C m church who had held a pastor's conference at which
mobert] Schuller and [Oral] Roberts, et al. spoke and during which Hunt and [The][Seducfion [of
Christianify)were misrcpresented, 1 wrote, 'If you know of any inaccurades, out-of-context or twisted
quotes, dishonest or unfair tactics or anything that isn't 100% factual in Seducfion, thcn plcase la us
know and we pledge to correct it for the next printing.' That was six months ago, and the letter bas never
been answered, yet he was so concemed about emrs in Sediuction that it was a major item on the
conference agenda" (Hunt 39874: 1). Although he reports that "[aboutj eight books have bem written to
l), Hunt claims that "sadlythose we named in Sèductio~bave rcfhed to
refùte Seduction" (Hunt 1989~:
discuss the issues with me publicly so that a wider segment of the church couid hear both sides"
( 1 9 8 9 ~1).
: In the first issue of The Berean Cali, honwcr, Hunt declated that "lit) is no2 necessary to talk
with a writer or speaker in order to k accurate and fair . . . Let th= who oppose me Setfuction of
Christianiv point out h m the Bible where we have e
d (1986~2).
content anaiysis of questions publishd in îhe "QâA" coluam of The Beretan Cal1 reveals
that in the 129 issues surveyed (Febniary 19&May 1998), 194 questions and answers were pubiish#i Of
these: 72/194 (37.11%) challenged Hunt in some way; 44/194 (22.68%) wught Hunt's advice on
apologetic materid and ttsources; 42/194 (2 1.65%) askd bis opinion on specîfic religiais phnomma
and/or organisations; and 361194 ( 18.36%) feu into a category of misceiianeous questions. As weii,
1%/194questions (9.28%) are listed as "composite* questions, questions "typical of dW
which Hunt
has naived on a particular topif. By for, the iargest category is that of questions which chaüenged Hunt
in some way-his bibücai intcrprctation, his conœm for those aôout whom hc -tes, tbe paFavrd
damage an apologetic ministry such as bis couid do and is doing within the larger Christian oommunity.
Hunt responâs, sometimes at length, to iûl the questions printed in The B e m Call. ûf Of to oniy
71194 ( 3 . m of the totai sample; 9.72% of the specîfic questions) doa Hunt zcspond wiib any scns~of
compunction. Never, though, does he admit to king wrong. "My statcamt was, dortunateiy, tw4(y
worded" be writes to one (Hunt 1998833). He concludes, however that "as paorly worded as was tbat one
ciause, those who read the entire article wodd not have bocn led asoey" (Hunt 1998g33). "Cerîainîy I
didn't mean lhat atî Pentecostals and charismatiçskiieve that 'no Christinn nced evcr be si*" k
respoads to another?finishing, "wrda 1think most people todr it that way" (Hunt1993c:3). "1did not
intend to 'categorize oit Penteusai cbarismatics as klieving in the ''mm it and ciaim it mivaimi"'

which might contradict that which he presents is quickly either obviated or integrated into
subjective construction of reality by which his apologetic is underpinned. Indeed, as has
been noted above, he wtites that "[the] only reason for becoming familiar with other
religions and other religious writings would be in order to show those who foiiow these
false systems wherein the error lies and thereby rescue them" (Hunt 1W6a:68).2s9

Of the Bible, Hunt wants to hear little more in the way of refutation. "The Bible's
claim to be the Word of God," he writes, "is supported by a vast body of evidence so
irrefutable that no one has any excuse for doubting" (Hunt 1996b:1). However, he notes,
one does become "a bit weary of the propaganda which is taught in universities and even

in many seminaries and promoted in books and the media by 'experts' who declare with an
air of indisputable authority that the New Testament wasn't written until centuries later
and that no writers of the time confimi it" (Hunt 1996b:2).While there are times when
Hunt appears to admit his interpretational subjectivity, at no point in his writings does he

and as king deluded by De Artaga, Rita Bennett, et al. as you suggest, If ihat was the impression gRiea.
then 1 apologize, for that was not intendedn(Hunt 1993c:4). Hunt continua his response to this querent
for two more columns, reiterating the point to which the querent tmk exception. He concludes:
"Apparently you haven't tead rny books and newsletters. I don't 'pi& on' anyonc. Howcnr*1do point out
emr as 1 see it in cornparison to the Word of God, and I havc not been stlective in those whom 1critiquem
(Hunt 1993c:Q).
a9
In the opening chapter of Tlie God Mukrs, for example, Decker and Hunt âescrii a cornmon
therne in anticuit apologetics-the appearance of interest in dialogue. "Our purpose is not to harm the
Latter-day Saints," they write, "but to hclp them by expusing what many Mormons thcmseivesdon't yet
k m and rnight otherwise leam o d y too late" @ecker and Hunt 1984:11). Thy iamcnt the fact that they
'have found it almost impossi'b1e to enter into a fiiendly and meaningfhl dialogue with Mormons,
eçpecially those in positions of tesponsi'bility"; and, they "oniy a& for an honest hcaring: the wiiîingness
to hoc f W and admit the mith" (Dcclrer ancl Hunt 19%4:12). Dcckcr and Hunt statc quite -y,
"(it] b
not our desire to dissuade anyone h m being a Mormon who tnily wants to k one. On the othet band, we
want everyone who is in the Mormon Chutch or is consickingjoiaing it to know what this cornmitment
means" (1984: 12). W this notwithstanding, that thene is oniy one direction in which the "dialoguen
desiredby Declrer and Hunt can proceed is clear. 'Th rrhisal dany Mormon to coaridcr honcatly and
opcnly the fncis prrsented in this book," they conclude, "can ody indicate an UnWilliElgwss to ha the
tmtb in the manner ufged npon LDS by thw own Apostlesn (Deckcr and Hunt 1984:13).

admit either to a rnistake or to a deception.
6.4.3 Propaganda: Certainty venus Possibility

This supports the third component by which propaganda is differentiated from

persuasion: the dynamic of certainty as opposed to possibility. When the Reich Minister
for Propaganda set up a t o m hall meeting on the theme of Die Juden sind unwr Llhgliick,
he did not say "Consider the possibility that the Jews are our misfortune." The sentiment
was frarned as a certainty beyond refbtation, one which played on certain extant prejudices

of his audience.
Similady, Christian anticult apologias do not f'rame their arguments as possibiüties

or potentialities. "Consider the possibility that, based on evidence which 1hope you d l
find persuasive, cults are far more prevalent and far more dangerous than we might
imagine." No. The propagandist's argument is fiamed as fact not possibility, reality not
interpretation. "Occultism is always associated with irnmorality and semal perversion,"

writes Hunt ( l998f33O). in the very next sentence, he links this assertion with sex
education in schools, a very emotionai issue for many parents of school-age ~hildren.~~"
260Reviewing a 1989 conferenceon human sexuality organiscd in Guelph, Oniario, for "800
eager xhool teachers and public health nurses" (MacEachern 1990:l3), Sylvia MacEachcm writcs:
"Many of your children's sex educators spent three days wading in the garbage and fdth being perpetrated
by atheistic, humanistic, feministic 'sexperts.' The lcwdness and level of moral corruption portrayeci by
these 'educated' persons was beyond cornprehension. Those who indoctrimte the cherished minAn ad
morals of ow Canadian youth voraciously lappeâ up the putrid directives geand to deour h i î y , our
Church, and our wciety" (MacEacheni 1990:13). MacEachem concludes that "[sex] eâ is al1 about
wrrupting the min& and morals of our youtb. Sex ed. is al1 about undcrminiagand citcumvcnting
parental and reiigious authority. Sex ed is aîi about promoting perversion. Sex ed. is di about the M e s s
ferninia agenda. Sex ed. is ail about politics. Scx ed. is ail about rcvolution. Your child can lin without
it!" (MacEachern 1990:14). Jerry Falwell concurs, believing that sex education should be "taught by
parents, churches, or othets who believe in the Ten ComrrnLlldmentsn(1980:128). Falweîl does not object
to sex education in public schools when taught "as a biologicaî science. My oôjection to the current public
school sar education pmgram as it is not king taught is that it is 'acadunic pomography.' The mataiah
used include wholesale eadorsements of masturbation, prexnarital sex, extramanta1sex, and

"Against the wishes of parents, condams are given out and ' d e sex' taught to yomg
children in schooi" (Hunt 1998f330). Hunt does not suggest that this may be happening,
nor does he provide data that it is happening. He does not ask his readership to consider
the possibility that it might be happening. He simply States it as a fact, his rhetoric
suggesting that there is no more refutation available for this than for the Bible as the Word
of God.
6.5 Summary

Whüe these chapters hardly represent an exhaustive discussion of the phenornenon
of propaganda, the discussion of propaganda' s attributive p ~ cples,
i its correlative

mechanisms, its objectives and effects does provide an ovewîew of the potential
represented by a propaganda mode1 in the analysis of disseminated information. Three

aspects of that mode1 stand out Rom the particular discussion in this chapter: (a) the
ability of manipulated information to effect therapeutic reality-maintenance and repair; (b)
the argument that propaganda, by vime of the fact that it represents a manipulation of
idormation (regardless of whether that manipulation is hard or soft), can swcely be
argued as ethically neutrai; and (c) just as there is a difference between information and the

manipulation of information, there is aiso a dserence between manipulated information
which professes a certainty and about there can be little or no discussion (Le., propaganda)
and an exchange of information in which there exists the ahic of falsifiability and the

homosexuaüty.They even iaclude aiiusionsto the ixceptability of sex with animais! ... We must wotk to
make sex education what it claims to be and not allow this avalanche of pornography to go on
masqueradhg as a fom of education. It is nothhg more than pomograpâicbrainwashing" (Falweii,
Dobçon, and Hindson 1981:200,20 1).

potential for a mutual adjustment of worldview (Le., persuasion).

PART TWO

Application: Christian Anticult Apologetics

Chapter Seven

Christian Aaticult Apologetia:
A Territory Under Siege, Part One

It is the funabmentai thesis of this writer that unril Christiam everywhere
realize the danger of the cultism so cleariy porfrayed in the rise of the
Monnon cuit, evangelical eflorts wdill contirne Q suffer on all mission
@fils, fureign and doniestic,Rom thuse people of w h m our Lord wmned
us, 'Beware ojjalse prophets, which corne to you in sheep 's clothing, bot
imard& they me ravenzng woîves ' (Matthew 7:15).
-Walter R Martin-

7.1 Introduction

This chapter beglns with consideration of the specific subjective construction of
reahy obtaining arnong Christian anticult apologists, as weîî as some of the various
manipulations of information which are utiliseci to maintain that construction in the face of
religious pluraiism, seailarisation, and challenges these present to a monolithic worldview.
As noted pnor, this worldview is both anchored to and derived from an inerrantist position

on scripture. This position provides the primety cognitive boundary marker accordmg to

which the worldview is defineci, not oniy in the history of the development of
fundamentalism and the hdamentaiist controversy, but also in the ongoing therapeutic
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maintenance of the construction of reality fùndamentalists participate.
In addition, two other major components of that worldview, both of which derive
from the inerrantist position, will also be examined. They are: the aggregate of Christian

doctrines considered by fùndamentalists to be essential to participation in the fiiith and by
which fundamentalism has historically been defined, and a cosmological perspective on
past and current events which is predicated on a dualistic banle between good and evil.
With this discussion as a foundation, three of the major influences in Christian
anticult apologetics will be reviewed in this chapter, and a number more in the followhg.
In this chapter, these are: the Christian Refonned pastor and writer, Jan Kan1 van Baalen;
Walter R. Martin, the founder of the Christian Research Institute and arguably one of the

most infiuential of the North Amencan antiailt apologists; and J. Edward Decker, a
prominent ex-Mormon who has created from his expenences something of a profession in
the anticult field. While only briefly considered, each wili be surveyed accordhg to their
particular interests and specialities, as well as what each perceives to be the problem of
practical Iife as it relates to the arena of religious choices available in a pluraüstic society.
7.2 Christian Anticult Apologetia: The Subjective Construction of Rcility
As noted above, in the context of Christian anticult apologetics the cognitive

boundary markers by which the subjective universe is deiineeted fhction as attributes of
that universe. Without adherence to these attributes, the subjective reality as it is
constructeclwould collapse. There are three which will be considered in this section, two

of which have already appeared: (a) the use of the Bible as the exclusive authority agallist
wbich all other canons of judgement, whether empûical or theoretical, are measured; (8) a

set of cognitive boundary rnarkers (both denved !tom and including (a) above) which is
constituent of fundarnentalist Christian dogmatics; and (c) cornmitment to a worldview
framed by a dualistic/duelistic conflict between light and dark, good and evil, God and
Satan. Otten, this last is articulated in the fonn of conspiracy theories which range fiom
the demonic qua demonic to the secular as a figurehead for satanic activity.
7.2.1 Use of the Bible as the exclusive authority

Arguably the most cornmon attributive mechanism of Christian anticult apologetics
is its appeal to the Bible as an external (Le., "objective") authonty, an authority which is,
as has been noted, inerrant, infallible, and insuperable. Technically, the Bible Falls under
a device of source credibility
the category which the Lees have designated trar,sfer,26'
which accords to these specific texts a validity which may or may not reasonably Ml
within the Bible's purview.'62 The identification and assessment of the problem, as well as
261..

TrunsJeer carries the authority, sanction. and prestige of something respecteci and revered over

to something else in order to make the latter acceptable" (Lee and Lee 119393 1972:69).

2 6 ' ~noted
s above. Falwell believes that the **Bibleis absolutely infalliblc, without enor in al1
matters pertaining to faith and practice, as well as in areas such as geography, science, history, etc.( 1980:54). While it is impossible to know whether al1 those who wodd cal1 themselves "fundamentalists"
would accord the Bible the kind of authority granted it by Falwell in t e m of "geography, science, [and]
history," that it is believed to be "without error in al1 rnatters pertaining to faith and Me" is held to be
axiornatic. That said, however, the belief that the Biblical witness does, in fact, supercede other theories as
they relate to geography, science, and history is at least implicit in any work which argues for special
creation. Henry Moms, for e.uample, argues that "one must have a strange kind of faith if he can believe
what the Bible says about salvation, etenral Me, heaven and other spiritual realities (which neither he nor
the Bible writer could c i i d out for themselves) when he at the same time believes the Bible is wrong
about practical matters of science and history, objective facts which do lend themselves to empincd
investigation" ([1974) l996:237; d.[19741 1996:237-321). Morris continues that the "real truth of the
matter is that the Bible indeed is verbally inspired and fiterally m e throughout. Whenever it deah with
scieniific or historic matters of hct, it means exactiy what it says and is completely accurate . . .There is
no scientifk fdIacy in the Bible at dl" ([1974] l996;238). Science Speaks (Stoner and Newman 1976)is
another attempt to teconcile curent scientific theory with the biblicai witness. In the foreword, then
Secretary-Treasurer of the American ScientificAffiliation, Harold Hartzler, writes: "The manuscript for
Science Speaks has been carefully reviewed by a cornmittee of the American Scientific Affiliation
members and the Executive Council of the same group and has b e n found, in general, to be dependable
and accurate in regard to the scientiflc material presenied. The mathematical analysis included is based

the consequent judgment in terrns of an appropnate therapy are each based and contingent
upon the perceived inerrancy of the Bible and the unquestioned correctness of the
particular author's interpretation. Because of this, in this mechanism of anticult
propaganda, certain hermeneutical problems, such as eisegesis and proof-texting, abound.
For example, in Deceived by the Ljght, Douglas Groothuis declares that
"[because] the Bible does not describe any N'DES[near-death experiences], we c m
conclude that it does not view them as crucial for our understanding of life. death, and the
beyond" (1 995: 133). In ûroothuis' view, the problem of practical lXe-i.e., the v d t y of
NDEs examined against the background of his Christian worldview-is

simply Obviated.

Since the Bible does not speak of the- they are of no importance. The question begged

by his avoidance of the issue, however, is: Why? Why must we conclude so? There are a
great many things about which the Bible says little or nothing, yet we would not question

their importance in Our lives. The Bible says nothing about the existence of North
America, yet one would presume that North America's existence is of some importance to

upon principles of proôaôility which are thomugbiy sound and Professor Stoner has appiied these
principles in a proper and convincing way" (Hartzler, in Stoner and Newman 1976:4). According to its
Internct site, the Amencan Scientinc Affiliation (of which Henry Moms was a mcmk, Toumcy
1994:33)"isa fellowship of men and women of science and disciplines that can relate to science wbo
share a cornmon fidelityto the Word of God and a cornmitment to integrity in the practice of science.
ASA was founded in 1941 and has growa significanîly sina that tirne. The siated purpose of the ASA is
'to hestigate any area relating Christian bith and science' and 'to malce known the hsults of such
investigations for comment and criîicism by the Christian community and by the scientific community'"
(<http:/I asa.calVin.edu/ASN~ndcx~right.html>,
elccÉronic document). Thcir statcmcnt of fàitb, Eiowcvct,
says nothing about the inevitability of the biôlicai witness ovet scientific theory. Thcre, the f
h
t "planfrn
nads: "WC acccpt the divine inspiration, tnistworthiness and authority of the Biôle in mattcrs of fiiith and
conductn (<http:llasa.cah.in.edulASA/EdithASA.htm, electronic document). They do, huever, beiieve
that 'in creating and prexrving the universe God has e n d 4 it with contingent order and inteîiigbility,
the basis of scientific investigationw(<hm://.
. . /fai!hASAhtml>, electronic document). On creationism
andfor the ASA, see Kehœ 1995; Godfrqt and Cole 1995; Numbers 1992:158-8 1; Taumcy 1994:63-7,
100-1.

Groothuis.

At another point, commenting on the plural reference to God in Genesis 1:26,"
Groothuis asserts that "the plural reference to God does not imply any preexistent spirits

giving God a hand. It refers either to the Trinity or to God's dedaration of his intention

before the heavenly court of angels" (1995 :186 n. 19). Here, the possible polytheistic or
tritheistic implications of the Genesis passage present a problem of practical life which
challenges the legitimacy and inevitability of the Trinity-another

basic wmponent of the

Christian worldview. Here, though, he does not obviate, but rather integrates the problern
through the offer of another, more correct interpretation of the passage. Once again,
however, the question asked of Groothuis' dogmatic assertion, not only of biblical
authority in matters of cosmology, but of the validity of his interpretation of that passage
is: Why? Why are these the only two creative and cosmological options available?
Sirnilarly, in The C o w e Btwk of Bible Ansvers (the very title of which begs the

question: "Complete? How do you know?')),Ron Rhodes States that "[though] 1can't be
dogmatic about this, it seems to me that there are several good reasons that point to the
likeiihood of there being no intelligent life on other planets" (1 997:313, l998:38-41).
Rhodes's disciaimer notwithstanding, his f%st reamn is that "though atheist scientists
would scoff at this, Saipture points to the centrality of planet earth and gives us no hint
that üfe exists eisewhere" (1997:3 13, 1998:38). As well, the "centrality of the earth is also
evident in the creation account, for God created the earth before He created the rest of the

-Gocl said, 'Let us makc man in our image, in the Uccness ofoutsclvts, and let them be
masters of the fkh of the sea, the bitds of heaven, the cade, aU the wild animais and all tbe creatures tbat
crcep dong the ground '"(Gen. 1:26 NJB)

planets and stars" (Rhodes 1997:3 1 3. 1 998 :3 9)?

Rhodes continues with vague assenions

about the uniqueness of Earth in the divine Heilsgeschchte, the unlikeliness that G o d
would allow unfallen beings (i.e.,aliens, following the Christian anticult belief that al1 New

Age UFO groups consider extra-terrestrial intelligences to have been untainted by the Fall)
to inhabit a shared universe with fallen beings (i.e.,us).L65"It does not seem likely that

God would ailow the eflects of sin to impact a world of unfallen creatures (Revelation
2 1 :4)" (Rhodes 1997:314, 1998:40- 1). While Rhodes cites a text fiom Revelation in
support of his ~ l a i r n , ' ~
even to the careful reader the significance of the biblical passage to
Rhodes' purpose remains veiled at best?'

26)

However, the problem of practical life

Sirnilarly. Hunt writes: "Couldn't God have crcated intelligent life on other planets? Yes, but
the Bible declares that this earth alone has intelligent physical life. It is to this e a a that Satan came to
spread his rebellion: and to this earth Christ came to die for man's sin" (Hunt 1995d:2).
265
In answer to the question "What's your view of e~?raterrestrials?"and in a passage worth
quoting in Ml, Dave Hunt writes similarly: "There are many biblical reasons for not accepting the idea of
intelligent life beyond earth other than angels and demons. First of dl, it would be irnpossibIe for morally
responsible humanoids anywhere in the universe to keep from sin. if they had the genuine right of choice.
it must inevitabiy have been used to disobey Gd. Thus they would require salvation. Secondly, Jesus
Christ is the only Savior, and His death is the one and only perfect sacrificefor sins ever offered in the
universe . . . If there are morally free agents on other planets. they would have to beliew in Chnst for
salvation. Thirdly, God has gone to great lengths to give us an historically verifiable record of His Sonos
death and resurrection ai the hands of eyewitnesses and this message is coniained in a Bible which can be
verifhi in many ways by the inhabitants of the earth (geographically, archeologicaîiy, etc.) and which
wodd not be available to ETIs. It would seem both unfair and a violation of Gocl's way of dealing with
mankind for beings elsewhere in space to be required to believe in a Savior who was crucified on a distant
planet. Fourthiy, the Bible seems to indicate that this earth is the only such place in the universe. When
Satan is cast out of heaven, he cornes to earth; it is on this planet that the battle will be fought resulting in
Satan's defeat and imprisonment in the abyss; it is on this earth that Christ will reign for 1,000 years
while Satan is locked up; it is to this planet that Satan will return when he is released; and it is on this
planet that Satan will meet his Final defeat and his etemal doom will be sealed. Finaliy, if life happened by
chance on this earth and evolved upward, then it could seemingly have happened dsewhere in the
universe. But if as we believe, hwnan life resulted from a purposefbi act of God, and if sin is inevitable for
such beings, and if the human sou1 is the prize for whch Satan and God do baitle, then it hardly makes
sense to have this same process repeated on countless planets throughout the cosmos" (Hunt 1994f3-4).
'"Le., "Hewill wipe away al1 tean from their eyes; there will k no more death, and no more
mouming or sadness or pain. The world of the past h a gone" (Rev. 2 1:4 NB).
267~onversely,
former Franctheologian Leonardo Boff answers the m e question very
differently. "Do other rational beings exist in the cosnios?" he asks. "Faith fin& nothing repugnant about

presented by the UFO/ETI phenornenon'" is obviated in much the same way by Rhodes as
NDEs were by Groothuis. On the basis of biblical authonty and their interpretations of the
biblicai witness. such phenomena simply d o not exist.
7.2.2 Fundamentalist dogmatics

Deriving largely from the inerrancy o f Scripture, fundamentalist dogmatics are the
assembled cognitive boundary markers which define the subjective reality of the Christian
anticult propagandist, the panicular Wel~anschmtrtcngout of which he writes and through
which she observes the world around her. It isfwdumen~alistin that it finds its most

explicit modem definition in The Ftrndarnenfals( 19 1 0 - 1915),269a collection of essays
written and published in reaction to the advent o f theological liberalism, hiçher criticism of

the Bible, and the theory o f evolution ai the last fin-de-siècle. It is kerygmatic (as opposed
t o adiaphoric) in that it defines as essential certain elements o f faith and doctrine.
attributive dogma which are considered indispensable in Christian belieE They include: (a)
the Wgin conception o f Jesus, his crucifixion and bodily resunection; (3) his ontological
divinity as the Second Peson of the HoIy Tnnity; (cl a substitutionary theory of

such an existence. On the contrary, ôecause of the unimaginable immenseness of the universe and the
failure of hurnan beings as cosmic priests giving glory Co God, one could postulate that there are other
spiritual beings who carry out this sacerdotal fiinaion better than human beings . . . Just as the eternal
Logos, which fills al1 reality, appeared in our flesh and assumed the evolutionary coordinates of our
galâ~y,nothing prohibits this same e t e d Logos from having appeared and assumeci the spiritual and
evolutionary conditions of other beings in other systems" @off l978:2 15-6).
268~or
a variety of perspectives on U F O M phenomena, see, for example, Bryan 1995;
Darlington 1997; Dean 1998; Downing (19681 1997; Friedman 1997; Good 1991, 1996; Hesernann 1998;
Hopkins 1987; Hynek, Imbrogno, and Pratt 1987; King 1998; Larson 1997b; Menzel and Taves 1977;
Missler and Eastman 1997; Raël 1986, 1998; RandIe 1989; Rhodes 1998; Sitchin 1976, 1980, 1985, 1990,
1993, 1995; Strieber 1987, 1988,1998; Vallee 1969, 1975, 1988, 1990, 1991; Wimbish 1990.
269
On the history and development of The Fundamentals: A Testimony IO the Truth. see
Ammerman 199L :22; Marxien 1980: 1 18-23: Numben 1992:20,33-9; Russell 1976: 17-8; Sandeen

1970:188-207.

atonement; (4 Jesus7literal and visible second coming; (e) the inerrancy, infallibility, and
insuperability of the Bible.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, "[two] prominent Christian laymn>"

-anonyrnous for a time, but now known to have been southem California oil barons

Lyman and Milton Ste~art~'~-financedthe publication and fke distribution of The
Fundanientrals to "ministers of the gospel, missionaries, Sunday School superintendents,
and others engaged in aggressive Christian work throughout the English speakhg world"
(Torrey [19 171 1996~:s;
cf Marsden 1980:1 19). While most of the modern Christian
anticult apologists and the writers of the essays which became known as me

Funahentals could be called "fiindarnentalists," there are dEerences in the substructures

of their separate fùndamentalisms.
The writers of The Fz~ndamentaiswere, by and large, defending what they

perceived as traditional Chnstianity against implicit threats from within or expiicit threats
from without. These were: higher criticism of the Bible?' scientific challenges to bibiical

creationism and worldview;* the so-called "newtheoiogy" and the social g ~ s p e land
;~
270

On Lyman and MiIton Stewart, see Boyer 1992:100;Marsden 1980:1 18-9;Sandeen 1970:188-

99,249950.

*"hg..
'The TesiUnony of the Scriptures to Themselvesn(Bishop [l9171 19%); "The Tabeniacle
in the Wiâemess: Did It Exist? A Question Involving the Truth or Falsity of the Entire HiCritic
Theov (Heagel[l917J 19%); UFallaciesof the Higher Criticismn(Johnson [l91q 19%b). See also
DWon [1917]19%; ûrr 1908,[191719%a; Picmn, aâ,(19171 19%; AC.Robinson [1917)19%; G.L.
Robinson [l917]19%.
m ~ . guEvolution*m
.,
in the Rilpitw(Anonymous [ 1917J19%); "The Decadence ofDarwinignn
(Beach[l91q 19%); "The Passing of Evolution" (Wright [l9171 1996). See also ûrr [1917]19%; and
Pitzer [191T 19%.
T h e Pemnality and Deity of the Hoîy Spirit" ( T o m [l9171 1996b); T h e Certainty
and importance of the Bodily bmection of Jesus Christ h m the Dead" (Torrey [1917]19%~);The
De@ &Christn (Warficld [1917]19%). Sce also Anderson (19171 19%; Hague [191q 19%; Johxwn
[1917)1996a;Orr [1917]19%~;Scofïeld [191q 19%.

particular aspect of Christian thought, belief and practice is hardly new-there have been
at many tirnes "wars and rumours of wars" signifjmg the advent of the endtimes2"-post-World

War Two dispensationalists have one component of exegetical

grounding not available in any pnor formulation of the problem: the 1948 (re-)mation of
the State of Israel, an event which is recognised almoa universally among
dispensationalists as the precursive event necessary for further developrnents leading

towardsthe Second Coming of Christ.278Even current dispensationalist fiction locates this

Roman Empire, and a coming One World Religion. On the hcing page in this issue, the editorç offér for
purchase The Rerurn ofthe Roman Empire, a "feanire length video" the advertising copy for which reads:
"In 1956 a new entity crept ont0 the World Scene. It was called the European Economic Comuuity.
steel and iron
From it's [sic] humble beginnings as an alliance of six nations d n g to uni@the
industries, the E.E.C. is about to becorne the largest superstate in human history. Studenîs of Biôle
prophecy have always known that this &y was coming. The scriptures are very clear in telling us that in
the last days a Revived Roman Empire would emerge with it's [sic] nuclcus on the European continent"
(The Christiun World Report, April 1992:18). On The Christian World Report, and its multimedia parent
organisation, This Week in Bible Prophecy, see <http://www.twii.coaiT>;stt also Jack Van Impt
Ministries International ("TheBible Prophecy Portal of the Internet*; <http://www.jvim.com/>); Grant R
Jeffrey Ministries ("Prophecy On-Line"; <bttp://www.grantjeffiey.com/>); Midnight Cal1 Magazine ("The
Prophetic Voice of the Endtimes"; <http://rnidnightcall.comî>); see also Anicerberg and Weldon 1991b;
Boycr 1992; Hindson 1998; James 199%;Lightner 1997; 0'Lea.q 1994; Van Kampcn 1993.
2n~oremp1e. Paul Boyer mites: "About 172 A.D. or earlier, a Phrygian pmphet named
Montanus proclaimeci himseif the Holy Spirit incarnate, said the Last Juâgment was at hand, and ssserted
that John's prophesid New Jenisalem would soon descend in Phrygia. Meanwhile, hc taught, Christians
should practice asceticism and séparation fiom the worldn (1992:46). Nearly a millennium later,
" [ a ~ y p t i cbelief
]
fueled support for the Crusades, launched bctween 1097 and 1270 to rctakc the Hoiy
Land h m its Islamic conquerors. Fired by visions of fecaptwing Jenisalem and the- preparing the
way for the New Jenisalem of John's Apocalypse, Europeans of al1 social levels-hm the nobility to the
peasantry and the urban poor-joined in the causen (8oyer 1992:s 1;cf. 1992%-79; Cohn 1970).
Z7'k.g.,
~ o t m~aivoorci,ionner ait tient and n~fcssorof ~ysternatic~heoiogyat the
cbpensationalist Dallas Theological Seminacy, writes: "The present return of Israel to the laad sets the
stage for an important scrics of end-timt cvcnts. Prophecies have clearly praîîcted that ïmael would bc
-1ished
before the end of the Time of the Gentiles* (1990182; cf. 1990:65-û4), While he
acknowledges that "it is thcoretidy possi'bIe that the Jews will once again be &en from Istae1 and
return at some point in the future to participate in the enà-rimes ârama," Hindsoncontinues: "'Wben
lsrael was founded in 1948,' writes Hal Lindscy in The Late Great Plmet Earih, '
tkptaphctic
countâown began.' Many Christiansbelieve that Israel's capture of the Otd lenisalem in 1967 is also very
signincant ôecause it makes possl'ble the rebuilding of the holy temple in Jerusaiem. Tby ôelievc that this
is a key bibîicaI sign preeeding the second coming. Many Christians interpret Christ's forecast about the
end eims-'this generation shaü not pass, till al1 these things be fbîfiLîad' (hnhew 24:34 KJV+as
refhing to the generation that cornes d e r the founding of Israd; in ather words, our gcneratioonn

event in a linchpin position.279
As well, though similar to the perceived tum-of-the-century incursion of science

into the realm of religion, modem apologists write against a rapidly expanding
secularisation, a great "fdling away" tiom the Church in society at large (e.g., Hindson
1998:27-S 8; Hunt 1998b). Syncretism, according to modem fùndamentalist apologists, is

rampant, a result of the appropriation of non-Christian religious elements such as native
spinhiality, Eastern meditative techniques, even neo- paganism.
Given that the original volumes of The F u h e n t a I s were published between
1910 and 1915, while Jehovah's Witnesses and the Roman Catholic Church were

perceived as problems of practical life, in the years during which they were being
prepared, overt influence by radicdy different religious traditions was considerably less
than it is today. The first World Parliament of Religions took place in 1893 (cf'.Fields
19%: 118-30); there had been some Eastern (Le., Buddhist and Hindu) influence on the

American Transcendentalists (cf. Cox 1977:9; Fields l992:54-69), some significant
infiuence on the «uly Theosophists, especiaüy Helena Petrovna Blavatsky and Henry Steel
Hindson 1998:196.7). See also Falwell 19%0:93-8;Hunt 1993a:27-46,283-92;1995:97-134;Lindsey
1971,1998;Shorrash 1981:25-36;for a conflicting Christian position, see DtMar 1991;Schiisel and
Bmwn 1990;for a scholarly appraisal, see Boyer 1992:181-224.
279
Cf., for example, Hunt 1989% 199243 Kirban 1970;LaHaye and Jenkins 1996a, 19%b, 1997;
Maddoux 1998;Meier 1993;Meier and Wise 19%, 1998;Robertson 1995.
Ankerberg and Weldon witc in Cvlr Watch: "Why bave fâlsc teachings in the church
been included in this vol- [i.e., with the New Age Movement, Spirit Guides, Astrology, and the
Occult]?Simply to emphasizt that the church, like socicty in gcnerai, is not immune h m fàlsc idau
having harmfiil caIlSequences. For example, with Literally millions of charismatic Christiam accepthg a
teaching so ptentially destnictivc as Positive Confession, with its tics to cultic religion, spiritism, and tbt
occultt, such a topic could hardly be ignorain (Ankerberg and Weldon 199lad;cf. 1991a:297-329).
Douglas Gmothuis writes similarly: "To make their case, New Age teachers sometimcs enlia the
testimony of assorted Jewish, Muslim, and Christianheretics who clah to be one with God. In so doing,
they misiaise the deviant for the normative. They embrace a counterfeit instead of îhe gtrminen (l988:31;
cf. 1990:222). See also Hanegraaff 1993;Hunt and McMahon 1985:149-69; 1988:281-93.

Olcon (cf Guy 1996; Prothero 1996% 1996b), and some minor missionary activity in the

U. S. (cf "Ancestors" 1993, 1995, 1996).But, outside of an essay on spuitualism (in
which "the millions of China, Japan and India" are seen to belong to "the demonked races

of the heathen world" [Pollock [19 171 1996:166]), the defense of orthodox Christianity in
The F u n h e n i d s is made against deviant Christian sects which had appeared and
established themselves in the nineteenth century-the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, the MiIlennial Dawn movement (Jehovah's Witnesses), and Christian Science. Each
is discussed in one essay (cf McNiece [ 1 9 171 1996; Moorehead [19171 1996; Wilson
[l9171 1996). That which The Fundmentak defends against indicates the direction (or

directions) frorn which the underwriters, editors, and authors believed the threat to be
coming. Rather than battle the incursion of "demonized races of the heathen world"
(apparently not much of an issue), they chose to defend Chnstianity on the bases of
biblical veracity and reliability, credal fidelity, and theological orthodoxy. The essayists

brought together in nK Furtllamenia~ssstill regarded Christianity as a seIf-evidently m e
ontology; it was, quite simply, an accurate representation of "the way the world is," and

only required the nihilation of its challengers to re-assert its legitimate authority."' This is

or example, Mmrehead, writing against the MiIlennial Dam m0vemnt (i.e.,Jehovab's
Witnesses)contends agabut the Witness doctrine that Jesus is a m t e d king, higher thm the angels, but
a creature nonetheless. He notes: There is no mistaking the signüicanœ of this teaching. Jtsus Christ
was originally a created king, but as a reward of His obedienœ unto dath He is now exaltcd to ôc God!
This is worse than the doctrine of Arius the Ll'byan which the Councii of Nicea so solemnly coodemned,
of modeni Unitarians which ali evangelical Christians repudiate. ûver against this fundamentalemr, one
that does the Lord Jesus infinite disbonor and robs us of an Almighty Saviour, we place the Word of
Scripture, John 1:1: 'In the beginning was the Word,and the Word was with G d ' By the Word of anme
is meant the Son of Gai, Jesus Christ" (Moorehead f 1917 19%: 111-2). RG.McNiece, "for twenty yean
prior to 1897, pastor of F i Presbykrian Church, Salt Lake City, Utah" (McNiece [l9 171 19%:131),
concludes his consideration of Mormonism: "It is difücuît for anyone to stuûy this Mormon systcm as a
whole, without coming to the co~~~lusion
thaî the= is something in it beyond the power of man, somdhing
positively Satanic. And does it not seem to be a repmach on the Christian churches of this country that,

little different than the approach taken by most of the modem anticult apologists.
Despite the faa that there are many varied sub-universal fiactures and fault-lines

which exist among them," for both The F u h e n t a f s essayists and modem anticuh

apologists. the subjective reality is similar. Marrs, for example, battles any and al1 who do
not adhere to a "KJV-only" position (cf, also, Riplinger 1993), a beiief that the King

James Version of the Bible is the solely authoritative Word of God." Indeed, in terms of
after eighty years, such a system of downright heathenism should still hold the people of one of the great
states of the West in absolute bondage, and through its hierarchical power, by means of colonization, be
able to influence the election of senators and representatives in Congres h m five other states?This latter
rnakes it a national and not a local pmblem. The one important thing to be done is to double the Christian
missionary forces in Utah, in order to bring deliverance to those who are in bandage" (McNiece (19 17)
19%: 148).

or or

example. until 1995, Rhodes was an ernployee of the Christian Raavch Inaihite. He Ieft
that year in the midst of contmversy sunounding the curent presiâent, Hank Hanegraaff. Shoortly
t h e d e r , a nuniber of others involved with CR[ and the productionof the Christian Resemh Journal
left. Of these, Rich and Pamela Poll, Paul Carden, and Jane Huckaby joined with Rhodes to create the
Aplogta Report (cf.p. 105 n.% above), an electronic discement ministry. In 1993, James Spencer
published Heresy Hunters: Character Assussination in the Church, written in answer to various attacks on
the Positive Confession movement in the church. Paul Crouch, a charismatic televangeîist and President
of Trinity Broadcasting Network (and one of those attacked by the "heresy hunters"), writes in his
introduction to Spencer's book: "DearBrothers, YOU ARE AITACKING THE WRONG ENEMY! The
enemy is the devil and his gang of apostates. Ifyou have to attack something, there arc plenty of Mse
cults, false religions, New Age, secular humanisrn, and damnable heresies of al1 kinds. Let us cry out to
the heretic hunters to Join us in the ' g d fight of faith' against the REAL enerny instead of dissipating al1
their energy wrangling wer whether we are 'little gads' or not" (Crouch, in Spencer 1993:ix). As noted,
however, one person's slightly diffcrent f i t h expression is anothcr person's hercsy. Spencer himself
concludes: "In my opinion, the modem rise in heresy hunting constitutes a new Inquisition. Heresy
hunters who blindly attack their fellow ministers strike at the centrai unity of the Body of Christ. In so
doing, they may becorne îhe real heretics thernselves" (1993:23). See also DeMar and Leithan 19%8; Reid
et al 1986; Wise et al 1986.
%.g, iwo of the videos Mans offen for sale are entitleâ 'Unholy Bible Vasions of the New
Age," about which he writes: "How the devil would love to pollute and desboy the Word of God! . . . In
this vida, Texe Mam gives possi'bly tht most important message any nuui can give: He â&ds thc tnit
Bible, the King James and unmasks the wicked and deceidid new versions as utter frauds, riddled with
enors and omissions. Wotse even than that, the newer versione-the NIVTNAS, ASV, RSVT etc.-are
satanically inspired Thy are ôaseâ prhar@ on cninterfeit manuscripts prepared by 19' Feimry
occultists" (<http:l/www.texemarrs.comiuhbv. hm>, electronic document). in anothtr vidao, "Sabuts
Fingerp~tsin the New Bible Versions," Texe Mam unmasks the h e i m occult c o ~ o of
mthe
deceitfiû men who gave tbe world the tainted manuscripts wd for the new Bible versions. He eqmes
their nnhless, satanic agenda-to pollute the true Word of God, and he shows haw thei ddeCtive
manuscripts can be traced to the Vatican li'brary anû to a monastery at Mount Sinai, in a dark c q p t fidiof
skulls and bones. Even more revesrling, he documents how Satan's hgerprints can be aaccd alï the way

intemecine disagreements, Marrs' conspiracy theories extend even fùrther than those of

either Hunt or Groothuis. For example, sorne of his audiotapes deal with such subjects as

"Promise Keepers: The Seduaion and Demonkation of Christianity," "The A m 1 Truth
about Billy Graham," "The Scanda1 of Christian Ghostwriting," and "The Re-Wilding of
Amenca: Hitler's Murderous Lebensraum Doctrine Lives Again!" While both tum-of-the-

back to Alexandria. Egypt, the ancient world's occult capital and scat of the serpent and dragon" (Living
Tmth Ministries 1998: advertising flyer). In response to the use of non-KJV Bibles in a page uploadtd to
his website, another W - o n l y writer, Steve Van Natten, editor of "Balaam's Ass Speaks," writes: "'i'iis
was copyrighted material, but the producers used Biôles other than the King lames Bible, so 1 am not
giving their ador URL uniil they change from their funny book ta the Bible. This is a classic case
showing how people can do a masterfui job of dealing with Satanic attacks in one arcs, yct thcy arc totally
blind to the attack on the very foundation of our w
he&
at-ue
Word of God. 1 have changed the Bible
te.* in the above article to the W .1 invite these people to repent. At that point 1 shall give them full
creâit and link our readers to their URL. My intention is their g d as well as our readers*edificatioa
The article, as such, IS masterfiil. Other than the hinny bible perversions, 1 find no contradictionsof fàct
in it" (<http://www.bal--ass.~~mljoufnaYpmphecy/nwo~. h t m eiectronic document).
There are. however, those who take exception with the King James Version because they find it
too liberal. Herrcil Brothers Publishing House, of Kodak, Tennessee,hasjust mounced the rclease of its
Anointed Stundard Trmslation of the New Testament. In a promotional fiyer, the publishtrs declarc that
"THE AST IS A NEW TRANSLATION. The AST is not a revision of any fflsting translation, or just
another rewording of the KJV . . . THE AST IS LITERAL. The AST is certaidy the most literal
translation ever madew(Herrell Brothers, promotional flyer, ad.). Allegedly, the problern with other nonliteral translations is that they "open the door to personal theology and personal pulitics, both of which are
quile ofken wrong.' (Herreii Brothers, promotional flyer, n.d). They continue:THE AST IS
THEOLOGY-FREE*,(Hem11 Brothers, pmmotional flyer, n.d). Their example for tbis is the allegai
mistranslationof the word "adultery," which has k e n understd to mean sexuai relations outside the
bounds of niamage. "But the English sjteaking world bas M e d to remanber," write the publishers, "the
meaning of the Latin word. The Latin word was h m ad+alter or to chmge, comrpr, adulterate, etc., and
anyone Wliar with the writings of Horace knows tbat the word meant to mongrelize or to corrupt
seedline" (HerreU Brothers, promational flycr, n.d). This last givcs the ccadcr a clut as to îhe direction in
which the publishers are moving. They continue: "THE AST IS JEW-FREE. The AST is probably the
only entirely new translation ever undertaken in which Jews bave not played a part, whether as ditors,
publishers, or as translators . . . Sinœ the AST is 'Jew-free,' compromises have not been made re&arding
the racial consciousness of the New Testament. In the past, translations have been watered down in ofder
to hide any semblance of raciai cunsciousness in the New Testament, even though the üadaîors
themselves were quite often aware of wbat thcy were do'mg" ( H dBrothers, promotional flycr, nd.).
The final alleged a t t n i ï e of the Anointed Standard Version is wotth quoting in fnll. 'THE AST CAN
EMPOWER YOU!Never before has a book been so puwerful: the AST is a tool which you can use to
h l i y become the 'authority.' By using the translation in conjunction with the criticai footmtcsand the
appendicts,you can present arguments that no Jude0 c m h l No longer is it a question of 'your
opinio~'it is now a question of absoiute, scientinc, undeniable pmfl It is not a question of what 'yw
believe,' it is now a question of what it saysl The oniy option the M T wiil ieave Judeo preachers is to tell
you that they do not care wbat the origiaal Word of God saysl" (Hem1Brothers, prolllotid flycr, ad!.

century and modem fundamentalismsmaintain a well-defined Protestant attack on

"Romanism," (cf Blakeney 191 1;Fresenborg 1904; Hunt 1WOb, 1994h; Marcussen 1991;
White 1990), Mans offers an audiocassette entitled "Satan Worship in the Vatican

Inteniecine fiactures aside, the fundamentalisms reflected in The F u h e n t a l s
and modem anticult apologists are similar with respect to (a) what they seek to defend
(Le., "biblical christianity," a particular symbolic universe which may be identifiecl by a

particular cornplex of cognitive boundary markers, and which has been reified
generationdy into an ontologically perceived subjective reality), and (b) what they seek to
protect their subjective realityfron (i.e., challenges to the plausibility, inevitability, and
unique legitimacy of this subjective reality, however those challenges are perceived). Some
of the differences arise as noted above; that is, a more broadly defined p r o h a t e threshold
exists for conservative Christian apologists now than in their counterparts of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries. This is not to say, however, that the essayists
collecteci in The Funalamentals ignored challenges to their world (i.e., their worldview),
sirnply that less overt challenges had presented themselves as problems of practicai We.

Indeed, modem apologists--bdamentalist or otherwise-owe a tremendous, ifoften

unacknowledged, imeUectuaî debt to their conservative Christian predecessors. Togethex,

28'Mamwrites: "DCYil worship in the Vatican? Sinister and mind-boggiing-but absoiutely
me. Here is evidenœ that the darkness and m g e s of Satan worship can be traced right into the
sanctuary of the massive St, Petet's Cathedrai in Rome, the very hear&of Roman Catholicisn. These
revelations of bardare Satan worship, bîack magic arts, and Çabalistic occuitism among the Catholic
hierarchy corne not h m Protestants, but fiom high-level officials of thc Vatican itself'! These Catholic
officials and priests are outraged that thUr church has ben invadedby legions h m bell anci tbat top
church leaders are active devü worshippers!" (Living Truth Minisaia 1998: advertising flyer).
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they stand in the Stream defined first by the author of the letter of Jude (3b-4a), enjoining
those who inhabit the subjective reality of Christianity to "contend earnestly for the faith
that was once for al1 entrusted to al1 the saints. For certain intruders have stolen in among

you . . . " (d.,
for example, Lanon 1989a:31).
As Mannheim has pointed out, the reciprocal nature of information flow requires
evety social group to contend with new unit of knowledge discovered by any social group.

"[All] groups, though cornmitted to their separate traditions, nevertheless seek to develop

a comprehensive picture of the world, not ignoring any of the facts brought to light by any
of them" (Mannheim (19251 1W b : 147). Driving both progressive and conservathe
thought (depending on the manner in which puticular groups assimilate specific data).
when it crosses their threshold of awareness every social group must in some way account

for every fact discovered by any social group. In tems of information flow, as the ability
to disseminate information increases, so, too, increases both the ability to receive

idonnation and the nece-

for that information to be integrated into one's subjective

reaiity. The more information, the more possible challenges to one's subjective reality, the
wider one's proximate threshold must become (unless one takes what Groothuis labels
&'theostrich mentality"28s). Indeeâ, the "fact" which has been discovered-the problem of

practid lifeneed not be something which is either existentially or ontologically hie; its
objective facticity is not the issue. The "fact" is the fact of the discovery of an idea, a
28

%rites Gmothuis: "The 'ostrich mentality*corna Born a iack of awareness of the aecd for

separaion and frmsfonnution.&me Chtistians dismiss the advance of îhe New Age inîo our culûue as

mereiy the figment of overactive imaginations. They stick tbcir hea& comfortably in the sands of
ignorance. Their ignorance then ossines into spiritual impotence which 1them helpless to unmasic
and confkont New Age activity" (1988:60). This rcsponse âoes not obviatc, intcgratq or nihiMc tbt
problem ofpractical life; it simply declares tbat then is no problem.

particular component or constituent of ideation which must in some way be incorporated
into the worldview of a parîicular group. "[The] facticity of the social world," writes

as long as there is no challenge.
Berger, "or of any part of it suffices for ~e~legitimation
When a challenge appears, in whatever form, the facticity can no longer be taken for
granted (1 %7:3 1). In the context of anticult apologetics, however, the manipulation of
information with which the fùndarnentalist worldview is presented allows those who

inhabit that woddview to do so as though it can be taken for grantecl?
7.2.3 Cosmic Dualism/Duelism
A third constructive attribute deals with the location of Christianity within a

dudistic and duelistic cosmology. This location is dualistic in that it posits opposing
forces for good and evil in the world-that

"'it is helistic in that

is, God and Satan;2"*

2s6~onsiar,
for example, severai of the novels which have kenwritten whosc premisc is the
discovery in the Holy Land of the body of Jesus (or, in one case, the body of God): e.g., me SReleton in
God 's Closer (Maier 1994); Towing Jehovah (Morrow 1994); On the Third Dqv (Read 1991); and The
Word (Wallace 1972); as well, consider the several popular conspiracy theories positing the physical
continuation of Jesus' lineage through Mary Magdalene (protected by Joseph of Arimathca anb later. the
Knights Templar):e.g., The Tomb of God (Andrews and Schellenberger 19%); 7Re Holy B h d mtd the
.
Holy Grail (Baigent, Leigh, and Lincoln 1982); The Messianic Legacy (Baigent, Lei& and Lincoln
1986); The DeadSea Scrolls Decepllon (Baigent and Leigh 1991); and The Ho& Place (Lincoln 1991). In
both the novels and the revisionkt histories, it is p d l y the chaiîc11gcto worldview legitimacy, and the
need for that challenge to be rcsolved in one way or anotûer, which provides the narrative tension.
2 * U ~ i ~ i oof
n s&out Christians," writes Bob Larson, "believeih Bible teaches Satan is a h e
and weil and in continual stmggle with G d for men's souls" (1989b:135). Larson cxpoun& this in In the
Name of Satan: "From Isaiah 14:12-15,WC Ieam that sometimc aftcr Crcation, the idea lodged in Satan's
heart to be like Gad the Most High. As a result, war raged in the heavens, and Satan was sYccessfulin
pemding at least one-third of heaven's angels to concur with his w o n (Rev. 12:4). Since that
tixne the devil bas roamed the earth seeking vengeance upon the Almighty by tempting ancl ravaging man,
ihe bclwcd of W s crcation. Lucifer's tmissaries of cvii, thc corntptcd mgcls who rrklled and fili with
him, are demons doing his bidding to oppose God's eteroal purposes. My goal is to provide you with
insi& information on how the devil's kingdom of darkness operates so tbat you can effictively combat
him when the need arises. In the world we live in today, you can be sure that someday, somewbere, that
time will corne" ('Larsen 19%d:33).
2a81nThe Ongin of &tan, Elaine Pagels writa: "Althoughmany pagans had corne to klim that
al1 the powers of the universe are uitimately one, only Jews and Cbristians worshiped a single god and
denounced aii others as evü demous. ûniy Christians divideci the supematural world into two opposing

this opposition is seen as a battle not only for the souls of humankind, but one in which
h this starkly in Yourh,
humankind has the power to choose sides. E ~ o t puts

Bruinwasîh»ig, and the fitremist Cults:

From the Christian perspective, the so-called new-age cults represent the
most recent manifestation of an age-old strugglt-the battle between good
and evil, between God and God's adversary, Satan. The phenornena
described in this book are neither random nor accidental: they are
profoundly pattemed. As simplistic as it may sound to some, they indicate a
demonic conspiracy to subvert the true gospel of Jesus Christ through
human agents whose eyes have been blinded by the evil one. (Enroth
1977:202)

While more implicit in Enroth, very oAen in the context of Christian anticult apologetics

this dualistidduelistic cosrnology is expressed in terms of conspiracy theones about the
nature of the dualism and the conduct of the duelism. What the dualism/duelism of a
conspiracy theory provides in the maintenance of worldview is a reason why things are the
way they are.

"The fact," writes Dave Hunt,"that the same revelation is consistently preached by

supposed 'Space Brothers' fiom UFOs and spirit guides at seances and is experienced on
LSD trips and during Eastern meditation (TM, yoga, Zen, etc.) indicates a common source
of daception" (1980:63). m e n U e d thematically with andotal atrocities and andotal
miracles (see above, pp.205-12, below pp. 550-60), the compiracy theory component has
two aspects. The first is an overd theory of conspiracy which governs tbc interptetation

camps, the one mie Goâ against swarms of dernom; and none but Christians preached-ami practiœd
dMson on earthn (Pagels 1995: 130). In A d m Eve, and the Serpent, wbich she wmtc to explore bow
"Christian intepretations of Genesis emerged in the first four centuries, and how Christians inva)red the
story of Adam and Eve to justify and establish their beLiefkn (Pagels 1 9 8 8 : ~ there
~ ) ~ is no mention at aN of
a Satank connection with the Edenic serpeat.

of al1 that occurs within its purview. For example, the apparent or perceived congruencies
between the beliefs a d o r practices of different religious groups which are considered
heterodox by the anticult apologists point "obviously" to a common source of "demonic"
inspiration for these groups. In Larson 's New Book of Czdts, Bob Larson writes: "The
cults, no matter how diverse their ongins, display a remarkable confomllty of ideology.
Considering that the source of cultic knowledge in the gnosis of Eden's serpent, the Biblebeliewig Christian is not surprised to observe such harmony" (1989a:39).

The second aspect relates to those who would challenge the legitimacy of the
perceived conspiracy theory or the integrity of the authors involved in exposing it. If

anyone finds fault with the exegesis, logic, interpretation, or conclusions of these authors,

then that person either (a) is an active participant in the conspiracy, or (li) has been
woefully deceived by those who are active participants. In both of these aspects, self'-

fulfilling prophecy becomes the order of the day. For example, in Confrnting the New
Age, Groothuis provides an example of each of these dynamics.

The armored Christian is ready for encounters with the enerny, and there
wili be encounters any tirne the gospel is brought to b a r on a Satanic
stronghold such as the New Age movernent. Many involved in the New
Age may not believe in Satan or may not consciously contact spirit guides
or rnay have no overtly üI intentions, but inasmuch as they reject the gospel
of Christ for a counterfeit gospel they are of their ' M e r the devil' (Jn
8:44). They believe the lie the serpent used in the garden; they want 'to be
as gods.' (Groothuis 1988:41)'"
'@bnthe other hanci, undu "New Age Denoed" in his mniri'bution to the Zondervan Gui& to
Cul& and Religious Movemenfsserics, Ron Rhodes argues that the New Agc both is and is not a
conspiracy. "New Agers are not foflowing the lead of an individuai or group in the unfolding of some
sinistcr New Age mastes pian," hc writes, and in a footnotc, criricises Constance Cumby and Tcxe Marrs
for precisely this (Dave Hunt, T.A. McMahon, and Cary1 Matrisciana could also be included here).
"I2iough New Agers share a cocumon worlchiew and vision for the fuhire, therc is no conspiracy on a
human level-even though New Agers do 'network' to attain common goals . . . Despite their common

In the "Definitions" section at the beginning of Conspiracy: Huw the p m o i d

styleflourishes md where ir cornesfrom, Daniel Pipes notes that ''fitrernism means
taking an idea to an excessive point, usually by means that are also excessive . . .
Extremism in politics virtuaily always involves conspiracism to the point that conspiracy
theories are a key element of extremism" (1 997:D).This is also true in the kind of
religious extremism which understands its mission as being to aiert the world to the

dangers of people who are not like them. Pipes' word con~pi~acism
is helpfid here, for it
defines better than conspiracy theory the nature of the phenornenon. "Conspiracism
resembles other 'isms' in defining an outlook that can become an dl-encompassing
concem" (Pipes 1997:22). However, and this is important in an analysis of Christian

anticult literature which depends to a greater or lesser degree on a Satanic conspiracy,
Pipes wrïtes:
Like alcherny and astrology, conspiracism offers an intellechial inquiry that
has many faas right but goes wrong by locating causal relationships where
none exist; it is the 'secret vice of the rational mind.' The d e s of logic,
wer neutrai, cannot disceni the mistalces that send ali three disciplines
spinning into falsehood and irrelevance.
A second challenge to disceming conspiracy theories results fiom their
containhg enough tmth and reasonableness to rnake them plausible. (Pipes
1997:30-1)
7.3 "Unpaid Ba": The Problem of Practicai Life

A common fkature of many small and medium shed toms in both the U.S. and

worldMew, New Agen have distinct incüvidual belief3, interests, agendas, and strategies . . . Still, we
might say that there is a conspiracy on a spirilual level-that is, the powcrs of c k k m s (dcmons) arc
working in the New Age to draw humanbeings away h m Christ and the tnith of Christianity. But in this
scnst of& world, al1 ôcliâ systcms antitheticai to Christianity (incluâing somc antitheticai to the New
Age m e n t as well) are part of Satan's conspiracy" (Rhodes 1995:11-2).
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Canada is a church signboard placed prominently at the main entrances to the municipality.
Listed there, sometimes according to their relative popularity, other times simply
alphabetically, are the different places of worship to which visitors and townsfok might be
dram. Grace Lutheran Church, St. Mary's Roman Catholic Paris4 Knox Presbyterian, St.
Andrew's United Church, St. Cyprian's Anglican-ail

offer their varied seMces to the

worshipping public. While there was a time when those listings contained only religious
groups accepted by the culture at large, lately St. Andrew's has v i d for signboard space

with the First Church of Christ, Scientist, and the telephone number for St. Mary's Parish
now faiis just below those of the five different wartis of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints. Indeed, what dams those men and women who believe that such
signboards should be IYnited to accepted Christian denominations (with, perhaps, an
occasional gmdging nod toward the local synagogue) is the simple fact that, in recent
decades, they have not been so limited. "For example," wrote Christian Reformed minister
and early anticult apologist, Jan Karel van Baalen, in the introduction to the 1960 edition
of his classic work, The Chaos of Cults, "Mormonism, Christian Science,Unity, and

similar non-Christian cults are allowed to list their seMces and hours of worship on the
same bulletin boards at the entrance of cities and towns, and in hotel lobbies, with

evangelical churches whose wery tenet these cults not merely deny but combat" (1960:6).
That, for van Baalen, this dowance presented a problem of practical life is clear. "The

writer believes," he «>ncluded,'Yhat it would be well to stop this practice" (van Baalen,
1960:6).

7.3.1 Jan Karel van Baaien

Outside of Christian Reformed circles, Jan Karel van Baalen (189û-1968)is best
known for the four editions of his book, me Chaos of Cuits, although he did have a brief
career as a pamphleteer on the side of positive Calvinism during the "common grace"
wntroversy of 1921-1928 (cf Bratt 1984: 1 10-3,142-3; Engelsrna l998)?

Indeed, it

was precisely this understanding of cornmon grace that contributed to the tenor of humility
which was often characteristic of his writing, but which is just as often lacking in those

who have followed him in the field of anticult apologetics."' When confronting an

adherent of a different religious tradition, for example, van Baalen advised that one should
"never show that you suspect the cultist of dishonesty or mercenary motives" (1956:366,
l960:392).That is, they shouid be approached as though the motives behind their reügious
?n the early part of the twentieth œnhiry, two Christian Retormed ministers, Hemy Danhof
and H e m Hoeksema, bmught the issue of *cornmon grace" to the f o m n t of synd debate in the CRC.
Part political (in the CRC context it was seen as evidence of the "Americanisation"of Dutch CaMnim)
and part theologid. the doctrine of common grace maintains that. in some measure. the graœ of Gcd is
evident in ail humanity, inciad, in al1 creation. Human conscience is an example of that grace, an
example by which even peuple outside the Christian provenance mognise the difference between good
and ail, right and wrong, tnith and falsehmd. The possi'bility exists, therefore, that there can be good in
that which is aot explicitly Christian. According to Bratt, "[most] of the debate [in the CRC]was
composai of conflicting exegeses of Scripture, the Confessions, and Reforrneû theology h m Calvin to
Bavinck . . . In essence, Hoekserna and Danhof claimed that most of these sources o f f i no eviâence for
common grace and much against it, that only a few theologians taught it and did so erroneously, ami tbat
the doctrine was at mod hereticai and at least trivial" (Bratt 1984:110). ûpponents of Danhaf and
Hoeksema, like van Baalen (who, in 1922, m e a polemical pamphlet attacking their position entitled
"The Denial of Common Grace: R e f o d or AnabaptistP), believed precisely the opposite, "that
common graœ was 'the fountainhead of Reformecl thought,' and that dcnying it was 'against Rcfocmcd
theology, agaiwt OUI Confession, against the Holy Scripture,' and intolerable in a Reformed
denomination" (Bratt 1984110). in 1924, at a meeting dubbed the "Common Grau Synod," the Christian
Reformed Church upheld common grace as sound Wormed theology. although "tangeaiai, not
fundamentai to Reformed thoughtw(Bratt 1984:114). In an endnote to his article on Dan- Engclsna
notes rather sourly, "[already]in the 1920s there was a diseased love of pagan culture in the CRC.This
did not bode well for its fiituren (Engelsrna 19985).
29i~exhamand Ponve note, for example, that "[although] van Baalen was dcvastating in his
theological aiticism of various group5 he made an eiTort to be ~ o u s l fàir.
y His oôjections were
doctrinal, not personai or vindictiven(1997: 2). They also conclude tbat '(thk] teasollcd approach is very
differetlt fiom what followed" (Hexham and Pœwe 199733).

choice are as authentic and honourable as anyone else'sm For van Baalen, this was not
merely a tactical consideration, but one which lay at the hart of his contribution to the
common grace dispute (cf. Bratt l984:93- 1 19). Even in groups he considered thoroughly
heterodox, he believed that "there is a sufficient arnount of common grace working in
most men for them to resent being suspected of evil" (van Baalen 1956:367, 1960:393).

This understanding, however much it may temper the tone of his writing, did not
prevent van Baalen from making a very clear distinction between the different bondaries
of religious adherence. Christian orthodoxy, as defined by the historic creeds, was still the
canon against which al1 other belief systems are to be measuredr" ùi a rernark ofien
attributed to him but which he made clear originated elsewhere, van Baalen wrote that
"[there] is an old saying to the efféct that 'the cults are the unpaid bills of the church"'
(1960:420). While, perhaps as a result of this, he appeared more w i h g than most to give

%s
is in contrast to much of the rhetoric of scduction, b i t , and aggrcssion which has
followed van Baalen in Christian anticult apologetics. For example, writing in the foreword to Gmthuis'
Unmusking the lVew Age, Gordon Lewis, "professor of theology and philosophyHat Dcnver Seminary and
'"founderof Evangelical Ministries to New Religions, incn (Lewis 198% I 1;cf. p.39 n.23 above), declares
"Actvertisingthat it can transfonu people and society worldwide, the New Age movcmcnt is qxwhtading
a comprehensive attack on many of the highest values of both the Christian church and Western cuitwe.
For about two decades Eastern religions have been moving West and aggressively seeking anverts ammg
secularists and Christiansn(Lewis 1985:9). Groothuis himceif writes that "it seems a recent New Age
strategy has been to present itselfas 'the true Christiaaity,' thus nrMing aîîmctheaess to those on@
norninaily Christian or u~lfootedin the Bible. The occult kart of the New Age is veiled when apostates
appear as apostles wearing the robes of religion" (1988:203).
293r,whattnie Bible-lwer," asked van m e n , "could not subsaik to these opnioe words of the
Formula of Concord of 1576, which happem to be Lutheran? 'Webclieve, coafess and tcach that the only
rule and nom, auxrding to wbich al1 d
o
m and al1 doctors ought to be esteemed and juâged, is no
other whatever than the pmphctic and apostolic writings both of the Old and New Testament' . . . And
among our persecuted Lutheran brethren in Germany, and even among our Russian brctbren w b tremble
Mort the dcadly hatred of SaMctism, who could not nspond with a thrill in the haut to the coacludiag
words of the Belgic Con&.ssion of Faith, which happens to be a Refonned document, written as a Mense
before the King of Spain who had let loose the homile Inquisition against the innocent citiPtns of&
Lowlands?" (van Baalen 1956:358-9). Van Baalen concludeci: "What have Mormonism or RusseIlian to
say in the face of such confkssions? What has Mother Mary Bakcr Eddy to lay alongside than?'''
(1956:359). See also van Baalen 194û.

credit where credit is due,231whatever other good may be attributed to heterodox groups,
they still stand beyond the borders of the primary group called "Christian.""The present
volume," wrote van Baalen, "maintains with H. ~avinck"' and B.B. ~ a r 6 e l d that
~ ' ~there

are but two religions in the world. The one is autosoterism, that salvation is from man.
The other ascribes the entire work of salvation tiom the world's ils to God. Chnstianity is
the name of the latter. It matters not under what flag the former saiis: it stands in
opposition to the Christian, that is, the true religion" (1 960:1 5-6)"

Evert despite his

penchant for fairness, for van Baalen the boundaries between religions were drawn with
simple efficiency; subjective reality was constructed in such a way that there were only

...

?or example, in the 196û edition of The Chaos ojCulrs he wrote that "[the] Mormons hâve
made a serious &ort to view sex as a God-given talent. They have encouraged dancing as a religious
cxcrcisc under the praycrIiil guidance and supervision of bishops and eiders. M o m r , the vcry hi@
standard of Mormon family Me bas given way to divorce only where intermarriage with those of othet
faiths has increased" (van Baalen 1960:423). For Merent perspectives on the issue of marriage and
divorce within the LDS Church, see Campbell and Campbell 198 1 AO2; Goodman and Heaton l986:9 1-7;
Johnson 198 1137 1-3; Rayncs 1987:230-2,240-1: S c M s 1989:75.
WhennanBavinck (1854-192 1) was a h t c h Rcformed theologian, edmted at the University of
Leiden. Bratt notes that, like van Baalen, Bavinck was "[tolerant], genial, irenic, he never caricanued an
opponent or impugned his moiives but tned to give him al1 the credit he desewed" (Bratt 19û4:31). Like
van Baaten, though, Bavinck was clear on the hierarchy of worldviews milable for iahabitance. For
Bavinck, "Christian theism [was] the only adequate expianation and guarantor of order in nature,
certainty in knowledge and security in society" (Bratt 1984:30).
;246
Called by Marsden "the aguig lion of strict Presbyterian orthodoxy" (Marsdcn 19%0:98),
Benjamin Breckinridge Warfield (1851-1921) taught on the Wty at Princeton Theo10gica.i Seminsry
and was considered the greatest exponent of the "Princeton causen-Le., Christianity as a ceasoncd Ziiith
based on the inerrancy of Scripture and "the assumption tâat txuth is laiown by apprehcnding directly
what is 'out there' in the exttrnai world, not a hinction of human mental actMty" (Marsden 1980:114).
Marsden quotes Wafield: "'It is the distinction of Chnstianitythat it bas corne into the world dothad
with the mission to mason its way to dominion, Other religions may appcal to the sword, or seck some
other way to propagate themselves. Chtistianity makes its appeal to nght reason, and stands out among aü
religions,thedore, as distinaively 'îhe Apologetic religion.' It is solely by rcasoning tbat it bas comc
thus fiu on its way to kingsbip. And it is solely by nasoning that it will put ail its d e s iuidc+its fm'"
(Warfield, quoted in Marsden IWO:115; cf. also Sandetn 1970:12û-30).
the introductory chapter to the 1938 edition of nie Chaos of CuIb, van Men askeâ,
"What, then, is the great difference ôetween Christianity and paganism? There can be no doubt but
Christiariity stands apart h m ail other 'great religions' in tbat it teaches a God-made sahgtion while the
others are a i l autosoteric" (1938:18).

two possible religious primary groups to which humankind could belong: Christians, and

everybody else.
Having identified these two p r i m q groups, and the problem of practical life to
which he is responding, in the context of a sociology of knowledge two aspects of van

Baalen's contribution to Christian anticult apologetics should be noted briefly. The first is

his clear articulation of what is the fundamental boundary marker for the Christian primary
group. The primacy of this marker (although perhaps not the particular interpretation of it)
will prove consistent across the spectmm of anticult apologetics. "What is Christianity'"

van Baalen asked, answering, "To this query the reply of dl the evangelical groups has
ever been that the inspired Scriptures are the only source of swing knowledge and the
detedning factor of what is to be believed" (1 938:2SO, lM6:354, l96O:378). A typical
example of this is found in van Baalen's advice to those confronthg the adhmnts of other

religious traditions. He wrote simply "that God has spoken in His Son, the infallible record
of which we have in the Bible (according to Heb. 1,2)" (1956:369, 1960:395)."

In addition, given the fact that many of the groups with which van Baalen d d t
also "'quote Scripture," in good Reformed tradition he asked, "Where is mie doctrine?"
(1 9S6:3 56). "To this second paramount question the a m e r is, In the g r e a histone
creedr of the Church universal" (van Baalen l938:2S1, 1H6:357, 1960:383). Indeed,

noted van Baalen, "[it] is base ingratitude, not to say detestable conceit, and ingratitude

2 9 8 ~another
t
point, demonstrating no awateness of the îhoroughly subjecîive aod amilar nahiic
of his statement, van Baalen insûucted the apologist, "bouj may point to the siniof Jesus as an
evidence of Christianity, or you may d e r to His miracles and His resurrectionas indispirtable eviAcnrP of
His divinity" (1956:372, 1%0:398). ï d e d , this is a m e r very good example of Ken Wiiûer's point
about the circularity with which the argument for Bblicaî MUi'bility is oftcn made.
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not only toward men but toward God, to ignore the results of the sincere and arduous
labors of godly and Spirit-filled men of past generations" (van Baalen l938:Z 1,
1956:357, 1960:383).

With these particular cognitive boundary markers established, van Baalen's
working definition of a "cultn-that is, "'any religion regarded as unorthodox or even
spurious' (Webster)" (1956:363, 1960:389+as broad-reaching and vague as it wu,

served to cernent the boundary of the primary group? The question is begged here,
though, "regarded as unorthodox" by whom and according to whose standards? In the
construction of reality out of which the anticult apologists operate, however, the answer is
clear. It is the anticult apologists themselves who choose the components which define the
canons of Christian orthodoxy. For them, as will be demonstrated, the constniaed
universe is dualistically organised and nomically h e d . "You must know," van BaaIen
wrote, "that in spite of the too numerous divergencies, there is such a thing as Christian
beiief and a Christian view of life, and that it is supenor to ail pagan views; that
Christianity is the only religion that has a universal appeal; that it alone ofFers a divine

salvation and thus delivers man 6om 'broken cistems that can hold no water'" (1956:371,
l960:397).

From the perspective of a sociology of knowledge, the second aspect of van
Baalen's thought speaks to his reasons for participation in antidt apologetic. Why choose
that particuiar response fiom the range of response options available? Faced with the rise

2?o~owing on thk, van Baalen noted in pashg tbat "the word 'sect' Uhere tPha in tbe omsc
of a somewhat odd denomination"(1956:364,1960:390).

in popularity of new religious movements within the orbit of established Christianity, van

Baalen and those who have followed him across the spectrum of this genre perceive
themselves to b e a people under siege, a people whose very fieedom to worship is often at
risk. There are MO main directions tiom which the threat may corne: from within-Le., an
aberrant Chnstianity which challenges in some way the received claims of traditional
o n h ~ d o x yor,
; ~from
~ witht-i.e.,

the introduction into North America of religious

traditions which lay no daim to Christian orthodoxy of any sort." Because they challenge
3%.g., the Jehovah 's Witnesses, (O whom van Baalen refers as "the deadliest and most fierce

enemies of the Christian religion eutant today" ( 1956:23 1); the Church of Jews Christ of Louer-dqu
Saints. whom Walter Martin believed "constitutes an immense threat to the church of Jesus Christ of our
en" ([1955] 1980:63); or the so-called "laughing revivar' within Pentecostalism, which Christian
Research Institute president Hank Hanegraaff has condemned in his book, Counterfeit Revival(1997). In
study questions at the end of his chapter on Jehovah's Witnesses, van Baalen challenged his readers to
"[show] from Scripture what is wrong with the RuseIlite doctrines of (1) the atonement; (2)man's efforts
in saivation; (3) annihilation vs.judgment; (4) attitude toward hell" (1956:269). He askcd: "How do the
Witnesss vary from the Christian interpretation of Annageddon, and of 'the new hcaven and the new
earth'?" (vanBaalen 1956:269). Martin continuai his condemnation of Mormonism, describing it as "one
of the cleverest counterfeits of the tnie gospel yet devised, one wbich stands ready to easnare the souls of a
world rich in religion and banlcrupt in the faith that savcs" ([1955] 1980:63). Cornmenting on the
ditlierence beîween the "laughingrevival" and what he understands as true Christianity, HanegraafF
writes: "Nowhere is the paradigm shifk that has taken place in Christiaaity and our culture more obvious
&hanin the contrast berneen the minisîry of [Jonathaa] Eâwards 11703-1758; American Calviaist
philosopher and revivalist preacher] and the message of the leader's of taday's Countcrfeit Rcvival. The
mînisüy of Jonathan Edwards was characterized by âynamic expositional preaching. The message of the
Countcrfeit Revival is chamcmized by delusionai expcrimtiai pandering . . . The vtry thing that Edwards

wanted people to be savedfiom is what Counterfeit M a l leaders are indiicing people to indulge inn
(Hanegraaff 1997: 101).
"'E.~., Buddhim, of which Bob Larson writes: "If coamiwr laws of Mldisclosure were applied
to the 'sale' of religions, Buddhism would probabiy be left on the shelf" (1989a:72); Hinàuism, the result
of an "avalanche of Hinrhr gurus and swamis [who] invadcd the United Statcs in the 1anâ 1970s"
and as a tesult of whicb "our nation has never been the samc sincen (Mam 1990:216); or lslain, which
Morey claims most Westerners "have a clitïïcult t h e comprehending . . .because they fbii to understand
that it is a form of culturai imperialism in which the religion and cultute of stwenthcentury Arabia han
been raiseci to the status ofdivine W (1992:19).
Larson continues his consideration of Buddhb: "Foimer Christian missiomics IO Tibet report
that TiBuddhism is the most opedy occult of al1 non-Christian world religions. Even the mo&
themselves make no pretense about theu coasorting with &monic dcmigods" (1989a:79). Of the Daiai
Lama's flight fiom T i h t in 1959, kirson suggests: "Perhaps the demonic forces b e W Tibctan
Buâdhism have dehirately prolonged bis exile as a mcans of exporting this ancient, S
vtic fith"
(1989a:79). Mam cites another anticuit apologist, Ta1 Br&, to the &ect that "the rituiûs of Hinduism
result in 'the total desecration, degradation, dcfamsition of the sou1 during the ritual. ' He shows clcariy
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the necessary inevitability of his or her worldview, both of these challenges breach the

apologia's proximale threshold of instability. Both press the machinery of universemaintenance into seMce, although, as shown above, this maintenance may assume
different forms. What is notewonhy is that, for the apologist, these are not simple
differences of theologicd opinion. This is spiritual warfare, and the anticult apologist oflen

the lone defender on the field of battle. "Not only has the cultist repudiated the ortbodox
religion you represent," van Baalen wmte to those "approaching adherents of the cuits,"

"he is actually hostile to it" (1956:363,1960:389)."The cultist you are about to visit is
your opponent" (van Baalen l956:365, 196O:N1). Though his rhetonc is often far less
prejudicial than his later colleagues, van Baalen's suggested method in dealing with these
adherents was still a Nhilation veiy akin to t h advocated by Groothuis: "In an argument
with an adherent of a different faith you should be able to attack and refute his stand . . .

One way is to refute his pnnciple, the foundation of his syaem . . . Destroy the foundation
and the excrescences will disappear" (van Baalen l%6:369-70, 1960:395-6).

For Jan Karel van Baalen, as for the majonty of the modem anticult apologistq the
problem of practical Me wes clear. "For some decades now Christianity has been in the
unenviable position of a religion going through a major crisis and battling for its very right
of existence" (van Baalen 1938:15). In a passage which pressged much of what othen
would write in yean to follow, van Baalen wamed the faithnil: "The true Christians wiîi be
that the me-gunis of the Hindu religion bave nurrndered theaiselves to a homaQusly evil force"
(Mam l99O:2 18). Foiiowing his consideration of "AUahand Goâ" (Morey 1992:5745), Moxey
conclucies: "Many Westerners assume that Allah is just another name for Go& This is duc to thcit
ignorance of the dinemces between the Allah of the Quran and the God of the Biôle and also di# to the
propaganda of Muslim evangeiists who me the idea that AUab is just aaother name for Gad as an
opporhuity to convert Westeniers to Islam" (1992:65).

hated of al1 men for their aloofhess, their refusal to recognize others as equally good; they

will be accused of holding back unity and progress, world-peace, and similar desirable

goods. Probably it will al1 end in renewed persecution" (van Baalen 1956:16, 1960:14)?
Whether van Baalen's prediction of a renewed persecution based on Christianity's
unwillingness to recognise the essential validity of religious pluralism cornes true or not
rernains to be seen. What is not in doubt is the wealth of Christian anticult material which
has followed in van Baalen's wake, and the belief among the modem anticultists that the
rise of new religious movements, the introduction of established, non-traditional religions

into the North American context, and the conversion of former Chnstians to these
religions consti~essomething on the order of a clear and present danger.
7.4 Some of the Major Prophets

The comrnunity of anticult apologists is an ever-increasing one. Indeed, with the
resurgence of the Christian nght in ment decades, antiailt books, tracts, vida, and audio
tapes, as well as a remarkable variety of rninistry newsletters have become something of a
cottage industry within North American Christianity. No longer dependent on the need of

publishers to tum a profit, increased access to hi&-quality desktop publishing, as weîî as

'02While van Baakn expressed concern abait the influx of ncw religious m ~ v e m e ~ h
lts
t o wùat
he perceivecl as an essentialîy monorcligious culture, at the fa^ end of the spcctnim is the ovcrt paranoh
evident in anticuit apologists such as Bob Larson and Texe Mam.iacking van Baalen's theological and
historical a m e n , Larson and Mam rely instead on smatiooalism, conspiracism, and what often
appears to be simple prevarication in order to disseminate theh apologetic and to motivate their respective
targct audiences. For cxample, Larson begins a 19% fundraisiag letter Wear Friend, Satmists havt an
evil anench to take over America armd kilî al1 Christiansl . . . For years I've lmown aôout this agenda, and
I've üied my best to warn Christians. Some didn't want to believe it" (19m). Simiiarly, in a siAChZlt
entitled "Agents of Disinfocmation,"Mam writes: "'Certain powemil forces have targeted Texe Mans
and Living Tmth Ministries for dcstniction,' a diable source wanied us rcccntiy. 'Your message of truîh
is gerting ihrough to so many millions of people, and the word has gone out, Texe Mam must be stoppcd
and his strong voice quieted'" (Mam 1997a:3).

the growing popularity of the Intemet and the ease with which persons uin construd

websites, have seen a corresponding jump in the nurnber of anticult apologetic

mi ni strie^.'^^
However, there are those apologists to whom many now writing, tapins andor
up-loading are largely indebted. There are also those whose work, whatever intrinsic ment
it may or may not possess, has become most easily available through Christian publishers

and distnbutors. Both of these groups may be considered the major prophets of the

anticult apologetic movement. These are men (and, with a few notable exceptions, they

are dl men) who have not only done the bulk of the original research on which many later
apologists rely for their own matenal. but are aiso arnong the most proliic writen of
anticult apologetic and those most readily available to the Christian public. Because space
limitations prohibit an exhaustive survey, what follows is merely a sample of this
constituency. While, without doubt, the choice and arrangement of these particular

individuals will not appeai to everyone, each has had both a considerable impact on the
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In addition to the higher profile organisations such as the Christian Research Institute
(<http://www.equip.org>),on the Intemet see, for example, <http://www.cultbustcrs.com>, the internet
ministry of Robert Morey (cf.Morey 1980, 1992); <http://www.carm.org>,the Cuit Apologetics and
Research Ministry. Begun in November 1995, "CARM is simply one guy, me, Matt Slick @.A., M.Div.1.
This site contains most of my notes h m Bible studies, seminars, sermons,and Smday School lessons*
(<http:// . . ./canninfo.htm>,electronic document); 6ttp:/lwww.wcbcoacom/ctt/>,
the Christian Think
Tank, an interesting, philasophicaUyoricnted site which gots by the sobriquet, "UnraveLling
Wittgenstein's Netn; <ht~:/lwww.mrm.org>,the Mormonism Rescarch Ministry, "a missionary/
apologetics or&anizationwhich was organized for the express purpost of pmpagatiog the Gospel of Jesus
Christ and to expound the difFerences between Mormonism and biblicai Christianiîf' (<hîîpd/. . .tfaqa.html>, electronic document); and <h~://www.spiritoftnitb.o~indcxhtml>,
the Spirit of Tnith
Orthodox Ministries, which "publishes information which gives Scriphiral answers to the Gnosîic
movement of Word-Faith (Health and Rosperity) teachings as originiated [sic]by Kenyon, and taught by
Hagin, Copeland, Prince anâ many otbersw(<h~://www.spiritoAnith.o~about.html~
electronic
document), and which do# so k m an Eastcrn Orthodox perspective.
For a very dinerent view of M t e s of this nature, see "ReligiousHate Sites on tbe Weô,"
(~hap:/~.Witchvox~~m/~reli@~.html~),
a Wicwn webpage devotcd to docum#iting Whe
religious bigotry which resides on the net."

Christian anticult movement as well as the durability to sustain an anticult rninistry in what
is, at times, a religious environment of rampant internecine h o ~ t i l i t y . ~ ~
7.4.1 Walter Ralston Martin (192û-1989)

According to the bnef biographical note in the 1997 edition of Walter Martin's
opus rnagmrm, nte Kingdom of the Ctdts, Martin ''wu fondly and respectfully known as
the 'father of Christian cult apologetics'" (1997:7)."' And, of dl the post-war anticult
apologists, Martin is arguably the most influentid. "More than anyone else," write

Hexharn and Poewe, "Walter R. Martin shaped modem attitudes to contemporary
religions" ( 1997:3).

Martin's approach, however, differed markedly from that of van Baalen, as did his
preparation for the task at hand. Whereas van Baalen received his ordination in the
Christian Reformed Church and his advanced theological education at Princeton
Theological Seminary, Martin's ordination and education are m e r s of some ongoing

9 e r h a p s one the most public of these batîies bas k e n waged for the control and direction of the
Christian Research lnstitute since the 1989 death of Walter Martin. See, for example, Grady 1995;
Sardasian 1995.
M 5 ~Manin's
t
mernorial &ce on 29 June 1989, =me of the most prominent cvangcLicah in
North Amerka either gatheced or sent messages of tribute. Apologist Norman Geisler: 'Waiter Maras's
insightfiil mhâ, his forcaul logic, and his dcdication to onhodox Christianity were scldom, ifevcr,
equaled in the field of contemporary cults." Gordon Lewis, pmfcssor of theology and apologcîics at Dallas
Seminary: "Walter Martin awakened the siœping giant of the church to the dtadly dangws of dcceptive
doctrines. He understood the d t i c mentality, highlighted te8sons for the d i s ' magnetic appedq and
chailmgcd the church to consider neglectcd doctrine. As a result of his motivathtg minicty, the
evangelical church is immeasurably more alert, discerning, and courageous than it would othetwise have
been." Sociologist and fellow apologist Ron Enroth: "Whercas most people rcmcmber Waltcr Msrtin, 1
suppose, as a result of his dynamc speaking and his books, 1 clune to imow him as a fellow cult
watchman, and I remember him kst as one who encoumgcd and supportai his fèllow cuit waîches. He
was always very sensitive to the n&
of othcr ministries . . .He repnsentedfor aiî dus an exemplary
mode1 of scholarship, f&mess, anâ biblicaüy-based anslyais." ûther tributaries includeâ: T d EnPresident Emeritus of World Vision;James Dobson, President of 'Focus on the F e ;and Bill Bright,
Presiûeat of Campus Cnisadt for Christ International. The full tact of Martin's mernoriai &a,
including these eulogies, is archived at <bltp://www.waltennartin.o~mwll~rial~tuml~.

debate. The inside dustjacket of the fourth edition of "his landmark book" (Abanes
1998:83) claims that "Dr. Walter Martin held four earned degrees, having received his
doctorate from California Coast University in the field of Comparative Religions" (Martin
1997:dustjacket). The dustjacket of the 1985 edition adds that Martin "received his
education at Stonybrook School, Adelphi University, Biblical Seminary, New York
University, and California Western University" (Martin 1985:dustjacket)? However,
Robert and Rosemary Brown, two Arizona Latter-day Saints who have dedicated
significant effort to exposing the various levels of fiaud associated with anti-hiormon
a p o l o g e t i ~ sdevote
, ~ ~ ~ a substantial portion of the third volume of They Lie in Wmt to

Deceive: A Shrdy of Anti-Mormon Deceplion to the veracity of Martin's acadernic and
professional claims (cf Brown and Brown 1986:2-65).
"lnvestigating Walter Martin has been fun," they write. "Most investigations, 1
would assume, require a lot ofwork before substantial evidence is accurnuiated. What

makes investigating Walter Martin so interesthg is that everywhere you him you hit pay
dirt!" (Brown and Brown 1986:64).m
a d t of a name infRngement suit, Calirornia Western University was forad to change
its name COWornia Coast University in 1981 (cf'. Brown and Brown 1986:303-û). At the t h Martin
claims to have k e n enrolled, institutionai officiais admit that "[it] is entirely possi'be that tbis s c h l
offered a degree in Comparative Religion in '76; howevcr, we have :IO record of this" (Wctty 1981, in
Brown and Bmwn 19û652). Currently, CaliforniaCoast University remains unaccreditedand Oners off. . tion and Management, Engineaing,
campus, selfsirected (i.e., correspondence) prograrns in Admintstra
Behavioral Science,and Education (cf. <http://www.cai~v.edu/CCUÎ)).
'07Theirwork, n>ey Lie in Wait to Deceive, bas ken published in scvcral volumes. Each volume
concentrates on dinerent personalities in the world of proftssional ami-Mormonism, and the Browns
make compeîîing cases for the mamer in which "pmfessiooal anti-nilormonswork to obstruct and distort
îhe tnrth" (Brown and Brown 1986:hnt covcr). Among those considered by the Biowns are Dee Jay
Nelson, Jerald and Sandra Tanner, Wdter Martin, and Ed Decker.
M"Forexample, Martin claimed on the fïy-leafof The Mme of hfonnonisni that he was a
descendant of Brigham Young on his mothcr's side ([1%2] 1978:3), and that tbis f k t had beai amfinmû
for him by a Mormon geneaiogist Robert Brown confronted Martin on radio taik show with cvidenœ that

Working exclusively fiom original sourceo-official broadcast transcripts,
cornmunications with denominational and institutional officiais, and court records-the
Browns have arnassed an array of documentation to support their assertions that Martin

"falsely claimed degrees fiom schools he attended only briefly" and that he also "fàisely
claimed . . . that he had written a Master's thesisn(Brown and Brown 198654). According

to them, Manin also "received a questionable Ph.D. degree in 1976" (Brownand Brown
1986:65), although he had been refemng to hirnself as "Dr." for at least ten years prior to

that? Martin was ordained in 1951 in the General Association of Regular Baptists, but,

as the Browns demonstrate, this ordination was revoked two years later when "the
ordination council leamed in 1953 of his second marriage" (Brownand Brown 1986:3)."'
Questions of academic, personal, and professional integrity aside, Walter Martin

remains a major figure, perhaps the major figure on the modem Christian anticult horizon.

indicated "it's an impossibility for him to be a descendant of Brigham Young" (Brownand 81984:82). Challengeci by Martin to make a statement to that effect which might be tested legally, Bnmni
deciined to do so on the air. In their book, however, the Browns remain w i e ~ u i v d "We
.
will adce a
definite statement here, however, that WALTER RALSTON MARTIN IS NOT A DESCENDANT OF
BRIGHAM YOUNG.Any attempt to use his name incomection with Brigham Yomg is an attempt to
d a i v e you-an attempt to impress you with credentiais he does not haveH(Brown and Brown 1984:84).
3 w ~ e o t surmmding
s
the lcgitimacy of Martin's credclltials have long fiin the lore of
the Christian Research Institute, the anticult think-tank he founded on 1 October 1960 and which has
gone on to becorne arguably the largest organisation of its kind in the world In 1993, four years aftm
Martin's death and in response to ongoing challengeswhich threaten the essential ctedl'b'ility of the CRI,
former CRI emplaycc Rich Poll publisheû an article entitlai"Does Dr.Walter M
.Have A Gcnuint
Eamed Doctor's Degree?" (cf.Poii 1993) A simiiar page may be found on a website dediatecl to Martin's
lifk and work (cf.<http:lhwvw.waltentlilRiaorgl&gree.html>, electionic docmmî). According to the
Browns, though, "[for] about ten years, Walter Martin referred to himself as 'Dr. Walter Martin' even
though he had no Doctor's &gr=. Then,in 1976, he obtaiaed a PhD. &grec (Doctor's &gr#) h m a
correspondence school. Since the school aâvtrtises b a t 'No Classrmm Attendance is rcquired', we can
assume that this degree is a 'mail order degree'" (Brown and Brown 1986:41).
alter Martin's fint wife (Paîricia MaToner Martin)divorced bim in Deomikr, 1950,
charging 'extreme mentai cruelty'. Although the ordination council seemed to frown on ordainhg a
divorcecl man to the ministry, he was ordained in Juiy of 1951 Wtb îhe mdentrndiag witb Walter thrt
if be remamid, we would bave to revokt bls ordination'" (Brown and Brown 1986:3).

As historian and former Jehovah's Witness, M. James Penton, writes:

Although Martin was a person of monumental ego who gave a highly
misleading picture of hirnself, that fact in itself says little about the nature
of his scholarship. Nor does it indicate anything about the claim that he
made to speak for 'orthodoxy' within the Reformed or Calvinist tradition.
Yet it is important to examine these matters, for Martin has influenced
great numbers of persons who have corne out of cultic and Sectaci831
movements. (Penton n. d. :1))'

'

In Ilw Rise of the Cuits ( 1 9 5 9 , Martin defined the phenornenon of new nligious
movernents thus:

By cultism we mean the d e r e n c e io r'major," Martin 1980:1 11 doctrines
which are pointedly co~adictoryto orthodox Christimity and which yet
claim the distinction of either tracing their origin to orthodox sources or of
being in essential harmony with those sources. Cultism, in short, is any
major deviation from orthodox Christianity relative to the cardinal
doctrines of the Christian fath" (Martin 1955: 12).
In the 1980 edition of this particular book, vis-à-vis "cardinal doctrines of the Christian

faith," Martin appended the phrase "particularly the fact that God became man in Jesus
Christ" (1980: ~ 2 ) . "This
~ theologically oriented definition is not entirely clear, however.
31 1

For an interesthg discussion of the Jehovah's Witntsscs in Alberta, and the cxodus of the socalled "Penton Gmup," see Beverley 1986.
"*In The Culting of Anterieu, Rhodes discloses his woiking delinition of mît in an endnote. 'The
tcrm 'cult' is not intendcd as a pejorativc, inflammatory, or injufious word The tcrm is used in this boak
simply as a means of categorizing certain religious or semireligious p u p s in America. A cult may be
d&ed h m both a sociological and a theological perspective. Sociologically speaking, a cult is a
religious or semireligious sect or group w h e memûers are controlled or dominated almust entirely by a
single individuai or organization. A sociologhl dennition of a cult g c n d y includcd @ut is not Wted
to) the authonmian, manipulaiive, and sometinies communal features of cults .. . T h e o 1 0 g i ~
speaking, a cult is a retigious group that claims to be Christian but in fàct denies one or more of the
essentiai doctrines of historic, orthodox Christianity (as âefineâ by the major historic crceda of
ChrisÉianity)" (modes 1994:233 a8).Anlrcrberg and Weldon begia similnriy. "By use of the term '
dt',
we mean noîhhg neceSSafily derogatory or pejorative. But h m the viewpoint of biblicai rwehtion, most
cults and most cultic religion have serious emrs of belief and oftcn inwrporate dubim cihical values.
For our purposes a 'cult' may bt loaxly Ilefined as a religious group having bibiicaily UILOrthodox and/or
h a e t i d teaching and which may fhii to mœt basic ethical standards of Christian docbine and practicen
(Ankerberg and Weldon 1991:iv). Steven Hassan,an ex-Unification Cburch manôer aad now an "exit
counselor" for those seeking to leave what he tem "destnictive cuits," states tbat tbere are fOur main
typts of cuits: religious cults (e.g., the Unincation Church, Church of Scitntology, Church Uaivtrsal and

Did Martin refer to devimce by Christims from what he considered orihodox
Christianity, as his first sentence appears to indicate, or a theologrcaf vdancejk~m
Christimity by myone, no matter what the variant's position, as his second sentence

suggested? The list of groups with which he dealt in Kingdom of the Cuits, and which

have been considered over the years by the Christian Research Institute suggests the

That ambiguity notwithstanding, Martin began his most-popular work (me
Kingdon, of the Cuits) with a definition of "cult" which is essentially sociological in

nature. He set out with a reference to Charles Braden's definition from the preface to
Thes Aiso Believe: A Shdy of Modern American Cults & Minority Religious Mownrents
(1949).Braden wrote: '"By the terni "cult" 1 mean nothing derogatory to any group so

classified. A cult, as 1 define it, is any religious group which differs significantiy in some

one or more respects as to belief or practice ffom those religious groups which are

Triurnphant. "Althoughmost claim to be of the spirinial d m , aii one has to do to see their tnie colors is
examine how much emphasis is place on the 'material' world-the luxurious Mestyle of the leaders,
millions of dollars of real estate, extensive business enterprises,and so forth" [Hasssn 1990:39]); politicuï
d s (e-g., Lyndon LaRouchc, Aryan Nations, Symbionese Libation Army ("al&-wing tcrror cultn;
Hassan 1990:39]. " . . . most people do not hear about the deceptive m t r n e n t and mind amtrol
practices that distinguish them h m m~f-the-mil1fanatics*
1990:40]); psychotherupy/
educational cults "holdworkshops and seminan for hundreds of dollars to provide 'insight' and
'eniightenment,' usually in a hotel meelinglroom environment" (Hassan 1 9 9 0 ; Hassan cites no
examples, but est, The Forum, and Silva M i d Control couid be on his mind here); and collunercial cul&
"believein the dogma of greeû . . . There are m a q pyramidstyle or muiti-lcvcl marketingotganizations
tbat promise big money but fleece their victirns" (Haçsan 1990:4û; again no examples are provided, but
p u p s such as Amway wuid ctrtainly havc inauend Hassan in this ana)"?n Kingdom of the Culri (1985), Martin introduced a cbapta on Scicntology. It was Wiy
men-handed and, whiie critical, dedbed the gnntp in a not unregsonable manner. For the 1997 edition
(now called a "textôook" by i
k editors), a new chaptcr was writtcn by Kurt Van Gordon and editad by
Gretchen Passantino. It is considerably more hostile in tone, and incluâes tbis âeiinition of "fiilse
religion":"We define any religionas hise whenever and wherevcr it departs frwithe bîbLicai Goâ and
His plan of saivation as Uaderstooâ and proclaimeciby the historical orthodox Christian Churchn (Marljn
1997370).

regarded as the normative expressions of religion in our total culture"' (Braden, quoted in
Martin 1977: 1 1, 1985 : 1 1, 1997:17; cf Braden 1949:x.Ü).Braden, "a lifelong Methodist
. . . an ordained clergyman . . . a university teacher in the History of Religion for meny
years . . . [and] an 'unrepentant liberal"' (Braden 1949:W), sought to give his

understanding of "cult" the greatest latitude tending towards neutrality available in the
analysis of those religious systems which are different from the dominant. As such, it
corresponds rather well to Stark and Bainbridge's definition of ailts (and sects) as
"religious movements in a high state of tension with their surrounding socioculturai
environment" (Stark and Bainbridge 1985 :24; cf Bainbridge l997:23-4; Dawson
1998:29-40;Stark and Bainbridge 1987:155-93; see also pp.34-5 above)."' Martin faiied

to include in his definition, however, the sentence immediately foiiowing in his quotation
ofBraden. That is, Braden did not finish where Martin ended, but wnthued: "Ifany

reader who belongs to a group disaissed here prefers to think of himseifas a member of a
minority religious group rather than a cult, there can be no objection" (Braden l949:xii).
Indeed, no matter what their affiiiatiorr-and Braden included in his encomium Unity,"'

Christian S~ience,~'~
Theosophy,"' Jehovah's ~itnesses~~%itish
Israeli~m,"~and

"?KI Religion, Deviance, and Social Conhol, Staik and Bainbridge refîne this definition
somewhst, conforming it even more clostly to that of Braden: "As WC dcnnc îhem, culis arc icligious
groups outside the amventional religious tradition(s) of a society. They may or may not impxje stricter
demands on their a&.crents, but their primary form of religious ckviance dots not cancernbeing too strict,
but king too different" (1997;104).
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Of Unity, Martin m t e : "TheR are many types and shades of heresy to be founâ today within
the borda of Christendom whkh deseme the c o m e d attention ofaîî mw Christiaastvciywhtrt.
Principal among these is the Unity School of Christian@'' (l98O:91).
31
6Mivtin urges his reaâers,
us now consider the history, thmlogy, and peculiarities of
Christian Science, one of the mosi dedicated enemies of the ewngelical Cbrictian fkith'' (1980:76).
'"lheosophy as a religion is opposai to Whially e ~ fsidiapl
y
domine dlh Cbriaian hith,
and fhds no support h m Juciaism, Little b m Islam, and ccmidy wne from the major@ of wrld

'ml
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Mormoni~rn~~~-Braden
believed that "in general the cults represent the earnest attempt of
millions of people to find the fulnllment of deep and legitimate needs of the human spirit,
which most of them seem not to have found in the established churches" (Braden 1949:xi).
These, then, are some of the "unpaid bills" to which van Baaien r d m e d and to which
concept Martin paid the barest lip-service. However, since "member of a minority

religious group" would hardly generate the sarne anirnosity or missiorwy zeal in his target

audience as "cultist," Martin chose not to include this in his definition either.
Capitalising somewhat on his truncated quotation of Braden, trading on the
legitimacy lent to his own work by that of the Northwestem religious scholar, but payhg

religions. with the exception of Buddhism and Hinduism" (Martin1977:222). Sinœ the "world religions"
normally include only these five, one might question Martin's rheîonc here (d.Kurtz 199521-49).
"'In ~ehovahof the W~olcower,the book whkh was considCd his fîrst comMlEjal swxss
an4 with Kingdom of the Cults, one for which he is best remembercd, Martin wrote: "But in this field
[i.e., "cultism"], few of them can compare with 'Jehovah's Witnesses,' who literally 'make hate a
religion' and denounce al1 denominations anci, for that rnatter, al Christendom in îhe name of witncssing
for Jehovah-God" (Martm and KIann 1974: 106).
31
4n the 1985 edition of Kingduni 4 i h e C u h , Martin Martniaoir There are mmy otber enon in the
tbcdlogy of Mr.[Herbert W.] Armstrong which couid easily fill a small volume, but spacc does not allow
us to deal with it in the confines of a chapter. Let it be said, however, that the theology of Herbert
Armstrong and his Worldwide Church of Goâ containsjust enough tnith to maLe it amdive to the
listener who is u n a m of the multiple sources of heretical doctrine he bas drawn upon for the balance of
his theological system, enough of which permeates both his radio pmgrams and his publications to insure
the uninformecl Mener a gospel of confusion unparallelexi in the history of Amencan cultisrnn (Manin
1985336). Foliowing Armstrong's death in 1986, his successor, Joseph Tkach (1927-1999, lad the
Worldwide Church of God tbrough a series of doctrinal reversais aimexi at more closely conformjIIg the
Worfdwiâe Church of God to consenative Christian theology. In the 1997 cûition of Kingdom of the
Cults, Martin's original chapter has been replaced by an appendix, writtcn by Kurt Van Gordon and
edited by Gretchen Passantino, entitled The Worldwide Church of God: From Cult to Christianity"
(Martin 1997:471-94). For a perspective on this shift from within the Worldwide Church afûod,cf.

Tkach 1997.
'%ughout
his writings, Martin reserved a considerable portion of his anticult approbrium for
the C h a h of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints. In Rise of the Cults, hc kgan his chaptu on Mormonism:
"Ofaii the major cuits extant in the mdting pot of religions called American, none is more subtle or
dangerou to the uuwary sou1 than îhe Church of Jesus Christ of Latter+ Saints, the officiai name of
Mormonismn (Martin 1980163). Note that Mormonism bas now jouied Christian S c i e ~ l ~Unity,
e,
and the
Jehovah's Witnesses as "the most daagerous" cuit in A d c a .

not even lip-service to the understanding of religious phenornena which infonned Braden's
research, Martin wrote in 1965, "1 may add to this that a cult rnight also be defined as a
group of people gathered about a specific person or person's Ntferpretutio~tof the Bible"
( 1965:1 1; emphasis added). Two of the subsequent editions of Kit~gJomof rhe Ir~lls
(i.e.,

1985 and 1 997) emend this to read "misir~ierpretationsof the Bible." This latter

understanding set the tone for Manin's entire body of work. For him. anything which
differed from his interpretation of Scripture was, perforce, at least heterodox and at most
hereticaL3"
As with van Baalen, Martin's preeminent boundary marker was the primacy of

Scripture as inerrant, infallible, and insuperable. Even though his ordination in the General
Association of Regular Baptists had been revoked in 1953, and his claims to ordination in
both the Amencan Baptist Convention and the Southem Baptist Convention are, at the
very Ieast, suspect (cf Brown and Brown 1986:9-27),"' he continued to publish in each
ediiion of Kingdom ojthe Cul/s that "1 am a Baptist minister, an evangelical hoiding to the
321

Martin wrote: "The average non-Christian cult owes its very existence to the fact that it has
utilized the terminology of Christianity, has borrowed liberally from the Bible, almost always out of
contest, and sprinkled its format with evangelicaî cliches and t e m wherever possible or advantageous"
( l977:2O). Martin called this point "the key to understanding cultism" ( 1977:19). Fwther, he declareci
that "the Church of Jesus Christ has every right not to tolemte the gros perversions and redefinitions of
historical, Biblical terminology, simply to accommodate a cultute and a society which cannot tolerate an
absolute standard or criterion of truth, even if it be revealed by God in His Word and through the witness
of His Spirit" (Martin 1977:22).
"'A sirnilar contmveny mr the legitimacy of ordination crcdentials surro~~~ds
the m e n t
president of the Christian Research Institute, Hank Hanegraaff. In a long letter to Elliot Miller, the editorinchief of the Christian Research Journul,the main print organ of CRI. former CRI ernployee Rob
Bowman questions the credibility of H a n e g d s claims to ordination. "But 1 have personally confirmed
recently that Hank is ordained with the International Ministerial Feliowship. The M F staff told me that
they will ordain anyone who completes a four-page application detailing what it considers to be adequate
ministry eqerience, even without theological or pastoral education, who gives five ministry references,
and who pays the required fee" (Bowman 1994b:S). Since leaving the CRI,Bowman has joined other
former employees who oppose the manner in which Hanegraaff managcs the organisation and fonned the
Group for CRi Accountability (cf Grady 1995; Sardasian 1995; Spencer l993:9S-ll6).

inerrancy of Scripture" (e.g., Martin 1997:18). While the former is questionable, the latter
marked as definite a cognitive boundary for Manin as for van Baalen before him and for

those anticult apologists who would follow in his wake.
Until his death in 1989, Martin worked tirelessly to iùnher the cause of anticult
apologetics, continuing to manage affairs at the Christian Research Institute and to act as
the host of its flagship radio program, "The Bible Answer Man." In addition to numerous

articles in the Christian Research ~ o u r t ~ a land
~ " ('hristinn Reseurch ~rwslefter.
"'Martin

published major works on the LDS Church ([ 19621 1978), and new religious movernents

in North America (Manin and Passantino 1980). In 198 1, he published Walter Martin Iv
O r ft 5 Reference Bible.

What rernains his most enduring work, T h Kingdom ofthe Cuks has been issued
'%e
masthead of each C'hrrstii~nResearch Journal states that it is '*dedicatedto furthering the
proclamation and defense of the historicai gospel of Jesus Christ" and that its "areas of rcsearch specialty
include (1) non-Christian religions, sects. and cults; (2) the world of the occult (including practices,
phenornena, and movements); and (3) issues of conternporary theological and apologetic concem (e.g.,
aberrant Christian teachings and practices, philosophical and historical speculations which challenge
biblical reliability. and sensational conspira. t heories)" (e.g.. Christian Research Journd 17:3 (Winter
1995), 3). While it "suives to take a scholarly approach to al1 these themes," the hubris wvith which CRI
onen conducts its affairs is evident in their rcview of He.xham's Concise Dicfionary of Religion (1993). At
the end of the dictionary, He.*
provides a "ReadingList for Religious Studies," in which he writes,
"[in] journals one fin& the latest thinking in an ara and many ideas which can take years to find their
way into books. The followingjournals will provide a basic introduction to the fieldn (1993:252). In CRI'S
review of the book, though, the reviewer wonders why "periodicals like CHRISTIAN RESEARCH
JOüRNAL or SCP Journal [Spiritual Counterfeits Project1'' are not listeci by Hexham (Gniss 1995:49).
"'~ccordin~to a lead anick ir. the Christian Research Newsletter, TRI'S vision can be sîated
in iwo words: Mainstreaming apologetics" (H. Hanegraaff 1996:1). Another lead article declares:
"Unwittingly joining forces with the militant secularists is a growing host of cults whose distortions and
perversions will just as effeclively lead tens of thousands away from the tnrth of Scripture and the lordship
of Jesus Christ. But as though these battles were not enough, we can expect men greater attacks from
within. Liberals will doubtiess undennine f ~ t in
h the authority of Scripture and introduce vile heresies
like worship of the goddess Sophia into mainline churches" ("Into the Next Miiferinium" 1995: 1). The
h d i n e r for the article reads: "As we at CRI consider the Fast six exciting years [i.e., since Martin's
death) and survey the present landscape to catch a sense of the battles for tmth that lie ahead. it's clear
that God has used Hank Hanegraaff to
Walter Martin's vision, broadening the scope of the
ministq's impact and ezrtending the boundaxies of the ongoing battle for the hearts, rninds, and souls of
millions, both at home and abroad" ("Into the Nest Millennium" 1995:1).
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in revised edition on an average once every decade since its original publication in 1965.

The latest edition, though (1997), differs considerably fiom Martin's earlier works. Under
the general editorship of curent CRI president, Hank Hanegras, by the degree which
Martin exceeded van Baalen in anticult vitriol is Martin himself exceeded by those who
have posthumously revised his best-known work. For exarnple, Martin's introductory

chapter has been revised by Gretchen Passantino, the woman with whom he founded CRI

California in 1974 and who acted as his senior research consultant there. Passantino's
emendations are fairly easy to discern, not the least for their vituperative tone. In one
passage, clearly reminiscent of many of the anticult writers considered here, Passantino
adds to Martin's text: "As the American Christian church enters the end of this century,
ecumenicism has become a deadly cancer, destroying what used to be healthy Christian
churches and replacing them with mutant fellowships of 'new spintuality' that embrace
pantheism, polytheism, goddess worship, new ageism, Hinduism, Buddhism, and
agnosticism. The only 'faith' not acceptable in our liberal churches today is biblical faith
that dares to make exclusive c l h s about Jesus Christ,the gospel the Bible, and
salvation!" (Martin [Passantino] 1997:21). According to Passantino, at the 1993 World

Parliament of Religions, "both liberal Christians and non-Christians united in that
condemnation of what they t e d narrow-minded, fbndamentcilist religious bigots. When

Christianity denies the biblical faith it ceases to be Christianity at ail" (Martin [Passantino]
1W7:21).
Responding to the belief that aîi religious paths ultimately lead to the same
destination, Martin stated the problem of practical life early on in Kinghm of the CuIfs.

But since most, if not al1 the cult systems vigorously oppose the Christian
Church, particularly in the realm of Christology and Sotenology, perhaps it
is not at al1 out of order to suggest that 'that force' is the same as that
which opposed our Lord and the apostles, and has consistently opposed the
efforts of the Christian Church, the force described by our Lord as 'the god
of this world."' (Martin 1977:13)
7.4.2 J. Edward Decker (1935- )

In the sometimes inhospitable world of anticult apologetics, professional exMormon J. Edward Decker often k e s little better in his colleagues' esteern than Dave

Hunt (see below, pp.368-70). "Decker's name alone is enough to discredit a book" writes
Car1 Mosser, an evangelical doctoral student at Biola University. "Decker is infarnous for
the rnistakes he makes describing Mormon doctrine, the sensationalist claims he has made
about Mormon rituals and leaders, and the generally uncharitable attitude wit h which he
conducts his ministry" (Mosser 1998). Rob Bowman notes that:
Decker's approach has been to ponray Mormonism in the worst possible
light, rather than in the most accurate light. That is, any accusation or
criticism of Mormonisrn that appears to be useful to pull people out of the
LDS church is seized upon by Decker (and not just by him, please note, but
by *many* in the evangelical counter-LDS community) and used regardless
of the accuracy of the charge. (Bowman 1998)
According to his testimony, Decker aiways had a yeaming in his heart to follow
God. Dunng his high school years, he attended an Episcopai Church and acted as the
Y.M.C.A. chap!ain for some of the high school youth groups in his hometown (Decker
1998a:2). When, as a young man, he went to his minister and confessed this desire to
know God's will for his life, he states that "[the] pastor looked me squarely in the eye for

a moment, with a very puzzled look, and then quietly but firmly told me to leave his office
and not bother hm with such nonsense again. With the sting of rejection fiashing in my

hem, 1 nodded my agreement and left his office and the fhith of my youth" (Decker
1984:3). He becarne a "cautious agnostic (Decker l984:3), in van Baalen's words, another

of the "unpaid bills of the church." Moving to Logan, Utah, where he briefly atîended
Utah State University, Decker did worship in a variety of Protestant churches, but "always

with a cynical, protective spirit' Oecker l984:3).

A few years later, Decker was introduced to Mormonism, eventuallyjoinhg the
church in 1956. He had married a woman he had known in high school who was an
inactive Mormon, and, through her, in a pattern not uncornmon among Mormon men and
women," was invited into the Church of Jesus Christ of latter-day Saints. AU of a

sudden, he recalls, Mormon missionaries appeared at their door, anxious to talk about

God. "When they found out that my wife was an inactive member and we were a lonely
couple in a new town, we were suddenly surrounded by an instant fiunily of people who
were happy and excited to find us in their rnidst" (Decker 1984:4; cf. Decker 1990).

During this tirne, Decker worked in middle and senior management for such large
corporations as Day's Manufacturing, Cade and Cook IT&T, and IBM (Decker 1998b).

'?ncndship, whcthcr platonic or intimate, is very o f h the avenue by which converts to the
Chwch of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints are made. During five ycars (July 1989-Iune 1994) living in
Cardston, Alberta, as the United Church minister (in what might be called a defacto participantobservation experienœ), the author witnesseû this interaction on numerous OCCaSjons, In some of these
situations, the fnend chose not to join the LDS church and the fnendship ended; in otbcrs, the fitndship
continued; in stili others, very often in the event of m a g e or intended maniage, the comtcrsion to
MortnoaiSm was efkcted. As wdi, several illustrations of this are found in Swcndsen and Lcavîît edited
coliection, Wise Men Still Seek Him: Personal Accounts of the Conversion of Some Members of îhe
Calgaty F#h Ward (1990). For example, Victor Mark writes: "Monica let me huJw tbaî tbaewould be
no marriage until my baptism had taken place. I'm not really sure how much tbat influc~~ced
nit, but, in
a.zy event, the &te was set. The baptism took place April23, 1950" (Mark l!Wû). Only later, in the case
of Lockbart ten years later (LockhaR 1991), does the theology and doctrine of the Latterday saints appear
to cballenge the affective relatiomhips within the Church for âominance in the individual's lifê. Sce also
the conversion stories of Bauer, Birch-Gerüies, Cuiiis, Knicker, Moore, Polmd, Stevens, Swtadscn,
Timms, Yeo collecteci in Swendsen and Leavitt 1990.

In 1975. nineteen years after he joined the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, and following the failure of his first mamage, his subsequent remarriage, and the

traumatic birth of his son (Jason Decker was "bom without normal outer ears and ear
canals" [Decker 1984:7]), Decker lefi the LDS Church and became an evangelical
~hnstian."He was excornmunicated by the Mormon Church in October 1976 (Decker
1998b). Then, in 1978, dong with others who had left the LDS Church, he began his exit

ministry, Ex-Mormons for Jesus Evangelistic Association, Inc., hown colloquially as
Saints Alive in je su^.'^' Since that time, he has been an active anticult apologist

specialising in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and the Masonic Lodge.
Decker came to prominence in 1982 when he and a fellow ex-Mormon, Dick Baer,

3 2 6 ~ ~ r d ito
n hjs
g testimony, it was his son's auditory deformity which led Decker to question
the validity of his beliefs. Angry at the condition in which Jason had k e n barn, hc felt tbat Goci was
"exercisinghis wrath upon me for my Mures, but he was doing it tbrough this little baby, whose sin was
king my son . . . 1 screamed cwses back at God that night! 1 cursed him until my mi- was gone and 1
slept with clenched fists, exhausted upon the fîoor" (Decker 1998a). While Decker was wrestling with the
trauma of Jason's birth, "Am, a Christian girl who workeâ in my wifê's onice, had corne to the hospital
to share the peaœ of Jesus with Carol. My wife smiled at me and said, 'Ed,we can praise God in ali
tbings. We can praise Him this moming for this precious child' She handed me a book called Praise
Works and said, 'Rad it !"* (Decker 199ûa). This began a jouniqr which took nearly two ytars to
complete. Decker's wife began attending a Christian chutch and urged Declcer to join her. Finaliy, he did.
"Iac only scats Lcft were in the front row and the usha gcntly put his band upon my shouidtt and W o r t 1
knew what hit me,1 was staring up at a man who had a Bible in bis hand and knew how to use i t Wéen
he W y said, 'Amen',1 jumped up only to nui into a hundred penple who just had to say 'kilo' and
'Praise the Lord, we are praying for you!'"@ecker 1998a). F W y , the crisis of faith in Decker's Me
brought him to a eucharist SCMœ at the church his wife had been attdng. Acoording to his testimany,
îhis was his AIdersgate Street. "1 whispered to Carol, 'What am f supposeû to do? It's GENTILE
communion. I'm a member of the Holy Melchizedek priesthd! 1 can't take this ammunion.' Carol
laoked at me and asked, 'Do you love Jesus, Ed?' As 1noddeû, she saiâ,'Then just be quiet for once, and
take communion with us!' As they blesscd the breaâ, 1joined in and @ d y atc the brcad, but as (!took]
the blesseci little cups of grape juice, and 1lified it to my lips, the shock of the redjuice struck a bolt of
lighbiing h u g h me.For the last twenty years, 1 haâ becn taking communion with whik ttread and
water! The Blood of Jesus was missine! It was the Blooâ tbat brought the fotgiveaess of sin. It was at
Calvary w h m He paid the prie for my sin! No wonder these people had such pcacc. They had
forgiveness of sin. No wonder they were weepingn @ecker I998a).
a bnef history of the organisation, see Ed Decker, 'Getting [wohred In Minktry,''
~httpJ/www.saintsalive.mm/generdgetir,electronic document,

or

produced (and appeared in) one of the most iduential of al1 anticult films, fie God

Makers, '"the film that changed the way the world looks at ~ormonism."" Built around a
dramatisation of Decker and Baer approaching a law firm in the hopes of bnnging a ciass
action suit against the Mormon C h u r ~ h The
, ~ ~G d M a h s is a senes of carefuiiy-edited
interviews and narration, ail wflected around a rather larnpooniah cartoon supposedly
depicting LDS theology, and alleged re-enactments of Mormon temple r i t ~ a l s . ~ ~
According to Bowman, himself a Christian apologist as eager as Decker to see people

329~aording
to The God hfakersfilm, the lawsuit was brought for "fraud," "&libemte
misrepresentation," and "causing family break-ups." In addition to the central narrative (i.e.,Decker and
Baer), five of the other interviewes in the fiim daim that Mormon bishops counselIed them Co divorce
their spouses. The "lawyers"ask whether it is Decker and Baer's contention that the LDS Chmh
prtssurits men and womcn to divorce and rc-marry whcn one spow tither questions Mormon doctrine or
apostatises;Baer no&, but the shot cuts away before a Wnitive answer can be given (Decker 1982). in an
a&&vit provided for the Brown's book on Decker and in photocopies of COUR documents, however,
Decker first wife, Phylîis, contends that it wss she who filed for divorce on the grounds of dultery and
mental cruelty (Brown and Brown 1995:11-23). In her affidavit, Phyllis Decker Danielson allcgcs that
"[during] the first ten years Ed and 1 were married, we moved twenty-syt times [Phyliis alm gave birth to
fivechildren in those ten years]. We moved a few more times in the nmaining three years we were
matTiai. Ed had affairs for seven of those years and 1 was continuaiiy advisecl by the LDS church to
forgive hm" (Danielson, quoted in Brown and Brown 1995:9). Since m e r neither appeared in divorcc
court or made answer to the charges on which the divorce was sought, a dehuit judgment was ordered in
Phyllis Decker's favour on 29 April 1%9 (cf. Brown and Brown 1995:12-5).
-e'r
and Baer d e a number of
charges in the f i l a two of these uc (O) that an
oath of total oôedience is swom by the woman to her husband; ami (bl that the TempIc rihial ridicules alt
Christian clergy. SchaBs, while dealing with Decker and Hunt's bodt The Godhfakers(1984, 1994),
which is based on the film, answers each of these ailegations. "Swearing an 08th of totsl obadicnct to her
husband in the Temple ritual," write Dccker and Hunt, "shemust be perftctn (198Q:St). Scresponds: "This is not truc. Temple promises do not r e q u k human bcings to k pcrkct, but to strive for
perfection as lesus taught (Matt. 5:48). Actually, both husband and wife pledge to be firithfui to each otbet
and live the commandmcnts of the Lord" ([1986] 1989:97). Dtckcr and Hunt contcnâ tbat "hundreds of
times each day in secret ceremoaies Wore thousanâs of Mormon Temple patrons, a i i Christian minisiers
arc ridiculcd and slandmd as abdute fools who arc hind by Satan ta deoeivc th& congregationsn
(1984:246). In support of this degation, Decker and Hunt teference Whut 's Going On I n l'hem?-The
Verbutim Text of the Mormon Temple Rituais mnotated and eqùained by a Fonner Monnon Temple
Worker, written by Ch& Sackctt and puôlished by Decker's organisation, Ex-Momus for Jesus (cf.
Decker and Hunt 1984271nf).To this Schadk replies: "This &scriptionis baâîy flawcd OIE minifiler
is portrayed, but not with any indication that he represents aU ministm. He is pomayed as a sinœre
seeker of t .who is misled in his belicfs. When further tnrths are presented to him, he embmces hm''
([1986] 1989:353).

choose to leave the LDS church, "The 'Godmakers' video is a classic example of what is
wrong with Decker's handling of Mormonism." Bowman continues:

The video is edited in such a way that Mormon authorities are cut off in
mid-sentence, in some cases thereby made to appear to be saying
something very different fiom what they meant.The cartoon presents a
caricature of Mormon beliefs so distorted that hardly any Mormon will
recognize their own beliefs in it')' . . . Decker and Hunt simply did not
present an accurate description of what Mormons have ever believed.
(Bowman 1998)
At the time of its release, Karen Bossick, a reporter for The Ihho Skztesmun
(Boise), wrote that "me Godmakers, a 56-minute film produced by a group of former
Mormons, has fueled claims of 'religious pomography,' as well as a wave of threats,
harassrnent and violence in many of the places it has been s h o w including Idaho where a
fourth of the state's residents are Monnons" (Bossick 19835; a photocopy of the article

was repnnted in the Saints A h in Jesis Newsletter). While there are no statistics to
substantiate his claims, in Bossick's article Decker asserts that The G d Makers was
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This is an important point. While it is not unreasonable to assume that, due to its ecumenical

mandate, Decker would be averse to the mission of the Wodd Council of Chutches, tbcy do offkr somt

mgent guidelines for interfaith çonversation and dialogue. In an article entiîied "'Dialogue with the
Devil'?" Cieorge Chryssides writes: "In its Guidelines on Dialogue, the World Council of Churches
explicitiy mentions NRMs. and speclncaiiy recornmends that at least one of its guidelines (the one
permitting 'selfidefinition')is appiied to new religions: 'Listening carcîully to the neighbors' seifunderstanding enables Christians bctter to obey the commandment not to bcat hise wibicss against their
neighbots, whether those neighôors be of long estabkhed religious, cuiîural or idaological traditions or
mernbers of new religious groups" (Chrysides 1987:22). Chryssides continues: "Adherents of other Eniths
must be allowed to define themeIves in t k i r own terrns (WCC Guiâelhes, para.)). One cornmon
problem of dialogue with NRMs is k n d g whether the dialogue is with 'iillotbcr fàïth' or witb a
variation of the same ftiith. Unifïcationists,Mormons and Jehovah's Witnes6es ddhc t h u d v c s as
Christian, whereas mahstmm Christians are generaiiy reluctant to allow thcm this label. The pmblcm of
seIf-definition-mes
an irreconcilable one" (Chryssidcs 1987:24-5). Indeai, this is pfCCiSCly the issue
raised by Decker and Bacr ÇMormons an instructed to use Christian terminology when taîkîng to
potential converts. Words such as 'Gocl,' 'Jesus,' and 'Salvation' al1 have different Mormon mauûngs
which the outsider may not ôe aware of"; Decker 1982). Howevcr, Chryssides c011~1udcs
that the "WCC
guidelines imply that if a M W in aii sincenty describes iWas Christh t h tbri self-ption
should be respectedm(1987:25).

"being show more than a thousand times each month, with an average attendance of
2,500 people at each showing, or about 250,000 viewers per month" (Bossick 1983:6).

Decker also alleged that, as a result of his work, "he and his members have been shot at,
their cars bumed, their doorsteps strewn with mutilated animals and the* families exposed
to obscene phone calls and death threats" (Bossick l983:7). That mention of these events,
as traumatic as they must surely have been for Decker and his family, never appears again
in Saints Alive in Jesus literature is, to say the least, curious. This is especidy so shce Ed

Decker was quite prepared to launch "a defamation of character suit against a television
station general manager and a Mormon church official for public comments they made
about The Godmakers" (Journa[-American1983). According to the news clip reprinted in
the Saints Alive in Jesus Newsletter, the rernarks made by the defendants in the suit "'were
h d l to the reputation of the plaintiffs and the movie produced by the plaintiffs"'

In March 1984, the Arizona Regional Board of the National Conference of

Christians and Jews repudiated The Gad Makers in a decision entitled "Confionting
Proselytization" (NCCJ 1984). Mer an investigation lasting several monthq the NCCJ
made its feelings clear. "The film does not-in

our opiniot+fairly portray the Mormon

Church, Mormon history, or Mormon belief,"they wrote.

It makes extensive use of 'haStnith,' faulty genedhtions, erroneous
interpretations, and sensationalism. It is not reflective of the genuine spirit
of the Mormon faith. We h d particularly offensive the emphasis in the film
that Momonism is some sort of subversive plot-a danger to the
community, a threat to the institution of mamage, and is destructive to the

mental health of teenagers. Al1 Our experience with Our Mormon neighbors
provides eloquent refutation of these charges. We are of the opinion that
The Godmaken relies heavily on appeals to fear, prejudice and other less
worthy human emotions. We believe that continued use of this film poses
genuine danger to the climate of good will and harmony which cumntly
exists between Valley neighbors of differing faiths. It appears to us to be a
basically unfair and untrutffil presentation of what Mormons really believe
and practice. WCCJ 1984:3-4).
Those in favour of the film's widespread distribution responded to the NCCJ's report with
"an entirely fictitious charge that the study cornmittee and indeed the board of the Arizona
NCCJ was Mormon dominated" (Eagle 1987). Don Eagle, then Regional Director of the

NCCJ,felt that "[those] who now seek to discredit the report by fdsifyhg the integrity
and credentials of the NCCJ are to say the least disingenuous" (Eagle 1987).
1984 also saw the publication of what is, without question, Decker's most popular

book, The GodMakrs, which was based on the film and which Decker CO-authordwith
fellow apologist Dave Hunt. In 1987, the film Temple of the GodMoiCers was r e h s d ,
essentially spliced-together footage of much of what was in the original G d M h s . In
1992, Decker produceci me G d Makers II, again using footage Born his two previous

efforts. This tirne, howmr, the film took an even darker tum. While much of it
concentrates on the wealth of the Mormon Church, a considerable portion focusses
attention on Decker's perception of Mormon fundamentalism-those

who wodd allegedly

see the Church rehim to the practice of polygamy and the ritual of blood

atonement,

which Decker and his associates interpret as legîtimised murder within the LDS
comrnunity for sins considered too egregious to be cleansed in any otha way. In 1993,
with Cary1 Matrisciana (the co-founder of Jererniah Films, the film company which

produced al1 three of Decker's fitms, aad fellow anticuit apologist; cf Matrisciana 1985).

Decker published the print version of The God MaRers Il.
For Decker, the problem of practical life, while narrowed slightly in that his
ministry concentrates most specifically on the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
and Freemasonry, is found most succinctly in the opening chapter of The GudMaters II.

While the general Christian body sits quietly by, happüy greeting the
Mormons now showing up among them, the highiy energwd, heaviiy
supported LDS missionary effort is stealing sheep 60m the same Christian
flock by the hundreds of thousands. As we wiU see, the false doctrines of
Mormonism are leading millions of precious people into a Christless
eternity. (Decker and Matrisciana 1993:1 1)

An inerrant scripture, an ontologically divine and existentially unique Saviour, and

a cosmological battle between the forces of good and evil-al1 lay the foundations for a
worldview in which religious pluraiism represents one of the overriding problem of
practical life. In the ongoing fight to rnitigate the perceived deleterious effects of this
pluralism, it falls to the anticult apologists to provide the necessary information, the

"ammunition," as it were, to conduct the battle. Some, iike van Baalen and Martin, publish
encyclopaedic considerations of a wide vatiety of non-traditional religious groups others,

like Decker, concentrate on one or two groups O*. Some were lirniteâ by technology and
published only print resources (e.g., van Baalen), which were as often accessible only to
the more educated members of their target audimce; others began with print, but
expanded their efforts as technology presented the opportunity (e.g., Martin and &ka)

and produced resources for a much broader segment of the Christian population." Each,

the introduction to The Monnon Dilenuno, for example (the book d o n of a udocudrama"
in a
of the same a m d ptoduceû by and starring Decker), Ed Decker descri'bes îhe trauma
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however, regardless of the manner in which they promulgate their message, believes that
that message is of paramount importance in human affairs.
While each of the anticult apologists profiled in this chapter and the next focuses
on a slightly different aspect of the problem, each defhes the problem in similar ways and
each employs like methods to resolve it. In the three apologists surveyed here, however,
there are also certain significant differences which demonstrate the wide range of
experience and education fiom which the field of Christian antiailt apology draws. Jan
Karel van Baalen was a pastor of long experience and a scholar who had been educated at
some of the finest institutions in the United States. Born and raised in the Christian

Reformed tradition, this was the background he brought to his consideration of the
problem represented by alternative religious choices in North American society and this

background is reflected in his treatment of that problem. Walter Martin's credentials, on
the other hand, both pastoral and academic, have long been a point of contention which
those who criticised (and continue to criticise) his work have sought to exploit. Whetever
their respective pedigree, however, both men approached the problem as essentiai
outsiders. Ed Decker, on the other hand, a former M o m n and former Mason,
approaches each as an apostate; as a result, there is a signiîicantiy different tenor to his

community by a screening of The God Makers. "in the very quiet t o m in Womia," he writes, although
he never names the town, "the worst fears of the Mormon community were dized: A local church had
sponsored the showing of the film The God Mokers. There were newspaper and radio ads promothg îhe
nIm, and the presenœ of one of the people who appeared in the nIm,Ed Dcclcr (hcad of one of the
leading anti-Mormonorganizations, Saints Alive), created iiuther Çontnntersy. Needless to say,the
showhg provoked a lot of community uproar. Mormons vigorously d e d aad coqlaincd to the local
newspapers and local radio station for doing h i e visible interviews with Ed Decker. Pastors of the
sponsoring churchcs bcgan rcœhing constant phone d s fiom the locai Mormon community. The
emotions were high in both the LDS and the evangelical Christian communitiesn @eckér l99O:11).
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work which often betrays the hostility he still feels toward his former religious and
fiatemal cornmunities. As well, Decker has neither the specific pastoral trauung nor the
specialised theological education which might appropriately prepare him for the kind of
work he pursues; yet, he pursues it nonetheless.

Chapter Eight

Christian Anticult Apologetics:
A Temtoy Uader Siege, Part Two
Since 2 declared wm on Satan earlier this yeut by doing a series of I .
exorcisms on-the- air, the devil's attacks have been more vicious thcm
ever. Because I cast out demons omnly. severaf o f m r ton stgtiom were
cancelled ntey said t h an exorcism on the r d 0 WQF unfil for ChRstians
tu iisten to. Yac don 'tjeel thut wqy, do you?
B o b Larson-

8.1 Introduction

This chapter continues the survey of Christian anticult apologists begun in Chapter
Seven. It includes two more of what may, admittedly quite subjectively. be d e d "major
influences" in the field, and several of the minor participants. Bob Larson and Douglas
Grwthuis have established themselves as prominent authorities in the auticuit world:
Larsoii clairns to be the greatest living expert on satanism, derncmology, and the proccrrrss

of deliverace and exorcism; Groothuis is hailed as one of the leadin8 evangelical thinkers
on the New Age "movement."
Of the minor participants considerd here-and these represent only a sxnaii

sample from a much larger pool of possible candidates-particular note ought to be taken
of Constance Cumbey and Texe Marrs,for both represent the extreme edge of Christian
conspiracism. Cumbey wrote an early critique of the New Age rnovement, a bock on
which many subsequent works have relied for critical pieces of information and Iines of

analysis and argument, and which began the association of the New Age with revivalist

Nazism. Marrs self-publishes in a wide variety of media-e.g., print (books and
newsletters), audio-visual (audio and video tapes), and electronic (a fairly complete
website of his work)-and

appeals to that branch of Christianity which supports and is

supported by the anti-govemment movements in the United States (cf, for example,
Abanes 1996; Dees 1996; Dyer 1997; Hamm 1997; Reavis 1995; Robbins and Palmer

1997; Tabor and Gallagher 1995; Wright 1995).3MEach of these will be considered
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fquently writes on issues close to the anti-gwemment agenda: the deged UN.
conspiracy to brutalise populations in the midst of peacekeeping situations and the plan to locate
battalions of U.N.troops on U.S. soil; the criminalisation of firearrns ownership; and the implementation
of concentration camps in the U.S.to which dissenters h m the New World ûrder will bc sent. E.g., in
"Uniteci Nations 'Peacekcepers' bise Hell," the l a d article in the October 1997 issue of FTa~hpoinr,
Marrs writes: "Now it can be told The United Nations forces are not 'peaœkeepers' as they an claimed to
be. hstead, the blue-helmeted troops of the UN are prwen to be sinister, war-waging heiiraisers. The
evidence is accumulating that the UN and its subsidiary NATO soldiers rank with Hitler's SS Gestapo,
Stalin's Red Amy, Gorbachev's Spetna& (Special Forces), and Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge as this century's
most brutal and bloody occupation forcesn (1997f:1). He concludes that a "pretuct will someday soon be
created so îhat the people of America will, themselves,fall under the cnishing jaclrboots of îhe UN
oppressors. Remember-the rampaging UN forces do not have a Constitution, law, or military code of
conduct to restrain theu lechtrous acts of murder, rape, and torture" (Mam 1997E2-3). In a similar min
Mam declares: "Watch out, Americansl The plunderers of the New World Ordcr want your guns, and
they could Gare less about the parantees set forth in the Second Amendment of out Constitution . . . You
and I will be left unannecl and dcfensclcss. We will bc prcy to urban gangs, crimiaal elcmc~lts,roving
packs of illegai immigrants, and the entire federal Gestapo (the FBI, BATF, CIA, the EPA,NSA and al1
the other alphabet cops)" (Mam 1997b:3). F i i y , in his newsletters and thmugh his wcbsitc, Marrs
offen for rale an audiotap entitled 'Concentration Camps in America." The promotionai materialfor this
tape reads: UReporîsof crtmatones, foceign tmps in Amcrica, and concentration camps am Qnimcntcd.
Texe Marrs examines a aew, high-tech 'hunian tracking system.' He heraids the rise o d d t architecture
and e q m s the establishment d a Ggiaplike Nationai Security ûE6ce (NSO) in Washington, D.C.
A h reveaied: top secret, c W e â plans for the a m and incarceration ofresistersto the New World
Order" (<http:/~.tex~l~am.~1)m/archive/dec96/~0nœn.hbnl~,
clectroaic &cumcnt),

according dong similar lines as those discussed in Chapter Seven.
8.2 Some of the Major Prophets (continued)

8.2. 1 Bob Larson (19 4 6 )

Throughout the year, fiindraising appeds fiom Bob Larson,a fùndarnentalist
Ciuistian radio talk-show ho~t,'~'travelling lecturer, and fiee-lance exorcist arrive, on an

average about every three weeks. Each letter is themesriented, and contains a certain
number of elements in common. Al1 the key points are carefbily underlined, lest a tooquick browse of the letter miss them. Wamings about the Satanic plot to take over the
world crowd together with brief anecdotes detailing real-life exorcisms (ofken with
testimonial snippets about how difficult the exorcism was on Larson both persodly and
professionally); instructions on books which must be rad, videos which msi be seen,
audio tapes which must be heard to be believed are followed closely by ordering
instructions and the appropriate gift of money which would be required in order for
Larson to be able to send them.
'Tor a Pift of $50 to back and bless our ministw" begins one typical appeal, ''fi
send vou THE SATANIC TAKEWER video. dus mv latest S~iritualWarfare Training
T a ~ entitled.
e
'Evolution and the di no saur^.' This cassette reveals that d i n o m didn't

die off-they're

stül alive today! Furthemore, dinosaurs were on the ark with Noah!No

one can hear this cassette and believe in evolution" (Larson 1996a).= Whiie clos@

3 3 h ndaims tbat C a i r n , Aiberîa, is the only major radio marW in North Amcrica wbich
does not cany his &iîy broadcast, 'Yalk-bacL with Bob Larsonw(1998b).
'% another a&, Larson dedans: "For thatfl of$50 Or mrevou'llalsorcccivemvla~
one-hour videa UFOS A . THE EMETIMES AGENDA This Mdco will expiain c 1 d y what UFOs an,
where they corne hm,and who the aliens are that are aboard them. Once you see this Mdbo you'll bave a

salutations Vary, each is similar in tone."Yours for the hurting," says one (Larson 1997d);
"Yom in the fight againa evil," rads another (Larson n.d.); "Yours in the victory over
Satan," closes a third (Larson 1996~).

Raised in Nebraska and converted to evangelical Christianity at the age of
nineteen, within a few years of his conversion Bob Larson was writing books on the

"Hindu heresy" of the hippie subculture (Larson 1969), l e c t u ~ gacross North Amenca on
the evils of rock-and-roll music, and leading evangelistic crusades. According to the
publishers of his third book, Hippies, Hindus ami Rock & Roll, at the time, Larson was
"one of the most promising young writers of religious literature" (1969:4). Cudously,
though, beyond a reference to "McCook, Nebraska," there is no actual publisher Listeci in
the book itself. There is, however, an identical address for Bob Larson in McCook nom

which readers could order a variety of materials ranging from Long-Play records ("The
Humorous Gospel Songs of Bob Larson") to 5-inch reel-to-reel tapes ("Bob Larson

Spealcs Out on Rock Music"; Larson 1969:92).
For Lanon, the boundaries of his Chnstianity are as clearly defined as any anticuit

apologist. And, in his evduation of new religious movernents, Lanon is jua as

unequivocal. However, whereas other apologists will often attempt to t a p e r th&
working dennitions of culi somewhat, Larson is unambiguous. "The term ah,"he h t e s
new understanding of how near we are to the r e m of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ" (Larsen
1997a:4). Another concludes: "P.P.S. Ifyour gift is S lûû or more,I'li d a bonus bock, the
-6
'Encvcloiredia of New Ane Beliefs.' This is one of the ten most important books I've m â in teocnt ycars.
It's like having 10 books in one. You'U refkr to it week aAu wedc to reach hose in bondagc to the d
t
"
(Larson 19%a:2). A thini enjoins: "For vour niA of $25 or more I'ii stnd vosi the book THE
DICI'IONARYOF ROCK GROUPS lus mv new v i d a OCCULT COMICS. This is one of the most
shocking videos I've ever doue. It wiN help you understand how Satan is stcaling tbt souis of out
chiidsen" (Larson 1996b:1).

in Lurson 's New Book ofCuks (1989a), "as used in this book is generally understood to
have a negative connotation that indicates morally reprehensible pradices or beliefs that

depart fiom historic Christianity" ( 1989a:19). Thus, a "cult" can fonn around moral
Here, once again, the
reprehen~ibility'~~
or deviance Born "historic Chri~tianity."~~~
boundaries of the pnmary group are drawn with an unassailable ngidity. For Larson, there
are but two pnmary groups in the worid: Chnstians (i.e., those whose subjective rsality of

Chriaianity is constructed sirnilarly to his) and everyone else. Even a non-expiicit rejection
of Christian principles as a basis for one's religious movement has little bearing on the
stand Larson takes.
Whether or not a particular religious group claims to be Christian is not a
prime consideration. Its members may quote the Bible profusely and wvet
the endorsement of Christ for their efforts. But the premises of this book
are bas4 on two contingent factors that evaluate whether a group is cultic:
(1) if it ignores or purposely omits central apostolic doctrines; or (2) ifit
holds to beliefs that are distinctly opposed to orthodox Chnstianity (Larson
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Whiie he may d marally reprehensibleaspects in a large percentagc of hose groups he
labels "cuits," of the m r one hundred groups Larson p d c s in Lorson 's New Bcwk of Cul&only two
could be constnied as constellating around an appeal to moral reprehensibility-"CmIeyismw(Larson
1989a: 192-5) and the "AsamFree Assembly" (199th: 115-9). Of the former, ârawn around îhe life and
work of Aleister Crowley, Larson writes: "Crowley'sphilosophy encoucages uninhi'biteâ moral abandon
without a god to judge one's actions. Intelligent shidénts of the d t who se& an evil rationale for total
luindulgence discoverJustincation in Crowley's teachings that one can conjure evü entities, devoid of
accountability to an avenging God" (k989a: 1%; on Crowley, cf. Crowley 1979; Greer 1995:220-32). Of
the latter, an expression of Norse Neupaganism, he concludes: "Asatmis an indivictualistic religion bascd
on the arbitrary choice of lenient go& who are like friends one honors and icspects. None gods makc no
objectined moral demands of followers, instead pmmising scKindulgait rewards through a loosely
slnictured belief systemn (1 989a: 118; on Asatm, cf. Adler 1986:275-82; Kaplan 19%).
338Thebasic fault of cuits," writes Larson, si' that they &mote God, devalue Chnq dei@ man,
deny sin, and denigrate Scripture. Thmfore, correct thcology regarding a i i of the kliowing Bible
doctrines is necessary to be in accordance witb historic Christiaaity. 1. The attributes of God. 2. The
Person of Christ. 3. The nature of man. 4. The rcquircments of atonement. 5. The source af rntclation.
These are the £ivebasic areas of doctrine where truth ma.be distinguished h m error. By dcüneating the
position of historic Christianity regarding these five doctrines, we will lay a fouoalation on which we c m
evaiuate individual cul&" (Larson l989a:21).

l989a: 19-20)'~'

Each entry in Larson .'s New Book of Cults contains a heading entitled, "Errors,"

under which Lanon details the main reasons these particular movements or organisations
are dangerous? Considering LLHinduism,"
for exarnple, Larson writes: "The polytheistic
and idolatrous practices of Hinduism are pagan forms of worship that constitute wliusion
with demonic forces" (1989a:70)."' "Buddhism" fares little better: "Idolatrous sects that

advocate demonic ceremo~alismand the propitiation of spirits constitute a form of
witchcrafl that is scripturally forbidden @eut. 18)" (Larson I989a:82). S i d a r to Rhodes,

Hunt, and others, his main critique of the post-war interest in UFOs is that "[the] Bible
3 3 9 with
~ s Walter MiUIin, it is not immediately clear whether Larson's d&aitioa d e n to
Christians who have deviated in some way h m "orthodox Christianity" or anyone whose beliefk Mer in
any way fkom Christian orthodoxy. His encomium of "cultic groups," howcver-ranging h m the
Aetherius Society (a UFO group; cf. Larsan 1989a:105) to the Penitentes (Catholics who litcrally nxnact
the Passion of Christ; cf. Larson 1989a: 337-û+resolves this ambiguity.
T i k e van M e n , Larson appears willing to give cul&and sec& d t for laudable ads;
however, no such admission will be allowed to deter his fiom his primary ta& "Do false belicf systems
deserve credit for their good works?" fie a h . "Many cuits have made signiûcant a m t r i i o n s to the
sociai weLfate of humanity . . .Even though this book fecoguizes positive elemeats in certain cul& it must
not be forgotten that the Bible requires reproof and rebuke of any teaching that exalts itself againsî the
ntcessity of salvation through Christ . . . Gratuitous words in mgnition of positive values shodd not bc
mistaken for any endorsement of what the Bible calls 'doctrines of devils' (1 Tim.4:1). The good works
and apparent beneficial effects of a cult's belief systtm thus art inconsequcntiai considcrations" (Larson
l989a:2O).

U ' ~ claims
n tbat bis first encwnter with a demon occumd in 1967, during 'a Hiodu
ceremony of Thaipusam" in Singapore (cf. l%9:t 1-9, 1996d:3-9). While interestin& the two accuunts
have some signincant differences. In the 1969 version, on the achice of several people, Larson amingcd to
stay in Singapore to witness thaipusam, and drwe with "several missionmicsnto the venue, a-g
at
eight a a In the later version, an air of exaggerated mystery surrounds Larson's search for the rituai.
"After going through the normal tourist channels and nnding no one who would lallr about
Thaipusam-much l e s tell me in which temple it would take place-1 met a missîonary who bad
witnessed this ceremony several y m Mo=. With his directions in hanci, and the k l p of a d o u s taxi
driver, 1finally found the temple," arriving at nine am.(1989a:4). In 1969, Larson met an unnamail
Hindu perfonning the ritual of self-muîilation to thk Shiva for m
g his fhther, several cliffirent types
of mutilation are performed on this one youag man (1989a:72-4). By 1989, these mutilations had been
spread out over several individuals in the ampounâ, and the young man (now d "Rajan) was
offcring his particular dcvotion to Kali (1989a3). F i , in 1%9, Larson dcscrii how one of the
devotees Qnciog to rituai music accompairyin8 the ceremony went into an ecstatic traaw (1%9:78); in
1989, this trance is induceâ in a man chanting sa&
text as an encouragement to a fnend (1989a:s).

does not give the slightest hint that extraterrestrials exist

. . . Secular UFO interest fds to

consider the possibility that such phenomena may be supematural (demonic)in nature"

(Larson 1989a:436; cf Larson 199%; Missler and Eastman 1998; Rhodes 1998; Wimbish
1

Larson, on the other hand, fails to consider the fa* that the Bible also seys

nothing about lap-top cornputers, CD-ROMs, electnc guitan, and radio broadcasting, but
that has not prevented him Rom using and profiting Rom them.
Covering everything from the Ku Kiux KlanM3to Martial Artsw t o S~ientology,~'

Lmson 's New Book of Cults, one of twenty-five books he claims to have written, is an
encyclopaedic if uneven volume on a wide variety of cults, sects, world religions, and
religious and social phenomena. His main interest in the last several years, however, has

?Vhen Larson's book, UFûs and rhe Alicn Agenda: Uncowring the Mystey Behind UFOs rind
the Parononnul, was published in 1997, Bob Larson Ministries sent out a hindraising letter headlined:
"Aliens have landed to takc over our p h e t ! " (Larson1997a:1). Tht letter kgan, "Dcar Fricnd, That
headline isn't me yet, but I believe it will be won. That's why God has called me to take on the b a
mintuai f i f i t of mv Me. And 1 desperately need your help . . . 1must have at le851 500
who will
share a pift of $50 or more to h e î ~me fi& back this alien invasionn (Larson 1997a:1). Larsen continues:
"The amcarancc of UFOs and the taies of alien abductions arc the devil's final f l o r t ta ushcr in the
antichriq!"(1997a:2); "I'll îake the dernom behind this UFO craze headdn and a s t
in th
name of Jesq!"(1997a:3); "Thank YOU for king one of the 500 who will share a eiftof $50 or mon to
k e a me on radio and TV to launch this counterattack againsi the evil aiiens of üFûsn (1997a:Q
343
Speaking quite accurately of some segments of the white supnmacist movement, Larson
writes: "The KKK proposes total separation of the races and the eradication of minorities. Some h o t a
tmck-to-Africa solution, while othcr racial separatists advocate partitioning the United States hto
segregated sections. KKK followers believe thcy are elcvatiog white cthnic pridcn (Lanon 1989a:284; cf.
282-5).

3UOnce again, L m n -tes, ni< toîaliy inacwately: 'The rcligiarr .Idphilosophical mots of
mast martial art f o m presuppose a pantheisticperception of the cornnos. Even the cauîious saident nins
the risk of king conditioIlCd by the techniques that pursuc a goal of impersonal onmcss with thc
universe" (Larson 1989a:304; cf. 298-305; on martial arts cults in Hong Kong, cf'. Amos 1997). While his
f
h
t sentence may be accurate, the conclusion his worlâview leaâs him COâeâuœ in his smmd sentence is

open to question.
34L~ccult
practices of age regiasion and astral travel are baPcdon thcories of rehcamation.
Extrabiblical inCamation regardhg man's origin (as a god called thetan) and mystical bdi& regarding
the relation of spirit and matter are essential to Dianetics. Man is good, Christ was m e d y a 'ciearcd'
inchidual, and existence of an etb e n and heu is deniecl" (Larson 1989a:368; cf. 365-9).

been Satanism and the phenornenon of demon possession. He has authored two books on

the topic: Satmism: The Seduction of America's Youth (1989b)and In the Nme of
Sam, which is subtitled on the cover, "How the forces of evil work and what you can do

to defeat them" (1996e). If the information in his fùndraising ietters is at al1 credible (and
the evidence is that it is not), then Larson spends a vast amount of his time in this form of
deliverance rninistry. And it is for this interest that he is, perhaps, most intriguing as an
apologist.

Following a trip to Asia in 1967, Larson encountered his first demon "on Amencan

mil" in 197 1 (1996e:g). "Since then," he is quick to point out, "1 have been involved with
hundreds of exorcisms. Some have lasted no more than a few minutes, while others have
gone on for hours, weeks, months, and even years" (Larson 1996e:21). In tems of bis
construction of reality, Larson believes that he inhabits the world of spifitual warfiue

which fellow evangelical Frank Peretti writes about in his novels (cf. Peretti 1986, 1989,
1995).% This is a world in which the literal presence and malevolent influence of demons

are far more cornmon in human flairs than not, a world in which an ongoing spirinial
battle between the realms of üght and dark is the paramount task, and one in which Larson
is oflen cast as the Ione wanior in the breach between good and evil. "I've seen more

demonic supematuralism than any living human I've known" (Larson 1996e:150).
Similady, at a Calgary, Alberta, seminar, Larson told the audience that he is "probably the
-or a vey interesting aaalysis of two of Peretti's nwels, This Present D m b e s (1986) and
Piercing the Darkness (1989), sec Lewis 19%. Lewis writes: "Ptrctti's novzls . .. have fiicled tbt
imaginations of certain conservarive Christians with bloody visions of angelic cnisadts against demonic
mil. The action in these novels wives tmck and forth between two interacting Ievels: Whilc an@ and
deviis cross swotds in the spirimi reaîm, Petetti's human heroes and hemines & battle with New Agen,
witches, psychologists, secular education, and the American C M Li'btrties Union" (1996:340-1).

worldwide expert on the occult. No one knows more about spiritualism and demon

possession than 1 do" (Larson 1998b)."'

Like Walter Martin before him, though, Hank Hanegraaff now, Ed Decker and
Dave Hunt, Bob Larson has his share of de tract or^,^ and h i s ministry has corne under
scrutiny in recent years for various allegations of indiscretion ranging fiom taped shows

broadcast as though they were l i ~ efinanciai
, ~ ~ rnisrepresentationand non-disclosure,"
and the claims of a former Bob Larson Ministries vice president that it was she, not

newspaper advertisement for this ment mted ihat Larson is the 'World's Most
Recognized Authority on the Supematwal and Spiritual Succes," and that seminar attendees would leam
how to: "Determineif you or someone else h a a demon; Remove ancestral curses h m your nImilx
Confront someone who has a dernon; Free yourself h m tormenting evil spirits; Ovemine thoughts of
depression and suicide; Rel- your children h m demons of rebellion;Tum your fear or (sic]the
unknown into personal power" (advertisernent, The CaIgary Sun, 5 August 1998, n.p.). The largest type
on the advertisernent read: "FIRST EVER L N E PUBLIC EXORCISM IN CALGARY." Despite Larson's
efforts, no such exorcism twk place.
" ~ tthe top of LaMn's officiai minirtry website is the following disclaimer: "SPECIAL
NOTICE:In your sort to locate our web site, you may have encountered oihcr sites dcvoted to attacking
our ministry. Be awarc that these sites contain misinformation, disinformation, twistcd facts and outright
lies. Many of these accusations are sinister distortions of reality, and fabrications designed to look tnithful.
Our response is that of Nehemiah: '1 am carrying on a great project and cannot go d o m Why should the
work stop whi1e 1 leave it and go dowu to you (Nehemiah 6:3)?*To those who maliciously malign OU
CSOM
to reach the lost for Christ and sec those in dcmonic boadage set fret, WC rrspond as w Savior
wmmanded us. We 'pray for those who persecute yod (Matthew 944)" (<http://members.aol.coml
bobontv/index.html>,electronic document). Some of the websites to which Larson refm are:
~http:///www.cris.com/-zeke33hlarson.htro;<http:/hKww.flash.net/-twinkle/psychdDARW
recreationaVbobfiles.htm>; and <http://www.&s.com/-Ranger57/ken,hm>.
Mgonepassage in the Cometstone investigation of Larson rcaâs: "'Whn 1 first asnrd in the
production department, it was ail pnny straightforward,' [Alan] Hegert [an employee of eab Larsen
Ministries h m 19û6-19921. 'Bob wouid say, '"You'rr Liaaiing to a taped program. Sit back and c n H ii;
these an some of our best callcrs."Then the= was ihis sudden inspirati0~-"YOUImow, we'm loshg a
lot of money telling everyone we*ntaped." So insteaâ of warning the üsteners at cvey commercial break
nat to cal in, they just m e d the tape with "Live! 'Talk-Back' with Bab Larsen." At the end it would
say, The preceding program was prerecorded." In between was an how's worth of show.' What about
people who d e d ia, thinking the show was IM1 'We activatecial1 the Compassion Connection phone
circuits so everyone got a busy signal.' The 800 numbet for donors was left open" (Tmtt 1993).
3%'
Bill Achilles, another phone-liae M e r untü recentiy, told Cmerstne, '1thou@ the onthe& fiindraising was vcy manipulatin. It was 'Seid mony or this minisay wn't k able to nin, and
we won't keep your radio station [asan af6liateIw(Trott 1993; @OSS in original). The teaor af Achilles'
concern is cotroborated by fiindraising letters h m Bob Larsen Ministrics.
-

Larson, who wrote the majority of the novel, Dead Air (1 99 I), a work for which Larson
claims sole authorship.
Lon Boespflug joined Bob Larson Ministnes first as a secretary, but, according to
an investigative report in Comerstone magazine, rose to the position of vice president in
less than a year (Trott 1993).)" Boespflug maintains that, in addition to writing many of
the fundraising advertisements which Bob Larson Ministnes mails out regularly, it was
she, not Larson, who authored the majority of Dead Air. A year later, she was also
contracted by Larson to write the sequel to Dead Air, entitled A M o n (Larson 1993).
She provided Comerstone with a copy of her agreement with Larson, dated 7 Apd 1992:
You hereby agree to provide me on or before May 1, 1992 an outiine of
the first two hundred (200) pages of the sequel; and on or before July 1,
1992, an outline of the remaining two hundred (200) pages of the sequel. If
so requested by me, said outlines shall contain or be accompanied by
character sketches, narratives, fact research and sample dialogue, al1
collectively referred to herein as ('the creative matenal'). A h , ifso
requested, you shall assist me in any and al1 editing of the sequel that may
be necessary before its final acceptance by the publisher. (Larson,quoted in
Trott 1993)
Boespflug told Cornersione that she had completed the first hundred pages of AbuaUon
when she was fired by Larson in June 1992 (Trott 1993).
A comparative reading of both Dead Air and A W o n suggests that Bvpflug's

claims are not without foundation. Both novels deal with a radio talk show host and his
investigation of Satanic ritual abuse. And, while there are obvious simiiarities between
3'1~omerstoneis a publication of the Jesus People USA community, a
d bar k e n involved
recentiy in uncovering ûaud among other hi@-proHe evangtiicaîs. Thcu most miable case was Mikt
Wamke, a Christian camedian whose routines included reference to his fictitious caner as a pimp?dnig
dcaicr, Satania high pricst (in 1978, Warnkt pubLished an cxtrcmcly suc#ssfiilbook d U e d 7he Satan
Seller),as weU as spurious arperienœs as a Marine Corps medic in Vietnam. The -te
cditor aotes
that "This [Larsen] article appcars exactly as downioaded fiom thc JPUSA bulletin boardn

them, there are also significant differences in characterisation, plot development, dialogue

and scene construction, as well as the overail fiow of the prose. In fact, they read less as
novels by the same author, than as two novels in the "shared world" format of popular
science fiction (e.g., Dr. Who;Star Wurs;Star Trek,Deep Spce Nine). In this sub-genre,
different authors utilise established characters, milieu, and thematic vectors to continue a
shared basic story.
At the end of Dead Air, Larson includes what appears to be a standard disclaimer,

but is not. "The incidents in this story are based on actual experiences. Names of people
and places have been changed and details of the accounts of their experiences have b e n

altered in order to protect the pnvacy of the people involved" (Larson 1991:350).
Boespflug denies this as well, alleging that "Larson allowed her to make up the story but
inserted chunks of his radio callers' stories into the mix. She notes that no evidence
existed to back up the stories Larson inserted into the text" (Trott 1993; for di6erent
perspectives on satanic ritual abuse see Kahaner 1988; King and Jacobsen 1995; Nathan

and Snedeker 1996; Richardson, Best, and Brornley 1991; Spencer 1997).~~
'%hile the purchase of ghost writing on tarson's part is arguable in the case of Lori BOC@U&
plagiarism is certain in his discussion of a UFO group headqwutered in Québec. In UFOs und the Alien
Agenda, several passages on the Raelian UFO movement have becn taken al1 but verboitim h m Susan
Jean Palmer's 1995 essay, "Women in the Raelian Movement: New Retigious Experimenîs in Gender and
Authority.."For example, at the kginning of his considcration of the Raëlians, Larson writes: "Devout
Raelians Wear large medallions with a swastika inside the star of David, which they believe is an ancient
symbol of timc and space. Members participate in four muai festivals, usually markcd by nudity, w tbat
the Elohim can fly overhead and cegister the Raelians' DNA code on their UFO machines. New initiates
sign a contract that permiîs a mortician to cut out a piece of bone in thtir forehcads, where tbe psychic
third eye resides, after death. This bone is then stored in ice awaiting the descent of the Elohim. New
members must also send a letter of apostasy to the church in which they were bapûzcd" (Lanon 1997b).
With very minor emendations, this is taken h m two passages in Palmer's article. SIE writes: "AU
Raelians Wear large medallions of the swastika inside a star of Davi4 which îhey belim is an ancient
symbol of the integrity of time and spaœn (Palmer 1995:1156). " . . .mcmbcrs participa& in four annuai
festivals so that the Elohim mn fly ovethead and registet the Raelians' DNA codes on the2 machines. . .

At the end of the introduction to Lmson S New Book of Culls, Larson writes:

Not everyone who reads this book will imrnediately become a rnissionary
to counter the cults. But the howledge on these pages will hopefully result
in a prepared vesse1 whom the Lord can use when an appropriate
opportunity presents itself. Some may choose to invade actively Satan's
kingdom, being Wed with the Spirit and detemined to disrnantle the myth
that holds miiiions in spiritual senitude. Others will reach out 4 t h new
love and empathy for those who sorrow because a f d y member has
joined a cult. Still others may sense the need for rehabilitative foliow-up
programs that will rninister to the emotionai needs of those who have been
ravaged by cult ideology. Any of these h i t s wili make this book worth its
investment of time and energy. (Larson 1989a:32)
8.2.2 Douglas R Groothuis (1957- )

Douglas Groothuis is considered by many to be the foremost evangelical thinker

on the subject of the New Age, modem culture's loose coiiectivity of syncrdc religion,

instrumental spiritualities, and often self-indulgent middle-class rnysti~isrn.'~~
According to
New initiates sign a convact which pemits a mortician to cut out a pieœ of banc in their forehead (the
'third eye') which is stored in ice awaiting the descent of the Elohim" (Palmer 1995:107). Less exactly
takcn h m Palmer, but stiil clcarly b a s d on her work (of the thrœ rcfêrcnccs to thc Lewis collection in
which Palmer's essay is found, none is to Palmer) is this patchwork passage: "Beyond Rael's endorsement
of homosexuality and bisexuality, is his approval of trisexuality and even quadriscxdity. The latter is
reserved for those who seek sex with the Etohim. to achieve extratermiriai ecstasy. It's little wonder that
Sinppcrs, transvestites, and aggnssM honiosc.ds are part of the Raelian cult" (Lamon 1997b:174).
Interviewing an Assistant Guide (part of the RaEiian bierarchy), Palmer learned: "'We&n't thhk in such
nanow categories. Some of us are uniscxuai, some art bisexual, somc trisemai, and a few of us are even
quadnsexual.' When 1 tirnici& enquired what the last category might represent, he leaned forward and
whispered, 'With the Elohim'" (1995:1 18).Further, the 'coospiicwus numbcrs of strippers, transnstitcs,
and highIy expressive homosexuals among the congregation might suggest that this mavernent is
particularly attractive to peqle who M i n e thmsetves as sxually xnaqid" (Palmer 1995:119). ûn the
Raelian movement, see Raël 1986, 1998;<http:i/ www.md.org>.
'?le pmblem of definition obtains in discussions of the New Agc mOVCmGnt no l a s tban it
does in studies of propaganda. While he notes Lhe dcfuiiag attribute of the New Age ("the essentA lingvo
fiancon;Halas 19%: 18) to k a "SeUIspUiniaiity."Heelas writcs: "More comprehensivcly, the Nen Age
is a bighiy optimistic, œlebratory, utopian and spiriniai fonn of humanism, many versiomias WC shall
shortiy s a a l s o emphasiziog the spintuaiity of the naturai order of the wbole" (19%:28). Harbam
characterises it as "a movement which amse in the 1970s and gained notoriety in the 1980s tbaî promotes
a mysticai occuitismbasai on a synthcsis of Yogic and Abramic religions and phifosophics" (Hacham
1993a:157). York concludes: "At the hgnof the New Age is what Wagna . .. has i b t & d as 'the
Amcrimctaphysical tradition' with its am ideas of the divine rparlt within each individuai, the power
of the min& and Sweùenborg's principle of spirit-matter correspondencesbetween aii parts of the
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Gordon Lewis. with Unmaskrng the N m Age "Groothuis has clearly revealed the terminal
disease at the heart of the New Age movernent" (Lewis, in Groothuis l986:9). In a
curious tum of phrase, Lewis continues that "God wiil use Unmasking the New Age to
deliver many pre-Christiuns from the futile quest for spirituality without the guidance of
the biblical gospel" (Lewis, in Groothuis 1986:10; emphasis added). In his foreword to

Confonting the New Age, the sequel to Unmasking,Walter Martin called Groothuis "a
dedicated, philosophically oriented Christian scholar and apologist" (Martin, in Groothuis
1988:10). Evangelical novelist Frank Peretti calls Groothuis' Reveating the N m Age Jesus

"an ideal resource for any open-minded seeker of truth" (Groothuis 1990: fiont covet),
while D. James Kennedy dubs it "a brilliant and exhaustive analysis" (Groothuis 1990:

back cover).
Fine words from respected colleagues. However, to establish a critical trajectory

from the very beginning, it should be noted that, fiom the standpoint of a sociology of
knowledge and in terms of evangelical Christian response to the New Age, Groothuis'
work represents, as the old joke goes, both good news and bad news. The good news is
that of the scores of books, tracts, newsletters, tapes, etc. currently available on the
phenornenon loosely known as "the New Age," his work is arguably mong the best. The

bad news is that of aii the scores of books, tracts, newsletters, tapes, etc. currently
available, his work is arguably among the best.
A campus minister for twelve years, and currently an assistant professor of

Universen (York 1995:46). For an excellent discussion of the pmblexn of Adinition, sec
19%: 1-19}.

philosophy of religion and ethics at Denver Seminary, Groothuis was educated et the
University of Wisconsin and the University of Oregon. Like Larson, he is something of a

Mlnderkind in the anticult apologetics movement, publishing his fïrst book, Unmasking
the New Age, through InterVarsity Press at the age of twenty-nine. He foliowed that two

years later with Confooting the Nov Age, and two years after that, with Unmasking the

New Age Jesus. The problem when dealing with phenomena of this type, which is fa& by
Groothuis no less than anyone else, is that, despite anticult apologetic protestations to the
contrary, the New Age movement is hardly a "movement" at all, at least in any unified
=se.

It is rather a loose collectivity of similarly intending ~ndîvidk~ais,
pmps (which

could well be defined unda Stark and Bainbridge's categories of client- and d a c e
cuits; cf. pp.34-5 above) and movements which fit under a no more coherent rubnc than
that. The most concrete example of the problem is that, often, groups which would in any
other universe of discourse hardly be classified together fhd thernselves phenornaial
bedmates in the New Age, forced into a fiamework of interpretation which is so broadly
defined that it serves few of the groups adequately. Pot the purposes of discussion in
almost any work which seeks to treat the New Age as a cohaent phenornenon (rather
than a collection of phenomena), Neopaganism, for example, from Nordic pagan

revivalism3" to Wiccan faene,'" is categorised dong with selfhprovement spirinialities
3M~cçordingto York, Uûdinistsand Norse Pagans are also lmong îhe moJt poiytbeistic of the
Neo-pagans. Though their rituais are fraqueatly less elaborate than those of Wicca, tbeit gods serve as
example and models-'inspirations and self-aware personincations of natural forces'" (1995: 125; cf. 1247). See ais0 Hopman and Bond 19%:92-7.
3 s s ~ f d i n to
g Hopman and B
o
a "people in every culture and in cvery ngion ofthe world had
îhcir talcs of 'the little people,' 'the good people.' The Irish have their sidh, the Scotttish theit wee folk,
the German tbcir dwarves, and Scvdinavian eountries Lhir Tomtexus. ïndeeâ, msay belim that these
were races that accepted and lived by the ways of magic as &y as we now acccpt the 'rcalitics*of

that range 6om ~ e i k ito
~ Feng
' ~ Shui3" to the Hofian Quadrinity pro ces^.^^' To date, the
only two mearchers w ho have tried int entionally to separate Neopaganism fiom the New
Age in discussion of new religious phenomena have been Wouter Hanegraaff(n0 relation

to Hank; 1996:77-93) and Michael York (1 995: 145-77).'"
The problem is that any attempt to anaiyse this loose colleaion of phenomena
forces the researcher to impose a cognitive structure by which the anaIysis rnight be

carried out. Researchers are placed in the unenviable position of saying, on the one hand,

that there is a wide diversity of phenomena within the spectrum of what we cal1 the New
Age, but that, on the other hand, al1 those phenomena have "X,Y,I' (whatever "X,Y,Z"
are) in comrnon, and according to the principles of "X,Y,Z" rnay be described and
cornputers and air traveln (1996:64; for inteMews with practitioners of the Faerie Faith, see Hopman and
Bond 19%:64-9 1;also Dc Grandis 1998; Vallce 1988).
356The work [Oc] Reiki is ma& of hvo Japanese words RP and Ki. Rci means supernaturai
force or spirituai intelligence, Ki means life energy. Thus, Reiki is spirituaüy guided life force energy.
Reiki is given by the laying+n of bands. A standard treatment incldes placing the bands on positions
around the head, shoulders, stomach and feet. In addition, the practitioner may use other positions for
specitic conditions that the client may have. Each position is held for a short pend of tirne, and the entire
treatrnent lasts approxhately 45 minum. A munent creates a wonderfui @ h g radiancc thai is decply
relaxing and includes many benencial affects for both client and pmctitioncr" (<http:/lwww.rei)ci
co~ect.com/usui.htm#WhatU>,
electroaic document). In other contexts, this phenornenon is h w n as
"Healing Touch," or "Tkrapeutic Touchn (cf., for example, Bye 1994).
3s7"~engShui is the ancient Chinese art of placement, used to bring balance and barmony into
your Men (Bowie 1998:16).
35%
HoBmaa Quadrinity Pmcess b ôascû on the piinciple that the persistent nqative
behaviors, moods, and attitudes we experience as adults have their mots in the experiencesand
conditioning of childhood. Until thh origmd pain h m childbood is rtsolvcd, it continues to dominate
our adult Livcs (thoughts, emotions, and actions) whether WC are a m of it or not. Tbc Hoffinan Pmccs
is designed to heal and transform these negative, sewdefnlting pattenis and bring about a powerful
realignment and integration of the four fiindamental dimensions of our being the Quadrinity of intellect,
emotions, body, and spiritn (<http://www.quadrinity.com(H~.html~,elcctronic document).
359whiieHanegraafTaotes chat his "own nsearch con8imc raya] Luhrmenn's amclusion thrt
Neopaganism is part of the New Age in this general seme at least [i.e., that whattver form magic may
take, it is located within the pwview of the New AgeJn(19%:19; cf. Luhrmann 1989:30), York advises
that "[whereas] this [totaî] 'bransforrnation' [of Western Society] is the sine qua non of New Agt iâentity,
an almost millennial expectation of q u a !change is not integral to Ne~~paganim,
and therein lies the
chief difference between the two movementsn (199%162).

-
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analysed. That is, once again, definition and interpretation are proceeding according to
correlates rather than attributes. "X,Y,Z" v a q according to the researcher, but for
Groothuis (following Francis A. Schaeffer,'" James Sire [cf. Sire 1976, 1988, 19971, and
Gordon Lewis),they exist under the aegis of the overarching worldview of aii New Age
phenornena-pantheistic monisqM'a convenient conflation of the theocy that God is
everythinf2 and the concept that al1 reality is ultimately of one kind.

While there are aspects of New Age phenornena which could be described as
"m~nistic,"~
with littie or no supporting data, and no differentiation between the dEerent
J64n a contribution IO an electronic discussion p u p on anticdi apologetics, Grwthuis wriics:
"Although we never met, Francis Schaeffer was my first intellectual mentor. Rcaâing The God Who is
There a few months a e r rny conversion in 1976 sparkeû in me a grand vision for mlliistry that has never
dimmed. Schaeffer argued that Christianity is objectively tnie and rational and that it uniquely provides
hope and meaning that seçular culturc desperately nceds. Christians shouid ouithMc the world for the
sake of Christ's Kingdom! As a coUege student m a j o ~ gin philosophy at a sec& University, f d c v d
Schaeffer's many books. Although they didn't answer al1 my questions, they gave mc a framework for
keeping both my intektual integrity and biblical orthodoxy" (Groothuis 1998).
"'"often," wrote Schaeffer, "this aaswer-of beginniag with the impemnal-is calied
pantheism. The new mystical thought is almost always some form of panthtism-and almost a i l the
modern liberal theology is pantheistic as well" ([ 19721 19%2:283).However, S c M e r also arguai that, in
the case of Buddhism and Hinduism, the word panhism is misuscd sinœ it implied a divine pcrsodty
to which neither religion subscnbe."Somewhere dong the way 1 try to maice the point that it is not really
panfheism, with its semantic iiiusion of pcrsonality, but pan-everythingism" (Schacffa [1972]1982:283).
Accordhg to Sire, pantheistic monism (which "isdistinguishedh m other reiaîed Eastern worlcfviews by
its monism [the notion tbat only one impersonal element constitutes realiîy]) "isthe mot worlch.iew which
underlies the Hindu Advaita Vedanta system of S
u the Tcawxndental Meditation of Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, [ami] much of the Upanishadsn(1997:121;cf. 1997:118-35).In his forcword to Giodhuis'
book, Lewis writes: This volumc shows how important it is to kœp monism fiom becoming Qxninant in
schools, homes, businesses, governments and chauches. Its ounce of prevention in time can be worth a ton
of corrective cures!" (Lewis,in Gmthuis 1986:10). Woutcr Hancgraaff' on the o t h a band, argucs that
there is an inhcrent tension in the New Agc movemcnt betwecn a monistic m h t a d h g of d î y and an
idealistic understanding. The fomr begins with matter and sccks thc salvation of spirit the latter fids
its origin in spirit but must explain the existence of marter (cf. 19%: 180-1).
"*Of this view, substantive monism, Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677)was the maithorovgbgoing
proponent. "Heargued that sincc substance is mmplctely scKIsufnamt, and ody God is scIfdcicnt,
G d is the only substance. in oiher words, God is everytbing" (Martinich 1995556;cf. Garrett 1995).
+or example, York iists ''Tmnscendental Meditath, est, Saentology, even KOshoa
Consciousnessnas monistic movmnts of a tcchnical or insümental kiwi, "Mehcr Baba, Gum Maharajji, [and]Heaithy-Happy-Holy Ckganhtion (3HO)"as examples of cbarismaEic monistic groups
(l995:29O-1).

philosophical positions which could variously be described as "monistic," Groothuis insists

on reducing al1 New Age phenornena- ''from holistic health to the new physics, fiom
politics to transpersonal psychology, fiom Eastern religions to the occult" (1 986:18+to
this essential monism. In this reductionist fashion, Groothuis continues: "Monism, then, is
the belief that al1 that is, is one. Al1 is interrelated, interdependent, and interpenetrating.
Lntimately there is no difference between God, a person, a carrot or a rock. They are all
part of one continuous reality that has no boundaries, no ultimate divisions" (1 986: 18).

Despite his assertion of the panpermeation of monism within the New Age
movement, Groothuis chooses to illustrate his definition with a description of the Jim
Henson children's film, The Dark Crystaf, which he cals "a fairy tale of monism"
(1986: 19)? He concludes fiom this discussion that "[monism], the basic premise of the

New Age movement, is radically at odds with a Christian view of reality" (Groothuis
1986:19)? The next element in Groothuis' New Age equation is that "[once] we admit

that al1 is one, including god, then it is a short step to admitting that 'ail is god.' This is
pantheism" (1986:20). From here, Groothuis' theologicd calculus extends with a
36+

As the film's story unfolds, two races of beings-the Mystics and the S b x m s , tbe light and
the dark, the good and the evil-are reunited by the power of the Dark Crystal "intoone unined p u p of
beings" (Groothuis 1986:19). From this, Gmthuis concludes: "Good and evii arc transccndcd and d
c
uaity is rcstored. We are told in no uncertain terms that good docs not cnmcomc cvil; good and c d arc
realfyone and the same . . . ultimate reality is beyond good and ad'' (1986:19). Here, once again, is the
reductionism of Gmthuis' worldview. To say that a unineciking has a da& sidc, or that ultimnte rcality
traascends the perceptive categories of g d and evil, is M y the saxne thing as saying "good and evil
art really ont and the same."
165GordonH. Chic, however, argucs that the issue is not as gslly âcfînal as Groothuis d d
have his readers believe. In M e s to Dewey: A History ofPhilosophy, he notes that "[tbe] Christian view
of thhgs also seems to cesemble a diuilism: at lm the world and Gad may be calleci two 'subsliinocs';
neither one is the substance of the 0 t h . But actuaily ChrWanity is more swe&Uy monistic tban
Neopîatonism was. G d alow is the eternal substance,the independent principle; apart h m the w o n
of the world nothing exists besides him. This uaderlies the essentiai and controversiai elements of the
Hebrew Christian âOminen (Clark l9S7:231).

predictable certainty: Al1 is one; al1 is God; therefore, hurnanity is God.

Both Sire and Groothuis locate their theological difficulty with "pantheistic
monism" in the east (Sire titles his chapter on the subject "Journey to the East" [Sire
1988.136-55, 1997:1 18-35]); and, since it is the influx of so-called Eastern religious

influences into the North Amencan religious economy which Groothuis wishes to bring to

light, this makes good sense. However, what neither seems to realise is that the dispute
over pantheism and monism is a western philosophical debate which has been going on
since the Enlightenment. Indeed, Groothuis and Sire place themselves in precisely the

position of German academics and clergy who felt themselves obliged to vilifi the views
of Spinoza in order to validate their own orthodoxy. As Frederick Beiser notes, the
"pant heism controversy completely changed the intellectual rnap of eighteenth-century
Germany; and it continued to preoccupy thinkers well into the nineteenth centuiy"
( l987:44; cf 44- 108). Indeed, Beiser continues, "[until] the middle of the eighteenth

century it was de rigueur for every professor and

to prove his orthodoxy before

taking office; and proving one's onhodoxy often demanded denouncing Spinoza as a
heretic" (1987:48).
Like many of the anticult apologists, Groothuis reacts less than graciously when
the integrity of his scholarship is questioned. Such questionhg breaches his proximate
threshold of instability just as surely as does the nse of a new religious movement. For
example, in a public e-mail communication, he castigates Hexharn and Poewe for their

apparent inability to discriminate between anticult apologists who are above reproach (like
himself) and those who deserve what criticism may corne their way. He cornplains that, "in
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'New Religions as Global Cultures' (Harper, 1997) Irving Hexarn [sic] and Karla Poewe

dam numerous evangelical authon in their first chapter, including Doug Groothuis, Walter
Martin, Elliot Miller, Nom Geisler, David Clark, and other people who really deserve it
more, such as Dave Hunt. Somebody needs to take them to task for al1 this. They rnake
some very irresponsible claims" (Groothuis 1997a). In another public communication,

Groothuis writes: "[James R.] Lewis unfairly bashed one of my books a few years ago and
did not respond to a detailed letter 1 wrote pointing out his errors. Anyone who endones

CUT [Church Universal and Tnumphant] has the spiritual discernrnent of a dead slug (at
best)" (1 997b).
It should be noted that, in tems of a sociology of knowledge and their own
subjective construction of reality, the difference between apologists such as Hunt, Decker,
and Larson, for whom sensationalism and carefully measured half-truths are stock-in-

trade, and those named by Groothuis above, while perhaps more educated and more
erudite, is a difference of degree only; it is not one of kind. Groothuis' subjective

construction of Christian reality, the arguments on which he relies to suppoxt that
construction, and the zeal with which he challenges those who would threaten it are little
dinerent than other anticult apologists.

As noted above, Groothuis' chosen method of universe-maintenance is that of
nihilation. In order to e&ct this nihilation, he q d t s together dogmatic imerpretation of
biblical texts, his own subjectively configured understanding of what codtutes Chriitian
orthodoxy, and an unassailable beliefthat ifthe woddview of his opponent can be
demonstrated absurci, unsounâ, or untenable in some way, his own worldview wiii thereby
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have been validated. Al1 of Groothuis' published works demonstrate this fallacy of
asyrnmetnc proof
In his treatment of the case of Betty Eadie, for example, a woman who claims to
have had a series of near-death experiences and has written about those experiences in

Embraced by the Lighr ( 1 992), Groothuis spends an entire book (1 995) dismantling her
argument, using as his touchstone the question: "Are her new views genuinely bibiical?"

(1 995:20).This, in fact, is aiways the crux of Groothuis' contention: 1s it biblical? Which

means does it measure up to Groothuis' particular interpretation and understanding of the
biblical message? And, to be fair, Groothuis (and others who challenge the New Age
either on the grounds of biblical compatibility, or on those of intemal logical wnsistency

and coherence) may very well be able to raze a story like Betty Eadie's; he may very weli
be able to demonstrate her as a crackpot or a fraud. But, and this is the crucial point which
is missed in al1 of Groothuis' writing, a demonstration that Eadie's subjective construction
ofreality is wrong (according to whatever criteria are appiied) is not thereby a
dmonstration that Groothuis' is correct. Even though he writes that the reader must

"keep in mind that Eadie is not offering her opinions or commentary on the Bible or on

any other religious book (1 995:22),Groothuis stiîl insists that "we test Eadie's testimony
against Scripture," and that "we should hold her accountable to her own words"
(199522).

The tension here is easily defined. What Eadie claims as her expaience of God,
heaven, and the protocols of the afterlife challenge the cognitive boundary markers of
Groothuis' subjective reaiity; that is, they breach the w d s ofhis conmcted universe, his

understanding of God, heaven, and the protocols of the afterlife." For Groothuis, if she is
even partidly accurate in her worldview, then the possibility exists that there is something
inaccurate in his. Her views threaten the stability of his belief in the congruency between

his subjective reality-as-it -is-constructed and objective reality-as-it-is. Therefore, the
cognitive machinery of universe-maintenance which he employs must &kct nihilation of
the offending worldview.

In Unmasking the New Age, Groothuis sets out what he considers to be the
"Christian Essentials," his "kerygma," as it were."' Quite correctly, he recognises that,
with respezt to the differences between the New Age and Christianity (however either is
conceived), "these issues corne down to a clash of worldviews" (Groothuis 1986:165). He
continues that "[as] Christians we must reject any practice or belief that wntradicts our
faith" (Groothuis 1986:165). Fair enough as far as it goes. One would hardly expect an
observant lew to accept the practice of eating pork, or an observant Muslh the practice

%t
Grnihuis klieves in this regard is clear: "Thosewho embrace Christ as Savior will live
forever with him, those who continue to rcbel against God wiii d e r c t c d punishmcntn(1988:98). in
response to Betty Eadie, Gmothuis writes: "The unbridgeable cbasm between heaven and heu dects the
divide between G d ' s holiness and human sinfiilness-a divide that cannot k bridge through NDEs or
human &or& at 'being good,' but ody through God's offer of forgiveness tbmugh Jesus Christ's death
and resurrection" (1995:83).
M7~ttn'b~tively,
aaoiding to Groothuis,the Christian worldview is (a) v n a i ("Gdb the
creator anâ ground of our pemnalities as matures; we are made in God's personal image (Gen 1:26) as
his special maturesn; 1986:166); (b) supefnatural ("Gad is transcendentnbnve his d o n ; he is
supematural. He is free to rniraculously intenene in the norxnai workiogs of his mation w b bc deems
fit, as the Bible amply demonstrates"; 1986:166); (c) ethical ( T h e Bible deciares that God is boly and
morally perfectn; 1986:168); (d) rational ("Christian!àith avoids both the mtionalism of scculat
humanism and the irrational tendencies of New Age subjsctivism"; 1986:16%); (e) experiential (Tersonal
expcrience of God's love and graœ saturate the Biblew;1986: 169); fl holistic ("Sincc God is the Lod and
Owner of the entire created universe, Christianity mers the whole of Hen; 1986:169); ( j objective
("Cbristianity [providcs] a standard bcyond and above the crwteâ world by which to evaîuatt an;
1986:70); and (h) historical eBiôlicaUy, history £iows accordhg to the commandof God;it has a
beginning (creation), a middie (incaniation) and an end (the second coming of Christ)n; 19%: 170).

of eating anything before sundown during Ramadan, or an observant Buddhist the practice
of killing a sentient being in order to eat at ail. Where Groothuis' understanding differs

from these is that, for him, not only must Christians reject the practices he considers
contradictory to faith, everyone m u a so reject them. If not, the very future of Christian
culture may be at stake. Wnting of the possibility of a New Age apocalypse, a pianetary
"cleansing" allegedly prophesied by some of those involved in the New Age, Groothuis
concludes that "[these] kinds of predictions have led some Christians* to believe that
New Agers have a secret plan to eradicate Christians and other obstinate monotheists"
(1988:204-5).

While he does not give it categorical prirnacy in his list of Christian essentiais.
Groothuis' belief in the Bible as the inerrant, uifallible, and insuperable revelation of the
Divine to bumankind is evident throughout his writing. Indeed. it is precisely h m that his
own logical circularity displays itself rnost prorninently. In a serious Msuse ofthe notion

of "objectivity" (Le., one grounded in his subjective construction of reality), Groothuis

Along with being holistic, Christianity is also objective, providing a
standard beyond and above the created world by which to evaiuate one's
=In an endnote to this passage, Groothuis writes: Texe Mans documents tbcsLiorlP of c l a h
in his book, Dark Secrets of the New Age . . . pp. 13665" (1988:2 15 n. 16). As far as Marrs is cuncerned
"documents" may be overstating the case. Thc chapters to which Gmthuis refm are entiUd "The Dark
Secret: What Will Happen to the Christians?"and "New Age Zeal . . .New Age AggressioawThe former
begins: " M y one thing stands in the way of Satan and his Plan today: the wc Church of Jcnis Christ Up
to now God has not allowed Satan to mwe aggressively to destroy the earth's Christian believers. But
leaders of the New Age sa their coming tnumph over traditional Christianity as inevitabIen(Mam
1987: 136). in the latter, Mam writes: "Ncw Age leaders tell the average New Agc belicvc~bat it is on@
the negativity of devout Christians and Jews that prevents the world Crom bcing m a @ d y transforrned
into the New Age Kingdom. The New Age believer is tolQ 'You could be a god in the ncxt instant if only
those homile Chnstians weren't around with their poisonous attitu&sn (2987: 153). As a d
t
,
Mans
bclicvcs the world can cxpect the "wholesakmassacre of Christiansn (1987: 1%).

life. Tnith is not based on subjective experience but on God's revelation of
himself in the Bible and through Christ.
While the New Age worldview seeks to be holistic, it has no objective
grounding because it has no personal and morally perfect God that
transcends the creation . . . the God of the Bible has given us an objective
operating manuai for the planet, that we may be equipped to obey him in
every area of life and thought (2 Tim 3 :16).(Groothuis 1986:170).
What Groothuis consistently fails to recognise in assertions such as these is that nothing he
has said is venfiable apart from his expenence of God and his faith in God; that is, nothhg

is verrfiabie apart frorn his belief that these things are aire@ ~erfled?~
He has made the
classic mistake of confusing a statment of faith (however tenaciousfy held) with a
statement of fact. The fith which he places in Divine revelation in order to cal such
revelation objective is itself subjective; it is itself open to interpretation and subject to the
exigencies of worldview, the subjective construction of reality, and the gaierational
transmission of Christian "recipe knowledge."
Perhaps the clearest statement of the problem of practical 1Xe to which Groothuis
is responding is given in Coufronting the New Age:

There is every possibility that if the people of God do not rise up in the
Spirit's power and the New Age movement does not disillusion its
followen with its superstition, unfulfiiied promises and exotic irrationality,
it wiil assume an increasingly potent and sinister form marked by hostility
toward its opponents and more openly dernonic fonns of spiritual
expenence such as Lucifedserpent wonhip and black magic. (Groothuis
1986:206)

w~mothuisuscs what Bernard Lonergan d e d "absolute objectivity" to d c r a i bis position
That is, as Lonergan wtote: "Because the content of theplgrncnt is an absolute, it is withdrawn fiom
relatMty to the subject tbat mrs it, the place in which he utters iî, the thne at which he utters it. b s a r ' s
crossing of the Rubicon was a contingent event ocamhg at a p a r t i d place and time. But a Uue
aûïrmation of that event is an eternal, immutable, dennitive vaîidity. For if it is tnie that he did cross,
thcn no ont whatever at a q place or timc cm tmiy deny that he did" (1958:378). Thc m
o
n
,of courst,
with rrspcct to the objcctivity of Gmthuis' clninig is "Did Caesu cmss the Rubicon?" That b, is îhc
Biôle "anobjective operating manuai for the planetn?
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8.3 Some o f the Minor Prophets

Not al1 anticult apologists publish their works in the thousands and hundreds of
thousands of copies like Dave Hunt or Ed Decker or Walter Martin. Not every anticult
apologist produces a book every two or three years like Driug Groothuis. Not al1 anticult
apologists can build publishing relationships with major evangelical book houses. Some
wnte only one or two books ( e g , Cumbey 1983, 1985); others are forced. at first, to self-

publish (e.g., T. M m 1989, 1990, 1992; W. Marrs 1989); still others work as researchers
for larger agencies, often publishing independently only when they have either built up
credibility within that parent organisation or when they have left it (e.g., Abanes 1996,
1998; Bowman 1989a, 1989b. 1991, 1992).While some, like Cumbey,may with only one

book exercise considerable influence on the path anticult apologetics takes, others, like
Marrs, produce work after work essentially restating that which has gone before, building
reputations on sensation, conspiracism, and the seerningly insatiable appetite of the
evangelical comrnunity for evidence that its subjective reality is the one most congruent
with objective reality.370
8.3.1 Constance Cumbey

Constance Cumbey, a Detroit-area lawyer and anti-New Age crusader who "has
thoroughiy researched the New Age Movement having read hundreds of books on the
subject" (Cumbey 1983: back cover) is not one for equivocation. "There is absolutely no
way," she writes in A PIanned Deception: The Staging ofa New Age 'Messiah," "one
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Says a sales representative for Hunt's publishes, Harvest House, "Dave Hunt sells very well for
Harvest House. There is certainiy a niche market for him in the Chridan community-people who will
buy anything ta do with prophecy-as long as it's their interpretation of pmphecy" (Halteman 1998).
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cm competently research the New Age Movement and not discover that its major purpose

is bringing in a New World Order headed by the Antichrist" (Cumbey 19852). Like so
rnay anticult apologists who must live with the fact that there are scholars, both lay and
professional, who study the same religious phenornena and arrive at very difFerent
conclusions, for Cumbey those who have studied the New Age movement and have not
corne to her conclusions have clearly not c h e d out their research "competently." In the
context of a sociology of knowledge the reason for this is clear. Research on simiiar
movements but which produces dissimilar results challenges the validity of her results and
thereby threatens the cogency of her own subjective reality; it calls into question the
essential correctness of her worldview. This follows a similar vector to those whose
proximate thresholds of instability are breached by reiigious groups which live, work and
worship quite happily, yet do so in a religious milieu substantially different fiom one's
own.

The epigrarn with which Cumbey begins her first book, nie Hicfaen Dangers of the
Rainbw: The New Age Movement cmd Our Cornhg Age ojBatbcnrsm (1983). the work

which raised her to prominence among the cornmunity of anti-New Age apologists, reads:
"It is the contention of this writer that for the first t h e in history there is a viabie

movement-the

New Age Movement-that tmly meets all the scriptural requirements for

the antichrist and the political movement that WUbring him on the world sceae" (Cumky
1983:7). That politicai movement is the revival of Nazism. Accordhg to Cmbey, "for ail

practical purposes, the New Age Movement appears to qualify as a mival of Nazism"

(Cumbey 1983:99).'" To support this contention, she offers among other evidence a fivepage "chart which gives a more detailed correlation between Hitlenan Nazism and the

New Age Movement" (Cumbey 1983:1 14; cf. 1 14-20). One o f these many "correlations,"
for example, is that the "Nazis operated fiee matemity homes in the interests of breeding a
master race"; this is "correlated" with "[the] New Agers have an operation known as The

F m in Tennessee which has a free matemity home and women are told they can leave
their babies for as short o r as long a period as they like" (Cumbey 1983: 1 17)."' Or.
mistranslating the German, Cumbey notes that "Hitler referred t o his scheme t o take over

as 'Mein Kampf o r 'MyPlan"' (1 983: 1 1 8);373she "correlates" this with "[the] New Agers
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For e.uaniple, in Hitler 's Priestess, Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke contends that the republication
of.4 Son of God and Impeachment ofMan, two books written by Savitri Devi (1905-1982; an e.xpatriate
Frenchwoman who saw in Hitler an avatar, and "who rnay be credited with keeping alive the flame of
occult Nationai Socialism" [Kaplan 1998: 1481). rnay locate the New Age in the =lm of neo-Nazism.
Goodrick-Clarke writes: ^Mindful as she was of the general opprobrium attaching to the Third Reich in
the postwar years, these books make only coâed references to her id01 Hitler and National Socialism. Free
of any obvious Nazi taint, both books have been recently republished for new audiences interested in
mysticism and the occult, Green issues, vegetarianism. and the New Age. However, because her Nazi
ideas are rooted in a rnisanthropic cult of nature and animal worship, her rediscovery by mystical leAwing, and Green readers poses a clear danger of Nazi entryism within new ideological alliances"
(Goockick-Clarke 1998:92-3).
3 R ~ . g .huther:
,
T h e Nazis believed in the Law of Karma and reincarnation . . . The New Ages
believe in the Law of Karma and Reincarnation" (Cumbey 1983:116); "The Nazis believed in breeding of
children controlled by the state . . . Many New Agers, and most top-level New Agers, advocate requiring
people to be licensed in order to have children" (Cumbey 1983:1 17); "Hitler moved to dissociate himself
from troublesome elements supporting hirn whenever they proved to be embarrassing . . . For example, the
New Agen were proud to claim Jim Jones and his Peoples Temple as their own unti1 his Guyana murdersuicide fiasco.After that, they never mentioned hirn again except to point to hirn as an e.uample of the
dangers of religious fiindamentalism; yet the insiders in the Mwement knew al1 dong that he was one of
theirs and never into orthodox or fiuidamental Christianity" (Cumbey 1983:119). While some of these
allegations may be accurate in some respect, Cumbey provides no references by which e i k r Ihe Nazi side
of her equation or the New Age side might be verified. Their correlation, however, is a good example of
the extreme reductionism and illogical literalism evident in anticult apologetics of this type.
'"~ccordin~to ColfinsGennan-Enghsh EngIish-German Dictionary, there are a number of
ways in which Kampfmay be translated, al1 of them cognates: "fight," "struggle," "combat," 'battle,"
"contest"; nowhere is it rendered as "plan" (Terre11et al. 1991:379; S.V. Kutnpfl. "Plan," on the other
hand in the sense of a strategy or a program of action to be camed out is rendered in German as PIan
(Terreil et al. 199l:SO5; SV. plan).

cal1 their scheme to take over 'The Plan"' (Cumbey 1983: 118).
Her bnef history of Adolf Hitler contributes fbrther to the spunous, constructed
nature of the reality which she inhabits as an anticult apologist. Cumbey writes that, during
the two years that he attended a Benedictine monastery school at Lambach, "Hitler was
initiated into the finer mysteries of the occult" ( 1983:100). The impression given by her
rhetoric is that Hitler was something of a protégè of the monastery abbot, who "was
fascinated by the lore of the Albigensians or Cathars, who could probably be accurately
classified as early New Agers" (Cumbey 1983: 1OO)."'

Cumbey's account of Hitler's life in

Vienna is worth quoting in full, not the least for the imagination it displays.
While Hitler was in Vienna pursuing a career as an architect and artist, he
spent his spare time in occult bookstores and libraries, acquainting himself
with the mystenes of metaphysical lore and gaining the acquaintance of
adepts in both 'white' and 'black' magic. Transcendent States of
consciousness and rnind expansion fascinated him and he devoted every
spare cent and minute to the pursuit of higher consciousness. Yoga,
astrology, Eastern and Western 'paths' to this goal proved too slow for his
ambitions and like many impetuous New Agers of today, he decided to
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It should be noted ihat the Albigensian sect (the French sub-group of the larger Cathar heresy)
was al1 but eliminated by the Roman Catholic Church in a crusade of the same name in the early
thirteenth century ( 1209-12 19). Cumbey again displays her unfamiliarity in this territory by stating that
the Cathars "believed man could gain the powen of a god" (1983: 100). Rather, Cathars were radical
ddists, believing in both a cosmological duaiism ("A good God, who created the angels and human
souk, and an evil God, Satan, who created the physical world, battle for control of the cosmos"
[Woodward 1995:28]) as well as an anthropological dualism. "Human salvation is a process of becoming
aligned with the good God by liberating the sou1 from the contamination of the flesh" (Woodward
1995 :29; cf. Christie-Murray 1976:107). Interestingly, in answer to a question about the Albigensians,
and used in support of his anti-Catholicism, Dave Hunt argues precisely the opposite as Cumbey-that
"the Albigenses were me Chnstians, but their Roman Catholic persecutors and murderers managed to
destroy most of their records and to publish lies about them that have lasted to this day. By Goci's grace,
however, enough original documents have been pfeserved to prove that they were indeed genuine

Chnstians, though modem records from the nineteenth œntuxy onward al1 quote the dander of their
accusers" (Hunt 1994g:3). He cites earIy seventeenth-çentury iexts (although without speclfic source
attribution) and concludes that the "above is only a fiaction of the solid documentation we have-some of
it even h m their Inquisitors-that the Waldenses and the Albigenses were not Manicheans at dl, but
tnie Christians" (Hunt 1994g3).

accelerate the process by supplementing meditation with dnigs. (Cumbey
1983:lOO)

While he may have had a fair number of spare minutes in Viema (Hitler himself
refers to his tirne in Vienna as "the living memory of the saddest period of my lifé" [1925]
197 1:2I I ) , spare cents would have been hard to corne by. Told in no uncertain terms that

he had not the talent to enter the Vienna Academy's school of painting, nor the
prerequisites necessary for admittance to the school of architecture, he wandereâ the
streets of Viema painting srnail landscapes which he peddled for pocket rnoney.
According to Bullock's biography, Hitler "spent much time in the public library, but his
reading was indiscriminate and unsystematic. Ancient Rome, the Eastern religions, Yoga,

Occultism, Hypnotism, Astrology. Protestantism, each in tum excited his interest for a
moment" ( 1962:3
5-6)?''
While he may have displayed an interest, Hitler's was hardly the intentional
initiation into the mysteries of the occult that Cumbey suggests. It is clear that Cumbey's

source for her theory of Hitler's occult initiation comes fiom a conflation of material in

Jean-Michel Angebert's (the pseudonym for '%NO prominent [ya unidentifiedl French
~cholars,~~~
writing under the joint signature of Jean-Michel Angebert" [Cumbey

''?le mythology surrow1ding the alleged occultic initiation of Hitler har pcrJ*icdmiia the
Second World War. in Hitler in h n a , whiie he relates somc of thc same storits of thc d
t and der
Ftlhrer, Sydney Jones offers tbe explanation tbat 'Ws was merely a qui& and painksJ rationale that was
e s p e d y popularjust after the unreai, horrifïc happening of World War 11" (1983 :126).
376
At least one person, Lowtii Dyson, an economist for the U.S. Deparümt of Agricultute with
a Ph.D. hom Columbia and an interest in the occuit, klieves tbat JeanMichel Angckrt b the p d û n y m
of twojournolists, not "prominent scholatsn (cf. Dyson 1998). It is, however, not uncornmon for some
amicuit apologists to a m r d far more auhrity to their sairîg than is warrantai. Manq for example,
when he dirimesthe "King Jarnesdnfy" debate (the argument within fhdamentalist urdes that the ody
inerrant Bîôle is the Authorizeû, or King J a m s Version), oAcn rcfcn to Wudy writer (and féilow
conspiracy theorist) Gai1 Riplinger, author of New Age Bible Versions (1993), as a "âistinguished

1983 : 1091) The Occult and the Third Reich (1 974) and Trevor Ravenscrofi's Ine Spar

ofDestiny (1972). However, Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke, writing in an appendi to his n e

Occult Rwts of Nazism, which is the published version of his D.Phi1. dissertation and
arguably the best work in the field," States quite bluntly that much of "the modem
mythology of Nazi occultism" (into which category 6t the work of Angebert and
Ravenscroft) is "scumlous and absurd" (1 985:22S). He continues:
Books written about Nazi ocniltism between 1960 and 1975 were typically
sensational and under-researched. A complete ignorance of the primary
sources was cornmon to most authors and inaccuracies and wild claims
were repeated by each newcomer to the genre until an abundant literature
existeci, based on wholly spurious 'facts' conceming the powerfùl Thule
Society, the Nazi ünks with the East. and Hitler's o d t initiation.
(Goodnck-Clarke 1985224-5).
Cumbey's work on the subject falls into Goodrick-Clarke's category as welL3"

In describing her own work, Cumbey exhibits the sarne persecution hubns
displayed by many of the anticdt apologists when they ascribe to themselves and their
work a certain solipsistic significance. "Many of the readers of this book," she writes,
refemng to A Planned Deception, 'ho doubt watched the 'roasting' I endured on the John
Ankerberg program. There two Welter Martin associates Gretchen Passantho and Chet

Lackey hurled both ridicule and abuse upon me" (Curnbey 198553). Thar she is doing

God's work, though, like Larson a lone soldier on the watchtower, is evident throughout

researcher"(Marrs 19%) and a renowned Bible scholar. In acnial fàct, Ripiinger's education is in fine
arts and the highest acadtmic post she held was at the aSSOCi8tt profesor Itvcl; she has no qpalincations
as a bîôlical scholar whatsoever.
"In his Nova Religfo review of Goodnck-Ciarke's latest book (1998). Jeffrey Kaplan writes that
The Occult Roots of Nazism "remains the Aennitive work in the field" (Kaplan 1998A48).
"%or a àiEctent -unt
of the V8llcisch 'occuîtn origiiu of Nazism, h m the point dv*w of
the development of the Reich Iastitute for German FoMore, see LMId 1994, Noïi 199458409.

her work.
1 have thrilled however at the grace and protection the Lord has provided
me in my work of uncovering the New Age Movement. Time &er t h e as
1 would confront the critics, 1 would discover that I in packing my bnefcase

for a lonely and oflen harsh encounter far from home, had included the
exact documentation needed for what was thrown at me. Out of a iibrary of
several thousand books, 1 do not need to tell you how how [sic]
statistically improbable that was. (Cumbey l985:3)
A good portion of her own ridicule and abuse Cumbey reserves for former

Dominican (now Episcopalian) priest and theologian, Matthew Foq to whom she devotes

one of the longest chapters in A Planned Deceplion, the sequel to Hi&n

Dcagers of the

New Age. "The heresies of [this] one man . . . stand out and even dominate a vast field of

reügious filth . . . 1 have seen little in even the worst of New Age üterature that
approaches the deliberate perversions of [this] imaginative Dominican priest" (Cumbey
1985: 129, 130). Two facets of her argument against Fox (which is dominateci by ad

hominem attacks and ignora110 elenchi [the fdlacy of irrelevant thesis]) are of partidar

interest. First, lamenting the wide distribution Fox's work has enjoyed, which for Cumbey
is obvious evidence of the depths to which the New Age movement hm been able to

infiltrate even the Christian Church, she is puticularly appalled at the availabüity of Fox
over her own work. "One Seattle area evangelical bookstore," she writes, declining to

name the bookstore or provide any supporting d~:a,"seils ïhe Hi&den Dongers ofthe
Rrrinbuw under the counter in a plain brown paper bag, stapled shut and enclosed with a
criticai review from Chnsrmity Toclay, However, Matthew Fox was accorded generous

open shelf-spacmver the counter!" (Cumbey 1985:13 1).

Second, Cumbey takes issue with Fox's name. Born Tirnothy Fox, he took the
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name Matthew upon entenng the Dominican order in 1960 (cf. Fox 1996:18; Cumbey
1985:130). On this, Cumbey is once again worth quoting in full.

Second Thessalonians clearly told us we would not know the antichnst's
identity until the 'restrainer' was taken out of the way. However,
Revelations 13just as clearly said it was OK to guess. It may be sheer
coincidence, and it must be remembered 'Matthew' is an assumed narne,
but no matter what one does to Matthew Fox's names using either the
occult system of numerology or the GreekRIebrew system, or mixing them
up, using his first narne, his last narne, or his n i c h e , Matthew Fox adds
up to a perfect 666.(Cumbey 1985:145)
Although she declines to demonstrate precisely how this is so, Cumbey continua
somewhat confusedly about the cover art for Fox's book, Comgxzssion (cf Fox 1979). On
the cover of the Winston Press edition, the "word Fox in occult and Greek/Hebrew
numerology also ominously f o d a 6-64 against a starry sky backdrop. With Fox's
public advocacy of homosexuality, it is clear that he has no regard for the 'desire of

women"' (Cumbey 1985:145). She provides an endnote citation (14) for this last
statement, which appears apropos of absolutely nothing, yet there is no corresponding

reference; endnotes for that chapter case at number eleven.

in his review of Hexham and Poewe's New Religions as GlobafCultures, Emoth
notes that "[unfominately], it is Dave Hunt and Constance Cumbey who are cited by
Hexharn and Poewe as representative of Christian anticult writers" (Enroth 1997).
Whether this is an accurate rdection of Hexham and Poewe's work or not, as has been
argued here, the ciifference between Hunt, Cumbey, and the more "legitimate" antidt

apologists is merely one of degree. Enroth, however, demonstrates once again that the
commonness of internecine questioning of legitirnacy and authority within the Christian

anticult community. Cumbey' s work may have the least literary merit of any surveyed so

far, but it has had a distribution and an impact which far exceeds its value in this regard.
While he quite correctly finds a nurnber of faults with Hidden Dangers of the Rainbuw,
Cumbey's book is still the first one Groothuis recornmends for fùrther reading in

Unmaking the New Age (Groothuis 1986: 189). And it was Hidden Dangers (and the
attendant lechire videos) which opened Vicki Frost's eyes to the perils of the New Age;

Cumbey had served to sensitise the edges of Frost's proximate threshold of instability and
eventually led to a court case which divided Hawkins County. As well, Curnbey is
regularly quoted on "The Cutting Edge" radio program as an authority on the New Age
and the New World Order?'
Responding to a friend's assertion that the Bible should be censored because of its
negative portrayal of the Antichrist, the problem of practical life for Cumbey came into

focus.
That statement literally changed the course of my He, causing me to lay
aside my law practice and concentrate on researching and exposing the
New Age Movement. Ifindeed there is a movement afoot that is larger
than Eastern religions and larger than the gargantuan enterprise describecl
in The Apmim, Cocwpiracy, then we need to expose it for what it is!
The Christian world-myself included-has been blissfully asleep for far
too long. It is time that somebody sounds the alann-awaking sleeping
Chnstians to this Movement and waniing innocent participants to corne out
of it. (Cumbey 1983 :34)

'Rïhe opemors of the Cutting Edge webnte and waLly radio biondcasi write: uWebeiieve cm
site represents the most complcte, concise and comp~btnsivtsource of information availablc which deab
with the Biblicaî prapbecy of The New World ûrder. Our Christian organizationis a fiindamCata1
indeptrsdtni Baptist Church outreach mïnisüy. WCan dedicaîcd to the Scripnircs as the only mlation of
God and His Son, Jesus Christ* (~http~/www.cutîingedge.orgP,
electronic document).

8.3.2 Texe Marrs

Hecate 's L m describes itself as "Canada's International Pagan Magazine."

Published quarterly according to the major seasons of the Neopagan ~ e a rit,is~an~
eclectic collection of poetry, ariicles, persond joumey narratives, artwork, and book
reviews for the Neopagan comrnunity. In 1995, one of the contributors to Hecae 's Lmm,

a Wiccan solitary living on Vancouver Island, reviewed New Age Cufts md Religions, by
Christian anticult apologist and conspiracy theorist extruordiinaie, Texe Marrs (cf also
Abanes l996:205-7)."1 picked up the book out of curiosity," writes Linda Doerksen, '90

perhaps find out about other religious systems, and in doing so received the shock of my
life" (199537).Following a brief and not inaccurate description of Marrs's book,
Doerksen gives her own reaction to it. "1 felt as Eall my panic buttons had been punched.
I no longer want to be out of the broom closet, with the risk of meeting someone like the

author of this book. Fear, anger, and anger at being afiaid have invaded my IXe in a way 1
have never experienced" (Doerksen 1995:38).
It is not inconceivable that Texe Marrs would take great deiight in the reaction his
work generates in men and women such as Doerksen. For, if Groothuis represents the

most rational and academic of the anticult apologists dealing with phenomena of the New
Age, Mans (and his wife, Wanda; cf W.Mans 1989) occupies the point on the spectrum
'?.e., Sambain, Imbolc, Beltaine, and L a m . Accordiog to its Statement of Rnposc,
"Hecate's Loom exists for the purpose of providing a forum for the creaîhe expressions of Paganism
indusiveof Witchcraft, Goddcss spûituaiity, Gaia coIISCiousness,- S
and 0 t h Eartb-b9sed
reiigious philosophies. We maintain the belief that Divine Naturc includes both fcminine and mrrceuiine
aspects, (both Goddess and Gd). We endom no particular form d Paganism but support toleraoct,
communication, and the freedom to explore individual paths. Our coilective goal is to perfotm
transformational magic withui the Pagan community, ôy way ofcontn'buting to knowledge anâ
understanding concerniag Papluiism and the Craftn (Hecate 's h m ,Lammas 1995,3).

farthest from rationality and academic integrity. Together, Texe and Wanda Marrs are the
CO-foundersof Living Tmth Ministries, an anticult newsletter and self-publishing ministry
based in Austin, T e ~ a s . ~A"former U.S. Air Force officer, Marrs relies on the darkest of
uitra-right wing conspiracy theories and the narrowest of Scriptural interpretations to
support his vision that we are living in the end-times feared (and welcomed) by many
fundamentalist Christians. Evemhing which challenges the fundamentalist subjective
construction of reality is a part of the Satanic plot to subdue the Earth, and its only true
guardians-Christians like Texe and Wanda Marrs.
"Pity and have mercy on the children, and pray for their protection," he writes in

Ravaged by the New Age: Satcm 'sPian io Destroy Our Kids, 'because Satan-the Father
of Lies and the grotesque inventor of al1 wickednes-as

targeted the innocents for

bondage, pain and destruction" (T. Marrs 1989:13). Sounding very much like Larson,
Mans concludes that "[abundant] evidence exists that the startling hidden agenda of the

Evil One calls for total world domination by the year 2000" (T. Marrs 1989:13). Wanda
Mans wntes similarly in New Age Lies to Wumen.
I feel it imperative to emphasize once again that to become an incarnation
of the G o d d e s ~ be
o rnolded in her i m a g G s to become demonpossessed. It is Satan's ultimate goal to possess every woman and every
human being. It is a goal he has already achieved with millions of people,
and many more are to corne in these last days. Satan considers women
merely as larnbs for the slaughter. (W. M a m 1989:177)
Ever alert for satanic conspùacy, Marrs asks, for example, in an article

" ' ~ h ewebsite for Living Truth Ministries and Ffashpoinr,the montMy newsletter produced by
the Mans, can be accessed at http://www.texemans.com.
It offets a complete archive of pst issues of

Ffashpoint.

representative of his newsletter, "Does the Walt Disney corporate logo conceal three
cleverly disguised W - t h u s , 666?' ( M a n s l997c:2). MindfÙl of the litigious nature ofien
fundamental to large corporations,'* Marrs is careful to avoid anything which wdd be

construed as libel. That is to Say, he always either fiames potentially libelous statements as
open-ended questions or possibility statements, or else places potentially darnning
"evidence" in the mouths of unnamed others-"fiiends of the ministry" who d l , write, or
e-mail Mans with their "information." In the above mentioned article, in addition to Walt
Disney, he names Lucent Technologies ("formerly AT&T's Bell Labs''-"Some

say it

stands for Lucifer's Enterprises" warrs 1997c:11);'~ Reebok International, which
"recently gave one of its lines of women's running shoes the telling name, Incubus (Marrs
1997c:1); HoneyweU, which "is reportedly pushing a pro-homosenid philosophy," and
%as, for years, had a subsidiary Company based in Europe named-believe

not-lucifer

it or

Mmfacturing!" (Mm1997c: 1); Microsoft, which is apparently under the

corporate covers with "Soviet Cornmunist m
a
i
l G~rbachev'~(Mans
1997c:1); and

Apple Cornputers, with its famous "bite-out-of-the-apple" logo. "But," asks Marrs, "have

'=ln 1992, the town of Fort MELeoQ Alberta, asked the Walt Disney Corporation for pewission
to theme theit annual Santa Claus Parade a "DisneylandChristmas." They were &nicd permission by

lawyers for the corporation, and subsequentiy held the event as a "Magic Christmas" (Strachan 1998).
Two years later, the Walt Disney Corporation successfiilly sucd Wcst Edmonton Mali in Edmonton,
Alberta, on the grounâs of copflght infriagement. Accotding to Travis Reynolds, Attractions Markeiing
Manager for WEM, "the Suprcme Court of Canada dmded on Thursday, August 11,1994, to stop West
Edmonton Mal1 from using its indoor fiin park named 'Fantasyland.' Tbert was no money exchangcd
betwœn Wait Disney Productions and the Triple Fie Corporation. Howcvcr. Wcst Edmonton Mal1 sptnt
more than $5 million dollars to change signage, mercbandise, and promotional material" (Reynolds
1998). The name of the amusement park was changed h m " F a n ~ l a n â ta
n "Galaxylaad"

3a~chially,according to the Luœnt Technologies &te, it was not formcrly Bcii Labs, which
still exkts as a separate entîty, but the W m s and technology division of AT&T (cf.<httpYhvww.
luœnt.com/internet/wp9. hW>).
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Bill Gates and Microsofi linked up with a devilish Company in Apple?" (Mam 1997~:
1).

According to Marrs, when Apple CO-foundersStephen Jobs ("a weird, New Age gurutype" [1997c:2]) and Steven Woniak (''also an advocate of Aquarian Age culhue"
[1997c:2]) "first marketed their eariiest, crude personal computer, they put a pnce tag of
$666 on the product. 666!Coincidental-or on pwpose? Y m decide" (1997c:2).'" There

is, of course, no supporting documentation offered for any of these claims. Furiher, Marrs
names, but does not directly accuse of New Age conspiracy, Proctor & Garnble; America

On-Line and CBS, both of which have "a pyramid with an dl-seeing eye inside it" as their
logo (1997c:2); Intel, Satum, Shell Oil (whose "logo appears to be the golden sheU of

Aphrodite, the goddess who, pagan legend says, rose from the sea" [1997c:2]), and
Texaco Oil (whose logo "displays the Egyptian Tau cross in a black and red coloration"
[1997~2).

In January 1999, citing "an unfair, politically-directed attack by the Interna1
Revenue SeMce" (Marrs 1999:l), which made him fael as though he were "in Soviet
Russia, in Castro's Cuba, or in Hitler's Nazi Gennany" (Marrs 1999:1)-Marrs and his
wife launched a new mlliistty: "Power of Prophecy." This venture he claims is "totaüy fi=ee

of IRS and Big Brother govemment controi, a ministry not tid to the IRS's wntrolled
501(c)3 [i.e., tax exempt] status [for reiigious organisations]" (Marrs 1999:2). Marrs

assures his supporters: "Not one word will ever be edited out or censored by the IRS or
the feds. 1 guarantee it" (1999:2).

3% similar manwr, Cumbey castigates author Duane Elgin (d.Elgin 1981), who "malces bis
New Age Mavernent biases clear. He bighiy recomrnends Ram Dass' Be Hem Now (seîis for $6.661)"

(1985:M).

For Marrs, as for Cumbey,the problem of practicd life is clear.

The New Age appean to be the instrument that Satan will use to catapult
his Antichrist to power. Once he is f i d y entrenched, he will unite all cults
and religions into one: the New Age World Religion. When Christians
refiise to be initiateci into this Satanic religious system, they will be dealt
with very harshly. Many will be put to death. The New Age is working
hard today to set up an environment of hatred toward Chnstians and what
they stand for, so the public mood will be ready when the Antichrist begins
his brutal anti-Christian programs. (Marrs 1987:26Z)
8.3.3 Gospel Light Publications

In 1 963, Gospel Light Pubiications of Glendale, California, published a srnall
pamphlet which they said "may be used as an elecîive Sunday School course, for Sunday
evening fellowship, rnidweek Bible study classes, and for Vacation Bible School for
adults" (Chris~ianity1963: inside front cover). Designed as a thirteen-week study for
adult students, the first session is entitled: "Christianity the True Religion" (Christimity

1963:3-7). The umarned author notes in the beginning that the "true Christian fàith, of

which we shall speak here, cornes under the heading of Protestantism" (ChriManiiry
1963:3). M e r a bnef exposition of the historical trajectory ikom the apostolic church

through Roman Catholicism (which later apostatised)to the "recovery of the apostolic
f a ' (i.e., Protestantism; Christirni& 1963:3), under "Thoughts to be Remembared" the
student is rerninded that "Chrîstianity has its absolutes . . . Note a few of our absolutes"

(Christimity 1963:6). The first of these absolutes r d s : &'TheBible is the infallble Word
of God and the ody nik of faith and practice. It is the tme nile by which we measure al1
other reügions to determine their vaiidity" (Christian@ 1963:6). Indeed, summarising the
twelve lessons which the students have encoumered, the author condudes tâat "[every]

cult has a defective view of the Bible . . . Every Bible-believer must understand that one's
attitude toward the Word of God makes al1 the difference. If one is not right at this point,

he is not apt to be right at other strategic doctrinal points" (Christimity 1963:62).
83.4 The Spiritual Countedeits Project

According to its website, since 1973, the Spitituai Counterfeits Project (Berkeley,
CA) "has been a frontline ministry confionthg the occult, the cults, and the New Age

movement and explaining why they are making an impact on our society."Like so many of
the anticult apologistq the SCP maintains that "[in] the name of truth, sophisticated ües
are fed to unwary people who live in and shape our ~ o r l d . " Begun
~ ~ ' originally "as a
ministry of the Berkeley Christian Coalition which was a Jesus movement originating in

the wunter-culture of the 1960s" (Hexharn 19%1:1). the Spiritual Countdeits Project
publishes both the SCP Newsletter and the SCP JountaI, as well as topic specific books,
pamphlets, and occasional papers. Recounting the history of the SCP, the editon of their
website state that "SCP has become a Christian think-tank comprised of people who have
spent years on various spiritual paths before becorning Christians. They are wnsidered
some of the most giffeâ people in the field.'"= Such a daim is not uniike that of th& main

cornpetion, the Christian Research Institute. However, as Hexham has pointed out with
respect to th& dubious use of "a~thorities,"~"the question is also begged here:

'*'"Often the Project's appeal is to un-named authorities,"writes Hcxham. "Whn, however, thy
do name them more oftcn than not thcy arc peuple Wrt John Ked, who is not a fccognizeû acadunic and
to descrii him as a 'most respectai mearcher' kgs the question 'mpected by wbom7' His alrpal is to
W O heaLs and not xholars" (19819). Harham has a similar, though l e s strident, siiticism of tbc S B ' S
appeal to the work of meûicai sociologist Ron Emth as an authority on the dology of religion and the

"considered some of the most gifted by whom? Indeed, the point of the title of Hexham's
essay, "Calling the Kettle Black," becomes clear when he points out, despite their explicit
protestations of evangelical orthodoxy, "the depth of the cornmitment of leading members
of the Project to Eastern metaphysics" (Hexham 198 1:9). Relying on transcripts of
lectures given by Project directors, Hexham writes that "[at] this point it may be tempting
to conclude that members of the Spirituai Counteneits Project are conning the evangelical
community with their dubious orthodoxy" (198 1:9).He continues: "But there is no need
to jump to this conclusion. Once it is reaiised that they have more in cornmon with UFO
cults than the rational theology of the Southern Baptists or the Christian R e f o d Church
it becomes clear that they display al1 the characteristics of a witchcraft sociny" (Hexham
198 1:9). This quite enraged the SCP and in 198 1 Hexharn was threatened with a lawsuit if

he pursued publication of the essay (Hexham 1998). However, for his definition of a
"witchcraft socieîy," Hexham relied not on popular convention, but on the work of

Northwestem University anthropologist Mary Douglas. In N e a l SymboZs, Douglas

Nwe have social units whose extemai boundaries are clearly rnarked,
whose intenial relations are confûseû, and which persist on a srnall scale,
then we should look for the active witchcraft type of cosmology . . . some
general characteristics ofthese beliefs. First, to accuse of w i t c h d is to
accuse of evil practice on a wsmic scele . . . He is associated symboLically
with the reverse of the way that a normal human lives . . . Above dl, he is a
deceiver, someone whose extemal appearmce does not automatidy
betray his interor nature . . . .
A closer look at the symbolism of witchcraft shows the dominance of
symbols of hside and outside . . . thus there are four general charactaistics
of the witchcraft wsmology: the idea of the bad outside and the good
nature of alternative rcligious movcmcnts.

inside, the inside under attack and in need of protection, human wickedness
on a cosmic scale, and these ideas used in political manipulation. (Douglas
[ 19701 1996: 1 1 1, 1 12-3)3gg

While Hexham compares Douglas's example of the Exclusive Brethren (cf

Douglas [ 19701 1996:1 13-6) to the Spiritual Counterfeits Project (Hexham 1981: 19 n.3 5).

Douglas's mode1 is readily applicable to many of the anticult apologists and their
ministries. In his article, Hexham concludes:
The lifestyle of members of the Spiritual Counterfeits Project is antiauthoritarian. But, their solution to the problem of cults is authoritarian.
For this reason we may conclude that whatever the future holds it seems
certain that the Spiritual Counterfeits Project is unlikely to attain its goals
in eliminating cults from Amencan society. This is because the lifestyle of
its members contnbutes to the social situation which gives cults their social
dynamics in the first place. (Hexharn 198 1 : 15-6)
8.3.5 John Ankerberg and John Weldon

Based in Chattanooga, Tennessee, John Ankerberg'" operates the Ankerberg
Theological Research Institute and hosts a debate-format current events television
program (cf. <http://www.ankerberg.com>); John Weldon is the Senior Researcher for the
Ankerberg Institute. In their book, Cult Watch, Ankerberg and Weldon establish the
boundaries of their worldview with a lack of equivocation consistent with that displayed
by other Christian anticult apologists. "Our analysis of ail these beliefs," they write,

referring (somewhat haphazardly, it seems) to Momonism, iehovah's Witnesses, the

3 8 8the
0 ~concept of 'legitimate magic" (Le., that which f o m a part of the estabiished reügious
culture) versus "ïüegitimate magicn (Le., that which is proscribed by the estabiished retigious culture),
see, for example, Briggs 1996; Flint 1991, Kiass 1995:88-97, Thomas 197l:27-57.
3'9~nkerbergwas instrumental in the downfall of the ETL empire built by Jim and Tammy Faye
Bakker. It was at his instigation that the socalled "Matthew 18" lener was drafted, which called Bakker
to account for a number of indiscretions Cf. Hadden and Shupe 1988: 10- 1;Martz 1988: 117-8. 1524;
Shepard 199 1:492-7,53530.

Masonic Lodge, the New Age movement, Spiritism, Astrology, Occultism, and the
Positive Confession movement, "bas been based upon Our personal conviction that the
Bible alone constitutes God's revealed word and that a Christianity based upon it alone is
fully tnie" (Ankerberg and Weldon 1991:viü). Recognising the tension this might manifest,

they continue that there are "those who think we are being too 'narrow' in holding to
biblical exclusivism" (199 1:viii-ix). They offer three reasons why just such an exclusivist
position towards the Bible is both appropriate and required. "First, this was the attitude of
Jesus Christ Himself . . . and Jesus proved Himselfan infallible authority by resurrecting
fiom the dead (Ankerberg and Weldon 1991:ix). Relying on the twin vectors of belief in
the resurrection of Jesus as an historical, physical event (for which appropriate biblical

passages are cited), and an interpretation of the ontological significance of this belief,
Ankerberg and Weldon locate the authority with which they invest the Bible in theû
particular construction of the reality and significance of Jesus. "Second," they continue,

"what we accept as true in a religious sense is really a rnatter of the historical and logical
evidence" (Ankerberg and Weldon 1991:ix); that is, they believe what they believe

because it is consistent with the evidence to which they have attended and accord'ig to
the manner in which they have attended to it. Put differently. for Ankerberg and Weldon,
the subjective reality which they inhabit is actually and entirely congruent with objective
reality as it is.

"Third," they remark, "it is neither being 'narrow' to reject other reiigions and
belefs [sic], nor necessarily being 'broad' and 'open-mindeci' to accept them" (Ankerberg
and Weldon 1991 :ix). Ultimately, for Ankerberg and Weldoa, it reduces to a very

common dichotomy among Christian anticultists; that is. "without an absolute standard by
which to judge other beliefs, practices, and actions, al1 of us are uncertain, floundering in a
sea of relativism" (1 99 1:ix). Indeed, according to this worldview, in a passage very
reminiscent of Jeny Faiwell, the eflects of biblicai abandonment are clear and abundant.
What some people may not understand is that the ciramatic increase in
unorthodox religions*plus the increase of modem social problems (dnigs,
crime, abortion, corruption in politics and business, the economy, AIDS,
etc.), are really symptoms reflecting a deeper and more serious social
condition: defection fiom the God of the Bible. Consider that the entire
process of emerging social disintegration occurring around us would
probably never have exiaed if the majority of our culture had not
abandoned God but rather had turned to Christ for salvation, been
regenerated, and consequently adopted the basic pnnciples of biblical
morality and a biblical worldview. (Ankerberg and Weldon 1991:iü)
8.3.5 Robert M. Bowman, Jr.
As noted above, Robert Bowman,Jr. was a special projects editor with the

Christian Research Institute until a wdid with current CRI president Hank Hanegraaff
. ~ to
~ leaving the CRI,however,
resulted in Bowman leaving the CRI in ~ 9 9 2Pnor

Bowman published a number of books through Baker Book House, some under a special
imprint, "A CRI Book" (Bowman 1989% 1989b, 1991). In the context of anticult
apologists considered to this point, though, Bowman is a curious mixture of certainty and

During his many years at the CRI,which began around 1985, he held various

'%wman believes he was mngfiiiiy tcrminateâ h m the CRI by HanL HanegmE In a letter
Bowman wote to a lawyer acting on behaif of the CR& he reiterats this cfaim, adding that the " G m p
[for CRI Accountability] includes people who were eitber unfairly terminatcd or who 1eft CIU to avoid
bararmvator o t h r abuse h m [sic] evevcryyear since Mr.HanegraaffbccPmc Residcnt of CRI (and t h
is only a portial listing . . .)" (Bowman 1994a:6). Bowman is included unda the Gmup for CRI
Accountability listing for "1992."

positions fiom the Special Projects Editor to the CO-hostof the "Bible Answer Man" radio
programme. Unlike certain of his anticult colleagues, however, including the CRI founder
Walter Martin, Bowman is retuctant to use the word "cult" with the careless abandon so
common to many. "[In] my judgment," Bowman writes in Orthodoxy and Heresy, "the
time has come to admit that using the word mlf to refer to socially mainstream religious
groups that espouse heresy is counterproductive. When refemng to heretical religious
groups, 1 prefer to cal1 them heretical religions, or pseudo-Christian religions, or heretical
sects. These labels are more descriptive and less prejudicial than the label of cult"
(Rowrnan 1992:1 13-4). While the manner in which "heretical tradition" or "heretical sect"
is "less prejudicial" than "cult" is unclear, Bowrnan's analysis appears to have been
informed by the work of Stark and Bainbridge, in which "cult" is a measure of tension
within the surrounding culture as opposed to a label applied to al1 those who east outside
one's own religious primary group.
However, his less stnngent application of the word "cult" aside. Bowman is as
unequivocal as the rest when it cornes to the main cognitive boundary markers of the
fundarnentalist Christian pnmary group. Earlier in the sarne book, he States (and in stating
demonstrates either little knowledge or little acceptance of mainstream Christian
ecumenicism since the tum of the twentieth ~ e n t u r y )that,
~ ~ ' "[afmost] everybody who
39 1

In their preface to The Myfh of Christian Uniqueness, editors John Hick and Paul Knitter
write: "Christianity,of course, is unique in the precise and iiteral sense in which every reiigious tradition
is unique-namely that there is only one of it and that there is therefore nothing else exactiy Mce it. But in
much Chnstian discourse, 'the uniqueness of Christianity' has taken on a larger mythological meaning. It
has corne to signifL the unique definitiveness, absoluteness, nonnativeness, superiority of Christianity in
cornparison with other religions of the world. It is this mythologid sense of the phrase, with al1 that goes
with it, that we are criticizing in this book" (Hickand Knitter 1987:Mi). SMarly, Kiing and Moltmann,
as editors of an "ecurnenid issue of Concilium" write that their enterprise "has set itseif arnbitious targets

acknowledges Jesus Christ in some way will agree that those who completely and
explicitly reject Jesus Christ are lost" (Bowman 1992:23).As well, in one of three books
Bowman has addressed to the Jehovah's Witness cornmunity and to Chnstians who may

encounter Jehovah's Witnesses (Bowrnan 1989a, l989b, 1991 ), he notes that there are
"some indispensable principles that spell out in detail the significance of confessing the
inspired truth of the Bible" ( 1991 : 19). Four of these "indispensable principles" are of

interest here.
The first is one which has been encountered in every anticult apologist: "The Bible,
as the Word of God. is inerrant, or without error (Matt. 5: 17- 18; John 1O : X ; 2 Tim.
3: 16). Any teaching, then, that denies or undermines biblical inerrancy is to be rejected"
(Bowman 199 1: 19). Second, while he is never explicit in this regard, Bowrnan makes it

clear that he includes al1 of human activity (not simply that which is, or which claims to be
Christian) as falling within the purview of Biblical authority. "The Bible is the standard by
which al1 human teachings, even of God's people in leadership, are to be tested (Acts

One of the logical mechanisms employed by many of the anticult apologists is the

fallacy of limited alternatives. Issues are h e d in such a way as to provide ody a lirnited

number of options for resolution. This allows the bounding of debate, the proactive

in so far as it proposes to set Christianity off against the four great world religions simultaneously. It aims
to: 1. look at Christianity in mirrors held up ta it by representatives of the four great world religions:
Islam, Hinduism, Buddhsm and Chinese religion; 2. to take the measure of the challenge posed to
Christians by these fout great world religions and to do so from the point of view of Christian theologians;
3. To indicate the concrete ways in which Chnstians and non-lhristians are already collaborating with
each other in ihe world" (Kiing and M o î t m a ~1986:ix). See also Knitter 1985; Küng, van Ess, von
Steitencron, and Bechert 1986; Samartha 199 1.
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direction of the discussion towards the resolution desired by the writer. In this, the third
"indispensable pnnciple," Bowman is no exception. "Since God wishes his word to be
understood by dl who seek the tnsth, the Bible must be assumeci to be clear. The
alternative is to regard the Bible as an esoteric book that can only be understood by a
priestly caste or ecclesiastical elite" (Bowman 1991:21). Engaging the fdacy of limited
alternatives begs the question of Bowman: Why are these the only alternatives?
Finally, in an assertion which demonstrates yet and again the interpretative
circularity of which Ken Wilber cornplains, Bowman concludes that "[since] God m o t
üe (Titus 1:2), his word c m o t deceive; therefore, the words of Scripture must be

considered a reliable expression of the word of God" (Bowman 1991:23). Why can God
not lie? Because we believe what the Bible says about Goci, therefore the Bible is inerrant.
Put differently, yet again the Bible is true because it says it is.
In the prefatory materiel to each of his three books about the Jehovah's Witnesses,

Bowman follows many of his colleagues in anticult apologetics. He is careîui to point out
that his aim is not to insult or denigrate Jehovah's Witnesses, siiply to point out where
their views have led them into error. In Udrstanding Jehovuh h 'siniesses, he maintains
that "[actuaily], this is not really an 'anti-Witness' book. I am not an ex-Jehovah's Witness

(and therefore am not an 'apostate') and am not writing this book to tear down the
Witnesses" (Bowman 1991:7). Apparently, for Bowman, these are the criteria by which an
"anti-Witness" book is evaluated. He does point out, however, that 4 do think

evangelicals have the tnith, and not Jehovah's Witnesses" (Bowman 1991:8).

8.4 Summary

That one group has the truth and another (or every other) does not is the basic

principle underpinning Christian anticult apologetics. This chapter has presented the views
of only a very few of the Christian anticult apologists operating in North America, and
located them dong a spectrum fiom the more credulous (e-g.,van Baalen, Martin, and

Groothuis) to the incredulous (e.g.. Larson, Cumbey,and Marrs). There are a number-a
great number-whom

space limitations prevent examining in any detail. Most, however,

exhibit subjective constructions of redity symmetrical with those presented here and in
Chapter Seven. As noted above though, however difEerently they rnay artidate their
particular response to them, Christian fundamentalists such as Falwell and Frost, van
Baalen and Martin, Cumbey and M m ,as well as the other anticult apologists considered
to this point blame such current crises in society as they perceive on the failure of people
to adhere to the laws and requirements of God as laid down in the Bible. Although
manifesting itself in more overtiy violent (or potentiaily violent) ways, similar contentions
underpin the Christian Reconstruction and Christian Identity movements (cf. Abanes 1996;

Barkun 1997; Dees 1996; Dyer 1997; Remis 1995; Ridgeway 1995; RobbUw and Palmer
1997; Tabor and Gallagher 1995; Zeskind 1986).

For al1 the anticult apologistq however, the problem ofpracticai Ife is clear:
Christianity is under siege, and, in response to that, they are producing a massive amount

of materiai in an effort to repair that breach in their world.

Chapter Nine

The Berean Call:
Subjective Construction of Reality in the Work o f Dave Hunt,
Part One

The faith is under aftack &y any det~ialojeither the inerrancy. mflciency
or sole uurhortty of G d ' s Word.
-Dave Hunt-

9.1 Introduction

To this point consideration has been given to a rather broad spectmm of Christian
anticult apologetics. The following four chapters will pursue a more cornprehensive

investigation of one particular apologist-Dave

Hunt. Living and working in Bend,

Oregon, Hunt is a prolific writer, a sought-afier conference speaker, and the founder of
The Berean Cal1 discemment ministry. What makes Hunt different fiom and arguably more
interesting than many of the other anticult apologists is that a discreet analysis of his work
is virtually impossible. That is, one cannot separate out the anticult material from the anti-

New Age as one could, for example, with Manin or Groothuis or Decker. Hunt's antiCatholicism is of a piece with his criticism of secular (and Christian) psychology,
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sociology, and hard science in that both serve identical purposes within his subjective
constniction of reality; any abstraction of one fkom the other would be entirely artificid.
Likewise, what Hunt interprets as the occult invasion of modem culture is little different
than the similar invasion he perceives in the Christian church; both are components of
what Hunt calls the "great delusion." Similar to Mans and Curnbey, Hunt's analyses of aU
these phenomena constitute a single problem of practical life which is located within both
his fundamentalist construction of reality and the particular dispensational eschatology at

work in that construction. Whereas Martin identifiai "the rise of the cults" as an
existentid and theological threat to Christianity, Hunt sees them both as that andas an
integral part of a Satanic plot to bnng about a one-world govenunent and a one-woddreligion. Whereas Groothuis wants his readers to make a rational choice for Christianity
based on his presentation of what he feels is better evidence for the veracity of the
Christian faith and his nihilation of worldviews which conflict with it, Hunt presents his
readers with a scenario in which al1 the above phenomena play indispensable roles in a
predestined, end-thes melodrama.

In this aspect of the study, then, there are a number of vecton which must be
considered. What is the particular sociology of knowledge which underpins Hunt's work?
Does it conforni to a fundamentalist Christian construction of reaIity? 1s it different than
other fundamentalisms?Does bis Christian fùndamentaiism operate as the governing
ideology according to which Hunt wrîtes and in the service of which he shapes his

message? What are the particuiar problems of practicai üfe to which his work responds?

How do they htegrate with his subjective construction of reality? Does he have a
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particular target audience for whom he acts as significant other, and is there a particular

reaction he seeks to generate or invoke in that audience? How does he support the
subjective construction of reality in the face of the problem? Does he manipulate his
idormation according to the correlates identified in the propaganda model? 1s his use of

these manipulations systematic? That is, if those manipulations in which he does engage
were removed. would their removal compromise the argument he rnakes?

Put differently, notwithstanding whatever tenn he may use to desaibe bis work,
does an analysis of his writings and other matenal disclosepropagararla-.information
manipulated in the seMce of ideology and aimed at a particular target audience for a

specific purpose?
This chapter wiil offer a prelUninary examination of Dave Hunt and his writings,
ident* his target audience, and consider the primary aspect of his subjective constniction

of reality, the inerrancy, infallibility, and insuperability of Scripture.
9.2 Dave Hunt (1926 )
According to biographical information provided on The Berean Call website?=
Dave Hunt was raised in the Plymouth Brethren and "enjoyed the advantages of a godly

~ p b r i n g i n g . "He
~ ~became
~
a Christiar+that is, "placed his trust in Jesus Christ as his

personal Savior and Lord"-jus prior to entering high s c h 0 0 1 . ~ ~
There followed a university degree in mathematics, marriage to his wife,
3%s noted above (d. pp. 19-20), numefous wrinen and electronic nquegsfor an interview witb
Hunt were denied due to the nature of Hunt's schedule.
393*~iographical
Information" (43ttp://www. th-.org/biopage
1.pdf,, ekctmnic
document).
39C~iograPhidInformation" (<Http:/l
. . . /bicpagel.pdf, clecbonic dommeni).

Ruth, the birth of four children, and a career as CPAlmanagement
consultant and, later, management of several corporations. During this tirne
Dave initiated and becarne involved in numerous campus ministries, with a
specid outreach to foreign students.
Although consistently active in church-related ministry, Dave's buniing
desire was to serve God fulltirne. Beginning in 1973, that desire found
fulfillment through his authorship and CO-authorshipof rnany books dealhg
with the incursion into Western culture and religion, and finally the church
itself, of Eastern as well as psychological and selfist philosophies, New Age
thinking, ecurnenism between Catholics and Protestants, and other heretical
tea~hings.~~'

Since entering the sometimes turbulent waters of anticuit apologetics, he has been
aitemately admired and reviled for his work3%used as a reliable source by some3* and
questioned as to his reliability by ~ t h e r s . In
~ ~response
'
to an Internet request among
Christian apologists for information a d o r opinions about Hunt,a member of Moriel

mi ni strie^^^ responded: "Jacob Prssch [Director of Moriel Ministries1 does regard Dave
3gs~~iographical
Information" (<Http://
. . . hiopgel .pdf>, electronic document). Beyond this
little biographical information is amilable. According to Hunt's executive assistanî, the "closest to Davc's
personal testirnony is found in his early autobiography, On the Brink (1972), long out of print and long
out of stock herew(Kish 1998). On the Brink pmed to be uoavailable.
3gd~lthoughhc 1s often at variance with some of today's prominent Christian Icadcrs, the
volume of mail Dave receives attests to the fact that the Cnith, uncompromisingly taught, is making a red
impact on hearh and lives" ("Biographicai Informationn<Http:ll . . ./biopagcl.pdP, electronic

document).
397~mthuis
writes, for example, "Mr. Hunt is a good rescarçher and ir on top of the New Age
mwement. Even those who don? agree with bis end-time emphasis and connection of tbe New Age
mwement with Nazism wiîl benefït h m his workw(1986: 190). Of The Cult &plosion, while he points
out that this "book does not deal witb the cults individuaüy or in a sistematic way," Larson writcs tbat it
is "[a] thoroughly scripturai, psychological, and sociological penqccîhe on tht rise of the culîsw
(19%9a:483).

3g%orexample, in "Gettîng a measure on New Age critiques," Hcxhpm notes that "Hunt mslrcs
somt good points and displays an uncanny knack of identiîying the gencrai drift uf papilar culture. But,
he nrins his case with half-baked ideas and a £ailute to appreciate what is realiy being said I am never
entirely sure if 1can trust his reports" (1990: 14).
399
Acoording to thtu wcbsite "Statcment of Purpose," Moricl Minisuies "socfcs to evangclizc
people of other faiths, beginning with the lews, but including Modems, Roman Catholics and mcmbers of
0 t h cults . . . Moriel seeks to uphold biblical authority, sound doctrine, and Christian intcgriîy in the
face of the onsiaught of deception, theological h
i ecumnism, type, and hercsy ovcrtakingmuch
of the Evangelical churchn (<http://srs.sgi.netl-morieh-purp.html~,
clecbroaïc documcnt).

highly, dong with his teachings. As a matter of fact, Jacob was just recently at the

Ex-Cathoiïcs For Cbrist Conference, held in California, with Dave" (Rogers 1997). James
White, on the other hand, a Baptist anticuh apologist (and fellow anti-Roman Catholic; cE

White 1990), notes that "Dave is a wonderful guy, but he's not a scholar. A lot of his stuff

is good, but some of it is substandard. He ofien uses arguments against others that would
apply to his own position as weli" (White 1997)? "1 consider Dave Hunt to be an

orthodox Christian, though I do not endorse his works,"writes former CRI researcher
Rob Bowman (Bowrnan 1997).*' Steve Van Natten, the editor of the Balaam's Ass

%s

same criticism can also apply to White and other anticult apologisb. For example, in

Confonting the New Age, Groathuis writes of "the tendency of three New Age-orientecl bodrs . . .to

'mega-hypc the pseudo-facts' through several methods" (1988:200). He daails five of these mcthods:
"Proofby Assertion . . . Proof by Anecdote or Global Gossip-Gathering . . . Hyper-Extended Novelty or

E.xagger-trend . . . Pseudo-Data . . . Presurnptive but Plausible Inter-relatedness" (1988:200). In the
chapter immediately preceding, however, Groothuis condemns the fhnw de-playing @me, Dungeons
and Dragons, concluding "the game has developed a cult foliowing, in addition to king used in mmy
public schools, despite the fact that it has been associated with numerous homicides and suicides"
(1988:185). His source for the comment on the gamc's use in scbmls is Phyllis Schlafly, who " I d the
battle to defeat the proposecl Equai Rights Amendment" (Hadden and Shupe 1988: 161) and whom Martin
identifies as "the best-known woman in the Republican party (19%:81). While he criticises the "megahype" of the New Age movement for its use of "Pseudodata," Groothuis provides no context for
Schlafly's claim by which the relative signincance of the daim might be evaluatcd There is no ref-ce
given for Gmthuis' claims tbat the game is ^used in many pubiic schools" (as opposad to playai by
students during lunch hours) or that it has led to "numerous homicides and suicides."
"'This comment rrflecîs the official position of the Christian Resmrch institute on Hunt and his
work. One pcrson (which TBC acknowladgts is "rtprcscntativeof several reccnt inquiries")writing to The
Berean Cal1 quotes the CRI statement and asks for Hunt's comments on it. "1was shocired at the rtsponse
a friend tecently mivd h m Christian Reseach lnstitute (CRI)on a printcd f o m titled 'To answlcr
your question regarding Dave Hunt.' It stated , 'Although we consider Dave Hunt to be a brotber in
Chnst, we do not a p with his conclusions regardhg Roman Catholicism, psychology,
theories in the New Age, and a few other areas. Dave Hunt is not a scholar, and we feel t
hhe bas not
teseatctied these subjects thomghly and objectively.' W c n you aware of this standatd statementT (Hunt
1995c:3; on inquiring to CRI,the author received a similar statement). Hunt replies: "Yes. Several years
ago my publisher minplaincd to Ha& Hanegmffabout this stock rtsponsc and ht was m p p o d ï y going
to 'take care of it.' However, nothing was changed. 1 am saddened by such an
respome.
Actually, it says more about CRI than about me. I'm not a scholar? How is that Mineci? in spite of the
more tban ûûû footnotes in A W o m Rides the Beast, I'm not thorough in my re~eafch?"(199Sc:3). ).Iunt
concludes: "'ïheirnnal criticism is the harshest: ihat my work is not done 4~bjcctive~.*
As welî as being
incompetent, am 1 a h mfhk, dishouest, biaseâ, driven by emotion or bigotry'? Appartntîy CRI can even
pronouncejudgment upon my kart!" (1995c:3).

anticult website is somewhat less equivocd about Hunt, writing that "Dave Hunt has not
graduated. He has compted God's Word, added to it, and thrown in his lot with Christ
haters. Dave WLLL quickly repent, or we must consider him a pagan-an agent
provocateur fiom Satan and possibly the Jesuits" (Van Natten 1998)." Calvin Beisner,
associate professor of Interdiscipllliary Studies at Covenant College is more moderate: "1
have consistently found Hunt's writings to exemple bad logic, bad exegesis, inability to

understand fine distinctions, guilt by association, confusion of similar with identical things,

and on and on. 1 don't think his work is worth the t h e it takes to read it" (Beisner 1997).
Apparently, though, with al1 due respect to Beisner and the rest, significant numben of

other people think otherwise.
According to the publisher's notes on the revised edition of The Cod M&rs
(1994), Hunt's more than twenty books have combined sales in excess of three million

copies @ecker and Hunt 1994: back cover). A very respectable figure, by any standards.
His rniniary newsletter, The Bereun Call, daims a subscription list of over fifty thousaad.

In addition, publicity matenal nom his publisher (Harvesî House Publishers) adds that his
books "have been translated into more than 25 lmguages."" In response to a request for

4 0 2 ~ ~ i a o'snAm
t Speah, another electronic anticultjournal, bilis itscIf as -a jounal for p k fbîk
who lave the Lord Jesus Christ"(<http:lh.balaam~d~s.coln(joutnallbalaamhtm>,
electronic
dmment). Editor Van Natten writcs: This is a joumai for Bïùlc belicvtrs-Talkhg back to herctics
while enwmging the saints with good news . . . We are politicaily incorrect, but wc want to be biblically
correct al1 of the time. We use the King James Bible ody" (<http://www.balaams-asS.com/>, dactronic
document).
'03Huvai House Puôüshers, 'Bio Sketch: Dave Hunt," n.d A letter fiom bis arcnitive ossislani
concurs with this, noting that "most of his book sales are ovemas and Hantest House has iio connection
with thosc. ([Hunt] mcntioncd the figurc of 1 million in saics for Deah ofa Girm and an equal niimbrr
for Mission Possible)" (Kish 199ûb). It is unclear whethet the three W o n figure iacrudes these overseas
d e s which are not associated wiîh Hunt's North Ameri~ii~l
publisher. if they are not includcd in it, then
the total sales for Hunt's books is much higher than that three miiiion

information of total sales of Dave Hunt's books, Maunne Kish, Hunt's executive assistant
at The Berean Call, writes:
We continue to receive a large volume of mail from gratefùl readers
regarding al1 of Dave's books. For instance, 7he Serhrction of Christimlty,
which shocked many Christians when it first appeared in 1985, ody seerns
to have grown in interest as the issues addressed have escalated. Even his
out-ofop rint books, such as Peace, Prospriiry and the Coning Hohxuust
( 1983) and me Culi ErpIosion ( 1980)' are stiU eagerly requested. A
Woman Rides the Beast, even four years after its release in 1994,
engenders an ongoing crescendo of reader response. We expect Occuit
Invasion (1998) to equal it. (Kish 1998a)
While White and others may not consider him a scholar, Hunt is marketed as a
world authority on new religious movements and Christian apologetics. In his response to

the CRI statement about his work (see p.369 n.401 above), he disputes their daim that he

is not a scholar. "I'm not a scholaP' he asks, in what appears a rhetoical rnanner. "How
is that detïned? In spite of more than 800 footnotes in A Womm Rides the Beast, I'm not

thorough in my research?"unt

1995~3).SUnilarly, publisher's notes on the cover of his

first truly successfûl work, nie Cult Explosion (1980), identify Hunt as "an intemationally
recognized cult expert" (Hunt 1980: back aver). Besides his writing and l M g , which
takes hirn all over North Amenca in the course of a year, Hunt has smed on the "Board

of Reference" for 7îae Christian WorIdReport," and currenîly operates The Berean Cd,

his anticult mllllstry based in Ben4 ûregon.""
%iisbed
monthiy by hurbead and wifé, Peter and Patti Laloadc, 7Re Christion Worid Report
is a dispensationally based, pmphetically oriented newspaper which seeks to aîign current world events
with bibiid prophdes of the SOSallcd end-times. On the masthead of cach issue, as the nrst article
under "We Believe," is written: "WEBELIEVE the Bible to be the âivineiy inbreathed, idU%le,
inerrant and aiahontabive Word of God" Based on Rev. 20: 14-15, the last article offiiith is: "WE
BELIEVE in the etenial bleswlnesc of the reâeemed in heaven and the etemal doam of the unregumûe
in the lake of fh"(e.g., The Christian World Report, û c t o k r 1991,2).
<h n p : l h u w w . t h ~ d . o r g ~ .

9.2.1 The Problem o f Practical Life
Nowhere in his work does Hunt provide a denotative definition for what he

considers a "cult." Implicit in dl his work, however, and apprehended co~otativelyfiom
it, is the belief that anything which is not in strict alignment with what he interprets to be
orthodox Christianity is, by definition, a part of the Satanic plot to bring about the reign of
Antichrist. For Hunt, this also delineates the problem of practical life to which he has
addressed his work. In his latest book, Ocnrlt Invasion (1998f), he writes.
The occult has always been the foundation of non-Christian religions, and
it invaded Christianity when Constantine allegedly becarne a Christian and
wedded the church with paganism. Catholicism, which had its birth under
Constantine, has been involved in the occult ever since, not only in its
adaptation of pagan practices wherever it has spread but now in the more
overt ecumenism under John Paul 11. In their new partnership with Rome,
evangelids have opened thernselves M e r to the o c d t invasion.
The Mind Science cults such as Christian Science, Science of Mind.
Religious Science, and Unity School of Christianity openly embrace the
occult. Their brand of occultism invaded charisrnatic and Pentecostal
churches through the Positive Confession movement of Hagin, Copeland,
Cho, Wimber, Hinn,and other false prophas and healers . . .
AU these streams are now coming together through the ecumenical
movement. Its scope is unprecedented in human history. What we are
seeing can only be the great apostasy which Paul said must corne in order
for the Day of Christ to dawn and the Antichnst to be revealed. (Hunt
1W8f 567-8).
9.2.2. The Canon

Each of Hunt's non-fiction booksM6folîows a s M a r pattern. A particultir problem

of practicai üfe is addressed in the context of a collage of examples chosen to indicate the
ubiquity of the phenornenon and the danger represented by it. These exemples are woven

%t
has a h writttn two novels, Tho Archon Conspirocy (1989a; rccentiy re-issued by
W e s t House Pubikhers as The Mind Invaders)and Sonchiury of the Chosen (1992d), bath of which
flesh out his eschatologicaî vision in the context of fictionai nanative.

into Hunt's dispensational eschatology as supporting mechanismç of that eschatology.
Because the illustrations chosen are meant to form this particular pastiche, they are
necessady brief. emotionally potent, often oversimplified, and avoid any extended analysis
of the person, group, or movement under consideration.
The Cult Explosiorr (1980). for example, betrays its intent in the title. In it, Hunt

"[proposes] to trace the cornmon thread of decepiion that links the entire cult-occult
scene. An explanation must be Found for this underlying unity among cults that otherwise
appear to be at odds with one another" ( 1980:20). Peace. Prosperity, and the Cuming
Holoccmt (1983) follows this thread, but concentrates less on what Hunt labels "cults"

and more on the New Age. Here, he argues that the world will not end cataclysmically as
many dispensationalists believe. Rather, there will corne a time of false peace, false
prosperity, and false unity which is the signal that the Antichrist has arisen. "[This]is not
your ordinary gloom-and-doom book about Annageddon," he writes. "In fact, this is not
your ordinary book. If you have already read everything that is available on the subject of
prophecy, the Antichrist, and end-of-the-world scenarios, then you still have not read most

of what this book is about. Its premises and conclusions will startle you" (Hunt 1983 :7).'"'
1984 saw the publication of The God Makers, which Hunt CO-wrotewith anti-

Mormon Ed Decker (Decker and Hunt 1984) d e r the fiim of the same narne. It is the
*'ln 'Our Focus is Heaven," Hunt writes that world peace is hardly the vision of the m e
Christian. "Far h m hoping tojoin a cornmuni& ofgaluctic civilizutions, the Ciuistian Iooks forward to
the destruction of the present cosmos and the creation by God of a new universe that will be inhabited by a
new race of twiœ-bom children of Goâ, who have received Jesus Christ as Savior and tord and have been
made new creatutes in Him" (Hunt 1987~:
1). In this statement, he articulates what is arguably the
ultimate prirnary group-hdamentalist Christians and no one else. He writes similarly i n A Cup of
Trembling: T e s , the entire human race on earth must die. This world and the univene of which it is a
part must be completely destroyed. God m u t start al1 over again with a new racen (Hunt 1995aA43).

only book in the Hunt canon which is written for a target audience difFerent that

fundamentalist Chnstians. As noted in the consideration of Ed Decker (saabove, pp.3 1 18), 7he GodMakers generated almost as much controversy as Hunt's next book, me
Seduction of Christimiity (Hunt and McMahon 1985). In the introduction to the revised

edition (1994), Hunt and Decker describe the reaction to the film:

In one church in Colorado Springs, more than twice as many people
showed up for the film as the large church building wuld hold. Ed had to
teach on the lawn those who couldn't get in, preparing them for what they
would see in the film, while the film itself was being shown inside to the
first crowd. When the fiim was over, the crowds switched and Ed provideci
a question-and-answer time for the first crowd.
From city to city throughout the countiy, the story was the same. At one
time the film was being shown at over one thousand churches per month,
and entire cases of The GudMakers book were sold at almost every
showing.
Controversy and revival exploded everywhere Ed or Dave spoke.
Newspaper, TV, and radio coverage converged fkom every perspective and
viewpoint. Ministries such as Saints Alive could not keep up with the calls,
counseling, letters, and necessary foilow-up for those Mormons and others
who trusted in the true Jesus of the Bible.
The Mormon Church was taken by surprise by al1 of this, leamhg that its
careftliy constructed masquerade was exposed once and for al1 to the light
of tuth, and this time by people who wouldn't back down to pressure,
threats, and slander. (Decker and Hunt 1994:s-6)
Published in 1985, Hunt CO-authoredThe Seàhction of Christirmity with his
ministry coleague, T.A. McMahon. Arguably, Sehction has generated more controversy

in the consemative Christian comrnunity than any single book in recent memory? No

-In îhe inîrodwtion to one of a number of books contcsting Hunt's Wws (cf.aisa DeMar and
Leithart 1988; Padk 1987; Reid et al. 1986), Reformed pastor Robert Wise writes that "[while] we bave
fclt it nccessary to adcires the division and corifusion in the church d t i n g £mm pubkation of me
Seduction of Christianiiy, the responses in this b k , primarily h m people accused of seduchg the
church, wmc from Christians of many backgroundsn ( W i i et al. 1986:ix). He continiw that Tes, the
seductionof Cbristianity is taking piace. But we need to be clear about who the enemy is*(Wise et al.
1986:5).

longer was Hunt content to point out the heresies he believed were rampant outside the
Christian church; now he turned his attention to the church itself

Even the leading cult-watchers have generally failed to recognize the
Trojan horse that has penetrated both the church and their own ranks and is
seducing from within. Strangely enough, most of today's Christian leaders
who nghtly cry so mightily against so many evils are saying little if anything
about the revival of sorcery that is sweeping both the secular world and the
church. (Hunt and McMahon 1985: 12)'09
In 1987, Hunt responded to rnany of his critics with Bryomi Sedt~ctiot~:
A Rettirn
to Biblical Christianity. Using Iererniah 2: 13'" as his metaphor. Hunt writes:

The Sedtrciiotr of Christianity identified many of the broken cisterns and
wamed of the pollution that seeps in through the cracks and the death that
breeds in these brackish waters. The purpose of this book as the sequel to
Seduciion is to cal1 for a return to biblical Christianity and to encourage the
many who share this hope by pointing the way beyond seduction back to
'the fountain of living waters.' (Hunt 19874)
While this time Hunt appeared less to be attacking the problems he perceived in the church
and more offering his vision of renewai for the church (i.e., a retum to "biblical
Christianity"), the former agenda soon overshadowed the latter. "While we want to use as
liale space as possible upon funher developments of current errors that were covered in
Sechtction, identifjmg the disease is a necessary part of effecting a cure" (Hunt 1987:6).

A year later (1988), Hunt and McMahon collaborated again, this tirne on America:

The Sorcerer 's New Apprentice: The Rise of New Age Shamanism. Like Peace,
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The G s t paragraph in Seducrion, under the heading "The Spreading Delusion," reads: "We
have written this book reluctantly, yet knowing it had to be done. We have no desire to cause controvey
or division; out sole purpose is to expose a seduction that is gathenng momenturn and is no respecter of
persans. Al1 of us are king affected, from the average Christian to mature and respected leaden. It is our
desire to rescue rather than condemn" (Hunt and McMahon 1985 :7).
4 1O..

For my people have committed two evils: they have forsaken me the fountain of living waters,
and hewed them out cistem, broken cistems, that can hold no water" (Jet. 2: 13; KJV).

Prosperity, and the Coming Hofocoust, tthis book critiques popul~sedspirituality, the

New Age, and psychology @oth secular and reiigious) as a revival of shamanism in

modem culture. This revival Hunt views as fbrther evidence of the "great delusion" which
is sweeping the world and must precede the nse of the Anticbrist.
Placed in the context of a corning fdse peace, Hunt continues the cultural critique

begun in earlier works in Global Peace and the Rise of Antichrist (1990b).In this work,
however, a new interpretative vector has been introduced: antiCatholicism. It hes
occurred to Hunt that, in order for the Antichrist to present himself in the place of Christ
(this according to Hunt's parsing of the word "anti" as a "countedeit"), the wming world

religion would have to be a counterfeit Christianity. Integrating this insight with (a) a
standard dispensational understanding about the need for a revived Roman Empire in the
end-times and 0)evidence of considerable ecumenical interest and initiatives in this
century, Hunt takes his place with those who have identified the Antichrist's c o h g oneworld religion as Roman Catholicism.
The world must be primed both religiously and politically to embrace the
Antichrist when he suddenly rises to power. if 'Christianity' is to be the
official world religion (which mua be the case if the Antichnst claims to be
Christ), then it must become broad enough to accommodate ail of the
world's faiths. As for the political climate, the world must be wted in the
twin causes of global peace and ecological rescue when this man appears.
(Hunt 1990b:g)

How C h e Are We? (1993a) expands Hunt's prophetic interpretation,
concentrathg on the detenninism ofbibiical prophecy as (a) evidence for the infàilibility of
the Bible, and (b) an eschatological agenda by which non-Christians could be convinced to

Building on the foundation established in Global Peace, A Womm Rides the Be&
(1 99411) stands out as the most consistently anti-Roman Catholic book in the Hunt canon.

Here, though, his critique is informed not only by a dispensational interpretation of
Catholicism's role in the end-times drama, but (a) various theological analyses related to

issues of infallibility, biblical interpretation, church history, and soteriology, and (b)
consistent indignation over the growing rapprochement between evangelicd Christians
and Roman Catholics.

The theological differences between Catholics and Protestants were once
considered to be so great that millions died as martyrs rather than
compromise them, and their Catholic executioners were equally convinced
of the importance of these differences. How have these differences been
dissolved? What has happened to cause leading evangelicals to declare
Catholicism's gospel, which the Reformers denounced as herdcal, is now
biblical? That gospel hasn't changeci. Has conviction been compromised to
create a huge coalition among conservative for social and political action?
(Hunt 1994h:7)
In 1995, Hunt shifted his interpretative attention to examine more closely the role

of Israel, and particularly Jerusalem, in the events of the end-times. A Cup of Trembling,
which takes its title fiom Zechariah 12:2,"' discusses not only the Jewish contribution to

Christian eschatology, but also that of Islam, Christians who are not BCtively supportive of
Israel against her Arab neighbours, Hunt's belief that "[today's] leaders would rather fd
into the hands of extraterrestrial inteiligences (Ems) than trust the mercy of God"
(1995a:37 1), and that the miliainial peace demandeci by his eschatology must dtimately

demonstrate the hopelessness of the human condition. û f t h i s last, he writes:

4""Behold, 1will make lerusaian a cup of trembling unto ail the peapk rounâ abouî, whcn they
shali be in the siege both against Ju&h and against J e d e m n (&ch 12:2; W.

The millennium will be the final proof that education, psychology,
sociology, theology, group therapy, promises, and peace treaties-even a
strong police force and swifi judgment in the courts-can never solve the
problems that plague this world. Rather than being the final kingdom of
God promised by the prophets, the millennium will be the ultimate proof of
the incomgible nature of the human heart! Until man is individudy nght
with God he cannot be right with himself or his fellows. (Hunt 1995a:442)
1996 saw the publication of In D e f m of the Faith (1 996a), the most traditionally

apologetic of al1 Hunt's work. Because they are not the subject of the book, in it he does
not cnticise other traditions directly. However, because they are the problems of practical
life which make apologetics necessary, they do not escape censure altogether. Like so

many with whom he shares the Christian apologetic stage, Hunt's basis for In Defase is a
rational faith, predicated on an infaliible Scripture, interpreted according to a particular
subjective construction of reality.
As we shall see in the following pages, any 'faith' which is not based
upon reason supported by inefbtable evidence is the utmost folly. The
Bible presents the record of what it calls 'fhefath,' that body of tnith

which provides the only reliable answers to al1 of lfi's uitimate questions.
We want to face those questions honestly and openly and at the sarne time
take the greatest care to be certain that the answers we arrive at are valid.
We will allow the critics to challenge the Bible fiom every angle, and we
will discover that the evidence in suppon of 'the fath' is absolutely
overwhelming. (Hunt 1996a:g)
Hunt's latest and longest book, Occuit Imasion (1998f), is largely a reprise of The

Cult Explosion, using much of the same material, both argumentative and medotai, many
of the sarne inte~ews,and a Whially identical rhetorical and eschatological hework.
To this Hunt has added materiai which has corne into more popular consideration since the
publication of Cuit Expiosiori--e.g., remote viewing, UFOs and ETIs, the Christian

charisrnatic revival, and the approaching millenniurn. In "Why This Book?" he writes:

It should be of more than passing interest to everyone that Jesus Christ
and the prophets and apostles, whose words are recorded in the Bible,
predicted the burgeoning interest in generic 'spirituality' which we are
expenencing today. As we shdl see, they foretold a tirne of unprecedented
interest in the mystenous and apparent!^ miraculous. Yet they warned that
these 'last days signs and wonders' would be a great delusion that would
prepare the world and a false church for the Antichrist. (Hunt 1998f:15)

9.3 The Target Audience

Proposition P6 states that "Propaganda has a specific target audience" (see above,
pp. 1 68-9).And, as will be demonstrated in this and the following chapter, cornmitment to

the Chnstian Bible as the sole authority by which any phenornenon must be measured, a
carehlly elaborated complex of dogmatics derived generationally in the development of
Christian fundamentalism and supponed by Hunt's own interpretation of the biblical text,

and a set of conspiracy theories based on a cosmological dualism/duelism and within
which these other two dynamics operate, are the interiocking components of the subjective
construction of reality in the service of which Dave Hunt manipulates information. They
constitute the major aspects of the worldview which he proclaims to his target audience.
While that target audience is never explicitly identified, and the nature of modem
publishing and bookselling makes an exact determination of total readership al1 but
impossible, there are indicators within Hunt's work which strongly suggest the initiai
audience for whom hk work is intended.
With the exception of foreign language translations and an edited version of an
older Christian classic (cf Law [176 11 197l), the majority of Hunt's books in North
Arnenca are published by Harvea House, an evangelical Christian publishing Company
Since it is rare to find Harvest House
located in Eugene, Oregon (see above, p.370 11.403).

publications in any bookstore other than a Christian

Hunt's target audience appears

initially limited to those who patronise these particular outlets.
In one issue of his newsletter, Hunt vnites: "We are not simply a source of
'information.' We emestly desire to join together with tens of thousands of concemed
believers who will not only be informed but who will act upon the information we provide.

We stand at a histonc juncture no less significant than the Refonnation itseif'
(1992b:1).'13 In "More on Being a Berean," Hunt exhorts his readers to join with him and

"weep for and seek to win with the gospel not only those trapped in the well-hown cults,
but the 980 million Roman Catholics held in the grip of a false gospel that sends them to

hell" (Hunt 1994a:2).*14Hunt's target audience, it seems, comprises fundamentalist
Christians who are either already located within a subjective sub-universe approximating
412

For example, while they have dealt with them very occasionally on a special order basis,
Chaptcrs Inc., the largest Canadian cetail bookseller (which includts in its holdings not only Chapters, but
also Coles, Srnithbooks, and the Book Company chah outlets), does not carry titles fiom Harvest House
Publishers in their normal inventory (Chapters 199%).
"%lunt continues: "God has called us to arnestly contend for che faith and to ranr as many as
possible h m Satan's deception. Pl- join us in prayer and action. You are each a vital part of this
rninisüy. PIease make copies of this ncwsletter and distribute hem widdy. Give us tbe names and
addresses of those who wouîd like to receive it. Stand boldly for tmth and pray for and support îhis work
as the Lord leads. Satan's major weapon in the battle for souls is fiilse religion" (l992b: 1).
years earlier, outrageû îhat Roman Chîhoiicism is not includal in the cnoomium of cults
produced ôy the majority of Christian anticult apologists, Hunt m t c tbat "the most seductive, dangcrrnis
and largest cult ( m l i ~ l times
y
larger than all the rest combined) is not iacluded in the list! Most cult
experts refirse to identi@ this horreadous cult as such! lnstead, thcy accept it as 'Chnstim' Worst of all,
this cult (which preaches afalse gospel tbat is sending hmdreds of millions into a Christles cternity) is
now embraceû as a partner in 'evangelizing the world' by many groups which preach the bblical gospel"
(Wunt 199la: 1). Hunt closes this two-page article, entitled "A Cult is a Cult," with the foL1owing a
m:
"If you are conccrnedabout the growing cooperacion betwcen Catholic organizations and major
evangelical niinistnes such as InterVrsity, Campus Crusade for Christ, Youth With A Mission, the Biüy
Graham Evangelistic Association, Chuck Colson's Prison Feilowship. Paul Crouch's TBN,Pat
Robertson's CBN, etc., please write to lhem and ask them where they stand on this criticai issue. The
questions could be 1) What is your organization's position rcgarâing rathalic doctrints? 2) What is yom
position regarding organizationaî participation with Catholics in matters of warld -on?
3) Are
you presently either officially or unofficialiy involved with any Catholic lay or clerical groups or
organizations? If so, on what basis...and to what end?" (Hunt 1991a:2).

his own,or who could be converted to that particular sub-universe with the proper
manipulation of information (cf pp.383-4 below).
9.3.1 Comparable Concenu for Problems of Practical Life

In addition to a similar worldview, Hunt assumes that his audience has comparable

concems for specific problerns of practical l i f e t h e infiuence of non-traditional religious
groups challenging Chnstianity in Nonh Arneri~a,"~
the impact of secular counselling and

research modalities on society's view of revealed t r ~ t h , "and
~ the implications of a
prophetic determinism for (and as a result ot) modem culture.417Very often, Hunt refers
"kg.,
"GR"h m Arizona writes: I picked up a copy [of The & W o n of Christianiiy] and
there in black and white was the answer to the positive thinkers plus many other cul&that arc slowly
creeping into the Christian's daily life. 1 have ttianked God many tirncs since for His woric in your heart in
this manner to bring to us the reminder that the Word of Goâ is THE TRUTH, and al1 other solutions by
man are false delusions and Satan's lie'* (Hunt 1 9 9 7 ~ 5 )"SI,"
.
on the othcr hand, writcs b m Dcninark:
"1 am a former Roman Catholic and was very active More I got saved . . . my heart is yeaming for the
lost Catholics. Two days ago 1 was witnessing to a Polishlbom p r i a who was d n g a book about
Hinduism, Buddhism, yoga, etc. and he beiieved thai these people were also messengers of God in their
own way. 1 lent him the video Catholicism,Crisis of Faith in Polish" (Hunt 1997b:J).
"'E.~., "SSwM t e s from California: "When 1 fust kgan rcading your newslcîtcr, 1 felt your
opinions were too harsh and divisive. But now, after watching the church continue to water dom the
gospel and compromise the tmth. 1 find that 1appreciate your finn stand more than ever. . . . Sadly. few
ministries are willing to stand up for the truth-1 rely on TBC for a sense of stability . . . . 1 am a trained
psychologist, yet praise Gd!the Lord set me free from those 'doctrines of demons.' Now 1 have many
opportunities from Him to provide solid biblical counsel to His people" (Hunt 1998e5; ellipsis in the
original). Answering the request, "Would you please respond to CRI'SJournal articles on bi'blical
counseling by the Passantinos?" Hunt writes: "While warning that Christianized psychology isn't perfect,
the Passantinos promote it and &ny the sufficiency of the Bible" (Hunt 19%c:3). One of the books The
Berean Cal1 regularly offers for sale is Martin and Deidre Bobgan's CM (ChristianReseurch InsHfute)
Guilv ~JPsychoheresy?A critique of what the Bobgans and Hunt takc to bc the Christian Rtscatch
Institute's soft stand on psychotherapy, the advertisementreads: "Martin and Diecire respond to the CRI
Journal's foufipart series, 'Psychology and the Chur&.* Shows the dangers of integrating psychdwmpy
and the Bible. E.uamines the deparhue h m the siifnciency of Clirist and the sanctificationof the bclient"
(e.g., The Berean Call, May 1998:6). On the CRI series, see Passantino 1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 1 9 9 u anâ
klo~,
pp.411-3.
"'E.~., a qumnt wontien: "Inyour Deamber [199'7j article you said tbat 'Jews (lihGentiles)
wbo believe in Christ pnor to His Second Coming (when He makes Himself known to Israel and ail israel
is saved) are in the chwch.' 1wanted clarificationwhether those saved after the rapturc of His Bride
(made up of Jewish and Gentile beiievers) are part of His chuch?" (Hunt l998hA). "RG" nain
Penasylvania writes: "We r#;civedthe "A Woman Rides the 8esst'' vida and showcd it to our pastor and
another couple; then to the men's class at our chmh, and the women wiU see it this wc& It is so wcii
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to these as matters which should be of concem for "every Christian," for " m e Christianq"

or for "Berean~";"~
the implication once again is that Christians are the ones for whorn his

material is primarily produced. For example, in one criticism of the charisrnatic revival
movement he writes: "Four former leaders in the new revival fiom England authored a
book every Christian should read" (Hunt 1W8f529).419

Of the Rapnire, Hunt declares: "We've read the Bible passages describing this

event scores of times and assent t o it al1 in our heads" (Hunt 1993a:198). Much of this

done. Thank you for al1 the work you are doing" (Hunt 199&:5). Another, "Lonfiorn Wisconsin, writes:
"1 have sponsored 43 copies of TIre Wornan Rides videotape over the last six months, to pastors and
Christian editors amss America" (Hunt 1998d:6).
41%.g.."Chrisiians face two dangers," Hunt writa. '1) becomhg so immunized :O spor(asy that
it seems normal and no longer alarming; 2) b m i n g dimuraged and deciding that the= is no use in
standing up to such overwhelming evil. Yes, the stage is set for Antichrist. He will tskc over the world
False 'Christianity' will deceive billions. The Bible says sa. We wiU not Save the wofld or evcn America.
But we can rescue countless individuals through prayer, godly example and the proclamation of the
gospel. Let us do so!" (Hunt 1993k3). Simkly, in an article entitled"Authority& Unity," Hunt dta:
"Bereansdon't belong to cults. No cuit can endure their insistence upon checking everything out for
themselves h m Scripture. It is by denying individuai accountability to God that cuits k m thtir mtnibt~
in bondage. Mormons may not question the dictates of their hierarchy in Salt Lake Ciw, nor may
Jehovah's Witnesses question the teachings of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society in Brooklyn.
Likewise, Roman Catholics m u t accept unquestioningiy the dogrnas of th& 'ineilible' Church. Rome
makes no secret that it denies the individual's moral responsibility to Godw(Hunt 1992a:2).
419Thebook, written by MaiL Haville, Chris Hanci, Philip Foster, and Pncr Glwer, is entitled
Tire Signs and WondersMovement-EYPOSED and ahgedly exposes the fraudulent na= of the
charismatic revival movement. The advertisement for the book in The Berean Cuffreads: "Many who
defend the Toronto or Pensacola 'revivais' cornplain that critics who have not 'ken there' cannat
honestly evaluate the phenomena which accompany those and relateci events. While sucb an objection is
lame at best, it cannot be said of the authors of The SIgns and Wonders Mmement-EXPoSEIi. AU fm
men were connected with churche~andor incüviduals promoting signs and wondcrs manifestations. They
apen'enced 'the f i t ' and the rnultihious proôlems and write pointcdly and passiouatciy, cxhorting the
church ta scnitinize the incteasing phenomna by the Worâ of God,the only trut basis for spiritual
disccrnment" (e.g., me Berean Cali, Junc 1997:6). On the charianatic rcvivai aad charismatic
Chnstianity, see also Beveriy 1995; Hanegraaff 1997; Howard 1997; Poewe 1994.
Elsewhere, Hunt also tefers to another book '%ut every Christian ought to reaâ* (1998t289)Marhn and Deidre Bobgan's 12 Steps to Destruction, a criticism of tweive-step addiction ~ecovery
pmgrams. The Berean Cul1 acivcrtisementfor this book rcads: "Exposa pqndar pecudoscicntinc ptaCticcs
impacting the church. This book is for those who are thinking about joining a rccavery group or entering
a treatment center for a d q m c b c y or addiction, and for those who have tried twchzlstcpprograms and
recovery treatment centers and fond them wanting" (e.g. 7he Bereon Cafl August 1997~6).

particular book. How C h e Are We?, is given over to a complicated argument for two
separate and distinct retums of Christ-onefor the true Church (the pre-Tribulation
Rapture) and one with the true Church (the Second Coming during the Battle of
Annageddon). Here, his target audience is inferred by such generdised passages as: "rnost
Christians today reject the possibility that two comtngs for Christ yet remain in the tlture"

(Hunt l993a:64; cf Hunt 1983:16), and "most of those who cal1 themselves Christians
today have little interest in prophecy" (Hunt 1993a:54).'~'By inference, those who are

reading his books are interested in those things, and constitute a distinct sub-group within
the larger pnmary group of "those who cal1 themselves Christians." They are separate

fiom those who are only nominally Christian ; they are the true Christians. Indeed,

refemng to the nature and the order of events which will precede the retum of Christ,
Hunt told the audience at a recent conference on Biblical prophecy that "[probably] not

'*%elieving ihat a counterfeit Chnnianity is the only viable religious entity which will allow for
the rise of an "anti-Christ," a counterfeit Christ, a significant portion of Hunt's work attacks what he calls
the "apostaie church." While The Seduction of Christianity (Hunt and McMahon 1383) dals with this
issue exclusively, it is an aspect of M l y everythuig Hunt writes. Citing the adnonition in Jude 3 to
contend earnestly for the faith and the warning in Jude 4 that there will arise those who will lead the
church astray, in "What's Happening to the Faith?" Hunt declares that "[perhaps] most shocking is Jude's
implication that the enemies of the faith ('certain men') will be infiuential church leaders. The phrase
'have crept in' can only mean within the chu& and 'unawares' indicates that their betrayal of the faith
is, astonishingly, no deterrent to their wide acceptance as Christian leaders!" (1998j:l). Among those
rvho have "crept in," Hunt names: Archbishop Desmond Tutu;R Kirby Godsey ("president of prominent
Southem Baptist Mercer University" [1998j:11); Bill Phipps, Moderator of the United Church of Canada;
Rodney R Romney,pastor of First Baptist Church in Seattle ("Phipps' and Romney's heresies seem quite
acceptable to their denominations" munt 1998j: 1)); Jeny Falwell; Charles Colson; and Richard John
Neuhaus ("an apostate Lutheran before his conversion to Catholicism" [1998j:2]). According to Hunt,
Zondervan Publistiers, now a subsidiary in the tiarperCollins publishing empire, "recently published a
book titled More Thun One Way? Four Yiews on Saluution in a Pluralistic World-as though this were a
question worth discussing!"(l998j: 1). As well, he condemns Edward Cardinal Cassiby, the pfesident of
the Pontincal Council for Promoting Cluisîian Unity, writing: "In his speech, Cardinal Cassidy cailed for
'a new spirit of mperation berneen Catholics and Evangelicals in Latin Arnerica....' What
unconscionable hypocrisy! The tmth is that the Roman Catholic Church in Latin America has for
centuries persecuted and killed evangelicals, viciously opposed the gospel, and done everything in its
power to prevent the salvation of souls" (Hunt 1998j:2; ellipsis in the original).

every one of you is in agreement with t h i ~ . ' ~We
l hope not. We hope that we can convert

some of you this evening" (Hunt 1998~).Again, the inference is clear: those who are not
interested in prophecy or those whose subjective constmction of prophetic reality does not

include two separate cornings of Christ in the near future are not part of the particular
pnmary group to which Hunt addresses himself and to which he wishes to convert others.
9.3.2 Offence at the Occult Invasion

On the other hand, writing of the rampant occultism he daims is to be found within
contemporary evangelicdism, Hunt declares that "[every] true Christian should be deeply
offended and concemed that serious error is being promoted not only in the world but

even in seemingly sound churches and by those who are looked up to as evangeiical
leaders" (Hunt 1998f598-9).422
Earlier in the book, refemng to the Templeton Prize for
421

Sponsored by The Pre-Tni Research Center, an organisation founded in Washington, D.C.,by
dispensationalist writer Thomas Ice and fundamental Baptist Tim LaHaye "tom h , teach, procîaim,
and defend pretriiulationism," Hunt's contribution to the conference was on the topic of "How close are
weT to the r e m of Christ. Distinguishing ôetween the two events which he believcs comprise "the
return of the Lord," that is, a pre-tribulation rapture ofthe Church and an end of the tn'bulation tetum
with the Church, Hunt said that he expected not everyoae in the audience agreed with this particular
prophetic schedule. but he expected that they would by the end of the evening (1998~).
"In addition to those retigious leaders named above in note 420, amwig eya.ngelicals, Hunt
identifies either as apostate or as contributing to what he perceives as an inmase in apostasy from '?rue
Christianity": "power of positive thinking" preacher Norman V i n t Ptalt and bis p d g t Robert
Schuller, world h o u s evangelist Biliy Grahani; mgelist and charismatic hder Kathryn Kuhlman;
"Focus on the Family" founder James Dobson; founding pastor of the Viaeyard Christian Fcilowship and
"signs and wonciers" advocate John Wimber, evangelical theologian James 1. Pa&,
f o m Christirmi@
Today editor Kenneth Kantzcr, âispensationaiistpreacher Jack Van hpc; and B U Hykls, pastor of
Willow Creek Cornmunity Church and well-hiom church growth aâvocate (cf. Hunt 199ûb). In 1985,
Hunt and sometimes collaborator, T.A McMahon, nruncdsimiiarly Catholic pdcontologist Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin; Anglican spiritual writer Morton KeIsey, Paul (now David) Yonggi Cho, pastor of
wbat is consiâered by some the largest church in the world and cariy pioncer of the "ccU groupnconcept
in church growth; and charismatic reMvalists Demis and Rita Bennett (cf. Hunt and McMahon 19û5).
Hunt's encomium of apostasy does not end thm. In an articlc cntiîîd "Antichrist's Coming Worid
Religion," he writes that "[apostasy] is taking over our churches and seminaries. Typiical is the report that
Denver's Conservative Baptist Seminary [at which Dougias Gmthuis taches] is influenced by Catholic
Charismatic Renewal and Richard Foster and is now a d v e g Eastern meditation, including TM,Zen
and yoga through its theology âqarûtmt" (Hunt 1990a:2). Hunt proYicles no supporthg cMdtnct for this,

Progress in Religi~n,'~
Hunt writes similarly: "Every tme Christian should be
uncompromisingly opposed to Templeton's neo-pagan beliefs and the prize he offers"
(1998f334).What Hunt labels "neo-pagan beliefs" is Templeton's mixture of positive4

possibility thinking, his commitment to a gospel of prosperity, and his profound reluctance
to locate al1 spiritual tmth within one religious tradition or framework. Indeed, the

epigraph of the Templeton Foundation's website reads: 'Wone of us has ever understood
even one percent of the reality of God, the infinity, the etemity of ûod. Al1 that we have
learned is ail1 tiny compared to what is still yet to be discovered ifwe search for it"
(<http://www.templeton.or@, electronic document). Hunt, on the other hand, condemns

Templeton as "an evolutionist, pantheist, universaüst, and occultist who rejects the God of

the Bible and Christ as the only Savior" (1998f103); and he expects all '?rue Christians"
to reject him in like manner.
9.3.3 Contending for the Faith

Drawing on the exarnple of Christians who have been martyr4 contendhg for
their fith in the face of a culture inimical to that faith, Hunt challenges his readers "Dare

we do otherwise?'(l998f399). "What will be Our response?'he eh,to the "deadly

and it seem fai.-fetchedgiven the writings of Gmthuis and Lewis.ïnâeed, of yoga and TM,Gmt.huis
writes: "Yoga rnay also open up a person ïo spiritual contacts and all manner of occult activity.
Transcendentaî Meditation-while claiming to bt a neutral, psychologicai tcchniquo-u~csyogic mcthods
to alter conschusness* (198%:79).
'%irn awarded in 1972 and worih in excess of U.S. El million, the Templeton R i z for
Progress in Religion is ont aspect of th work of the John Templeton Foudation, a philanthtopic
organisation dedicated to furthering research into spirituality and science.Aceording to the Foundation's
website, the Templeton Prize for Progress in Religion (especiaiiy spiritual intorrnation through science)
is awarded each year to a Innng person who shows extmrdinary original@ in advancing humankid's
ufldtrstanding of Goâ" (<http://www,tempIeton.or~,elcctronic document). Award ncipicnts have
includcd Mother Teresa of Calcutta (1973). Sarvepah k u h k & b n (1975). Billy Graham (19%2),
Aleksandr Soizhenitqm (1983), Charles Colson (1993), and Bill Bright (19%).
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tentacles of the occult [which] in its many guises have invaded [not only] the world, but

also the church" (Hunt 1W8f: 599). These questions appear to be directed at readers who
would, at least in principle, already agree with the position Hunt has taken and the
worldview he inhabits. Indeed, he dedicates How Close Are We? to "al1those citizem of
heovenjor whom this wodd has lost its appeal. And who. loving Chrisr with tkzr whole

heart, long to be ut home with Him in His Futher 's house" (Hunt 1993a:S).
In a concept which he repeats continudy, although for which he rarefy offers any
solid evidence, relying instead on repetition and sophistry, Hunt declares that biblical
prophecy is the singie greatest datum by which the accuracy and authority of the Bible is
proved (and, by implication, of Hunt's interpretation of that prophecy). For Hunt,
prophecy is a tool of evangelism; it is a method by which people transfer to the primary

group Hunt represents. "Of equal importance," he writeq "we can share with others the
proof prophecy provides. It is the rnost powerful means of convincing unbelievers and of
introducing them to the Savior" (Hunt 1993a:113). Here, Hunt's prose indicates that this
passage (and the book fiom which it is excerpted) is not meant for those who have not y&

"met"the Saviour, but for those who would use Hunt's arguments to make that
introduction to others.
9.3.4 Excuraus: The Latter-day Saints

While stU located weii within this framework, the oniy work which could
conceivably be airneâ at a target audience not different than but in addition to
nindamentaiist Christians is ?Re G u d M h r s , which addresses the issue of the Momon
Church (cf.Decker and Hunt 1984,1994). Citing the Doctrine unù Cmlton~s
of the

3 89

Churçh of J m s Christ of Lutter*

Saints (7 1 :7-8; cf Decker and Hunt 1984: 12), which

rads "confound your enemies; cal1 upon them to meet you both in public and in private;
and inasmuch as ye are faithfùl their shame shall be made manifest. Wherefore let them
bring forth their strong reasons against the Lord," the authors assert that both "this book
and a film of the same title represent a sincere attempt to meet this challenge" (Decker and

Hunt 1984:12). Decker and Hunt claim neither malice nor the "desire to dissuade anyone
fiom being a Mormon who truly wants to be one"; all they ask for is "an honest hearing"

(1984:12). Apparently, though, they felt that this had not been afforded thern. "We have

found it almost impossible to enter into fiiendly and meaningful dialogue with Mormons,"
they continue, "especially those in positions of responsibility" (Decker and Hunt 1984:12).
The reason for this reluctance on the part of the LDS seems clear. For, in the next

paragaph, Decker and Hunt establish the premise £tom which ali "dialogue" will pro&:
"Momonism is not Christian at aU but a revWal of primitive paganism in a modified fonn"
(1984: 12). While they intend their approach to be free of "bue assertions and ridicule"

(Decker and Hunt 1984: 13), they believe t hat "the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints may be expected, if not officidy then through pressure at al1 levels, to discourage
its rnembers fkom reading this book" (Decker and Hunt 1984:13). In the ptesentatioa of
Limited alternatives by which discussion of the matter is boundeà, Decker and Hunt
conclude the chapter: "The refusal of any Monnon to consider honestly and openly the
facts presented in this book can only indicate an unwillingness to fàce the tnith in the

marner urged upon LDS by their own Apodes. We challenge ail who wish to know the

e of somme you love" (1984: 13). The
tmth to read on. It rnay change your lifior the H

second edition adds to this: "That tmth is deliberately obscured by lying leaders and false
teachers who are leading a whole people-group into eternal destruction" (Decker and
Hunt 1994:17).
9.3.5 Hunt as Significant Other

That Hunt serves as a sigruficant other for a great number of people c a ~ obe
t
denied?' And, of the materiais he has published in various media, his target audience
appears to have three basic constituents: 0 fiindamentalist Christians who share his pre-

tribulation dispensationaiism; (3) members and former members of the Church of ksus
Christ of Latter-day Saints; and (c) former Roman Catholics and those who seek to effect
the conversion of Roman Catholics to Christian fundamentalism. While A WomanRi&s
the Be& deals specitically with the Roman Catholic Church, which Hunt reviles as 'Yhe

largest cult in the world," it appears not to have been written with Catholics specincally in

the thirteen yeam of its publication, Hunt's newsietter bas grown from a single sheet,
somctimes printcd on one si&, sornetimes not, Waugh four pages, to an eight-page montMy including
articles, quotations, questions, Ietters, and advertising space for various apologctic material. Of the 1 1
issues of The Berean Call in which letters have been printed (n=101), 32 states are represienteâ, as well as
13 foceign countries (Poland, Ramania, Albania, Engiand, Philippines, Malta, Canada, Denmark, Souh
Africa, Bolivia, Australia, Polynesia, and india). For example, in a letter published in the August 1997
issue of The Berean Call, "RhiT' h m G m t Britain writes: "1 was in the proctss of reading your May
newsletter when some dear Christian men& visited and . . .we indulged in an impromptu fellowship of
prayer, praise, worship, Bble rtading and discussion. Your newsletter was used as a vchicle br the
discussion and at the end we found oursellves much bIessedw(Hunt 1997a:S; ellipsis in the originai). In
another letter, "WB" from Canada writes: "Just a brief note to express my gratitude for this power-padred
iittle paper. I went to hear Dave in Waterloo back in May. 1drove every night about -100 miles each
way to hear a man of God put forth the clear and simple gospel" (Hunt 1997b:S). A month later, "M," "a
mkge student majoring in engineering science and amputer science,* writes: "Although not a substitute
for king in my home church, reading your newslettersluxq~me infonneù and alert to the many fixe&of
Satan's deœption whilc 1am away fiom home and at college" (Hunt 1997~5);
while a scmimry pdkssor
in the Philippines writes: '1 recentiy received for my birthday yair book, A Womm Rides Ihc Be<rrt.1
agrce with you 100 percent. 1 have aiso useû your b
k,
The &hction of Chn'stimity, for my lectures an
the New Age. 1 am a Füipino ami president and founder of El Theologicai Sunioacy here in Cebu City . . .
1am also interim pastor d a Chinese congngation h m . 1am sure your newsîetter wouîd k of gat help
to us" (Hunt 1997~5;eilipsis in the original).

mind. Rather, Hunt takes more direct issue with the current rapprochement between
evangelicals and Roman Catholics, and criticises those who would enter into dialogue with
the Roman Catholic Church on matters of world evangelism. Conference materid bears
this observation out. In 1997, Hunt's collaborator and the executive director of The
Berean Cal1 T.A. McMahon brought together a number of Le-minded apoiogists for the
first "ExCatholics [sic] for Christ Conference," at which Hunt deliverd two addresses.
The advertising material for sets of the video or audio tapes in The Berem Cal1
concluded: "Anyone with a heart to see Catholics saved, and to inforni evangelicals
(pastors, Bible study leaders, church teachers, farnily, Wends and others) re the false
gospel of Roman Catholicism ntust have a copy of these tapes" (e.g., The Berean C d
January 19983). Once again, Hunt's target audience is not the particular group in
question, but ihose who would either nihilate the worldview of that group or eûèct the
conversion of group memben.
9.4 Hunt's Subjective Coastruction of Reaîity

"Wehave a heart for saving the lost," writes T. A. McMahon in "Being a Berean,"
"we also have a concem for rescuing those in bondage to d t s . Ourprimary minisny,
however, is to beliewri-$' (McMahon 1994:1). On this point, Hunt concurs.

The only protection against the accelerathg apostasy is an intimate
knowledge of and obedience to God's Word on the part of each individual.
Being a Berean who daily searches the Scnpture (Acts 17: 11) to 'prove ail
things' (1 Thess. 521) is the surest yet most neglected antidote to error.
This ministry &sts not merely to point out fdse and fooîish teachings but
to cal1 individuals to a passionate love of God's Word as the ail-dcient
guide for knowing and loving God and living and witnessing for Hh.
(Hunt 1994a:1)

In the subjective construction of reality inhabited by Dave Hunt, al1 doctrines of the faith
are subordinate to this desire to be faitffil to Scripture. Every interpretation of prophecy,
Christology, pneumatology, and sotenology denve from his passionate belief in the

inerrancy, infallibility, and hsuperability of the Bible. It is the foundation upon which d

else rests.
9.5 UOur Creator's instruction manual": The Inemncy of Scripture

Hunt's ministry, The Berean Call, takes its name from the comunity of Jewish
believers in the ancient Macedonian city of Berea. According to Acts 17, Paul and Silas
travelled to Berea, located southwest of Thessalonka and south of the main trade route
across Macedonia, and encowitered there "Jews [who] were more receptive than those h
Thessaloniq for they welcomed the message very eagerly and examined the scriptures
every day to see whether these things were so" (Acts 17:1 1). The last phrase, especidy as
it is rendered in the King James Version ("searched the scriptures daily9'), provides the
central mandate by which Hunt's ministry is condu~ted.'~
M a t Hunt interprets as "biblical standards7'(e.g., Hunt and McMahon 1985:179)

are the canon by which all experience and idonnation is to be rneas~red.~~
While in

'=In mponse to a question about when "the marginal duma$notes between verses and
fo~tnotcs"in the dispcnsationaiîy orientai ScofieldReference Bible becamE "part of the inspira! -rd of
Gad," Hunt replies: "Marginal notes are not part of the Bible but represent the auîhor's pcrsonalbelicfs. It
is your respo~l~l'bility
to check Scofield (or aqone else, including this minisûy)against tbc Scripturesjust
as the Bereans checked the great Apostle Paul in like mannef (1994434). In "Falsc Tachhgs on Fait&"
Hunt *tes: "Critics ofkn demand, 'By wbat authority do yw question the tcaching of Christian ICZdCfS?'
My standard response is, 'I'm just a Bman,and so are you, so test what I teach by Scriptme alson
(198%: 1).
'+or example, criticishg psychology in O m i t Invusion, Hunt writa cbnt the "Biblec h i m to
be sirfficient for al1 our spiritual, emotional and behavioral needs. God dots not Iie (NumbcrS 23:19).
Were those whom God inspired to write the Bible W t e d by their own b l e d g e and tberaoh siufkbg
h m the lack of that deeper understanding of man which has lately ken provided by Fmd, Jung,

Beyond Seduciion, he does acknowledge that while the "Bible doesn't claim to cover
every subject . . . whatever it says about any subject is without error, because the entire

Bible is inspired of God and therefore infallible" (Hunt 1987a:125). Hunt believes that in
"those areas that are not the prirnary focus of the Bible, we rnay look outside its pages for
counsel, but nothing should be accepted that is not in agreement with what the Bible says
related to that subject or which Molates general principles in God's Word" (1987a: 1256).
As well, althougb he aiso acknowledges that "[we] must be wetiil not to approach the

Bible with Our own pnor opinions in an attempt to find verses that we can somehow use
to justi@ what we already believe" (Hunt l987a: 127-8; i. e., we must be wary of prooftexting), in his primaiy ad-Catholic book, A Womun Ri&s lhe Beast, he criticises the

Roman Catholic Church for not taking a literalist stand on the historicity of events in the
Bible which are often interpreted mythologically, a stand which he bnngs to his study of
the Bible.

At the same time, contidence in Scripture is undennined by Rome's
teaching that the Bible is not tmstworthy in its pronouncements on history
or science. Cathoticism takes a symbolic meaning f h m the book of Jonah
concerning 'the universality of salvation' and denies that a literai prophet
named Jonah was swaiiowed by a literai fish. The early chapters of Genesis
are Iikewise viewed as symbolic rather than accounts of actual creation of

Maslow, et al.? Blasphemyl . . . Simple logic tells us that if Cbistian psychology is anything of value to
offcr, then the biblical daim of sufficiency is false; aiid in diana upon the Biôle alone tbc cburch has
M
e
dto meet the spiritual and emotional needs of Chnstians for the last 1900 years* (Hunt 1998E463.4).
Writing of Car1 Sagan and the interest shm in his work by Uevangeiicalsinv01VCCl in tbc cnvi.mlllll~~ltal
movement," Hunt declares that they "ought to know that Sagan's cosmos worship stands in toial
opposition to Gud and is the sworn enemy of the gospel" (1990b: 171). He continues: "In Romans 1, Paul
deals specifïcaliy with this age-old perversion of the truth about God which is fevealed in His d o n . . .
Tbere is no essential difference between an animist bowing befare a stick or stone which he d t s with
some 'spirinial power,' and a witch worshiping 'Nature,O mighty Mothcr of us ait,' and univergty
professors wotshiping the atom or thc cusmm as 'W'
AU ate condunnulas pagan, whcther anciai or
modern, ignorant or academicaily respected" (Hunt 1990b:171).

the world and man, leaving the door open to evolution. Even the rapture is
seen as symbolic and not refemng to a literal catching up of Christians to
heaven, an idea which Catholics consider to be a delusion. (Hunt
1994h:335)

Cnticising the introduction into the church of such techniques as visualisation,
especially as it is found in the Vineyard family of charismatic churches and the Positive
Confession movement, Hunt and McMahon write that it '5s absolutely necessary to allow

the Bible to judge every experience. If there is not clear teaching in the Bible to suppon a
practice, it should not be adopted by the church today" (Hunt and McMahon 1985: 179).
While, in a different book, he argues against John Calvin's doctrine of the total depravity

of h~rnankind,~~'
Hunt's use and treatment of the Bible is very similar to that of the French

reformer (6.
Calvin I:6-1 O).'*' That is to say, if something cannot be substantiated fiom
Scripture, it is, at the very least, of questionable value.''29
wmtc
"'~t 11: 1.5 of the Institutes, commenting on the genemtional nature of humm fh,
that "the= was no peculiarity in [King]David's case, it follows that it is only an instance of the common
lot of the whole human race. AU of us, therefore, descendhg h m an impure seed, corne into the world
tainted with the contagion of sin. Nay, before we behold the light of the sun we are in God's sigM dcnled
and plluted" ([1845] lWS:2 14). He followed that at U:3:2, writiag: "let it be a nxed pomt, thm, that
men are such as is here â e s c r i i not by viciow custom, but by depravity of naturc" (Calvin [184S]
1995250; for Calvin's complete argument on sin a
d human depravity, see Instiîutes 11:1-5). Hunt
contends dong the lirics of frte will that "[disobedicnu] is the choicc not to oky.Thcn is no dcnying
that choice is essential to our humanity as God made us. That simple and sekvident nict docs away with
the fou~~dational
precept of Calvinism, 'total dcpravity.' That the thcory of total depravity goes too fhr is
obvious from the fact that eveq pemn does not engage in ail to the maximum. We are al1
but
we are not al1 Hitlers . . . There is a humanistic goodlless that cannot be &niecl" (Hunt l993a:132-3).
example, at 1: 10.3. Calvin -te that "it mny be p m p r to give a suofthe g c d
doctrine. First, then, let the reader observe that the Scripture, in order to direct us to the truc Gd,
distinctiy excludes and rejects ail the gods of the heathen, because religion was universal& aduiterated in
almost every age" (1 18451 1995339).
"9For example, in masMcration of the question "Chrisoian AEtivism: 1s it Biblicai?" Hunt
conte&: "There are no biblical examples to support today's 'Christian activisxn.' Cbnst 'sqflered for us,
leaving us m example that ye shouldfollow his steps.' He stcrnly and q a k d i y rcôuked I d ' s false
religious leaders, yet He never qoke out-not men once-against the injusticesof Roman civil authonty!
Nor did he admate, organize, or engage in any public protests to pressure Rome into changing its COsystem, or the society of His &y iîs evü waysn (Hunt 1989b:1). Similarly. respondinp to t
k @on of
whether a Christian can be demonid, he writes: "The Bible contains many txamplcs of*

or

9.5.1 Assumption and Proof of Inerrancy

In many of his works, Hunt simply assumes the inerrancy of the Bible. "That the
Bible," he writes, "which provides the historicaf account of the life, death, and resumction
of Iesus Christ, is unique for this and many other reasons becomes obvious fiom even a
superficiai cornparison with al1 other sacred writings" (Hunt 1993a:22)." While his
statement is essentially accurate, Hunt ignores the tautological nature of the argument he

has just made. Yes,one would 6nd very little recorded of Jesus in the Upanishads, the
Bhagavad-Gita, or the Kabbalah. However, that the Christian Testament (and parts of the
Hebrew Scriptures interpreted according to fundamentalkt hermeneutics) is unique in its

record of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus is hardly evidence of anything; one
&monization/deliverance of unbelievers yet not one example involving a believer. This fact is ptlictically
conclusive evidence against the alleged modem expriene of the latter. And to say that the Bible âoesn't
specifically state that a believer can get cancer, therefore it need not state specifically that a belicvcr can
be demonized, simply doesn't follow-the analogy fails" (Hunt 1994e:4). However, having said that, Hunt
does not detail precisely how or why this analogy fails.
43%orexample, in In Definse of the Faith, Hunt writes of the fith by which the truths of ûod in
Scripture are revealed to the believer and the alleged demonsiration of those tniths by modeni science:
"That these words are round in the Bible is one of many reasons to beiieve it raîher than any of the &r
scriphires which are sacred to the world's many religions. By contrast, t h scripturcs, fiir h m
containing statemcnts which science cm only confirm and never refute (as is the case with the Bible),
contain numerous rididous ideas which refïect the level of understanding of mankind at the time and of
the culture when and where t&y were wrîtten" (Hunt 19%s:25). Elsewhere, writing of the similaritics
between Biblical and non-Bibiical mythologies, which Hunt attriites to cornmon mot expeficaccs in
human history (Le., the historicity of a sixlday creation, tbc evtnts in Eden,the Deluge), k writcs that
"all pagan accounts embody obviously mythological and fantastic elemcnts. The biblical aceount aione has
the factual ring of history rather than myth" (Hunt 19%a:121). Continuing h m this, in a passage worth
quoting in full for its circular logic, limitation of alternatives, and its âemonstration of Hunt's rtjection of
mdern biblical scholarship, he declares: That distinction between the Bible and ail othet llccoullts is
significant. It indicates that the biblical aceount was not borrowcd frorn the othcrs. Clearly, al1 nonbiblical accounts originated h m the same historical events, and their diflérences developed later. The
Pagan nryths all vary h m one another, so noue can be tnisted as authentic. They must have becornt
pérverted in one way or another. Inasmuch as the biblical accaunt is consistent with the hst of the Bible,
it can daim the same infalll'bility of inspiration as aii of God's Word. The pagan a#xnints are similar
w g h to confirm the biblical account, but dinerent enaigh so that the latter stands alone as the ody
authentic record. The bibiical accuut d m not originate b m the oral tradition handeci down fmm
genetation to generation (and thus it escaped the inevitable ermr inhéientin such a ptocess); but was
&en by inspiration of Ood" (Hunt N%a:121-2).

would expect to find very little of these events in the scriptures of other religions. That is
what distinguishes them as the scriptures of olher religions. Hunt, though, according to
the dogrnatics of his Christian fundamentaiism demands otherwise. "Of course," he
declares, assurning by that indication of argument a position of authority, "Christ's claim,
'1 am the way, the tnith, and the life; no man cornes to the Father except by me' (John
14:6), is the strongest possible rejection of al1 other religions as Satanic counterfeits"

(Hunt 1993a: 2 1 ).

"The Hindu scriptures, for example, are obviously mythological," he continues
(Hunt 1993a:22)?' That there is no evidence for the historicity of ArJuna, Krishna, or the
battle of Kuruksetra, Hunt takes as grounds not oniy for the mythological nature of the
texts, but more irnportantly as evidence for the superiority of the Bible over the BhagavadGita. Of the authors of the books collected in the Bible, Hunt States that "each claims to

have written down, not a paraphrase or a vague recollection, but the very words of God
verbatim" (Hunt lWa:23). That vexy few ofthe Biblical authors actualiy rnake this clah
does not dissuade Hunt. "Furthermore," he h t e s in a difrent book, once again i g n o ~ g
the logical inconsistency of his assertion, ''the Bible's very claim to be the ot@ rmlation
43'~ontinuinghis consideration of mythology, Hunt writes: 'It was once kliMd thot the eaith
was flat and was supporteci on the back of a tortoise floating in a sea. The Greeks thought tbat Atlas, a
giant, held the universe in his anns. Tht Egyptian account of creation isvolvcd gods (such as the sun god,
which was born on a flower), some of whom were part animal and part human. Piato though! thc world
was a lMng being and that earthquakes were caused whcn it shooli itseif. Tbc Bible, though writien in the

same time period and by men who lived in these same cultures, is completely fke of such mythsn(Hunt
19%a:26). Arguing for the historicity of the Noahic flood account, Hunt &clarcs: "Furtbermort, to this
day, in Turkey, in the proximity of Mount Ararat, where the Bible says Noah's ark settled a f h the flood
(Grnesis 8:4), the native pcaple living îhcre aiil d é r to that l o b summit as 'the Macrnt of Noah,' Emi
without the vanbus accounts of those who clah ta have seen a huge ship high in a glacier on Monnt
Ararat that could only be the remains of Noah's ark, we have compeUing cvidcnct. A locd tradition of
long standing agrees with a stoly tbat is known worldwiâe. Such conarmatioa spcaks 1Oudly and canmt
be ignorcd" (Hunt 19%a:120-1).

from God to mankind requires that al1 other sacred writings be false. So their fdseness, far
fiom proving that the Bible can't be tme, is an argument in its favor" (Hunt lW6a:61).
With this, Hunt retums yet again to the dilemma of circularity posed by Km Wiiber:
"Which is the true scripture in the world? The Bible. How do you know that? The Bible

SaYs S O . = * ~ ~
To say, however, that Hunt makes no attempt to verify his claims for Biblical
inerrancy would be irnprecise. His arguments for that inerrancy range fiom the circularity

to
demonstrated above to arguments fiom design and intemal textual ~oherence'~~
evidence based on the date of original composition. In Defense of the Fairh (Hunt
1996a),4Mfor exarnple, is written in a question-and-answer format designed to raise just

such issues. Questions are posed which appear as though they have been collecteci from

interested third-parties-that

is, neither the specific group under critique nor professional

anticult apologists like Hunt. One querent, for example, oppugns the reliability of the
biblical documents on the basis of an alleged time lapse between the wents they describe

and the tirne those descriptions were recordeci.

"2~untanswea charges of circular reasoning in his diruason of pmphecy as pmof of the
Bible's inerrancy. "Nor is thcre anythurg wrong with 'proving the Biôle by the Bible,' he writcs, "any
more lhan with proving a mathematicai theorem by mathematics"(l9%a:171).
43%.g.,"First of aii, there is an interna1 coasistency within the Bible's 66 b k s , men though
they were Wntten over a period of 1500 yean by more than 40 persans, most dwhom had never met one
another. Living in metent historical eras and widely dinering regions and cultures, the only thing these
writers of Scripture bad in cornmon was the clah that wbat they wrote was inspird by the one tnie God.
The M c a t e pattern of tmth w m n without contradiction thrwghout the Bible !hm GelLesis to
Revelation bean powemil witness to the vatidity of this daim, which can k explained in no 0 t h
manner" (Hunt l9%a:63).
'?t is not inconctivablc that Hunt owcs an unacknowledgcd intciicchiat dcbt for this wrk to thc
Refonned theologian, Cornelius Van Til. Van Til's book, The Defense of the Faith, went through three
editions to 1967 (cf. Van Ti1 1967).

Question: 1 was taught in seminary and have read the same charge in a

number of scholarly books that the New Testament is not reliable because
it was written centuries after the time of Christ by men who weren't even
dive in Christ's day. The 'Jems Seminar,' a group of scholars with
impressive credentials, makes this daim today. 1s there any evidence to the
contrary?" (Hunt 1996a:61-2).
Hunt uses this question to establish a straw man argument fiom which he cm clah

to have verified the reiiability of the biblical witness. He establishes his critique on the

bais not only of Christian canonical writingq but "other Wtjtings from the late first to
early second century" as weii (Hunt 1996a:62). "For example," he notes, "Celsus, a bitter
opponent of Christianity who was bom early in the second century, referred to the four
gospels as part of the sacred books of Christians and already weli-known in his day. Just
that one piece of evidence disproves the claim that the New Testament wasn't written
until centuries later!" (Hunt 1996a:62). Once again, as fiu as he goes, Hunt is technically
correct. The evidence indicates that the canonical gospels were al1 recordeci and colîected

within the first century, not "centuries after the t h e of Christ."However, and this is the

crucial point, no scholar of repute actudy rnakes the ciah which Hunt rehtes. His
unidentified querent names the Jesus Seminar as among those scholars who do so, but the
evidence is otherwise. Bruce Miller, a Fellow of the Jesus Serninar, is very clear that,
while the letters of Paul require the eariiest dating (approximately mid-first century), each

of the canonical gospels was in hand by the end of the first century. While he maintains
that they were probably not written by eye-witnesses, but rather by community members
relying on an earlis oral tradition, Miller States that "Mark was written about 70,

Matthew and Luke arwnd 85, and John in the early 90s" (Miiîer 1998). Robert Funk, the

founder of the Jesus Seminar, and other members of the Seminar concur (cf Funk
1996:12 1-39;"' Funk and Hoover 1993:1-38; Miller 1994:6)."M

With respect to the Bible, as well as other aspects of his anticult apologetic,
argument indicators such as "clearly." "indisputably," "unmistakably," and "obviously"are

employed with abandon throughout Hunt's prose, and gives the impression that the
information Hunt provides is beyond reamnable dispute. Through the sheer force of
reiteration, and the a p p e m c e of a straightfonvard, logical approach to the Scriptures

and the faith, the subjective worldview of the fundamentalkt Christian is continuaiiy
reinforced. The universe as it is and as it should be-i.e.,

the hygienics of their

Weftmscschairu~g-is laid out for Hunt's target audience time and again. The following
passage is a good example of this process.

That God came to the earth as a man, Jesus of Nazareth, through a virgin
birth, nearly 2000 years ago, to be the Savior of the world is indisputable.
We can make that statement with great confidence. There is no other
explanation for the fact that the life, death, and resurreaion of Jesus Christ
fuKlled not only the few prophecies we have mentioned thus far but dozens
of others involving unmistakable, specific details. Anyone, Jew or Gentile,
who takes an honest look at what the prophets foretold and compares it
with the historical record conceming Jesus of Nazareth can corne to no

43

%or e.xample, at the beginning of his disnasion of the origim of the gospeis, Funk writes:
"Sometime aller the faIl of Jenisalem in 70 CE, an unknown Christian author created the first narrative
gospel. The auîhor made Jesus the chief player in a drama that begins with his baptism at îhe bands of
John and ends with his death and the &sequent discovtry, by his foliowers, of an empty tomb on Easter
morning . . . Prior to this moment, Jesus had been the subject of such things as odes boftowed h m other
traditions and revised, embryonic creedal formulations, prayers, and lctters to and h m churchcs and
individuais. In addition, his teachings had been collected into ord clusters and written compelldia without
narrative settings; his words were king gathered and recordtdbut not his acts" (Funk 19%: 121).
'%unt*s opinion on th&dating scheme is unaphmcai. "If the Ncw Testament, which includcr
such sworn testirnonies [as the epistles of Peter and John], was not writtcn by the apodes thcmselves but
was concoctecl centuries (or =en oniy decades) latet by other parties, the whole thing is a naud! Whoever
m t e such tales was lymg and was doing so with the âelilberate intent of deceMng untold multitudes
throughout the coming centuriesn (Hunt 1996~62).

other conclusion. (Hunt 1993a:7 1)
Similar to Cumbey, the implication in the final sentence is that anyone who does
what Hunt suggests but does not corne to the rame conclusion has not looked at the

pertinent matenal honestly. He or she has not attended adequately to the relevant
evidencein this case the congruence between the recorded words of the Hebrew

prophets and the recorded acts of the historical Jesus of Nazareth. The problem r a i d by
the implications and ambiguities inherent in "recorded words" and "recordedacts" is
obviated by the predication of al1 faith behaviour on the belief that the Bible is inerrant,

infailible, and insuperable. It is the titeral word of God to humankind; there can, therefore,
be no contradictions, only resolutions not yet discovered.
Few of Hunt's contentions about the Bible, though, are n d y so sesevident as he

supposes. That God came to Earth in the manner he assumes and for the specinc purpose
he proposes is indeed disputable. It was the grounds for considerable dispute withh the

early and imperial churches (cf, for example, Lüdeman 1995);it remains grounds for
dispute today (cf, for example, Crossan 1991, 1994, 1995; Funk 1996; Gngg and Groh
198 1; Lockhart 1997;Norris 1980; Schillebeeckx 1979, 1980).

Hunt and his target audience, however-i.e.,

Berean" Chiistians, Mevers who

allegedly base all their behaviour on a cornparison with Scripture-can make these
statements "with great confidence"because of the closed nature of the cognitive boundary
structure by which the statements are defineci and within which they are given meanhg.

While each marker is interdependent upon and mutuaiîy supportive of every other in the

belief structure of their primary group, the anchor for the enth belief structure is the

inerrancy, infallibility, and insuperability of Scripture.
9.5.2 Prophecy Fulfilleâ

Prophecy fulfilled is the preeminent marker by which Hunt identifies Christian
Scripture as the unique, definitive, and all-sufficient cornmunication of God to humankind.
"The Bible's daim to be the Word of God is supporteci by a vast body of evidence so
irrefùtable that no one has any excuse for doubting," he writes. "The major proof which
the Bible offers is the fùlfillment of hundreds of specific prophecies" (Hunt 1996b:l)." In
this manner, Hunt establishes in veiy restricted fashion the boundaries within which
discussion over both belief in Jesus as ontologically divine and soteriologically unique, and
the adherence of worldview inhabitants to the inerrancy, infallibility, and insuperability of
the Bible, may take place. He bounds the "debatet'-such

as it is-accordhg

the specifics

which support only his interpretation of the material. There are, however, a numba of

conclusions those who examine the evidence may corne to and yet not transgress the

U7~or
example, responding to tüe question " M e n Does Prophecy Fit In And WbyT Hunt
writes: "Inasmuch as fulfilled prophecy proves conclusively both the existence! of God and that the Biôle is
His Word, the Bible's prophccies have bccn critically examined in maxy strcnuous attcmpts to d i s p m
them. For example, so many factual &tails are given in the book of Daniel conœrning tbe Medo-Persian,
Gncian, and Roman empires that the skcptics triai hard to pron that these propâccics had actually bacn
written aftet the events had occurred. Otherwise they would have to admit tbat the Bible had indeed
forctold the fiiture. The date of Danicl was thcrefon attackcd b m evcry imaghable angle ovcr the past
two centwies. Every assault Med, however, and the book of Daniel stands impregnable today" (Hunt
19%a:75). In a Berean Call article entitled "Peace on Earth," Hunt notes that "Abraham, Isaac a d Jacob
were promised by God that their descendantswould possessforever a land borderai on the south by 'the
river of Egypt' in the Sinai,by the Euphrates on the north, the Mcditcrrancanon thc wcst, and =hing
into Jordan on the south . . . That area has thus been known as 'the promised land.' We dan not forget
thai it belongs to Israel by Go& decree. Yct this is exady what is denied by the Arabs and ignorod by
Bush, Gorbachev, the Pope, and ather leaders in the present Middle East peacc uegotiationsn (Himt
l99ld: 1). Hunt continues: "Gad warned His chosen people, the dcsœdants of Ahaham, Isaac and Jacob
(Israel), ihat for disobeying Hi.thcy would bc scattercd thmghout the world, whert tby would bc hatcd
and killed History aü&s to the accur;scy of that ancient pmphecy. God also said He would k g His
banisheedandpersecutdpeopleback tothcirownland in the 'last days,'justbcforrtht rttunioftkir
Messiah Tbat i n d i l e promise was fiilnlled in 19481" (199Id: 1).

limitations of honesty. One of them, for example, is the theory that in recording and
transmitting the gospels, the writers employed the words of the prophets in such a way as
to suppon their own particular arguments that Iesus was the Messiah, or to fiame the
Messianic events in the context most affinitive to their target audience; that is to Say, the
gospels serve a propagandistic purpose."' Information was manipulated, the data were
selected, and the discussion was fiarned such that a predetemiined conclusion would be
reached. "Now Iesus did many other signs in the presence of the disciples, which are not
written in this book" declares the author of John's gospel. "But these are written so thai
you may corne zo beiieve that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that through

believing you may have life in his name" (John 20:30-31 NRSV;emphasis a d d e d e a n
excellent example of propaganda. Similarly, in the process of recording and redacting the
different synoptic gospels, appropriate prophetic "evidence" was introduced retrojectively
(cf., for example, Funk 1996:230-3,238-40)
to make the panicular case aileged by the

gospel writ er.4'9

or

example, taking a slightîy dinerent appmach, in his two-volume study of the gospel
Passion narratives, Raymond Brown wrote that, rather than Ml11 prophecies several centuries old, the
gospel nanatives echo a scriptural milieu with which the people would have been intimately familiar. He
contenâs that "the followers of Jesus were interested in the significance of what happened" (Brown
1994:15) and sought to locate the events of the anest,crucifixion, and resurrection of Jesus within a
cognizable religious fmework. Too often we tend to speak of the eariy Christiam 'niniing to' Scripture,
irnplying that they turned to the Bible to look up relevant passages even as we do. Rather their min& wece
imbued with biblical images and phrases, so that scriptural motifs naturally oriented their interest and
understanding"(Brown lW4: 15). Very often, these images and phrases form a leitmotif which Brown
calfed "fulFillment citations." He wrote: "Some scholars have propused that it was for apologetic purposes
the Matt added to the Gospel some fourteen citations intrduced by such formulas [Le., "Al1 this had
happened to fbf3.i what the Lord had spoken through the prophet..."]; but a didactic, theological purpose
e.uplains them better . . . Scripture reflection helped those who believed in lesus to understand the way in
which he fulfilled G d ' s plan, not only in the great events of his Iife but even in minor incidents" (Brown
1991:277). Brown contends similarly in The Birth of the M e s i a h ( 1977:96-104,2 19-25).
4390ftheMilment citations idencifieci by Raymond Brown, Robert Funk writes. for example:
"The author of the Gospel of Mark has lesus himself announce that the son of Adam was destined to

Obviously, this interpretation of the material codicts with the strialy inemantist
position taken by Hunt and the primary group for whom he acts as a significant other. He
writes that "[one] of the beauties of the Bible is that it provides a very simple evidence for

God's existence that anyone can easily and fully comprehend. It gives an equally simple
and unequivocal way to identie which one of the sacred scriptures claimed by the world's
religions was inspired of God,and Who is the only Savior of the worlâ" (Hunt1993a:23).
Beyond prophecy, Hunt does not elaborate what the "very simple evidence" in the Bible
for God's existence might be; it is an asseriion meant to be taken at face value by the
target audience, a conventional piety. He does, however, continue with what the criteria

are by which the Bible may be compared to other scnptures. It is here once again that the
debate is bounded and the theoretical fiamework within which his discussion of
eschatology will take place established. "In fact," he writes, "God points to prophecy as
the irrefutable evidence of His existence and the authenticity of His word (Hunt

It is prophecy WiUed, an irrefutable verification reserved to the JudeoChristian Scnptures alone. No honest person can remain an unbeliever after
even a brief study of prophecy, as we hope to demonstrate in the pages
following.
As we have already noted, prophecy is the missing element in all other
sacred scriptures of the world's religions. It is not to be found in the
Koran, the Hindu Vedas, the Bhagavad-Gta, the Book of Mormon, the
sayings of Buddha, the writings of Mary Baker Eddy. By contrast,
prophecy comprises about 30 percent of the Bible. (Hunt 1993a:24; cf.
1993a:46; 1994h:19-21)

su&r, be rejecteû by the eldcn, priests, and rholars; k ex*
and then after Uuee days ris. This, of
course, is Mark's own formulation: it is a summary of the story he is tellhg, the stoy that culminates in
the passion of Jesus. But he attriites it to Jesus, anci it thus becomes a rrcroecmlepraphecy that has to
corne tnie" (Funk 19%:230-1).

Once again, Hunt is very likely correct as far as technical accuracy goes; the
w&ings he lists do not concem themselves with prophecy in the same manner as the

ludeo-Christian scriptures. However, this is "irrefutable verification" of very M e . For one
thing, it is by no means certain that Hunt has understood the tem "prophecy" correctly or
has interpreted the prophets legitimately, that is, according to the conventions of prophetic
utterance and consistent with the meaning intended by the original author or orator (cf.,

for exarnple, Heschel 1962;" Overholt 198gU1;on the recovery of original meaning, see
Hirsch 1967: esp. 1-19). Beyond Hunt's oft-repeated assertion that it is so, there is no

extemal designation of prophecy as the preeminent indicator of biblical authenticity. Yet.
to t hose predisposed to a fundamentalistldispensationalist interpretation of prophecy,
Hunt's presentation has a logical ring to it: the real God would cause prophecies to be
wrîtten which would then be fuffilled; if this were not the case, how real or powerful

would that God be? "It is not surprising, then," he writes, "that the û o d of the Bible
identifies Himself as the One who accurately foretells the future and rnakes certain that it
unfolds as He said it woulci" (Hunt 1993a:24).
%scnbing "wbat mariner of man is the pmphet," Jewish schoiar Abraham Heschcl wmte that
the prophet is not one who predicted the fiiture, but one who iived in outrage a! the injustices of îhe
present. "The prophet is a man who fecls fiercely. Gaâ has thnisl a burden upon his soui, and he is bowed
and stunned at man's fierce gr& Frightfiil is the agony of man; no human voice can coxïvey its fidl
tcrror. Prophq is the voice that G d has lent to the silent agony, a voiœ to tht pliilcdcrcd poor, to the
profaneci riches of the world. It is a fonn of living, a crossing point of Gad d man. God is raging in the
prophet's words" (Heschtl 1%2:5).
U'Drawing on cms-culhiral compaRsons of ''pmphetlike figures," Thomas ûvcrb1t has deviscd
a mode1 of "the prophetic process." The problem, as Overholt sees it, and one which is particularly
germane to the analysîs of writings iikt those of D m Hunt,"is tryiog COptnctrate the editors' and the
subsequent religious community's interests in order to catch a glimpse ofthe social interaction thaî we
must assume was integrai to the prophet's performance of the role" (l989:21). That is to say, whaî was
the present in which the prophet spoke d e r than the hture which the religious community believed he
predicted? What was the problem ofpractical M e addresstd by the prophet, and what wcn the range d
options available for response?

9.5.3 Eisegesis and the Problem of Prophecy

cf.

There is, however, no evidence that Hunt either understands prophecy correctly or
interprets it according to Hebrew prophetic convention^.^^ Of these conventions, and their
subsequent interpretations, Raymond Brown wrote in The Birth of the Me&&:

However, this conception of prophecy as prediction of the distant fùture
has disappeared from most serious scholarship today, and it is widely

recognized that the NT 'fuifillment' of the OT involved much that the OT
writers did not foresee at all. The OT prophets were primarily concemed
with addressing God's challenge to their own times. If they spoke about
the future, it was in broad terms of what would happen if the challenge was
accepted or rejected. While they sometimes preached a 'messianic'
deliverance (i .e., deliverance t hrough one arzointed as God's representative,
this a reigning king or even a priest), there is no evidence that they foresaw
with precision even a single detail in the life of Jesus of Nazareth. (Brown
1977:146; cf. 1977:143-53)
It is the case, however, according to Hunt's henneneutic, that these Old Testament

prophets did precisely predict the life of Jesus, even down to the srnallest detail. Indeed,
Hunt places his own interpretation significantly above those of the Iews themselves. "Had
they understood their own Scriptures,"he writes, referring to both the rabbis of Jesus'

time W h o studied the Scriptures daily") and to lesus' disciples ('20 whom Christ had

tried to explain these things"), "many of the religious leaders would have realized that
Jesus of Nazareth was indeed the Messiah" (Hunt 1993a:49; cf. 1993a:188, 190,290;

U 2 ~ h i lthey
e hwe ban pnssed into Messianîc seMœ since the kguiiiiag of the Chnaian
Chutch, the Hebrew praphets were not predictors of fm-distant future events in the maanet Hunt
supposes. Raîher, they spoke "theword of the Lord* in the midst of a particuiar SOCiOculturalsituation.
Sometimes, that word inâicated the M y outcorne of current trends; oîher times,it simply condemned the
times and called the people back to the worship of Yahweh. According to Hebnw Bible scholar, Nonnan
Gottwafd, among other thing prophets "employed larnents to bewail the moral and nligious suite of the
nation, or to anticipate its collective destniction, or even to mock and deri& the high and mighty by
œlebrating theh imminent deathsn (Gottwald 1985:97; 1985:30418). Their words were never intenAPA
to be used as indicators of G d ' s miilenniai tirnetable.
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1995 passim).

It is in this passage as well that Hunt's usually covert anti-Judaism is exposed, this

time in his eisegetic description of the negotiations over the betrayal of Jesus. Judas, he
writes, '%ad succeeded in driving the haggling, skidint rabbis up to 30 pieces of silver-a
fabulous retirement nest egg" (Hunt 1993x53). The contract for Jesus' betrayal, made
between members of the Jewish religious establishment and Judas Iscariot, is mentioned in

each of the three synoptic gospels, while John's gospel records only that Judas left the
table of the Last Supper in order to betray

esu us.^^ In John, no account of his pnor

meeting with the chief priests is given. In the synoptics, only Matthew repofis the pnce of
the betrayal: thirty silver pieces, described in Exodus as the blood price owed a slave
owner whose male or female slave hm been gored by an ox (Ex. 2 1:32;cf.Zech. 1 1:1213). According to the numismatology of the period, this was also the equivalent of one

hundred and twenty &uchma, or four months' wages-not

exactly a "fabulous retirement

nest egg." None of the synoptics report that haggling was involved; in Matthew, Judas
asks and a pnce is named by the chief priestq in Mark and Luke, Juàas' offer of betrayal is

made and the priests simply promise payment-no

amount is specified.

While he condernns any eisegetic license taken by others, the reason Hunt uses this
tactic here is clear: it supports his case for Jewish rejection of the Messiah as a fhiihent
of biblical prophecyW This rejection is highlighted through his antipathetic porüayal of
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See Mt 26: 13-16; Mk 14: 10-11; Lk 22:34; John 1321-30.
Writing of the prophsies of Daniel and the escbatologicai timing which dispcnsationalists
beiieve is uxied into those prophecies, Hunt declares: "Daniel's scventieth week is a paiod of seven years.
Numemus detinite prophecis must be fultilled dunng that t h e . When wiil those events kgin to take
place? There were two relatecl ocammœs which caused the seventieth week to be beld in abqance: 1)

the Jewish authorities; through thinly-veiled allusion, they are located within cultural

stereotypes of the Jew as money-gmbbing (from Judas' point of view) and tight-fisted
(fiom the point of Mew of the priests). This placement continues to reinforce the primary

group of "reai" Christians-i.e., those who recognise Iesus as the Messiah and respond to
that recognition in a manner of which Hunt approves-as

superior to the Jews. Hunt's

work, indeed much of Christian apologetics is laden with an anti-Judaism which varies

from implicit to expîicit, from thinly-veiled to blatantly stated."'
Isfael's rejection of her Messiah, and 2) the formation of the Church. Suppose Israel hiniedto Christ.
that
Would that restart Goâ's timeclock? No. ln fact. Scnpture is very clear that Israel will not
Christ is her Messiah until the end of the sewentieth week. when He appears to rescw her at Arrnageddon.
The prophets were very specific on that point" (Hunt 1993a:195). In A Cup of Trembling, Hunt orplores
this aspect of eschatology M e r . "Either the book of Daniel lies-," he writes, "and thus the entin Old
Testament is not to be tnisted-or the Messiah came on schedule. One conclusion or the othcr must be
accepted. There is no third alternative. There is no question that the blessings which were prophesied to
mark the culmination of the scvcntieth wcek have not occumd.Hert is ont more m n for concluding
that the seventieth week. having k n deferred because Israel rejected her Messiah, wiil run concurrently
with the =en-year tribulation period, which lies ahead" (Hunt 199Sa:350).
44
%or exampleVwhile he never c i t a where this information mmes h m or &y
who is
voicing this compla.int, rather he uses it as a straw man h m which to advance his margument,Hunt
writes: "Onehears the cornplaint increasingly voiced among Christians these days: 'Those unklieving
dan't deserve to be in that land! ïhey are a bunch of atheists, agnostics, Christ-rejeccOts. It's merely
a coincidence that theq happen to be there. God's blessing can't be upon thein!'" (Hunt 1993a:290-1).
Elçewhere, however, Hunt writes that the anti-Semitism cxperierir#i throughout the antUne+ad
especially in this century in the fom of the Holocaust-has been bmught on by Jews tbemsehtes. "We
must repertt:" he declares, "The fact of Jewish M e r i n g in itself prwcs once more that what the Bible says
of this people's uniqueness is tnie. Thy are M ' s 'chosen people,' and as such they havc faiieb to bt the
example to the world of the bolines for which God chose them. Thcy have failcd to l m and stm God
with thcir whole being, as
and tbey are king chastised for k i r awn g d and for the
world's enlightenmcnt" (Hunt 1995a:168). Fundamcntalist anti-Scmitism is dinerat fiom that practiccd
and experienced in other contexts. It is not of the variety which blames Jews for all the wils of Society, the
kind which says Die Juden sind unser Unglack. Rather it is an anti-Sernitismwhich is vciled in languagc
of support, and signincantly mote insidious the*.
It is embedded in the m o n of Cbtist as the
Mcssia&,the pedagogical puwhmcnt they &ve cndumî as a rcsult, and the d e t k y will play in the
Wilmnt of Christian afhatoIogy (most importantly, their impending recognition of Jesus as the
Messiah). "f h n i y believt God has blessai America," writcs J e q FalwcU, "keause Amcrica bas blessai
the Jew" (1981:98). However, the "Jews are returnllig to th& land of unbelief. Tbey are spirituaily bliad
and desperately in need of thcir Messiah and Savior.Yet tbcy are W s people, and in the wrld today
Bble-believing Christians in Amexica are the best fiiends the nation Isniel bas" (Fahvcli, Dabson, and
Hindson 1981:98). Pat Roberison writes similarly. 'The nation of Israel a~ a wholc did not accep Jesus
when He was on earth. The apostle Paul said that even thcir unbelidbecamc a blessing to the riwt ofthe
world, because they were temporarily cut off b m G d ' s aïvation and the Geotilees todr their place. When

In order to lend support to his own arguments, Hunt displays a ready willingness
t o take narrative and interpretative license with the sarne Scripture he so highly values, yet

he is distinctly unwilling to allow those with whom he is in contention (Le.. those whose
subjective constmction of reality codicts with his own) the same interpretative latitude.

Yes,according to the gospel records, Judas Iscanot did betray Jesus; yes, according to the
synoptic gospels, there was a contractuai arrangement between Judas and members of the
Jenisalem priesthood for the deiivery of that betrayal. That much is beyond dispute; with
that much every Christian reading Hunt's book would be in agreementw6And, this is the
seed of accuracy on which the harvest of manipulation is founded. Since he is correct in
the Jews refused to believe, the rest of us were offered a chance . . . Some people thnk that a certain sign
of the return of Jesus Christ to earth wvill be the restoration of the Jewish people to an understanding of
God's full revelation in Christ" (Robertson 1984:147). Apparently, though, Falwell now also believes that
the Antichnst, in addition to king dive in the present, is certainly a male Jew. Following the logic of
Dave Hunt with respect to the word "anti" (see abùve, pp.35-9), Falwell is quoted as saying that the
Antichst "will be a full-grown counterfeit of Christ. Of course. he'll be Jewkh (Falwell, in "Second
Coming" 1999). Falwell contends that his comments were not m a t to be anti-Semitic. "He said he
meant only the Antichrist must be Jewish because Jesus Christ was a Jew. 'if he's going to be the
counterfeit of Christ, he has to be Jewish,' Falwell said. 'The only thing we know is he must be male and
Jewish"' ("Second Coming" 1999).
U 6 ~ h aist to say, they would be in agreement that these events are recordal in the Bible. not
necessariiy that the events which are. recorded are either historical or historically accurate. For example,
in his consideration of the arrest of Jesus, Robert Funk contends that much of the narrative mounding
the arrest and trial of Jesus is fictional. "Judas Iscariot the betrayer is in al1 probability a gospel fiction. It
is difficult to determine what his role as a betrayer might have been, were he a real person. Did the
officiais need someone to identify Jesus, a relatively unknown Galilean sage? Did they require someone to
provide information about where bey could arrest him under the cover of darkness to avoid creating a
public scene? The name of the betrayer is suggestive and symbolic: Iesus was betrayed by descendants of
Judah-that is, by Sudeans. Whatever we may think of Judas himself, Matthew's account of the death of
Judas is clearly fictive" (Funk 1996:234). Funk dso includes in the category of gospel fiction: Joseph of
Anmatka ("a Markan creation"), Barabbas, Simon of Cyrene, blind Bartirnaeus, and Jainis, the
synagogue official. Of readers' willingness to assign historicity to fiction, Funk writes: "The assignment
of names and the partiçulanzation of place enhance vensimilitude in fiction. Sherlock Hohes and Dr.
Watson are taken by miliions to have had real existence, and 22 1B Baker Street is an actual address in
London that tourists can go see for themselves" (1996:Zi5). Brown, on the other hand, while noting the
symbolic nature of Judas' name (Le., its etymological relationship to "Sew" and that the numerical value
of the consonants add up to thirty, the Matthean blood price for Jesus*beüayal), argues for the essential
historicity of the man, Judas (seBrown 1993: 1394-1416, esp. 1395-7). On the nature of gospel fictions.
see Helms 1988.

these components o f the story, why, then, would there be any reason to doubt his
interpretation o f the other aspects? Why doubt his rendition of the manner in which the
negotiations were conducted? Perhaps Hunt is in possession of'some evidence unavailable
to the average reader? While one might certainly draw that conclusion. it collapses under
the weight of Hunt's own hermeneutic pnnciple that if something is not found in
Scripture, then God must not have thought it important enough for u s t o know. Cnticising
the "signs and wonders" movement among modem charismatics and pentecostals, for
example, Hunt notes that "[significantly], nowhere in the Bible d o w e find a good o r
legitimate 'signs and wonders' movement prophesied for the last days, nor even a hint that
it would be needed o r helpful" (Hunt 1W8f: 16).'*'
"Particularly," wntes Hunt, "we want t o have bumed into Our hearts and minds

how a failure t o understand the Old Testament prophecies caused the religious leaders and
Christ's own disciples t o dishonor God and fail t o recognize who the Messiah was and

why He came" (Hunt 1993a57). Hunt continues: "The very Scriptures which the rabbis
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For example, in Occulr Invasion, writing on the suff~ciencyof the Bible, Hunt asks: "Does the
Scripture need such help, and would a partnership with humanism enhance biblical theology? If so, then
we have an inadequate Bible" (1998t462). He continues: "Christian psychology claims to provide
additionai expertise which the Bible lacks. That daim contradias the clear testimony of Scripture. The
tnie cliurch, without Christian psychology, withstood the Roman arena and the Inquisition and, by the
blood of her martyrs, left the stamp of victonous Christian living upon the pages of history long More
Freud or his 'Christian' successors came upon the scene" (Hunt 1998t463). In a similar attack on
Christian psychology, Hunt a&: "Does it not seem a bit odd that God had apparently inspired the likes of
Freud, Jung, et ai. with 'truths' unknown to the apodes and prophets and al1 the leaders in the entire
history of the church? . . . Jesus said, 'Thy word is tmth,' not part of the uuth. Psychoiogy pretends to
deal with the sou1 and spirit (it achially claim to be a science of mind), a subject upon which God has
spoken with finality and about which He claims to have communicated in His Word the whole rruth.
There are no pats of this tmth rnissing from the Bible and lefl in limbo to be discovered by godiess
theorists. To suggest that there are contradicts the clear testimony of Scripture and the consistent teaching
of the church since the beginning, a church that got dong very well wiihout psychology until its very
-nt introduction into seculat society and from there into the Christian realm" (Hunt t 986b: 1).
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read with such pomp and ceremony in the synagogues each Sabbath plainly declareâ the

horrendous outrage against heaven which they were determined to carry out" (Hunt
1993a:63). Once again, Hunt exaggerates the biblical narrative by imputing conscious
motive to the Jewish authonties-i.e., that they were consciously determined to pursue an
outrage against heaven. Speaking of his own interpretation of the mission of the
Messiah-which,

for the subjective construction of reality in which Hunt resides, is the

only correct, objective interpretation-Hunt

writes that "since His [Le., the Messiah's]

reign would never cease, He had to be crucified the first time, rise from the dead-and
ascend to David's throne at a later coming" (1 993a:65). Looking back fiom an
herrneneutical position nearly two millennia removed Rom the event horizon, Hunt
concludes: "For the leamed rabbis not to recognize that fact was inexcusable" (1993a:65).
Despite the fact that none of the arguments he presents here are either selfevidently true or sustainable fiom Scnpture according to his own hemeneutical principles,
Hunt fails to recognise the trernendous logical dilemma in which he has placed himself

(and God) through his pursuit of an anti-ludaic apologetic. His case r e m on the
assumption that the Messiah must di-indeed,

must be crucifieci-for the sins of the

world. God has ordained that this series of events must udold in a particular rnanner et a

particular tirne and involve a particular group of participants. If God is in wntrol, and this

is the fulfilment of the God's prophecy, how then could events unfold otherwise? For them
to have urfolded otherwise would not have filfilleci the prophecies-the "inc~edibly
detaiied prophecies" on which Hunt has based his entire argument. Thus, the Jewish

authorities are located as an integral component in the fhifihent of prophecy, then

repeatedly castigated for their limited farniliarity with Scripture and for their ignorance of
their part in God's great redemptive drama Where would Hunt's prophetic logic be,
though, if those same Jewish authorities had accepted Jesus as the Messiah according to
the prophecies and publicly proclaimed him so? He may still have been killed by the
Romans, but aspects of the particular prophetic logic which demands the "malicious"
participation of those same Jewish authorities would have been lefi incomplete. Hunt
fkther reinforces this aspect of his subjective construction of reality, dedaring, "the
religious leaders . . . weren't even aware that they were fùlfilling prophecy" (1993a:74).
He concludes:
There is no escaping the fact that, like Judas and the soldiers, the rabbis
a h , in their treatment of Jesus, fùlfilled ancient Messianic prophecies. Of
their own tiee will, and with raw malice, they unwittingly followed
prezisely what the prophets had said Israel's religious leaders would do to
the Messiah. These and the many other fulfillments of specific prophedes in
the life, death, and resurrection of Christ are conclusive evidence that He
was indeed the Messiah, the Savior of whom the prophets spoke. munt
1993a:74)

One aspect of Hunt's use of the Bible which is apparent in all of his apologetics is
his inability or unwillingness to apply the same rigour to his own interpretation and writhg
that he applies to those with whom he contends. In his refùtation of another's work he

lu~ntctestingIy,the Divine Principle of the World Unifiçaton Churcb addrrsaes <hu p c c k
issue. Sun Myung Moon maintains that ifksus had not been CfUCined, "he wouid have accomplishedthe
providence of salvation bth spirituaiîy and physicalfy" (Divine Principle 1973:147). An Outfine of The
Principle: LwelJ, a teaching aid pubiished by the HSA-WUC, a&: "Wbat would have happemi if a i l
the people of Israel had believed in Jesus and brtd welcomed him, loved him, and unitecl wi!h him7 Most
œrtainiy, complete salvation would have been realizedm(ûutline 190059). inâœd, "ritht pwplc of
Israelbad followed Jesus: (1) Kingdam of Heaven esîaôiished on eartb; (2) No Jewish-Christian splir; (3)
No persecution of Christians; and (4) No Second Comingn (Otrtline 19%0:59).

demands a slavish literalism and a rigorous exactitude in dealings with Scripture. Yet, in

his description of the betrayal, he engages in what is little more than eisegetic
fabrication-a

manipulation of biblical information intended to support his subjective

construction of reality. For example, Hunt repeatedly criticises Paul (now David) Yonggi
Cho, a South Korean pentecostal who pastors the Full Gospel Central Church in Seoul,
Korea. Part of the Word-Faith Movement within Pentecostal Chnstianity, FuU Gospel
Central was built on the "home ce11 group" principle pioneered by Cho, and has been
described as the largest church in the world, with a membership nearing one million (cf.
chttp://www.elim.org.u~,
electronic document; Wise et al 1986:108-23)?

Accordhg

to Hunt, Cho "declares that no one can have faith unless he visuahes that for which he is
praying" (1 998f 182). For Hunt, though, visualisation is not prayer, but "the fastest way to
enter the world of the occult" (1998Î:181); he writes elsewhere that it is "the most
powerfùl occult technique known7'(Hunt 1998f248). "Yet," Hunt continues, in his
criticism of Cho,"the Bible says that faith is 'the ewidence of things not yet seen'

(Hebrews 1 1:1). Thus visuabation, the attempt to 'see' the m e r to one's prayer, would
work agailzst faith ratha than help it" (1998f182). This sophistic literalism rnay seem
trivial until one considers it in the context of other incidents of this type, other occasions

where Hunt's defence of his worldview has depended on his own abandonment ofjust

U9~orwangelicaî criticism of the Word-Faith Movement, d.Hanegtaaff 1993; McConnefl
1988; for defeuce, cf. Reid et al 19û6, Wi et al 19û6. Acoording to Hanegraaff, ""Co ruxntiy ruade
news by changing his name h m Paul to David As Cho tells the story, God toId h h thai Paul Cbo had to
die and David Cho was to k resumcted in his place. Accoding to Cho, God himscifcame up with the
new namen (Hanegtaaff 1993:37). An amalgam of Positive Thinking and Positive Confession, Cho's ka
known work, thc one which sets forth his thdogy in greatest &tail, is Thc Fourth Dimension (Cho
1979). On Cho, cf. Lovett 1988; Wilson 1988.

such a rigorous literalism.
In another passage. Hunt quotes Bob and Gretchen Passantino's criticism of the
"Biblical Counseling Movement," a movement of which Hunt appanntly approves.'"
According to Hunt, the Passantinos declared:
The Biblicai Counseling Movement @CM) . . . falls short of a
comprehensive program [quite an indictment of the Bible!] . . . . Hunt and
some other BCM advocates take 1 [sic] Peter 1:3 out of context . . . . The
verse reads, 'His divine power has given us everything we need for life and
godliness . . .' [2 Peter 1 :3]. It's context is dvation, not the detaüs of daily
human living. (Bob and Gretchen Passantino, in Hunt lW8f 480; ellipses in
the original)

AU square-bracket glosses in this passage, as well as the various ellipses, have been
added by Hunt. However, when the passage is rad, both in context and with attention to
the content of the lacunae, a vey different picture of what the Passantinos achially said

emerges. In the quoted passage, the Passantinos allegedly write that "Hunt and some other

BLM advocates take 1 [sic] Peter 1:3 out of context" (Passantinos, in Hunt l998fA8O).
The sic is a gloss inserted by Hunt; its implication is that the rnistake-in aii likelihood
nothing more than a typographical mr-somehow weakens their mdibility and th&

case. Hunt adds another gloss to the quotation, correcting the citation: "[2 Peta 1:3r
(l998f480). True enough; the biblicai passage is mis-cited in the Passantino article. Also
Ms-citeâ, however, is Hunt's reference to the original article in his endnotes. He gives the

Passantino reference as being fiom the Christian Research Jmml, Winter 1995; it is

-

4%
"'Christian' Psychology Part ï," Hunt writes that "Ipsychotherapy] is, in k t , a H
religion Uuit c a ~ obe
t integrated with Chnstianity. Having nothing of value to offer to anyone, much l e s
to Cbristians, it is both m
v
t
ieand destnictive. Its influences must be rcmoved b m the church. We do
need counseling in the church. This is, in fact, one of its grestest needs. But it must bt biblical, not
pychoIogic01 cou~lseling"(l986a:1). For a mn-Christian appraisaî of Jungian psydmbmpy as at Ieasta
proto-religion, and a critique of its dcception and destructiveness, sec Douglas 1993; Noii 1994,1991.
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actually FaIl 1995,the last in a four-part series on the relationship between psychology and
the Christian church (cf. Passantino and Passantino 1995% 199541995c,1995d). Though
he neglects to give the particular page references, the reason for that omission appears
clear once the context and lacunae are considered.
"The Biblical Counseling Movement (BCM). . . falls short of a comprehensive
program [quite an indictment of the Bible!]," writes Hunt, eviscerating the original
passage by use of the lacuna, and manipulating the text to say sornething very dEerent
than that intended by the authors. In full, the text actually reads: "The Biblical Counseling
Movement (BCM)represents one upprwch to qupljing the Bible to p e r s d p r o b l e m
resolution. The BCM is chamcterized &y a a m b e r of positive, hebfil. biblicaiiy
centeredprinciples, aithmgh if falls short of a comprehensive program in sonre uqwcts"
(Passantino and Passantino 1995b:20;emphasis added). Hunt's gloss notwithstanding, any
indictment the Passantinos bring down is on the Biblical Counseling Movement itseîf and
not on the Bible. Indeed, their position with respect to Scripture is very close to that of
Hunt himself While they admit t!!t "God's truth may also be discemed in other forums,"
imrnediately following the quote used by Hunt, the Passantinos write: "God provides the

standard by which al1 cwnseüng must be judged. Our most complete and trustworthy
record of God's standards is in His inerrant, perféct Word, the Bible" (Passantino and
Passantino 199Sb:2O).In an =lier article, which dealt primarüy with the Biblicai
Counseling Movement, the Passantinos declared that despite any inadequaciesthey may

discern within the BCM,"[these] are certainly not inadequacies in God, or in God's Word,
but they are inadequacies in a human attempt to understand and apply W s revelation to

human experience" (Passantino and Passantino 1995a:28).
The second lacuna in Hunt's quotation spans two pages in the original, while the
third again selectively omits text to present the Passantinos' argument in the worst
possible light. There, Hunt's quotation ends with the phrase "out of wntext," a point of
concem for any school of biblical interpretation. The original sentence, however, reads:
"Hunt and some other BCM advocates take 1 Peter 1:3 out of wntext and q p l y it to ail

areas of hunianfi~rfihenr"(Passantino and Passantino 1995b:22;emphasis added).
While Hunt may regard the Bible as sufficient to speak to "al areas of human fulfillment"
(indeed he does regard it exactly SO),'~' his omission of this part of the Passantho's text
manipulates the text to rnisrepresent utterly their position.
A funher example of Hunt's commitment to a literalist interpretation concems his

criticism of Karen Mains, another well-known evangelical leader. Hunt notes that he
"watched in distress on Sunday moming, June 8, 1997, as Charles Stanley, a solidly
evangelical pastor, spent much of his sermon advising listeneis concerning 'the child
within.' Karen Mains has gone more deeply into this delusion" (1998f247).Whatever

Hunt may think of the current trend towards "innet child work is not the issue. What is at

'"Fo~ example, Hunt writes that "Peter, who Catholics say was the fint pope, declad chat ail
Scripture was inspired of the Holy Spint (2 Peter 1:21). Surely the Holy Spirit's knowledgeof science is
not dependent upon the t b r k of scicntists, who often contradict one another and mwt rcvisc thcir
themies periodicaily! if the Bible is not hfW'ble when it cornes to science, then why üelieve it is infalli'bie
regarding salvation or anything else?" (19985:23; see also 1997d:4). Elsewhere, Hunt qwtes a Knights of
Columbus paraphrase of Vatican II's endorsement of the authority of Scriptute: "'Hcncc the Bibk is fiee
h m error in what perfains to religious buîh revealedfir Our sahaîion. It is not mxssady free fiom
e m r in other matters (e.g., n a d science) [ernphasis in original],'" he cites, cuncluding h m this,
"Apparenîiy the God who cfeated the universe and who inspired the Bible doesn't kmw natural science!
The magisferium, which ciahxi to bc infalliblc and the only intqrctcr of Scriptwc, is obviously br h m
idiüliiie and m u t W o n have an excuse for ihe mistakes that it makes. Thus it puts the b b on
Scripturen (Hunt 1994h:J 12).

issue here is the rnanner in which he refiites or seeks to refbte those for whom it is a

valuable avenue of psychological and spiritual development-i.e., his slavishly literd
interpretation of the Bible. He writes: '"The Christ child within me,' Wauis] cdls it. Was
Christ not a mature man in His thirties when He died on the cross for our sins, and is He
not now at the Father's right hand in a resurrected, glorified body?' (Hunt 1998f247).
The subtleties of allegory, imagery, and symbolic representation appear lost entirely on
Hunt. However, he uses similar reasoning to demonstrate that the phenornenon of

Marianic appearances are demonic. "That the babe or chiid 'Jesus' often appears with

'Mary'only adds to the proof that these apparitions are demonic. Jesus Christ was a
mature man in His thirties when He died on the cross for our sins. He rose fiom the dead
and ascended to His Father's right hand (Hunt l998E398; cf. Hunt 1WOb: 120-7;

1994h:45 8-65; 1998f399-400).Because the teachings promulgated as a result of the
Marianic apparitions at ~atima'" cdlia with his interpretation of the Bible, Hunt
declares: "Both the 'Mary' and the 'Jesus' that appeared at Fatima were betrayed as
masquerading demona by the heresy they taught" (Hunt 1W b : l23)."

'"Beginning in 1917. Fhtha, a dt o m just over one hundred kilometres northwest of
Lisbon, bas been the centre of a cult of Marianic adoration and healing. Onginaüy appeariag to three
Wterate childten, the apparition "identined herself as 'Our Lady of the Rosary,' and aslrad the childm to
recite the Rosary daily, proclaim the ntcd for moral conversion, and crcct a chape1 in her bonor. In 1930,
after a seven-year snidy, the bishop of Leiria proclaimed the legitimacy of the apparitions and authorized
the cuit of Our Lady of F4timan( O ' W e 19955204; cf. O'Neill 1995; <httpj/wwwhtimaorg>,
electronic document).
*'?n an 1990 issue of me Berean Call, Hunt Writes similariy: "J~sIIs,' too. appaisd at Fatima
as a mal1 child by his mother's side! The feSunecteû, glorified Savior, who bears the marks of Cahcary at
the Father's right hanci, is not still a mal1 child! Those who saw this vision were either lying or
ballucinatiag or they wcre dectiveâ by dcmons masquerading as an obviously false 'Mary' and fiilse
'Jesus.' Yet every pope in the iast 60years has endorsed the Fatima visionsn (1990~2).Five years later,
Hunt answered a question submitted to The Berem Call in a virtually identical nuinntt (sec 1995e:2).

Since Hunt believes that it is "absolutely necessary to allow the Bible to judge
every experience," it is clear that his belief in the inerrancy, infallibility, and insuperability
of Scripture generates doctrine, and not vice versa. While he rarely recognises the
symbiotic relationship between word and faith, between Scripture and doctrine, or the

nature of interpretation as it relates to that relationship, as a Berean Hunt believes that
every doctrine in the faith must be tested againsî this particular canon. Even the disasters
predicted as a result of the so-called Y2K computer bug at the tum of the miiiennium (d.,
for example, Farrar 1998; Hyatt 1998; Jeffkey 1998; Jeffrey and Hunt 1998)'" are
detennined through Scripture. "In our opinion," writes Hunt, "there will be problems, but

not nearly of the magnitude we are hearing. Fear can easily sidetrack Christians fiom the
real tasks in these last days" (Hunt 1998k:2). The reason Hunt does not fear Y2K as do

many others? "Y2K has not been foretold in God's Word" (Hunt 1998k:2). In answer to a
question that he has dismissed fears of the Y2K problem, Hunt responds that he has

written a book to deal more completely with the phenornenon. Y2K-A Reawmed Reprise

4%yatt's book, The Millcnnium Bug: How to Sutvive the Coming Chaos, is king d w r t i d
strongly by Texe Marrs. "Many experts are warning of the Y2K computer crisis," writes Mam, " and the
dangerously reai potential for chaos that lies ahead. But here is an outstaading and much needeû b k that
goes one step M e r : Michael Hyatt's TIte Milienniuni Bug carefUy explains irow p u and I cm survive
the coming chaos! Order this book now and preparc for the worst. Thcft is vcry littlt tirne left. DonTtwait
another moment. Find out the hcts about Y2K and w b t to do so that personaidisaster
bc midedn
(e.g., FIashpoint November 19985). Hyatt is a fundamentalist Christian whose worldvïew closeu
parallcls that of Mans. He indicates four "rcsponsi'bilities"which are the duty of cvcry Christian in the
event (for him, the certainty) of the Y2K disaster: tnist, repent, prepare, and &are. Of the nrst, he writes:
"if yau are a Christian, you belicve that nothing bappens by accident. Why do 1say this? &cause one of
the basic tenets of Christianity is that Gad is savereign, and His sovereignty excludes any elernent of
chance. Nothing happens by accident; cverything falls out amrding to W s pwpose. And that iLLCl&
the Milfermium Bug. Even though it is the resutt of wbat is, in one suisc,a coiossa1 mistakc on tbe part of
man, the Millennium Bug is, in anotheq more cosmic sense, as neassary as thc Flood and as inevitable as
your last breath. God is in control of everytbing; everythingfi& p e r f i into His plan" (Hyatt 1998:2078; cf. 1998:207-22).
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to Mass m e r i a is due to

be published by Harvest House in 1999 (Hunt 1999:3).

9.6 Summary

That Dave Hunt's subjective construction of reality is grounded in his belief in an
inerrant, infallible, and insuperable Word of God is incontestable. It clearly constitutes the
primary cognitive boundary marker for his entire Weltanschauung, the elemental filter

through which the world is viewed in light of which events and phenornena are d y d ,

and according to which appropriate behaviour is determined. His cornmitment to this

primary marker sensitises him to a tremendous variety of problems in the world, ali of
which become located in and provide support for that subjective construction. This

sensitivity lads him both to write and to speak of that which he believes; indeed, it
arguably demands that he seek to fùnction as a significant other for those who inhabit a
similar subjective universe. "Doctrine is important," he writes. "Truth is vital. We are
urged to contend earnestly for the fath. One day we must all stand before Our Lord to

give an account. In subsequent newsletters, if the Lord tarries and spares us, we want to

suggest some ways in which we can contend constructively and effectively for biblid
truth. We must not only believe the truth, but we must act upon it and contend for it"

(Hunt l988b:2).
That Dave Hunt is sincere in his beliefs also seems clear fiom a review of his
writings; that he believes his is the most adequate interpretation of the relevant and
available data is equally plain. However, while he does fùnction as a signifiant other for a
great number of people, it should not be supposed that he seeks the status of a guru
himseLf.'There are to be w gurus in the chuch," Hunt writes, referring once again to his
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primary cognitive boundary marker. "ûthers must foiIow what 1 speak or live ody to the

extent that they are convinced of its validity by the leading of the Holy Spirit and their
knowledge of God's Word" (Hunt 1988a:2). And, as will be demonstrated fùrther in
succeeding chapters, although the rnanner in which he makes the case for "what he

speaks" is distinctiy questionable, that he is sincere in the case he makes appears beyond
question. Indeed, in "Being a Berean," Hunt's partner and collaborator, T.A. McMahon
writes unequivocally that neither he nor Hunt seek to be demagogues within the
fundamentalist Christian community. "We want to encourage fellow Christians to be
Bereans-not

followers of The Berean Cdl, not followers of Dave Hunt or of any other

man or institution. That would be the antithesis of our rninistiy!" (McMahonl994:1).

Chapter Ton

The Gospel That Saves:
Subjective Construction of Reality in the Work of Dave Hunt,
Part Two

For G d to grant safvatio~~
by any olher meam thanfairh in Christ alone
would be an insult to the One whom the Fufher insisred had to endure His
wrath as fhe socrrfice for sin F~~rthermort,
G d wozrll be breaking His
own code of justice and going bac&on His Worcl Not even God himself
could s a w earth 's nost ~~otable
'suht. ' Christ 's blood avaiis onlyfor
repentant sinners.
-Dave Hunt-

10.1 Introduction

This chapter continues the investigation begun in Chapter Nine. Whereas that
chapter identified the primary cognitive boundaiy marker according to which Hunt's
subjective reality is constnicted-i.e., an inerrant, infallible, and insuperabie Scripturethis chapter will examine (a) the essential elements of Christian fùndamentalism which

denve fiom that marker, and (h) the cosmological dualism/duelism which provides the
historical and eschatological stmcture for Hunt's work. Once again, notice will be taken of
different manipulations of information as they are employed by Hunt in the establishment

and support of these worldview components.
10.2 "No one but saved sinaers": Fundamentalist Dogmatia

From Hunt's interpretation of Scnpture as inerrant, infallible, and insuperable are
derived both the 0therprinm-ycognitive boundary markers as weii as several secondmy
characteristics which are not unique to but definitely prevalent in their Stream of
fundamentalist Christianity. The former one could consider kerygmatic; that iq they are
essential to the formation and definition of the primary group, and are those on which
there can be no disagreement among members of the group. Among the latter, the
secondary characteristics, one might find some disagreement between dierent sub-groups
of fùndarnentali~ts.~~~
In relation to the Second Coming, for example, one finds different

interpretations of the precise sequence and timing of particuiar events4.e.. the Rapture,
" ' ~ tis this point that one of the dinerences between fundamcntelirts per se and evangelicals who
may very well share similar cognitive bounday markers appears. For example, as noted in the previous
chapter, since Hunt fin& no biblical mandate for social activism, such activism is contrary to God's will
(cf. p.392 n.429 above). On the other hanâ, the Baptist Peace Fellowship of North Amerka, whose
executive director in 1988 was Southem Baptist Ken Sehested (cf. Kemper 1988:8; Sehested is still the
BPFNA's exetutive direEtor), bclieves thatonc's wmmitmcnt to CMst demmds precisely the kind of
social activism denounced by Hunt. Th& statement of purpose reads: "Our goals are to educate, insphe
and mobilize Baptists for greater involvement in justice and peace concerns at local, regional, nationai

and international levels. Particular attention is given to clasifjing the biblical mandate for such activity"
(~http://www.prirnelint.com/-bpfnclcctronic
aî>, document).They continue with tcn specific objcctins,
among which are: "1. To pmlaim the Bible's message chat loving God meam caring for the weaL the
P r , the âespiseâ-ail who d e r violence, including creation itseK 2. To establish peaœ aad justice
groups at local and regional levels in our network . . - 4 . To prompt stronger cornmitment to justice and
peace h m our Baptist convention stnictures and agencies at wery level . . .6. To develop a truly
multiracial network of Baptists involved in a variety ofjustice and peace ministnes. 7. To en#niragcwork
forjustice anâ peace in matters of public policy. 8. To hi@&
cspccially,îhe witness ofDr. Martin
Luther King Ir. and his Iegacy of Gospel-inspired, nomiolcnt mhtanœ to c d w(<http://www.
primline.com/-bpfnai>, electronic document). In anotha example, as will k demoiiltrstedklow, Hunt,
as weïl as many other fuociamentalists are decidedly anti-homosexual. Evangeiical writcrs Letha Scanmni
and Vuginia Ramey MoUenLott, however, challenge the bibiid and traditional bases for this bias in tbe
church (cf. Scanzoni and Moiienkott 1978). F i ,whiie Chn'stianifyT d ù y is rightly ~gardrd
as the
best-known cvangelical magazine pubüshd in English, there are at last w othis which opastc h m a
very smilar worIdvim, yet with vastly Merent understaadings of the dmiandr that worlâviiew &es on
the belicw. niey are Sbjoumers: An Independent Christian Monthly and The Other Si&: Jwce Rooted
in Discipleship. Both magazines are predicated on simiiar beliefk as the BPFNA

the Battle of Armageddon, the Triumphant Retum of Christ, and the Millemial
Kingdom-among

the different sub-group~."~
Al1 regard belief in the literal Second

Coming of Christ as essential to the faith, but understand the specifics of that event
differently according to the particular hermeneutic by which they interpret Scnpture.
In addition to an inerrant Scripture, these primmy cognitive boundary markers are
beüef in: (a) the virgin conception of Jesus, his crucifixion and bodily resumction; (b) the
ontological divinity of Jesus as the Second Person of the Holy Tnnity; (c) a substitutionary
theory of atonement as the sole ground of sotenology; and (4 the literal and visible
Second Coming of ksus. While al1 of these find their ongins in a particular interpretation
of Scnpture, they m o t be considered as rigidly separate categories. Each Morms and
supports the others. For example, the case for ontological divinity requires an irnmadate
conception (and a consequent Wgin birth), and is itseifa prerequisite for a substitutionary
atonement.

Denved firom the primary markers of Christian fùndamentalism as it d s t s in the
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%hile Hunt argua stmngly fw a pre-tribulation Rapother fiindanicntalists n r h as Pat
Robertson argue just as strongîy for a different scenario. Robertson writes that it "will happa at tbe end of
this age when Jesus Christ cornes back to earth again. As He cornes h m heann, we will be caught up to
meet Him in the air, and then we wiîi be former with the Lord 1 belim it wiil happa aftathe
Tnidation and More the thousand-year reign of Christ on earth caiied the Millenniumw(1984:158). In
his eschatological novel, The Ehd of the Age, Robertson fictioaalises a similar sœnario (cf. 1995).
Christian Reconstnicâionist Gary DeMar, however, argues for neitlaer. "Like m y dhtr prediction," he
Wntes, "those predicting Armageddon bave been wmng tirne and timc again. S o m uafot~sctnstî of
circumstances always forces the prognosticators to mke periodic a&sîmnts. Wby? The Arnuagcddon
scenario is fhudulent h m start to finish. There is no hiture Armageûûon battle. Thcre îs no
ptetn'bulational Rapturen @eMat 1991:166). After a brief con9dctationof the "scvttlty wœks ofDanicl"
which figureso pmmincntly in dispcnsationalist intcrprctationof prophccy, DeMar asks, "1s thcre biblicai
support for this view? There is no proof whatsoever! ifthose who advmte separating the seventieth d
h m the sixty-ninth week of Daniel 9:24-27 reg, Dave Hunt] by placing an Uldeterminate pcnodof t h e
cannot support their position by an appeal to clear passages of Scripture, then the 'parenthesis' view mus?
bt abandonai as unscriptural" (1991:171).

North Arnerican context, several secondary characteristics are also apparent. Arnong

them, brief consideration here will be given to three, ali of which are antipathetic: (a) anti-

'"Al1 of these issues,

Cornrnunism;"' (bl anti-homosexuality;"" and (c) anti-evolutionism.

of course. could be framed sympatheticdly, that is: pro-capitalistlfree world, pro-farnily,
pro-creationism. And, in rare instances, they are so articulated. However, the vast majonty

of material produced by Christian fundarnentalists in the apologetic context (and especiaily

or or

example, Jeny Falwell, writing unâer The Threat of Cammunim" declaia that
"Americans have been fooled by the Communists long enough. It is t h e that key figures in our
gwemment begin to awaken to the fact that communism is a vicious attack upon what was once a fiee
world. Comunists have dedicated themlves to world conquest . . . When cammunism takes mer a
nation, the first thing that happens is that al1 the chutches ate shut down, preachers are killcd or
imprisoned, and Bibles are taken away h m the people. Communists are expert deeeiversn(Falwell
1980:74,75). Pat Robertson writes that "Communists are always enemies of Cbristianity. Why thc
Western governments and many people cannot see that, after al1 these years, is a mystery to me"
(1984:194).

"'1n a 1996 fiindraising letter, Bob Larsen wmte: "Bill Clinton has done mon to ~fûme
t's next 04
homosewitu than al1 ri or Presidents cornbined. And he's ~roudof it, not aehamd . . .
his agenda? The a-tance
of bisexuals. transvestites. or -Gad forbib-child molestcrs? . . . For vow
pift of $30 or more 1'11 send vou THE SENATOR'S AGENDA mv 280 Pane novel. This book exposes
how pmgay, pro-abortion politicians like Clinton manipulate the media to get votes. THE SENATOR'S
AGENDA takes you behind the scenes of a campaign and reveals the lies of those who disregard God's
Worâ" (Latson 1996~:1). William Rodgers uses population estimates to motivate his readcrs in The Gay
Invusion. "By the most consenative estimate, then," he writes, "we are tdt with 45.8 million people that
prof- belief in God's Word as the law of life; 45.8 million Bible-believing fiuidsmental Christians. If
the= are, as claimeci, twenty million homosexuals in the Unitcd States, we cvangelicals out-mimbcr thcm
more than two to one! And that is a veritable army of Might to battle the Gay Invaâers. And, if we couid
just remit ten percent of the remaining U.S. population, people like my nIm niaktr niend, WC would have
an army of Right numbering more than fi@-nine million people-an edge of almost three to one!"
(Rodgers 1977:151-2).
''?exas RuidamentaîistHomer Duncan, finder of the World-Wi& Missioaay C m , Inc.
(1943), writes: "Even though evolution is an unproven theory, it is taught as a fact of science in our
ducational system, and is assumced to be a fact of science by most uninformai pwplc. The Bible says tbat
in the last days when men will not receive the love of the truth that thty might be saved, God wu send
thcm a sirong delusion that ihy will bcfievt THE LE. The lie is the f i f s ~falschood that Satan told Adam
and Eve in the Garden &Eden, namely that man is mcient in bimselfaad that he Qts not necd the
help of God Evolution is the corollary to this iïrst lie, and humanirmi is a coroilmy to evolution" (Duncan
N.d:27). la the sequel to this book, Duncan writes of the consequeace~inherent in an evolutiouary
viewpoint: "HOLDINGAN ORGANIC VIEW OF LFE,HUMANISTS FIND THAT THE
TRADITIONAL DUALISM OF MIND AND BODY MUST BE REJECTED. They have a ptrfcct right to
do this, but thy do not have a solid foudation upon which to base thûr thuiking. The BiMc teaches thu
man is spirit, sou1 and body. Since there is an abundance of evidence that the Bible is t
h Word ofChristians have a strong factual foundation upon which to base their thinking'' (Duncan 19%1:35).

that produced by Dave Hunt) on these issues is of an antipathetic, nihilatory nature; their
matenal locates them in a position of articulated opposition to certain phemmena rather
than a position of sympathetic support for other phenornena. This is consistent with

tiindamentalist history since the last fin-de-siècle."
10.2.1 Primary Cognitive Bounday Marken

10.2.1.1 The Virgin Birth

In O c d Invasion, in a passage which collects together vimially all of the prUnary

characteristics of fùndarnentalist Christianity as they relate to the virgin conception and
birth of Jesus, Hunt writes:
In Chnstianity done the penalty for breaking God's laws is paid by God,
who became a man through the virgin birth. He never ceased to be God
and will never case to be man.Jesus Christ is the one and oniy God-man,
who as perfect and sinless wuld represent the hurnan race, taking the
penalty it deserved, and could fiilly pay that penalty. Only on that basis can
pardon justly be offered to al1 who repent and receive Christ es Savior.
(Hunt l998f23O)

Within the dogrnatic configuration of Christian tùndarnentalism, the VU@ BUth is

essential for two reasons. Fim,it aüegedly fùlflls the Isaianic prophecy that "a virgin shall
conceive" and bring forth the f es si ah." Second, it obviates the need for purification on
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As researcbers and writers as disparate as hlarsâen, Falweil, and D o h tuive noteci,
"militancy"was one of the defining characteristicsof the early fundamcnfaiist rnovemea&That is,
reacting to what were perceived as problexns of practicai life, theu doctrws anâ tblogy wcre formecl in
Oppogition to thinlring thcy ôelicvcd inimicaî to tht f8ith. in his intmchiction, for example, Marsckn
defines fiinâamentalism as "militantly ami-modemist Protestant evangeiicalismnanâ *tes: "Militant
opposition to modemism was what most clearly set off fiuidamentalisrn b m a number of othm cl@
relateci traditions, such as evangelicalism, rwivalism, pietism, the holmovements, millenarianiSm,
Refond confessionalism, Baptia traditionalism, and other denominational orthodoxies" (19ûûA; cf.
1984:102-23,164-84).
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'Therefore, the Lord himselfwiii give you a sign: Lmk, the young womn [Gk. the virgin] is
with chiid and shall bear a son, and shali name him Emmanuel" (ïsaîah 7: 14 NRSV).

the part of that Messiah, since sexual intercourse was not a factor in the conception and it
is this biologicdgenerational transmission which is problernatic. Since God cannot dwell

with sin, without a human father the case can be made that Jesus was without sin. Thus,
sinless, the Messiah can act out his role in the drama of salvation (Heiisgeschichte) as the

divine Saviour. Hunt locates his construction of reality squarely within these boundaries.
While no religious d o c t ~ ise dernonstrable according to a scientinc method, Hunt
argues for the facticity of his dogrnatics and establishes (again by sheer weight of credai
repetition) the doctrinal twction of the Virgin Birth and the ontological divinity of Christ.
Although these are statements of faith, Hunt treats them as statements of indisputable fact.
"There can be no doubt," he writes, "that Jesus Christ, who is Go& came to this emth as a

man through a virgin birth, lived a perfect, siniess life, died for Our sins and rose fiom the
dead the third day. Historically, these events are firmly established" (Hunt 1993a: 111)."
That is to Say, they are "a matter of history" (1993a: 111). Since Hunt fieely rningles
statements which might be constNed as historically valid (i.e.,that someone narned Jesus
was bom, lived, and died) with those which are clearly fhith-based and require acceptance

of a particular construction of reality in order for them to have validity (i.e.,the special
M20<herexamples of the facticity of the gospel accounts include a section in In Deferne of the
Faith entiticd "Watertight Historid Verincation." Here Hunt writes: "In ch3 Lukc provides a whob
List of detailed information of names, places, offices, and dates which d y would not have been lrnown
by someone writing decades (much lcss centuries) later. These faas [i.e., "namcs, places, am,
and
dates"1 have k e n verîtied by modern historiaas and couîâ not have ôeen kmvnby someone writing
centuries later, as the skcptics clah was the casen (19%a:65). He concludcs: Today the ttccumuhtd
ewidence authenticating the Bible in every respect is overwhelming. Aily critic who continues to parrot tbe
specious charges formerly leveled against the Bible is doing so in spite of and not becmm of the fitcts''
(Hunt t9%a:66). Elsewhere, under "A Rvely Logical and Irrefutabie Authentication," Hunt writes: "The
very fact that 3000 people convertcd to Christ on the day of Penin the hart of Jerusalcm and that
thausands more in Jerusalem contiaued day after day to join this 'new &th' is imfutable evidence th&
bevents W y happened The opposition did not deny the fmls" (l996a: 157%). For a di&mit
interpretationof the growtb of the early Chwch followiog Pentecat, see Stark 19%.

..

circomstances surrounding Jesus' birth, life, and death), once again his assertions are not
nearly so "firmly established" as he declares. Beyond possible questions about the facticity

of Jesus' existence (fairly well established. but still questioned from time to tirne),- there
can be significant discussion about each aspect of Hunt's keygmatic proclamation. 1s
Jesus of Nazareth really God? Can one legitimately equate the two in the unequivocal,
ontological manner that Hunt daims? 1s the "virgin birth" really virgin, and is it, in fact, a
fulfilment of prophecy? Since it is never directly stated and must be inferreci from passages
in the gospel records and the fanonical epistles, how does the credal declaration that Jesus

lived a "perfect, sinless life" become an indisputable fact of history? Very little is known
about Jesus' Me pnor to the beginning of his Galilean mlliistry-which means that virtually

nothing is known about virtually all of his

These questions are resolved (if not

'.6)Oneproponent of this "mythicistther,ryn is Gcorgc Wells, a profaior mentus at the
University of London. In his conclusion to 7he Jesus Myth (1999). he writes: "The Jesus of the Pauline
and other early epistles is a basically supernaturai personage about whost historical cxistcncc as a
man-presumably in a somewbat distant pst-very little indeed was known. The Jesus of the gospcl
passion and resunection storits is based on this carlier Jesus, but has been set in a historia! contcxt
relatively recent to the evangehts, but unknown to the earlier Christian writers. The pre-passionGalilean
ministry, as depicted in the synoptic gospels, is based on an entirely M't figure. Some elements in the
life there ascribed to him may derive ultimately from the life of a nrstcentury itioerant Galilean p n a c k ,
but to separate out such authentic material h m the m a s of wihistorical namative is a weU-nigh
impossiile taskn (Wells 1999:244). Wells m t e his six volumes on the mythicist intcrprdation of the
Christian testament as a reaction against precisely such arguments for the historicity of Jesus as arc
advanceciby Christian anticult apologists. See, for example, Groothuis 1990:11946. For an intercsSing
collection of essays deaiing with the mythicist position, see <http://www.ffif.org/historicus. html#chl>.
charge, which is often âealt with by aplogists in tbeir dcfcnce of the historicity of Jesus
and the bistoncal facticity of the gospel rcoords, is that the sodîcd 'lost ycan of J a u n werc spent
beyond the borders of his homeland, wandering and Phdying in Iodia.Persia, Tikt. anâ Greece. Perhaps
the kst h o w n example of this thcr,ry is The Aquarian Gospel of Jems the Christ, wriücn (aliegcâiy
channelecl) by someone who is namedon the jacket ody as "Levi."A publisha's anuounœment at tbe
kgiiuiing of the book idcntines "Levin as "Levi H.Dowling, a prc8chtt anâ cbapkin (for thc North)
dwing the American Civil War. as weU as a medical doctor later in Me (Levi [1908] 19963). Groothuis
spends two chapters on various aspects of the "lost yc8tsn thcory (which t b r y inciudcs contnions ôy
Church Universal and TriumpW leader Eiizabeth Clame Prophet); see Groothuis W O : 147-73.195-219.
Hunt adckses the issue as wdl. 'Evcrything J m i s said and did cppasce the ttzrchiB&oofHiidm<m and
Buddhism and dispmes the f3.kclaim that He studied in uidia or Ts'bet, This fiaudulent theory

answered) in the context of belief in an inerrant, infallible Scripture; "God says it. 1 believe
it. That settles it."
Dealing with the issue of the "ten lost tnbes of 1srael," for example, which he
declares "must be considered a Satanic doctrine" (Hunt 1993a:30), Hunt offers a few

reasons why the theory of the lost tribes ought to be rejected. However. while "[space]
does not permit the detailed discussion which this subject perhaps deserves" (Hunt

1993a:30), he concludes such discussion as there is thus: "We netd say no more.Let us

accept Gad's Word on this subject" (Hunt 1993a:32). Applied differently, if the gospel
record says that Mary was a virgin-and

it is the terminology used with respect to the

Isaianic prophecy which is at issue herethen the debate is closed. It is bounded to
exclude the possibility that an immaculate conception and a Wgin birth are Christian
overlays employing well-known Mediterranean motifs and using the specific Isaianic
prophecy to "prove" that speciai character of Jesus.
10.2.1.1.1 The Question of alma

Hunt deals with this issue of terminology in answer to a question posed for In

Defense of the Faith. The querent challenges the essentiality of the Virgin Birth, clairning
that "[my]pastor doesn't even teach it. The Hebrew word aima, translated virgin in most

Christian Bibles reaily means 'young woman.' 1s he right?" (Hunt 1996a:291). Vny often,
Hunt takes the opportunity to reidorce his own position through the denigration of those
âemoastrates once again how impossi'ble it would k to invent a fictitious hisiory of Jesus and to make it
fit Uito accual events on this earth. The emneous theory that Jesus studied in [ndia onder the gurus simply
w n ' t fit into the New Testament record at aiLand if it di& ch New Testament wodd k ~ ~ i b l
with the Old, instead of being its fiilnllment as it had to be. Nor wodd either tbe Old or New Testament
records fit inîo the higtory of the world dess both wcn true. Th pcrfect hrmony d Scripture with
estabished history is revealedby any carefùi and honest study of hthn (Hunt 1 9 % ~119).

c

whose interpretation of Scripture conflicts with or challenges his own. To this particular
question, Hunt responds: "Only the rankest critic would argue that a h in Isaiah 7: 14 . . .
could mean anything but a virgin. It would hardly be a sign for a nonvirgin to conceive and

bear a son" (1996a:291).Using limited alternatives, Hunt once again bounds the
discussion with his unequivocal equation of "nonvkgin" wit h "young woman." Continuhg
his etyrnological analysis, he argues quite correctly that "the quotation of this text in the

New Testament (Matthew 1 :23)uses a Greek word wbich, without question, means
'virgin"' (Hunt l996a:D1). However, while one might credence his interpretation of the

questionable syrnbolic value of conception involving a "young woman," and whiie the
Septuagint does use the Greek word for "virgin" in its translation of the Isaianic text, his
rhetoric forces him to include among those "rankest cntics" who do nnder the Hebrew

alma as "young woman" such biblical scholars as Raymond Brown (cf. 1977:145-53),~'

Robert Funk (cf. 1996:279-94),'66and the scholars of the Jesus Seminar (cf. Miller
l994:6On 1 :23).

"kg.,
The Vanations ktwcen 'young @ri'(MT) and 'virgin* (LX& Mt)has givni rise to
some of the most famous debates in the history of exegesis, ranging h m dcbates between Jews and
Chrititians as eariy as Justin's Dialogue with Trypho in the mid-second cenniry, ta debates provoked by
ultraconservative readers of the RSV version in 1952" (Brown 1977:146). According to Brown,the "RSV
was b
d by fiuidamentalists in some parts of the United States because it used 'young woman' rather
than 'virgin' in Isaiah 7: 14-a sign to the book-burners that the transistors were denying the virginal
conception of Jesus!" (1997:146 11-37).
Unâerstatedly, Brown points out that "these debatcs d e c t
dinerent understandings of the nature o f prophecy" (1977:146). While he notes tbat the "&g
'virgin'
was irnposed by a decision of the Amcrican bishops on the reluctant Catholic tramlators of the NAB"
Brown 1977:146 n 37), the reading Young woman" has been foiiowad by the translation cornmittees for
the RSV and NRSV, the JB and NJB; the evangelicaiiy-orientedNiV,hawever, retains the use of
"virgin."
466Funk also introduces the theory of illegitimacy, that is, tbat Jesus had a human bither but tbat
it was not Joseph. He writes that "Jane Schaberg in The lllegitimacy ofJems bas aâvand the îhesis that
the stories of the visgin birth, in fact, were invented to countcr the claim of illegitimacy. Hcr proposal is
supporteci by Matthew's observation that Joseph was embafiassed by Mary's pregnancy, for wbich he
codd not claim responsi%ility'' (Funk 19%:288; cf. Scbabcrg 1990).
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10.2.1.1.2 Legendary parallels

Another aspect of the immaailate conception and virgin birth which Hunt does net
address-and

thereby further bounds the debate-is the question of mythic parallels in

other religious traditions?'
According to Greek mythology, for example, the mother of Heracles, Alcmene,
was a Mrgin; Heracles' father was the god, Zeus (cf Morford and Lenardon 1985:380-3;

Ovid 1986:1%). Attis, the beloveâ of Cybele, was conceived when the Wgin Nana p l a d
"a ripe almond or pomegranate in her bosom" (Fraier [1922] 1987:347; cf. Morford and
Lenardon 1985:121-2). Romulus and Remus, the founden of Rome, were the twin sons

boni to the virgin Rhea Silvia; their father was the war-god, Mars (cf Morford and
Lenardon 1985 :491). According to Lloyd Graham, as his life passed into legend, even
"Pythagoras' s father, we' re told, was Apollo, and his mother Partheniq from parthenos,
which means Wgin" (Graham 1975:302-3). Funk cites Diogenes Laertius to the &kt that
Plato was conceived after his alleged father, Ariston, ceased sexual interwurse with his

wife, Perictone, due to h a apparent bmenness; the divine father was Phoebus Apollo.
Funk writes: "In the paeans of praise later cornposed for Plato, the logic of the Heiienistic
birth story is made evident: How could Plato have healed the souls of rnortals with speech

uniess he had been sired by Phoebus Apollo? Plato is therefore the son of Apollo" (Funk
lW6:284). Similar retrojective deification happened to Asclepius, the god of healine.
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For exarnple, on the ubiquitous nature of virgin birth narratives, Joseph Campbell wrote:
"Modern schoiarship, mematicaiy compariog the myths and rites of mankid, has f d j u s t about
everywhexe legends of virgins giving b i i to h e m who die and are fesumwd rndirr is chock-fidi of
such talesn (1972:9; cf. Campbell l%8:311-4).

However, as Graham points out, somewhat ascerbically, it "is useless, we know, to offer
these pagan parallels, because to 'the saved in Christ' they are but myths and superstitions;
yet why should they be myths and superstitions here and saaed and holy in the case of

Jesus?" 1975:3O3). Ascerbic perhaps, but an excellent question nonetheless.
10.2.1.1.3 Essential to Theodicy

AU that notwithstanding, the fact of the Unmaculate conception and (bamng
prenatai intercourse) the virgin birth is crucial to the subjective construction of r d t y
inhabiteci by Hunt and his fellows. To challenge its validity is to challenge the validity of
the entire construction. Indeed, it is the foundation on which the fundarnentalist Christian
solution to the problem of evil is based. According to that construction, sin is a debt owed
to the justice of a sinless God. Since ail humanity is bom under the burden of that sin,any propitiatory offering made by humanity on behalf of humanity would n e c e s d y be

tainted. "The debt must be paid by One who is without sin," Hunt writes, "and who is able

to bear the judgment that the guilty deserve. Such is God's solution to evil-md to pay
that debt was the prirnary mission of the Messiah" (1993aA4).
Building on the dogrna of the imrnaculate conception and the wgin birth, Hunt

expands the fùndamentaiist theodicy.
If Jesus Christ was not bom of a virgin, then He was an ordinary man who
would have had to die for his own sins and could not have died for the sins
of the world. To be our Savior and pay the infinite penaity demanded by

w ~ one
t poins despite the logid inconsistency with the dofcniu of original sin cnrialto his
argument for a substitutionary thcory of atonement, Hunt docs apptar to make allowiillccs for infàa~t
children. Wrïting of the &ects of a pre-triiulation Raptme, he notes: "ifwe believe that babies who die
are aivered by Christ's atonement and taken to heaven, then it w d d ssem iikely that at tbe Rapturc aü
those tou young to be accountable would also be taken" (Hunt 1993a:225).

God's justice, Jesus had to be God corne to earth as a man. Being God, the
body He took ('a body hast thou prepared me'- Hebrews 105) when He
became a man could not have been created through n o d sexual
intercourse but only by the creative power of God within the womb of a
virgin. (Hunt l996a:N 1-2)
Hunt's interpretation, of course, is by no means limited to him; to a greater or
lesser degree, it is s h e d by al those Christians whose subjective construction of reality
demands an immaculate conception and a virgin birth as the necessary predicates for a
substitutionary theory of atonement. In this, Hunt is quite in line with traditional Christian
d o p a . However, the unequivocal nature of his expression of this partinilar dogmatic
trajectory does raise its own difficuitieq difficulties which are avoided in Hunt's
presentation. Put differently, to apply words like "could not" and "but only" seem to liMt
the power of the God Hunt himself asserts is omnipotent. As it stands, the logical flow of

Hunt's argument on& coheres in the context of the fundamentalist construction of reality.
Analogous to some standard logical questions raised about the omnipotence of God-e.g.,
Could God make a rock so large Gad could not lie it? Could God make a square
circle?-are

similar questions about the restrictive nature ofthe virgin birth and the

necessity it imposes upon God in Heilsgeschichte. If God is ali-powerfu, then why wuld

God nor b ~ about
g a situation in which an o r d i human being could pay the debt
incurred by the cumulative sins of hurnanity? SUnilarly, EGod is omnipotent, why should
God be iirnited by the mechanisms of "normal sexual intercourse" and c o h e d to acting

only through "the creative power of God within the womb of a virgin"? The choice Gud
Mght make (or Mght have made) to a d in this mamer is not the issue; it is, rather' Hunt's

manipulation of the relevant idormation which has placed God in the position of requiring

these particular redernptive processes. Hunt does not address these issues, but simply
reinforces the worldview he inhabits through repetition. "If ksus was not virgin bom," h e
concludes, "there is no salvation and Chnstianity is a hoax" (Hunt 1996a:292).
10.2.1.2 The Deity of Christ

The limited alternatives he presents continue with the necessity of Christ's divinity.

"The deity of lesus Christ," he wntes, repeating the fundamemalist dogmatics which
bound his worldview, "is absolutely necessary on the basis of Old Testament Scriptures,
for He is both the Savior (who must be God) and the Word of God. the One who is the
expression of God to mankind" (Hunt 1993a:69). While he castigates those in the "signs
and wonders" movement on the grounds that the word "revival" is not found in the
Bible.469Hunt allows himself some interpretative latitude in order to justiQ the ontological
divinity of Chna because it is required by his subjective construction of reality. "Though
the word itself is not found," he writes, "the teaching of the Trinity is al1 through the

Bible, including the Old Testament" (Hunt 1993a:68). Once again, this interpretation is
hardly unique to Hunt; the retrojection of Trinitarian theology into the Hebrew Scriptures

in an attempt to chnstocentnse them has been part of the Church's history since the
Christological debates of the early and imperial churche~.'~*

'69~lsewhere,Hunt writes: T e s . the Bible defuitely precücts a lad-days signs and wonden
movement, That is clear from the verses to which we have referred. However, Scriphire telis us that this
signs and wonders movement will not be of God but of Satan. It will be a delusion that will deceive many"
(Hunt 1998a:36).
4 7 0 ~ the
f
mation, for example. Augustine wmte in The City ofGod that it %as, of course, the
Father of the Word who said, 'Let it be made.' and since creation was effected by his speaking, there can
be no doubt that it was done by means of the Word . . . Now if this goodness [of creation] is rightiy
interpreteû as the Holy Spirit, then the whole united Trinity is mealecl to us in its works" (XI:24,
1972:157). Augustine went so far as to iocate Trinitarian belief (or ai least latency) in the works of
Hellenistic philosophers. "Weknow what Porphyry, as a Platonist, means by the pinciples'. He refers to

Elsewhere, Hunt ernploys the well-known "lord, liar, or lunatic" argument in
pursuit of the divine Christ. Articulated initially by C.S. ~ewis,"'the argument establishes
a set of very limited alternatives fiom which adherents may choose. In a section of ln

Defnse of the Faith entitled "Lunatic, Liar, Or God Corne As Man?" Hunt writes:
There is no doubt about what Jesus said. The question which no one can
escape, therefore, is whether or not He was telling the tnith. If He wasn't,
then there are only two other options: either He was a shcere egomaniac,
so insane that He tmly thmght He was God come in the flesh and the only
Savior of sinners, or else He was a deliberate deceiver who knew He was a
fraud but who persisted in a masquerade so Machiavellian and clever that
He deceived billions of people dunng the course of 20 centuries. In fact,
neither of these two alternatives makes sense. He could only have been
telling the truth. (Hunt 1996a: 141).
8

The necessity for the Christ to be ontologically divine is intimately related to the
dynamics of the substitutionacy atonement. According to Hunt, cbsalvationis an infinite

work, including as it rnust the full payment of the infinite penalty for sin required by God's
justicesomething which only God could accomplish" (1996a:SO). He continues:
Yet the Savior must be man as well because it is man who is the sinner,

Gcul the Father, and God the Son, whom he calls in Greek the Intellect or Mind of the Faîher. About the
Holy Spirit he says nothing, or at least nothing clear, a l t h g h 1 do not understand what othcr king hc
refers to as holding the middle position between the two" (X:23, 1972:403). As well, a 1976 Roman
Catholic catechism for adults teaches that despite the monotheism of the Hebrew Scriptum, "ttaen an
some passages in the Old Testament which seem to be veiled references to, or in a way preparatiom for
the mlation of, distinct Persons in God. Many of the [Churchj Fathers saw such s u ~ o nins tbc
fkquuent use of the plural noun ( E l o h ) and plural persona1pronoun for the one God (d.
Gcn. 1.26;
3.22; 11.7) and in the triple repetitions of the divine name or attritbutesn (Lawler, Wiierl, and Lawlcr
1976:178). Sec aiso Boff 1988:220-6.
"'Of this, Wells writes tbat ''apotogists continue to repeat the WU-known argument wbich CS.
Lewis put in several of his publications . . .,namely: either we must accept Jesus as what 'the records'
represent him as claiming to &Lewis obviously had the fourtti gospel in mind and assumed the others
to ôe in line with it-or we must take him for 'a d g lunatic of an un@
abominable type' who
made such claims unjustiaably. It is a cornnion apologetic stratagcm to nprrstnt in this way a quite
unreal alternative as the ody defensiile one to the view king actvocated" (Wells 1999:454). Josh
McDowtil, for example, m a b use of this argument in Evidence That Demmds a Verdict (c& 19793039).

not God.The penalty for sin is pronounced against man, not against God;
therefore it m u a be paid by a m m .But no finite man could pay that
penalty. fhus God in His infinite love and grace became a man through the
virgin birth so that He, as a man, could take the judgment we deserveci and
make it possible for us to be forgiven. (Hunt 1996a:SO)
10.2.1.3 Substitutionary Atonement

For Hunt, "[dvation] is the one most important wre belief in Christianity"
(1994h:347).Not thefact of saivation, however, nor the nutwe of salvation, nor wen
salvation as opposed to damnation. The issue which further restricts access to the prirnary
group as defined by Dave Hunt is how one appropriates salvation. What is the precise
mechanism by which salvation is attained and entry into the pnmary group assured? That

is the question which Hunt brings, perhaps most vociferously, to his extended discussions
of Roman Catholicism (cf Hunt 1990b, 1994h). "The Bible says that there are two classes
of people," he continues, "those who are sawd and those who are u w e d or los'" (Hunt

1994h:347).It is unclear precisely where it is that the Bible says thiq and Hunt himself
offers no specific references. However, the issue is not whether these two prirnary groups
&st;

in the subjective construction of reaiity which S o m Hunt's worldview they do,

and he conducts himselfacwrding to his belief in that redity.

The cnuc of the matter is what constitutes passageflom the d e f d t group to which
al1 of humanity belongs (Le., the lost) to the prllnary group to which Hunt belongs (Le.,
the wed). How does one go from being a part of rhem to being a part of usl According

to Hunt,those who are part of the latter group are the true Christians, regardless of
denominational affiliation (although, as noted below, his rhetoric suggests that one can
become a Christian while still a Roman Catholic, but one cannot remain a Roman Catholic

once one has "accepted Christ"). In this context, and further reinforcing the primary
group, Hunt often uses "evangelicals" as an acceptable synonym for "Christian."
"Evangelicals," he writes, "believe the gospel not merely as a fact of history but as offering

them forgiveness for their sin and eternal life as a free gift of God's grace" (Hunt
1994h:348);for Hunt, this is also an essentialkt definition of "Christian." Further, the

"evmgelical believes that, having accepted Chnst's offer of pardon and e t e d Iüé, he is a
Christian, boni of the Holy Spirit into God's family . . . his salvation is secure because, by
God's wondemil grace, Christ's death paid the penalty for his sin" (Hunt 1994h:349).

This is the substitutionary atonement stated perhaps as baidly as is possible.
"Salvation," as a funaion of the substitutionary atonement, is a once-for4 a*, the
benefit of which can only be received through the adoption of an appropriate faith stance
toward that aa. In tems of the fbndamentalist Christian primary group (Le.,the "saved")

as defined by Hunt, this means adherence to very particular subjective construction of

reality and faith behaviour appropriate to and b a s 4 upon that adherence; for membership,
both the reality-adherence and the faith behaviour of potential primary group members
must be congruent with his own.ûther constructions, other possibilities of reality-

construction or faith behaviour fall outside the boundaries of the primary group and thus

trigger the mechanisms of rdty-maintenance. The possibüity, for example, that salvaîion
is a process in wlnch one engages and through which one develops as a person of fath is
not seriously entertahed by Hunt; it iq rather, anathematised." Put diffaentfy, salvation

"cor~tparin~the Roman Cathoüc Church to the "J*"
encountcrcd by the ApoQle Paui,
Hunt writes that "Paul was derring to and cursing those Lnown as J u d a h s because tbey taught that in
addition to Christ's finished work one a h had to keep the Jcwish h.
That daddition dffbayed the

belongs only to "us," and never to "them." It is the constituent of the fùndamentalist

construction of reality towards which dl others tend. "The prirnary goal of evangelicals,"
writes Hunt, "is to preach the gospel to the lost so they might be saved . . . Such is the

desire of the evangelical for al1 mankind" (1 994h:3SO).Ostensibly, then, the Christianthe true Christian-rather

than universal salvation, desùes universal conversion to his or

her subjective construction of reality. Any mechanisms employed in the context of

universe-maintenancefunction at least in part with this aim in rnind. Explaining the motive

behind A W m a n Rides the Bemt: 7he R o m Cathdic Chtcrch and the Lasr Dgys, for
example, Hunt writes:
This author has contacted a multitude of Cathotics who were saved and left
the Church. Not one hes ever heard the true gospel preached there; al1 were
saved by beiieving a gospel that is anathema to Catholicism. It is love and
compassion for Catholics, thar they rnight be suved, that motivates a book
such as this. (Hunt 1994h:366)4n
10.2.1 Al The Dynamics of Salvation

What does it mean, then, to be "saveâ" according to the fundarnentaiist

gospel. Yet the Catholic Church has had 1500 years to add firr mon to the gospel than the Sudaizen tver
imagined. That false gospel cannot save, and merits Paul's anathema" (Hunt 19%a:302). "The very idea
of 'pmgress in religion' M e s the gospel of Jesus Christ,"he writts elscwhere. "Christiaaity is not a
religion, nor is it subjea to progressive developrnent . . . Neither does Cbistianity maintain a fnendiy,
ecw~lenicalrehtionship with the wrld's religions; it opposes thcm al1 as dcviccs of Satan" (Hunt
1998f:SM).
4
%untVs coacao is M y limitecito consenativeevangetimlism. Wbik he amid hardly be
wnsidered a fuIIdamentalist, Protestant th6010gian Reinhold Nicbutir (1892-197 1) wrott in The Nature
and Destiny of Man: "Protesîantisn~is right in insisting that Cathoticism identifies too simpiy wilb the
Kingdom of Gad. This identification, which allows a religiaus institution, invohzd in aii the relatmties of
history, to daim uaconditioned mth for its doctrines and unconditional moral authority for its sbadards,
makes it just another tool of hiunrin pride. For this reason Luther's insistence tbat the pope is Anti-Christ
was rtligiously correct. A vicar of Christ on e a .is bound to bc, in a sense, Anti-Christ. Tbe wbolc
contemporary situation yielâs eviâence of the perils of the Cathoiic doctrine of the church* (Niebubt
l949:2O1-2). Niebuhr's rem- about the pride inhetent in explicit or implicit claims of mconditionality
apply equally to fiuidamentalists such as Dave Hunt.
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construction of reality? How does one navigate fiom the "them" to the "us"? "The gospel
declares," -mites Hunt,"'that Christ died for Our sins according to the Scriptures, and that
he was buried, and that he rose again the third day'" (1994b:348). He continues: "One
'gets saved7the moment one believes the gospel . . . It's that simple7'(Hunt l994b:348).
What becomes clear, however, is that it is not at dl "that simple." It is, rather, like the man
who appeared on the doorstep, wet and shivering. Asking first only for momentary shelter
from the min, the homeowner was soon confronted with requests for wam~th,dry clothes,
and hot food. "May 1 step in from the rein?" was not as simple a request as it ficst

appeared. In similar marner, there are other aspects to the process of salvation than Hunt
initially suggests.
Quoting the apostle Paul's words to the church at Rome, "1 am not ashamed of the
gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation for everyone that believeth

(Rom. 1:16

Hunt reiterates that "[salvation] is just that simple" (19Wb:36 1).

Earlier in the text, however, he changes the requirements slightly. "Merely mentally
assenting to dl that the Bible says does not save; one must porsomlî'y receiw Chnsr as
Savior" (Hunt 199b:349-50). Aiready, then, one has advanced beyond the necessity of

simple beiief; "1 believe" is, in fact, no longer sufficient. Rather, there has been added to
simple beiief the volitional acts of acceptame and reception. And, often, "the act of faith

[by which] one is saved" (Hunt l994b:35O) becomes even more complex yet. In Beyond

Seducion: A Remnt to Biblical Ciastimity, which wes written partialy in response to
the controversy generated in the evangelical community by The S e h c t i m of Chri~n'anity
(Hunt and McMahon 1985), Hunt writes:

Biblical Chnstianity is not religion; it is a relatiomhip to God through
Jesus Christ that begins at the cross, where through accepting Christ's
death in my place for my sins 1 admit that 1 deserved to die, and in that
admission 1 give up life as I would have lived it in order to experience
Christ's resurrection life as my very own.My will has been surrendered
once-and-for-al1 to Kis will. (Hunt 1987:18-9)474

Indeed, as far as the fundarnentalist construction of rdity is wncemed,
"[salvation] can only be received fiom God as a gifi of His grace by those who admit they
neither deserve nor can do anything to either eam or rnerit it" (Hunt 1996b3356).
According to the construction, then, God's fiee gift is one which cornes with certain
conditions attached to it; that which is portrayed as God's unconditional gifi is, in fact,
conditional. Quite correctly, a gift is not something one can technically eu¶, but the need
to fulfil certain conditions before that gift can be received calls into question the logic of
the fundamentalia understanding. That is, how much of a gifl is it when, in order to

receive it, recipients must admit that they are unworthy of the gift, occept the graciousness
of the giver, and sumender their lives in retum for the gift? The well-known "Sinner's

Prayer," quoted in many evangelical publications and which foilows the theology of

Campus Crusade for Christ's "Four Spiritual Laws" (see above, p.207 n. 196),
incorporates most aspects of this process by which one accesses "salvaîion."

'Lord Jesus, 1need You.Thank You for dying on the cross for my sins. 1
open the door of my Me and remive You as rny Savior and Lord. Thank
47

'Inîhe introduction to Bepnd Seduciion, Hunt dates th diagnostic and thcrppailc aims for
which the book was written, as weil as the perils he perceives inhnent in each. "Wbile we want to use as
little space as possible upon fitrthcr developmcnts of current cmrs that wcre covned in Seductton,
i d e n m g the cikase is a necessary part of decting a cure . . .The Bible must bc prcsented not in a
vacuum but as the antidote both to tht seduction of sedar Society and to rclated Ms doctrints that comc
into the c h m h Much of the Bible was written for thh puripose. Therefore, to be tnie to God's Word some
exposure of e m r is essential, though it will be kept to a minimum. Our focus wül always be upon a retum
to biblical Christianity" (Hunt l987a:6; CF 1987a:1-7).

You for forgiving my sins and giving me etemal life. Take control of the
throne of my life. Make me the kind of person You want me to be.'
(McDowell 1979:385)
10.2.1.3.2 Excursus: The Roman Catholic Church

With respect to the phenornenon of salvation, Hunt reinforces the boundaries of his
own worldview through his criticism of Roman Catholicism. His subjective construction of

reality has supplied the hygienic against which the Roman Catholic understanding of
salvation-or at least Hunt's interpretation of that understanding-is

measured; the

diagnostic function of Hunt's worldview has identified the problem, and responded with
what Hunt considers the only viable therapy-nihilation

of the validity of the offending

worldview. "Yes," he writes, "the Catholic Church preaches salvation, but in direct
opposition to Scripture and to what evangelicals believe" (Hunt l996h:3 5 1). Which of
these two possibilities-the

belief that Roman Catholic teaching is in opposition to

Scnpture or that Roman Catholic teaching differs €rom evangelical teaching-infringes
Hunt's worldview more? Since evangeiicals such as Hunt claim to have based their beliefs
solely and objectively upon the Bible, it seems to be a case of "both/and" rather than
"eit herlor."
Since it functions as a subjective construction of reality, what Hunt believes about
the Bible and about the faith as a result of his interpretation of the Bible is, by definition,
considered more accurate than that believed by other groups. Behaviour is based on an
underaood congruence between reality as it is perceived-(or subjectively constnicted)-tobe and reality-as-it-is. Therefore, those who disagree with his construction of reality-or

with whatever aspect of that construction is under discussion-ûisagree by definition with

Scripture.
Of the Roman Catholic Church, he continues, "[salvation] is through obeying the

church, not on the basis of the finished work of Christ on the cross" (Hunt l996h:X I ) . " ~

Indeed, when it cornes to salvation, according to Hunt, Roman Catholics do not rnerely
misread or rnisinterpret the Bible on this point, they "reject" it out of hand (1996h:353).
Of course, it could also be argued that for Hunt and those who adhere to a similar
construction of reality salvation is accessed, 'hot on the basis of the finished work of
Christ on the cross," but through obedience to the ritual precepts of a conscious, volitional
act of recognition, repentance, and acceptance. Bounding the discussion firther, Hunt

It is an insult to God to suggest that He can forgive sins because someone
prays the Rosary or goes to Mass or does something dse which the Church
has prescnbed. God cm onlyforgve sins and saw the suui on the busis of
Christ having paid the fullpenalty demanded by G d 3justice. (Hunt
1W6h:360)
Once again, could it not be argued that it is an insult to God to suggest that God can only
forgive those who have completed a particular ritual prescribed by Christian
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Stating over and over that the Tridentine decisions (the couter-Reformation"anathemas")
have been cdhned in toto by Vatican II (cf., for cxamplc, Hunt 199%: 13842;1994h:351;1998E424,
426), Hunt, in fact, repeatedly misrepcesents the Roman Catholic position on the issue of saivation. Hunt
cites, for example, the drmation of the Councii of Tmit by Vatican 1I (l994f:351; cf. Flannay
1984:412), but omits the sentence which immediately follows that reafbnation: "At the same time, in
keeping with its pastoral preoccupations, this council urges ail coaoerncd to reniave or conect any abuses,
excesses or defects which may have crept in here or t h e , and so restore all things that Christ and God be
more Mly praised" (Flannery 1984412)-Accordhg to Joa Nilson, an associate prafcssor o f t b l o g y at
Loyola University, "salvation is God's work of mnciiiation and restoration in Jesus C M in the Holy
Spirit. As Gad Incarnate, Jesus is C d ' s total selGgiftto humaniîy. As human, Jeais makcs hwnanity's
complete and inevocable acceptance of God's giR This gift became Adinitive in his s c I f e g
death on the cross and was vindicated in His resurrection."Nilson continues,"[rnembemhip] in the
Catholic Chmh is, however, neither a requinment nor a guarautee of saîvation" (Nilson 1995:1158; on
salvation outside the Cburch, see Clooney 1995; Kung 1%7:003-11).
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Fundarnentalists, i.e., the "Simer's Prayer"? It appears that, in the subjective universe
inhabited by Hunt, the notion of "grace" is as elusive a concept as ''omnipotence." The
thought that it might be considered an insult to God to suggest that God is prever~redFrom
doing just about anything God wants, whether what God wants corresponds to a

hndamentalist Christian perception and constmction of reality or not, never enters the
discussion. In condemning the Roman Catholic Church on the basis of what he believes it
says it can do (i.e., offer a mode of salvation through sacramental observance), Hunt
displays his own hubns through his repeated declarations of what God cannof do.
"1 am more charitable than Rome," he writes, though, "which anathernatizes those

who Say they are saved. Yes, some Catholics may be saved, but only by believing the same

gospel whereby other lost souls are saved (Hunt l996E365). The "same gospel," of
course, is that gospel which constitutes the subjective construction of reality as it is
perceived and inhabited by Hunt. In fact, so confined is he by that worldview that the
parallels between his own position and that of the Roman Catholic Church escape him.
Each has their own version of exna ecclesia, mlla salus. What constitutes the panicu1a.r
ecclesia, and by implication membership in that ecclesia, is the manner in which each
attends to the relevant evidence of the gospel and which questions each bnngs to that
attendance. Hunt anathetnatises those who disagree with his subjective construction of
reality no less severely than Rome. While he warns his readers about "the teaching that
only an elite few know the true interpretatzon" (Hunt 1987:242) of the Bible, Hunt has
merely established a different class of elite predicated on the interpretation he holds to be
tnie. In Hunt's subjective universe, it is clear that those who do not believe according to

the worldview shared by the Company of the saved are, by implication and by necessity,
damned.

10.2.1.4 The Second Coming of Christ

In this type of fundamentalist constniction of reality, it is the destiny of the saved

to share in the glory of the Second Coming of Jesus Christ. To a greater or lesser degree,
this is the event (or series of events) towards which al1 of Hunt's writings tend. Indeed, it

is precisely this dispensational interpretation of prophecy and belief in the literal Second
Coming which fundamentalist scholar George Dollar believes differentiates
"tùndamentalists" fiom other Christians who subscribe to a received, traditionai
onhodoxy. While Dollar does not dismiss entirely the significance of the five tiindamentals

by which "fundamentalism" has been defined in this century, he does point out that they
were only five ouf offourteen fundamentals (cf. Dollar 1973:72-3)4'6 and suggests that the
relative importance of these five has been exaggerated. "The onhodox," Dollar wntes,
meaning any who subscribed to a traditional interpretation of the Christian faith, "would
have held tenaciously to 'The Fundamentais,' so-called." He continues:
[Fundamentalist] fellowships never used this as a complete statement of
their faith, since literalism in prophecy, imminency of the Lord's coming,
and a premillenniai stand are not found in them. These booklets should be
hailed as the Fundamentals of Orthodoxy. Here a word of waming ought to
be issued. The more popular use of the word 'fundamentalist' in this period
included al1 those who defended the Bible against the attacks of liberalism
. . . Since that time, the popular use of the word has continued so that even
today those believing that [the] Bible is the veiy Word of God and that it
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In addition the five fundamentals discussed in this chapter, Dotlar notes also the requirement
for belief in the Trinity, the faH of Adam, the need for a new birth. hill deliverance from guilt at salvation,
the assurance of saivation, the Christocentricity of the Bible, the waik after the Spirit, the resunectionof
both believers and unbelievers, and the ripening of the present age for judgment (cf.Dollar 1973:73).

should be taught and defended as such are generdly labeled 'Fundamental.'
(Dollar 1973:175-6;although, cf.Falwell, Dobson, and Hindson 1981:61 1; Sandeen 1970)
If Dollar's interpretation of fundamentafist history and development is perhaps

more accurate than the popular version, then Hunt is still well located as a dispensational
fùndarnentaiist. Prophetic literalism, irnminency as the canon against which prophetic
interpretation is to be rneasured, and belief in a premillennial rapture, Second Co&& and
Reign of Christ4" are al1 entirely consistent with his subjective construction of reality. The

particular manner in which he organises these events in his worldview is oflen used in
therapeutic remediation of what he considers incorrect interpretations of end-time events.

'Wo," he writes, "we are not suggesting that one must believe in the Rapture in
order to be saved. It is not part of the gospel" (Hunt 1993a:199). In tenns of univene-

maintenance dong these lines, Hunt's arguments seek to correct rather than nihilate what
he regards as defaive aspects of essentially Christian worldviews. "We are saved by
believing that Christ died for our sins, was buried, and rose from the dead the third day.

Those who belong to Christ will be taken to heaven in the Rapture w h d e r they beüeve in
this event or not" (Hunt 1993a: 199). Were Hunt to have wncluded his remarks there, one

'%ften know as "dispensatioaalismn(history bar k e n dMded by God into aicc9hhicperiodq
or dispensations), the most common positions within the modem Christian worldview are: pmnillennial,
postmillennial, and d e n a i a l . In broad categones, while they encompass much h r points of doctrine
and beiief, these are determinecl by one's stance in regard to the events munding the Second Coming of
Christ. Premillennialists, such as Hunt, Weve that the Second Comiag will be ushered in cataclysnicaUy
and the earthly d e of Chnst estabLished supeniaturally. Postmiüon the otbtr band, iW:ldhg
swh groups as Christian Reconstnictionists,hold that the miilennial kingdom is the natural development
of work already begun here on Earth. ûnce the world has ken converted to Christianity, it is a srnaIl stcp
to the millemial theocracy of Christ. Amillennialists contend that the Bible does not clcarly predict a
dennium brou@ about in one way or the other, good and d stn~ggkfor the souls of hiimrulltyuntîi
the Second Coming and the Final Judgment. On this dinerence, see Lighmer 1997:81-170.
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rnight have interpreted this as a reasonably generous attempt to include the divergent
opinions of brothers and sisters in Christ. He continues, however, to prolong and to bound

the debate through another fallacy of limited alternatives. "But ifwe do not take seriously
Christ's promise to catch us up to heaven, why should we believe anything else He said?"
(Hunt 1993a: 199).
10.2.1.4.1 Prophetic Accuracy

That Hunt takes prophecy senously is beyond question. "Imagine setting the date
for Chnst's triumphal entry into Jenisalem 500 y e m before the event and being acairate
to the very day!" he writes in How Close Are We? (1993a: 141). In a M e r n t work, whüe
he admits that it "is beyond the scope of this book [GIobaI Peace atd the Rise of

Anrichrist] to deal with Daniel's prophecies in any depth" (1 WOb: 7 13, Hunt's treatment of
the book of Daniel, especially chapter nine, provides a good example of the literaüst
reading of prophecy which informs the fùndamentalist Christian worldview.
Following the researches of "Sir Robert Anderson, for many years head of the
criminal investigation division of Scotland Yard and an outstanding Christian'' (Hunt
199Ob:7 1), Hunt concludes that a prophecy written in Daniel accurately predicts the exact
day Chnst would make his triumphal entry into Jerusaiem. He links the dating of the letter

aven by Artaxerxes Longimanus to Nehemiah authonsing the latter to begin the
rebuilding of Jenisalem with the Danielic prophecy that 483 years would pass before the

coming of the king h o Jerusalem. Accordhg to Hunt, Artaxerxes' letter "just 'happens'
to have been written exactly 483 yean to the day bâore the ment now debrated as Palm

Sunday!" (1990b:7I)."'
lnterpretation of prophecy within the context of Christian fundamentalism is
bounded by one specific caveat: the Bible is never, and can never be wrong. If there is
something which appears contradidory or inaccurate, it is not the text which is in error;
there must simply be another way of looking at it. Indeed. Hunt notes that, unless one is
preâisposed towards the prophetic detednism with which he contends the Bible speaks,
there is little value in approaching it at dl. "There is no point in looking at Bible prophecy
if one has lingering doubts about the Book's accuracy" (Hunt 1990b:29).Put difEerently,
in tems of the target audience for whom he is writing, Hunt generates a self-fulfilling

prophecy: unleu one already believes the particulas interpretation of Biblical prophecy
Hunt explicates, there is no point proceeding with an investigation of the matefial.
Wnting of the "seventy weeks" prophesied in Daniel 9:20-27, Hunt weaves an
intricate argument about exactly what these "seventy weeks" can and cannot rnean. For
example, aithough the specific correlation is never made in Daniel (or in Jeremiah, to
whom Daniel refers and from whom Hunt infcrs), the ''weeks" are taken to repment

years-seventy

weeks of seven years each, equals 490 years fkom the date of the prophecy

to its fiiIfilment. The elapsed time fiom the date of the Artaxemes letter to the triumphal

emiy Hunt interprets as 483 years; the sixty-nine weeks of yean leading up to the l i t d
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'Paul Meier and Robert Wise pursue a simikr course in theh fictionai end-times trilogy (d.
Meier 1993, Mcier and Wise 19%,1998), which is arguabiy the most patentiy contrival
Christian eschato~ogicaifiction In t h e books, they dete most of the signifiant events in tbc biblical,
modern,and cschatologicaî history to Av !&the nintb &y of the Hcbrew month af Av, which
conesponds r o u e to luly-August in the modem caiendar. Meier anâ Wise esîablish tbeii praphetic
cietenninimi and the antrality of Av 9 basecion a b e Min biblical intrrancy which is v a y oimüar to
Hunt's.H w v e r , while it is a part of the Hebrew scailar aod religious calendar, the word UV as tbc name
of the nfth month n m r ona appears in the Bible.

week of the crucifixion is followed sometime in the future by a final week of years
immediately preceding the Second Coming of Christ. Of these seventy weeks of years,
Hunt writes:

The [full] 490 years could not possibly have ended without the Messiah
establishing His millennial kingdom. If it has ended, then a major part of
Biblical prophecy has been proved false. No Christian can accept that for a
moment; not because our faith in the Bible is blind, but because we have
carefiilly examined it and know it to be the infallible Word of God. There
can be no mistakes or failed prophecies. We must, therefore, seek another
interpretation. (Hunt 1993a: 149-50)
In Global Peace and the Rise of Antichnst, Hunt writes similarly: "Wecan have
absolute conildence that, if we correctly understand prophecy, we can know the order of

last-days events because God's Word is completely reliable. Those who deny the
infallibility of the Bible are either blinded by prejudice or have relied upon faulty evidence"
(Hunt lWOb:28).

Once he has established the time period involved, Hunt proceeds to calculate bath
the beginning date (the Artaxemes letter) and the concluding date (the triumphal entry).
From Nehemiah 2: 1, he determines that the date is 1 Nisan 445 %CE."Counting 483 years
(69 times 7) of 360 days each, the Hebrew and Babylonian dendar of that the (173,880

days), from that date brings us exactly to Apnl6, A.D. 32. That was the very day when
Jesus made His triumphal entry into Jerusalem!" (Hunt 1993a:151). He again cites
Anderson as the source of his material, "certainly a man wdl-qualifed to wnduct an
accurate investigation into this prophecy" (Hunt 1993a:152). While what precisely it is
that qualifies a police officer to investigate biblicai prophecy two d e n n i a and more old is
never made clear, Hunt concludes: What an incredible prophecy! The god who watcbes

over history declared 500 years in advance not only that a specific event would occur but
that it would happen on a particular day!" (1993a: 152)?

Two things should be noted here. First, even granting the 1 Nisan 445 B.C.E.
dating of the Artaxemes letter (which is disputed at least by the editorial cornmittee of the
New Jerusalem Bible, who give it as 446), Hunt still accepts rather uncntically Anderson's
calculation of the elapsed time brtween prophgr and filfilment (the letter and the
Jenisalem entry). Dependent on 483 years of exactly 360 days, Hunt fails to take into
account the supplementary months added to the calendar to balance solar and lunar cycles.
As the editors of the New Jerusalem Bible point out, the "year was based upon a dual

lunar-solar calculation: 12 months of 29 or 30 days, with a supplementary month every
second or third year to correct the lag of the lunar cycle behind the solar cycle. From 367
BC, the Babylonian experts, by inserting 7 supplementary months at fixed intervals into a

19-year cycle reduced the lag to approximately two hours" (The New Jerusalem Bible
1985:2076). Second, and mon important fkom the point of view of a manipulation of
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interestingly, Hunt's interest in the minutiae of bi'blical dating is very similar to and even
rivals that of Charles Taze Russell (1852-1916), the fouder of the Watch Tower Society-Jehovah's
Witnesses. In his account of the group, former Wimess and scholar of the movement, James Penton,
writes: "No major m a n mmment has been ,ci, insistent on propbcsying the end of the prtscnt world
in such definite ways or on such specinc dates as have Jehovah's Witnesses, at least h œ the Miilcrites
and Second Aâventisîs of the nineteenth century who werc the Witncsses' dinct m i l l forbean.
~
During the early years of their history, they consistentiy looked to specific &tes-1874, 1878, 1881, 1910,
1918, 1920, 1925, and others-as having definite eschatological sigdicance. Charles Taze Russell, t k i r
founder, organizer, and the first president of the Watch Tower Society (thcir primitive legai Society),
originally believed that 1874 marked the bcginning of Christ's 'invislile prescnœ,' tbat 1878 a d then
1881 would see the 'change' of mernôers of the church from Beshly bodies to spirituai bodies, and that
1910 would witness the begîmhg of giobal troubles leading to the end of the world-an event which
would occut in 1914. When these prophecies Zailed, they &adto k reinttrpretcd, spifitruili7rd.or, in S O ~ C
cases, abandoned This did not deter Russeîî or his fo11ow;ets fiom h
g new &tes, however, or h m
h p v proclaiming that the end of this world or systern of tbings was no more Wm a few ytars or perhaps
even months away" (Fenton 1985:3-4).
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information, Hunt never explains how exactly it is that he arrives at the precise date of the
tnumphal entry. He states that it was 6 April 32, but offers neither rationale nor biblical
attestation to support that claim. Yet, he still writes that "[that] amazing fact requires the
most stubborn skeptic to become a believer. No honest person can deny the evidence"
(Hunt 1993a:152).
10.2.1 A.2 Eschatologicd Imminency

The imminence of end-time events, specifically Christ's retum for the Church (the
Rapture) and the Second Coming (which Hunt aiso clairns to date "conclusively") at the

battle of Arrnageddon, figure prominently in Hunt's remediation of prophetic
interpretations which disagree with his own. He quite correctly notes that "it was
considered normal in the early church to expect Christ at any moment" (Hunt 1993a:248).
Through a series of limited alternatives, however, this element of &y

Christian life

quicWy becomes another tool in the maintenance and repair of a worldview which includes

a staunch belief in the premiliennial, pretnbulation Rapture of the Church. "If, in fact, we
must face Antichrist and the Great Tribulation before the Rapture can occur," he Write~~
contesting an interpretation of Paul's letter to the Philippians that the Tribulation would
precede the Rapture, "then Paul is badly misleading us here and in his other epistles"
(Hunt 1993a:249). Thus, the reader is placed once again in the awkward position of
either accepting Hunt's interpretation of end-time events or d c i n g belief in the
inerrancy, infallibility, and insuperabiüty of Scripture. The possiility that Hunt has
misinterpreted that ScIipture, or that there are difrent henneneutical approaches one un
take to prophecy in the Bible, is simply ignored.

"What about Paul's statement that the dead are raised at the 'last trump'?" Hunt
asks, adding that this "question cornes up again and again" (1993~254;cf. 1 Connthians
1552). His reply is worth quoting in full.

There are many possible last tmmps and Paul doesn't give us any criteria
for identifjmg the one to which he refers. Moreover, the timing of the
seventh trumpet in Revelation 1 1 preceûes hageddon by at least several
months, so if the Rapture took place then it would be a separate event fiom
the Second Coming as well. But why then?
There must be a better reason for the timing of the Rapture than to
coincide with a trumpet blast! But there is no other reason. It also destroys
irnminency if the Rapture must wait upon the sounding of the trumpet.
Therefore such a theory must be rejected as unbiblical. (Hunt 1993a:254-5)
Despite the fact that, often, Hunt will make an alrnost Wittgensteinian plea to "logically
consider the meaning of language" (1993a:249), how he detemines that there are "many
possible last tmmps," and that the sound of a trumpet somehow destroys the potential
imminency of the Rapture is never made clear. Countering the arguments of those who
believe in a post-tribulation Rapture, Hunt, citing Titus 2:1 3 , writes
~
that "[if] ianguage

has any meaning, then one could not possibly cal1 a poa-tribulation Rapture 'the blessed
hope. ' To do so would be a mockery!" ( 1 993a:2SO).He continues, reinforcing his
argument through repetition, that the "[fact] that Paul telis Christians to be lwkng for
tbat blessed hope right now proves conclusively that no sign or ment must precede it"

10.2.1.4.3 The Effects of the Raptun

Having presented daaiied arguments for the inescapable conclusion that the

4

%e author writes to Titus in regard to fals teachen: "Be severe ia ainechg them, end make
them sowid in the faith" (Titus 2: 12 NJB).

church can look fonvard to a pretribulation Rapture "of ail true Chnstians from the earth"
(Hunt 1983 :187), Hunt proceeds "to examine very carefully the comepences of the
rapture" (Hunt 1983 :189). He outlines a number of events, many of which are entirely
plausible. There would be an initiai, wide-spread panic. "Just the panic itself(aroused by

f a of the unknown, and not a vague fear, but something very definite yet mystenously
inexplicable) wouid undoubtedly throw the entire world into a state of chaos" (Hunt
1983:190; cf. 1993a925). Then, the devastation caused by the disappearance of so many

people-including the possible collapse of the United States4"-acts

as a catalyst to unite

those who remain. "Conflicts between Muslims and Hindus in India, between Arabs and
Jews in Israel, between Catholics and Protestants in Ireland, between ethnic groups in
Yugoslavia or in the former Soviet Union would suddenly have become meaningiess"

(Hunt 1993a:225). Because true Christianity is, by definition, opposed to the New Age
movement, the"intemationa1 network of thousands of New Age groups will s u ~ v the
e

U'"There is no questiobn Hunt writes, "that if there are oniy baifas many bom-againChristians
in the United States as the latest polls indicate, then the rapture wouid put this country into a state of totai
chaos and collapsen (1983: 194). Apparently though, there are not very many tnie Christians at "NATO
headquuters in Europen which %as few missing persorneln (Hunt 1983:195). Seven years later, Hunt
revised bis estimates of the effect of the Raptm. In GIobal Peace and the Rise of Anfichrist, he wriwrites:
"Hardest hit would be the United States. If there are only a quarter of the bm-again Christians that pIls
indicate, the rapture would decimate this country, a possible remon why the United States is not
mentioned in prophecy" (Hunt 199ûô:206; emphasis adâed). In Paul Meier's fictionai rendition of postRapture coll~cquenccs,be notes that, while twenty-five percent of the population of the United States is
missing, "Europe is reporting 5 percent losses while virtually no one is missingh m Muslim, Hidu, or
Buddbist nations" (Meier 1993:s 1). in Meier's novel, for example, the W o f a C h i n a restaunml owned
by a BiiAdhist couple also experienced some losses. The Golden Dragon lost many customtrs and a
nwnber of its best emplayees"(Meier 199354). Tht implication, of course, is tbat Christiansarc baier
employees than Buââhbts. Similnt âynamics appiy in professional sports: "The games won't lx tb8t great
this year; announces one cbaracter refêning to traditional New Yaw's day slatc of profCS8ional football,
"AU the good players and coaches are gone" (Meier 199359). Neither is the militazy exempt, as the
President of the United States announces: "Key military and police pcmml are absent without tc8s0nn
(Meier 199352). Apparently, Christiansare wt only the best emplayecs, but also the best athlctes and
sotdiers as well.

rapture intact, with very few of its members missing" (Hunt 1983:201). This will open the
doorway for two events of utmost significance in premillennial eschatology: a One World

Religion led by the False Prophet and a One World Govenunent headed by the Antichrist.
"For those left behind, the sudden disappearance of family, ftiends, and acqualntances will
give birth to a worldwide religion" (Hunt 1983:192; cf. 1993a:226). However, the
"masses of humanity will be so shaken by the Great Disappearance that they will be eager
to accept stringent controls over their lives" (Hunt 1983:204). While, elsewhere, he admits
that "[interpreting] Bible prophecies and analyzing trends in current world events is a
precarious business that we have tned to approach cautiously and without dogmatism"
(Hunt 1983:203),in Gloaal Peace Hunt declares that the "rapture is clearly the only
conceivable event that could create the worldwide panic and stark terror, the utter
hopelessness and desperation that could cause mankind to welcorne a world dictator"

And what will the raptured Church be doing al1 this tirne? ui a section entitled

"Preparing a Bride for Wu,"Hunt explores this avenue of interpretation as one more
piece of evidence why the Rapture and the Second Coming iw two distinct and separate
events.
Surely the first event in heaven after our Lord takes us there wili be the
Judgment Seat of Christ . . . .
M e r the Judgment Seat of Christ has dom its cleansing work and He
has wiped all tears fiom our eyes, for thae wili be tears both of grief and of
joy, surely the Grooa wüî want to spend Mme time with His bride, the
now glorified Church. He mua have much to teii us! It hardly seems the
way to treat a bride to catch her up momeatady and then bring ha
abniptly back into the middle of the most massive and destructive wat in
earth's history. Bride and Groom wiîl want to spend time together in the
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Father's house. (Hunt lWa:206)

Prophetic detemiinisrn in a subjective construction of reality such as Hunt's serves
a dual purpose in the maintenance of worldview. (a) Insofar as it is derived from the
interpretation of an inerrant Scnpture, it provides an eschatological template with which
the pnmary group can identifLand according to which it can both navigate and cohere in

the context of current events. And, (5) in addition to the derivation from an inerrant
Scripture, Hunt's prophetic determinism also furnishes what Hunt regards as significant
primary evidence for that inerrancy.
10.2.2 Secondary Characteristics of Christian Fundamentaiism

The secondary characteristics of Christian fundarnentalismoften derive as a result

of cognitive boundary conflicts with opposing worldviews or aspects of worldviews.

Alternative religious traditions, for example, breach the proximate threshold of instability
dong the boundaries of a worldview which perceives itself as the only authentic
expression of the relationship between the human and the Divine. Alternative expressions
of sexuality-e.g., homosexuality, bisemiality, tram-genderism-violate standards of
sexuel propriety which have been defined in the context of that partidu human-Divine
relationship. Whereas alternative understandings of creation contlia with the inerrancy,
infallibiiity, and insuperability of Scripture, alternative economic and politid systems have
the potential to threaten the legitimacy and hevitabiiity of a system allegedly predicated on

Christian theism.
Unless gender equality, for example, is located within the hmework of a stnctly
de6ned role dinerentiation, it is perceived to breach the Divine design for the sexes. In an

op-ed column for n e Chrislm World Report, with which Hunt has been associated
through its "Board of Reference," Elena Viator describes the depression she felt at having
to work outside the home, and the satisfaction she felt now that sshe is a homemaker. "1
felt 1 had to work" she writes, "but more importantly, my husband had not given me the
release to quit" (Viator 1992). Frustration and depression mounted as she ''cied and
desperately sought the Lord for deliverance" (Viator 1992). Eventually, though, "[as] 1
put my eyes on Jesus instead of my husband, 1 began to respect his authority as my
husband. Despite the struggle, I knew I would be blessed if I submitted to him instead of

allowing rebellion to play its part in our relationship" (Viator 1992). And, f i d y , the
"week of our first anniversary came around. Kevin released me to give my two-week
notice at work. That was the best anniversary gifi 1 could have received. It was alrnost too

hard to believe" (Viator 1992;cf Lalonde 1 9 9 2 ;W.
~ Mans 1989483).w
" ~ u ~ ~ o r tViator's
i n ~ position in the lead aiticle under the UProphecynsection of tbis i s w of
The Christian World Reporr, Pat!i LaLonde writes: "Just what is feminism all about? Many who @
caught up in the women's movement assume they are fighting for job and salary equality. But that is just
not so . . . The goal of feminism as Dave Hunt points out is not equality with men, but Superiority in the
form ofa maîriarchy" (1992: 14). On the issue of women's rights within a conservaiive U.S. religïous
tradition, in this case the L.D.S. church, see Johnson 1981.
a chapter entitled 'The L i f ' l c of the Likratcd Aquarian Woman," Wanda Marrs writes:
"There are marry pathways to Satan: drug and alcohol abuse, sexual petvenions and indiscretions,
incitement of anget and jdousy; disobedience;an uncoopcrative spirit; participation in accult actMties.
AU of these things and more are signs that a woman has given in to the Godéess . . . Each tirnt you
commit adultery, in deed or in thought; each time you watch sortp operas and othcr television shows that
so flagrantiydefY good morals and bibtical standards; each time you nad a fanm non1 which causcs
lust to be stirted; each time you drink liquor, smoke, curse, lie, abuse tranquilizers, or read occult books;
each time you attend tweIveStep pmgrams where Jesus Christ is not honomi and most in attenclance
believe in a god of their own choosing or in a higher power other thao JCSUS', each tinic you fail to tead
God's Word and express your love toward Him, p u are being fransformed into the image of ihe
Goddess" (W.
Mam l989:2 19,220).
'%terestinglYy it is precisely this dynamic which religicis studics scbokr Mary JO Weaver
idtntities as the aspect of Christian fundamentalism which cnc~uragtsponiography. Choosing to dcnne
pornography according to "patterns of domination and submisson," as opposed to the reptesentationof a
psirticu1a.rclass of imagcry, Weavcr notes thaî "whenmastrvatiw fundamtntalistsiink the crotic
impulses of sex to traditional Chnstianity witbout questionhg its semai double standards,they niilto see

Armageddon. Russia or the Soviet Union-whichever entity defined that nation at the
time of writing-would

lead the attack. Third, since the collapse of the SOM& Union,

Russia has been reinterpreted in dispensational eschatology as a linchpin in the coing
one-world govemment, a key aspect of fundamentalist prophetic determinism. The fullest
discussion of these aspects of fundamentalist dispensationalism in Hunt's work is found in
Peace, Prosperity md the Corning Holocaust (1 983), Global Peace and the Rise of

Antichrist ( 1990b),and How CIose Are We ? (1 993a).

10m2m2.1.1The Eflécts of Communism

In sirnilar rnanner to comments he rnakes on the poverty of Asian wuntries as a
direct result of the influence of Eastern religious traditionsvMHunt writes that "an
alarming number of Afncan nations has embraced Soviet-led Comrnunism, which has a
proven history of destroying incentive and efficiency and reducing fam and industrial
production where it takes control" (1983:21). In this regard, Hunt eventually names
Mozambique, Angola, and Ethiopia (1983:161); he does not, however, provide any data in

support of his degations of the specific effects of"Soviet-led ~ommunism."" The
complexities of developing nations in relationship with any colonial power, the internecine
struggles which have coloured the history of Afiica for centuries, the diffefences with

which regimes are implementeâ, and the collateral e f f i s of superpower wnflict an aîi
'%or example, Hunt writes: "lndia, Tibet, Buma, Sri
and otbrr corntries where Eastern
mysticism has been practiced for ihousands of years are among the poorest amtries in the world and the
mast blinded by superstition. Yet Westerners, having rejectd the Bible, arc looking for eniighkmmt in
the nry Eastern religions which
and impoverishcd thcse amt~W'(&nt 1998fi239;cf.
Matrisciana 1985).
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While they do not discuss the e.qaienœof Cornand Marxist infîuca~tin Africa, for
a very difîerent view of the effects of revoiutions of this nature in Centrai Amcrica, sce Caadclaris 1990;
Collins, Lappé, and Ailen 1982;Lancasîer 19ûû; Miranda 1974,1980,1981.

reduced to one simple equation: Cornmunism is entirely detrimental wherever and
however it is implemented. Hunt continues: "Nothing has revealed the weakness of
Cornmunism like the complete failure of collectivized fanns-and

the more food we sel1

them, the more fully that will be exposed to the whole world (1983:25)."*
10.2.2.1.2 Russii's Coming Attack on Israel

Moreover, the "Soviet Union wiU sooner or later launch a massive assault upon
Israel. This is one of the most widely held convictions in the world today" (Hunt
1983:222). Once again, Hunt provides no evidence in support of this, although Soviet

political alignments with Israel's traditional enernies in the Middle East lend credence, if
not to thefuct of an inevitable invasion, but to the belief arnong Christian findamentalists
whose worldview is informed by prophetic determinism in the inevitability of such an

attack.'" Connecting with the existing anti-Cornrnunist prejudice in the United States
which heightened again during the Reagan y e a r ~Hunt
, ~ ~ writes that "Soviet-led

"%iowever,wiule they admit cbat the nate tum experiment in Sandinista Nicaragua was the
subject of considerable debate in the Nicaraguan gwenuaent (centred large@arounâ mtions of
"profitability"),Collins, Lappé, and Allen note that, following the revolution, "[during] the fi.rstyear or
so, part of the farmers' earnings were returned to the workers not oniy in the form ofwages, but also in
social services. Most of these seMce+clinics, schools, etc.-were built right on the fiuxk To avoid
growing inequalities in standards of living between state thus, the goverment decided to organize these
services, especially in health and education, on a regional level and through the Ministncs of ?Idth,
Education, etc. A cattle ranch might invariably have a greater profit margin than,say, even an eBCicienîly
opefatcd coffée plantation, given the relative value of beef and c o f f ' u t shouid the ranch woriccfs
automaticaîly benefit fiom betîer clinics and schools?" ( C o u Lappé, and Ailen 1982:64).
'%ce again, Paul Meier pcesenîs a Merent perspective. In their fictionai account of the endtimes, it is the United States which &es the Roman Empire and leads the asault on Isracl. In Tiie
Third Millennium, it is the Presidentof the United States-UDamian Gianardon-who is cast as the
Antichrist, and the Jewish Vice Residcnî-UJacob Rathmarkcr"-who is the Faisc Frophet (cf. Meier
1993). Similarly, in Robertson's end-limes novel, the Antichrist is the nesident a .the United Stata,
Mark Beaulieu (cf.Roktson 1995).

'goAlexanderHaig, for example, fonmr Secreiary of State unâer Ronaid Reagan, writcs in his
politicai autobiography, Cuveat, tbat before the U.S. and the U.S.S.R could pursuc arainingfiil
discussions in areas of peace and social justice, "the Soviets must believe that it was h i e r to

International Cornmunism. for example, has its own plans for controlling the world, which
have been proceeding with extraordinary success" (1983:7). In a classic example of

rhetorical misdirection, Hunt writes: "The Soviet military machine is generally believed to
have at its disposal deadly laser weapons that are years ahead of U.S. developments"
(1983 AO). While no evidence is offered for the amal existence of these weapons,he uses

the passage as a bridge to discuss the gravity of the Soviet military threat. According to
Hunt, when Israel invaded south Lebanon in 1982, their "lightning conquest of the P L 0
led to a most disturbing discovery: undeniable evidence that the Soviets have been
seriously preparing to launch an all-out invasion of Israel" (1983:43). Once again, though,

no documentation of what constitutes this "undeniable evidence" is given (on the Israeli
invasion of Lebanon and its consequences, cf, for exarnple, Chomsky 1984:181-328,

accommodate to the United States and the West than to go on rnafauâing against thek interesîs and
security. Rhetoric would not lead them to this conclusion. ûnly a credible show of wiil and strcngtb could
do so. Even with the American d i m y in a temporary state of post-Vieinam dysfuriction, the United
States and its frknds had enough assets to bc able to cîeai with the Soviets and their proxics with
confidence" (Haig 1984:96; d 1984:95-140). Haig dso quotes a 29 Januaxy 1980 speech by Reagan,
which '%adfinn words for the Soviet Union: '. . . so fat, detente's k e n a oneway strea the Soviet Union
has used to pursue its own aims . . . . 1 know of no leader of the Soviet Union since the revolution and
including the p w n t 1~8dershipthat has not mon thaii once repcatcd . . .that their goai must bc world
molution and a one-world Socialist or Communist state . . . the oniy morality they recognize is what will
furîher their cause, meaning they reserve unto themselves the right to commit any crime: to lie, to cbeat
. .. when you do business with them, men at a detente, you keep that in mindn(Reagaq quoted in Haig
l9U:102-3; ellipses in the original). Haig remarks that his "ownpublic mnarks about the Soviets, while
somewhat l e s theological, had been scarœly more flattering" (l9W: 103). In 1984, at the end of the nrst
Reagan tem of offiœ, Ocorgia congrrssman (and former Speaker of the House) Newt Gingrich wmtc
amilariy: "We mut expect the Soviet system to Sunrive in its pesent brutish form for a vny long the.
There will k SoM* labor camps and Soviet torture chambers well into au great graadchildtca's hm:
great centers of politicai and economic power have enormous staying power . .. We must thaeforc
assume bat the Soviet Union wül survive as a dangcrous totnlitaian state" (Ghgrich 1984:221; &
19û4:212-43). The speech which is commonly known as the %il empire" speech was dclivacd by
Reagan to the House of Commons on 8 June 1982. The words "eviî empire: however, do not appu in
the text of the speech, and are possl'ble ami'butions h m extemporacyarr opillag or closhg rrmulo.
(Tirurrrrfipîs of the speech arc archiveci electronicaüy at dwebsites; cf.. for example, -Y/
www.mtho~.~acad/'mtreUevilwip.htm>).
Rcagan's explicit use of (hc phrase "evü empire'' ames
with duerrc to the Soviet downing of KAL 007 on 1 Septedm 1983.
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1993 :43-48; Friedman 1989: 126-21 1; Haig 198413 17-52; no mention is made of a

weapons build-up preparatory to the kind of invasion Hunt describes).
However, since the Arab nations had been unable to fiilfil their Soviet masters'
wishes with respect to Israel, the "Kremlin has apparently decided that the Arabs, after
repeated failures, will never be able to destroy Israel, and therefore she must do it herself'
(Hunt 1983:43). While he provides no substantiation for his belid, that Hunt interprets the
Soviet Union as the Gog and Magog of Bibücal prophecy is unequivocal. "Magog,
Meshech, Tubal, and Gomer were sons of Japheth, the third son of Noah. Their
descendants migrated to southem Russia, and Togarmah's descendants to Soviet Armenia.
Meshech has been associated with Moscow. Ezekiel's identification is unrnistakably cleai'
(Hunt l983:225).
10.2.2.1.3 The Reinterpretation of Russia

Since the collapse of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the mamer in whkh
prophetic determinism is articulated has had to be amended to account for the drastic shifi
in geopolitical power. "Based upon these two chapten," writes Hunt, r e f d g to Ezekiel
38-39, "and long before the Soviet Union became a world power, students of prophecy

declared that Russia would lead a coaiition, which would indude the Arab nations, in a
devastating attack upon Israel and be defeated by Goa"(1993a:267). Not even the

brealcup of the U.S.S R , though, has been able to dampen Hunt's prophetic enthusiasm.
He continues: "The recent coUapse of the Soviet Union, rather t h weakening this
s c e ~ oseems
,
to have strengthened it. Signincantly, Russia remains the largest entity to

corne out of this bregkup of the Communist empire. The new independent Russia retains

the nuclear warheads and the rnilitary manpower to fiIfil1 Ezekiel's prophecy"
(1993a:267). That, ethnically and geographically, Russia was always the largest entity in

both pre4J.S.S.R. pan-Slavic alliances and the Soviet Union goes unmentioneû. However,
Hunt's Mew of Russia had shifted somewhat by the time he wrote A Cup of Tremblhîg:

J e d e m k Bible Prophecy (1995a). In a somewhat ironic passage, Hunt distances
himself from those who have made allegedly irresponsible claims about Biblical prophecy.
It is tme that there has been sorne unwarranted speculation and even
sensationalism in attempts to apply apocalyptic prophecies. This fact,
however, does not warrant throwing these prophecies out, but instead calls
for care in interpreting them . . . Some prophecy writers have allegedly
traced these names [fkom Ezekiel38-391 and peoples to Russia and
northern Europeans. It is difficult, however, to ver@ the accuracy of such
claims, and it is not necessary.
There is no reason to believe that Ezekiel's listing is intended to name
each and every nation that will be involveci in the last-days attack upon
Israel. Moreover, we find 'Gog and Magog' mentioned again in Revelation
2033,representing ail nations on emth corning against Jenisalem and
Christ at the end of the rnille~um.Clearly that final battle is not the one
mentioned in Ezekiel38 and 39. If 'Gog and Magog' represent al1 ~ ~ I O I I
in Revelation, then we rnay assume that the same is tnie in Ezekiel. (Hunt

S

1995a:414-5)

There is, in fact, nothing "deged" about the identification of Russia with the

names fiom Ezekiel at all; Hunt himself is one of those who made that explicit correlation
above. This, however, is bounded out of the discussion at this point. It is simply the case
that ifthe events do not fit the prophecy, then the prophecy wiil be reinterpreted to fit the
events."' Despite the d a p s e of the U.S.S.R,a latent anti-Comaiunism (ofken
49'~ollowing
the coiiapse of the Soviet Union, Hunt reimcrpretaî Mptmto take imo acun~~t
events in the Persian Gulf. At the end of îhe Gulf War in March 1991, hc wrote: "The Bible foteteUs the
estaôüshment of wu new worid or de^ in the lastdays: the tlnt to be niledôy Antichrist and the second
by Christ himself. We seem to k very close to that fini event, and thus to the Rapture whicb must p r r a h
it. Considering the surprishg transition by which Eastern Bloc amtries are becomhg part of a United
States of E w o p (depending upon what happens to Gorbachev and the Soviet Union), it seems lilrcly that
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camouflaged now as concem for the retention of weapons by Russia) remains a part of
Hunt's dispensational prophetic determinism. Even in ruins, Russia's part is still to be
played out. «The collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe," he &tes "beginning in the

fa11 of 1989, has set in motion a process which promises to unite all nations on earth,
thereby establishing the one-world governrnent over which Antichnst will reign" (Hunt
1WOb:36).

10.2.2.2 Anti-Homosexuality

If antipathy towards Russia is an integral component of the hdarnentalist

construction of reality because of her perceived role in the hiifilment of end-times
prophecy, a similar antipathy towards the gay and lesbian cornmunity (ofien referred to h
fundamentalist literature as "homosexuals and lesbians"; cf Hunt 1998f330, 332) is
present because it transgresses the moral boundaries defined by an inerrant, inf'allible, and
insuperable Scripture and threatens the family unit on which most fundarnenkaüsts believe
a stable society is predicated. "That no one is bom a homosexual can be easily proved,"
writes Hunt in a "Q&A9' section of The Berean Cal. "If that were the case, then God
made thern that way. Therefore (as many homosexuals insist), homosmiality would not be
a sin but perfectiy natural. This view must be false, for (as the [new] Catechm [ofthe
CathoJic Chrch] admits), the Bible wndernns homosexuality as an abominable sin" (Hunt

3 995b:3). Such remarks take on the character of conventional pieties in the fundarnentalist

community for whom Hunt is writing. Since there is an establisheû and demonstrable anti-

the nsalution of the Gulf War wiil be another giant step toward g
iM pcaœ and the nvival of the Roman

Empire over which Antichtist will reign" (Hunt 1991b:2).
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homosexual prejudice within that ~ornrnunity,"~~
Hunt once again requires no supporting
documentation for his claims. He writes with the tone of authority, as though research ha3

been conducted, and he simply repeats over and over that which his target audience
already beüeves.
10.2.2.2.1 uHomosexuai* versus 'Tarn ily Vaïua

While he does read accurately some trends within modem d t u r e (the grain of

tnith on which his propaganda is based), Hunt mingles that accuracy with unsupporteci
claims and unsubstantiated allegations. For example, in Occuit Invasion, he writes, quite
accurately, that "[society] now recognizes 'homosexual values' as well as 'fjunily values. '
Homosexual values are deemed to be broad-rninded and thus acceptable; family values are
deemed to be narrow-minded and 'negative' toward hornosexuality and other Unmorality,
and are thus unacceptable" (Hunt 1998f320). Given the debates over inclusion of sexual
orientation in different charters of rights and fieedoms around the world, the ongoing
discussions within many Christian denominations around the ordination of self-professed

gay men and lesbians (cf. Faris 1989, 1993; Ferry 1993; Riordan 1990), and the extension
of family benefits in employment situations to samasex couples, Hunt's assessrnent of the
situation, as far as it goes, is probably not incorrect. And, while hardly applicable in an

attributive manner, many of those Chnstians who espouse anti-homosexual ''fiuniiy

values" do sound narrow-minded and b i g ~ t e d on
; ~ the
~ ~ other hand, again without making

'?ke above, p.421 11.458.See also Falwell 1980: 157-62; FalweLî, Dobon, and Hiiadson
1981:2O3-4; Rhodes 1997:361-2; Robrtson 1984: 174-5; Scanzoni and M011enkott 1978:110-21.

'?For example, Matthew Slick, president of the Cuit Apologetics Rescarch Ministry (a
abovc
p.300 11.303)writes that "[unlike] other sins, this semial sin has a sevcre judgmenî admh&ed by Gad
HMseIf. Thisjuâgment is simple: They are given over to th& passions. That means Uiat th& karts are

a clairn for generalisation, many of those who support the inclusion of gay men and
lesbians as full members of society are oflen sound more open-minded and enlightened

about the issue and its impact on ~ociety.'~
However, even that one passage betrays the
allowed to be hardened by their sins. As a result, they can no longer see the error of what they are doing.
Without an awareness of their sinfiilness, there will be no repentance. Without repentance, there wiU be
no forgiveness. Without forgiveness, there is no salvation" (<http://www.cm.orgBromo. htm>, electronic
document).
A website called "Amencan Guardian" ("Amerka's Ftoniiine Defense Against Perversion") bas
a number of articles on homosexuality archiveci. Under "God's Word #1," one fin&: "No person bas ever
been bom a homosexual. Yet thousands of people in our country believe they are d i n a n t by design. They
believe there is some natural alteration in their body chemistxy that draws them to persons of the same
sex, and they say they ought to have fke and open homostxual rclatioaships. But God's Word says thcy
are wrong. A homosexual becornes so through lut, or through the pressure of homosexual or bisexuaf
fiiends or relatives, which leads ta experimentation, which leads to demon infestation and control. It is
not what God intended. Before the slogans of 'gay righîs' became so popular, h o m e acts wwe called
'sodomy.' That term cornes h m the city of Sodom, which the Bible d e s C r r i as one of the most wicked
cities on the face of the eanh" (<http:/hw.thundemet.org/bcjard>,electmnic document). Another
American Guardian article on the tactics of gay activists ends with the admonition: "Do your du@!Start
building your anti-homOSexuaYchild molester web site today!"
Playing on the word "faggot," in a web article entitled "Bottom Line: Anesting Faggots,"
militant anti-abortionist Ncal Horsley writes: "Have you evcr said that some people are dtstined to go to
bel1 if bey continue in certain types of behavior? Then you belong in the Creator's Righîs Party. Why?
The Creator's Rights Party is committed to anesting faggots of al1 types. (Accotding to the dictionary
definition, every person destined for the fires of hell is technically and acnially a Eaggot. Tbis point is
increasingly clear as unrepentant sinners of every variety rush to jump into political bed with the
homoseml faggots.) Why musc we arrest Eaggots? It wiH give faggots an opprtunity to be delivend from
their bondage to whatever it is that is mwing them to choose behavior that will inwitably causth n to
be bmed in the fire. I know this will blow most peopie's train of thought off the üack but it is
nonetheles tnie that arresting faggots is an act of love, a ministry that was historically unâerstood to be a
very high calling h m God. The fhct that the great majority of citizens in the United States of America
has forgotten this calling (if the feaback we get from this article is indicative of national trends, thig
statement includes Chnstians as WU as in!ïdcls) in no way diminishts the rcsponsiiilityof tbosc wbo arc
t d y God's people to responà to that calling. if you cal1 yourself a person of Gud and refuse to bdp arrest
f;aggots,you belie yourself and prwe you do not belong to the God who is committed to bsirning îàggots. If
you refuse to heip arrest faggots, you really should expect to be lefi behind when Goâ cornes to collect His
people" (<http://www.chnstiangaUery.~0m(lstmUl(tt.htmlnf8~0ts>,
clcctronicdocument). Simiiar to the
Christian Reconstniction mavement, the "Creator's Rights Party" is dedicated to the formation of civii
govemment along Old Testament legal principles (cf. ~http://www.christian~~.wm/OVCrYi~~.hbnl~).
For a list of Christian ami-homosexuality websites, see <http:l~.reli@oustolerance.org/
h~rn~batc.
hm>.
'%onda DmM, for example, on a website riedicatcd to integniting Cbnstian hith aad
hornosexd orientation conc1udes that ^[while] the Bible makes no bianket condemnation of homogenital
acts and even less of hornosexdity, this does not mean that for lcsbiaas and gay men anything goes. T k y
are certady still bound üy the core moral teachings of the Bible: ôe prayerful, mencc God, respect

o(herqkloviagdkiad,befo~gaidmercifiil,kboacrtdpdkjust.aaidppTwmitb.~d
yourseK for all that is gooQ and avoid al1 that you know to be evil. To do that is to late God with y w r

curious mix of the accurate and the mendacious which is the stock-in-trade of the
propagandist. While it is true that certain segments of society have accepted
homosexudity, to suggest that "Society" as a whole has done so trivialises the difficulty
with which many of the discussions around inclusion have been camed out and renders

them, in a sense, insignificant.
For example, in 1988, during debates over the ordination of gay men and lesbians

within the United Church of Canada, the General Council at which the issue was to be
decided received over eighteen hundred petitions fiom across Canada on what became

known as "The Issue"; the vast majonty of those petitions were overwhelrningly negative,
condernning in oflen vitriolic language the possibility that opedy gay men and lesbians
could seek ordination within the Church (cf. Ferry 1993; Riordan 1990). Hunt is comct,
though; "family vdues"-often a code phrase for a neo-conmative or fùndmentalist

legislative agenda-has often been portrayed as namow-minded. It has not, however, only

whole h a r t and soul. To do that is to be a truc disciple of Jcsus. L m n g by the Bible, gay and lcsbian
people are still hund by those moral commitments, and those requirements apply also to sex and to
intimate relationships" (<http:ilwww.g&ti~.comMrestHol~ood(Heights/7608/~011~I.
htm> clactronic
document).
Rev. Michel Piazza, senior pastor of Dallas' Cathedra1 of Hope, which c l a h to be tbe larges?
gay and lesbian church in the world, writes: "That brings us to the question: 1s homOSWN8lity a symptom
of brokenness? In some few cases perhaps so. Yet, obviody poinîing fingcrs of blamc and accusation is
not Christ's way. Rather, Jesus accepted people as they were and allowcd l m and acccptance to work its
miracle. Howater, most lesbiaas and gays have been lesbian or gay for as long as they can mmemh. For
them, it is a much a natural characteristicas their eye color or th& imdedms. Kuisey instituîe research
bas suggested that homosexdty may weiî be genetic or a least linked to some prenatal fiictors. Certainiy
most campetent psychologists would concur that sexuai orientation is set prior to the agc offive in most
persons. It is, therefore, aot a matter of choice, so it cannot be a moral or ethicai issue . . .If tbey are
exciuded from the life of the Christian community, who then will tell them of Gd's inclusive love and of
Jesus' reconciiing death? Are they left to assume that Gad is so narrow-minded as to exclude them for
something over which thcy have no contro1 and for a choie tbey did not makt? Whcn will the Chwh
finally be brave enough to say with Paul, 'in Christ there is neither Jew or Gre& slave or fice, maie or
female,' gay or straight. God bas enough love for ail!" (<http://www.cathedral~.wmlaboot/
chrisitianity-and-homosexuaUty. hm>,electronic document).

been portrayed as '"negative' toward homosexuality and immorality"; it is declaratively

negative in these areas and oflen articulates its position as venomously as possible.
10.2.2.2.2 Hoinosexuality and Child Abuse

One of the most common examples of this is the repetition of the conventional
piety that gay men are paedophilic. Some are; the North American Man/Boy Love
Association (NAMBLA) wants the age of consent for intercourse either lowered
significantly or rernoved entirely.49'However, Hunt uses questionable sources and

manipulative rhetoric to condemn al1 homosexuality on this basis. He wrïtes that the "2percent tiny minority [i.e., the hornosexual population] consistently acwunts for one-third
to one-halfof al1 sexual child abuse, which it considers to de normal behavior. The most

extensive study done to date of male semal child abusers reveals that the average
homosexual victimized 7.5 times as many boys as the average heterosexual did girls"
(Hunt 1W8f3 33). Here, Hunt nmes neither the study nor the principal researchers; his

three source citations (1998f620n.61) are to the CathoIic Famiiy News, the Demw
Christian News and a special mailing fiom Beverly LaHaye's lobby organisation,

Concemed Women for America, entitled T h a t Homosexuals Do." Beyond his refusal

' ~ ~ c c o r d itonits
~ official website, "NAMBLA's goai is to ead the extmne eippfession of men
and boys in mutually consensual relationships by: (a) building understanding and support for such
relationships; (b) educating the g w r d public on îhe beaevolent nature of mao/boy lm;(c) cooperating
with lesbian, gay, feminist, and other Libration movements; (d) supporthg the likration of pcrsons of aii
ages h m semal prejudice and oppressionn (~http:llwww.nambla.orghveI~~me.btm~,
electmnic
document). With respect to age-ofconsent laws,the organisation's goals are clcarly statod: "WC condemn
sexual abuse and d fonns of coercion.Freelychosen reiaîionships Mer h m unwantad sex Rescnt
laws, which focus only on the age of the participants, ignore the quality of their rclationships. We larow
that Merenas in age do not preclude mutual, loving interactionbetweai pemns. NAMBLA is strongly
opposcd to age-ofcoasent laws and al1 othcr restrictions which &ny men and bays the full cnjoyment of
their Wes and conml mer their own Lives" (~http:/~.namblaorg/we1~0mc.hhn>,
electmnic
document).
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(or, perhaps, inability) to name the study, Hunt neglects to note that (a)2% is among the
lowest figures given for the percentage of the population which is gay or lesbian; 0)
although his grarnrnar allows for the interpretation that the molestation of male children is
sornething in which the "average" homosexual engages and the "average" heterosexual
does not, a study of child molestation, by definition, is dealing wit h criminal sexual

deviance, and as such relates to neither "average" homosexuals nor "average"
heterosexuals; and (c) there is no reference to the rate of sexual abuse of male children by
heterosexual men.
10.2.2.2.3 Causes and Effccts of Homosexuality

Elsewhere, Hunt writes that "keeping women out of the public eye probably
contnbutes to the rampant hornosexuality which is openly displayed on the streets in
Muslim countries" (1980:86). While the cultural variances between North Amenca and
North Afnca and the Middle East may exhibit difierences in the rnanner in which malemale relationships evolve and are expressed, that hornosexuality is "rampant" or that the
sequestration of women somehow contributes to that is hardly self-evident. Yet, again,

Hunt offers no substantiating data. Of the East, he writes: "It should come as no surprise
to l e m that Eastern mysticism so ofien lads to free sex, hornosexuality, and other
perversions" (Hunt 1980:88). Precisely why this should corne as no surprise is not
explained. Here, though, Hunt offers as evidence the anecdotal atrocity tale of a 'Tonner
close disciple [of Sai Baba] Ta1 Brooke," who describes his forma guru as "a transvestite

and homosexual who engages in sex perversions during counseiing sessions in his prayer
rwm" (Hunt 1980:89). Once again, whether this is an acauate description of Sai Baba on

Brooke's pan is not the issue;496that Hunt extrapolates fiom this a blanket condemation
of Eastern religious traditions on the basis of Brooke's testimony is,

At least twice, Hunt repeats a barrage of statistics designed to overwhelm
opposition to the stand he has taken against homosexuality. "One of the deadliest sexual
practices is homosexuality and lesbianism" he writes. "A person who lives an exclusively
homosexual lifestyle is one thousand times more fikely to contract AIDS than a
heterosexual. Lethai health hazards such as "fisting" and ingestion of feces are common
homosexual practices. Sado-masochism is practiced by 37 percent of homosexuais" (Hunt
1998E330) This passage is repeated alrnost verbatim in another Berean Call "Q&A" (cf

Hunt 1993d). In neither instance, though, does he indicate where these statistics came
from, what sampling methods were used to obtain them, and how they have been

compared with the heterosexual population dong sirnilar variables. That is to Say, fisting,
coprophagia, and sado-masochism may be common homosexual practices; it is, however,

the elasticity of the descriptor "common" which is at issue. How "common," for example,

4

%am in southem India in 1926, Sai Baba assumed the manile of a spintual teacher at the age
of fourteen, In 1950, he established the Abode of Divine Peace ashram, near his home village of
Puttaparth. In his discussion of Sai Baba, Talbot notes that "Sai Bab is able to produce much more than
salt and a few Stones. He plucks lockets, rings, and jcwelry out of the air and passes them out as gifts. He
also materializes an endless supply of Indian deîicacies and sweets, and out of his han& pour volumes of
vibuti, or sacred ash" (199 1:150; cf. 1991:150-2, 160-1). He also briefly recounts the research of
psychologist Erlendut Haraldsson (University of Iceland), who spent a decade studying the Indian holy
man. "Haraldsson also points out that no one has ever corne forth with any credible evidence that Sai Baba
is faking his abilities" (Talbot 199 1:152; cf. Haraldsson 1997). According to one of the many websites
dedicated to the teachings of Sathya Sai Baba, the guni "urges mankind to: (a) Believe in God-for there
is only ONE GOD for al1 mankind, though He may be called by mny names. (b) FoUow sincerely their
respective religions and !ive their daily lives in consonance with the teachings of goocî behavior and
morality. (c) Respect al1 other religions-for no religion advocates the negative and lower qualities of
man. (d) Perform selfiess service to the poor, the sick, and the needy without thought of reward or fame.
(e) Cultivate in their lives the values of tmth, divine love, right conduct, peace, and nonviolence and
promote these values among d l . (f) Be patriotic and respect the laws of the country in which they Live"
(<hitp://www.sathyasai.or~intro/message.
htm#HisTeachings>, electronic document).

are they among the heterosexual p~pulation?~'Since Hunt uses these praaices and

statistics as mechanisms of condemnation, the answer to that question seems quite
germane to the discussion. It iq however, never provided.

In a passage similar but also diarnetrically opposite to the one in which Hunt
suggested that the sequestration of women in Muslim cwntries contributed to rampant
homosexuality, he writes of the "reportedly high rate of homosexuality" within the
Christian Science community. While it is worth quoting in full, there is, again, no
substantiation offered for any of his daims.
Though it involves men in its membership, the Christian Science Church
bears a number of resmiblances to the women's movemmt. Its membenhip
is about 80 percent women, and a high percentage of these are active in
women's liberation. Mrs. Eddy, the 'revered leader.' is as important to
Christian Science as any goddess is to paganism. In Christian Science the
woman holds an elevated position. She is the spiritual authority in the home
and is considered to have higher, more spiritual thoughts than the man.
This matriarchal emphass nu doubt conhi-butesto the reprtedly high
rate of homosexualiiy within the Christian Science community, according
toformer members. (Hunt 1980:124; emphasis added)
While Mrs. Eddy certainly qualifies as a "revered leader" within the Chnstian

Science community7it is less clear that "the woman holds an elevated positiony'or that she
"is the spirituai authority in the home." There is a passage in Science mdHealh with Key

to the Scripiures which suggests that women were the first to interpret Scripture correctly

(cf Eddy [1875] l898:526), but there is no indication that they continueci in tbis superior
capacity. In the chapter on mariage, Mrs. Eddy writes in propa nineteenth-century
fashion that there are different spheres which belong naturaiiy to one sex or the other.

'% fetishistic practias amng heterosexuals, see Brame, Brame, and Jacob 1993; S t d e
19%;

L. W

i 1989.
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"Man should not be required to participate in al1 the annoyances and cares of domestic

economy, nor should woman be expected to understand political economy. Fulfilhg the
different demands of their united spheres, their sympathies may blend in sweet confidence
and cheer, each partner sustaining the other" (Eddy [ 18751 1898:269).There is no
reference here to "spintual authority in the home," but only to domestic responsibility.
Even if Hunt's contentions were true, they in no way lead to the conclusion he draws at
the end of the passage. For him, though, the connections are clear: in Muslim countries the
isolation of women contributes to homosexuality; in Christian Science the prominence of
women in the organisation and the home produces the same effect.

Like Falwell, Robertson, the American Guardians, Beverly and Tim LaHaye, and
many of the anticult apologists, Hunt's position on homosexuality is unequivod and
unequivocally negative.
10.2.2.3 Anti-Evolutionism

The debate between creationism and evolution has been one of the defining
characteristics in the development of Christian fundamentalism since its inception at the
last hde-siècle. To dispute the special nature of creation was to challenge not only the
inerrancy and infallibiiity of the Bible, but the very existence of God. It is no different for
Dave Hunt, who on the basis of that same inerrant, inf'ible Bible also argues for a

special, recent creation. He refers, for example, to "Abel's death in at lekpt 4000 B.C."
(Hunt 1993a:288). While the "at least" wuld conceivably g i n him some latitude for a
longer period of t h e , that he defines the first murder as occunîng approximately four

miilennia before Christ is consistent with a fundamentalist dating of the special creation

(cf Toumey 1994).

"Far fiom being a scientific theory of recent ongin," he continues, "evolution was

an established religious belief at the heart of occultism and mysticism thousands of years
before the Greeks gave it 'scientific' status" (Hunt 1998f 19). Here, his prose appears to
raise an interna1 difficuity. If one of the "Greeks" to whom he refers is Aristotle (384-322
B.C.E.), for example, and given that a quarter of that philosopher's writings deal with

issues of biology and teleology this is quite likely, then how does he reconcile a special
creation 3500 or so years before Aristotle with the notion of evolution as "an established
religious belief" thousands of years before the Greek philosopher walked the streets of
Athem?
As it happens, veiy simply. He traces the origin of evolutionary thinking back to

the Garden of Eden itself. It was Satan, in the guise of a snake,who first taught h d t y
about the evolutionary principles which Hunt aileges Lie "at the heart of Hinduism,
Buddhism, and Taoism" (1980:1 13). Evolution is located in these traditions because of
their belief in reincarnation (cf Hunt 1998f20). Elsewhere, Hunt writeq "Satan wdd
have conveyed the idea of the oneness of everything in the universe, and the related theory

of evolution, by conversing with Eve through any lower creature. Why a snake? No doubt
Satan identifies with the sneaky, craft nature of serpents" (1980: 113). As noted prior,
precisely how Hunt determines that snakes are sneakier or craftier than any other mahue

(or at al) is not disclosed. "It is a belief in ewlution," though, %hich has Id the
downward spiral to today's renaissance of the occult. Man's much-vaunted claim to an

evolving ascent to perfeaion has led instead to an inglorious r e t m to pagan superstition''

(Hunt l998fW). However, since he elsewhere defines the occuit as that which "has
traditionally referred to an ancient perennial wisdorn involving mysterious powers pursued
and practiced in secret" (Hunt and McMahon 1988:9)~~*
and characterises it as "one of the
growth industries of our time" (Hunt 1998E46), he can manipulate the conclusions

according to the openness of his definition. Once again, Hunt's description is not
inaccurate; his extrapolations, however, ofien place more weight on that description than
it cm legitimately b a r .
10.2.2.3.1 Evolution or Christianity

Through another presentation of limited alternatives Hunt places his readers, his
target audience, in the position of rejecting either the theory of evolution or their entire
faith in the Bible. In the subjective universe inhabited by Hunt, the two are mutudy
contradictory. "Genesis lays the foundation for al1 of Scripture," he writes. "If its account
of creation isn't reliable, then neither is the rest of the Bible which rests upon it; and Christ
is proven not to be God and Savior, but a mere man who foolishly took a mythological
story of Adam and Eve literdy" (Hunt 1998f25). Again, though, even if the book of
Genesis as it was finally recordeci is taken as "the foundation for al1 of ~cripture,'"* none

'-In Ocalt Invusion, Hunt expan& this âefhiîion. "The word mcdt comr h m tbe Latin
occttlms, which means 'canœaied' or hiddca' It involves mystic knowlodgt and magic powcrs r#xind
from the spirit world and dispensed for the ben&t of devotees or direcâîy destnictnrc at eaemies by thorie
who have been initiated into its secretsn (Hunt 1998î339).
"%ut ignores the variations in Scripturai iitcrary gares, as wcU as the poss'bility of an
extensive oral tradition prior to the written record of what came to be passed down. "Historically," be
writes, inaocuniteiy, "Judaism and Christianity have bœn based on a written miation h m W"
(Hunt
l%O: 12%).Judaism is based on a special reiationship with Yahweh that developed dunng the long ptriod
of wandering and promise, enslavement and dvation, as it bas ban rccm&d in tbe Hcbrew Scripturcs;
to say that the relationship is based on a written record is simpiy Mse. The same is tnac fbr Christiaaity.
The Churcb, while it lmks to ihe Scriphires, found and continues to nnd its Me in iîs relati0118hip with
God through Christ.
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of Hunt's other conclusions necessarily follow. However, if the reader looks to Hunt as a
significant other in the process of worldview-maintenance, then the choice is clear: either
reject evolution or reject the entire worldview on which one has based one's Me. Hunt
declares quite unequivocally that to "support evolution to any degree is in fact to demolish
Christianity" (1998f26).
10.2.2.3.2 Darwin

In his presentation of the material, however, Hunt appeals to the most well-known
narne (and arguably the moa despised narne among fundamentalists) in evolutionary

thinking-Charles Robert Darwin (1 809-1882). In a reductionist manner consistent with
his specific bounding of debates, Hunt simply equates evolution with Danvinism. Thus, if
he can discredit Darwin's theory of natural selection and the evolutionary machinery it
allegedly drives, he will have disproved evolution as a principle in the universe. "Growing
numbers of scientists are abandoning evolution as completely untenable because the
evidence against it is ovenvhelming," he writes (Hunt 1998f26). His main source for this

is the British astronomer, Sir Freâ Hoyle, whom Hunt quotes in a virtually identical
manner whenever discussions of evolution anse (cf. Hunt 199%: 1; 1996a:6-7; l998f2630). According to Hunt, Hoyle notes that the mathematical odds against "Darwinian

evolution" getting "even one polypeptide [sequence] right, let alone the thousands on

which living cells depend for survival" (1996a:6-7) is astronornicai-on the order of 10 to
the 40,000' power. While he provides no citation by which the Monnation can be

checked for accuracy or mtext, Hunt aiso quotes the "Australian biologist Michael
Denton, an agnostic and former evolutionist" who "says science has so thoroughly

discredited Daminian evolution that it should be discarded (Hunt W98f 26-7). In O c d
Invmhm, he makes extensive reference (six pages, extensive by Hunt's standards) to

Michael J. Behe' s 1996 book, Darwin 's Biack Box: ï?te B i o c h i c a l Challenge to
Evolution, which challenges the Danvinian mode1 at the cellular and sub-cellular level. AU
three men may be entirely correct in their criticisms; the Darwinian theory of evolution by

natural selection as it was presented in 1859 bas been discredited and the odds against it
working at the cellular and sub-cellular levels are sufficiently high to warrant its
discarding. However, at least the former of these was true within a very few years of the
publication of n e Origin of S w e s .
David Hull, for exarnple, the Bertha and Max Dressler Professor of the Hwnanities
in the philosophy department at Northwestem University and a specialist in the philosophy

of biology and of science, writes:
Because a belief in biological evolution became widespread within a
decade or so af'ter the publication of Danvin's Origin of S ' c i e s in 1859,
the tendency is to think that it was Darwin's view of evolution which
bewne popular. Nothing could be fiirther âom the tmth. Darwin's
contemporaries found his theories too materialistic and haphazard because
no supernaturai or teleological force influenced evolutionaxy development.
Darwin's contemporaries were willing to accept evolution, but not the sort
advocated by Darwin. (Hull 1995:178).
Biologists Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela, on the other hand, point out that in

The Ongin of Species Darwin "stated it was 'as if there were a naturd selection,
comparable in its separating effects to the artifidal selection that a fmer makes of the

varieties that interest him. Darwin himself was very clear in pointhg out that that he never
intended to use that word as anything other than an apt metaphor"(1992:101).

What Hunt camouflages in his work is the fact that he is offenng his readership
deliberately limited alternatives. That he knows there are other t heones of evolution,
ranging From atheistic pure chance to theistic evolution to a special initial creation and
subsequent evolutionary development, is clear from his references not only to theist ic
evolution in particular (cf 1998t24-63, but to such theorists and researchers as JeanBaptiste Lamarck (1 744- 1829),5WErnst Haeckel (1 834- 1919),'01 the Leakeys, Louis S.B.
( 1903- 1 972)'02 and Richard (b. 1944; cf Hunt 1980:1 13),'03 and Pierre Teilhard de

Chardin (1 88 1-1955),50< whom Hunt calls "the father of the New Age" (Hunt 1998f:12 1 ).
10.3 "A deliberate setup by Satan": Cosmological Dualism/Duelism

"The evidence is overwhelrning t hat intelligent entities exist independent of
mankind and that they are able, when given entrance, to use the human body to their own
ends. The consistent message they present betrays their true identity and purpose" (Hunt

500

Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet, Chevalier de Lamarck, was a French biologist whose
own theo- of the evolutionary process-called Lamarckism-posited that plants and animals will develop
and main those characteristics which are most conducive to the survival of the organism. According to
Boorstin, Lamarck, by "insisting on the inheritance of aquired characteristics, had d l y abandon4 the
concept of species. For him a species was oniy a name for one set of generations while the animal was
adapting to its environment" ( 1983:168).
"'A German zoologist, Haeckel is best known for his work, The Ridàfe of the Universe (1899)
and his introduction into zoological thought of "the notion of onto/phylo parallels" (Wilber 1995:151).
According to Kuehn, Haeckel's philosophy was monistic and was "characterized negatively by his
rejection of fm will, immortality, and theisrn," but disthguished positively through his "passionate
arguments for the hrndamcntal unity of organic and inorganic nature and a form of pantheism"
(1995:308).
50%ogether. Louis Leakey and his wife, Mary Leakey (b. 19 13). were perhaps the most well
known anthropological team in the world. Their work in the Odulvai Gorge in what is now Tantania
yielded substantial evidence of a hominid species known as the Australopithecine. In t 959, the Leakeys
found an Australopithecine skull estimateci at 1.75 million years old
503
Richard Leakey,the son of Louis and Mary,followed in his parents anthmpological footsteps,
concentrating his work in Kenya. In addition to the discovery of over one hundred distinct hominid
fossils, he also ~ e ~ ase addirector of the Kenya's National Museum.
504
See below, pp.538-9.

1998f 169).

"Two conclusions that most investigators find very distastefil seem nevenheless to
be inescapable: 1) there is a cornmon source behind al1 occult phenomena, including

UFO 's, t hat seerns to be intelligently and deliberately orchestrating a clever deception for
its own purposes; and 2) hypnosis, or the power of suggestion, is at the heart of this
scheme. If this hypothesis is rejected, then nothing makes sense" (Hunt 1983:1 13).
"We need not cite further details. It is sufficient for Our purposes to recognize that
the global ecological crisis we face has the potential to unite mankind in a cornmon
international cause. Thus the environmental movement could play a significant role in
bringing the unity essential to the nse of Antichrist" (Hunt 1990b:164).
10.3.1 Aspects of the Conspiracy Theory

If Ockham's Razor, also known as the principle of parsimony, suggests that al1

other things being equal, the simplest solution to a particular problem is probably the
correct one (cf Copleston 1953 :56-139,then in ternis of the subjective construction of
reality the conspiracy theory as it relates to the ongoing battle between god and evil is the
cognitive opposite of the Razor. For Hunt, since "dl paths except Christ lead to
destruction" (1980:78), an elaborate web of schemes within schemes exists which has but
one goal-the

destruction of Christianity, the only tme religion. "Fortunately," writes

Richard Pipes in his consideration of the conspiracist mindset, "tools do exist to identiQ
conspiracy theorîes" (1 997:38). The first is cornmon seme, which "accepts simple
explanations; in contrat, conspiracy theories add complicating elements" (Pipes 199738).
Second, a knowledge of history allows the andyst to detect and demonstrate where a
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conspiracy theorist is misunderstanding or misrepresenting the tlow of events which led to

a particular situation. Third, Pipes advises analysts to look for distinctp t t e m . "Two
main characteristics make it [i.e., the conspiracy theory] different fiom conventional
thinking: its standards of evidence and its basic assumptions" (Pipes l997:4O).

While each of these contributes to the conspiracy theory as it is elaborateû by
Hunt, there are two particular elements from which he constructs his theory: (a)a
perceived wnsistency of received communication, which is supported by a rhetorically
reinforced fallacy of limited alternatives, and (3) the logical requirement for such a
conspiracy within the framework of a linear, fundarnentalist Heilsgeschzchte whkh
proceeds from the Creation and Fa11 about 6000 years ago to the end-times in which Hunt
believes the world now lives.
10.3.2 The Consistent Message

While he ultimately identifies them as demons, as the conspiracy theory builds in

each of his works, the perpetrators of the conspiracy-who
and control of Satan-are

are acting under the direction

at fïrst indicated oniy obliquely. As Hunt notes above, their

"true identity and purpose" are betrayed, not by overt presence, but by theu "consistent
message." And, he believes that every aspect of what he considers the occult-Le.,
essentiaily everything of a spirituai or religious nature other than fbndamentalist
Chnstiaaity-carries this consistent message. Indead, it is this perceived consistency which

grounds the conspiracy. "What is happening to the minds of millions of persons around the
world today could hardly be an accident or mere coincidence, but is rather part of a

cos&

deception very carefùily planned and executed . . . The similarity in the content of
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these 'communications from higher beings' eliminates hallucination as an explanation and
is at least presumptive evidence that a single source is behind al1 of these phenornena"
(Hunt 1980:44-5).
10.3.2.1 Remote Viewing

In Occitif Invaîion, Hunt writes that the "CI4 KGB (nowthe FSB), and other

intelligence and military agencies are likewise expenmenting with spiritual power, which

they prefer to cal1psychc power, and which they imagine to be an imate capacity of the

human psyche, or mind-i.e., human potentiai" (1 998f 14). The process to which he
refers is known as "remote viewing," the investigation of precise target locations and
times by persons physically separate Rom those targets. Once again, Hunt is comect in his
basic information; the agencies he names have been involved (and, if those who have corne
fonvard are to be believed continue to be involved) in research of this natute (cf.,for
example, Brown 1996;Morehouse 1996). Bearing in mind that Hunt's working definition

of "occult" is "hidden," and c m include anything of a spiritual nature which contravenes
his own particular construction of Christianity, one finds: "While we cannot be certain

how much to believe of the reports being given, there can be no doubt that an occult
power is at work in remote viewing" (Hunt 1998f90). I f w e carmot be certain ofhow

much to believe, how can there be "no doubt" that anything is happening in remote
viewing at dl, let alone that it is "an ocailt power at work"? The fàct that Hunt klieves

somethhg is happening, though, is clear. He continues:
There have been some very impressive results produced by remote viewers,
reailts that de@rational explanation. The fact that the lies of the serpent in
the Garden undergird the philosophy that cornes through in remote viewing

provides strong evidence of the identity of the power behind it. The
consistent attack upon tme Christianity and the attempt to discredit the
Bible is further confirmation of that identity. (Hunt 1W8f90)
A careful reading of the chapter on "Remote Viewing" (Hunt 1998f:73-90) reveah

that, while Hunt has accurately recorded basic though brief information about the history

of the phenornenon, any "attack upon true Christianity" or "attempt to discredit the Bible"

is entirely an inference on the basis of Hunt's subjective constnidon of reality; no specific
attacks or attempts to discredit are recorded in Hunt's chapter. If these attacks take place,
they do so not because they are real, but because they are perceived to be r d in the sense
that they contlict with Hunt's worldview; they impact his proximate threshold of instability
and present him with another problem of practical life.
According to Hunt, citing 2 Peter 1:2 1," "the Bible presents a class of men called
prophets who wrote the Scnptures" (1998f77).While this is true enough, the biblical
passage which Hunt quotes says nothing about Scripture as a whole (of which Hunt

himself admits prophecy only comprises thirty percent), nor is the author of the letter
considered a prophet. Hunt's point, however obscurely made, is that the ability to utter
prophw is a charism of God, given only to a few, and jjven only to those who bction

in God's service. From this, he derives his limited alternatives: "If remote viewing . . . is a

nomal function of the hurnan mind . . . then-the Bible presents a false piare. Biblicd
prophets were nothing speciaî, they did not n a d to be 'holy men of God'" (Hunt

1998f77). "This is a serious charge," he continues, returning to the limited altemative of
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either rejecting the phenornenon under review or recanting completely one's Christian

worldview. "If the Bible has deceived us with the nature of prophets and prophecy, then

how can we rely upon anything else it tells us?"unt

1998f80). The crucial point which

is avoided in Hunt's argument for a conspiracy on the basis of common messages is that,

while it is true that al1 speakers of Russian share a cornrnon linguistic and communicative
framework, it is not true that aii speakers of Russian are Russians.
10.3.3 Conspiracy's Cast of Chaneters

The cast of characters in the global conspiracy to end Christianity and bnng about

the reign of the Antichnst is long and involved, inciudingjust about anyone whose views
differ fiom those by which Hunt's subjective reality is constructeci. The dream to end the

political division between eastem and western Europe, for example, and the hope of
reconciliation between Roman Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy, Hunt interprets as "the
first step toward a new world order, [which] is shared both by the Pope and the President

of the Soviet Union." For Hunt,this "must be more than coincidence" (1WOb:102-3).

Perhaps, but does it necessarily signal the end-times? Occasiodly careful not to commit

himself too far, lest he be labeled a fdse prophet, Hunt foiîows a fairy standard
bdamentaiist end-times scenario by locating a renewed Roman Empire in the guise of a

united Europe,""' ruied jointly by the Pope and a seailar leader known as the Antichrist.

"Thisis not to proclaim that Gorbachev is the Antichrist and John Paul II the felse
prophet-but that pattern is dennitely emerging, whether it is to be played out in the final

*or difTerent interprctations of prophecies nlated to a nvivcdRoman Empire, sec, for
example, Ankerôerg and Weldon 1991b:2 1-8; Hiadsan 1998:121-39;Van Kampen 1992:113-36;
Walvoord 1990:121162.
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act of history by these two men or some others. The pieces of the puzzle begin to fit
together in line with biblical prophecy" (Hunt 1990b:I 1 1 ).
10.3.4 Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

Self-fùlfilling prophecy, fashioned fiom the control of concept definition and the
specific bounding of debate, strengthens the validity of the conspiracy theory in the
context of universe-maintenance. In one of the quotes above (see p.472), Hunt notes that
global ecological crises have the capacity to unite hitheno disparate groups of people in
the race to defeat a comrnon enerny-the threat of extinction through ecological disaster.
This concem for the health of the planet Hunt views as one more brick in the wall of
conspiracy designed to bring about the end-times. And, again, perhaps he is not incorrect;
the threat of global crisis arguably carries the potential for disparate groups to transcend
their differences in the search for resolutions to a problem which confronts them dl.
'"Network'," he writes elsewhere, "is a New Age codeword that refers not to
radio or television but to the thousands of groups around the world that are ail working
toward the realization of this 'interconnectedness' of al1 life through the establishment of a
world government" (Hunt 1990:62-3). Network is a very common word in modem usage;
it has become a b u m o r d in the business community as well as the religious. However,
Hunt defines it as a "New Age codeword," sensitising his readers to its use in popular
discourse.
A &al aspect of the conspiracy theory is the use of self-fùlfiiiing prophecies of

persecution as evidence that Hunt's analysis of the situation is correct. Writing of "A
Calculated Destruction of Morais'' (Hunt 1998f321-2), Hunt declares that "[tragically],
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the public education system in the United States is devoted to destroying Christian beliefs
and replacing them with evolution, witchcraft, Hinduism, Buddhism, or Native American
religion. In most schools in the Western world teachhg provides an excuse for

indmtrina~ion"(Hunt l998c:321). While the U.S. educational system might not be
perfect, Hunt provides no evidence that it is "devoted to destroying Christian beüefs."
Once again, this is an inference based on the subjective construction of reality in which he

lives. Since the educational system is not explicitly pro-Christian, it must, therefore, be
explicitly anti-Christian; since it is not dedicated to promoting Chnstianity, it must be
dedicated to doing away with it . As Hunt writes, though, when parents object on religious
grounds to what their children are being taught in public schools, for "their legitirnate
conceni, they are scomed as 'fanatical fundamentalist Christians,' now the most
demeaning of epithets" (Hunt 1998E322; cf. Bates 1984). The self-Mfillment cornes when
Christian parents such as Vicki Frost do cornplain on the basis of their subjective

construction of r d t y , and they me labeled as fmtics and fundamentaiists. Such a
fulfillment, though, offers evidence only of the concems r a i d by fundamentalistq the
grounds on which they are raiseci, and the manner in which they are ofien perceived; it
offers no proof that the concerns are valid.

In the context of universe-maintenance, however, c o r r d y identifieci phenornena
such as ecological cooperation between disparate groupq sensitisaîion to current "bwz

words" which a reader then encounters in everyday discourse, and the examples of ridicule
experienced by people such as Vicki Frost when they do voice th& concenis, aii reinforce

the "fact" that a conspiracy exists exactly as Dave Hunt has describeci.

10.4 Summary

In "Am I A Fundarnentalist?" Hunt recalls his response to an accusation that he
was, made while he was attending university in the late 1940s. "1 replied something W<e

this," he writes. "'If being a fhdamentalist means that one adheres to the sound
fùndamentals of math, accounting, chemistry, or whatever one's profession, then I happily
accept the label. And since the Bible is literaily God's Word and inerrant, embracing and
standing tme to its fundamentais is the only intelligent choice" (Hunt 1998a: 1). While he
does acknowledge that some "Christian findarnentalists are fanatics and carry scpmtion
fiom other Christians to unbiblical and unreasonable extrernes" (Hunt 1998a:2), the zeal
with which Hunt writes and speaks is evident in the utter certainty with which he presents
his argument and the manner of manipulation by which the certainty of that argument is
ensured.
Protected by layers of carefully handled idormation, Hunt's fundamentalism is
bounded first and last by his commitment to Scripture. This cornmimient anchors his
unsweMng allegiance to and inhabitance within a Christian fundamentakt construction of
reaiity. "We must believe the whole Bible," he continues in the same article. "That is

bibîical fùndamentalism. If Genesis is not accuTate in ewry delal, then why trust mything
else in the Bible? If the Bible is wrong about man's origin and fa,why rely upon what it
says about man's redemption and e t e d destiny?" (Hunt l998a: 1). "In fht," he
concludes, "the Bible is 100 percent amrate in all it addresses. Whether the Iatest science
agrees with the Bible or not is of no concern to a fhdamentalist" (Hunt 19980:1). T'us,
the virgin b i i the substitutionary death and imminent second coming of a sui generis ancl

ontologically divine Christ, and the determinism of biblical prophecy are in no way
impacted by data which might challenge either their uniqueness essentiality, or
inevitability. Instead, rather than weaken either Hunt's argument or his resolve, the rise of
such cultural and scientific challenges as theories of evolution, the wax and wane of the
Soviet Union and Russia, and the more open entry of the gay community into religious,
political, and cultural life only strengthen that resolve. Because they may be interpreted as
positive indicators of the reality of the prophetic determinism to which he adheres, they
provide him with more than enough evidence that his particular subjective constniction of
reaiity (and, thus, the future that it postdates) completely accords with reaiity-as-iti t s c e n e s played out in the great cosmological battle between God and Satan.

Chapter Eleven
Maintaking the Body:
Correlative Manipulations in the Work of Dave Hunt,
Part One

The Bible is the one Book where one would certainl'y erpect to see nmiy
complex argumentspresenied for God 's existence,yet not one is giwn!
Sureiy t h veryfact says sornerhing important about the Bible d a b o u t
Gd: He has already made contact with every penon in his or her
conscience. Everyme knuws that God exists, and that includes you.
D a v e Hunt-

11.1 Introduction

This chaptet and the next will discuss some ofthe s p d c mechanisms of

manipulation by which propaganda is effected in Dave Hunt's work, and the manner in
which his subjective construction of reality (and that inhabited by his target audience) is

maintained. Here, (a) examples of sophistry, fi) the use of conventional pieties to

ninforce prejudices already extant within the target audience, and (c) the specific
bounding of debate to include only that matenal which supports one's case wiU
demonstrate the aspects of the manner in which information is shaped and mouldeâ to
serve Hunt's cause.
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First, while there are instances in which Hunt's conclusions may be correct, their

correctness very often denves in addition to, rather than as a result of, the logical
arguments he has made. Second, by providing the target audience with readily accessible

and often emotionally potent simplifications, conventional pieties ofken contribute to the
cumulative strength of his case. Finally, while much of the material discussed by Hunt is
relevant to his case, there rnay be other information available or other ways of interpreting
data-both of which may render the conclusions drawn from the data made available
invalid-which

he chooses to bound out of the discussion. In this chapter, a number of

examples of each particular mechanism will be examineci.
With respect to the first correlatcthe use of sophistry-it

should be noted that,

often, a discreet analysis of logicd fallacies is not possible; that is, in certain instances a
case could be made for analysis according to the principles of one fdlacy over another. Or,
it could be demonstrated that one fdacy operates within the broader construct of another,

or that one fdlacy is used in support of another. In many cases, the partidar choice of
analytic category is simply the judgment of the analyst. 1s the emphasis, for example,
placed more heavily on the thesis or the conclusion? What aspect of the argument does the
analyst wish to highlight? Whatever the particular fallacy, though, the purpose of logical
that the wnclusions drawn are
anaiysis of this type remellis the same: to demonstr~~te
neither warranted nor demanded by the premises presented. The arguments, as Hunt lays
them out, are d e f d v e in some way; that is, they manipulate both the logical flow of
argument and the information used to support that flow towards Hunt's desired
conclusion.

11.2 'At worst a piece of sophistry": Sophistic Logic

Fallacious logic is one of the primary mechanisms by which propaganda is
t hou& when it is presented through a
constructeci. The upparmice of logical t ho~ght,~'

carefully organised manipulation of information and an appeal to the extant prejudices of
the target audience, often prevents the analysis necessary to reveai the fdacies. Whiie
numerous logical fallacies have been identified in philosophical literature (cf., for example,
Fischer 1970;Gray 1991;Hexharn 1993b), the limitations of space here permit the bief
investigation of only four in the work of Dave Hunt: petitio principii (begging the
question);posr hoc, ergo propter hoc (the fdlacy of false causes); hasty generalisatiom;
and the fallacy of mistaking "if seerns"for "it is. "

Very ofien, in support of his argument, Hunt resorts to the fdlacy ofpetitio

'*'~n example of this nream of apparently logid thought is the "Area 5 1 paradox," Merring to
the high security U.S. military base at Groom Lake, Nevada. Aarding to the mythology which bas
developed in co~ectionwith Area 5 1, it was to this location thal debris f'm a crashed UFO was brought
in late 1947 or early 1948,A h aiiegedly brought to the base wcre the occupants of the craft, two dead
and one still dive (aithough this king died several weeks later). Since then, in addition to its use as a test
theatre for secret military airctatt, Arca 5 1 has been the main laboratory for the icvcrsc engineering of
alien technology; the centre of ambassadorial relations bctwcen the U.S. govemmcnt (and, somt bciicvc,
the British government; cf., for example, Good 1991,19%; King 1998)and extnrtcmstrhd spccies; and
the principd site for e.vperimcnts which range ftom the exploration of interdimemional îravcl to the
cloning of professional debunkers of UFO phenornena (e-mail pst to <altconqiracy.& l> uscnct
ncwsgroup, 04 December 1998). When it admits to the base's existcncc, the U.S.govcrnment dcaies that
there is anything untoward taking place at Groom Lake; and it is this denial which -tes
îbe paradox.
if there W nothing to hide, why bas the govenunent resisicd al1 applications for civilian inspection ofthe
base? Why will the gwernment release none of the base's pmnnel lists,duty rostcrs, or projea
manif&&?On the other han& why does the military regularly âeny the existence of tbc bast itsc=lf?Why
are the perimeters of the base sumunâedby signs which warn inüuâers that the use offorce is
authorised to base security personnel? Why âœs the rnilitiuy reguiarly anaex pubiic property around îhe
Groom Lake site to act as a M e r zone? There is a certain logic to these questionswhich bas lai to the
evolution of a cottage indushry relatai to the investigation of Ana 5 1, Groom Lake,S 4 , Papoost Lake,
and a host of other SOcaUed military "black sitesn in the region See, for exampl, Bryan 199%165-82,
237-49; Dean 1998;Darlington 1997;Good 19%:49 1-2;<http://www.ufornindconi/BTc851b;
<http://areaS 1.icomnet>.

principii. or begging the question. Also known as circular reasoning, a question is begged

when the conclusion which one hopes to reach is already containeci in the premise (or
prernises) on the basis of which one has posed the question. At one point, for example,
Hunt notes that "[it] is impossible scientificaily to prove one's own existence-but

who

doubts it? Then why is a proof of God's existence necessary?' (1993a: 17). The question
of whether one's own existence is venfiably scientifically (and here one might offer Dr.
Johnson's famous reply to Bishop ~erkeley"?is hardly germane to the r d question Hunt
is begging-that

is, why does one need to prove God's existence?

In point of fact, while not al1 of them have stnctly doubted it, many
philosophers-arnong them the Midhyamika school of Buddhism following the
philosopher ~ a g ji u
i n a 5 ~ h a vquestioned
e
the reality of personal existence. nie answhich predicates Hunt's question, though, is that a scientific proof of God's existence is
not only unavailable but unnecessary. His evidence for that is an asymmetnc equivalence
between one's own existence and the existence of God. Because we find it unnecessary to
validate our own personal existence in everyday life, we should fïnd it siwlarly
%ornuel1 noted bat, after looking at the local church at Hamich, "we stood EplLing for s ~ n c
time together of Bishop Berkeley's ingenious sophistry to pmve the non-existence of matter, and tbat
cvcrything in the universc is mtrcly idcal. I obscrved, that though WC arc satisfied bis doctriat is not truc,
it is impossi'ble to refiite it. 1 shall never forget the ahcrity with which Johnson answered, striking his foot
with mighty force against a large stone, till he reboundedfrom it+I &te it thus'" (BoswtU [lW 11
1952: 129).

?n his third =ria ofessays on Zen Budmiism, D.T.S d wmtc: "According to Naall dharmas are endowed with these charaders: existentiality, intefligiiility, petcepsiiility, obobjectty,
e£6ciency9causaiity, dependence, m~tuality~
duaiity, muitiplicity, gencrality, inâiviâuality, etc. But al1
these characterizatioas have no permanence, no stability; they are al1 relative and phcnomcnai. The
ignorant hii to see into the truc nature of things, and becornt attachai thucby to tht idta of a rcaîity
which is e t e d , blissful, ~e~governiag,
and k o i d of denlements. To be wise simpîy means to be iiee
fiom these fàise views, for there is nothing in them to be taken hold of as not empty" (Suzuki 1953~261).
On Nag@juna, see also?for example, Kasulis 1981:16-28;Ray 1997; Wardct 19%0:374187;P.W
i
1989:55-76.

unnecessary to validate God's existence. For many, and this is what Hunt avoids, the fact
is that a proof for God's existence is necessary precisely because there is doubt about the
existence of God. Whether we exist in reafify,in the manner to which Hunt refers, is
somewhat irrelevant when it cornes to paying taxes, applying band-aids, and choosing
what food to serve for supper. According to the exigencies ofdaily life, there is little
doubt that we exist at some level. There is, however, tremendous doubt about whether

God exists at any level. Yet, the existence of God is begged in the ti-aming of the question.
Also, given the subjective construction of reality in which Hunt participates, there is
considerably more at stake in whether God exists (and can be proven to exist) than
whether one can prove one's own existence. This is, in fact, the foundation of Pascal's

In his condemnation of Twelve-Step prograrns, which he calls "A Perfect Front for
Satan and Demons" (Hunt 1998£290; cf. 1998E289-3 1 l), Hunt asks: "What better way
for Satan to prevent such reconciliation with the true God through Christ than to effect a
pseudoreconciliation with a counterfeit higher power?' (Hunt 1998f1290). Once again,
there are a number of predicates to which one must already have given assent if this
question is to have any validity. One mua already agree that (a) a true God exists, and (ô)
reconciliation with this true God is actually effected through the agency of the Christ.
Further, unless one aiready acknowledges that (c) Satan is tryhg to prevent such a

"%e fûllat expression of Pascal's Wager is found in the fragment entitied 'Discourse
concerning the machine."Essentially, his argument runs that, in terms of one's beliefs, if one wagers on
the existence of God and God does not exist, one has lost nothing; if, however, one wagers on the
existence of God and Gad does exists, one wins everything. See Pascal [ 1670) 1995:152-8.

reconciliation, the question of whether a "pseudoreconciliation" is the best manner in
which to forestall the real thing is meaningless. The answer which Hunt has built into the

question is that the "pseudoreconciliation with a counterfeit higher power" (Le., the
Twelve-Step prograrn) is precisely the vehicle used by Satan to preclude actual
rapprochement between the Creator and the created.
Occasionally, Hunt will offer blatantly tautologid statements as proof of his
argument. "Secrecy and occultism go hand in hand," he writes in Occtllt I I ~ V C I L F I * ~ ~
(1 998f251). Since Hunt has elsewhere defined the occult as that which is hidden from

normal view, that which is by definition secret, this is nothing more than sophisüy offered
in support of his position. Because it is secret, however, it is therefore evil. In siMlar
fashion, he writes: "The indisputable fact is that when Christ made this startfing
declaration [Le., "1 will corne again"-John

1431 on the eve of His betrayd, not one of

His astonished disciples understood what He meant" (Hunt 1993a:g). Both of the
preceding statements may be true. Indeed, t8utologically, both are true. O d t i s m does

involve secrecy, and the disciples do not understand what Jesus meant. Neither fàct,
however, is proof of anythmg beyond that which it States.

Building on a Pauline chnstological retrojedon into the Hebrew Scriptures, and
arguing both for the ontologicaî divinity of Christ and against the daims of the Roman
Catholic Church that Peter was the rock upon which Jesus declareci the Church would be

built (Man. 16: 18), Hunt falls prey to both ignorario elenchi and petitio pinciipiii fdacies.
Paul argues that Jesus Christ was the Rock of Israel during her
wilderness travels (1 Corinthians 10:4), thus claiming that He is Yahweh.
Inasmuch as Ood throughout the Old Testament declares that He is the

only Savior, our Lord and Savior lesus Christ, in order to be the Savior,
had to be God in the tlesh. The same is tme concerning the Rock upon
which the Church is built: It could only be God Himself Jesus is that Rock,
for He is God.Peter could not take that place, nor did he aspire to. (Hunt
1993a:193)"'
Hunt also begs the question in support of the inerrancy of Scripture and the belief
that God has a plan for humankind. "The Bible declares," he writes, "that the prophecies it
provides conceming Israel supply the irrefutable evidence for God's existence and for the

fact that He has a purpose for mankind (Hunt 1993a:26). The self-referentid and seK
validating nature of Scripture, however, is not the only means by which Hunt seeks to
demonstrate the existence of Divine purpose. In response to a concem about one's
inability to believe in God without some tangible evidence of God's plan for creation,

Hunt writes that it does not make "sense that God would mate man without havhg a
definite purpose for him" (1996a:23) 'Wothing is so hstrating to an intelligent person as

having no purpose in life," he continues. "Yet the very idea of purpose could not arise by
chance, for purpose and chance are opposites. There can't be design without a designer.
We know, therefore, that God had a purpose for creating us. And if w, He must have a
way to comrnunicate that purpose" (Hunt 1996a:23). From this, he cornes back once again
to his beW that the "Bible clairns to be the Word of God to d n d and explains a d ' s

purpose and plan" (Hunt 1996a:23).
11.2.2

Post hoc, rrgopmptet hoc
The posr hoc, erg0 propter hoc fdacy mistakedy amibutes causaüty where none

5'1~t
should k noted that, w M e Paul does ~ g a for
e the pmakknt Christ as prcsabt uith tbc
Hebrews during th& wanderings in the desert, to conclude Erom this that Paul believcd tht preuistent
Christ to be Yahweh cannot k supported h m the biblical text

has been demonstrated to exist. According to Gray, this occurs "when we infer a causal

comection between two succeeding events when no such comection has been
established (199 1:66).This is not to say that the possibility of such a causal co~ection
does not exist, merely that one has not been established in the course of the argument.

Until that link is made, any argument which proceeds fiom the causal co~ectionfds prey
to this fallacy.

For example, based on an interview he conducted, Hunt bnefly recounts the story
of Doug Sarnuels, a young man who entered the 1960s counterculture and eventudy
becarne involved with "a cult known as the Love Family in Seattle, Washington" (Hwit

l980:28). According to Hunt, the "Love Family was into sorcery" (1980:29).''*

Eventually, Sarnuels's parents contracted with Ted Patrick to kidnap their son and
deprogram hirn.'l3 Interestingly, Hunt encloses "kidnapped" in quotation marks as though
to challenge the validity of the term. "The attempted 'deprogramming' by Ted Patrick," he
continues, "fiiiled to break the strange power that had changed Doug into a different

person. The four mental hospitals that Doug passed through in the next two years of heil
on earth did not even begin to undo what dnigs and the cult had done to him" (Hunt
1980:29). What is not presented in Hunt's account is any evidence that it was "dnigs and

the cultt'-one or the other, or both-which were actuaily responsible for the condition in
"%e
GReL word for sormy in the original manuscripts is phmakia." writes Hunt, at
another point. "Hallucinogens (such as psiloqbin, dtrived fiom the 'sacrai mushroom') han ktnuscd
as sacraments for thOuSandS of ycars in pagan religions. Sorcery is thc practiœ of contacting the spirit
world through dntgs in order to gain supcniahrral powers" (Hunt 1980:25). On asof
pharmacological sorcery, sec Castaneda 1968, 1972, 1974, 1981, 1984, 1987; for a critique of O s î a d a ,
see Fikes 1993.
513
On Ted Patrick and depmgmming, see, for example, Bromly axtd Richardson 1983: @m;
Bromley and Shupe 1981:177-204; Patrick and Dulak 1976.

which he found himself'. It is assumed that this is the case in the presentation of Hunt's
argument.
There is, however, the possibility that it was the trauma Samuels experienced
through the kidnapping and attempted deprograrnming which was responsible for his
breakdown (if, indeed, this is what happened; Hunt does not say). It is not inconceivable
that the shock of being tom fkom a group into which he had successfully integrated and
which he viewed as primary (Le.,the Love Family), then thmst into a situation which
thoroughly breached the proximate thresholds of his own worldview stability (i.e., the
deprograrnming venue followed by a succession of psychiatrie hospitals), so overtaxed bis
cognitive faculties that they refused to process the change. Fhally, it could be that
Samuels simply wanted to retum to the Farnily, refiised the treatment offered by both
deprogrammers and hospital staff, and as a reremlt of these choices was labelled unstable."'
While Hunt's conclusion is not outside the realm of possibility, it by no means the

only explanation for the experience, nor is it conclusively demonstrateci fkom the anecdotal
evidence he presents. He is, however, not finished. He draws a fuis p s t hoc inference

"%ai is, u, the argument ruos, something muPt have Qtbnhappiud to Samucls or becii donc
to him in order for him to make choices which were consiâered by others to ûe illogid or imitional. This
is the logic upon which the cvolution of the "brainwasbing"hypolhcsis in both the Christian and sacular
anticult movements is founded In his discussionof interrelated oppositions employeâ in public discoune
and "as they occur in public sentimat against reiigious cults" (c.g., "brainW8SbCdn versus "nee thinking";
"controlled"versus "autonomous"; "fânaîical"versus "balan&; Becbford 1982:287), James &daord
notes that the "most cornmon papular guises in which î k e oppositions occur are variants on the tbeae
that some cults 'brainwash' theu recruiîs either at the time of recruitmcat or during the subsequcnt pcriod
of socîalizationand induction. 'Brainwashing' in its popular usage bas betn USAto impiy loss offnt
will, Ematicism, psychologicai dependence on others, htionality and other kinds of conditions, all of
which are allegdy in sharp contrast COthe typical cuit recniit's p d o w state of minA ad paüern~of
action" (Beckf'ord 1982:288). On this, see also Bromley 1998; Bromley and Richardson 1983: pussint;
Bromîey and Shupe 1981:92-lS7,177-86; Hill 1980; Shupe and Bromley 1980, 1981; Singer, with Lalich
1995; Zablocki 1997,199&, 1998b.
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fiom the story, concluding: "Doug Samuels had been possessed by demons. Doug's
passive submission to the cult mind and his participation in sorcery had opened the door to
spirit beings whose purpose was to blind him morally and ultimately to destroy his soui"
(Hunt 1980:29). Again, while this may be Hunt's interpretation of the situation, any causai
link between the two has hardly been established.

In Peace, Proqerity, and the Conring Holocmsf,Hunt employs a p s t hoc
argument to reinforce both the anti-Communkm which is part of his subjective
construction of reality, and his belief that Westem civilisation is on a collision course with
Armageddon. "In spite of its worldwide destruction of lives and fieedom," Hunt declans,
"Manism retains its mystical hold upon Westem intellectuals because it embodies a
rebellion against the God of the Bible that has a peculiar power to seduce human
imagination" ( 1983 : 170).While somewhat difficult to parse, the cnrx of Hunt's pst h a
construction lies in the word "because." Through it, he establishes a causal link between
(a) ManOsm's aiieged "mystical hold upon Westem intelecnials," and @) its dleged

emboâiient of a "rebellion against the God of the Bible," a rebeliion Hunt W e r declans
possesses "a peculiar power to seduce human imagination." But, as the gact hm Macy
indicates, coincidence does not necessitate causality. There may very weil be Western

inteiiectuals who have sought their socioeconomic answers in Marxism because they
perceive it represents a rebeliion agahst God. However, c d d it not aiso be that they bave
sought such answers not to rebel against God, but in reaction to the perceived inability of
that God to provide adequate answers to those very sociaconomic problems? Whatever
the case, Hunt has not demonstrateci that al1 Westem inteilectuais (or mnmost) are
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under the myaic sway of Marxism, nor that those who are are for any reason approaching
rebellion against the God of the Bible.
As noted elsewhere, Hunt's fascination 4 t h the demonic ofien leads him to

attribute demonic causality to phenornena which cannot be explaineci by other means.
"Clearly," he writes of UFOs, "they are not physical, though (like poltergeist demons) they

cm affect the physical world. UFOs have been tracked on radar at 7000 miles per hour
making a 90-degree tum without slowing down-an impossibility for a physical object"

(Hunt 1998f361). "If UFOs are not physical," he asks, 'What are they and who operates
them? . . . Being unhindered by space and tirne, nonphysical ETIs could contact us here on

eanh by mental or psychic means . . . Why couldn't they be demonic?" (1998f361).In
point of fact, they could; whether that is a p l d b l e option or simply apossible one,
however, depends entirely on the subjective construction of reality one inhabits.
At this point, though, Hunt has merely rais4 the issue; he has offered a potential
interpretation for the phenornenon. A few pages later, in the context of prophetic
determinism and the delusion he believes wili be rampant in the end-times, he moves fiom
the realm of possibility to that of certainty. "And the fact that mankind is now open to
contact and to receive advice and help fiom ETIs (even nonphysical ones, who can only be

masquerading demons) sets the stage for the 'strong delusion' (2 ThessaIonians 2: 11)"
(Hunt 1998f372). He concludes that "UFOs and ETIs are clearly contributing to an
ecumenical, worldwide religion which opposes the biblical message and resembles the

ancient polytheistic pagan religions condemned by God.In fact, these entities seem to

resemble the ancient gods of the pagans" (Hunt 1998f373).

Fifieen years earlier, writing of the prevalence of what he calls "the messianic

myth," Hunt notes: "In spite of differences, the messianic hope is so widespread and so
persistent that it must originate with an intelligence or intelligences capable of spreading
the concept in the following manner: 1 ) to peoples of evexy language anywhere in the

world; and 2) continuously throughout the entire history of the human race. That much is
indisputable from the evidence we have" (1983:95). The fact that such evidence as there is
of mythological universality (cf., for exampie, Campbell 1962, 1964, 1968% 1968b, 1969,
1972; Eliade 1959) is broadly interpreted and hardly "indisputable" does not prevent Hunt

from generating a fairly complex post hoc argument. He continues:
Worldwide communication was not humanly possible in centuries past.
Yet, the messianic myth was always widespread. Clearly, then, the 'myth'
has no human source. There are four possibilities that remah: 1) God; 2)
Satan; 3) E.T.'s, and; 4) the Universal Consciousness. The New Age is
satisfied with either numbers 3 or 4.
If there is a real Satan, then from his point of view, it is irnmaterial
whether humans believe 3 or 4 to be the source, since either of them is a
substitute for God. We can also say that neither 3 nor 4 could be the on&
source of the myth, since it has two versions that are diametrically opposed
[Le., "one for the Hebrew and Christian prophets, and another for every
other religion" (Hunt 1983:95)].And since the oniy opposition to either 2,
3, or 4 could w m e from number 1, then it seems clear that the God of the
Bible exists and is indeed the source of Biblical prophecies and teaching
about the Messiah. The corollary would be that dl messianic traclitions that
oppose the Judeo-Christian teaching have their source in the enemy of the
God of the Bible, Satan himseK (Hunt 1983 :96)

In ternis of the k t y generdimtion, Gray notes that there is an easily discmrable

cognitive source for this particular fallacy. "It stems fiom our natural ability to lerni fiom
our experiences" (Gray1991:70). Building on this, part of the stock-in-trade of the

propagandist is the ability to convince the target audience that a few instances of a
particular phenomenon equal the ubiquity of that phenomenon. In Beyond Seduction, for
exarnple, Hunt writes that "both believers and unbelievers generally consider reason to be
the enemy of faith, when in fact they are close panners" (198733).Since Hunt has no
substantiation for his cldm about the general nature of the belief that reason is antagonistic
to faith, it is a hasty generalisation and therefore, a logical fallacy. Without doubt, there

are some-perhaps great numbers-in

each camp for whom Hunt's statement would be

accurate; that, however, is irrelevant. That there are some who believe this in no way
justifies the claim to a general belief Here, though, the hasty generalisation serves another

purpose as well. As a significant other for his target audience, by contradicting the
generalisation he has made Hunt locates himself outside the general mass of believers and
unbelievers and establishes himself as an authority of a different type-that

is, one who

has the ability to point out and correct the errors of others, to identiQ deviance and effect
therapy.
As does so much in propaganda, hasty generaiisations very often support the

established prejudices of the target audience. For example, since in the domain of Christian
fundarnentalismthere are those who believe the teaching of evolution in public schools
degrades belief in and adherence to moral absolutes, evolutionism is held to be opposed to
the faith itself '15 If that same tiindamentalist construction of reality requires a strict moral
51S.k

Evolutionists also are said to be categorically intolerant . . . [and] systematically deceitfui,"

writes Toumey (1994:97). He continues: "Al1 the usual impeachments of evolutionists' moral character

are captureci concisely by Dune Gish of [the Institute for Creation Research] in his closing reniarks at the
October 198 1 debate at Liberty Baptist College. In two short paragraphs of tex& Gish accused
evolutionists of king dogrnatic, intolerant, deceitfiil, arrogant, elitist, afraid of creationism's tniths, afraid
of majority sentiment, and acnistomed to indoctrinating their mdcnts" (Toumey 1994:97).In The Bartle

code, especially with respect to sexual conduct, any generalisation about the sexual

activity of a group already considered to be in opposition to Christianity will be met with
Iess skepticism t han the information might othenvise warrant. "Free sex and sex
perversion nearly always surface, sooner or later, in any extended involvement in the
occult," declares Hunt (1980:172), offering no evidence to substantiate his claim.
Elsewhere, he writes that "[beliefl in karma and reincarnation is at the root of most of
India's problems" (Hunt 1980:175; cf. 1980:185). Further to this, "[the] consequences of
this philosophy can be seen al1 over India today, where poverty, misery, and disease have

reached staggering proportions" (Hunt 1980:4 1). Since it would not suit Hunt's
propagandistic purpose to discuss the particular problems inherent in any post-colonial
situation, especially one tom by intemecine religious and factional rivalries, a somewhat
unforgiving climate, and the ofien less-than-helpfùl attention of the world development
comrnunity (cf'., for example, Caulfield 1996:5-29; Chomsky 1997:47-50), Hunt does not
do so. He blarnes the problems in lndia on one of India's religions-Hinduism.
Hasty generalisations also support elements of the conspiracy theory which is so
much a part of Hunt's construction of reality. "Extensive investigation in many countnes,"
he writes, "reveals similar supematural occurrences in the lives of people who have never
met one another. This common pattern argues very strongly for the probability that a
single Mastermind behind the scenes is orchestrating the current cultsccult explosion"

for the Mind, Tim LaHaye wrïtes that those who assist secular hurnanists in this endeavour are "the moral
degenerates, such as gangsters, prostitutes, porno publishers, dope peddlefs, some homosexuals, and
others without any moral values" (LaHaye 1980: 184). LaHaye's encomium of "amoral humanists" who
promote the teaching of evolution includes: "legislaton,judges, governors, attorneys-general, and so fonh
who have created the laws that enable porno publishers to pollute the min& of our young" (1980: 173).

(Hunt 1980:16). Once again, no reference is given to indicate who camed out this
"extensive investigation," nor what is was (Le.,beyond "supematural occumences") that
they were investigating.
"Strange as it may seern," he continues, "most cults are basically the same. Even
apparent differences are generally oniy skin deep. Could there be a comrnon source of
inspiration for most. if not dl, cult-occult beliefs and experiences? Could there even be a
cornmon purpose?" (Hunt 1980:19). Most cults are "generally" the same simply b w s e
Hunt has so constnicted his paradigm. In fact, t here is good evidence that there is an
enormous variation in cultic and sectarian movements, that they range from pantheistic
(e.g., Gaian Wiccans; cf, for example, Crowley 1994, 1996) to radically dualistic (e.g.,

The Process Church of the Final Judgement; cf Bainbridge 1978) or monotheistic (cf, for
example, on the Lubavitcher hasidirn in Landau 1993, on the Gush Emunirn in Anui 1991),

fiom politically leflf16to the political far right."' Since they al1 breach the proximate
'16~sHunt quite correctly notes, in North America there is a m n g conndon between =me
new nligious mwemcnts (notably the Ncopagan) and what arc oftcn considerad lefüsi social
cac-e
and ecology issues, social refonn in the areas of education, sexuality, and economics, and
oAen pairiarchy. in the opening chapter of Tmth or Dare, for example, Starhawk -tes: "Six hundred
women are mwded into the gym at Camp Parks. Ail of us have been arrested for blockading tbe
Livermore Weapons Lab, one of the two facilities in the United States where nuclear wcapons are
designed and developed" (1987:4). A woman, running h m thejail guards for somt unnamed infraction,
dives into the gioup of women who had k e n 8t~e~ted
with Starhawk. The guards try to ~ m o v hcr,
e the
women &si. "And then someone begins to chant. The chant is wordless, a low hum that swells and
grows with open vowels as we had becorne the collective v o i e of some ancient beast that growls and
sings, the voia of somcthing that knows nothing of guns, walis, nightsticks, mace, or barkd-wh
fencing, yet gives protection, a voiœ outside surveiUsnceor dculation but not outsi& knowladge, a voiœ
that is recognizedby our bodies if not our min& and is hown also to the guards whose humanbadies,
like ours, have been animal for a million years befire contra1was invented" (Starhawk 19875). Tbe
guards do not know what to do; they back away. "The chant dies away. It is over. For a moment, mystcry
bas W e d authority" (Starhawk 19875). See also Adler 19%; Cabot and Miîîs 1994,1997; Christ 1987;
Ferguson 1980; Hopman and Bond 1996; Orion 1995.
"'ln ~ i t l e'sr hiestes, for cxample, Goodricir-Clarkt maLa the argument tbat Savitri Devi's
"associationwith Hinduism and oriental religions, her biocentric view of natureand fanaiid COwith animal weIfare have offered present* Nazis the opportuniîy to disguise their cntry into the ~ ~ d t ,

threshold of instability by virtue of their difference Rom Christianity, though, Hunt's
paradigrn identifies them al1 equally as problems of practical life.

In In Defense of the Fuith, he declares that "to mate the universe requires definite
qualities," and that "no one could reasonably attribute the creation of this universe to
some id01 made by human hands out of clay or wood or stone! (Hunt 1996a:35). Starting

fiom here, he generalises about the religious history of the human race, contending that
"the majority of mankind down through history has trusted in idols. Even in today's
supposedly modern world with radio and television widely publicking the arnazing
advancements of science, several billion people still worship idols. Nor is this true ody in
f i c a , Asia, and South America. Multitudes in the modem cities of North Arnerica and
Europe as well trust in and worship actuai physical idols" (Hunt 1996a:35-6). However,
since any religious worship which is not directed at the God in whom Hunt believes is, by
definition, id01 wonhip, this generaiisation is easily located within his subjective
construction of reality.
Just as easily integrated is Hunt's generalisation around "the beginning of cultism."
Satan's claim that he alone had the correct interpretation of what God had
said [Le., to Eve] is the foundation of every cult. Those who join a cuit do
so because its perverted interpretation of Scriphire appeals to thAppealing, too, is the fact that its leader decides and dictates what each

Green, and New Age movements. Frum Toronto, Ernst Zündel wrote to ber proposing a aew edition of
her books and outiiniag his plans to record an extensive i n t e ~ e wwith her" (1998:2104).Elscwhtrc,
Goodnck-Clarke writes: "Not is Savitri Devi's vision of the noble Aryan fàr removeci from primitivist
currents of New Age thought. me Gefman vblkisch and youth monments in the pefid 189tk1930 mixed
paganism and nature worship with reverence for barbatiaan virtue. AnCient Germans, racial purity, a d
national revivai were aii bound up with the merits of nature. Many New Agc groups rehcarst the natmst
aspects of these Nazi precursors in a eulogy of the primitive. The movement began in the 1970s with
cumpeaa support for the cultural struggle of the NoRb American Mians, but politics mon & 8 ~way
t to
mythology"(Goodnck-Clarire 1998:230-2;cf 1998:21-32;and above p.344 1~371).

member should believe and do. Cultists mistakenly imagine that by
submission to such absolute authority, whether guru, pastor, or pope, they
cm escape personal responsibility to God. Self-interest motivates the
members of any cult. (Hunt 1993a:135 )
Whiie the preceding examples are rather expücit hctions of Hunt's interpretation

of Scripture and the dernands of his subjective construction of reality, not al1 are so readily
understood. Although its utility in terms of a conspiracy theory is easily apparent, the
grounds on which the following generalisation is made are less clear. "The uftimate goal,"
he writes of the "caiculated brainwashing program" allegedly taking place in the public
school system, "is to control the thinking of the world's citizens-and Christianity stands

in the way. Most of the world's govemments have been hvolved in experiments with
covert hypnosis, secret administration of dnigs, electric shock treatments, and electrical
stimulation of the brain in attempts to control human behavioi' (Hunt 1998f318).

While the ability to make generai statements fiom limited experience or
information is the foundation of inductive reasoning, the hasty generalisation is the danger
to which this reasoning is particularly prey. The conclusion always contains more than the

sum of the premises will support, and must, therefore, dways be open to adjustment or
disproof on the basis of fùrther evidence. It is this openness which is lacking in Hunt's
analysis of miturai trends and current events; in his work, al1 are ernployad to support the

generalised nature of his conclusions.
11.2.4 Mistaking UItSeems" for "It 1s"

When an argument proceeds dong a line 60m 'homethin8 seem to be thie" to

"something is undoubtedly thiq" tiom appearance to fact with no more data presented

than the anecdotal interpretation of the particuiar phenornenon or experience under

discussion, then the argument is exposed as a non sequitur and comrnits the fallacy of
mistaking "it seems" for "it is.""' That is, it purporis to prove an argument on the basis of
what one perceives to be the case rather than what one has demonstrated to be m e . This
tactic becomes especially suspect when what one believes to be true is most supportive of
the case one seeks to make. (This is similar to the injunction that the propaganda to which

one must pay closest attention is that with which one is most Iücely to agree.)
Since Hunt has stated repeatedly that he wishes to present the most objective
evidence possible for his position, and since he regards the position he presents as one
which is unassailable and irrefbtable, the verüiability of the theses he posits in advancing

his argument is ofgreat importance. Further? since the argument he makes results in an
ultimatum for the reader-i.e.,
damnation-an

accept the truth of this argument or face etemal

examination of the empirical nature of the evidmce upon which this

ultimatum is based becomes even more critical. ûtherwise, the reader is placed in the
position of making this choice based on what Hunt beiieves rather than what Hunt has
demonstrated. This is not to say that Hunt does not believe the argummt he presaitq nor
that it is not compeliing evidence for hirn in the context of his subjective construction of
reality, nor that he is presenting what he knows to be a fdacious üne of reasoning. It
States merely that his belief in its sdlicient and compelling nature does not alter the

'lB~raY
uses Shirley MacLaine's cIriims to out~f-bodyexpaieoces as an example of this fhllacy.
Apparently, MacLaine "was sitting in a hot tub in Peru when she suddeniy felt busclf lifting out ofhcr
body and up through the roof and out to the moon and bcyond the solar systcm to the hmotc stars and
&aliixies. 'It wasn't my imagination; it was really happeningl*(Gray 1991: 106-7). Gray conciudes: "There
is no need to doubt that MacLaine's experience had a compeiïing quality, that is, that it d l y did seem as
if she bad leIt her body ...But does this mean that she reaiiy did leave her body? Cleariy not. The fhct
that somcthing seems mai docs not makt it dn
(199 1: 107).

fallaciousness of his argument.
One of the predicates upon which Hunt's conclusion of a global Satanic conspiracy

is based is an increased global interest in paranormal phenornena, al1 of which he amibutes
to demonic interference. "Prophecies in the Book of Revelation," h e writes in The Cuit

Expiosion, "seem to imply that the ancient pagan rites of sorcery will be practiced widely
in the modem world of the last days just before the second coming of Christ"(1980:25).
There are, imrnediately three levels of the non sequitur apparent here. First, Hunt is relying

on an interpretat~unof Scnpture which is at the very least debatable; its evidence is only
compelling within the context of the subjective conamction of reaiity Hunt inhabits.
Second and third, these prophecies "seem to imply"; that is, they do not even "seem" to
offer hard evidence, but they "seern" to suggest evidence only. From h m , Hunt offseveral layers of anecdotal material to support the proposition he has made.
His first testimony is from Brad Green, a young man who became hvohred in the

drug culture of the 19609, and whom Hunt accuses of becorning hvolved in "sorcey"
(although Green himself never uses the word). In support of this Hunt rnakcs M equivocal
comection between the Greek word phannakiia, the generic concept of sorcery, and the

biblical condemnation of the practice as recorded, for example, in Ex. 22: 18, Deut. 18:1 1,
and Gd.5:20. In this quivalence, he wmmits as weU a species of what Fischer calls the
fdlacy of misplaceâ literali~rn.~'~
That is, he reduces the complexities of the ûreek wordSaO
s 1 9 ~ ~ t d to
i ophilosopher
g
of history David Hackctt Fiihcr, ''thejzhy of misplaced
1iteraIism is a fonn of context error, which consists in the misconsûuction of a statement-inei&nce so
tbat it carries a littral mcaning when a symbolic or hyperbolic or figurative nitanimgwas
or the

attributionof a general meaning where a special or specinc one was meantn (197058).
sm~ccordingto Amdi and Ghgrich, then are a number of mwûngs in bibtical and classicai
Greek for @ppcwiar and its cognates. They range h m "sorcery,""magicn or the "magicai artsn to a

to the singular concept of "sorcery," and concludes from this reduction: "Sorcery is the
practice of contacting the spirit world through dmgs in order to gain supernahird powers"
(Hunt 1980:25). While there are instances in which Hunt's definition of sorcery might be
accuratefor example, however legendary it may be, the work of Carlos

a generalised equivalence is unwarranted. From this equivaience,
Ca~taneda~~l-such
though, he writes of Green: "Brad had unwittingly become a sorcerer, although he had
been a willing accomplice in his own seduction by demons. Ody later would he l e m what

this meant and how it was connected with yoga, TM, and other forms of Eastern
mysticism" (Hunt 198O:Z).

With no real evidentiary path established, Hunt has segued from the revival of

sorcery "seemingly implied" in Scripture through a reductionist understanding of what that
revival means in the modem world to an equation of allegedly simiiar expenences within

widely disparate practices. In this he also falls p n y to the c m hoc,propter hoc fallacy,
that is, one which rnistakes correlation for causality (cf.Fischer 1970:167-9). While he
admits that "[many]dnig users are not led as far into Hinduism as Brad Grem was . . . the
close relationship between the dmg trance and Eastern meditation removes any doubt as

to the real intentions of the spint beings who are orchestrating fkom behind the m e s this

unprecedented tuming to sorcery of millions in the Western world" (Hunt 1980:33).

"mixer of poisons" to "medicine."There is even a positive teference to the term h m the f
h
t leüer of
Ignatius (ca.35-107 CE,either the second or the third bishop of Antioch depending which history one
reads-that of ûrigen or Eusebius), to the church in Ephesus. In tbat letter, Ignatius descRks "th
Euîhahn as ~ p p a ~ oBûavaoia~
v
the medicine of (ix. m e m of attuining) immortali@ ( A d and
Gingrich 1979:854).
"'See Castaneda 1968, 1972, 1914,1981, 1984, 1987, 1993; for a critical appnllnl of
Castaneda, see Fikes 1993. See also Donner 1991; Hamer 1990: 1-19.
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Wnting of PCP,a drug with "an obvious demonic effect" (Hunt 1980:35), Hunt's
translation of perception into fact continues: "This horrible physical aspect of drug effects
is nothing compared with the spiritual side, which brings a user under the domination of
demons intent upon damning his sou1 for eternity. The fact that one can expenence the
same psychedelic 'trips' and spirit contacts under yoga and TM as on an LSD trip betrays
the real nature of Eastern mysticism" (Hunt 1980:35). Notice also that he has M e d fiom
some of the physical effects of PCP (e.g., violent or psychotic behaviour) to an
equivalence of the LSD expenence and "Eastern mysticism"; this brings into play an
aspect of the fallacy of equivocation, that of shifiing the terms of discussion betweem the

prernise and the conclusion of an argument (cf Fischer l970:274-5; Gray 1991:656).

Hunt argues similarly for the effects of hypnosis. He begins his discussion with a
brief quote from Australian physiologist Dr. Su John Eccles @. 1903), "wimer of the
Nobel Prize for his work on the brain, [who] has described the brain as 'a machine that a

"ghost" can operate"' (Hunt l980:35). His reference for Eccles is not to the scientist

himself, though, but to Louise Rhine's M M ûver M&er Psychohnesis (1970). Eccles'
meaning he takes to be that, under nonnal conditions, the "ghost" operating the rnachinexy

of the brain is the person to whom the brain belongs. In tenns of who or what is actually in
control of an hypnotised subject, Hunt suggests that it is an ''ah mind," meaning one not
the subject's own (1980:35). "This alien rnind wuid be a h

m who has hypnotized the

subject, or it codd be a spirit being, such as a demon. The extent to which the latta

occurs in hypnosis may be far greater than commonly imagineci. Psychiatrists who use
hypnosis do not want to admit such a possibility at aii, evcn though they have no cvidtnce
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to deny it"( Hunt 1980:35;cf. below, p.505 n.523).While he provides no substantiating
tedimony fiorn the psychiatnc comrnunity, Hunt establishes hem the perceptive possibility
of demonic involvement; these things "rnay bel' happening in the process of hypnosis. He
supports this with what is an arprnentrrm ad ignormtlum, an appeal to negative proof

(cf. Fischer 1970:47-9; Gray 199156-7,86-9), that is, "they have no evidence to deny it."
He continues, almost immediately, that the possibility of "alien control" is, in fact, a
reality. "Certainiy there is overwhelming evidence that the hypnotist is not the only one in
control of the subject's mind" (Hunt 1980:35-6). With no verifiable citation, he offers as

evidence of this "a hypnotized person's ability in countless laboratory tests to fluently
write and speak languages (even ancient and obscure ones) which neither he nor the
hypnotist understands" (Hunt 1980:36).From the possibility of alien control of human

rninds (again, whether "aîien" means "other human" or "non-human"), Hunt concludes:
"So the door is certainiy open to demons" (1980:36).

Having "gained control of the mind left passive and open to its entrance throub

hypnosis or any other means of achieving 'higher consciousness' [which, for Hunt,means
dmgs and/or 'Eastern meditation'], Hunt declares that "a demon rnay then begin to

activate the neurons of the brain" (1980:36).The effkcts of these experiences may even
outlast the penod of involvement with the catalysing agent. "In many cases it seems cl=

that without actual bpossession,' but through something aich to a post-hypnotic
suggestion, the demon is able to continue to exercise a m m e of influence even after the
dnig or yoga 'high' has subsided" (Hunt l980:37).

Hunt's criticism of psychiatnc phannacology continues fkom his above argument:

"Convinced that man is only a physical being, psychiatrists are subjecting mentally
unbalanced people to chernical manipulation of their brain cells. making such persons ail
the more susceptible to possession by the demons that Dr. Eccles w m s can operate the
human brain if given a chance. And they cal1 this a cure! . . . The new sorcerers-in-charge

are the psychiatrists and pharmacologists" (Hunt 1980:39). It should be noticed that
Hunt's use of Eccles says distinctly more than the passage quoted fiom Eccles warrants.
Finally, appealing to anecdotal evidence, Hunt's argument, which has mn fiom "it
seems" to "it is," concludes:

The personal experiences of many former cult members that wil be
related in the following pages reveal a common pattern that could hardly
happen by chance. The specific individuals whose stories we will relate are
only representative of millions of others involved to some degree with
hailucinogenic drugs, hypnosis, spirit seances, yoga, witchcraft, TM, and
innumerable cults with teachings and practices that take control of the mind
so that members are in a continual state of susceptibilityto spinaial
deception. Under such mental conditions a demon is able to operate Sir
John Eccles' 'machiney-the brain-and thereby brainwash the drug user,
meditator, or cult member into believing specific lies . . . What is happening
to the rninds of millions of persons around the world today could hardly be
an accident or rnere coincidence, but is rather part ofa cosmic deception
very carefiilly planned and executed. (Hunt 198O:e))
11.3 "Placing the Blane": Conventionil Pietics

In tems of the analysis of material to determine the precise manipulation of
information in that materiai, the propaganda to which one must pay closest attention is
that with which one is most Iikely to agree. Very ofien, those partiailar propositions
which integrate with and reinforce one's own subjective construction of reaiity require less

substantiation than those which challenge or otherwise irnpinge the cognitive boudaries

of the constnicted universe.'* Because the information already accords with the perceived
congruence between subjective and objective reality, one is less likely to demand hard
evidence for that with which one already agrees. When the thimest of docwnmtation-or

no documentation at dl-will

suffice to support an argument, this is the dornain of the

corzventionalpiety.
11.3.1 Demonic Influence

As noted, one of Hunt's ofi-repeated propositions is that any kind of occult

activity opens the mind to control by demonic entities (cf Hunt 1980:3345 and above
pp.471-7). Belief in the influence of demons is one of the most prevalent in the wide array

of Hunt's conventional pieties. Indeed, while demonic influence is not outside the realm of
possibility, for Hunt it becomes the only explanation for a whole range of phenornena,

from the experiences of a drug trip to religious ritual suicides, fiom participation in nontraditional religious groups to the evolution of modem psychology.

For example, Hunt d t e s that "an altered state of consciousness dows demonic

'%e
film Manufaduring Consent treats the life and work of lingWa and politicai a d y S
Noam Chomsky, and takes its name from the book Chomsky co-aubred with Edward S. Herman (see
Herman and Chomslry 1988). At one point in the film, Chomsky discussts the nature of the ~~ILvcntiOnal
piety as it relates to concision as a stnictural constraint imposed by the nature of modern media in the
United States. Speaking to a university audience?Chomsky says: "Suppose1get up on 'Nightlint,' Say,
and I*mgiven whatever it M o minutes-and 1 say 'Kbaddalï's a terrorist,' 'Khomeini's a murderer,'
etc., etc. 'The Russians, you know, invadeci Afghanistan... al1 this sort of stuff. f don't n d any cvidencc.
Everybody just no&. On the other hanci, suppose you say something that isn't just regurgitating
conventional pieties. Suppose you say sometbing that's the least bit unexpecled or controvcrsial... Suppose
you Say: [scene cut] '1 mean, the biggest international terror operations that are known are the ones tbat
are nui out of Washington' . . [sœne cut) 'If the Nuremburg Laws were appiied every m
w
a
r
American President wuid have bcen hangd' . . . [scene cut] "fne Bible is probabiy the most $cnocidal
book in our total canon' . . . [scenecut] Well, you know, people wiîl quite msonably cxpcd to know what
you mean. 'Why did you say that? 1 ncvcr hcard that More.' ifyou said tbat, you bcttcr have a rcason.
You better have some evidence. Ln faq you better have a lot of evidms+ because tbat's prctty starthg
comment. You can't give cuidcnce if you'n stuck with concision. That's the gtnius of this stnicttifal
coastraintn(Chomsky*in Achbar and Witonick 1992).
+

entities to take over and begin to operate the brain to create a universe of illusion. This
was obviously a major problem of the 'Heaven's Gate' cult, 39 of whose members

cornrnined suicide together in Rancho Santa Fe, near San Diego, California, in late March
1997" (Hunt 1998E64). The conventional piety here hinges on the word "obviously."

Since demonic possession (and subsequent demonic operation of the critical faculties) of
the Heaven's Gate "Away Team in their decision to continue their evolutionary joumey is
the only explanation which offers congruence with Hunt's subjective constniction of
reality, it requires no more venfication than its simple statement. Indeed, beyond the
andotal, there is vimially nothing in the way of substantiation which could be o f f d for
the existence or operation of demons.
While there are instances when Hunt constructs elaborate, iffdacious arguments
for his certaine that demonic influence is as prevalent as he believes it is, usually this belief
is simply stated as though it were unquestionable. The problern is the unquestionabihty of
these beliefs, which are presented as though there are no other possible explanations for
the phenornena under discussion. And, because Hunt is dernadimg a supernaturd
explanation for these events, the burden of proof for his explanation r a s with himSu The

"since hW claim for demonic interference places those who wouid challenge his acplrnatim in
the position of having to prove a negative proposition, the burden of p m f here rests with Hunt. in
rcsponse to a skeptic's challciigc, "Prove that demons are rtsponsi'ble for these cvents," Hunt may as
easily respond, "Prove that they aren't!" (cf. above, p.50 1-2). As Gray points out, though, while these
seem on the surfa= to be equaîiy reasonable demands, M e r investigation nveals that îhcy are not (cf.
Gray 1991:86-9). If demons do exist and do behave in the mamer Hunt alleges, then the possiiility exists
(given appropriate tixne, resourccs, and rcsearch techniques) tbat this may bc prwen in dome anpirical
fashion. If,on the other han4 denions do not exist in the mannet allegedby Hunt (and, tbcrcfore, cannot
behave in the manner he deScni), no matter what techniques are employed for wbatever lagth oftirne.
the skeptic could not pme it; ihere muid never arise the wiâence to demonstrate conciusively the nonexistence of demons. h a similar argument, one that resonates with the principles ofOckham's Razor,
David Hume wrote in the section on "Miraclesnin An Enquiry Conceming Hunan Understundfng.
"When any one tells me,tbat he saw a âead man restored to Wk, 1imrnediately consider with myselfl

problem of substantiation notwithstanding, he merely strengthens this particular example
through reiteration. "These were highly intelligent people who had tned to follow
'science' instead of the Bible in their dealings with what they thought were
extraterrestrials. If they actually did receive psychic messages, the entities sending them
must have been demons determined to destroy them" (Hunt 1998f63).Once again, while
there is no evidence which could be offered for this, there need not be; conventional
pieties are self-reinforcing.

At one point, Hunt quotes an extensive passage allegedly from the Heaven's Gate
"position paper on suicide published on their website" (1998f64).Actually, the quoted
passage is not taken fiom the Heaven's Gate website, "Our Position Against ~uicide,"~"
but is merely the main header for the index page of the website it~elf.''~Though he miscites the reference, Hunt does admit to an "obvious sincenty" in the writers (1998f65).
However, because no other explanation will reinforce the worldview to which he is
cornmitted, that "obvious sincerity reflected above reveals the power of demonic entities
to deceive, entities with whom this group had apparently been in communication through

psychic rneans for more than 20 years" (Hunt lW8E65).
Even where there is an apparent contradiction to the conventional piety,
information is managed in such a way that the contradiction is resolved and the integrity of

whether it be more probable, that this person should either deceive or be deceiveci, or that the fact, which
he relates, should really have happenecl I weigh the one miracle against the other, and according to the
superiority, which 1 discover, 1 pronounce my decision, and always reject the greater miracle. if the
falsehood of his testimony would be more miraculous, than the ment which he relates; then, and not until
then, can he pretend to command my belief or opinion" (Hume [17481 1977:671).
%ee <http://www. heavensgatetm.co~ener.
hm>. electronic document.

the worldview maintained. Still on the topic of demonic communication with humanity,
Hunt writes, quite correctly, that "the Bible forbids any attempt to contact discanüite
spirits" (1 998f

He continues that this prohibition exists "[not] because such

contact is possible, but because it is impossible-and demons take advaotage of this
human desire as they impersonate the dead in order to promote theV lies" (Hunt
1W8f 154)." In Hunt's construction of reality, though, it appears that contact with

discanate entities is impossible unless it is not. "The case of Samuel's spirit coming back
(1 Samuel 28:7-20) would seem to be an exception allowed by God in order to pronounce

final judgment upon King Saul" (1998C 154; cf 1980:166-7). In sirnilar exceptional
fashion, elsewhere Hunt declares that the "power that Samson evidenced (Judges 14- 16)
was no display of normally acquired muscular strength. It could only have been
supernaturai Holy Spirit power manifested through flesh and blood" (1998f124). Nothg

is permitted to invalidate the conventional piety; a resolution, no matter how tenuous, is
found to integrate the offending datum into the subjective construction of reality.sa

'*kg., "Donot have recouse to the spirits of îhe dead or to magicians; thy wiii dcnk you. 1,
Yahwch, am your Goâ" (Lw.19:3 1). Thcrt must never bt anyoiit among you who makcs bis son or
daughter pass through the fire of sacrince,who practices divination, who is soothsayer, augur or SO~CC~CT,
weaver of sptlls, cansulter of ghosts or medium, or necromancer. For anyonc who dots tbcse things is
detestable to Yahweh your God; it is because of these detestable practices that Yahweh your God is
drivingout thcsc nations More youn @eut. 18:10-12a).
'*In another exa~nple,writing of the agreement made betwecn Wilüam James snd Jaiius Hyslap
that whoever died fim would attempt to contact the other with agreed-upon &ta known only to the O,Hunt notes: "While it would seem that oniy the suMving spirit of William James could have sent srich a
message, there is anohet possiile expianation: A demon who knew of the rcdpyjamas incident could v q
well have sent the message in orâer COencourage faith in the satanic lie tbat dcsth is ûdy an illusion."

While he neglects to name any of hem, Hunt concludes, There are many d e r rrmarlrable cases like rhis
one" (1998f:153).
'%
another section, Hunt's prophetic detefminism fin& itscifoae wedr short in bis
intcrpretation of the divine dispensations.There were seventy weeks prophesiai, but only
between the articulation of the prophecy (the ietter to Nehemhh) and tbe alleged coming of the Messiah
(the triunphal entry of Jesus into Jenisalem). "What has happened to this missiag WC&?'' hc a&s. "WC

~~

In this construction, demons manifest themselves as the cause behind any number
of spintual phen~rnena."~
"This author has inte~ewedex-TMers who, after becoming

involved in TM, were invaded by demons or suddenly found themselves apparently 'out of
their bodies' up on the ceiling looking d o m upon themselves" (Hunt 1998f80-1).What
Hunt's conventionai piety does not consider is the millions of people worldwide who have
been involved with Transcendental Meditation to a greater or lesser degree, and who do
trot report the expenences Hunt

so tenaciously attributes to demons.'30 Scientology as

well, declares Hunt, "involves occultism of the highest order, including al1 the lies tiom the
serpent in the Garden" ( 1998E89). And, disguising themselves as "Ascended Masters fkom
a School of Wisdom on the astral plane" (Hunt 1998f 123), demons were the teachers of
Napoleon Hill, an early proponent of the positive mental attitude thinking popularised by
Norman Vincent Peale and Robert Schuller.
Quite correctly, Hunt notes that "Car1 Jung's occult beliefs have had a staggering

impact upon psychology" (1998f443;cf. Noil 1994, 1997). Hunt continues that Jung's
"personal spirit guide, Philemon, Wre the 'ghosts' that haunteû Jung, couid appear out of

thin air and just as suddenly disappear. Yet he seemed to have a tangible fom and to be a
real and independent entity" (Hunt 1998f443). According to Jung's own description of
can only conclude that for some reason Ciod bas not aliowed it to proceed to its prophesied c0~~1usioa''
(Hunt l993a: 181).
'??o~owin~on tbe raising of samuel's spirit to confbt Sad, Hunt quotes the iebi*e of Samucl
to the king (1 Sam. 28: 15) and concludes: "ClearlySamuel's spirit was not hovering arouad in the asbal
plane at the bcck and call of mediums. The spirits that communicate thc serpent's lits b m the 'otha
si&' caa only be demons masquerading as Girits of the dcad in order to f& fiilse belieb among th
living" (1980: 167).
530
According to the Maharishi Foundation of New Zealaod, over fm million people cmedy
practice TM around the world (<http://www.tm.org.nzr>, electronicdocunmit). Sec also Baintnidgc and
Jackson 1981; Mahesh Yogi 1%3.

Philemon in Memories, Dreoms. Refections (cf Jung 1963:182-5). setting subtle
differences in language aside, Hunt's is an essentially accurate portrayal. His c o d t m e n t
to the conventional piety, however, leads to a standard conclusion: "And it was fkom such
demonic sources that Jung leamed his major theories, theories which heavily impact
psychology today" (Hunt l998f443; cE l987a:211).
That these dernonic entities appear in diferent forms to difEerent individuais is also
easily explained. "The impersonating demons are veiy accomrnodating, appearing in one
form to Mormons, in another fonn to Hindus, in yet another to Muslims, and in still
another form to UFO cultists, but the basic message remains the same: an antibibücal
gospel of cosmic humanism that offers vanous levels of paradise through self-achievement
tailored to culture and personal lusts" (Hunt 1980:151).
11.3.2 Undue Control of "Cuit" Members

Another conventional piety in the description and definition of non-traditiod
religious groups is that they always exercise an undue arnount of control over the üves of
their adherents."' While, yet again, this may be accurate for particular groups, it is invalid

"'ln the domain of Chcinian antidt apologetics (and the rsular anticult rnovemenc cf., for
example, Singer and Lalich 199552-239), this is a standard attri'bute in the d a t i o n of a 'kdt." For
example, in Cult-Proofing Your Ki&, Paul Martin (no relation to Walter Martin) spends nearly sixty
pages outlining his definition of a Wî."In each of the major sections, he begins with the undue influence
ailegedly exercised over cult membexs. His first example of a definition reads: "A group that uses methods
that deprive individuals of their ability to rnake a fiec choiœ. They use dcceitfiil rccnritmcnt technithey deceptively and destnictively use the devotees' energies, and they capture the devotees' mindsn
(Martin 199322; cf. 1993:19-76). Un&r "Cultic Characteristics," his 6fst Uuee criteria ah:"Cults
Manipulate People" (Martin 1993:W-2); "Cuits Do Not AUow Questioning" (1993:62-3); "Cuits Require
Submission to Authority" (1993644). T e x Mam declans that is "isplain fiom rcvicwing the above list
of tactics and techniques [cf.Mam 1990:67-91 that mind control is a petramount goal of the cuit. The
person's mind must be attacked so that he or she cornes under the &aetive control of eitbcr the cuit l&
or the cult p u p " (1990:69). Bab Larson's k t identifier for a "cuitwis: "Absolute loyulfy.Allcgianct to
the sect is demandecl and enforceci by actuai or veiied tbreats to one's body or e!ernai spirituai conditionn
(1989a: 16). Ronald Emth, after discussing the various possiile Aefinitions ofUcult,"bas a simiist fmt

when applied as marker by which al1 non-traditional religious groups may be identifid and

subsequently ghettoised. "Most cultists [ose the ability to think for themselves, and instead
they become a part of a 'cult mind,' writes Hunt (1980: 195), drawing on the anecdotal

evidence of two former Jehovah's Witnesses to substantiate his c l a h (cf. 1980:195-7).
Cnticising Christian Science, Hunt writes that the "absolute authority and
infallibility claimed by 'Mother Eddy' is now wielded by the 'Mother Church,' where ail
except the most minor decisions are made for the branch churches and must be accepted
without question" (1998f115). Here, his heavy-handed rhetoric contributes to the
authody of the conventional piety. He is, however, incorrect. Branch churches in

characteristic. "Authoritarian. A crucial dimension of al1 cultic organizations is authoritarian leadcrship.
There is always a central, charismatic (in the personality sense), living human leader who commands total
loyalty and allegiance . . . The leader exercises authority over both doctrine and practict, and hismcr
interpretation of the 'tnith* are accepted by the members without question. The members' self-identity and
Me goals are redefinedand have meaning only in relation to the leader and the group" (1983 :17, 18).
The major problem with these characteristics is that, once again, they o o a h e correlates with
attributes; they attempt to establish a typological mode1 on the basis of critcria which may or may not be
present in the groups disçussed, rather than on criteria which are always present. For example, Mam
States that "mind control is the paramount goal of the cult,"yet he includes in bis cultic encorniuni "Seth,"
thc djscamate entity channeUed by pet and nwclist Jane Roberts (cf, Mans 1990:292-5; Mans claims
that Roberts was a psychologist). For the most part, it appears that the Seth phenomenon is an
audieacdclient cul1 in that there is no centralised authority and those who art involvcd mcct oniy
voluntariiy to discuss the materiai channelled by Roberts prior to her death in 1984. (On Roberts and the
Seth material, see Bmwn 199754-5, 157-8; Kïimo 1998:27-33; Hanegraaff 19%:28-3 1.37;
<http://spiritualendeav~rs.org/Seth/>.~
Newport 1998:1634.) Larsan declares that allegianœ to the group
"is demanded and enforced by actual or vcilcd threats," yet his List includts "Hoiism," anâ "Umtia."The
former, another voluntaq, client-based phenomenon "is based on the idea that conscioumesscan bc
altered through meditation, visualization, or uccult pcticcsn (Larson 1989a:242), and iacludcs crystat
uierapy, massage, "nampathy, pyramîdology, yoga, iridology, reflexology, meditarion, trance
channcling, biofeedback, acupuncture, and other exotic tecbniqucs" (Larsen 1989a:2423). Whilc Larsen
admits tbat many of these may have sorne therapeutic due, his concem is that îhis value "is interpreted
as an endorsement for the philosophy behind the curen (1989a:243). This philosophy hc defines as
"ancient folk medicine and superstition" which "often [adopts] a metaphysicai world view consistent with
Hinduism or Buddhismn (Larçon 1989a:243,244). Once again, it is âifiïcuît to understand how this
coheres with bis prirnary identitier for a cuit. The latter, aoother audiendclient cult is founded upon the
snidy of allegeâly channeiled material contained in me UrantiaBook. in tcnas ofamibutcs versus
correlates, it presents the same difnculties as Marrs' cunâemnation of the Seth matenial. (OnTiie Uranfia
Book,see ~http://www.uMeliowship.orgb
[ t h site contains the entire text of The UrrmtiaBook o n - k ) ;
Klimo 1998: 1454.)

Christian Science are self-governing; that is, the local congregation has the right to change
location or expand existing facilities, to sel1 their buildings, or even to dissolve the local
congregation, dl with neither permission nor interference fiom the Mother Church in
Boston. While local branches are expected to abide by the doctrine and polity sct down in
the Christian Science Textbmk, such adherence is no direrent than that required by any
denorninational organisation. By contrast, if local congregations in the United Church of
Canada wish to make any of the changes referred to above, they must seek permission
fiom both the Presbytery (the regional court of the Church) and the Conference (the
provincial court) to which they belong. "We have total fieedom," declares Judy
MacIntosh, a Christian Science information officer. "We can go to a doctor if we choose.
We believe in faith healing . . . in the healing power of the Spirit, but no one prevents us

fiomgoing to the doctor. We have a wide latitude in our faith and practice" (MacIntosh

While Hunt's understanding of some basic primary group dynamics does convey a

certain intuitive accuracy, his sweeping definition of al1 (or even most) alternative religious
groups acwrding to this understanding degrades his argument.

in joining a cult reason is surrendered to feelings, and objectivity is
exchanged for subjective expenences. The responsibility that each
individual ha9 to check out the Bible for himself is neglected. Many people
are only too willing to believe that the Bible is inacauate or unreliable or
that it can only be interpreted by a speziai class of persons or even by only
one person, the cult leader. In this way they imagine themselves to have
escaped personal responsibility. The more authontdan the cult leader is,
the better it makes them feel, umil reason has been completely submerged
under cult claims of uniqueness. A warped sense of security cornes fkom
'belonging to the group that has the tnith' instead of fiom a persona1
relationship with God based on fis love and grace revded in His Word.
(Hunt 1980:130)
,

That there are people who have joined cults for the reasons described by Hunt can hardly

be disputed. His generalisation fkom this to an attribute by which a cult may be identified,
however, pushes the utility of the concept too far. In the absence of supponing evidence,
it must remain a conventional piety.
11.3.3 Anti-Christian Antipathy

A conventional piety of a different kind, but one which contnbutes to the

persecut ive elements of t he hndamentalist conspiracy theory, is the alleged antipathy felt
towards Chnstians and "true Christianity" by anyone working for a peacehl solution to
the world's problems. A hasty generalisation as well, Hunt writes that "[most] of those
involved in the environmental movement are anti-Christians who blame the Bible and
Christianity for the ecological crises we allegedly face" (1998f198; cf 1990b:167). Not
only is there no evidence brought to bear for Hunt's claim, but the environmental crises
faced by the planet are now oniy "alleged." It is true that there are those in different
environmental groups who hold Christianity's interpretation of Genesis 1:28'j2 responsible
for the mode1 of planetary development which has bought on much of the current ~ n s i s . ' ~ ~
It is true that there are those whose opinions of prominent Christians such as former
Secretary of the Interior James Watt (an Assemblies of God member appointed under the
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n d blessed them. and Gad said unto them, 'Be fnlldûl and multiply. and replenish the
earth, and M u e it: and have dominion mer the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over
every living thing that moveth upon the earth" (Gen. 1 :28 U V ) .
"1n ~ninrcilLiberotion. for example, philosopher Peter Singer notes thac "Western attitudes to
animals have two roots: Judaism and Ancient Graxe. These roots unite in Christianity, and it is through
Chnstianity that they came to prevaii in Europe. A more enlightened view of our relations with animals
emerges only gradually, as thinkers begin to take positions that are relatively independent of the Church;
and in the most fundamental respects we still have not broken free of the attitudes that were
unquestioningly accepted in Europe until the eighteenth centuryn (Singer 1975: 193; cf. 1975:1!J2-222).
See also Rifkin 1992:250-8.

Reagan administration) are antipathetic."' But it is nothing more than a conventional piety
hastily generalised to suggest that "most" of those involved in environmentai causes are
motivated by some forrn of anti-Christian sentiment.
Nor are those Christians who feel that their faith calls them to action on behalf of
the environrnent safe fiom Hunt's conventional pieties.
Honest logic discredits the evolutionary theory behind much of the
environmental movement . No impersonal, natural force could design and
produce a single cell, much less the brain. Only the God of the Bible could
have brought moral man into existence. Thus the solution to m m ' s
problems is not in living hannoniously with nature, as we are being told,
but in being reconciled to the God who made him (2 Cor 5: 18-20; Col
1 :21) and in subrnission to His will. That truth is compromised by
evangelicais who join an environmental movement run by pagan worshipers
of Gaia and evolution promoters! (Hunt 1994b:2)
"That truth," once again, is a conventional piety supponed by and reciprocally supportive

of the intemal logic of the fundamentalist worldview.
11.3.4 Isnel in Dispensational Eschatology

A conventional piety which is not lirnited to but is ceriainiy another integrai part of

the fundamentalist construction of reality is the pivotal role to be played by Israel in the
fulftllment of end-times events. "One hardly need argue that the peace of the world
depends upon the peace of Jerusalem," he writes in the beginning of A Cup of Trembling:

534~cmrding
to Sara Diamonû, "Watt saw his appointment as Secrem of the Interior as a
ticense to enforce his bizarre theoIogical views about human 'stewardship' ovcr the rest of nature. Why
bother p r e s e ~ n gthe environrnent for fiinire generations, Watt argued, when Jesus was liable to r e m at
any momentn (1990:63). Of Watt and his program, Earth First! cofounder Dave Foreman writes: "James
'Rape 'n' Ruin' Watt became Secremy of the interior. The Forest Service was Louisiana-Pacifie's.
Interior was Exxon's. The Environmental Proiection Agency was Dow's. Quickly, the Reagan
administration and the Republican Senate spoke of gutting the aiready gutiess Maska Lands bill. The
Clean Air Act, up for renewal, faced a government more interested in corporate biack ink than human
black lungs. The lands of the Bureau of Land Management appeared to the Interior Deparment [Le.,
Watt] obscenely naked without the garb of oil wells" (Foreman 199 1 :17).

Jen~saiemand Bible Prophecy (Hunt 1995a:7).

Elsewhere, he writes that "[few] analysts doubt that when it cornes World War
Three will begin in the Middle East" (Hunt 1983:41). Despite his cnticism of the Jewish

people for their apparent inability to understand correctly their own prophetic scriptures,

in this particular passage Hunt praises the Israelis for their aggression in Lebanon. "The
Israelis are more aware of this than anyone else, which rnakes their recent (1 9821 move
into Lebanon seem ail the more cwrageous. rhey acted to Save Lebanon fiom total
destruction and to remove the P L 0 in order to end their persistent and intolerable terrorist

attacks upon Israeli citizens" (Hunt 1983:41). niere are two aspects to the conventional
piety in this passage, one which receives no substantiation, the other w h .receives only

the barest support fiom the Intercessorsfor A merica NewsIetter?'
First, the conventional piety reiterates the favoured position of Israel in the
fùndamentalist construction of reality through the image of the courageous, selfless Xsraeii
m y , which only acts in selfdefence and then only with a level of hostility nece!ssary to

restore and ensure the peace. Second, to this is added the equdy stereotypical portraya1
of the Palestine Liberation Organisation as the perpetuai aggressor in the Middle East, the
ruthless, fanatical Muslirn bandits of the desert? Whüe neither pomayal is entirely
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ng
in E B i e Rayer and Fasîing for Amiica," the hiadamcntnlin
Interccssors for Amcrica was founded in 1973 and "semesthe Church of Jesus Christ by tricouraging
efktive prayer and fasting for the Church, our nation, and their leadersn(<bttp:/~.ifa1\168pray.org/
beliefkhtmb, elecüonic document). Their agenda, however, extends somcwhat kyond bat. In 19fS,
writes W i Martin, "Intefcessors for Arnerica, with which Büi Bright was also aso&W, had sent a
-1
to 120,000 clergymen, urging them ta order materials that would teach them how to îake over local
precincts and elect ody 'goâly' Christians to public officen (1996:152).
'% The Berem C d , for example, Hunt writes: ‘‘islam iladf L the mjor obstack to paa in
the Middle East. The reason is simple: hatred of rsrael is central to Islam anci is prcacbcd in cvcry
rnosquc* (1991~:1). In Global Peace, hc expands this îhought: "Had Israel betn I& in peaee sk wodd

accurate, the two stereotypes and the perception of their interdependent relationship in the
Middle East continually reinforce the conventional piety. The thought that the Palesthian
people may actually have some right to the land that they have occupied for centuries (and

to a smail poriion of which they have been relegated by Israel; cf, for example, Lockman
and Beinin 1989),'" as weil as the fact that Israel's own modern history is not entirely free

from justifiable allegations of terroris~n,~~~
does not enter into the discussion. To consider
them would be to challenge the validity and thus the efficacy of the conventional piety.
When particular understandings of the world, of power relationships, of the desired
ethics of a situation are repeated virtually without question by members of a certain
primary group, those understandings have achieved the level of a conventional piety; they

have become ingredients in the "recipe knowledge" which fiames and fills the subjective

never have enlarged her borders. The Arabs have reaped the results of their own g f d and hatred, which
frustrates and angen them al1 the more. The extension of Israel's boundaries has only talcen place as a
result of wars she has &en forced to fight in order to defend her very existence. Growing ever mon
apprehensive at king surroundedby Arabs who continually cal1 for Jihad to annihilate her and who still
outnumber her about 50 to 1 (it was even worse in the early days), tiny Israel, victorious only by God's
gram, has extended her boundaries in each conflict to more defensible positions" (Hunt 1990k226).
337
According to Hajar, Rabbani, and Beinin, the term "PalestUrian" "tefers to the Arabs, both
Christian and Muslim, who have lived in Palestine for cenniries" (1989: 105) They continue: "Today the
are over five million Palestinkm woddwide. About 40 percent of km-nearly 2.2 million Paleshiamstill live within historic Palestine,under Israeii control . . . Sincc 1948, Israel has oonsistcntly rchscd to
acknowledge Palesthian national rights or to accept the Palesthians as an equai and independent Party in
any negotiations to enâ the confiict. It uncquivcally rejects negoiiations witb the recognizcd leadership of
the Palesthian people, the PLO,insisting on dealing otiiy with Jordan and othcr Arab States, and rejects
outright the csîablishmtnt of an independent Palesthian statc" M a r , Rabbani, and Bcinin 1989:105).
'"Chthe rclationshipktwœn Israel and the Palestiniaas, incluâing the I d rnassacxc at DeirYassin in May 1948, see, for example, Chomsky l984:89-180. W e Hunt tecognises that "Isratl herseIf,
of course, is not without guilt" and that the "Israeli Mossaâ, like almost evcry other national secret
service, is not above torture and m l t y and even the support of terrorisrn for its own protection and
agenda (1995a:205), he perceives a fiindamental Merence betweai the -Li
use of t m r and rcpmiion
and the Arab. 'The destniction of Israel is opcnly stated? he continues, "wenüumpeted, as an oilicial
Arab policy. It is part of theh religion. One hears the ay for Jihad in every v u e and fiom idspeakers
blaring in the streets of Arab countries. Yet one never hem a comparable cxy h m Isracl. She wants ody
to be lcft in peace, to be accepteâ among her neighbors as having a legitimate right to acist within sacurc
borders" (Hunt 1Ma:2OS).

construction of reality to which that primary group adheres.
11.4 "The conclusion is inescapable": The Specific Bounding of Debatt

M e n an apologist deliberately excludes valid possibilities as expianations for given
phenornena, behaviour, or events, or ignores information pertinent to the discussion but
discofimiing to his or her argument, then the debate, such as it is, has been specifically
bounded. Potentid resolutions remain undiscussed because they do not support the
argument and, by extension, the subjective construction of reality. This specific bounding
of debate c m operate either as a fùnction of the range of options presented and the
particular conclusions drawn, or as a function of the evidence marshalled to reach those
conclusions, or both. If the former, then it is a fomal fdlacy of limited alternatives; if the
latter, it is a more general restriction of discussion. While, to some degree. ali researchers
organise their information in order to suppon the arguments they propose, if there are
data which senously challenge the vaiidity of their arguments or their conclusions, and
these data have been excluded on those grounds, then the debate has been
propagandistically bounded.13'
Since the specific bounding of debate is one of the primary mechanisms by which
Hunt advances his case,rather than a discussion of its use in the context of specific issues,
consideration WU be given to examples from three of his books (1 980, 1990b. 1993a)

for example, mcdicai raearchcn oniy incluâed the data h m the fifty cai mQjects w b
responded positively to a new cold medication, and ignorai the fact that (a) two hundred and nftv test
participants showed no cesponse or rebponâed negatively, (b) the fïfty positive test subjdcts îive ia Arizona
and New Mexico, while the others are mtteredthrough the Facitic Northwest, and (c) the podive
subjezts have no history of predisposition to col& and infïuenza, while the others have such âispoeition to
varying degrees, then the rtscarchcrshave deliiratcly proscn'bed the discussion in or&r to support their
own conclusions.

which span nearly a decade-and-a-half
11.4.1 Tne Cult ExpIosion

In The Cult Explosion (1980), Hunt uses limited alternatives to support his
arguments for an end-times apostasy prevalent in the current age, the historicity of the
Genesis story, and the conspiracy theory of evil which underpins his subjective
construction of reality. Indeed, the manner in which he formulates these arguments is
meant to lead the reader inexorably to the conclusions Hunt defines.

For exarnple, he notes that "[if] what we are seeing today is not 'the rebeilion'
prophesied in the Bible as preparing the way for the Antichrist, then it is a billion-to-one
coincidence" (Hunt 1980:106). While there is likely no formula by which odds such as
these could be caiculated, and their purpose is simply to indicate the enormity of chance in
this situation, the specific bounding of debate is clear. The reader is left with the choice
between the acceptance of Hunt's construction of reality, as well as his interpretation of
current events and their signincance, or some level of cognitive participation in that
"billion-to-one coincidence." That there are other possibilities which rnight adequately

explain the phenornena with which Hunt is concemed is not considered in the
propagandistic construction; rhetorically, these are the only options which are made
available.

While he does on occasion display the ability to describe correctly current trends in
modern culture, it is not inconccivable that he hes completely misread the m e d g or

significance of those trends. Hunt traces the "rebeiiion" he perceives back to the

"historiai" Garden of Eden, f.urther limiting the possibiiities open to the reader. Bearing in

rnind the fact that he does not consider "tme Christianity" a religion, his conclusion to

what he calls "Satan's Four Lies" of the Garden (cf 1980:109-10) is worth quoting in fùll.
There is an undeniable point-by-point correlation between these four
premises of the serpent's philosophy and the basic ideas underlying not
only paganism-occultism bu? also modem science, psychology, sociology,
and every human religion. The odds against this happening by chance are
too astronomicai to calculate. The Genesis story is by no means a myth. Its
accuracy is fully demonstrated by the world wide persistence in our day of
the very same lies that Adam and Eve embraced, which can only be
explained as resulting fiom the continuhg influence of Satan upon their
descendants. No fiirther proof is needed of the very real existence of 'that
ancient serpent called the devil or Satan, who l a d s the whole world astray'
(Revelation l2:g). (Hunt 1980:1 1o ) ~
Many of those involved in the disciplines Hunt lists might take issue with his

conclusion that philosophies underpinning their work are equivaient to the "lies" of the
Edenic serpent. But, such an equivalency is required by the lirnited alternatives Hunt
presents. If these disciplines did not aii share the same Edenic roots, there would be no
point to be made; there would be no odds worth calculating. What Hunt does not do, and
so limits the debate, is discuss precisely how those correlations are made. How is
sociology the same as "every human religion," for exarnple? How do modem science and
"paganism-occultism" reflect in identical manner the temptation in the Garden? His refiisal
to answer such questions as these, beyond his virtually endless repetition that these
conditions are so, bounds the debate even M e r and provides the premise for the next

UQThe YOUl premises" of the Edenic serpent are: '1. With th words 'You will k Like Ood'
(Genesis 3:5), Satan held out the hope to Eve that godhood was possible for hcr aad that thch was
somcthing she couid do to achim it . . . 2 . In his contradiction of what Evc thought God had said, Satan
rejecîed the concept of moral absolutes and a personal God .. 3. Satan's state'You sball not surely
die' was a denial of the nality of dcath. It also implied tbat ali lift is the same, though rmuiifca in varying
forms . . .4. In persuading Eve to eat of the forbidden tree of knowledge, Satan implied that knowleâge
was the key to godhood a
d imrnortality. Thcrt was nothing wrring with her, he saiâ, but du was aiiling
to realize her fU potential by the ne*
way she was uiinkingn (Hunt 19ûû: 109-10).

stage in his argument: "The Genesis story is by no means a myth."
Anchored in the perceived philosophical homogeneity between widely disparate
fields of endeavour, Hunt makes a syllogistic connection between those fields and the
histoncity of the Edenic events. Indeed, its historicity is predicated precisely on that
limitation of alternative explanations. A little fiuther on, he continues that the "close
association between goddesses and the serpent that has persisteci in pagan religions argues

forcibly that the Genesis account of Eve's temptation is historicai" (Hunt 1980:121). That
Hunt has correctly identifiai the association of snakes and many of the different Goddess
traditions is not at issue (cf, for example, Christ 1995; Sjd6 and Mor 199 1; Stone
1976:199-214). However, that he bounds the debate such that the only explanation for this

association is the historicity of Eden is distinctly questionable.
At one point, Hunt considers the implications of J.B. Rhine's famous experimmts
into the effects of psychokinesis at Duke ~niversity."' Rhine would instruct his subjects to
concmtrate on a number between one and six as a group of dice were roUed down an

inciined piane (cf Broughton 1991:65-73,294-6). According to Hunt, "[thousands] of
carefûlly controlled tests indicated that the dice favored the number being thought of by

Y'~ccordingto the website of the Rhine Rcgarrh Center (Idtute for Parapsycbology). "Dr. J.

B. Rhine and his wife, Dr.Louisa E.Rhine, came to Duice University in 1927 to psvsut studics of psychic
phenornena with Professor William McDougail, chof the new Psychology Dcpartnient. Within a
few years, Dr.Rhine was mnducting the groundbreakingresearch that demcnwated under rigorosis,
scientific conditions that certain pérsons muid acquise information without the use of th known senscs.
Hc hlroduœdthe tcnn ex~rasensoyperception(ESP)to dtscn'be this ability and adoptaithe word
papsychology to distinguish his experimental approach fiom earlier mcthods of psychical rescarch. As
work continuecl at Duke, Rhiae and his team found experimental cvidence forpychoklnesis pK),the
dwct action of mind on matter. They devised pmxhres for closer examination ofboth ESP and PK,
trained many leading parapsychologists, and cstablishtd channtls of communication that cnab1ed
standardization of basic research methods for the emerging disciplinen (<http:/hw.rhine.orgl
history.html>, electronic document).

the subject far more than chance would allow" (Hunt 1980:191). Here, Hunt poses the

obvious question: How were the dice, which were the objects of the experiment,
influenced by the test subjects? In answer, Hunt offers a classic set of limited, but
interconnected alternatives.
There are only two possible explanations; 1) either this universe is One to
the extent that the dice, as part of the Universal Mind, 'know' what number
the subject is thinking of and oblige by somehow aitering their tumbüng
paths; or 2) there are other minds out there somewhere-spirit beings who
are able to enter our dimension, who know our thoughts and are able to
affect physical objects, and are doing so in order to make us believe that
explmation number one is true. These two possible explanations of psychic
phenornena coincide exactly with 1) the Hindu (pagan) view or 2) the
Christian view of reality. (Hunt 1980: 191)
Since experiments in psychokinesis are never one hundred percent successM, Hunt
does not disclose what rnight explain the capriciousness of "sentient" dice which only
seem willing to oblige the researchers when they feel iike it. He also avoids entirely an

obvious third possibility-that

there is an as-yet undeveloped psychokinetic faculty latent

in the human brain, and that particular individuals are able to actualise this latency and
affect the rolls of dice without physical contact.H2To entertain such a possibility,

however, would seriously challenge the basic construction of his worldview.
Kunt's use of limiteci alternatives also conhibutes to the single source of delusion

theory on which his perception of a Satanic conspiracy depends for its basic legitimacy.
"Hitler," he writes, "Whowas heaviiy into the occuit, had a philosophy so Sûikingly similar

to Joseph Smith's doctrines that it could only have corne from the same source" (Hunt
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On psychokinesis and other experiments into its nature and vaiidity, see also Bnnightcm 1991;
Grof 1988:154160; Grof and Bennett 19%: 189-96; Talbot 1991: 12û-32.

1980:67-8). Here, his connection between Hitler and Smith is very tenuously established,

depending for its validity on a virtually unbroken Nazi lineage extending fiom Hitler
through Nietzsche and Wagner back to ~oethe," and a single, heavily-lacunaed quote
fiom "Mormon doctrine" referenced to a book identifieci only by its title, Mm: His Ongin

and Destiny (cf Hunt I980:68,263 n.2). While Hunt never cites this, the book in question
was actually written by Joseph Fielding Smith (1 876- 1972), the great-nephew of Joseph
Smith the Prophet, and tenth President of the Mormon Church. It was not written by the

Joseph Smith to whom Hunt refers and on whom his argument depends for its validity, nor

is it considered "Mormon doct~ne"by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
11.4.2 Globor Peace and the Riso of Antichrist

Global Peace and the Rise ofdntichrisi (1990b) is the first book in the Hunt
corpus to address in depth the issue of Roman Catholicism in the unfoldimg of end-thes

prophecy. Once again, the use of limited alternatives supports Hunt's arguments. It is
integral to his prophetic determinkm that a one-world religion arise as a rnarker of the

~ 3 ~ ~ r d toi Hunt,
n g Hitler "beliewdthat the Aryans, who anquacd ancient Iodina d
established Hinduism (blond, blue-eyed Germans were suppasedfy the SWVivors of the Aryan race), wtre
direct descendants of the Nordic gods that had peopled the mythical nonhem paradise of Hyperborea.
Nietzsche, who heavily iduenced Hitler's thinking, bcgan his key work, The Anti-Christ, 4th thc
statement, 'Let us see outselves for what we are. We are Hyperboreaas (descenâantsof the goda.' For
Wagner and Goethe, the capital of Hyperborea, known as Thule (Hitler was a me*
of the occult Tb*
Society), was the Garden of Eden of the Gennanic races, where the go& had begotkn Wmn (Hunt
1980:68; gloss in Hunt). On the relatioaship bctween Nietzsche and those who followed him, Kaunnlinn
writes in the introduction to Niefzsche:Philosopher, Psychologist,Antichrist: "ûôvious~,Nietzsche can
be, and has b e n , linkeâ with a vast variety of intellectual Wons-movernents as wcll as me&
it is
clear tbat any attempt to define his signincance and meaning mainly in terms of one suchjuxtaposition is
bound to be misieadingn(1974xiii). Besides Hitler, Kaufmann includes among those with whom
Nietzsche could be so linkeâ: Thomas Carlyle, Jesus Christ, Fydor Dostocvsky, Som Kierkegaard,
Nikolai Tolstoy, and Ludwig Wittgenstein. On the signincance of the Thule Society, Sydny Jones &tes:
"Whether or not the club ever acted on its mysÉical p r e W or used them only as soine siüy end
meaningless initiation gi'bberish is not known" (1 983:3O2 n.9 1; cf. Goodrick-Clarke 1985:13562).
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eschatological age. His candidate for that dubious honour is the Roman Catholic Church.
"And right there is where the plot thickens," he writes. "If the Antichrist will indeed

pretend to be the Christ, then his followers must be 'Christians'!" (Hunt 1990a:8; recall
that Falwell has stated that the Antichnst must be Jewish; cf "Second Corning 1999).

Even granting the possible validity of Hunt's propheticism (i.e.,that a world leader
resembling the Antichrist will arise) there are possibilities beyond a one-world religion
gathered under the name of Christianity.
The founeenth Dalai Lama, for example, who chaired the 1979 World Hindu

Conference and "who publicly proclaims tolerance for al1 religions" (Hunt l9Wf 2 19), is
as plausible a candidate for the leadership of a one-world religion as the Pope, perhaps
more so. "So seriously are the Dalai Lama's global peace mission and Deity Yoga taken,

and so highly is he regarded, that he was awarded the Nobel Peace P k on October 5,
1989" (Hunt 1990b:175). The regard in which the Dalai Lama is held notwithstanding,

Hunt bounds the debate such that the possibility of a global ecumenism essembleci under
the umbrella of Buddhism is excluded. "If 'Christianity' is ta be the official world
religion," he continues, "(which must be the case if the Antichrist clairns to be the Christ),
then it must become broad enough to accommodate all the world's faiths" (Hunt
199Ob:g).

In an asymmetrical conclusion, Hunt fûrther narrows the range of disaission by

including psychology among those cultural institutions which WUprepare the way for the
Antichrist and his world ecumenism. ''Psychology's fdse idea that we must always be

'positive' and never criticize anyone," he writes, "subtly encourages the delusion that d

religions are equally v d i d (Hunt 1W O b :158).
That the events preceding the end-times are rnerely a prelude to global disaster is
unquestioned in Hunt's eschatology. Indeed, his fundamentalist construction of reality
requires this interpretation. If the events of the end-times do not unfold according to
Hunt's precise eschatology, then they cannot unfold at dl.
On the one hand it seems incomprehensible that international peace at
last attained should be the prelude to disaster. Yet it could not be
othenvise, because the world's leaders pursue their negotiations arnong
themselves in utter disregard for the essential role that must be played by
the Prince of Peace, Jesus Christ.If mankind could by its own efforts
establish a just and lasting peace, it would prove that the Bible-which
declares that true peace cm only corne through Jesus Christ reigning upon
earth-is not true. Therefore ail such humanistic attempts are doomed.
(Hunt 1990b:14)
Once again, there are any number of scenarios which are either not considered or
implicitly rejected in Hunt's construction. These range from an interpretation of biblicaf
prophecy altogether different fiom that espoused by Hunt-an

interpretation, for example,

which generates eschatology such as that of Christian Reconstnictionists-to

a complete

rejection of biblical prophecy as the determihg factor in the evolution of world events, to
the progressive (i.e., non-apocaiyptic and non-cataclysmic) development of humankind
toward whet Teilhard de Chardin called "the Omega point," the final state of the universe

when it is in convergence with the goal towards which it is rnoving-God.

Similar bounding of debate obtains in Hunt's defence of his own parti&
eschatological interpretation. For example, one interpretatim which has been offéred for

the obscure characters in the book of Revelation is that the danger inherent in the times

required the author to write in an apocdyptic code"'. In this code, the figure of the
Antichrist is a veiled reference to Nero Claudius, the Roman emperor and notorious
despot, and does not refer to any events beyond the first century at dl. "What about the
teaching among Christians that Nero was the Antichrist and that events prophesied by the
a p o d e John in the Book of Revelation have already occurred?" asks Hunt (1990b: 198).
His cornmitment to a prophetic determinism both provides and bounds the answer. "There
is no record that Christ visibly descended fiom heaven to destroy Nero, yet Scripture is

very clear in stating that He will do so to destroy the Antichrist" (Hunt 1990b:198). Put

differently, since it has not happened according to the way in which Hunt has detennined it

will happen, it has quite simple noî happened. Later, Hunt reiterates his conclusions to
reinforce the specific parameters of the discussion.

To surnrnarize, the data we have considered thus far seem to indicate that
the second coming cannot occur until five related events have taken place:
1) unprecedented spiritual deception in the world and the great apostasy in
the church; 2) the rapture of tme believers; 3) the revival of the Roman
Empire; 4) the joining of ail religions under a pseudo-Christianity and the
leadership of the Pope; and 5 ) the revelation of the Antichrist and the
establishment of his worldwide rule. There can be no doubt that as never
before in history points I), 3), and 4) are well on their way to fulfillment.
The rapture must be very near. (Hunt 1990b:202)
11.4.3

How

Close Are

We?

If Global Peace and fhe Rue of Anrichrist deals with the false peace preceding the

rise of Antichrist and the role of the Roman Catholic Church in those events, How Close

Are We? (1993a) purports to offer, as the subtitle on the fiont cover declares,
"Compelling Evidence for the Soon Retum of Christ." Here, the bounding of debate

the rhetoric of apocalypticism, see O'Leay 1994:3-19.

begun in Global Peace continues.
First, Hunt sets out to prove the necessity of a Jewish limage for the Messiah.

"How else," he asks. citing Yahweh's covenant with Abraham (cf Genesis 12:3), "could a
blessing come to 'al1 the farnilies of the earth' except through the Messiah?" (Hunt
1993a:13). How indeed? Once again, that there are other options is not considered by

Hunt;prophetic determinism demands the participation of the " P ~ c of
e Peace" in any
eschatological scenario. In order for the Messiah to come fiom Israel, though, there are
issues which must first be resolved. For example, if Israel ceased to exist as a coherent
entity at some point, how then can the Messiah come fkom Israel? "It is ofien argueci,"
writes Hunt, "that Israel was not preserved but that ten tribes were lost, carried away
captive into Assyria (2 Kings 15 :29, 17:6,18). If that is the case, then the Bible is fiiied
with false prophecies about the 12 tribes being brought back to their land in the last days.

One must believe either this theory or Scnpturt-both cannot be true" (Hunt 1993a:30).
The precise possibility that both are not m e , that neither the letter of Scripture nor its
later interpretation accurately accord with historical reaiity, is shply not made adable.

The "ten lost tribes" theory-the

foundation of British lsraelism and much of

Christian Identity theology (cf Barkun 1997)-Hunt

correctiy declares "an a n t i d t i c

myth," adding to this that it is "a Satanic doctrine" (1993a:30). hdeed, notes Hunt,the

"Jewish people scattered all over the earth must have survived as an i d d a b l e ethnic unit

and must be together in the Prornised Land when the Messiah retums. It could not be
othenvise. The prophets have declared it unequivody and repeatedly" (1993a:277).

Writing in 1993, however, such fath in prophetic determinism seems somewhat faae in

light of the events of 1948.
In addition to the Messiah being of Jewish lineage, Hunt's fùndamentalist

construction of redity demands that the Messiah also be ontologically and uniquely divine.

While not different from received Chnstianity, once again he appeals to a prophetic
detemiinkm to ensure that his discussion is bounded dong appropriately specific lines.

"Naming this virgin-bom child Irnmanuel could oniy mean that He was God corne as a
man.Of course! To be the Savior, the Messiah had to be God" (Hunt 1993a:67). The
vagaries of the virgin binh aside, could there be no other explanation than that offered by
Hunt? I f the mere act of naming the child fùlfills the Isaianic prophecy, then how rnust
Mrs. Kant have felt when little Immanuel came into the worId? Or Mn. Alou when young
Jésus grew up to be the saviour of the Montréal Expos dunng the 1980s?Only as God,

though, according to the substitutionary theory of atonement, wuld Jesus of Nazareth
effect the salvation of humanity.

For Hunt, the ultirnate marker of that divinity is the resurrection. 'The resurrection
of Jesus Christ is one of history's most impeccably substantiated events," he writes (Hunt
1993a:79), ignoring the fact that it is not . His evidence for this "impeccable

substantiation" is that neither the Jewish nor Roman authorities produced a body to
disprove the reality of the resmection. "That they never took the one obvious action

which would have conclusively disproved the resurrection is sufncient evidence that they
could not do so. This indisputable hct bars authentic testimony to the vaüdity of the
resurrection" (Hunt 1993a:79). Once again, Hunt's declmtion actually ptoves nothing.
Various other possibiiities do exist, ranghg from the entinly mythoiogical nature of the

cmcifixion/resurrection cornplex(cf Funk 1996; Wells 1999) to the destruction of the
body of Jesus by packs of dogs patrolling the killing grounds of the Roman empire (cf
Crossan 1994:123-58). Whatever the reality, though, Hunt's is not the only possibility; its
presentation as though it were displays the power of the lirnited alternative. He continues,

this time citing Paul as verification for the resurrection, that "[there] is no other
explanation for the transformation of Saul, the chef persecutor of the Church, into Paul,
its chief leader, than that, as he testified, he had personally met Christ risen fiom the deed!

. . . No greater proof for the resumction is needeâ" (Hunt 1993a:89).
In a chapter entitled "How It AU Began" (Hunt 1993a: 119-28), Hunt bounds the

debate in order to explain the presence of evil in the world, the eM1 fkom which the
Saviour must rescue us. His argument here is self-referential, and relies not only on a
limited presentation of alternatives, but judiciously Iocated arguments fiom silence.
Because of its multilayered limitation structure and excellent examples of the mechaoisms
by which a debate is specifically bounded, it is quoted here in m a l entirety.
Inasmuch as Lucifer's fa11 marked the origin of evil in the universe, it
must provide the pattern by which al1 evii is to be understood. Any aüeged

explanation for aberrant, antisocial, or sinnil conduct that doesn't fit the
Luciferian mode1nitlst be rejected, siince he is the originator of such
behaviour. It is irnmediately clear that the psychological explanations for
wrong attitudes and actions which are so popularly accepted today, both in
the secular world and in the church, do not fit Lucifer's case. Therefore
these theories mst be rejected as false.
No details of Lucifer's background are provided. We cm on& concfuuk
that such data has no bearing on his case. And ifbackground bistory is
irrelevant in Lucifer's actions, it must be in ail cases of wrong behavior, in
spite of modem psychological theories to the contraxy. Moreover, those
who insist upon probing into the past as the key to present conduct will
h d no cornfort in Lucifer. His past life prior to his fall was impeccable.
(Hunt 1993a: 122; emphasis added)

If no details of Lucifer's background are provided, precisely how Hunt knows that bis life
before his faIl was "impeccable" is unclear. However, he continues from this premise:
Certainly Lucifer had not been 'abused as a child.' Most assuredly he
hadn't been the victim of Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA), yet he would later
be its inventor! Nor was he suffenng the traumas of 'codependency,'
'Multiple Personaiity Disorder' (MPD), 'Obsessive Compulsive Disorder'
(OCD),or Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Their new
'explanations' of undesirable behavior, which are now generally accepted
even among evangelicals, do not apply in Lucifer's case at all. ïherefore
they do not appl'y in any case. For if Lucifer's behavior, which is the
embodiment of al1 evil, needs no such 'explanation,' then neither does the
undesirable wnduct of any human being. (Hunt 1993a:123; emphasis
added)

Hunt concludes this chapter by observing that "the problem of evil must be solved
just ly and on a practical level or it cannot be solved at a l . (1 993a: 128). Once again. as
with the other examples discussed above, why the limited alternatives he presents are the

only possibilities, or how his explanation mets any of these criteria for resolution ofthe
problem of evil, is never made clear.
11.5 Summary

In each of the instances mamined, Hunt's work demonstrates the manipulation of
information which is centrai to the propaganda enterprise. He often bess the question,

in his hsistence that, since we rarely question Our own existence, any questionhg of
God's existence ought to be sirnilady unnecessary. The cirailarity of his arguments appear
moa freguently when he appeals to biblical authority on the basis of biblical authorïtyLe., the argument that the Bible is the Word of God because it gays that it is-without

acknowledging that this authority is, in reality, one which he hhwlf has granteci Scripture.

In the cases of those who have bem involved in spiritual practices of which he disapproves
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(e.g., TM or other fonns of meditative practice, or what Hunt rather imprecisely cdls

"sorcery"), and who have also suffered some form of psychological or spiritual trauma, he
is eager to establish a causal comection between the two senes of events. Thus, it was
Doug Sarnuels' involvement in the Love Family which resuhed ultimately in his
institutionalisation, not the kidnapping and attempted deprograrnrning he experienced at
the hands of Ted Patrick, nor his forced committal to "four mental hospitals" over a
period of two years. While it is not necessarily the case that these latter events precipitated
Samuels7hospitalisation, neither is it readily apparent or demonstrable that it was his Love

Farnily involvement.
Hunt's tendency to generalise about modem phenomena and m e n t events, while

there is often some intuitive accunicy about the events and trends he describes, just as
often fdls prey to a reductio fallacy in that he is willing to identifi a monocausality on the

basis of perceived sirnilarities between those phenomena and those events. As weU, in the
context of logical fallacies, his dingness to generate what he regards as a factual
argument, but which is predicated on perception and befief rather than empirical data and
ve!rifiable expenence, demonstrates an often unintentional manipulation of information in
the support of his subjective construction of reality.
Conventional pieties, those aspezts of the "recipe howledge" of a particula.
worldview for which there is no (and often wuld not be any) verification but which are
essentially self-validating in the context of the worldview, are just as ofken employed to

support Hunt's arguments. Belief in the devolent influence of discarnate entiti-the
"obvious" infiuence demons, unidentineci spirits, or "space brothed-is a prevaüiag
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mechanism of this type. Another example, one which regularly confuses attributes with
correlates, is the undue control non-traditional religious gmups allegedly exert over those
who join their ranks. As well, conventional belief in the antipathy with which "biblicai"
Christians are regardeci by non-Christians supports Hunt's arguments for a coming global
persecution of ail those who profess "tme faith in Jesus Christ.
Finaily, Hunt's consistent use of limited alternatives is intended to bound the
discussion in such a way that oniy his interpretation of data, events, and phmornena
appears reasonable. That there are only two possible explanations of Rhine's experirnents
in psychokinesis, for example, and that the oniy two an those articulateci by Hunt, is

hardly either demonstrated by the evidence he presents or required by the argument that
he makes. Similar to the circular logic which infonns his interpretation of the authority of

Scripture, Hunt's limitation of the manner in which that authority may be challengeâ
bounds the debate in a distinctly questionable way. The possibility that there are other
explanations for any of the phenornena he discusses simply does not enter into the
discourse.

Chapter Twelve

Maintaining the Body:
Correlative Manipulations in the Work of Dave Hunt,
Part Two

In actual~act,the Roman Cutholic ChUrch is the most powerfi(1 and
effective enenry of Christianty in history. Its teachings are masterpieces of
deception.
D a v e Hunt-

12.1 Introduction

This chapter continues the investigation into specific mechanisms of manipulation
as they occur in Hunt's writings. Here, four particular correlates of the propaganda mode1
will be examined: (a) false or incomplete witness; 0)apostate testhony; (c) antipathetic
language; and (4questionable scholarship. W~threspect to (a),Hunt's use of partial

truths (and sometimes complete untnitk), especiaîiy when some of his assertions are
readily falsifiable, is one of the most puzziing aspects of his work, one for which no
adequate explmation appears possible. Why ernploy fdse statements in one's argument
when the verification of those statements is easiiy available? Does Hunt actually believe,

for example, that there are official Satanic chaplains in the United States m e d forces?Do

his various levels of prevarication rely on the possibility that his target audience will simply

accept what he says as presented, without checking its accuracy fùrther? Does he realise
that he is lying, and simply not care? As noted in the introduction, but wonh reiterating,
his response to the challenge that he does not follow the biblical mandate of Matt. 18:1517''' and address issues directly to those involved, is unequivocal: writers ought to write

what they mean and rnean what they write.
It is not necessary to talk to a writer or speaker in order to be accurate
and fair. It is a rather weak excuse to Say that some writerfleader really
didn't mean what he said. Then he should have said what he meant.
Unfominately, there are thousands and, in the case of sorne, millions who
have read and/or heard and taken [the writer/speaker] at face value, as any
reasonable person would. Words having meaning and it is assumed that the
normal meaning applies. Even if one of these teachers has changed his
beliefs, we must still deal with what has been published for the sake of
those who have been aEected by it. If a person has changed his beliefs, then
he ought to publish just as widely in tape and book form a renunciation of
any false or rnisleading teaching he has given in the past. (Hunt 1986c:2)
Because potentially embarrassing information is oflen placed in the mouths of
others-e.g., eye witnesses, authorities of one variety or another, former members of
pmicular groups-apostate testimony can divert some of the above questions. If Hunt is
knowingly repeating fdse information, however, the same concems obtain. Similady,
while he has challenged those who cnticised n e Seducfionof Chrîstiani@to check his
facts and if they found anything which was not scmpulously accurate, he would correct it
in subsequent printings (Hunt 19871: l), his work continues to be filled with conjecture

WS,

ifyour brother does something wrong, go and have it out with him alone, berween your two
selves. if he listens to you, you have won back your brother. if he does not liaen, take one or two others
along with you: whatever the misdemeanour, the evidenœ of two or three witnesses is required to sustain
the charge. But if he refuses to listen to these, report it to the community,and i
fhe refuses to listen to the
community, treat hirn like a gentile or a tax coflector" (Matt. 18: 15-17 NJE3).
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and assumption, partial tmth and untruth, dl of which is presented as fact. He writes that
"1 want to be sensitive to legitimate cornplaints and quick to accept valid correction"

(Hunt 19871:1), but a review of his writings indicates that he has yet to admit M y to a
mistake (see above, p.265 n.258).
12.2 "Avoiding brrr assertions and ridicule": False or Incomplete Witncu
"Thou shah not bear fdse witness againa thy neighbou?'; so reads the ninth of the

Ten Commandments (Exodus 20: 16; Deuteronomy 5:20). Exodua 23 :1 apands on that
statute, enjoining the believer: "Thou shah not raise a false report: put not t h e hand with
the wicked to be an unrighteous witness." While Dave Hunt might argue that this applies
only to witnesses in a civil suit, the plain sense of the text is clear: beariq false

witness-whether lying outright about someone or something or holding back part of the
tmth to promote or protect one's own interests-is

condemned by God. Usually, Hum

veils his false witness in evasion; oblique words and phrases such as "seemsto indicate,"
"appears to be," and "apparently demonstrates" are common in his arguments.
Occasionally, though, he steps outside the language of equivocation and d e s
statements which are quite demonstrably fdse. This b&g

of false witness can take a

number of forms, ranging fkom the selective omission of pertinent text 6om a quoted

passage (see Hunt's treatment of the Passantinos above, pp.4 11-3) to the addition of
gloses which manipulate the meaning of a passage accordhg to Hunt's partidar intent,

fiom the conceaiment of a t h relevant to the argument to the complete Wcation of
information which is presented as truth. AU of these elemmts appear in the work of Dave
Hunt.

12.2.1 The Mormon Dmg Experience

The GodMakers is one of Hunt's books which has been the target of much
criticism for its numerous inaccuracies and outright falsehoods (cf Brown and Brown
1995; Scharffs [1986] 1989). For exarnple, quoting an unnamed govemment study drawn

fiom The Denver POSI,Decker and Hunt write that LDS "'church members take more
non-barbiturate sedatives, tranquilizers, antidepressantq stimulants, pep pills, heroh,
cocaine, and LSD' than non-Mormons" (1984:19; 1994:24). An autrageous claim, this
would seem to indicate that the state of Utah has al1 the makings of a junkie paradise.
W l e much of Scharffs' book is dedicated to reactive argument, offering less refiitation
than a different interpretation for data than that offered by Decker and Hunt, to this
particular charge he responds:
1 was told that by Attorney Arthur M. Wood that when he asked the

Denver Post authors to document this statemmt they claimed they obtained
the material fiom Leonard J. Amngton and Davis Bitton, 7he Monnon
Experience,p.287.However,on that page it says, 'There are to our
knowledge no accurate figures indicating consumption of such products
[marijuana, LSD,and other drugs] by Mormons. ' The D e m t Poa authors
(whom The G d Makers ' authors quote) did not quote their source
accurately" (Scharns [1986] 1989:75).
12.2.2 The Rise of Satanism

Writing of the "accelerating explosion of Satanism worldwide" (Hunt lggOb:el),
Hunt makes a number of surprishg c l h s , few of which have any substantiation.

"Satanists have their own chaplains in the U. S. Armed Forces," he declares, "and are
protected under fmdom-of-religion laws" (Hunt 1990b:el). Theoretically, al1 religious
expression in the United States is protected by constitutionai Bat unless that expression

violates the rights of others or contravenes U.S. legal statutes. Thus, Hunt is correct;
Anton LaVey's Church of Satan has the constitutional right to exist and enjoys legal
protection in the U. S. This is not to Say that certain of what are alleged to be Satanic

practices may not be proscribed under particular federal and/or state laws (cf. Kahaner
1988; King and Jacobsen 1995; Nathan and Snedecker 1996; Richardson, Best, and

Bromley 1991), but their protection as a religious institution is ensured.
Hunt's claim, however, that Satanic chapuins either exist in or are sanctioned by
the U. S. military is simply false. Accessing the popular fear which mention of the word
"Satanism" often generates, it iq in fact, a blatant fabrication on Hunt's part. Accordhg to
the Chaplaincy Office at Fort Lewis,Washington, the only fdth groups which are officially
recognised in the United States Armed Forces chaplaincy are Christian (Protestant and

Roman Catholic) and Jewish. Apparently, at one time there was a fuU colonel stationed at
the Presidio (the former U.S. Amy base at San Francisco) who claimed to be a Satanist;
he was, however, not a chaplain (Fort Lewis Chaplaincy Office 1991)."
Drawing on the fascination with Satanism and with related phenornena in popular

%terestingly,
while the= is no officially unctioned Neopagan chplain of any Itiidin the U.S.
Armed Forces, thcre is an active Military Pagan Networîc. The htroductory letter to their wcbsite reads:
"The Military Pagan Network Inc. is currently the only organhtion dadicated strictly to the support of
miiitaxy Pagans,which inclvetcrans, retire& nservt,National Guard and dqmdmt famih.
m e m . We work to educate the milimy and maintain your rights to wotship and assist you with any
situations that develop. With the assistanoe of rnany other o r p h i o n s we have made prograis in the
accepîance of Paganism in the militaxy. There are 4 bases world wide that have Pagan Services, and 4
mon that have Study Gmups that an fWy mctioneâ by the Chapiains on the W.We have workai with
Equal Employment û£fices as well as USAF Social Actions and ma& efforts to work with the Armcd
Forces Cbaplahs Board Your mernbership in MPN can malce the Merence bctween nnaliy king fully
accepted and not king acceptecl When you becume a member of MPN, even as a Genetal manber with
no public contact information, you an king counted as a m i l i t q Pagan and that is what wili aûd up to
us getting a Pagan Cbaplain admitted to the imiformed &cesn (~http~Iwww.miipagan.orglletter.htm>,
eiaüonic document).

culture (cf., for example, Berenstein 1996; Grant 1996; May 1982; Paul 1994; Pinedo
1997), Hunt continues:

While blatant Satanism rnay be looked upon as afEecting only a fanatical
fringe element, the more respectable segment of society is attracted to
Satan under other names, such as Lucifer. The film 2010 was
representative of the brainwashing now occumng. Near its conclusion the
United States and the Soviet Union are about to engage in a nuclear
exchange which would devastate the earth, when suddenly a new Sun
appears in the sky. The event is so startling that it transforms consciousness
worldwide, brings a halt to hostilities, and creates peace. In his novel 2010,
Arthur C. Clarke lets us know that the name of the new Sun is Liici/er!
(Hunt 1990b:44)
While this line of reasoning contributes directly to Hunt's eschatological paradigm of a

global pm Sutanus, a false peace leading ultimately to a time of devastation and cnsis,
Arthur C. Clarke can hardly be accused of "brainwashing" society in the service of Satan.
The relationship between the new Sun and the fallen angel is, perhaps, not entirely
accidental, but Hunt's extrapolations are circumstantial at best. Lucver is only one of the
narnes associated in Christianity with the Satan figure. It also refers, however, to the
planet Venus when it rises as the moming star. Actually, it appears that the significance in

Clarke's choice, both literal and metaphoric, resides in the Latin original: L kifer, or "light
bearer." A very astute writer, Clarke is not unaware of the "Christian" implications of his

choice of name for the new star,'''

but such awareness on his part in no way lends

"'"~ifty times more brilliant than the full Moon, Lucirer had î r a n s f o d the skies of firth,
vimially banishing night for months at a time. Despite its sinister connotations, the name was inevitable;
and indeed "Light-bringer"had brought evil as weU as good. Only the centuries and millennia would
show in which direction the baiance tilted" (Clarke 1982:326).
Similady, in Childhood 's End, Clarke brings to Earth a race of extraterrestrialsknown as the
'Overlords." While they do bring peace and prosperity to the world, and they do significantiy advance
human knowledge, for the first fiAy years, no one ever sees them The teason for this becornes clear when
"Karellen," the Overlord leader, chooses finally to reveal himself'. "It was a tribute to the Overlords'
psychology, and to their catefirl years of preparation, that only a few people fainid. Yet there could have

credence to Hunt's daims.

Satanism has even infected the political world. According to the political
dimensions of the hndamentalist construction of reality, because they are portrayed as
godless and anti-religious. the Soviets are, therefore, amoral, untnistworthy. and
inherently evil. Hunt contnbutes to this perception with a virtually unsupponed-and
unsupportable-portrait of Karl Marx.
Karl Marx presents a profound example of the mysterious enslaving
power of evil-the hopelessness of one who has become a disciple of Satan
and knows that he cannot repent. That Marx was a knowing follower of
Satan can hardly be doubted. Richard Wurmbrand, a Communist prisoner
for 14 years in Rornania, has documented this fact in his booklet, Was Kari
Man a Satanisi? Other writers have come to the same conclusion. (Hunt
l99Ob:8 1)
Even though he refuses to identify these "other writers," the booklet to which Hunt does
refer can hardly be considered an unbiased source in this instance. Wurmbrand, whose best
known work is Torturedfor Christ (1973), was indeed a prisoner of the Communists in

Rornania and makes no pretensions to objectivity in his criticism of Communism (cf, also,

Solzhenitsyn 1980). While one can in no way condone the treatment he received at the
hands of Nicolai Ceaucescu's regime, his work fdls into the category of anecdotal
atrocity-atrocities, to be sure, but of an anecdotal rather than analytical nature.
12.2.3 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

Similar dynamics obtain in Hunt's treatment of other individuals and institutions.

been fewer siill, anywhere in the world, who did not f e l the ancient terror brush for one awhi Uistant
against their Mn& kfore mison banished it forever. There was no miaake. The leathery wings, the little
honis, the badxd tail-al1 were there. The most terrible of legends had corne to life, out of the unknown
past. Yet now it stood smiling, in ebon majesty. with the sunlight gleaming upon its tremendous body. and
with a hurnan child resting tnistfully on each arm" (Clarke 1953 :68).
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Criticking Agnes Sanford (1897-1982), for example, a writer and pioneer in charismatic
healing ministry whose "books are so blatant in their occultism that their acceptance
stands as an indictment of the entire charismatic movement" (Hunt lW8e:SO3), Hunt
points to Sanford's citation of paleontologist and "Jesuit priest Pierre Teiihard de Chardin
as her authority" ( 1W8e: 121). Of Teilhard, he continues: "Declared a heretic even by the
Roman Catholic Church, Chardin was known as the father of the New Age movement"

(Hunt 1998e:121). While Hunt never divulges just who labelled Teilhard "the father of the
New Age movement" (the phrase appws repeatedly in Hunt's references to Teilhard,
always with the qualifier "known as"), his claim that the Iesuit was declared a heretic by
Rome is simply false.
Because the orthodoxy of his theological thought was questioned by his superiors,
it is true that his more speculative writings (e.g., Teilhard de Chardin 1960, 1965) were

published in the years following his death on Easter Sunday, 1955. However, in a letter
about Teilhard's death to Père André Ravier, the Jesuit provincial of Lyons and Teühard's
immediate superior, Teilhard's long-time friend and travelling cornpanion, Père Pierre
Leroy wrote: "Our dear Father Teilhard has left us . . . The Father passed a most pleaaant

day: High Mass at St. Patrick's Cathedra1 in the moming and a walk in the aftemoon . . .

He had made his confession the day before and celebrateci [private] Easter Mass. He died
of a cerebral haemorrhage" (Leroy, hLukas and Lukas 1981:345; gloss in original. Cf,

a h , King 1996; O'Meara and Wright 1995). Whatever dif5CUIties Teilhard may have
experienced at the hands of the Vatican's officia1 censors, this is herdly the behaviour of a

man declared by his church to be a heretic.

123.4 The Pagan Invasion

"The pagan beliefs which oppose God's plan of redemption now permeate Western
society," Hunt writes in Occult 1-on

(1 998e: 148). Arnong those "pagan

betiefs" is the

undeniable resurgence of interest in native and indigenous spintualities, and an
accompanying reflection on the part of some denorninationai missionary efforts for their
part in the repression and/or elimination of those spirituahies. "In a fine display of mea
ctrlp," writes Hunt, "the United Church of Canada confessed to the native American

Indians, 'Our Christian image of God is twisted and blurred. We were closed to the beauty

of your spintuality. Please forgive us" (1998f:148). Once again, Hunt offers no citation for
his quote.
On one hand, in Sudbury in 1986, the United Church of Canada did offer an
official apology to assembleâ leaders of the native cornmnity. However, on the other

hand, Hunt misrepresents what was actudly dated in that apology, and seriously falsines
the impression given to the reader. Then Moderator the Very Reverend Bob Smith did not
say: "Our Christian image of God is twisted and blurred."That is blatant deceit on Hunt's

part. In full, the apology reads:

Long before my people joumeyed to this land your people were here, and
you received fiom your elders an understanding of creation, and of the
Mystery that surrounds us all that was deep, and nch, and to be treasured.
We did not hear you when you shared your vision. In our zeal to tell you
the good news of Jesus Christ we were c l o d to the value of your
spirituaüty.
We confused western ways and culture with the depth and breadth md
length and height of the gospel of Christ.
We imposed our civilization as a condition ofaccepting the Gospel.
We tried to rnake you be fie us and in so dohg we helped to destroy the
vision that made you what you were. As a result you, and we, are poorer

and the image of the Creator in us is twisted. blurred and we are not what
we are meant by God to be.
We ask you to forgive us and to walk together with us in the spirit of
Christ so that Our peoples may be blessed and God's creation healed.
(United Church of Canada 1986:85)
12.2.5 uClergy" in the Jehovah's Witnesses

In The Cult fiplosion. Hunt quotes from a "private i n t e ~ e w "with apostate
Jehovah's Witness, Carmen Gigliotti, who. in the course of conversation, declares, "1 was
raised as a Jehovah's Witness and was very active among them for more than 40 years.
Immediately upon graduating fiom high school, 1 went into full-tirne rninistry as a Witness.
I was one of the youngest ordained ministers, with my own congregation in Ft. Bragg,
California" (Gigliotti, in Hunt 198037). The contextual intent of the passage is to
highlight an allegedly high rate of homosexuality at the Jehovah's Witnesses Worid
Headquarters in Brooklyn, New York, to which Gigliotti moved fiom Fort Bragg.
However, of note here is Gigliotti's claim to ordination and ministry in "hisown
congregation."
While there are "servants" (now called "elders") who perform special duties within
the Kingdom Hall structure, Jehovah's Witnesses do not have a clergy, a class of ordained
rninisters; indeed, they consider them anathema. James Penton, himself a former Witness
of considerable stature (cf Beverly 1986), notes in two places that "a tesolution
distributed throughout the World in the late 1950s described the clergy, as a class, as the
most reprehensible of ail God's enemies (1985: 130). Further, "the [Watchtower] society
continued to stress in the most outspoken ternis that neither the clergy of Christendomthe 'man of lawlessness' c l a s t n o r apostate Jehovah's Witnesses would have any hope of
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coming forth to any kind of resurrection, even one of damnation" (Penton 1985:202). One
wonders how a Witness of four decades experience could make an error of this
kind-perhaps

to elevate his credibility through an appeal to a well-known cultural

stereotype. As well, according to a current member of the Kingdom Hall in Fort Bragg,
who arrived a few months after Gigliotti left for duties at the World Headquarters in the
early 1950s, Gigliotti may have been one of the three "servants" at the time, but he "wdd

not be certain" (Fort Bragg 1998). Then, though, the Fort Bragg Kingdom Hall compriseci
"only about twenty members," so Gigliotti's claim to having his own congregation appears

somewhat inflated.
12.2.6 Voodoo Nursing

Writing of the "Holistic Health Cu11s" (Hunt 1980:117-8), Hunt notes that
"[voodoo] and witchcrafl are arnong the folk remedies now studied by candidates for a
bachelor's degree in nursing at the University of Alabama. These are oniy a few of the
indications that medical science is turning back to its occult ongins" (1980: 1 18). A visit to
the Capstone Coliege of Nursing's website at the University of Alabama meais, however,
that nowhere in either the core or elective curricula is folk meâicine of the type describecl

by Hunt (or, indeed, of any type) mentioned at al1 (cf. ~http://www.ua.edu/nurse/

courses.htrnb, electronic document). Dr.Donna Packa, the associate dean at Capstone,
suggests that, while there may have been lectures in which dinerent religious traditions

were âiscussed in the context of sensitivity and managing client are, these reiigious
traditions-such as Voodoo and witchcraft-would

never have b e n cast in a medidy

active role. She remarks that there "is a very strong religious cuiture d o m h m and that

would simply not have been the case" (Packa 1998).
12.2.7 Hinduism and the NSDAP

Perhaps Hunt's wildest fabrication, a product of coincidence, conspiracy theory,
and connotation, is his location of the rise of National Socialism in Hindu religious
thought and practice. "That so many leading Hindus have praised the ideals of Nazi
Gemany is quite consistent with Hinduism," write Hunt and CO-authorTom McMahon,
noting that it was fiom Hinduism that "Hitler borrowed the swastika" (1 988: 10 1). That
there is no evidence that Hitler borrowed the swastika fiom Hinduism, or that these
"leading Hindus" are never identified, or that their comments are never located in any
temporal context, does not dissuade the authors from building an entire argument for the
~
the swastika had been introduced originally to the
Kindu roots of ~ a z i s m . ' *Indeed,

NSDAP in 1919 by Friederich Krohn, a member of both the Germanenordern and the
Thule Society (cf Goodnck-Clarke 1985: 123-34. 135-52; Malcolm 1994:130-2), both
volkisch organisations active fiom the fin-de-siècle through the Second World War. Krohn

took the symbol from current theosophical fashion (Le., curved arms and l e b a r d tuming)
and proposed it as the appropriate symbol for the Party. As Malcolm Quim notes, though,

Hitler's "account of the design of the swastika is carefbl to place his own contribution
centre-stage" (1 994: 13 1 ).549
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On the history of the swastîka, see Astiey 1929:116-32; QU~M1994. H.J.D.AstIey notes at the
beginning of his discussion: "It will be remembered chat the Swastika was the emblem of the [British]
War Savings Association and was to be seen in every omnibus and tramcar. In 1923 it was adopted by
Hem Hitzier [sic] as the badge of his Bavarian (monarchist) armyn (1929: 1 16 a 1).
54%csaibing the rymbology of the NSDAP in Mein Katntpf; Hitler -te: "Actuaily, a dentist
h m Starnberg [Le.. Krohn] did deliver a design that was not bad at a& an4 incidentaily. was quite close
to my own, having only the one fault that a swastika with m e d legs was composed into a white disk. I
myseK meanwhile, after innumerable attempts, had laid down a final form; a tlag with a red background,

While it is alluded to in other wntings, the most complete fom of Hunt's argument
for the Hindu roots of Nazism is found in Peace, Prosperify, a n d the Coming HO~OCMISI

(CE 1983 : 1 1 1-54).
Temporal context for his references above is important because, pnor to the
invasion of Poland in 1939, Hitler was widely regarded as the leader of a country who,
while ruthiess in his application of power, appeared to have been able to stem the tide of
that country's economic and social collapse. At that juncture, he had not yet achieved the
demonic status which would be attributed to him during and afler the war. Consider, for
example, the notorious "Peace in our Time" message waved by British Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain as he stepped from the plane afier signing the Munich Pact with
Hitler in September 1938,~"or the fact that TiME magazine, while its portrait of hirn was
named hirn its "Man of the Year" in 1938.
less than flattenng,551
Hunt is quite correct that the swastika is a symbol most people in the Western
world would associate primarily with Nazism. "Banned from public display in Gennany by
the allied forces of occupation," he writes, "the swastika is still prominent on temples

a white disk, and a black swastika in the middle. Mer long trials 1 a h found a definite proportion
between the size of the flag and the size of the white disk, as weil as the shape and thickness of the
Nvastika" (Hitler (19251 1971:496).Hitler mentions nothing of why the directions of the arms were

reversai.
550'.

We, the German Fuehrer and Chancellor, and the British Prime Minister, have had a fùrther
meeting today and are a m in recognizing that the question of Anglo-German relations is of the first
importance for the two countries and for Europe. We regard the agreement signed last night and the
Anglo-German Naval Agreement as symbolic of the desire of our two peoples never to go to war with one
another again. We are resolved that the method of consultation shall be the method adopted to deal with
any other questions h t may concern our two countries, and we are determined to continue our ef5octs to
remove possible sources of dinerence, and thus to contribute to assure the peace of Europe" (Chamberlain,
quoted in S k r 1960:419).
'%f. 'Adolf Hitîer," TIME, 2 January 1939; ~http://www.pathonder.~0m/time/time100Aeaders/
profdelhitler-relate&!. htmb, eiectronic document.

throughout the Orient, where it has been a sacred symbol in Buddhism and Hinduism for
thousands of years. Hitler's comection with these religions-symboüred

by his adoption

of the swastika-is more than incidentai" (Hunt 1983:127). Once again, Hunt is quite
correct as regards the sacredness aîtributed to the swastika in Buddhisrn and Hinduism. It

is a very easy symbol to make, and is found in variant foms in the symbology of the Hopi
and M e c cultures, Christianity, Judaism, and Jainism, as weil as Greece, Bdi, Lapland,

and lapan.'" Indeed, Quim includes in his book a picture, circa 1916, of a women's ice

hockey tearn fiom Edmonton, Alberta, whose team insignia is the very swastika (Le., hardangled and nght-tuming) later ernployed by the Nazis (cf. Q u h 1994: Plate 3).
Derived from the Sanskrit, svusîi, meaning "happiness" or "well-being," the
"ancient sign of the swastika is interpreted in Buddhism as a symbol of the wheel of
teaching or of the Buddhist teaching in general" (Fischer-Shreiber, Ehrhart, and Diener
199 1:214). Even though the Nazi appropriation of the swastika reversed its direction from

the Hindu original, and it is not clear historically that it was Hitler himseif who selected it
as the emblem of the NSDAP, Hunt's misdirective implication is two-fold. First, he once

552~nalogws
to Starhawk's commiîment to use of the word "witch," the= is a srnall but
movement to reclaim and redeem use of the swastika as a sacred symbol. Begun by Cmadian pop artist

ManMroman, the Swastika Declmtion of Independence, written and circulated in 1995, re%d~
in part:
This is a manifest0 by the International Fnends of the Swastika, some of whom met in Cranbrook,
British Columbia in April 1995 and ten years eariier in Swasîh, Ontario in April of 1985, to support the
re-integrationof the swastika as a good luck sign and sacred -1.
The swastika has been a symbol of
benediction for more than fivc thousaad years in almost cvtry culhm of the warld, inclidiag tbc Jtws. It
has been the hope of many human beings of Merent belief, race and color for prosperity and btotberhood
. . .Tùe International Friends of the Swastika is a non-political, grass-mots group of friends anyone can
be a part of. It is the aim of IFS to detoxiQ the swastika through education for use in its onginai
meaning-the auspicious energy at the center of life. If enough jmple agree, it will change! We, the
undersigne& after years of collective interest and research, declart the swastika to bc innocentof the
crimes perpetrated in its name under the Nazi banners. Fie years of war cannot be allowed to wipe out
fivethousanâ years of sacrecl bistory. We &lare that îhe swastika bas an iadcpeadeat lift. We say, 'To
heu with Hitler' I" (<http~/~~~.ambien~on.ca/swastikaldeeLarati~~~,html~,
eleztmaic dament).

again mistakes coincidence for causality, a posi hoc argument that (a) because the

swastika is popular in Hindu symbology and 0 because Hitler was interested in the works
of writers influenced by Hinduism, therefore Hinduism is the ground fiom which Nazisrn

grows. And, second, because these symbols are "still prominent on temples throughout the
Orient," this somehow bespeaks ongoing Hindu support for the racist ideals and dubious

accomplishments of Nazism (cf above on Savitri Devi, p.495 n.5 17; Goodrick-Clarke
1998). It is as though Hunt honestly expeds Hindu culture to jettison an integral part of

their symbology as testimony to their abhorrence of the use made ofthat symbol by the
Nazis? Neither follows logically and each denigrates both the Hindu and Buddhist

religious traditions. Yet, this is the point of depamire for Hunt's direct equation of
National Socialism under Adolf Hitler with a world religion nearly four mennia old.
As with Constance Cumbey,who forges her argument dong similar lines, Hunt

relies either on the work of conspiracy theorists such as Jean-Michel Angebert, Trevor
Ravenscroft, and Gerald Suster (cf on Cumbey above, pp.342-5 1)'% or on the secondary
sources of other anticult writers. Like Cumbey, Hunt builds a case for Hitler as the occuit

messiah who drew his inspiration for National Socialism from the wells of the East-

light of thk, couid not a llmilar case k made to abandon the rymbology of the cmsin light
of the horror that bas ban perpetratedunder its banne? Also, what Hunt fàils to point out is tbat e m y
German soldier in both world wars had embossed on his unifom belt buckle, surrouniag either the
Imprial or the Nazi eagle, the words Gott mit uns-"Gai with us." Should, thcrcforc, any rCtto
God bc âeleted fiom popular culture in order that cornmitment to and wonhip of Gai not bc confuscd
with the goals of the NSDAP?
5H~ean-~ichel
Angebq nit Ocmlt and the îïtird Reich (1974);Trevor Rmasm& lna Spar
of Destiny (1973).and Gedd Suster, Hitler: The Ocmlt Messiah (1981).in the thhpninc mdn~testo
Hunt's chapter, "Hitler:The Almost-Antichrist," ail but five of these are to the preceding thne works (cf.
Hunt 19833272.3 p w i m ) . Of the others, one is a bibîical citatioo, the 0 t h art to unidcnîified conference
tapes, and Shirtr'sRise and Full of the Third Reich.
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particularly Hinduism, and to a lesser degree Buddhism. Whiie he presents no evidence in
support of his daim, he writes that Helena Blavatsky's n e Secret Doctrine "held a
strange fascination" for Hitler (Hunt 1983 :124; 6.Blavatsky [ 18881 1988).
According to George Mosse, though, the "medical and vegetarian vagaries of

Adolf Hitler were intimately linked with the mystic, Aryan ideology found in the pagcs of

Pr&

(1 987:204), although Mosse notes that P

m was not the only journal to reflect

this eclectic rnix of interests. Edited by Johannes Balzli, then secretary of the Guido von

List Society (cf Goodrick-Clarke 198S:33-48),ss Prana "called itself a Gennan monthly

for applied spirituality and which was published by the theosophicd publishlng house in
Leipzig" (Mosse l987:ZM). Through a fdlacious causality, the fact that Blavatsky wrote

me Secret Doctrine while in India and that it is more reflective of her experience of
Hinduism there than her earlier work, Isis Umeiled (cf Blavatsky 118771 1988), Hunt
establishes the connection between Hinduism and Nazism. And, accordhg to him, that
comection continues to this day.
'Today, however, the very beliefs and practices that the evidence so clearly

indicates f o d the power base for Nazism are the everyday fare of tens of millions of
people. Indeed, the entire New Age Movement is based upon the Yoga, c h a h ,
astroloeiy, reincarnation, vegetarianism, Zen,and other forme of syncretistic mystiasm that

was practised by the Nazi elite" (Hunt 1983 :132). That there is no evidaice which links
the atrocities of Nationalism Sociaiism C ~ S L I I &with practices and beliefs which are found

sss~aordlligto Goodrick-Ciarke, "Guido (von) List [184û-19191 was the f
h
t popubt &ter
combine volkisch ideology with ocniltism and theosophyn (1985:33).

to

in but not unique to Hinduism, or that there is no evidence to suggest that Hitler's interest
in these provides a causal foundation for modem involvement in them, does not deter
Hunt in the least.

Since one point of engagement between Hunt's equating Ua Master Race of
Aryans" with "the early Hindus" (1983: 135)'" is Blavatsky's The Secret Docirine, it is
worth quoting Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke's appraisal of her major works. While The

Secret Ductrine was more directly influenced by Hindu thought, his assessrnent
demonstrates that her work as a whole had a much broader base.
Madame Blavatsky's first book, Isis Unveiled (1 8V), was less an outline
of her new religion than a rarnbling tirade against the rationalist and
materialist culture of modem Western civilization. Her use of traditional
esotenc sources to discredit present-day beliefs showed clearly how much
she hankered afler ancient religious truths in defiance of contemporary
agnosticism and modem science. In this enterprise she drew upon a range
of secondary sources treating of pagan mythology and mystery religions,
Gnosticism, the Hennetica, and the arcane lore of the Renaissance
scholars, the Rosicrucians and other secret fraternities. W.E.Coleman hes
show that her work comprises a sustained and frequent plagiarism of
about one hundred contemporary texts, chiefly relaîing to ancient and
exotic religions, demonology, Freemasonry, and the case for spiritualism
. . . Oniy d e r Madame Blavatsky and her foliowen moved to India in
1879 did theosophy receive a more systematic formulation. At the new
headquarters of the Theosophical Society in Madras she wrote Ine Secret
Doctrine (1888). This work betrayed her plagiarism again but now her
sources were mainly contemporary works on Hinduism and modem

'%te Aryans, of course, arc oniy by the most tenuous cxtension " d y Hindusn; i d e u & as
Warder points out, "Hinduismnis a misnomer, "aforeign word which means fiae more tban 'Indianism'"
(Warder 1980:22). He writcs that the "Aryan people enteral India about the thne of thC ~0118pgtof the
Indus civilisation (about 1 6 0 B.C.).In làct they were probably barbarian h a d e n who coaquacd ihc
Indus people and destmyed theù cities. These Aryans spoke an early form of M
t
,
d a d 'Vadic' aftcr
the eariiest extant Indian tex&(the Veda)which can at present be radn (W&r 1980:18). Hunt argues
that "-1
and reincarnation were used by the Aryans . . . to keq the Dravidian natives of India in l
k
by promising them that if tbey behaveû and built up good karma, then in some fiiturt fcincaniatontbcy
too couid be born as Brahmins, and tbe next step after that would be godhood" (Hunt 1980:175). Warder,
however, notes that among the "doctrines probably non-Aryan is that of reincarnation" (1980:25).

science. (Goodnck-Clarke 1985:1 8, 19)

Like the theorists on whose work he relies, Hunt seriously exaggerates the
infiuence on Hitler of such secret societies as the Thule and the Vril. "The Vril Society,"
he writes, "still in existence in India today with swastika-engraved temples and millions of
members, had nurnerous branches in pre-Nazi Gennany. Hitler belonged to the Vril
Society as did Alfred Rosenberg" (Hunt 1983:134). According to Hunt, the "Vril's leader
in Berlin was Karl Haushofer, a brilliant ex-general and university professor, who kept his

occult activities so secret that he fooled many a historian" (1 983 :135). Indeed, his "occult
activities"appear to have fooled virtually every historian, very few of whom even mention

Haushofer in their studies of the period. Hunt's rhetoric, though, proleptically disposes
with any challenges to the evidence he presents; if one does not agree with the role played

by Haushofer in the occult education of Hitler, like "many a historien" one has iimply been
"fooled." However, this also obscures both the spurious nature of his sources, as weU as
the fact that the "continuedexistence" of the Vd Society in India (or the Vril's wmection
with Hinduism at all) is a fantasy (Neufeldt 1998). If it has any comection to NaPsm at
dl, it is through the much-rnaligned Haushofer's reading of Ine Secret Docm*ne.There is
no link beyond this (cf. Goodrick-Clarke l985:218-23).

"Hiter'sAryan link with Hinduism was so strong," Hunt declares, "yet so few
people are willing to admit it, because Hinduism has becorne the prevailing world view in
the West. There were deep spintual bonds between Nazism and Hinduism that Hindu
religious leaders recognize and admire" (1983:151). To support thiq Hunt quotes "Swami

Hari Gin Uaharaj, an active member of the Congnss Party" fiom an article ôy European
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anticultist, Johannes Aagaard . According to Aagaard, the swarni told an assembleci crowd,
"'Sir, you have no nght to abuse Sri Hitler and the pandits of Germany!'" (Aagaard, in
Hunt 1983:15 1). If, however, Christian Identity's conflation of neo-faist symbology and
ideology with Christian theology and rhetonc in no way suggests that there is a causal link

between the gospel and neo-fascism, why should the alleged remarks of one Indian fascist
prove the link between Hinduism and Nazism? In fa*, it does not.
Hunt concludes, though, that "it was the Aryan God of Hinduism who willed
Hitler upon the world" (1 983: 152). This is arguably his most virulent example of false
witness.
12.3 LNumerous case histories prove": Apostate Tmtimony

"Nurnerous case histones prove the disastrous consequemes of Yoga, Eastern
meditation, spiritism, and other forms of occultism," Hunt h t e s (1983:236). And, that
some people, perhaps even great numbers of people, have negative experiences when they
become involved with religious groups can hardly be denied. Whether these negative

experiences are the result of unresolved personal issues brought to the group in hopes of
resolution and a resulting disillusionment when such resolution does not take pl-,

or

whether they are caused as a direct result of the structure, beliefs, and attitudes of the
group itself; the fact of religious abuse is beyond question (cf., for example, Campbell
1996; Enroth 1992). Indeed, the potential for religious abuse is beyond question for ewv

religious group. Behaviwr which wouid generate an anecdotal atrocity can hardly be
limited to this group or thal group; conversely, it is not ümited to ali groups but this group

or that.
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Also known as an aspect of apostate testimony, the function of the anecdotal
atrocity is to condemn a particular group through the mechanism of the eye-witness, to

invalidate the broader expenence of the many on the basis of the particular experience of
the few. While the odds are poor that every anecdotal atrocity tale is either fdse or
exaggerated, the recognition that an eye-witness, an ex-member, may have an agenda
beyond an honest account of his or her experience is very oflen lacking (cf. Bromley,

Shupe, and Ventimiglia 1983). If the religious group in question was unable to meet the
needs of a particular adherent, or if the group structure has breached in some way the
adherent's proximate threshold of instability, it is not inconceivable that upon

the

group the former member might retroject blame for those experiences ont0 the group.
And, when the purpose of the anecdote is to invalidate the group, the possibility that the
witness may not acairately recall events or the context in which events occurred, and so
retroject an inaccurate interpretation is rarely takm into consideration.

Finally, the use of anecdotal atrocities as a nihilatory mechanism ignores the fact
that, despite the testimony of former members-whether legitimately traumatised or
mmly disgruntled-there are very likeIy numerous curent membm whose account of
their participation in the group would be very positive. The intent of this section is not to
suggest that those giving their evidence are either exaggerating or falsifying their
experiences. Blanket dismissal of anecdotal atrocities is no more appropriate than blanket

acceptame (cf. Zablocki 1996). It must be born in min& however, that these accounts are
mecdota4 that is to say, they are presented through the multiple filters of acpaieace,
memory of expenence, interpretation of memory, and communication of interpreted
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memory and experience-in

short, they are the stuff of the subjective construction of

reality.
12.3.1 «Eastern Meditation"

June Knuner, Joan Harrison, and Craig Pruett. To the reader, these names
probably mean little; to the reader of Hunt's m e Cull Explosiosion t hey mean tittle more.
Though Hunt daims to have conducted personal interviews with each one, beyond the

anecdotes presented, there is no fùrther data supplied by which the reader might corne to

know them. The reader is not told (a) if these are their real names, 0)how long ago and
in what circumstances their experiences took place, and (c) under what conditions the

interviews with Hunt were conducted (e.g., how long afler exit Born the group in
question). Put differedy, there is no way for the reader to verify the evidence as it is
presented, yet this is the data used by Hunt to invalidate the worldview of the particular
group to which they did belong and to reinforce thereby the primary group of the "saved"

into which they have migrateci.
While anecdotal miracles are not nearly so common in Hunt's work as atrocities,
when they do appear it is always as a fùnction of the ex-member's navigation between
primary groups. Removed fiom the hostile environment of the "cult," they are secure now

within the boundaries of%e Christianity." "Those who escaped the dts," Hunt writes,
%ho were delivered fkom demon possession and the cleverest deception (though at one

tirne they were seemingly so hopelessly entangled) aflhave two things in cornmon: 1) they
entered into a persona1 relatbnship with 2) the Jesus of the Bible and history, who died
for their sins, was resurrected, and is comiag again'' (1 98O:Z5).
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"In spite of being raised in an evangelical family and church, June Kramer was also

caught up in the consciousness movement" (Hunt 1980:103). Surrounded by fnends who
were constantly questioning the value of her evangelical upbringing, even the experience
of "going forward at a Billy Graham Crusade" could not prevent June et the age of

nineteen fiom going "down an dl-too-familiar path (Hunt 1980:103). It is this "ail-toowith Hunt. '4was involved with
familiar path" which is detailed in Krarner's i n t e ~ e w

dnigs and alternative lifestyles-the whole hippie culture. Through LSD 1 experienced
what I thought were 'higher States of consciousness.' When 1 lemed that Eastern
meditation techniques could produce the sarne expenence without dnigs, 1decided to take

up Yoga" (Kramer, in Hunt 1980:103).

This paradigrnatic trajectory-countercultural involvement, hallucinogenic
experimentation, Eastern meditation-is

a conventional one in Christian antidt

apologetics. While these were common elements of youth experience in the 1960s and
1970%they serve a difFerent purpose in the context of an anecdotal atrocity. Through the
reduction of the experience to these root elements, an inexorable causai chah is
established. Two factors encourage this reductionism: (a) the need for concision hposed

by the brevity of the recorded intaview and the published account of that interview, and
(a) the subjectively constmcted framework into which the elements are expect to fit (Le.,

the purpose they are expected to serve in the context of universe-maintenance). The fiict is
that, for many, these circurnstances and experiences did coincide; it was the intersection of

countercultural lifestyles, dnigs, and Eastern religious practice which gave risc to much of

what has become known as the Beat Generation-especiaiiy the work of Jack Kerouac
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'" ~ a r Snyder
y
(b. 1WO), and Philip

( 1 922- 1969),"' Ailen Ginsberg ( 1926- 1997).
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Whelan (b. 1923)?" In the context of the anecdotal atrocity, however, the implication is
that this paradigrnatic trajectory is always and overwhelrningly negative.
From yoga, Kramer moved into Transcendental Meditation, then she '"tned a

Tibetan Buddhist meditation technique"' (Kramer, in Hunt 1980:103). Eventually, her
quest took her to an u ~ a m e dmonastery. Left there at the gates by her weeping parents,
her story fades into refiection. "Buddhism teaches that only through stillness can one find
an answer to the question, 'Who am I?' M e r seven years o f meditation, 1 was still seeking
an answer to that question" (Kramer, in Hunt 1980:104). Frorn Kramer's somewhat
conhsing testimony, codlating as it does traditional, modem, and perceived aspects of
both Buddhism and Hinduism, Hunt intejects a conventional fundamentalist
interpretation. "Eastern rnysticism told June who she was," he writes. "She was God and
just needed to realize it" (Hunt 1980:104). How Kramer eventually came in contact with
Yogananda is never made clear. But. according to Hunt, she "wanted very much to believe
Yogananda's teaching about 4Christ-consciousness,' because that seemed to be a link with
her earlier Christian beliefs, even though she recognized that Yogananda's Jesus was not
the Jesus Christ of the Bible" (1980:104). Despite the fact that her '"sister tned to share
with me about who Jesus Christ really was . . . and that He had corne to the earth to die
s57See, for example, Charters 1974:190-223; Cowan 1995; Gifford and Lee 1978; Ginsberg 1992;
Kerouac (19581 1986, 1997;Miles 199%:194-207; Nicosia [l983]1994:457-9; Tonkinson 1995.
558
See, for example, Gelek Rinpoche 1997: Ginsberg 1995; Miles 1989; Schumacher 19%;
Tonkuison 1995.
55g~ee.
for example, Halper 1991; Kerouac (19581 1986; Snyder 1969, 1980. 1983, 1990, 199 1,
1992, 1995, 1996; Tonkinson 1995.
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See, for e-uample,Tonkinson 1995; Whelan 1978, 1983, 1985.
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for my sins"' (Kramer, in Hunt 1980:104; ellipsis in original), she continued down the "alltoo-farniliar path." The reader is not told what ultimately happens with June Kramer,
although her phraseology suggeas a later conversion to Christianity. Hunt concludes her
story by noting that many "Transcendental Meditators eventualiy begin to reaüze that the

sense of being God and the whole universe is only an illusion generated by the altered
States of consciousness that TM produces, similar to the fiintasies one experiences on a

dmg îrip" (1980: 105).

June Kramer's story is typical of the anecdotal atrocity tale as it is employed by
Hunt; in fact, hers is quite benign by comparison with others. "A TM instnictor sent to a
South Arnerican country to inaugurate Transcendental Meditation," writes Hunt of a
difFerent incident, "began to see 'Satan' every time she looked at the picture of TM'S
founder, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. Attempting suicide, she was confineci to an insane

asylum, where Christ rescued her" (1998f165). Here, the reader is presented with an
horrific picture-demonic hallucinations, mental illness and collapse, attempted suicide

and institutionalisation. Whether this ail happened is not the issue. Whaher this aU
happened according to the manner in which Hunt has record4 it is not even the issue.
What is at issue is the question of whether Transcendental Meditation is the causal &or
in the cycle of breakdown. Unfartunateiy, the reader is given no information on which to
assess that question. While the answer is certainiy irnplied by Hunt, even he does not state

it d i l y . No information is given about the woman's lifê circumstances, previous m

d

health, or other factors related to her tirne in South America but unrelated to her work as

a TM instnictor. The brevity and rhetoricai flow of the anecdote hu bounded the

discussion such that the interpretation that TM was responsible for everything the woman
suffered is the only interpretation available. This is the propagandistic value of the
anecdote.
Craig Pniett (Hunt altematively spells it "huit") testifies to s i d u fkightening
experiences as a TM instructor. According to his interview, which Hunt refers to as a
"composite of several personal interviews" (1980:262 n. 13), Pruett '"was deeply involved
in TM for several years before I began to realize that 1 had joined a Hindu cult"' (Pruetî,

in Hunt 198O:3O). In full, Pmett 's testimony in n e Cult ErpIosion continues:
'By that tirne, however, 1was too comrnitted to Maharishi's plan to
spiritually regenerate the world to back out. We al1 had a euphorie sense of
mission-Utopia was just around the corner.
Several hundred of us fiom around the world studied for a month with
Maharishi in Europe to become teachers of TM. We meditated eight or ten
times a day. It was called "rounding"-and the effect it had was at tirnes
very fiightening.
Some would see grotesque spirit beings sitting next to them when they
meditated. Some were attacked by the spirits. It was ail very reai, not
imaginary. Others would find themselves suddeniy overcome with bliid
rage, even with the urge to commit murder. One girl was locked in a room
because her behavior had becorne uncontrollable. The leaders ignored
rather than cared for such people. Maharishi explaineci that bad karma was
being worked out nom past lives-a necessary part of our joumey into
"higher consciousness."
1 finally achieved Unity Consciousness, which made me the envy of
others. However, the initial euphoric feeling that I had "aniveci"at one of
the ultimate aates soon gave way to panic. 1had lost the abüity to decide
what was "real" and what wasn't. 1 seemeû to be the whole universe. There
were no categories, no difference between myselfand a tree or the sky or
another person. 1felt that 1was losing my mind. Maharishi told me to stop
meditating. Gradually 1 retumed to a semblance of nom18fity-but 1
sufferedfiom m u e n t lapses into Unity Consciousness, much like a
flashback fiom LSD.
After corning back to the United States, 1worked at Maharishi's
International University. My roommate there committed suicide, and 1was
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cornmitted to a mental institution.' (Pruett,in Hunt 1980:30-1)"'
Note that, as in the previous case, the suicide and institutional cornmitment are the
irnplied result of involvement in TM; no previous history is given which might finish
alternative reasons for these circumstances. As well, with a few interesthg exceptions,
each of which speaks to the durability and se~ceabilityof the anecdote, most of this

particular passage is repeated virtually verbatim eighteen years later in O c d Invasion. In
that book, however, Pruett's i n t e ~ e wis conflated with that of "Joan" (Hunt 1998f2823). While both are identüied by first and last narnes in The Cult @losion (i.e.,Craig

Pruett and Joan Harrison), in Occult Invasion, they are simple "former TM hstnictors,
Joan and Craig" (1 998f 282). Like Pruett 's, Harrison's testimony is taken ahost verbatim

fiom 7he Cult Explosion, aithough the placement of ellipses in the Merent versions of

both stones renders Hunt's use of them somewhat suspect.
In the 1998 version of Pmett's testimony, Hunt adds two sets of ellipses to the
first paragraph. They eliminate the words to Mahanshi ' s p l .to qpirihruiiy regenerate the

world, and the final sentence, We had a euphorie seme ofmissian-Wiopia wasjust

wmnd the corner (Hunt 1998f283). How h e t t might reconciie the notion that he had
realised he was in a "Hindu cult" with the idea that he had a "senseof mission" and the
feeling that "Utopia was just around the cornef' is never made clear in the later version. In
the onguial, though, the 1980 version, it could eady be interpreted that h e t t saw

himseifas part of a grand scheme to bring about a better world, a sincere wish to redise

"'on the fùnâamentais of Transcendental Meditation, and the atpaieoa of UUnity
Conscio~~nt~~,"
see Mahesh Yogi 1%3; W'ifbcr [1979] 1985.
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Utopia which had been fbelled by the naive idealism of youth and the exotic promise in a

new, innovative spintuality. Given the desire for a better world which inforrned so many
aspects of the 1960s counterculture, such an interpretation is hardly inwnceivable.

Eighteen years later, however, with these words removed, it reads only as though Pniett
was part of something over which he had

no control, something sinister fiom which he

could not escape.

In 2980, when Hunt recorded his interview with Joan Harrison,he wrote: "'As a
teacher of TM 1 was told . . . to lie. We were taught that the state of consciousness of the
general public was so low that to tell them the truth about TM would only confuse them.
We were told to tell them that the mantra we gave them was a rneaningless sound, the
repetition of which would help them relax-whereas it was really the namt of a f i d u
deity with tremendous occult powers behind it" (Harrison,in Hunî 1980:11). Once again,
it is the lacuna which is of interest. In the 1980 version, there is no indication of what the

eliipsis conceals. By 1998, though, while there is still no indication, the ellipsis has both

shifted position and obscureci a graiter portion of the original passage. This later version
reads: "'As a teacher of TM I was told to lie . . . to tell them [initiates] that the mantra we
gave them was a meaningless sound"' (Harrison, in Hunt 1998f283). Whatever was
hidden in the 1980 dlipsis was removed completely in 1998. And the connotation of
deliberate deceit on the part of TM instructors is considerably more definite in the later
version of the interview.
There is a final question raiseci about the long-term seniceabiiity of anecdote such

as these, a question which addresses the reaüty of the danger they are rneant to express
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rather than the authenticity of the expenences they purport to relate. Hunt regdarly uses
antipathetic words and phrases such as "psychotic delusion" and "heavy occultism" to
describe TM (1 998fZ8Z). He writes that "former TM instructor, RD. Scott, tells of
numerous 'spirit manifestations' arnong meditators" (1998f225). In 1980,according to

Hunt, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi had established his headquarters in Switzerland, f3om which
he "directs his program to take over the world-and

he intends to do it!" (Hunt 1980:11).

With an organisation so allegedly dangerous as this what led Hunt to repeat almost
verbatirn anecdotal atrocities from nearly two decades before and supplement thern with
only two others-R.D. Scott and Bob Kropinski-both

of which are wnsiderably less

detailed than those of Pruett and Harrison (cf.Hunt 1998f81;224-5)and one of which
(Scott) is also found in The Cuit Expiossion?

As well. "[former] TMers have filed lawsuits asking millions of dollars in damages

because of the trauma they suffered in TM," he writes (Hunt 1998f225). That these

lawsuits may have been filed is, once again, not the issue; Western society in the late
twentieth century is arguably the most litigious in history. But why not inciude more of
these cases as anecdotal testimony rather than simply a vague reference to their existence?

Spurious lawsuits are nothing new. How many were successfu2 on what grounds were
they successnil, and what marner of award was rendaed? These are data which might
lend credence to Hunt's case. What continues at issue here, though, is the central
component of apostate testhony: the repeated use of a very small, carefùiîy bounded
anecdotal data pool intended (a) to nihilate a worldview which transgresses one's
proximate threshold of instability, and (5) to reinforce the essentid validity of one's own

worldview.
12.4 UChariots o f the Demons": Antipathetic Laaguage

"Beachheads of Occult Invasion" (1998f225); "Two Generations of Sorcerers"
( 1998f:177); "Undennining of Biblical Authority" (1 987a: 138); "The Cultic Duty to KilF

(1980:92); "The Paganization of Christianity" (1994h:46); and "Science Over the Cliff'
(1983 : 182).

Ail these are titles given to specific sections in various of Hunt's works. AU

demonstrate the power of antipathetic language in the s e ~ c of
e ideology. Since the
purpose of propaganda is to manipulate information in order to motivate target audience
behaviour, the tenor of the language used to h

e an issue becomes very important. The

specifk words in which a particular problem of practical life is couched influence the
perception of that problem by the target audience. Here, among others, metaphor is one of

the tools of choice. Calling one' s mother-in-law a "battle-axe,"for example, identifies

one's feelings far more quickly and precisely than would a tedious factuel account of the

manner in which the woman has made one's life hell. Similar principles obtain in antidt
apologetics. Alamiist rhetoric, disease and invasion mdaphors, language which always
casts the subject in the worst possible light-each

has its place in the manipulation of

perception that underpins propaganda. Whiie Dave Hunt's anticult apologetic is rarely if
ever fiee fiom antipathy, this section will examine several spedic examples of bis
aggressive rhetoric.

For example, relating the story of Jan Northcross, a former member of Christian
Science, Hunt declares that there "are many others like Jan in every cult who would
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respond to the gospel of Jesus Christ" (Hunt 1980:140). Therefore, he continues, "We
must express it to them with understanding, patience, kindness, and love" (Hunt
1980: 140). On the following page, however, he remarks that a "tendency to immorality is

built into cultism" (Hunt 1980:141). While he may believe both of the preceding
sentiments, al1 of Hunt's language locates the core concepts of his work-i.e.,

cult~,the

occult, Eastern religious traditions, Roman Catholicism, and secular aspects of society
which he considers a threat to the "Biblical wor1dview"-in

an ineluctably negative

rhetoricd fiamework.
Through seemingly endless repetition, the reader is presented with no association
for these concepts other than the most blatantly derogatory. This continuai association
serves the dual purpose of satanisation and Nhilation. That is, it (a)estabiishes on the basis
of negative association a proleptic response pattern should the target audience be
confionted with these core concepts in practical life, and fi) thereby contributes to the
ongoing invalidation of the offending worldview, institution, organisation, or individual.
Put differently, if Hunt functions as a significant other in the construction and maintenance

of the subjective construction of reality to which the reader adheres, then Hunt's ongoing
rhetorical definition of these core concepts wiîi impact the definition employed by the
adherent, regardless of the situation in which that core concept is encountered. This is the
principle of pre-theoretical reinforcement at its most elernentary level.
12.4.1 UCult"as Antipathetic Geoedisation

Perhaps the most basic concept in Hunt's work is the d,
as notad a notoriously
dE~cuItword to d&e adequately and usefùily. As for most mticult apologistq though,
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the definition, if not entirely adequate, is simple. "Strange as it may seem," writes Hunt,
"most cults are basically the same. Even apparent differences are only skin deep"

( 1980:19). That there is genuine cause for alarm in this is evident

as well. "Each cult is

headed by a self-proclaimed 'prophet' or 'prophetess,' who generally c l a h to have new
and unique revelations. Hundreds and probably thousands OF today's new wave of
prophets literally profess to be God incarnate, and most wield absolute authonty over cult
members" (Hunt 1980:19). While everything Hunt says here may be true for specific

groups and particular individuais, his rhetoric generaiises these charges and thereby
infonns the specific definition of nrll used by the target audience. It once again employs a
correlate as an anribute. In his conclusion to The Cuit Exphsion, Hunt reinforces that "in
spite of apparently wide differences among the many cults, beneath the surface they al1 rest
on a cornmon foundation: the four lies Satan used to trick Eve . . . Satan is the author of

every cult and false religion, and his imprint is clearly seen on them dl" (1980:239).
Similarly, "[every] school of psychology and sociology represents a subcult of
secular humanism. Cornmunism has its Lenin cult and its Mao cult. Al1 cults, secular and
religious, no matter what their other differences, are allied together in one vast, longstanding assault on the integrity of the Bible and reality of the God and Christ of the
Bible" (Hunt 1980:239). III other words, any expression or interpretation of realitywhether religious or secular-which

transgresses the cognitive boundaries according to

which Hunt's subjective reality is constructed is defined as a cult and anathematised. For

the target audience, the rhetoric once again forces a choice: credence the views expressed
by the "cults" and in so doing reject the totality of one's Christian worldview, or retain
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one's Christianity and nihilate the offending worldview according to the pattern offered by

Dave Hunt.
12.4.2 The bbInvasion"of Chunh and Society

Lest the reader think that the Christian Church has been spared, though, Hunt
shatters that illusion. "Rampant homosexuality, pomography, abortion, and other foms of
gros imrnorality are becoming the nom for the church as well as the world. Fornication

and divorce are ninning at aimost the same rate arnong evangelicals as they are in secdar
society. The lifestyle of students in most Christian colleges and universities ciiffers linle
fiom their humanistic counterparts" (Hunt l99Oa:52). The relative validity of the charges
Hunt makes is less important than the potential impact his languagt-both vocabulary and
syntactic juxtaposition-has

on the perception of reality to which the target audience

adheres. The rate of marital infïdelity and breakdown among evangelicals m q be similtu
to that of non-evangelicais (i.e., "seailar society"), but the notion that homosexuality is
"rampant" in the church, or that pomography cornmands equal shelf space with bibîical
commentaries has hardiy been demonstrated.
Contiming, though, Hunt notes that the "occuit invasion of evangelical churches is

one of the moa shocking facts of our day" (1998f102; cf. Hunt and McMahon 1985).
Having said this, he locates the blame for it in what he considers an appropriate place.

"The occuit invasion of Western society is a direct consequeme of the 'scientific' erosion
of belief in the transcendent nature of God" (Hunt 1998f 104). Nor is sciaice done

responsible. In a passage notable less for its vitriol than for its obscurity, Hunt rem8fks
that, even though the "blessings" brought by Western science "would never have resulted

From Hinduisrn's pantheistic philosophy or Eastern mysticism" (Hunt 1998f 132),"
"Hindu or Buddhist occultism [has] penetrated every area of Western society, from

psychology and rnedicine to education and business" (Hunt 1998f:172). While few would
question the essential correctness of Hunt's observation that Buddhist irnageiy at least has

become a part of popular culture in the West, questions could certainly be raised about the
unrelentingly negative light in which he casts these developments. He continues:
"Numerous yogis and gurus, such as Vivekananda, Yogananda, Maharaj Ji, Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, Baba Muktananda, and others quickiy realized that dmgs had opened the
Westem mind to their message, and they invaded out shores" (Hunt 1998f:172).
"Hinduism and Buddhism infiltrate Our society, while Christianity is banned as a religioq"
he concludes (Hunt l998f2 19).
12.4.3 Sensitised Response

Antipathetic language sensitises the target audience to a particular motional
response. There is never any arnbiguity about the stance that is expected of them in
response to breaches of their proximate thresholds. And, according to Hunt, these
breaches can corne from anywhere.
For example, while he is not the only one, he takes partidar issue with a church
coderence held in Minneapolis in late 1993. Cded 'Xe-Imagining God," the topic was
the exploration of alternative imagery for God,imagery which rnoved beyond what was
s2~lsewhenin this ssme book, while he does not deîaii how or why such shouid k the car+ nor
dots he reconcile it with bis earlicr condemnation of science and the scientific method, Hunt rernarlts:
"And it is that bïbiical influence to which much of the credit for the Wcst's scientific, technological, and
economic advancement must be given. The resultant prosperity
in marked conbrast to the abject
poverty of the Third World, where paganism has reigned, and Cornmunisi COUIlfrics, whcrt matcrialistic
atheism bas been the religionn (1998fAQ8).
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felt to be the restriction of the traditionally masculine. One of the keynote speakers was
South Korean theologian, Chung Kyun Kyung, who spoke to the gathering about the
different names by which the ferninine side of God- Goddes4-has been known in
various time and places. Hunt does not quote Chung directly, but relies on quotes takcn

fiom two conservative Christian broadsheets.
"Instead of being excommunicated fiom her church," he rages, "and shunned by
the Christian community for her blatant blaspherny, Chung is highly honored" (Hunt

1998f 197). Pnor to the "Re-Imagining" event, Chung had addressed a meeting of the
World Council of Churches in Canberra, Australia. "One trembles to repeat her angry,
hatefùl words against the God of the Bible," Hunt declares, "and h a wicked perversion of

Christianity and the Holy Spirit" (1998f 198). Tracing the f d e Spirit of God through
the Biblical story of Hagar (cf Genesis 16: 1- 15 , 2 1 :1-2 1), Chung had led the assembly in

a ntual denouncing the abuse of the marginalised, the victims of genocide and other forms
of violence, throughout history. However little or much one might credence Chung as a
theologian, Hunt's antipathetic rhaoric vimidly ensures that neither she nor her

colleagues will be given fàir hearing by those who adhere to a worldview for which Hunt
serves as a reinforcing significant other.

Lest it be pointed out that Hunt has a penchant for seehg demons under e v q
rock and bush, he takes care to assure his target audience othefwise. "Although we are

%a letter to The &rem C d , "AB" h m Ohio writes: "1 have countlessly uscd y m
newsietter to infann fiiends, ~ ~ ~ w o t k éand
r s ,acquaintancesof the religious deceptions at work in our
mi& 1apprcciate the dircct quotes you use of religious leaders and your objective format. Never bave 1
read you 'mudsiinging' at the opponent" (Hunt 199ûd:6).
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waming of the occult (demonic power) behind much that is in the holistic movement," he

writes, "it is not al1 occultisrn. There are also many frauds who rely upon deceit whiie
pretending to have some mysterious power" (Hunt 1998E286).He then relates the story
of an allegedly fiaudulent Kwakiutl shaman. Finally, though, lest h i s audience nowforget
how near dernonic influence really is, he concludes: "This is not to say that al1 shamans are

frauds. Some are indeed the servants of Satan, and demons work through them in

astonishing ways to keep the? devotees in bondage to their false religion" (Hunt
1998f286). The choice for his readership is clear: if shamanism is not demonic, it is
fiaudulent; if it is genuine, then it is part of a Satanic plot to enslave those who participate.
12.4.4 The Roman Catholic Church

Sorne of his harshest langage Hunt reserves for the Roman Catholic Church,
devoting the better part of two books (1 990b. 1994h)to his anti-Catholic cause. In A
Woman Rides the Be&, he chronicles the darkest version of Roman Cathoiic history

possible, laying responsibility squarely at Rome's door for, among other things, the rise of
Nazism in Gemluiy and the implernentation of the "final solution" (cf.Hunt 1994h:26593; on the Church in Nazi Germany, cf. Bergen 1996; Conway 1968; Forstman 1992;

Passelecq and Suchecky 1997) and the Ustashi (Croat) massacres of Yugoslavian Serbs in

the early 1940s (Hunt 1994h:297-307).For Hunt the syiîogism is simple: Because there
were Catholics Uivolved in these atrocities, t h d o r e the R o m Catholic Church as an

institution supponad and encouraged their actions. Indeeû, as he does with so much of his

work, whaher describing cults or social trends, Hunt seeks an easy,monocausal

explanation for these atrocitie~.'~
While he does not reconcile how the causal relationship

between Hinduism and the rise of Nazism integrates with the Roman Catholic Church and
the nse of Naism, in these particular books he locates his monocause in the latter.
Today, he writes, one "finds every shade of New Age, occult, and mystical beiief
inside the Roman Catholic Church itself" (Hunt 1994h:480). And, according to his
definition of these core concepts, again he is correct. Since, in Hunt's construction of
reality, the New Age is the occult, which is mysticism, to find evidence of any one is to

prove the pandemic existence of them dl. Guilt by association is leveiied as a result of the
Pope's fnendship with the Dalai Lama who "proposes to bring global peace through a
heavily demonic Yoga visualkation technique" (Hunt l990b:268)."~Refemng to the
Dalai Lama's presentation of the kalachaka ceremony, Hunt writes that this "forerunnet
of the Antichrist continues to be feted by the Roman Catholic Church, which previously
gave Hitler its blessing" ( 1WOb:268).

While he is certainly not alone in this interpretation, for Hunt there is no doubt that
the Roman Catholic Church is the "Great Whore of Babylon" allegediy prophesied in the
Revelation to St. John-the "woman who rides the beest." The biblicai passage reads:
So he carried me away in the spirit into the wildemess: and 1 saw a woman
sit upon a scarlet-coloured beast, fùli of names of blasphemy, having seven
heads and ten hom. And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet
colour, and decked with gold and precious Stones and pearls, having a
golden cup in her hand full of abominations and fïithiness of her

%s
is similar to the kind of argument made by Oddhagen in his muchdEbated book, Hitler's
CVilling fiecutioners (19%). On Goldhagen and the controversy his work gewrated, sec Finttclstein and
Birn 1998, Stem 19%.
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On Deity Yoga and the Kalachakra œremony, cf,for exampie, Dalai Lama, T m g - k a s and

Hopkins 1977.

fornication: And upon her head was a narne written, MYSTERY, BABYLON
THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.
And 1 saw the woman dninken with the blood of the saints, and with the
blood of the martyrs of Jesus: and when 1 saw her, 1 wondered with great
admiration. (Revelation 17:3-6KIV)
At one point, Hunt reflects on a visit he made to St. Peter's Basilica in Rome and hhions

a comection between the basilica and the biblical text above. "Gazing around me in
s t u ~ e dawe at the incomparable wealth that was beyond calculation, 1 understood
something of what the apoale John expressed when he was given a vision of the power

and wealth of this church: 'When 1 saw her, 1wondered with great admiration'
(Revelation 17:6)" (1990b:114). There is also no doubt for Hunt why it is a wonrm who

rides the beast.
Worldwide, today's women are asserting themselves as never before in
histoiy. Contrary to popular opinion, 'women instigate more domestic
violence [and] hit men more frequently and more sewrely [than men hit
them]' and violence is far more m u e n t in lesbian relationships than
between husband and wife. Women are taking over what were once men's
jobs, and there is a growing acceptance ofwomen at the highest levels of
leadership in business, government, and religion. Only God could have
given John, 1900 yean ago, a vision that so fits our day-a womun in
control.
From current trends, it seems inevitable that a woman must ride the
beast. (Hunt 1994h:456;glosses in original)
There are two points of particular interest here. First, while conclusions of this nature
surface fiom tirne to time, Hunt's citation of domestic violence statistics is fiom USA

T

'(29 June 1994; Hunt 1994h541 11-20)
rather than a rmgnised research source.

Second, one is led to wonder about his thinîy-veiled rnisogynism given that his chief
candidate for the Whore of Babylon is a church which has yet to ordain its fhst woman

12.5 "The Ianguage of academia": Questionable Scholanhip

Dave Hunt, while not an acadernic by training, does claim a certain level of
expertise in the field of anticult apologetics. He is aiways extremely carefil to give the
appearance that his books are well researched and conform to accepteci scholarly

protocols. He appeals to what he considers unassailable evidence and irrefùtabie logic in
the articulation of his arguments. He provides copious reference citations. in his

introduction to Peace, Prosperity, md the Coming HoImaus~,for exarnple, he informs bis
readers that he "will wefully consider the future of planet Earth fiom every angle:
scientific, occult, political, rnilitary, Biblical (Hunt 1983:7). He wams them, though, that
"[you] rnay find these conclusions hard to believe in spite of the evidence that will be
given" (Hunt 1983:7). The possibiiity that his readers may find his conclusions increduious

precisely because of the evidence he presents is not considered. û f A Womun Rides the
Beasi he writes: "The purpose of this book is to present vital, factual information which

throws essential light upon the whole question of CatholicProtestant relationships. The
vast majority of both Catholics and Protestants are ignorant of the pertinent facts. It is our

hope and prayer that the foilowing pages will help chri@the issues and dispel the
confwion" (Hunt 1994h:10-1). And, "[it] is the author's conviction," he writes in the
introduction to Occult Invusion, "based upon more than 50 years of observation and

nsearch, that we are in the midst of an accelerating occult seduction of both the secular
world and the church. In the folîowing pages we shall present the evidence and arguments
on both sides so that the reader rnay corne to his own conclusions regardhg the truth

behind today's exploding interest in spûituality" (Hunt lW8f 16).

Fine sentiments and wonhy aspirations. Unfortunately, upon examination, this
facade of fair-mindedness and scholarly acumen is revealed as precisely that-a

facade.

For example, Hunt descnbes The Seducrion of Christianity and Beyond Seduction t hus:

One of my major intentions in writing me Seducfion of Christianity was to
document in a thorough and unassailable marner the evidence that this
merger [i. e., "the shamanization of Christianity," "the merger of pseudoChristianity with shamanism"] was already in process through the growing
acceptance, promotion, and practice of the basic shamanic techniques
described by anthropologists: visualization, psychotherapy, hypnotherapy,
Positive Thinking, and Positive Confession. (Hunt 1987a:3)
He provides an endnote citation for this daim to anthropologist Michael Hamer's The

W q of the Sharnon, "p. 136, etc." (Hunt l987a:267 n.6). His reference is, however,
misdirective. In fact, Harner is not referring to Christianity at ail; he is writing of the
"burgeoning field of holistic medicine" (Harner 1990:136).He neither capitalises "Positive
Thinking" nor mentions "Positive Confession." The Srduetion of Chrisfianity generated
the most criticisrn of any of Hunt's books, much of it because of misdirection of this
nature. To that cnticism, he responds: "Cntics have repeatedly voiced the charge that
Se&cfion's quotes have been largely 'taken out of context.' Yet exarnples are seldom
offered. The nearly 450 footnotes in Serhrctiort were included so that each reader, if he so
desired, could check the context for himself, and the nearly 600 notes in the following
pages are given for the same reason" (Hunt 1987a:3).
12.5.1 The Apparatus of Scholarship

Hunt does indeed avail himself of the apparatus of scholarship. Like nie Serhrction

ojChristianip and Beyond Seduclion, most of his books include masses of endnotes (A
Wontan Rides the Bemt has over seven hundred, Occuit Invasion nearly fifieen hundred);
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some contain appendices for a more detailed discussion of particularly contentious topics.
Thal he uses scholarly apparatus is not the issue; the issue is h m he rnakes use of it. What

are his sources and are they reliable? Are they, in fact, quoted accurately and firly? In

"The Key to Academic Adventure: Read Footnotes," a section of a fonhcoming book
which will be provided to students as an introduction to the shidy of religion, Hexham
writes: "Unfominately, even many educated people think that if a book supplies footnotes
it rnust be trustwort hy. Similarly, many uneducated folk oflen think that if something is in
print it mua be tme. But, this is not the case. It is important for students to realize that

footnotes can mislead as well as inform because of the way they add an element of
authority to the text" (Hexharn 1977). Therefore, Hexham advises, students "ought to pay
particular attention to references because they tell more about an author than almost
anything else does" (Hexham 1977). In terms of his appeal to authonty on the basis of

scholarly apparatus, this is certainly true of Hunt. While it should be pointed out that Hunt
is hardly the wora for this among fundamentalist anticult apologists-that dubious honour
goes, among others, to Ron Rhodes-his misuse of endnotes, midirective citations, and
misrepresentation of quoted rnaterial is fiequent and often deplorable.

Often, Hunt wiîi use what might be called a tautological endnote, one which
provides no more information than the passage in the text for which it is the derence.
The impression, though, for those who do not check the endnote, is that an authonty of
some kind is being cited. For example, in Global Peace and the Rise of Antichriis, Hunt

notes that "One writer points out . . . ,"and then proceeds to double-indent a quoted

passage which deplores the fàct that Roman Catholicism has not been listed in what the
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"writer" considen prominent books on cults (cf Hunt 1990b:137). The endnote, however,

lists neither the "writer's" name nor the work fiom which Hunt is quoting. Instead, it
reads: "The current deafening silence concerning criticism of the Catholic Church may

have less to do with one's courage than with the practical concem that to oppose Rome
severely limits one's audience" (Hunt lWOb:3 12 n.3). In similar manner, Hunt introduces

his quotation fiom the Haven's Gate website thus: "In their position paper on suicide
published on their website . . ." (1998E64); he then quotes the passage referred to above.

When one checks the endnote, however, one finds that not only is it incorrectly cited and
no URL is provided, but the endnote merely repeats the information given in the text:
"From the statement 'Our Position Against Suicide' posted on the cult's website" (Hunt
1998f604 n.25).
Further on, he quotes an extensive passage from Brad Green-most

of which is

simply copied fiom The Cult Eicpfosion--and provides an appropriate reference (cf.Hunt
1998f:178). When that reference is checked, one finds merely: "From a tape recording of

an interview" (Hunt 3998C610 n. 15). While this may be tme, there is no way for the
reader to check either Green's testimony or the use Hunt has made of it. Green's is

primary apostate testimony on which Hunt bases much of argument; yet, it remains punly
andotal; there is no way to venfy or to falsiG it. This is a particularly cornmon tactic of
Hunt's-the

named source with an unrecoverable reference, or sirnply an mamed source.

In one chapter fkom The Cult Explosion, more thar~one-third of the rderenas are
to sources of this nature (cf. Hunt 1980:199-2 18,268-9). In Bepnd Sehctio, Hunt
remarks that "[typical] is the foiiowing excerpt of a letter recentiy teceiveci . . ." (Hunt
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1987a57). A letter of testimony from someone who has leA the "Word of Faith"

movement, the quoted letter reads, in part, "whenever I see one of my old fkiends frorn

that church, 1 don? hesitate to tell them that their religion is a P e n t e c o d i d fonn of
Christian Science, which is the American counterpart to Brahmanism [HUiduism]" (Hunt
1987a58; gloss in original), The author of the letter is not identified in the text, and the
endnote reads, simply: "Letter on file" (Hunt L987a:27O n.72). A similar letter, reprinted
in A Womm Rides the Beast and fiom an "ex-Catholic, cut offfiom his faMly (who won't
even discuss the issues" (Hunt 1994h:354), has a similar citation: "Letter on file" (Hunt
1994h536 n. 12).
Occasionally, Hunt's endnotes are missing entirely, as in his quotation of an
American Press report that the U.S. Supreme Court had rejected the attempts of a
citizens' advocacy group to force "the National Security Agency to disclose what it knows
about unidentified flying objects" (Hunt L983:S). Since Hunt believes, as do many others,
that the U.S.government knows significantly more about UFOs and ETls than it is w i b g
to admit, these reports are important to his case. He introduces this as "a ment Supreme
Court ruling that was only briefly reported on the back pages of a relatively few

newspapers" (Hunt 1983:55). He then double-indents the quoted passage with an
appropriate AP byline, yet there is no reference citation given at dl. There is no way for a

reaâer to check the context of the passage; Hunt's word must be taken that he has
recorded the report fairly and accurately. Hunt's word must be taken that the report has
not been entirely fabricated. Were this the ody anomalous entry Hunt makes it would be
easy to attribute it to careless editing on bis part or that of his editor. However, such

anomalies occur often enough to suggest deliberate dissimulation.

In A Woman Rides the Be*

in a manner similar to the example above ("the

deafening silence conceming criticism of the Catholic Church"; see p.572 above) and with

a tone of barely concealed outrage, Hunt writes:
There is an all-out effort by Catholic apologists to refute the mors and
inadequacies in evangelicalism. Thomas Howard's book desdbing his
joumey to Rome was titled Ewmgelical Is Not Enough.Tapes and books
of this type are ofiered fkely by Christian distributors and are cmied
without objection in most Christian bookstores. Yet many of these same
distributors and bookstores which handle Catholic materid refiise to stock
books or tapes that are in any way critical of Catholicism, even though they
present the tnith. (Hunt 1994h:416)
One cannot but help be rerninded of Constance Cumbey's cornplaint that her books w m
kept beneath the bookstore counters, available only by request and then only in a sealed,
plain brown bag (see above' p.348)." Aside nom Hunt's reference to Thomas Howard, a
prominent evangelical scholar of literature who converted to Roman Catholicism in the
early 19804 none of the other materials which comprise Rome's "dl-out ef5ort" to refute
evangelicalism are identified. His endnote for the passage reads: "We could give a long List

of stores and distributors but will refiain from narning them in the hope that t h 9 may
change their policies" (Hunt l994h:539 n. 12).
12.5.2 Masses of Data

Another device upon which Hunt relies quite regularly is the unsubstantiated

%a letter to Tk &rem Ca#,"RV" from New Mexico writa: "Your minisiy is as actdcd
and appreciated as ever. The Christian bookstores in out area will not stock Dave's books. Tbey will stock
the vilest ‘Christian' music anihûle . .. But only once have 1sœn a Dave Hunt bodr in my tom's
C h r b W bookstore, The Seducrion of Chridimity. That was when the book was fmt releasecî, when ad
much was known about it. The store ownersquickly yanked it offthe sbches whcn thcy mihiwbat it
was about" (Hunt 199ûd:6).

declaration that there are masses of data to support a particular line of argument, but
space limitations prevent him fkom doing so. Refemng back to the conspiracy to conceal
information about UFOs,for example, he asserts, "Something real is out there, but it
seems to be more spiritual than physical. There is sufficient evidence, which we cannot
cover here, to indicate that UFOs are just part of a larger conspiracy" (Hunt 1 9 8 3 5 5 4 ) .
O

His only citation to this is one book by Jacques Vallee, a prominent French ufologist who
is a proponent of the multiverse [interdimensional] theory of extraterrestrial intelligence
(cf Vallee 1969, 1975, 1988, 1990, 1991). "There is considerable scient& evidence." he
writes similarly in The CulfExplosion, "indicating that spirit beings provide the intelligent
direction behind psychic phenomena. It would be diverging too much to include that

evidence here" (Hunt 1980:15). Despite the fact that he holds science responaible for

much of the apostasy he perceives in society, he is not above utilising the modem regard
for science and the scientific method when it suits his purposes. He cites none of this

"considerable scientific evidence" in his text, yet the arnbiguity in his remark supports the
colloquial respect accorded the scientific method.

Of a similar nature are these passages fiom 7he Cttlt &plosion:
According to the Bible, idols are a front for demons,who work through
them. The sarne thing seems to be mie of UFOs, which are clearly not
physical and seem to be demonic manifestations from another bension
calculateci to alter man's way of thinking. It is beyond the scope of this
book fo present the a b u h t aidencefor f h t aswrtton. (Hunt 1980:122;
emphasis added)

Much evi&nce ihat we don 't have -ce to present indicates that sod e d out-of-body experiences take place entirely in the mind. The sou1 or
spirit has not actually left the body, but a spirit entity has gaineci conîrol of
the brain during the aitered state of consciousness produced by LSD, TM,

yoga, etc. and is manipulating the neurons to produce an experience of
astral travel or whatever will further its deceptive purposes best. (Hunt
1980:150; emphasis added)
Free sex and sex perversion nearly always surface, sooner or later, in any
extended involvement with the occult. Dernons are intrinsically evil and
cannot hide this fact for long in any contact they have with humans. A book
couid befilled with dommented cases of semai attacks by alleged
discarnates and 'Space Brothers' upon those who, no matter how sincere,
open themselves to what they think is communication with the 'afierlife' or
higher intelligences. (Hunt 1980:172; emphasis added)
12.5.3 Suspect Sources

Very often, even the source Hunt uses is suspect. He has. for exarnple, quoted as
references for his arguments the Nationd Invirer (cf. 198O:26 1 n. 5, 262 n.3, 267 n.3);
US. Newsanci Wudd Report (cf 1983:280 n.37); and Reader'sDigest (1983:275 nn.2,

21). The Los Angeles Times is a staple, one which on occasion provides him as well with a

deceptive database. In "A Colossal Trap?'(Hunt 1983 :30-7), refemng to Comrnunist
repression of grassroots peace organisations, Hunt asks his readers to "[consider] the
following examples from a 60-day penod in the spnng of 1982" (1983:32). He then lists
four separate incidents, each distinguished by date, place, and officiai response. This list is
followed by a description of a peace demonstration in New York's Central Park allegedly
taken from the Soviet TASS news agency. Although each event is endnoted, al1 the
endnotes are to one issue of the Los Angeles %es,

an edition for which Hunt give no

page numbers. As with Ron Rhodes, the impression created in the text is that he has done
considerably more research than he has, that his sources are considerably broader than
they are, and that his argument should, therefore, be granted more authority.
Often, as irnmediately above, Hunt is prone to citing secondary sources as though
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they were primary. In the text, the original source is given, but a review of the citation
reveals that the reference is to a secondary, sometimes a tertiary work. Again, the text
gives the impression than Hunt is far more widely read than his endnotes indicate, and
places the reader in the awkward position of having to rely on the accuracy and
authenticity of the quoted material. As demonstrated above with his manipulative
treatment of Bob and Gretchen Passantho, faith in Hunt's reliability is not always weU
placed.
In Peace, Pro~penty,d the Coming Hofucaus~,
he quotes, for example, fiorn the
diaries of the Nazi Minister of Propaganda, Joseph Goebbels (cE Hunt 1983:131). When
the endnote is checked, one finds that it is not Goebbels he is quoting d i r d y , but rather
Wdliam Shirer's Berlin Dimy, which is itself being quoted in a third book, Gerald Suster's

Hirler: me Occirlt Messiah (cf'. Hunt 1983:272 n.6). Thus, it is not Goebbels, nor Shirer,
but Suster who is, in fact, Hunt's source. And, siince the page reference in the endnote is
to the quite rare Suster book, rather than the readily-available Shirer, tracing the accwacy

of the Goebbels quote becomes rather difficult. in Occult Imiaî'on, Hunt quotes C.S.
Lewis, whose "simple logic destroys Darwinism" (1W8E2 1). The endnote, however,
references not Lewis, but Hunt and McMahon's own The New Spiritualify(the reprint
title of Amet-ica: The Sorcerer 's N i Apprentice). Similady, In Defellse of the Faith

refers to Pope John Paul II gathering "snake worshipers, fire worshipers, spiritists,
animists, and witch doctors, dong with Hindus, BuMhistq and Mualims at Assisi, Itdy, to

pray for peace" and his telling them that they were di praying to the same Goâ" (Hunt
1996x37). Hunt references what are aiieged to be the words of the Pope, but the citation
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is to his own A Woman Rides the Beast (1 W6h:33 7 n. 3). When the source reference there
is checked, one finds no direct quotation of the Pope either; there is, in fact, no reference

at al1 (cf. Hunt 1994h:424).
12.54 Manipulated Quotations

Finally, if the source does not exactly support what it is he wants to convey, Hunt

sometimes simply manipulates the quotations. In O c d Imusion Hunt refers several times
to parapsychologist Jon Klimo, to whom Hunt refers as the "author of one of the rnost
definitive books on channeling" (1998f69;cf 1998t 161; c f Klimo 1998).At one point in
his discussion of remote viewing and channeling, Hunt quotes psychologist Charles Tart,
who "adrnits reluctantly, 'There's enough evidence that cornes in to make me take the idea
of disembodied intelligence seriously"' (Tart, in Hunt 1998f69). Rather than a direct
quote fiom Tan,however, the reference is to Klimo's book (cf. Hunt 1998f604 n.33).
When the Tart quote is placed in the context given it by Klimo,and quoted somewhat less
selectively, an entirely different interpretation emerges. For Kümo, the question is not
"Does Tart take the idea of disembodied inteiiigences saiously?" but "Does Tart beüeve
in the existence of other realms in the channeiing sense of non-physical ones?"o
1998:305). Hunt's quote is the immediate answer giwn to that question. Hunt omits,

however, Tart's caveat to his reply, a caveat which is cantallied in the very next sentence.
Quoting Tart directly, the Klimo passage rads: "Tm in between those two extrernes: 1
wouldn't say the evidence says it's al1 nonsense and it's aii just the subconscious; neither
would 1 say you can prove the existence of any of these entities" (Tart,in Klimo
1998:305).

Hunt also takes rather serious liberty with Klimo's citation of another scientist,
Ralph B. Allison, a noted authoriîy on MPD (now known as Dissociative Identity

Disorder). Hunt writes: "A former doubter, psychiatrist Ralph B. Allison, says, "1 have
corne to believe in the possibility of spirit possession . . . by demonic spirits fiom satanic

redms, and that's an area 1 don? Gare to discuss or be part o f . . ." (Hunt 1998f:167;
ellipses in the original). Once again, the quote is taken, not fiom Allison himself; but from
Klimo's interview with Allison. Here, it is the ellipses which are important, for, in Hunt's
version, they eliminate over halfthe paragraph. Immediately following the first part of
Hunt's quote, the missing text reads:
He [i.e., Allison] has developed a spectrum to cover what he calls the
possession syndrome. At one end of the spectrurn is the clinically typicai
picture where part of the person's own rnind splits off and then seerns to
tum around and possess him or her; 'then we get into being possessed or
controlled by a spirit that does not have a body at the the'; and then there
is 'possession &y dkmonic spiritsfrom satmic reaims . . ."' (Klimo
1W8:210; emphasis added)
Allison is tallong about a range of possibilities here, not the demonic certainty suggested
by Hunt's selective emendation. Indeed, the reason AUison does not "canto discuss or be

part of' any discussion into "demonic spirits fiom satanic realms7' follows Unmediately
fkom this, but again is ornitteci by Hunt. It is because "it's a theoretical possibility"
(AUison, in Klimo 1W8:210) as opposed to an empirical certainty.

In rnany different ways, Hunt uses instnunental mechanisms of propaganda to
shape the perception of his target audience. While his zeaî is admirable and he has, as
noted, a certain intuitive correctness about soma cu1tu.dand religious trends, his integrity
as a researcher and the seriousness with which his work rnight othcrwise be taken is
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gravely compromised by the rnanner in which he manipulates information. Givm the
subjective construction of reality to which he adheres, though, and to which he M y
believes al1 the rest of the world should adhere as well, the mamer in which he reinforces
that reality is not surprising. The problems of practical life which Hunt finds to be so
ubiquitous require the kind of universe-maintenance provided by propaganda.
12.6 Summary

As in the preceding chapter, each of the propaganda correlates examined here is

well evidenced in Dave Hunt's work. Prevarication of varying degrees abounds in his
writing. Through misuse of a questionable source, Hunt aileges that the LDS church

members abuse drugs-£tom off-the-shelf tranquillisers to heroin and cocaine-more

than

non-LDS members; the unwarranted (and false) implication is that Mormo~smleads to

andlot encourages such dwg abuse. That the United States armed forces endorses or
licenses official Satanic chaplains is quite simply not true; yet this is one of the pieces of
evidence which, for Hunt, makes "the thought of the world worshiping Satan far more
plausible than in past geneiations" (Hunt 1990b:44). It is sirnilariy untrue that the
University of Alabama's Capstone College of Nursing is teaching its students voodoo in

an effort to return medicine "to its occultic ongins" (Hunt 1980:118). F i d y , to suggest
that Hinduism is directiy responsible for the rise of Hitler and the atrocities of the Nazi
regime is a lie of the 6rst order, one meant only to impress the reader with the magnitude
of the danger Hunt beüeves is represented by the Hindu worldview.

June Krarner, Joan Harrison,and Craig Pruett may each have had very traumatic
expaiemes in th& various journeys through Eastern religion, philosophy, and

Transcendental Meditation, but to use their anecdotal witness as evidence for the general
condemation of al1 these religious and spintual traditions demonstrates the danger
inherent in apostate testimony. They add little in the way of authentic understanding of the
tradition to which they belonged, and contnbute only to the dualistidduelistic aspect of

Hunt's subjective construction of reality. As Bromley, Shupe, and Ventimiglia note:
By associating deviant groups with reprehensible violations of fundamental

values, atrocity tales fùnction at a seminal stage of the labeling process.
They are the elements out of which a social context for evil is formed. By
their outrageous, larger-than-life quality, they help mobilize reactions
against targets. Most importantly, they provide the 'evidence' (at both
visceral and intellectual levels) for negative labels that later may justiQ
forma1 degradation ceremonies. (Bromley, Shupe, and Ventimiglia
1983:160)

As will have been obvious, Hunt's writing is rarely free from antipathy. His

subjective construction of reality so completely separates the world around him into good
and evil that he appears left with little choice but to render as negatively as possible al1 that
does not support his understanding of the world. Like the anecdotal atrocity (which is
ofien little more than antipathy peronified), hyperbole, alarmism., and metaphors which

paint the individuais, groups, and phenomena under discussion with the coloun of disease,
invasion, and malfeasance, aii combine to ampli@ the problem of practical life in the eyes
of the target audience. For that audience, Muslims are no longer simply building a house
down the Street or a mosque at the end of the block; they are "invading." A new religious
organisation, by virtue of its non-conformity to "biblical Christian pnnciples," becomes by
definition a "cult." The Roman Catholic Church is not the spiritual home to nearly a billion
persons around the world; it is the "Great Whore of Babylon," drunk with the blood of

saints and mmyrs as she reels toward the Antichrist's one world religion.
Finally, the appearance of scholarship-copious reference citations, appeals to
authorities, both known and unknown, and carefully conceptualised and reasoned
arguments-creates for the target audience the illusion that what is provided rnay be taken
at face value. That is, it need not be questioned precisely because this apparatus of
scholarship is in place. In much of Hunt's writing, this illusion will not withetand any
ongoing investigation. From tautological endnotes to non-existent ones, from questionable
sources to self-citation and rnanipulated quotations, fiom deceptive databases and
allusions to masses of available data which space does not permit him to examine, Hunt
builds his case for diligent scholarship carefùlly, but in a manner which is ultimately flaweû
and in the end lefi wanting.

Chapter Thirteen

Concluding Remarks
It is nor enough to moum and weep over the compromise of the faith by
ohers. Let each of us examit~ehis or her own heart-and then do

something to heip. if tens of thousanàs of true Bereans would write and'or
phone to exhort and encourage leaders to earnestiy contendfor the faith,
leaders whose voices need to be h e u 4 perhaps it would have art impact
that could help rescue multitudes before if is too late.
-Dave Hunt-

13.1 Christian Anticult Apologetics as Religious Propaganda

In a sense, this dissertation concludes where it began, with the question "Are
Hindus really Nazis?'IIf, as Hadden and Shupe point out, the "crowning achievement" of
the Reagan administration was that "he made his conservative agenda hnerica's agenda"
(l988:28l), then the crowning achievement of anticult apologists N e Hunt, Cumbey, and

Matnsciana would be for their agenda to become the church's agenda. In popular
Christian consciousness, then, Hnduism would be regarded as the nascence of ~azism;"

567Thatthe swastüra retains the power to geiierate signifiant ernotion and no litile cognitive
dissonance when displayed in contexts other than the Nazi is plainly evident. For e.uample, while using
slides to explain the grounds of Asakusa Kannon, a popular Buddhist temple in Tokyo,the author was
stmck by the audience response to pictures of large bronze incense bwners, each of which bore a swastika

the New Age would without question represent a clear and present danger both to

Christian and to secular culture; and the need for constant vigilance in the face of anything
which could be perceived to dilute one's cornmitment to God as revealed in an inerrant,

infallible, and insuperable Scripture would be constantly reinforceci. That Christian anticult
apologists are as prolific in their work as they are suggests that there is already a
significant target audience whose subjective construction of redity predisposes thmi to
this particular reality. As plentiful as this materiai is, though, is it propaganda? Does it
fundon according to the definition generated in Chapter Four, employing the wrrelate
rnechanisms described in Chapter Five, and within the conceptual process of universe-

maintenance as discussed in Chapter Six?
The short answer to these questions is "Yes." However, in order to evaluate

properly the temtory which hm been traversed, it seems appropriate to revîsit some of the
specific points from which the inquiry began. To reprise some of the questions asked of
the propaganda mode1 in terrns of its utility, recall:
1s the model's definition of propaganda accurate and reasohable? 1s the
definition practicable and demonstrable? That is, can its attributes be tested
in the context of a panicular body of material? Are the constituents of the
model as they have been compiled-Le., the correlates of the
model-consistent with the definition? When the model is actually appüed
to the material in question, are these constituents present? Are t h 9
prevalent? Are they predominant? What would happen ifthey were absent
or deleted? That is to say, are they integrai enough to the substance of the
argument that their removal would resdt in the collapse of that argument?
In terms of the last question, this would seem to follow logically. Ifthese
constituents-both attributive and correlative--are &damental to the

in relief. A nutnber of persans commented that they had never known thc swasîh in any otber conthan the Nazi, and it troubled than greatly that Buddhist and Hindu symbol had kenappropriatcd as the
central icon of the Thirâ Reich.

application of the propaganda model, and if a given body of material
contains them to the degree that the argument in the matenal would cease
to exist in any coherent fonn were they removed, then a conclusion that the
material is propagandistic would be well supponed. (pp.25-6 above)

In the context of these general questions asked of a propaganda model, there are
also the more specific, propositional questions which must be answered in the evaluation
of a particular body of work, for example, that of Dave Hunt. R e d that the propositional
attnbutes of propaganda must be present in his writing if it is to be considered
propaganda; the correlative mechanisms are present to a greater or lesser degree
depending on the intent of specific passages and arguments.
First, in tems of the attributes, is the manipulation of information in the material
under review systematic? That is, while it need not be total in the sense employed by Ellul,
are the attributive principles and correlate mechanisms of propaganda integrated into the
particular dissemination of idormation in a systematic manner? Would their removal remlt

in the failure or disintegration of the ~ ~ s t e r Second,
n ? ~ is this systematic manipulation of
tiformation employed in the service of an identifiable ideology, either in support of the

hygienics of that ideology or in the therapeutic resolution of challenges to it, or bath?=
Put differently, in tems of a sociology of knowledge, is there a particular subjective

=As noted a b e : "Speafïc content ad&, the systematic nature of propagandademands that
thcsc mechanisnu k (a) rcguiarly prrsent in the materiai under investigation; (b) csstlltial to the cogcacy
of the arguments made in tbe material; and (c) uniformly employed in support of the propagmkt's
objectiven (p.162 above).

?tedi: -In the case of fiindamentalistChristh mticuit apdogetia. this ibIogy is (a)
bounded by a raîher inûexiile, exclusive Aefinition of what it means to k a "ChrWaqn which Acfinition
inclub ideologically sanctioncd stances on theology, cthics, motality, snd politics; (ô) it is i n f 'by
an elitist understanding of Christianity's place in the history of human religious development aad the
spectnim of world reiigiaus thought and practice; and fc) it is driven both to convert others to that
particular vision of Chtistianity, as weU as to dcawert those who bave choscn alttniative reiigious
participation" (pp. 163-5 above).

construction of reality in which service propaganda is employed, and is there a specific
problem of practical life in the face of which that propaganda has been deployed?

Third, does the manipulation of information in the material unda investigation
support the motivation of the target audience in a rnanner consistent with the aims and
objectives of the propagandist? That is, does the manner in which idormation is
manipulated ultimately demand of the audience some particular response? Fourth, is the
information and argument presented to the target audience manipulative? And, as noted
above, is this manipulation of information-whether

effected through fdacious logic,

questionable testimony, a d o r the presentation of spurious data-systematic?

Fah,does

the particular dissemination of information have a specific target audience?" And,

is there an objective in the mind of the propagandist, something specific that he or she
wants the target audience to believe and to do?

In most of the anticult apologists surveyeâ, these attributes are present. In some,

such as Constance Cumbey,Texe Marrs, and Bob Larsoa, they are perhaps more
obviously in evidence; while in others, such as Walter Martin and Douglas Groothuiq they
are veiled*by less strident rhetoric and a more erudite approach to the problem. In dl,

though, there is a simiiar subjective construction of reality at work, and a W a r process

by which the problem of practicai life represented by cults, the New Age movernent, and
advancing secularism are resolved. Quoted here at some length, Gretchen Passantino's

s7%hdl:"proPaganda works on the existing kliefr, myths, symbol sets, anâ p@dices wbich
are already in phce in the tatgct audience, manipulating tbesc towards whatcva objectivt tbc
propapiuidist has Aaibed. AS EUul noted, the propapandist "must lamw the sentiments and opinions, the
current tendencies and the stemtypes among the puûlic he is üying to reachn(Ellul 1%5:33)" (p.169
abavc).

introductory remarks to her revision of Walter Martin's chapter, "nie Road to Recovery,"
detail this concem rather well.

Cultic doctrine hm penneated every religimsforum in Anrericu, Christian
m well as non-Christian. While Walter Mmtin 's ministry war focrsed on

cuitic heresies outside the church, no repnsible Christian ~ l o g r g r s t
to&ry c m haw such a nmow focus, because the nrlls have corne into the
church itself:Libed denominations weicome puganim, shunKwtim, d
Eastern p t h e i m into their worship services, @nais, md storemenu of
faith. Chimatic, Pentecostal, and independent churches are p r e d n g
the plague of Word Faith heresies, exacting a fol1of their metnbers that is
no2 on& spiritual injwy, but emotional anàphysicd hmnt sometimes even
cuhinating in physical dearh . . .
It is not t m lale to m a k a d~flerence.7knew millennim c m open with
a new comrnitment to the tmth of the g o p i . the propgation of the bue
faith, and the evmgelization of those lost infalie belief md unkliej With
assistancefiom the Christian Resemch ïnstitute md other simzfur
organiz~tions~
the cooperution of local churches, artcl the assistance of
a
stmd
p t o r s and Christtaaneducators, cuit evangelism will tak *
against d i c heresies wherever they may k fmcnbmllSl&the church or
outside. in the United States or a b r d Cipncring and mpprting Walter
Martin 's original vision can m& a nieclsurable dtfference in the strengîh
of the cchurch. (Passantino, in Martin 1997:460-1)
13.1.1 Dave Hunt as Religious Propagandist

First, if the correlates of propaganda as they have been desaibed and exploreci,

and the attributive principles accordhg to which they are employed, were deleted from
Dave Hunt's work, would his arguments be affected in any findamentai, critical way?

Would the case he makes for the danger represented by cults and sects, the role that
alternative religious expression plays in fundamentalist prophetic determinian, and mianer
in which his target audience is encourageci to perceive and respond to these groups be

compromised? There is no doubt that this is the case. The manipulation of information
which obtains in his work-fiom the subtle suggestion of supporthg data to the outnght
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invention of anecdotal evidence-is thoroughgoing and consistent. In fact, it is crucial to
the case which he makes and to the arguments that he presents in support of that case. It
reinforces and repairs his subjective construction of reality; it aids in the identification and
evaluation of deviance fiom t hat subjective construction; and it facilitates the integration
or the Nhilation of deviant phenornena-whether cognitive or existentid-into the
framework of that construction. It is systematic to the point where its removal would
utterly disintegrate his argument.
While he may very possibly disagree that the dissemination of information he

presents is manipulative in any way-Le.,

that it is propaganda-Hunt

would alrnost

certainly agree that his purpose is to offer as systematic a presentation of that information
as possible. Indeed, as pointed out in the analysis of his work, neither his vims nor the

data he offers in support of those views have changed much across more than two decades
of writing. As he states in Peuce, Proqwiiy, and the Corning Holowust, "We wiil

carefiilly consider the friture of planet Earth Born every angle: scientific, d
t
,
poütical,
military, Biblicai" (Hunt 1983:7). Whether his work represnits either a ''car&
consideration" or a consideration "from every possible angle," is not the issue. In ternis of
a sociology of knowledge, the point is that Hunt beliews that it does, and it is this belief

which actualises his behaviour. Similarly, In Defense of the Faïîh begins with the conceni

that "[we] want to consider those questions [which challenge the essential validity of
Christianity] honestly and openly and at the same time take the greatest care to be certain
that the answers we arrive at are vaiid. We d l ailow the critics to challenge the Bible

fkom every angle, and we wili discover that the evidence in support of 'the Sth' is

absolutely ovenvhelming7'(Hunt 1996a:9). Once again, whether these particular concems
are realistic in terms of Hunt's treatment of the material is less important than the fact that
he believes them to be and acts on that belief
Second, that there is a clesuly identifiable subjective construction of reality in

which Hunt participates and in the seMce of which his manipulation of information is
deployed is also plain. Anchored unmovably to an inerrant, infallible, and insuperable
Scnpture, fundamentalkt Christianity fùrnishes this ideological underpinning. "The only
enemy of liberalism is fundamentalism's firm adherence to Scnpture," he writes in "Am 1 a
Fundamentalist?" (Hunt 1998a:2). And, in response to a conceni about the evidences of
science, he declares that :

human efforts to gather data through archaeological and historid and
scientific research are subject to error. We do not cast aside Our confidence
in God's Word when the dtics clah to have wntradictory evidence. They
have been proven wrong every time they have disputed what the Bible
says. It is helpful, however, to know the evidence that backs up the Bible.
For that reason we have concentrated mainly on such affinnation in this
volume. (Hunt l996a:318)
In answer to the question of how an ontologically divine Christ could die on the cross-

that is, how could G d d i e H u n t responds articulating much of the hdamentalist
worldview he inhabits:
As the substitute dying in our place, Christ must have ewlund the AiU,
infinite penalty that God's judgment demandeci for sin, including the second
de& Since He is both God and man, He was not separated e t d y fiom
God, but, being infinite, He was able to endure the fUness of that penalty

in those few hours upon the cross. How could God die? Death is
separation fiom Goci, so the question codd also be stated, 'How could
God be separated f3om and forsaken by God?' Though it is beyand our
comprehension, we believe that Christ endured that homble and eternal
separation which we deserved, for He cried out, 'My God, my Go4 why

hast thou forsaken me?' (Pçalm 22: 1; Matthew 27:46). We cmnot explan
but are assured that He tasted 'death for every man' (Hebrews 2:9).This

it,

can only mean that He experienced thefifi humor ofetemai sepmaton
h will inrprison Christ rejectersfor ufletentity. The death
Christ died for us, therefore, must have included death (sepration fiom
God) to the human spirit. Without that complete payrnent in full of the
entire penalty pronounced against us for sin, we could not be saved. (Hunt
1W6a:328; emphasis added)

from God t

Third, Hunt is not content to let his target audience sit idly by and play their
collective fiddle as the world bums; rather, they are d e d to active participation in the
cosmological battle between good and evil, between the God they serve and the devii they
oppose. Books and newsletters, pamphlets, videos, and prayer vigils are al1 weU and good,
but if the average Christian does not corne out of the trenches and advance on the

battlefield, calling as many of his or her comrades into the fight as possible, then the forces
of the Antichnst-represented

by everything fiom confidence in the scientific method to

fath in the Roman Catholic Church- d l overwheim the world. "We dare not-we
not-stand

must

by in silence," he writes in Beyond Seducron, "afrad to speak for fear of

offending or causing division, while rhefaiih once-for4 committed to the saints is

misrepresented" (Hunt 1987a:61). He continues: "We must not compromise, for to do so
does not help but hinder the cause of truth. Faiiure to contend eamestly for the faith
dishonon God, and, while it rnay avoid hun feelings and damaged egos, it demoys souls
for whom Christ died. If the love of Christ rules our heartq then we will eamedy contend

for the faith that He has delivered to us" (Hunt 1987a:61). Thuq his audience U motivateci
to participate in the stmggie.
Fourth, that the m e r in which information is presented by Hunt is rnanipulative
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is clear from the numerous examples provided throughout the discussion of his work. The
logical flow of his argument is more often than not fallacious. In addition to the particular
fdlacies considered above, he often poisons the well, or resorts to ad hominem atîacks,
the former when quoting the leader of a "cult," the latter regularly couched in the context
of an anecdotal atrocity. Conventional pieties support aspects of his argument for which
there is often no better substantiation; while his pnsmtation of evidence is fiameci in such

a way as to exclude discussion of anything which might threaten the validity of his
argument. His misuse of data varies ûom the fatuous (e.g., official Satanic chaplains in the

U.S. military) to the egregious (e.g., Hinduism is the progenitor of Nazism), and from the
sirnply misguided (e.g., the role of the clergy in the Jehovah's Witnesses) to the
deliberately misleading (e.g., his selective emendation of Bob and Gretchen Passantho).
Finaliy, his use of apostate testimony provides thin buttress for arguments which are
already nddled with antipathetic language and vitiated by various types of questionable
scholarship.

Fifth, Dave Hunt does not produce his material for just anyone. He is most
concemexi to equip "Bereans,"those who inhabit a sUnilar subjective construction of

reality to his own, in their fight to meet the problems of practical lXe presented by a
religiously plural society, and to effea the migration of those who inhabit cornpethg
worldviews into their own. "The Bible teaches that faith must be founded upon f q " he
declares, wrîting of the neeâ which he believes inspireci his writing of In Defeensc of the

F d ,"not upon feelings, intuition or emotion-much less upon blind submission to some
religious authority . . . Surely, then, we must be prepared to use the God-gMn evidence in
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answering the honest questions of sincere seeken. Let us meet the challenge of unbelief
both within and without today's church!" (Hunt 1996b:3).

Lady, al1 of the above speaks to the very clear objective which Hunt has in mind,
the end towards which ail of his work tends. Since he believes that biblical prophecy
demands that it is inevitable that the Antichrist must corne to power, but that the true
Church will be taken away by God prior to the great period of tribulation, and because he

is certain that, following the millennial reign of Christ, the universe will be destroyed
utterly in order for God to begin again with a new, "bom-again" universe, Hunt recopnises
that a universal conversion to "biblical Christianity" is impossible. He is concemed,
therefore, not to convert the multitudes, but to equip those who inhabit a s i d a r
subjective universe 4 t h the tools to contend for their faith in the face of these harsh
realities.

In the end, is Dave Hunt a propagandist? While he would very likely argue not, the
evidence to the contrary is quite conclusive. Indeed, his work presents an excellent

example ofthe m e r in which the principles and mechanisms of propaganda fiinaion. It
is the manipulation of information, systematically employed in the service of a religious
ideology, aimeci at the motivation of a specific target audience and tending towards a
particdar objective.

13.2 A Soeiology of Knowledge and Propagaiida Theor), as a Modd for Anilysh
As Je5ey Hadden notes in his introduction to A 17t40ry of Reli'on, ''theories are

not to be judged as right or wrong, but as more or less usefùi" (Hadden, in Stark and
Bainbridge 1987:8). The question, fiameci thus, is not whether the marriage of a sociology
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of knowledge to propaganda theory and method is right or wrong, good or bad7but

whether it has any utility in the investigation of social phenomena and any ability to fiirther
one's understanding of that phenomena. In terms of the current project-Christian anticult
apologetics-is this theoretical and methodological alignment a useful one? Does it serve
to fiirther the understanding, not only of how the fbndarnentalist worldview is constniaad,
but how it is reinforceci and repaired when confionted by various problerns of prElCticsl
life? Once again, the answer, while hardly exhaustive or unqualified, is "Yes."It offers its
utility with reference to four specinc areas of understanding: (a) the problem of practical
life; (b) the subjective construction of reaIity; (c) the therapeutic mode1 of universe-

maintenance; and (4 the manipulation of information in the service of (a),

0,and (c).

13.2.1 Understanding the Problem of Practicd Lifc

When Mannheim suggested that describing the range of possible answers to a
problem, detailing the array of social constructions of nsolution available to a particular
population at a particular time was the primary task of a sociology of knowledge, he my
have assumed the identification of the problem of practical We to be implicit in that
process. However, by explicitiy locating the problem of practicai life as the first question
asked of a sociology of knowledge, the field of possibilities with respect to those social

constructions is siBnificantly narrowed. That is, one knows the question to which one
seeks the answer. It does little good to examine the sape of potatial nsponses to the

problem of practical life generated in a cornmunity by nunom of rituai aallnal sacrifices
taking place in the woods beyond the edge of town (cf., for example, Kahaner 1999:1459) when the real problem is the presence of public school readllig material considerd d t
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for one's children by reason of their parents' religious beliefs. That these two examples are
not so very far removed from one another is dernonstrated by their shared presence in the
spectmm of possible threats confionted by some of the anticult apologists (cf, for
exarnple, Larson 1989b. 199 1, 1W6e). Giving the problem of practical life some measure
of analytic priority allows for the articulation of what the real problem is.
Once the problem has been clearly identified, it follows that the catalogue of
possible response options will necessarily narrow, bounded as they are by the requirements
and contingencies of the problem at hand. Following the example above, since animal
sacrifice is a criminal offence (fdling under the statutes governing cruelty to anirnal~),~"
the need to cal1 a town meeting to consider possible options for resolution would be
obviated; law enforcement authonties would simply make their investigations and effect
such measures as may be required. On the other hand, if the problem is really the teaching
of inappropriate reading material. is it a matter for discussion with the teacher. the school

principal, the municipal and statdprovincial education authonties, the publishers of the
teabook in question, or the cornmunity at large? In the case of Vicki Frost and Hawkins
County, resolution of the problem required discussion at al1 these levels and more. Clear
definition of the problem, though, was the first aep towards resolution.
13.2.2 Understanding the Suhjective Coastruction of Reaiity

Once the problem is identified, a working knowledge of the subjective construction
s7'~0r
example, Illinois statutes indude the foliowing prohibitions: "7O/3 .O 1. Cruel treatmeat
3 .O 1. No person or owner may bat, cruelly treat, tonnent, starve, overwork or otherwise abuse any
animal. No owner may abandon any animal where it may becorne a public charge or rnay suffer injury,
hunger or exposure. 7013.02. Aggravated cmelty 3.02. Aggravated cnielty. No person may intentionally
commit an act that causes a cornpanion animal to suffer serious injury or death" (<http:/lwww.law.ute.uas.
edu/dawson/cmlty/il_cniel.htm>, electronic document.
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of reality which is infonning the resolution of that problem aids the researcher in better
understanding what the range of possible resolutions encompasses and why that particular
option was chosen. Almost by definition, Vicki Frost's fundamentdist Christianity d e d
out certain response options in the confiict generated by the Henry Holt readers.
Persuading her to allow her children to use the readers in the interest of broadening their
religious horizons, for example, would have been unlikely to succeed. Similarly, a m&ng
of the Hawkins County school board to which a Wiccan, a trame channeller, and a
specialist in psychokinesis had been invited in order to explain the bases of th& diffèrent
beliefs and philosophies in an effort to ameliorate concem would have met with linle
better response. As with the construction of theory, this circumstance is neither good nor
bad; in the context of the operant subjective constructions of reality it is simply ruled out

as impractical and unproductive.

While the identification of cognitive boundw markers by which one p h a r y
group might be categorically distinguished from another will not always be possibleindividuals belong to more than one group across the matrix of their socid relationshipsthe use of these markers as a means to differentiate one group fiom another does have a
certain analytic utility. It was not Viclci Frost's membership in the Kiwanettes (a primary
group distinguishable, for example, from the Ladies Hospital Auxiliary) which actualiscd
her response to the Holt readers, but her participation in fhdmenitalist Christianity

bounded in part by belief in an inmant, Uifallible, and insuperable Scripture. Funher, it
was her participation in a discreet sub-group of Hawkins County fùndamennaüsm, a subgoup impacted by signifcant others such as her fiiend Jennie Wilson, anti-New Age
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lecturer Constance Cumbey,and other fundamenialist radio evangelists, which sensitised
her proximate threshold of instability to the threat represented by the Holt readers.
Analogous to the purpose served by identimng the precise problem of practical life,
establishing which prirnary group affiliation is actualising particular behaviour furthers
one's understanding into the nature of that group.
As Stark and Bainbridge point out, the more anributes which may be attached to a
definition, the less ambiguity will result in the classification of things, events, or
phenornena according to that definition (cf 1985 :20).A sirnilar process entails in the
encomium of cognitive boundary markers by which a particular subjective construction of
reality may be descnbed. While Dave Hunt might include as fundarnentalist Christians al1
those who hold to an inerrant, infallible, insuperable Scripture, his sub-group is further
bounded (i.e., defined with less ambiguity) by belief in a pre-tribulation rapture of the true
Church. Vicki Frost rnay agree that those with whom she was in contention over the
readen are good Christians, her sub-group is funher defined by the fact that adherence to
Christian principles demanded her opposition to the readers. The more cognitive boundary
markers which can be clearly identified, the more accurately one primary group may be
diainguished from another, and the more readily the planes dong which distinction occurs
cm be described.

13.2.3 Understanding the Therapeutic Mode1 of UniverscMaintenance

If knowledge of the problem of practical life is necessary for a fuller understanding
of the potential and actual responses to that problem, then an understanding of the
subjective construction of reality in place in a pnmary group is necessary for interpreting

the precise role played by the different conceptual machineries of universe-maintenance at
work in that group. If the hygienic of a situation is not clearly established, for example,
identiMng incidents which threaten that hygienic becomes more difficult; there is no
baseline against which deviance may be measured. The subjective construction of r d t y
provides that baseline. Once in place and understood, challenges to that reality may be
appraised for their authenticity and their relative threat. Dave Hunt,for example, does not

view the deviance represented by belief in a rnid-tribulation rapture with the sarne gravity
as he does any challenge to the essential authonty of the Bible or the essential uniqueness
of Christianity. To the former he simply responds: "We are not suggesting that one must

believe in the Rapture in order to be saved. It is not part of the gospel . . . Those who

belong to Christ will be taken to heaven in the Rapture whether they believe in this event
or not" (Hunt 1993a:199). To the latter, however, he writes: "Christianityteaches that
there are hvo destina~ionsand that each person has the fieedom to choose one of the two:

heaven or hell. That Jesus Christ is the only way to heaven can easily be proved" (Hunt
1996a:287).m

In its own way, each represents deviance-an

incident of non-health-to

the

ongoing hygie~cof his worldview. While, for Hunt, both require rmediation o f some
sort, the diierence in the level of threat determines the level of response. The former
requires little more than the realignment of an essentidy compatible worldview; Christians
'%n the page bring this, Honiquotes as an epigraph Simon GreenlePt former Royaii Prof-r
of Law at Harvatd Law Schooi and scholar of the nifa of evidence. "Thereligion ofJesm Chfist ainu at
nothing loss than the utter overthrow of ail other systems ofreligion of the world, denouncing them os
inadequate to the wants of man, filse in theirfoundations and dangems in their tendency . . . . These are
no ordinary claims; and it seems hardfyposibleJor a rationai being to . . . mat them with mere
ind~gerenceor contempt" (Greenleafl in Hunt 1996a:286).
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who believe in the prophetic determinisrn of the Bible have simply misinterpreted aspects
of that detenninism. On the other hand, those who cal1 themselves Christians, but who

would embrace ecumenism and even syncretism, require more aringent therapeutic
measures-nihilation

of the worldview they inhabit and migration from that worldview to

the one inhabited by Hunt. A therapeutic model of universe-maintenance, while hardly the

only analytic model available, does offer a usehl vantage point from which to understand
the process of reality-repair and reinforcement.
13.2.4. Undentanding the Manipulation of hformatioa

If the world appeared in preciseiy the same way to every person, the need for the

manipulation of information in order to reinforce one point-of-view over another wodd
hardly arise. The world, however, because it is subjectively constructecl, does appear often
vastly different to every person. Human congregation in prirnary groups very ofien
requires the manipulation of information to &ect the kind of reality-maintenance

presct-ibed by the therapeutic model. It is vital to the reality-maintenance effeaed by Dave
Hunt, for exarnple, that the world be seen as spiralling into an ever-increasing seailarism,
occultism, and anti-Christianity. If this dynamic is not in place, then the prophetic
determinisrn on which it is predicated finds no support. Therefore, there are Satanic
chaplains in the U.S. military; Russia, the largest entity to corne out of the Soviet break-

up, is poised to establish herseif as the cornerstone of a one world empire; and the Church

is the target of an occult invasion the &es of which the world has never known. Ifthese
dangers are not readily apparent, then information m u t be managed and presented in such

a way that they become so. Understanding the manipulation of information is au integral

component in the observation and interpretation of the way in which the therapeutic
machinery of universe-maintenance supports the subjective construction of reaiity in the
face of various and sundry problems of practical life.
13.3 Summary

Rather than an endpoint, or anything approaching a firm conclusion, the model
presented in this dissertation represents a starting point for the integration of these two
modes of analysis. While the author has interests in fùrther refining the theory and method
developed here and applying them to dif8erent fields of interest, it will ultimately fàil to
other researchen to polish and to redact, to challenge and to improve the model. Such is
the way of scholarship. Where the model as developed here is found to be needlessly
complex, others will simplie it, conforming it more closely to the principle of parsimony
upon which Stark and Bainbridge believe dl truly usefûl theoiy is constructed." Where it
is confusing, firther refinement will see it clanfied. And, where it is siiply wrong-headed,
there will be those to point out the better direction. As Stark and Bainbridge note: "Once

a theory has been developed and published, it must stand or fall on its own merits-its
clarity, its parsimony, its scope, and its ability to continue to survive collisions with
appropriate facts" (1987:24). In this, they reinforce one of the basic principles upon which

a sociology of knowledge itself is bu&-that

every group must in some way corne to

terms with any fact discovered by any group.

5a~urtherm0re,n write Stark and Bainbridge, 3we quickly agrœ îhat aa tbeory is rcductionist.
A theorist shouid always be as reductionisîic as possi'ble-or, to p a r a p h Occam, a -rist
sfLould Éry
to gct the most out of the 1east. A theory is too reûuctionistic only whcn it carmot do whai it mrist, witbwt
more than it bas" (1987:26).
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